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EXPLA NA TOR Y,

We wishb il distincly understood that Miss .Willard 's responsibiity for tits &rsok ended

when she furnished her manuscript1

She repeatedy requestd Mat but pictura of herselV be gion. 7hi, bouever, would

leae her oui ofoilcial groups r:were eis te central figure, and >to presen te uuity of

these, also as illustrative of altogether\4ferent.phase of her. life, at haw arranged Lie

picturesas we beliered the interests of te book and the preference of the public warranteda us

in doing.

Il should also besiated tat Miss Ws7ard wrote tiuei bundred pages Lai had to be cul

down to seen hundred, and inso doing, scores of names, facts and alusions, ail of wUhic

she was especialydesirous to bave in this book, had to be omitted. T bthis omission Lie author

bas kinly agreted kaving writien rapidly ana ithout calculating for Lie space reguirea by

Lis é-plus of/manuscript.
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Ditatorn.

ThERE IS ONE

"Face that duly as the sun,

Rose upfor me since life begun

ONE ROYAL HEART THAT NEVER EAILED ME ET.

TO MOTHER,

gityof AS A BiRTHDAY GIFTi
ted the

anid us ON

JANUAR-$3, f889,
Io b cul

f which

eautho THE EIGHTY-FIFTH ANNIVERSARY OF HER UNDAUNTED LIFE,

JI-DEDICATE

HER ELDEST DAUGHTER'S SELF-TOLD STORY.
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q HOU, under Satan'sfierce control,

' Sall Heaven on thee ils-rest bestow?

1 know not, but I know a soul

That might have fall'n as darkly low.

'I judge thee not, whiat depths o/ ill

Soe'er thyfeet have found or trod;

I/know a spirit and d will

As weak, butfor the help of God.

"Salt thou with full day-lab'rers stand,

.Who hardly canskhave pruned one vine?

I know not, but I know a hand

With an infirmity like thine.

Shal t/zou, who hadst wilh scoffers part,

E 'er wear the crown the Christian wears9

I knowv not, but I know a heartl

Asfinty, butfor -tears andprayers.

"Have mercy, O I/ou Crucîfied!

For even while I -name Thy name,

I know a longue that might have lied,

Like Peter's, and amfilled oith shame.
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I have been asked by the publishers of this Autobiography

to write the Introdhction. am very glad to be asked. There is

no woman in the world whose book I would rather introduce than

that of my friend and co-worker, Frances E. Willard. From the

first hour of my acquaintance with lier, now 'more than sixteen

years ago, she has been to me the embçtdiment of all that is

lovely, and good, and womanly, and stron4 and noble and ten-

der, in human nature. She has been my queen among women,

and I have felt it to be one of the greatest privileges of my life

to call her my friend. I have been inspired by her genius, I

have been cheered by her sympathy, I have been taught by her

wisdom, I have been led onward and upward by her enthusiastic

faith. We have met on almost every point of human interest,

and have beenYogether in joy and in sorrow, in success and in

apparent. failure; she has been a member of my household for

weeks together, and; I have seen her tried by prosperity and

flattery, by misunderstanding and° evil report; and always and

everywhere she has been the same simple-hearted, fair-minded

Christian woman, whose one sole aim hasbeen to do the will of

God as far as she knew it, and to bear- whatever-,of apparent ill

He may have permitted to come up6n lier, with cheerful submis-

sion, as being lis loving discipline for the purpose of making her

what, above all, she longs to be, a partaker of His holiness.

In regard to.her public work she has seemed to me one of

God's best gifts to the American women of the nineteenth cen-

tury, for she has done more to enlarge our sympathies,_widefi\our

outlook, and develop our gifts, than any man, or any other wo
of her time. *Every movement for the uplifting of humanity has

found in her a cordial friend and active helper. ' Every field of
inquiry or investigation has shared in lier quick, intelligent sym-

pathy, and she has been essentially American in this, that she

is'always receptive of new ideas, without being frightened at



their newness. One saying of hers is eminently characteristic-

that we have no more need to be afraid of the step just ahead

of us than we have to be afraid of the one just behindus and,

aeting on this, she has always given.all new suggestions u can-

did and fair-minded consideration, and' has kept in the forefront

of every right movement, whether in the world of ideas or the

world of things. I have called lier to myself, many times, our

" see-er," because, like all seers., she seems to have an insight

into things not visible to the eyes of most. We whQ know

her best have so much confidence, bqrn of experience, in these

insights of hers, that I amnot sure butthat something once said

about us laüghingly is' after.-all, pretty nearly the truth : that "if

Frances Willard should push a plank out into the ocean, and

should beckon the white-ribbon women to follow her odt to the

end of it, they would all go without 'a question." The reason is.

thaf we have discovered that her planks always turn out to be

ge across to delectable islands which she has discerned while

yet they were invisible to us.

How s ch a woman came to be, is.told us in this book, and

it is a story hat will,I believe, be an example and an inspiration

to thousands of her fellow-women, who will learn here the vast

possibilities of a pure and holy womanhood, consecrated to God

and to the service of humnanity.

How'this sto came to be told is as follows: As president

for nearly ten yea[sof the great organization called the National

Woman's Christian4Temperance Union, numbering· more than.

two hundred thousand women, scattered all over the United

States, from Maine tó Texas, and from Florida to Alaska, Frances

E. Willardiias won a love and loyalty that no other woman, I

think, has ever before possessed. -It was natural that the many

members of this widespread organization, who could fnot see their

leader, should desire to rea& the story of her life, and for some

time she hs been besieged with requests to write her own biog-

raphy. At the annual W. C. T. U. Convention held in Nashville,

Tenn., in 1887, these desires voiced themselves in the following

resolution, unanimously adopted by the whole convention:

Resolved, That i view of the fact that the year 1889 will be the fif-

teenth of the orgaization of the National Woman's Christian Temperance

Union, and also that in the same year our þeloved president, Miss Frances

vi Introductiok.



Introduction. vii

'c- E. Willard,·enters upon the fiftieth year of h'er strong and beautiful lie,
ead we, the Woman's Christian Temperance Union delegates, in National Con-

and, ention assembled, do request Miss Willard to prepare for publication an

can- utobiography, together with the history of the Woinan's Christian Te=-

rance Union from its birth to 1889, with a collection of her addresses on
ront arious themes.
the

Our Miss Willard was at first averse to the plan, and put off

ight 'elding tb it as long as possible. But the white ribbon women

o not generally give up an idea when once originated, and since

hese ey had so often walked in unknown paths at her bidding, she

said lt herself, at last, bound to walk in this path at .teir bidding.

" if ence this book.

and Furthermore, the women wanted a true story, not a story

the at, out of a conventional modesty, would tell qnly halfthe truth,

n is. the fear df being thought egotistic and full of self. Their idea

be admirably expressed in these words of Emerson, "Say hon-

hile tly and simply that which your own experience has given you

d you will give to the world something new, valuable and last-

ad g." Having taken, for a rarity, the authority into their own

tion nds, they have insisted upon having the work done in their

vast n way, and have required th'eir leader to tell them all about

God rself, her work, her life, the very inmost of her being, without
r or favor, because only thus could she give them what they

dent ired.

onal Whoever rea,ds this book, therefore, must remember that.it

than. been written by request of- and for the women of whom Miss
ithn illard is the well beloved leader, the white ribbon women of

cea erica; if others see it, that is their own good fortune. Itces

n, I a home book, written for her great family circle, and to be
d around the evening lamp by critics who love the writer, and

y o want to learn from ber experience how to live better and
soe onger lives. It is a woman's book, warm, sympathetic, off-some

biog- d; it is an object-lesson in American living and American

ville -elopment, and as such can not fail to interest all those who
nk American women worthy of a little study. It begins in.West of forty years ago, picturing a pioneer farm and the
que, out-of-door life of adventurôus young Western boys and

e fif s. It tells of a free-spirited mother, who sympathized with
children rather than governed them, and who, although she

d have liked her daughter to learn house work, yet did not



%1' In/rodur/ion.

fogce her into -it, becaise she had the rare good sense to know as

that it was far better to help her child to .do the best in her owni do:

line than to force her to do a half-best in kny other U.ine, and also of
because she believed every natural gift to be God-given and
meant for divine uses in serving the world, and therefore worthy to

of respect and. of development. We have in the story of this bel
mother and daughter a glimpseginto the relation between parents fui
and children such as it ought always to.be, not one of arbitrary ait

control on the.one hand and slavish submiission on the other, but gr
one of coöperation, or partnership, in which each should try to Mi

help the other to do and be their best, and should each realize coI
the sacred duty-of leaving one another free to follow, without hin- oti

drance, the path which they should feel called upon to pursue. thi

It is no small thing to have laid open before us the methods of a th(

grand and truly typical mother, one who had not the help of the to

usual environment, one who made hePself her children's world.

Were there more such mothers as Mrs. Willarl, there would be wo

more such daughters as hers. - tbi

The father in this story, .whle more reserved, and conse- cul

quently less manifestly sympathetic than the mother, was a noble mc

and gifted man, of sterling goodnss, and great power in the lives thé

of his children, to whom he was most devotedly attached. -There sot
is also a sweet young sister who brightened the familv life for Dil

"nineteen beautiful years," and then left them for the honie hei

above, leaving with her latest breath a legacy of infinite value to str;

her sister Frances in the .simple words, "Tell everybody to be ren

good."
There is a brother, too ; a young man of great promise, en- of

dowed with rare genius, and of a most lovable nature, who left bri

the world before he. had had time to do more thau make a pass- Owl

ing mark on che annals of his own day, leaving behind him, gaz

however, a gentle widow, whose life and work have been and the

still are of great value to her family and the work of the Lord. whi

The book contains a history of the Woman's Crusade again enj

the liquor traffic in 1874, and of what we are accustomed to ca wh

"its sober second thought "-the Woman's Christian Temper par

ance Union, that great organization which Mary A. Livermo

says is "so gratfd in its aims, so superb in its equipment, so ph upc

nomenal in its growth, and has done so much for woman as we. org:

viii



know as for temperance, that it challenges the attention of Christen-
r ow dom, and excites the hope of ail who are interested in the welfare

d also of humanity.

a and Those who read between the lines >f this book can nof fail
rorthy to see how largely the evolution of this mighty organization has
f this been the work of its gentle, yet- magnetic leader, whose wonder-
arents fut administrative talent ani sulperb tact, have given her an
>itrary almost unparalleled success in controlli'ng and guiding one of the
ýr, but greatest movements of modern times. Yet with all this success,
try to Miss Willard is, i. believe, truty humble minded. When calls
realize come from every direction, \and some seem to feel indignant, and
it hin- others accuse her of one thing, and still others of another, and
ursue. they fit her out with motives, knowing nothing whatever about
[s of a the facts in the case, sTif writes after this fashion : " An badgered
of the to death and am not worried a hair-what do you make o' that?
worMl. I fancy the explanation is that, unless I am an awfully deceived
ild be woman, I am desirous of doing God's will and so the clamor on

this footstool is like the humming ¯of '' keeters*' outside the
conse- curtain. It rather tulls me into quiet.' No one could realize
noble more deeply than she does the tqith that, " Except the Lord builde lives thè city, they labor in vain that build it,'" and she has always

There sought to commit her work and her waytoAthe keeping of the
ife for Divine Master, in* a simple, child-like faith that He would lead
hone her in the way she should go, and would make all ber patWs

due to straight before her. That this faith has been answered to a
to be remarkable degreelthe book before us will clearly show.

The beautiful illustrations of the book are entirely the work
se, en. of the Woman's Temperance Publication Association, which is
Eo left bringing it out. -Miss Willard would'not have felt willing in her
a pass- own name to send forth such personal pictures for the public
I him, gaze, but she was obliged to yield in this, as in all else concerning

:n and the book, to the wishes and judgment of the white ribbon womén,

>rd. who, for once, have got the upper-hand of their leader, and greatly
egain enjoy making ber do their bidding. The. W. T. P. A. took the
to c whole respoipsibility of the illustrations, and has prepared this
emper part of th;yolume in an unusuallyoriginal and artistic manner.
ermo Altogether, we of the W. C. T. Ù. of the United States look
;o ph upon this book as a most creditable witness to the.value of our
as w organization and to th'e successful working- of the Woman's

'w
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x Introducdion.

Temperance Publication Association, which is one of our most

promising children.

I would like to tell a little story in conclusion. There is a

creature in the sea called the Octopus, with a very small body

but with iinmense arms covered with suckers, radiating from

every side, that stretch themselves out to indefinite length to

draw in all sorts of prey. Miss Willard seems to have the same

characteristic of being able to reach out mental or spiritual arms

to indefinite lengths, whereby to draw in everything and every-

body that seem likely to help on the cause she has at heart.

Hence I, who have felt the grip of thosè arms of hers, have come elity

to call her in our private moments, "My beloved Octopus,'' and e cha

myself her contented victim. ntag

What future histories will need to be written concerning the e sev

coming years of the.life· here portrayed, no one can tell. But of e ron

this I am sure, that the same Divine Hand that has led her eless

hithérto will still lead, and will bring her in triumph to life's ian%

close, for themotto of her heart continues M°ore and more to be, eetly

"This God shall be our God, even unto death." itapP

~ ~ ~A t'
erishe,

'4 Groszrenor Road, Westminster Embankment, mes ti
Londot\S. W, £ngland. esness;
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.Whether for good or ill, I have set down with absolute

e elity these recollectionsof myseIlf. The wise ones tell us that

d e change utterly once in every seven years, so that from the

ntage-ground of life's serene meridian, I have looked back upon
e seven persons whom I know most about: the welcome child,
e romping girl-, the happy student, the roving teachr, 1the
eless traveler; the temperance organizer, and lastly, tIfe poli-
ian% and advocate of woman's rights! Since all these are
eetly dead and gone, why should not theii- biographies and
itaphs, perchance their eflogies, be written by their best in-

ed and most indulgent critic ?

A thousand homes in as many different towns, have kindly
erished me in my many pilgrimages. The fathers in those
mes treatesd me with high respect, the mothers with sacred ten-

ess ; thelads and lasses with heartiest kindness, the blessed
e cifldren loved me for,their mothers' sake.
To them al, my heart goes out with unspeakable good·will

d gratitude. Perhaps the honest record of my fifty years may
them pleasure; perhaps it may do good. At all events they

ed for it-at least their leaders did, in the great, genial meeting
t we had down South in 1887-7so I have put it into black and
te, not as I would, but as I could, and'here it is.

1889.
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GLIMPSES OF FIFTY YEARS:

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF AN AMERICAN WOMAN.

A LITTLE PILGRIM.,

Mother was nearly thirty-fiv when I was-born, the fourth of
her five children, one of whom, e first, had passed away in

infancy, and the third at the age of fourteen months. This little

girl, Caroline Elizabeth, mother has alwýays spoken of as the most

promising child she ever bore, or, for thatlatter, ever saw. "She

was a vision of delight," with deep blue eyes and dark brown
hair; a disposition without flaw, her nerves being so well encased

and her little spirit so perfectly equipoised that she would sit or
lie in her cradle cooing to herself by the hour, and when she rode,

the beauty of the world outdoors seemed so well apprehended by

this seraphic child that her little hands were constantly out-
stretched and her.sweet eyes were full of light and coinprehension,

while ler silvery voice took on such an ecstas was remarked
by all who knew her. My little sister passed to heaven just as

she began to speak the language of this world. My mother's

first great grief then broke her heart, and as I came less than one
year afterward, the deep qiestionings and quivering pathos of her
spirit had their effect on mine. She lived much with her books,

speca y e e and the poets, in this chastened interval.

Many a timé has she said to me, "Frank, above a1ldhings else
thank heaven you were a wlcome ckild, for I had prayed so often



2 Herediy.

that another little girl inight come into our home for us to love."

She says she hoped this also for my brother's sake, who was five '

years my senior and then ber only child. During this year 'she it
often went to singing-,school and there saw a young woman jf

with fair complexion, auburn hair gnd blue eyes, moving about li
among the people to take* their names. Mother says she liked ,
the quiet, intelligent and rapid way in which the work was done, fr<
and in her heart earnestly wished that the little one whose coming to
was her constant thought, might be a girl, and might grow up to gu
be such a young woman as fbe one .she watched with thoughtful fir
and observant eyes. - co

And that is all I choose to tell of my heredity. lit1
It has been my good fortune to havean accomplished ste- coi

nographer always within call the last few years, and since my I
mother's hand is not so steady as it once was, she often has a br<
sitting with Miss Mitchell, who takes down her words of remi- a s
niscence and of wisdom. This serves to give needed variety to car
my mother's life, and also to preserve very many facts other- lan
wise lost. vig

Some notes here. follow in reply to questions asked her by an· spe
interested friend. the

" What do you recall about your daughter's birth ?" by
" It occurred at eleven o'clock, Thursday morning, September to

28, 1839, in our quiet home on the principal street of Churchville, Der
Monroe County, N. Y., fourteen miles west of Rochester. Dr. but
Lillie, a refined and unusually gifted physician and a great friend to t:
of my husband's, presided at her advent. I remember saying, diec
'Is it a littie girl?¯. anmyspe - 'o on learning that my -well
long prayer was answered. 'Why did you ilot tell her wi

being asked?' said Frank's Aunt Elizabeth, who was present, pal1
an¢ Dr. Lillie answered, 'Because I did n't choose to please her botl
wèll enough,' which was meant as a piquant little remark to babl

enliven me themore, for he well knew how eager were my empty

arms to clasp another girl-baby to my breast. Every morning the how
lonesome little brother would run down-stairs without waiting to mot]

dress, and exclaim, 'Ma, is the baby dead?' he so much feared it, with
as the sweet one had died the year before, and when he found that long
Frank lived on, he still would come when he awoke and say, villa
'Ma, is the baby well?'



I- Deacon Hall-'s Family.

love." "The principal family in Churchville was that of Deacon
vas five Hall, the merchant of the village. They were Presbyterians, and
ear she it used to be said that the Deacon extended one, two, three or four
woman hugers of his hand to those 'who came as customers, according to

about his estimation of their social status. Mrs. Hall was a lovely
e liked woman, a sort of '-Lady Bountiful.' Living just across the street
s done, from them, we were among the very few families that were admitted
oming to the charmed circle of their home. It was considered a distin-
up to guished honor. Mrs. Hall was with me when Frank made her

ghtful first appearance, and took such a fancy to her that she used to

come across the street every morning for six weeks to give the

little baby her bath, and look after her generally. -The family
ed ste- consisted of five sons, four daughters and two relatives, cousins,
ce my I think they were, of Mrs. Hall, Miss Ruth Rogers and her
has a brother Joshua. Miss Rogers afterward married Elisha Harmon,

f remi- a staunch young farmer and miller some few miles away, and be-
ety to came the mother of Mrs. Folsom, who is now President Cleve-
other- land's motWer-in-law. Miss Rogers was a~handsome, well-poised,

vigorous young woman, whom I remember to have thotught

by an· specially agreeable and promising. She entered heartily into all
the work and amusements of her cousins and was greatly beloved

by them. Her granddaughter, Mrs. Cleveland, no doubt owes
tember to her many of the fine qualities with which she is endowed.
:hville, Deacon Hall's family were conservative in manner, and we could
r Dr. but appreciate the cordial welcome they gave us when we removed
friend to the village. When Frank's eldest sister, Caroline Elizabeth,
aying, died lessthan a year before Frank was born, and my heart was
at my well-nigh broken, I prized beyond all words their active sym-

eglêcted nothing in their power to do, that could
resent, palliate that fearful blow or stimLatemyo .y

se her both -young and old, evinced. much anxiety for me and for the
ark to baby's safety and welfare."

empty "What sort of a looking baby was Frances Elizabeth, any-
ng the how ? " pursued the questioner, whereupon, after the fashion of
ing to mothers since the world began, this answer came: "Very pretty,
red it, with sunny hair, blne eyes, delicate features, fair complexion,
d that long waist, short limbs. She was called the doll-baby of the
d say, village.

"Was she brought up by hand?" Answer: "Yes, she was,
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4 "She Gives Tvoubie Enough."

-aswe used to say in the old-fashioned phrase, a bottle baby,
or one 'broughtiupby-hand' after the first four Wepks, on, ac- Chu
count of my not being strong.- But I ought to-adod-forherpresent I he
reputation's sake, she had no 'affinity for the bottle - putting it ven
away when ten months old with no regret. She suffered very laid

much from teething, more than any other of my children, being ache
of an organism remarkably susceptible to physical pain. She the f
always slept with both hands on my face. She was a very affec- this
tiénate little creature. She could talk some time before she
could walk, speaking quite wisely at fourteen months, but not woul
walking until twenty-four months old. As a little girl she was

.yearsç
very confiding andfond of her childisli friends, even beyond what curb
one expects to see at that period. brigh

Her father used to say when walking to and fro with her at au
night, her vigorous lungs in full action, sending forth screams that amus
could be heard in the remotest part of the house, 'I declare, this her fî
young one ought to amount to something, she gives trouble boys
enough,!' . He was very kind as a care-taker of the children, vey
sharing with me far more than husbands usually do, or did in
those days, the work of bringing up our little ones.- He would throu1
get up at night, heat the milk for the crying baby, and do his after a
best to reconcile her to the hard bit of ivory now replaced by the pitiful
gutta-percha tube. ;ing fat

"She dearly loved her brother Oliver and sister Mary, who c
were ever ready to enter into her plans for pastime. They were Finne3

very much to one another always. She was mentally precocious, eyebro
but physically delicate beyond any other of my children., She of thu
was inventiveand original in her. amusements. This last used soice.
particularly to impress me. She early manifested an exceeding frighte>
fondness for books. She believed in herself, and in her teachers. that gr
Her bias toward certain studies and pursuits was very marked. hearing
Even in the privacy- of her own room she was often in a sort of
ecstasy of aspiration. In her childhood, and Plways, she strongly year a
repelled occupations not to her taste, but wa- eager to grapple Th
with principles, philosophies, and philanthropies, and unweary-
h ndustrious along her favorite lines. I wonder sometimes
that I ha wîtdo what she preferred instead of
obliging her to take up housework as didal-the-other girj of
our acquaintance. She was an untrained vine rambling whither-



soever she would. When she was two years oid we removed from
ac- Churchville, to Oberlin, Ohio, her Aunt Sarah going with us.
nt I held Frank all the way. It was a tiresome journey, for. we
it vent by carriage. She often put her little arms around my neck,

ry laid her head upon my shoulder and said, -' Mamma, sissys dress
ng aches!' It rejoices me to believe that she intuitively recognized
he the fact that it is not one's real self that is ever tired, but only
ec- this dress of mortality that aches sometimes.

e "She used to see the students rehearsing their speeches and
ot would get up an amusing imitation of them, when but three

as years old. Many a time I have. seen her standing on the well-
at curb or on top of the gate-post imitating the gestures of some

bright young sophomore who stood there, 'laying it off' for her
at amusement. She was very fond of playing outdoors, indoor
at amusements seeming irksome to hêr always. Her brother -was

is her favorite eomrade, and his sturdy little playmates among the
ble boys would sometimes call her 'Tomboy,' which she resented

en very much and I did'for her.
in ' "Once. she ran away when about three years old,' going

Uld through the fields and creeping under the fences, so that when,
his after a great fright, she was discovered, her brother said it was

he pitiful to see the little creature's bravery combined with her pant-

ing fatigue, for she did her utmost not to be overtaken.

o "She used often to go with me to church where President
ere Fiuney usually preached. .Shé said his great light eyes, white
us, eyebrows, and vigorous manner were to her like a combination

e of thunder and lightning; lightning in his look, thunder in his;

sd oice. I am sure her, impressionable spirit became somewhat
ng frightened by the thought of Christianity as administered by

. that great orator; who was very much" given to rehearsing in our
ed. hearing the pains and penalties of the condemned."

of So much. for mother's memories of my babyhood and early

gly years at dear old Oberlin.
ie The first religious teaching that I can call to mind is the

- learning of this sweet prayer of tevery little child:

"NowI lay me down to sleep,
of Ipray the Lord my soi1to keep,

of If I should die before I wake,
I pray the Lord my sonl to take,

And-this-I-askforjesus' sake."

w Sissfs DrssArcI



6 A Frihcned Child.

Mother taught me that before I can remember, but it seems tio hood
me I can recall, though it may be but the, memory of a memory, then,
lier sitting with a little-Testament in hband and telling me it was iousil
God's message to us, and thatinstinctively within my spirit rose stami
the thought and utterance, "How do you know? "I was not these
one who naturally took things for granted. ft was intuitive why ]
with me to seek for causes and for reasons. My faith faculty lhapp
was not naturally strong, and yet wben I say so, it alnost seems us av
as if I did injustice to'my gift in that regard. Mother was sur- thoi
prised at my inquiries and called me playfully, in talking with but w
lier friends, her "little infidel. " But I have always thought my death
infidelity was of that harmless kind quite curioùsly illustrated times
by an incident in my brother Oliver's four years' old period. little:
At that date, we did fnot have family prayers, though I have believ,
no recollection of such a graceless time in our family history. T
When my parents took my brother to my mother's home, her willin1
father, Who vas a most devout and earnest man, had prayers religi'o
both night and morning, and little Ollie, as she called him, said tlhem I
to her one day, looking up with his blue eyes, so full of questions in case
always, " Mamma, what does gran'sir say to, the chair when lie lived t
gets down on his legs?" The ,sinple fact was he proposed to at diffe
investigate a phenomenon with which lie was not- familiar, and instruc
this he lhad a most undoubted right to do. recall,

All through my childhood I.was docile toward the supernat- Gospel
ural, wondering about it, with great sighs in my little breast, but I what n
thinkI should not have feared it so much if a man who died next was th
door to us had not been " laid out " in such a chilly shroud, and Sundaj
had not been so repellent in death. At least, I know'that the first school
fright my spirit got was when my father lifted me up, a child not organ c
five years old, and held me quite close down to see what was took at
inside that coffin. I never had a blow that struck so deep as did Sunday
that sight ; I never had a burn that seared so, nor a pain that tiose m
tingled like it. Young as I was, something in me akin to a high WC aftc
dignity, resented this rude introduction.to what then seemed the church
"King of Terrors."- I never said it, but I always felt I had Ioved t
received an injury, suffered a wrong. On pleasant summer days, stories-o
out in the bright, sunshiny weather, thoughts " too deep for historic-
tears" have come to me when I remembered seeing. that. It and any
seems to me thatwe intrude upon the royal little heart of child- which I



"Talking Religion." 7

s t'o hood when we thrust upon it such a cruel blow. Always since

ry, then, in spite of all my faith and the fervors I have known relig-

,as iotisly, there is about the thought of death the clanmy horror

ose stamped uponi me when I saw that face. So I mused much why

not these things were, and could but wonder, if we had a God so kind,

ive why he should make us fair and sweet as children, bright and

Ilty happy in youth, serene and strong il' middle-life and then send

ms us away like that! I havê often heard good people say they

ur- "thought it necessary to take their children early to a funeral,"
ith but why they must do this I can not see. If ihe first sight of

my death could be some sweet and lovely face, such as I have some-

ted times beheld since then, the impression of childhood's plastic

od. little nature would surely be far more in keeping with what we

ve believe death really is.

ry. The years went on, and while my sister Mary was always

her willing, at least, I was strongly averse when " they came to talk

ers religi'on," as I was wont to call it. I would sitsilent and let
aid them have their say, but seldom answered save in monosyllables,

ns in case I must. We could not often go to church beca-use we

he lived three miles away and the minister had to "preach around"
to at different appointments. Nór did we have much Sunday-school
nd instruction. I am ashamed that what we had I can not specially

recall, except that I learned by heart many chapters in the four
at- Gospels, the first scripture that I ever committed to memory being
t I what mother says is the first she ever learned, " In the beginning
ext was the Word." We always had for Sunday reading the little
nd Sunday-SchQol Advocate, so we11 known to Methodist Sunday'

rst school children,. and the Myrtle, a pretty juvenile paper, the
not organ of the Free-Will Baptist Sunday-schools. Besides this, we

as took any number of books, sometimes five at once, out of the

id Sunday-school library,.and nothing was more familiar to me than
at those words upon the title page, "Revised by D. P. Kidder.

gh We& afterward became açquainted with this honored son of the
he church when we came to live in Evanston. The things I

iad Joved to read, however, in all these books and papers, were

ys, stories of adventure, when I could get them-which was seldom-
for historical facts, dialogues about nature, of which there weére many,

It and anythingithat taught me what sort of a world was this of
ld which I had become a resident. "The Slave's Friend,' that

1<



8 Singing and Speaking.

earliest book of all mv reading, stamped upon me the purpose to

help humanity, the sense of brotherhood, of all nations as really
one, and of God as the equal Father of all races. This, perhaps,

was a better sort of religion than some Sunday-school books

would have given. ,t occurs to me that I have not estimated at

its true value that nugget of a little fanatical volume published

for children by the Antislavery Society. Some-one gave me the

"Life of Nathan Dickernan," whose charming face as represented

in the frontispiece attracted me immensely, and I think it was for

its sake I read the book through. He was a dear boy, a little

saint, and I grieved.over his death. The " Children's Pilgrim's

Progress " was a charm, the sweetest book of all my childhood, and

while I loved Christiana and the boys and Mercy, how like a per-
sonal Providence grew on my fancy the character of Greatheart!

Feeling as I do even now, the impress of those earliest books, I

grieve sadly to have missed the helpfulness and sweetness of

nature I might have learned from " Little Lord Fauntleroy."
Happy children of the present, do not fail to read it, every one!

After all, the best religion of a theoretical kind came to us in

our Sunday hour of song. I early learned to play on the nielo-

deon, as it was called, but had no fancy for the piano, and I re-

member how much meaning, sweet and solemn, we.used to find

in the deep tones of the instrument and of my father's voice as-

we sang the hymns we loved.

My first appearance on the stage was in Oberlin, Ohio, at

the age of three or four, when my father used to stand me up on

a chair and have me sing for guests in my queer little voice,

especially after a dinner, as I remember, the song was always

this:

«IThey called me blue-eyed Mary when friends and fortune smiled .
But oh, how fortunes vary! I now am sorrow's child;-
Kind sir, then take*these posies, they're fading like my youth,
But nevér like these roses shall wither Mary's truthi.'

When- mother stood me up on a chair to speak, it was a more

warlike " piece." Father would have something feminine, or

else nothing at all ; but mother would let me select what I liked,

and this is a specimen of my choice at the age of ten years:

"«O sacred Truth! thy triumph ceased a while,
And Hope, thy sister, ceased like thee to smile,

1
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Alnost Named for Queen Victoria. 9

When leagued oppression poured to Northern wars
Her whiskered pandours and her fierce hussars.
Tunultuous horror brooded o'er the van,
Presaging wrath to Poland-and to xnan!
Warsaw's-last champion from her heights surveyed
Wide o'er the fields a waste of ruin laid|-
'Oh, Heaven!' he cried, 'my bleeding country save!
Is there no hand on high to shield the brave?
Yet, though destruction sweep these lovely plains,
Rise, fellowmen! our country yet remains!
By that dread name, we wave the sword on high,
And swear for her to live !-with her to die

In vain, alas! in vain, ye gallant few,

Fromi rank to rank your volleyed thunders flew;

Hope, for a season, bade the world farewell,

And Freedom shrieked, as Kosciusko fell!

I can recall the -stirring of my little heart as the drama of the

brief poem proceeded, and how almost impossible it was for me

to hold my voice steady so as to give the closing lines. Mother

taught me how to speak it, .where to put in the volume of sound

and the soft, repressed utterance, and as for the pathos I knew

where to put that in rnyself.

In 1868, at Warsaw, the capital of Poland, I stood beside the

onument of Kosciusko, and while my tourist comrades read

bout it in their guide-books, I repeated softly to myself the poem

had learned on thé Wisconsin prairies, and looked up with wor-

hipful glance at the statue of the hero for whom my heart ached

nd my eyes filled with tears when I was but a child.

I came very near being named for Queen Victoria ! Indeed,
y mother was quite bent upon it. The youthful'sovereign had

ecently come to her throne, and the papers were full of accounts

f her earnest Christian character, while the highest expectations

ere cherished of what she would accomplish.for humanity. But

y father said it would look as if we, who were the most demo-

atic people in the world, were catering to the popular idea, and,

hat was worse, regardJed royalty with favor, so mother did not

ave her wish, but was well pleased with- the name Frances

lizabeth Caroline, which she and father, in council with my

re of uncles, aunts and cousins, concocted after much con-

talion. Frances was a "fancy name," so father said. Frances



o10 Takes Dancing-steps to a Missionary Tune.

Burney, the English writer, and Frances Osgood, the American Chesi

poet, were names that had attracted his attention, and he bestowed again

their Christian name upon what was then his only daughter. wheni

Elizabeth was for my mother's third sister, described in " Nineteen (

Beautiful Vears" as one of the truest women that ever breathed, rei

brave, delicate, and with a piquant speech and manner. Her life outh

was sorrowful by reason. of an unhappy marriage, and her death nd 1<
in the prime of her years was a release. Caroline (so stands my hav

third name in the old family Bible) wás my father's youngest what.4

sister, of whom it may justly be said,. f mt

"None knew lier but to love her, e so

None named her but to praise." treak

Blithe as the birds, refreshing as the shÔweis of spring, she f this

led a rarely happy life. After the death of her noble husband, uhea]

Hosea Town, she and her brother, Zophar Willard (he being a f she <

widower by reason of my mother's second sister's.death), shared ud mi

the same house, and, having a competence of this world's goods, 11i5

were generous helpers of every worthy cause. utgre-

My mother had much care about our .manners, for we saw ofty sE

nothing of society, and she knew that we were missing real ad- have

vantages, while at the same time we were e.scaping real dangers. W

0f course we did not learn to dance, but mother had a whole hen 1

system of calisthenics that she learned at Oberlin, which she used teppe¿

to put us through unmercifully, as I thought, since I preferred In
capering at my own sweet will, out-of-doors. There was a little child,

verse, that she would sing in her sweet voice and have us."5take raised

steps to the time ; but the droll part was that the verse was out nsitiv

of a missionary hymn. And this is as near as I ever came to e

dancing school! .I only remember this: ronou
as ph

"Bounding billows, cease thy motion, rown
Bear me not so swiftly o'er!

Cease thy motion, foaming ocean, ybod'

I will tempt thy rage no more. ybod

For I go where duty leads me, me h,

Far across the billowy deep, hen
Where no friend or foe can heed me,

Where no wife for me shäll weep." ne asp:
ould r

What a spectaële was that ! Mother teaching her children sout
dancing steps to .words like these. She had a copy of Lord hate

1~
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Not Handsome, Io Say the Leas.

eencan Chesterfield's letters.to his son, and we read it over and over

stowed again. We used to try and carry out its ceremonial, to some extent,

ghter. when we had our make-believe banquets and Fourth of Julys.

neteen Our Mary carried conscientiousness to the point of morbidity.

athed, reniember one day when I was working in my little garden

er life outi of Forest Home, that Mary came around there, standing up

death nd looking so tear-stained and discontented, and said, i4Frank,
ds my Ihave done so and so1; don't you think .it was wrong? " and

ungest -hat she did was so infinitesimal as not to be worth the thinking

f, much iess repeating. The poor little thing went on and told

e so many things, that I, who had no such " conscientious

treak,"·as I used to cal1 it, in me, said to her that I was tired

g, she f this; that I should have a talk with mother; that it was moral

sband, uhealthfulness, and that she never would be strong and happy

eing a f she did not give it up. I was the day-book of ber ill-desert,

shared nd mother was the ledger. The·books wereposted every night.

goods, hi5 was when Mary was about ten years of age. She afterward

utgrew the morbid part and only retained the beautiful and

e saw ofty sense of duty in which she e:Écelled all other persons whom

eal ad- have ever known.

ngers. We have all heard the story of that philosophical boy who,
whole 'hen looking at a misshapen tree, said "Somebody must have

e used tepped upon it when it was a little fellow."

eferred In but one particular did a calamity of this sort befall me as

a little child, and that related to my personal appearance. Soothed,

takeraised and left at liberty by my mother, that home deity of a

as out nsitive child, all happy hopés were mine, save one-I was n't

e to e least bit good-looking! To make this fact more paent and
ronounced, my· younger sister was remarkably attractive.· She
as plump, and I was thin ; she had abundant, pretty hair of
rown; and mine, when a little girl, was rather sparse and posi-
vely red, though my dear mother would never permit me or
ybody èlse to say so. When in 'those early days at Oberlin,
me hateful boy would call out " Red head ' as I passed, or
heu mùy quick temper had vented itself upon my brother in
me spiteful way, and he used the same opprobrious epitbet, I

ould run at.once to mother and tell ber with'rebellious tears of
dreis outrageous treatment. .Her beautiful hand. would smooth
Lord hated hair with a tenderness so magical that under it the

11



G2randfatker 's Queue.

oecau
scanty strands seemed, for the moment, turned to gold, as the me

kindest of all voices said, "Don't mind those boys, Frankie, the
game,

poor things don't know what they are saying ; you get your hair g

from your Grandfather Hill; his was quite bright-colored (she took t

never would say "red") when he was a little boy,. but it was a

lovely gold-brown when he grew up; arid so will yours be. I

wish you could have seen your Grandpa Hill's queue, a thick

braid smartly tied up with a black ribbon. I never saw a hand-

somer head of hair. We children cried when the fashion changed

auf father's queue had to be cut off. You are like him, every d

way, and he ivas the noblest-looking man in all the country doest"

round."does,

Sweet ingenuity<of mother-love! How quickly i comforted if you

my heart and so transformed my thoughts that I forgot myself and you ar

saw before me only the brave figure of my Grandpa&Hill! But that m

there were not wanting other witnesses who took sides with my the ho

mirror rather than with my mother. Our first dear music teacher,
Mary King, of Milwaukee, a blind lady Nyho had graduated from W

the Institute for the Blind, in New York, married an Englishman away fr

who worked for us, and he told me repeatedly that it was a great me I

pity for a girl to be so "plain looking" as , especially when 1874, a

she had a younger sister so attractive. One of two distant rtten

relatives, a girl near my own age, said on slight-acquaintance, 'ould e

"Are n't you sorry to be homely, Frank ? " and the other eatest

declared "to my very face" that I was "the drawn image of uteful

Mrs. B.," who was the farthest from good looks -of anybody, "La
because while,. like myself, she had regular features, her eyes aptist c

were pale, her complexion was lifeless, and her hair the color of 1des a h

old hay. But when I bemoaned myself to mother and Mary, o argde o
whom I could no more have been jealous than the left hand can ollege i
be of the right, mother would say, "Come, now, Frank, this is vening.

getting -a little monotonous. I think you wrong your Heavenly uence.
Father who has fitted you out so well," and then she wouid omen's

analyze each feature and put upon it the.stamp of lher approval, as a pat
en the

while my genial-hearted sister would echo. every word and say, ool, sI
"Besides, you have father's nice figure and the small hands and right,

feet of both housés, so, as mother says, it is dowuright sin fo r, and

you to berate yourself in this way." Dear hearts ! If they coul ;he is the

but have waved a fairy wauìd over my head, so often bow wore t

r2



Comfort From a Portland Lady.

because of this one grief, how soon they would have endowed
as the - e ith Diana's beautv and been far happier so than to have
je, the gained it for themselves.
r hair In my teens I becamne a devoted student of Emerson and
d (she took this verse as a motto:
was a

e. "I pray theprayer of Plato old,
Oh, make me beautiful within,

thick And may mine eyes the good behold,
hand- In everything save sin.

anged
aed ry "The mind hath features as the body hath "-mother used to

din that thought into my ears«; "Handsome is that handsome
untry

does, "was my father's frequent proverb; "Never mind, Frank,

orted if you are.n't the handsomest girl in. the school, I hear them say

if and you are the smartest," were my brother's cheery words, and so

But that magic tie of home love and loyalty helped me along until

limy the homeiest of mother's children slowly outgrew the pang

acher, of being so.
When I was thirty-five I made my first temperance speech

n away from home-Evanston and Chicago counting as home ever

great ince I was eighteen. It was in Portland, Maine, September 14,

when 1874, and years afterward a friend sent me the letter that follows,
ritten by a mother t her children, without a thought that it

tan, would ever meet my eye. What I have just revealed about my

other, eatest personal disadvantage will make it easier to estimate the

ge o rateful rejoicing with which I read these lines:

body, "Last night I attended a temperance meeting in the elegant

eyes aptist church here.. I counted eighteen bouquets of flowers, be-

lor of ides a handsome hanging-basket over the pulpit. Though very
arge, the church was literally packed. The speakers were men

ry, of nd women. Miss Frances Willard, late Dean of the Woman's
d can ollege in Northwestern University, made the speech of the
his is vening. Her language was remarkable for simplicity and elo-

venly nence. She told the story of her first awakening to the need of

ou.d omen's work, in the great 'Temperance Crusade.' There
as a pathos in some of the pictures which she drew that caused

royal, en the men to weep. Having been Principal of a Ladies'
say, ool, she was very refined and highly cultivated.l She has a

s and aight, elegant figure, an oval face, a weaith of light brown.

in for r, and a clear, bell-like voice made her a very effective speaker.

he is the first woman I ever heard in public. Four others spoke.
wore their bonnets,

13



14 . Big Words-Boys' Marbles.

Now, though I knew this dear lady must have sat far bac,

so that she did n't even note my eye-glasses, I thanked God an

took courage as I read her no doubt honestly-intentioned lities.

My mother's greatest friend and solace was Mrs. Hodg

wife of the Vale College graduate and Oberlin College tutor i

Latin, who, for his children's sake, taught our district schooli

1854. Our homes were about a mile apart and their " cheek b

jowl conferences, " as my father playfully called them, occurr

perhaps once a fortnight and related to their two favorite them

"How to be Christians ourselves," and " How to train our litt

ones." Mr. and Mrs. Hodge had decided literary gifts and we

well versed in the best English ýuthors. To her I went, by n

mother's advice, to read my compositions in verse and pro

She was kind but not enthusiastc. From her unsparing cri'

cisms I went swiftly home to mother to get my spiritual stren

renewed. But I think now that Mrs, Hodge, who under favori

fortunes would have been a successful literary woman, took

wise view of the situation. "Frank will have a long youtb,

was one of her oracular remarks to my mother; "she mat

so slowly in body and mind. At fifteen years old she has t

physique of a «girl of twelve years, and though in some thin

very acute, she has the crudeness 'f penmanîship, pastime an

manner that belong to childhood. When I hear the large won

she uses, and then see her down in the mud playing marbles wi

my little boys, I can only explain the incongruity on the hypot

esis that she patterned her talk after that of her parents and h

play after her own childish fancy."
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FOREST HOME.

" EVERY PLACE IS HAUNTED, AND NONE SO MUCH AS THE

ONE WHERE WE LIVED IN OUR YOUTH.
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CHAPTER I.

MY APPRENTICESHIP TO NATURE.

" These as they change, Almighty Father, these

Are but the varied God ; the rolling year

Is full of Thee; forth in the pleasing spring

Thy beauty walks, thy tenderness and love."

Thomson's Seasons.

The above lines from a book early and often read by me,

express what,. from my earliest recollection, has been to me the

constant, universal voice that speaks from Nature's heart. I loved

the poets because they .uttered the wonder and the worship of

which my soul was full; my mother's memory was stored with

their words of inspiration, and from her lips Ilearned much of

Coleridge, Cowper, Thomson, and other great interpreters. I

have never elsewhere heard Wordsworth's " Intimations of Im-

mortality " repeated with the delicate appreciation that was in

her voice when she once more rendered it for me rècently, on

the verge of her eighty-fifth year.

How often looking up into the heavens from the wide prairies

of our farm, I repeated, almost with tears, what she had taugbt

e from Joseph Addison:

"The spacious firmament on high
And all the blue ethereal sky

With spangled heavens, a shining frame,

Their Great Original proclaim;

The unwearie, msun from day to day

Doth his Creator's power display,

And publishes to every land

The work of an Almighty hand."

"Earth, withli er thousand voices, praises God," has always
a truth upspringing like a prayer out of· my heart. and

ing bitter things to sweet.



"Nar to Nature's Heart.."

My mother says that her own mother, an unscholed but a g

God-smitten nature, who knew nothing of the poets, loved to u.

walk the woods and fields alone, and to go forth under the open ti
sky at night, praising with voice of rapture, the great and blessed at
Spirit who had made the universe so beautiful. q

My father had a heart that beat closer to Nature's own, than fr
mother's, even : she felt the moral aspects of birds and woods and an
sky; he loved them simply for themselves. He felt at one with. aft
them; their sweet, shy seërets seemed to be open--to him. The ho
ways of birds and butterflies, the habits of gophers, squirrels, and an
ants-he seemed to know about them as a faun might, and he we
taughtlus, Sunday and every day, to learn them ; to know the an
various herbs and what their uses were; to notice different grasses do
and learn their pames; to tell the names of curious wild flowers. Oli
When he found' something new to him in any floral line, he ove
brought it home as a great curiosity to " study up." As a gar- stal
dener and pomologist, he had few equals, and, later on, he was- ten

for-years president of the State Agricultural and Ho icultural nea
Society. He always carried his little 'spy-glass, folded two-foot gar
measure, and pocket thermometer, teaching us how to use them. we

He carried a tape-line, too, and was fond of measuring the girth ney
of trees, and he tanght us to make a thorough study of the the

weather as well as of the woods. ing
Ail these observations were made at " Forest Home" a fari met

in Wisconsin where we lived from my seventh to my nineteenth

year, a farm that we made out of the woods and prairies, little by and
little, putting up all the buildings and stocking it so well that it we
became the prize farm of Rock county. gen

The way of it was this: after four years of hard study in wha
Oberlin College, my father's health, which never was strong, carp
showed symptoms of a decline, and he decided to go West. There stilts
was no railroad and so we put our household goods into white- what
covered wagons, of which father drove one; my brother Oliver, sister
twelve years old, another; and my mother the third. In front of one c
her, on father's writing-desk, sat my little sister and I, aged seven thing
and four. - The big Newfoundland dog, Fido, trotted behind this you<c
procession. When we reached Chicago we found so many mud woul
holes with big signs up, 'No bottom. here,""that fati said he he w<
"would n't be hired to live in such a place." When vs the made

16



Ouldoors on "Rock Prairie." 17

d but a great Lake Michigan, we little girls were afraid. Oliver brought
oved to us pretty pebbles with wave-ripples marked on them, and I threw
he open them away, saying they " made me hear the roaring of that
blessed avful sea." Once the herse that mother drove went down in the

quicksand almost to the ears, and men had to come with rails
than from the fences and pry him out. We never traveled on Sunday,

ds and and it took us over three weeks to reàch our destination, and
ne with after living in. Janesville, the county-seat, a few weeks, while the
. The hoúse on the farm was building,- we moved into it before it had

els, and any, windows or much of any roof. But it was beautiful June
and he weather, and we children thought the whole affair a sort of joke
ow the and- " as good as a picnic." The cook-stove was set up out-of-
grasses doors, and the shavings and bits of shingles made nice playthings.

flowers. Oliver built a play-house for his sisters, with a make-believe
line, he oven where we could have a real fire, and also a make-believe

a gar- stable for Fido, who was our make-believe horse. Father's
he was- tenants; who lived in a log-house by the beautiful Rock river

ultural near by, brought us fish and game, and vegetables from their
o-foot garden. There were calves, pigs and chickens to play with, and

e them. we children, who had always lived in town, thought there was
e girth never anything half so.delightful as this new home in the edge of

of the the fine groves of'oak and hickory that lined the river, and look-

ing out on the prairie that stretched away toward the east until it

a farin met the sky.

eteenth As years passed on, we learned to love it more and morè,

ittle by and never thought of being lonesoine ; though, except the tenants,

that it we had no neighbors within a mile and never went anywhere in

general or saw anybody in particular. · We had no toys except

udy in what we made for ourselves, but as father had a nice "kit," of
strong, carpenter's tools, we learned to use them, and made carts, sleds,

There stilts, cross-guns, bows and arrows, " darts," and I don't know

white- what besides, for our amusement. Oliver was very kind to- his
Oliver, sisters and let us do anything we liked that he did. He was not
front of one of those selfish, mannish boys, who think they know every-

d seven thing and their sisters nothing, and whosay, "You're only a girl,

nd this youwcan't go with me," but when he was in the fields plowing he

y mud would let us ride on the beam or on the horse's back; and when

said he he went hunting I often insisted on going along, and he never

w the made fun of me but would even let me load the gun, and I can
2



A City Visitor.

also testify that he made not the slightest objection to my carry.

ing the game!

Once when we had lived on the farm several years, a bright

girl came from Janesville to spend a week with us. Her name

was Flora Comfort, and she was our pastor's daughter. She told

us "She should think we would get lonesome, away down there

in the woods." To this remark we took great exceptions, for we

had begun to think that "Forest .Home" was the " hub of the

universe," and to pity everybody who did n't have the pleasure

e of living there. So I spoke up and said, " If we ought to have

a city here, we will have one. It won't take long to show you

how that is done. You town people depend on others for your

good times,· but, as mother is always saying, we have to depend
on our own resources, and I propose now that we set at work and

have a town of our own.

This proposition met with great favor. We told father of it

when he came home fron Janesville, whither he went on bisiness

almost daily, and he said, " All right, go ahead."

So a consultation was held in "The Studio," as I called a

room fitted up in the attic, where my sister and I were wont to

mould in clay, making all sorts of utensils as well as what we were

pleased to call " statues," of whose general effect the less said the

better. There we consulted long and loudly about the plan of a

city, and who should be the officers, who edit the paper, how the

streets should be named, and many other subjects of equal import.

At last little Mary grew tired.and wet to sleep on the old "settee,"
while Oliver, Flora and I held high discourse, the burden of

which was a name for the new city and how it should be gov- t

erned. • We decided at once that it should have no saloons, no

billiard halls, and that it would not need a jail. Oliver was a

great wit, and amused himself by introducing outdoor antics into g

this dignified assembly, much to my disgust, and I kept telling

him that if he dropped the make-believe for a minute he would g

spoil it all, whereupon he picked up a bit of light-colored clay f

from my work-bench, and, taking off a piece, flattened it ont an

clapped it across my nose, saying, "Why, Frank, what a nic

impression I could get from this."

"Mr. Willard." I replied sternly, "you forget the proprietie h
SOI
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"Fort City." 19

ay carry- of the occasion you are not now my brother Oliver, but a gentle-

man acting with me in an official capacity."
a bright A loud ha! ha ! from the gentleman interrupted "the pro-

er name prieties" still more - waked little Mary and caused the dog Fido

She told to set up a howl of annoyance.

wn there "Have n't you made any plan yet ? Amf Ito have an office?"

s, for we murmured little Mary from among her pillows.

b of the "Little girls should be quiet when statesmen are in conver-

pleasure sation," said Oliver in a deep voice. Mary; being of an amiable

t to have disposition, was easily consoled by the cooky that I placed in her

how you hand, and munched it contentedly, while Oliver, Flora and I con-

for your 'tinued to talk of the " resources of the corporation." Then the

o depend debate proceeded until at my suggestion we decided upon "Fort
ork and City '-' as the appropriate name, because we could thus com-

bine the idea of adventure with that .of life in town. te

her of it o'clock, father tapped on the door as a signal that young per-

business sons of our size would do well to seek "tired Nature's sweet

restorer."

called a "Rome was not built in a day," neither was Fort City. We

wont to studied carefully the pages of father's favorite Janesville Gazette,

we were and copied out names:for the streets. Mother said of course the

said the road in front of the house must be Broadway, because that was the

lau of a most famous street in America. So we put up a shingle painted

how the white, on which, from a pasteboard where our ingenious father

iimport, had cut the word in large letters, we painted the name black and

'settee,' plain as print. The "by-road" at right angles, that led to the

rden of river,.we called Market Street, because it ran along past the barn,

be gov- the cow-yard, granary, etc. The barn was "Warehouse of J. F.

ons, n Willard," the cow-yard, "City 19Market," the well, "City Foun-

r was a tain," the hen-house, "Ms. Willard's FamilySuppl Store ;" the

tics into granary was "City Elevator," and the pig-pen, " City- Stock-

telling Yards." We had a "Board of Trade," and '.' bought, sold and

e would got gain," the question of money having been at last decidedin

ed lay favor of specie payments;in little round bits of tin, representing

ont and silver ; while some handsome yellow leather, that. father b'rought

t a uic us, was cut into circlés representing gold, and stamped to stand

for any sum from one to fifty dollars. But I insisted that we " must

prietie have bank notes or there was no use in pretending to be bankers,"
so the city treasurer finally issued some handsome bills painted



20 Laws of "Fort City."

by Mary on paper that had been nicely pasted over small strips me
of cloth. ba

A good deal of work was done on the highways, for we were of

dear lovers of old Mother Earth, and in the twinkling of an eye PU
sel

would leave the editor's sanctum where we had been laboriously firs
printing T/re Fort City Tribune, and taking the fire-shovel, one an

would begin spading the street up to a higher level, while the ma

other would fit bricks and pebbles into a queer mosaic to make it

more like the pavements of the town., A few minutes later, per- mon

haps, we would be walking on the ridge of the house, with an old sec.

rake handle for our " balance-pole," then crawling in at a dormer pap
window, we would scurry down the back stairs and have a shoot-

ing match out by the well, with bow and arrows. For Oliver and

Loren, a boy who worked for us, had. declared that " the girls" from
liked the city part of this great " make-believe" too well, and ten f.
did n't seem to remember that this was, after all, only a city·in a tione

fort, of which the fort part was by far the most important. The poun

boys insisted that it was high time to have an attack by Indians, room

and-that if we girls did n't agree to it they " would n't play city" ath
any more. sent

Now the fact was that we girls did not at all object to a skir- get se

mish with the redskins, but we had played that often, while this 2.

game of the city was new. . It was agreed, therefore, that when cases

corn-husking was over there should be a regular Indian invasion. shl
shahi

I will give a few specimens of our laws, copying them from speak

the very book in which they were first written by-me, a wee pam- signer

phet bound in yellow paper: to the
p•i.et for the

LAWS OF FORT CITY.-VOL. . may n
posing

(Ev AHOnRITY.) the ha

I. orrIcR'S LAWS. it first,

i. The officers shall be elected once a month by ballot.,. times,

They shall consist of a Mayor, Secretary, Treasurer, Tâ±-gatherer and hait

Postmaster. snb

The duty ofthe mayor shall be to preside at all meetings of the officers.

Hisword during the meetings of the - officers shall be perfect law. If any d

of the officers shall refuse to obey him, lie shall immediately turn himself herself

into a constable, serve a writ of attachment on said officer, and the officer O
shall pay to the mayor, a fine of fifty dollars; one third of the same fine shall hat w-
be paid to the mayor by any officer who, on rising to speak in any of the to do fc



Famous Law ofJ"ISpeak for It."21

trips meetings, does not make a bow to the mayor. The mayor shall wear a

badge at all meetings of the society, and whenever he goes on a visit to any

were of the officers; also to concerts, shows, lectures, or other performances of a

publ.. nature. If anybody besides the mayor takes it upon himself or her-

eye self to wear a badge, he or she shall pay to the mayor fifty dollars for the
usly first offense, and fifty more for every time after the first. Before he does
one anything else the mayor shall be sworn in by the secretary in the follôwing

the manner:

ke it "I promise faithfully to discharge the duties of my office for one

per- month to the vsery. best of my ability ; this I promise on my sacred honor."

old He shall stand up and. holdup his right hand; and repeat this after the

secretary, and then sign bis name to it, and the secretary shall keep the
er paper, but the mayor may keep the secretary's oath.

oot-
I. GeNERAL LAWS.

and
i. No officer shall go into any other officer's room without permission

is from the owner, or forfeit fifty dollars for the first offens'e, and an additional
and ten for each future offense. For the second he Shall pay-the fine just men-

in a tioned and shall have his hands tied behind him and be kept in the city

The pound for five minutes in total darkness. If an officer goes into another's
room and the other does not see him, he need not pay any fine nor be put

, in the pound; or if the owner of the room be absent from the city this law
ty has no effect. A person may also go into another's room provided they are

sent there by any person whom they must obey, but they must never try to

kir- get sent in.

this 2. Mrs. Mary T. Willard'shall, on all occasions, act as judge in law

ien cases as to which side has gaine.d the day.
3. If any person has seen or heard of a thing he wishes to have, he

shall have it for all of any officer of this city : that is, after he has said,!1

om speakfor tiat thing, or something of that sort. After that, if any officer or

am- signer of this book tries to get it away, or persuade the owner not to give it

to the one who spoke first, said person shall be fined two hundred dollars

for the first offense and twice as much for every future offense. Since: it

may not always.be some thing that the speaker wants, the law is, that sup-

posing it is tb go a walking, or a riding, or read some book or paper then in

the hands of another, whatever it is, it is secured to the one who speaks for

it first, if he can get it, for all any one else, except the owner. If, some-

times, two speak for a thing at a time, the mayor shall decide who shall

have it, only we promise never to speak for a thing that is unfair or unrea-
and

sonable, or that we know we can not get.

4. If any of the officers find any of the others' things, he shall imme.
ers. diately return it without asking or expecting any pay, and show himself or

ea herself a polite gentleman or lady.

cer Oliver wished to hasten our Indian fight and so proposed
hat we girls should help him husk the corn, which we were glad

the to do for the outdoor's fun of it. We were fitted out with "husk-
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ing-pins "-bits of hard wood whittled to a point and fastened brot

to the right middle finger by a piece of leather. With this the unfai

tough husk was torn open and the ear of corn wrenched from the coura

stalk. I took a little cricket and seated myself beside a big child:

"shock " of corn, resolved to run a race with Oliver as to who SO I

should husk the most that day, with :the understanding that self il

Mary should be allowed to get the stalk of corn ready and pass it gilt

along to me. She was also to take care of the tassel that topped But a

out each ear, for they were sold as skeins of silk in mother's of wa

handsome dry-goods store. numb

The dog prowled about, carrying an ear of corn from one of to figl

the rival heaps to another, following a rabbit scent, or bow-wow- when

ing on general principles as best suited his notions. of s

"Now, as to that Indian raid," sang out Oliver from beside two h<

his little stack of corn, "I will head the attack from out-of-doors,

and Fido shall be with me. You may stay in the bouse and have Take

Loren to help you. - Mary can look on,'but must not be in tbe bit it.'

fight; that's a fair divide.

"No," said I, "let it be this way: you and Loren and the while

dog may club together out-of-doors. Mother, Mary and I will audaci

defend the fort inside, and I'd like to see you ' effect an entrance,' alarm

as the war books callit." ep

"Well, I'm surprised at you for being so risky," he replied. whole

"I warn you that you give all the fighting force to us at ·the forces,

start, and if your defense does n't turn out*a minus quantity, I to give

miss my guess. theirh

"Very well, you'l1 miss it," was my vainglorious answer, We -

and so the great attack was planned.Wc

It was about four o'clock of the brief winter day. Snow and tb<

covered the ground, and the recent beginning of a thaw followed ears, as

by a sudden freeze had made a solid, ýlippery crust, which I ,IapootI

thought to be a disadvantage to thç boys in their attack. Every tie an

door and window of the large, rambling farm-house was carefully wily foe

fastened. Mother had got her baking out of the way, and the Suc

loaves of ber toothsome " salt-rising" bread reposed upon the enough

kitchen table. The fat Maltese cat, "Trudge," purred on the but pluc

hearth, all unconscious of approaching hostilities. ag for

Tired though she was, mother entered heartily into the Moi
project of the hour. Bridget was gone, for a week's visit at ber hreaten
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tened brother-in-law's, otherwise the women would have had a force

s the unfairly strong. Mother had the brain of a statesman and the

n the courage of a major-general, but it was always her plan to put her

big children forward, and then to help them by her quiet counsél.

who So I was leader of the forces inside the "Fort." I arrayd my-

that self in an old coat of Oliver's, upon which Mary had sewed some

ass it gilt paper epaulets, and I fastened a hickory sword at my side.

pped But all this was simply a dumb show. "Pump the milk-pail full'
of water and have the dipper handy," was my " general order
number one." "Let Mary keep up a bright outlook. She's not

ne of to fight, but she can watch out for the enemy, as Rebecca did
when she helped Ivafihoe," was number two. "Let's have a bitwow-
of spare-rib ready with which to coax the dog away from those

ide two horrid Injuns," was number three.
"Now, mother, you keep a sharp lookout at the front door.

oors,
Take the broom for your weapon, and whenever you see a head,have
hit it."

the
" What do you propose to do?" asked mother, laughing,

d the while Mary jumped up and down with glee, and flattened her

will audacious little nose against the window pane, saying in mock

ce,' alarm, "The booger-man will catch you if you don't watct out!

I explained as soberly as if mother and I had not talked over the

ed whole plan the day before: "It is my part to generalissimo the
forces, watch the back door and iave this garden syringe ready

to give those red rascals a shower bath if they. dare to show
their heads.

swer, It was now getting dark and not a sign of life was to be seen.
We could hear the sheep bleating in their fold behind the barn

ow and the gossip of the hen-house was faintly borne to our keen

ears, as our beloved Cochin Chinas," " Polands " and " Brah-

ich I mapootras " clambered to their roosts. It was almosi milking

ery time and yet no attack was made; no bark of Fido betrayed the

fully wily foe. Where were those boys .

the Suddenly we heard a war-whoop and a pow-wow that were

the enough to make one's blood run cold. Mary shrieked in fright,
but.pluckily held her post, while I muttered, "We shall need a
agfor-the spy after this!

the Mother, convulsed with laughter, raised her broom with

her theatening attitude, and called out, "I will die at my post!"
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I Jharged the syrinxge and placed it over a chair-back, ready

to swing in whatever direction was most available. Another lap;

Indian screech, aird the cellar door that opened ijto the kitchen

fell fiat (the boys had taken out all. the screws but one); the mot

dog came tearing in, but received such a deluge of water that he the

ran howling under the table, while the cat, fat and all, flew to very

the top of the sink and hissed defiance at the invaders from her

safe perch. Oliver, with waving- feather and face red with war- then

paint, dashed up to me, and- with a terrific whoop, knocked the were

water apparatus from my hand, and waved his wooden scalp- we'l

knife, while Mary jumped.on the table and set up a wail of dis-

appointment to think I had been beaten ;.but mother claimed remi

that the fort's garrison was not altogether defeated, because, with and

her broom, she had chased Loren down cellar, and, c apping the Oliv

door into its place, was at that moment*literally "holding the ing t

fort," against him. The struggle, like many of whi h we read the

in more ambitious records, was "''short, sharp and cisive," for sped

Loren returned to the attack, and, having Oliver elp him merri

from within, soon succeeded in forcing the door, in spite of my the i

fierce deluge dowi my brother's spine, and mothers vigorous ways

flourishes impartially cistributed among the two boys and their I

four-footed ally. etreg

When the Indians 'were finally victorious, and sat by in flam- ter w

ing red shirts, worn over their usualxgarments, and with wòoden I mi

tomahawks of frightful size, while their waving roosters' feathers huma

stuck out above their heads (though Oliver's were somewhat "kno

lopped by reason of the water), mother said, "You know right ure; I

well that in the-open field we are amatch for you. This taking "You

of the fort has been done by your miserable Indian strategy." studie

" Yes, indeed," we girls chimed in,."you had to come sneak- all.

ing around so that we had n't a fair chance.'' mostly

"Of course we did," smiled Oliver; "that's what we're for. made

You see, I had been reading in 'Western Scenes' about some the to3

Indians that came under the snow, so Loren and I just dug our But a

way under the solid crust to the. cellar window, which we had haps, I
already loosened, and burst in the door, that we had fixed to our the be

liking, and what could you do after that ?" noble i

Sure enough, the boys had .won, "Indian fashion," and everyb

nobody could complain. ~~;-

.24 ý
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ready "I don't like such plays," said Mary, sitting on mother's

nothet lap; "do you ? " patting her cheek.

itchen "Why, no. I like the city better than the fort," replied

); the mother. "But we did this to give the boys a frolic, and as

that he they got the better of us, they won't want another such game

flew to very soon.

om her "The trouble is," said I, not feeling very much elated just

t war- then, " the trouble is, not that we were outfought, but that we

ed the were outwitted. *The next time you want an Indian fight, boys,

scalp- we'll be ready for you at all points."

of dis- But the discussion of the battle ended abruptly when mother

aimed reminded the flushed combatants of the time, and soon besiegers

e, with and besieged were: busy in removing all traces of the conflict.

ng the Oliver began the peaceful work of mending the door and fasten-

ng the ing the cellar window, while we quickly set all things in order in

e read the kitchen. Loren, after taking off his Indian "toggery,"

e," for sped out into the darkness to do his evening chores, whistling

him merrily as he went, and long before the early bed-time came, all

of My the inhabitants of Fort City had -settled down to the peaceful

gorous ways of civilized life.*

d their In all our plays (and we "kept a hotel," among the rest, in
.stregular "shanty " play-house that was built for us by a carpen-

flaim- ter when the big barn was going up), Mary was mine hostess, and

ôoden I mine host. Mother did not talk to us as girls, but simply as

eathrs human beings, and it never occurred to me that I ought to

ewhat "know house-work" and do it. Mary took to it kindly by nat-

right .ure ; I did not, and each one had her way. Mother never said,

taking "You must cook, you must sweep, you must sew," but she

studied what we liked to do and kept us at it with no trying at

sneak- all. There never was a busier girl than I and what I did was

mostly useful. I knew all the carpenter's tools and handled them:

're for. made carts and sleds, cross-guns and whip-handles; indeed, all

some the toys that were used at Forest Home we éhildren manufactured.

ug our But a needle and a dishcloth I could not abide -chiefy, per-

had haps, because I was bound to live out-of-doors. This was so from

to our the beginning, and perhaps it had something to do with our

noble mother's willingness to·live out iin the country away from

and everybody but her own. Anyhow, her three children were far

*several "Indian storiesI" are "bunched" lin this sketch.



Old-fashioned Sunday.. I
better amused because left to amuse themselves. I pity the poor

little things that have so many toys all " brand new " from the mo
store, and get no chance to use their own wits at invention and e
to develop their own best gifts. . "Fort City" taught Oliver and om
his sisters a better way. ein

What to do on Sunday with these restless spirits was a seri- Sq
ous question, for father and mother had the old Puritan training. oie
It was in their birth and bones that the Sabbath was a day holy nyt
unto the Lord. This feeling was even stronger in my father, per- n th
haps, because his father was the son of Elder Elijah Willard, of hil
Dublin, N. H., for forty years pastor in that parish, a-good man am
and a righteous, who trained, his children strictly in faith and nd
practice. Perhaps, also, the lávyer-like character of his mind had ad
something to do with his great r severity in holding us to the nd

white line of what he deemed our duty. For himself, he would

not shave or black his boots; he would not -read or write a ere
letter ; he would not so much as'look in the dictionary for a word. ary
upon the Sabbath day.. He said, "The children must have hey
habits." This was the most frequent phrase he used about their et u
training. He never said "good habits," so that I grew up with was

the idea that there were no habits except good ones! He said ette
"You must draw your lines and set your stakes, for if you don't am
you will be just nobody." So he decided that no calls or visits 'ouI
should be received on Sunday, which was easy enough to observe, prett
as there was nobody to come but the birds, and nowhere to go ex- nd
cept to the fields and pasture. He also said that no books or peec
papers should be read except those of a strictly religious nature.

Mother did not interfere with all this by any word, but we felt ays,
a difference, and had a sense of greater "elbow room" with her. iles
A little incident illustrates her tact. In the early years of our Meth
farm life, one New Year's eve came on Saturday and our small "on
presents were given and put away without waiting for morning, r on
because father thought it yould n't be right to have them on Sun- he bi
day. One can hardly imagine the bottled-up condition of children d ft
in such a case. Fortunately for Oliver, he had a Sunday book, atho
"Austin's Voice to Youth," and little Mary had a child's edition e h<
of Pilgrim's Progress, so they could get at work on their presents. ear,
But, alas for poor me! My prayer and dream had been for months, hen'

some pictures to look at on Sunday," and I had a slate, instead, d n<

il M

0
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The Premium Coaxer.

i poor be sure I had devoutly desired a slate, for I had imagined any

m the mount of things that could be written and drawn upon it, but

n and e rule of the house did not permit such a week-day article to

er and ome into use upon the Sabbath. At last I hit upon a plan, and

oing to mother,-I did not dare suggest even this to the revered
a seri- Squire," as the farmers called my father-I said, in a pleading

ining. oice, " May n't I have my new slate if Ill promise not to draw

r holy nything but meetin' houses ?" (That's what they called churches

r, per- n those days.) Mother laughed in spite of herself at this bit of

rd, of hildish ingenuity, and said, " Ves, you may, my little girl, and

man amma will make you a pattern to go by." So there was peace

h and nd quiet, while mother, who had much skill with her pencil,

d had ade a "meeting house," and I was the envy of my brother.

o the nd sister, who had before thought themselves the favored ones.

ould This is a handy place in which to iention that, though we
rite a ere all good at it, the premium coaxer of the family was little

word. ary. Whenever the others wanted a master-stroke in this line,

have hey sent her as their ambassador at court. Mother disliked to
their et us be exposed to the damp, changeable days when winter

with was just giving way to spring, and as we loved "oùtdoors "
said, etter than any other place, we would send Mary, who, climbing

don't n mother's knee and stroking her face with ber.soft little hands,
visits would murmur in the sweetest of voices, "Dear, nice, good;
serve, retty, beautiful mamma, ifs warm and cool and comfPtable,
o ex- nd won't you please let us go out and play?" After which
ks or peech and performance mamma generally did.

atire. But to return to the Forest Home Sunday. In the early
e felt ays, before the new bridge across Rock river, we were four
her. iles from church, and as we cast in our fortunes with the

f our lethodists (though mother was a Congregationalist), we were
small "on a circuit," and the minister came only once a fortnight

ing,- r once a month. Then we were dressed-in our Sunday best,

Sun- he big wagon was brought out with Jack and Gray, and family
ildren cd faim hands bundled in-the latter to be dropped at the
book, atholic church. But my parents soon decided not to leave
dition e house alone, for prairie fires sometimes crept unpleasantly
sents. ear, cattle broke into fields or garden, and there was no dinner
nths, hen we got home. In those days sich a being as a "tramp"
tead, d fnot been heard of, and in our twelve years of isolation on

27



Down in the Pasture.

this farm, not one theft, ,much less any fright or danger, befell an

us brave pioneers. Once a drunken man came in to warm him. e

self; once we found behind a straw-stack signs of men having cd

slept there, and some slices of bread hidden under the stack ou

sometimes men stopped to ask about the " river road to Beloit," U

or how far it was to Janesville, but that was all. "The present en

records of fright and peril to our country folks seem strange and unt

pitiful to one who remembers how safe and peaceful was their fa

lot long time ago. ad

We made this plan at Forest. Home: One Sunday father

should "hold the fort," the next, mother, and the third, Oliver. ot

Whoever did this had to get the dinner ready, and as both father kir

and son were famous cooks, the plan worked well. Indeed, to 'r fe

see my brother brandish the carving-fork in air as we ap. live

proached on our. return from church, and to inhale the rich :her

aroma of his roast chicken, nice home-raised vegetables and Ike

steaming coffee, was an event. Sunday dinner was to us the ut f

central point of the day, and servedto keep it ip fragrant me. mar<
ory, notwithstanding its many deprivations. s see

For us it was all very well, under the peculiar circumstances, îngs

but I do not approve of a Sunday dinner that deprives wvorking atur

people of their rest and their opportunity to go to churcI. eter

Careful as he was, from training and long habit, about what

we should read upon the Sabbath day, father was quite easy-going

when we could once get him out-of-doors. .He would whistle to the

dogs-for when we came to have a thousand sheep we kept three

of them-and off we would go together to the pasture, father,

we girls and the dogs, leaving Oliver lying upon his face on the Fa

front piazza, reading his beloved "D'Aubigne's History of the r di

Reformation," and mother with the big family Bible on her lap. Ott's

As we wended our way down by the grassy bank of the broad, g. J

tree-shaded river, I liked to lag behind and 'skip" a stone, in>t ask

which art I was something of an adept. But Mary.wouldiiv e Bit

her hand for me to " Come on," and I would smilingly desist CYC

I liked to clip a fresh twig from the alders, or to make a "whistle" en V

with my jack-knife, but father said, "Frances, you know me o

don't allow you to keep up your carpenter work on Sunday." d if

Whereupon ICanswered with a queer pucker about the lips, tha wit:

would have been a smile, only it did n't dare to, "But, father sigI
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ger, befell n't I whittle if I'l promise that I won't make anything?" and

arm him. e agreed to that. He would even cut a chip from the gnarled old

en having -edar tree, and, after smoothing it, give it to us, and say, " Did

he stack; ou ever smell anything more wholesome?" I liked this so

Beloit," uch that even-now the odor of red cedar, though but in a lead

e present encils handle, brings back to me the river, softly flowing, the

nge and ntinel trees, my father's manly figure marching at the head,-

was their fary and me walking demurely after, in the path the cows

ad worn.

ay father On Sunday afternoon, almost the only leisure time she had,

d, Oliver. other would walk a little while with us children in the orchard,

th father king scissors along with her, and clipping a sprig of caraway

ndeed, to r fennel for "the girls," or a bunch of sweet-smelling pfnks for

s we ap. live-, from the pretty little beds in the heart of the orchard,

the rich here no one was privileged to go except with mother. Here she

bles and ked to us of God's great beauty in the thoughts He works

o us the ut for us to learn about Him by; she taught us tenderness

mem. ward every little sweet-faced floweri and piping bird ; she made

s see the shapes of clouds, and what resemblances they bore to

stanc, ings upon the earth; she made us love the Heart that is at

vorking ature's heart. Thus it could not be said of us, as of poor
eter Bell,

out what "In vain through every changeful year
Did Nature lead him as before;

y-going A primrose by the river's brim,
tle to the A yellow primrose was to him,

ept three But it was nothing more.

e, father,

e on the Father did not "talk religion,'' as we called it, very much,

of .the r did our mother. They had family prayers always, with

her lap. ott's "Practical Observations " at the close of the Bible read-

e broad, g. They always had a blessing at the table, and if father did
>t ask it, mother did. They did not insist that the children read

av e Bible for themselves, and I was very shy about it, the ten-

desist cy of my mind to doubt and question revealing itself even
s en; when, at a very early age, the Testament vas specially read

me on Sunday, I had asked, -' How do you know Godsent it ?"

d if the family Bible was sometimes open before me, I would

il-, tha with a toss of the head, when mother expressed pleasure at

ath esight, "I'm looking atthebirths and deaths," or,' 4 I'm only.



Home Songs.

reading the Apocrypha." My mother had the good sense ne

to seem shocked by this bit of bravado, but patted the busy lit

head with her kind, steady hand, saying, " My little girl will t
a missionary, yet." She knew these symptoms were not of ug a
ness, but just the prancing about of a mettlesome steed before 0
settled to life's long and difficult race. She knew the more s h
argued and reproved, the worse the case would be, so she j
lived the gospel right along and taught its precepts and Pra b
muck.

We seldom had the opportunity to attend church on Sabba h
wening, but our song service at home was, as already mention cr

an inspiration and delight. My father had a fine bass voice a m

mother a te.nder, well-trained soprano. There were no "G a

Hymns," but in the Motker's Assistant-a family magazine t I
they subscribed to for some yearswere sweet songs of Christi w

faith, and the old Methodist hymn-book with its " Guide w

O Thou.Great Jehovah," and -Kirke White's " The Star of Be of
iehem," u*ed just about to break my heart in the sweet summ bi
twilights, though I would n't have had anybody know, sa an
Mary. Fair and bright, in spite of occasional shadows, seem m
those years of childhood; still fairer and brighter they seem no wa

Father made us big paper hats, shaped ike cornucopi de
trimmed with peacock feathers and painted with "Injun fight mo

by ingenious sister Mary. Then mother sewed for us belts ho
bright red·fiannel, in which were stuck wooden swords, bunc sh
of arrows, etc., as we marched away on hunting expeditio "t<

Father was so careful of his girls and so much afraid that h ba
would come to us if we went horseback riding, that I determin w
to have a steed of my 6wn, contrived a saddle, and trained nic

favorite heifer, " Dime," to act in that capacity. ''She can do pe

if she has a mind to," was my unvarying reply to all the ing A s

ious objections. of Oliver, who said that a creature which che tall

the cud and divided the hoof was never meant for riding purpo to t
He also claimed that Dime did her part when she gawmilk, the
ought not to be put through at this rate. But I took the gro was
that "cows were a lazy set, and because they never had work and
was^no reason why they should.n't begin now. Up in Lapl offic
they made a great many uses of the deer that people did tion

where we live, and he was all the better and more famous ani a su
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A Bovine Bucephalus. 31

sense ne as a result of it. So, since father would n't let me ride a horse, I
e busy lit would make Dime the best trained and most accomplished cow in
girl will -the pasture; and Dime would like it, too, if they'd only let her
not of ug alone." So with much extra feeding and caressing, and no end
ed before of curry-combing to make har coat shine, I brought Dime up to a
e more s high degree of civilization. She would "moo " whenever I.ap-
so she j peared, and follow me about like a dog; she would submit to
and pray being led by a bridle, which Loren, always willing to help, had

made out of an old pair of reins; she was gradually broken to
on Sabba harness and would draw the hand-sleds of us girls; but the
mention crowning success was when she " got wonted" (which really
s voice a meant when she willed) to the saddle, and though I had many
o "&G an inglorious tumble before the summit of my hopes was reached,
gazine t I found myself, at last,. in possession -of an outlandish steed,
f Christi whose every motion threatened a catastrophe, and whose awk-
Guide wardness was such that her trainer never gave a public exhibition

tar of Be of the animal's powers, but used to ride out of sight down in the
eet sumu big ravine, and only when the boys were busy in the field. Jack
know, sa and Gray were the chief farm horses, and to see Oliver and Loren
ws, seem mount these, and go tearing over the prairies like wild Indians,
seem no was my despair. This was the one pleasure of farm life that was

ornucopi denied the girls, but when I was fifteen, father declared, at
un fight mother's earnest reqùest, that " the girls might now ride the
us belts horses whenever their mother thought best." Many a time did
s, bunc she take her stand in the road and watch us while we galloped
xpeditio "to the ravine" near "Bluff Wood,'' the Hodge homestead, and
that h back again. To offset my "trained cow," Mary had a goat for

detennin which panniers (side-pockets) had been .made, in one of which a
trained nice, toothsome lunch was often placed, which Bridget took great

e can do pleasure in providing, and in the other, our sketching materials.
the ing A sheep-bell was tied on the goat's neck and to see us with our

che tall caps, red belts, and cross-guns, on shoulder, wending our way

purpo to the groves along the river bank, while the dog Fido scoured
-milk, the bushes for gophers, often returning to walk in the prowssion,
he gro was the delight of mother's heart, for well she knew howpleasant
ad work and. how healthful all this was to her two girls. Mary wore the
n Lapli official badge of "'Provider,"' for the practical part of theexpedi-
le did tion was in her charge. This badge was a bit of carved pine, like
us ani a sniall cane, painted in many colors and decorated with a ribbon.

tI 1
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32 Kindness to Animas.

The one who wore it had the " say," about what the lunch should tho
be, and where and when it should be eaten; also whether Fido tow

had behaved well enough to go along, and many other questions han

not needful to repeat. When the time came, a nice white table- cou

cloth was spread, and some of mother's light, sweet bread, with not

butter that fairly smelled of violets, and nice sugar strewn over it, Mar

was set in order, with a piece of pumpkin pie and a few hickory

nuts. Our drink was water, bright from the crystal spring up dow

the bank, and we brought it in a bottle and <lrank it through a bird

clean-cut straw. We asked a blessing at the table, and acted like grea

grown folks, so far as we could. This generally closed the expe- to SE

dition, but before eating we would fish, chiefly f6r "minnies " (or littlE

minnow fish), and we usually had several of these little swimmers the

in dishes at home,-which was a pity, for they died after a few days. and

We did not mean to be unkind to animals, for môther had taught thrus

us better, but we did n't think, sometimes. One of the first bits them

of verse mother ever repeated and explained to us was this, from kill 1

her favorite poet, Cowper: come

woul<
"I would not rank among my list of friends, it-if t
Though graced with.polished manners and fme sense,
Yet wanting sensibility, the man .i
Who needlessly sets foot upon as worm." thoug

But
Then there were other beautiful lines on the same subject to do

by Wordsworth, I think, which closed with

"This lesson, shepherd, let us two divide, "the
Taught both by what life shows and what conceals, we>ve
Never to blend our pleasure or our pride tired
With sorrow of the meanest thing thal feels.

come
We used to shoot at a mark with arrows and became very was si

good at hitting, so much so that at my request, Mary, whose many:
trust in her sister was perfect, stood up by a post with an auger- but th
hole in it, and let me fire away and put an arrow through the hole that t
when ter sweet blue eye was just beside'it. But this was wrong, animal
and when we rushed in "to'tell mother," she did r't smile, but heirs;
made us promise "never, no, never," to do such a thing again. hem,

Down by the river- bank, Mary took her pencil and made T
sketches, such as they were, while I delighted to lie stretched e wa
out upon the grass, look up into the blue sky and "think my f corn

Ln
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"Drowning OuI'" a Gopher. 33

should thoughts." Sometimes I would reach out my hand appealingly

r Fido toward heaven, and say to her: "See there ! could you resist a

estions hand that so much wanted to clasp your own ? Of course you

table. could n't, and God can not, eithér. I believe that, though I do

with not see that He reaches down to me." And- lovely, trusting

ver it, Mary answered: "I know He does, for mother says so."

ickory One day when we girls were .thus having our good times

down by the river, the three Hodge boys came along, hunting for
ng up
ugh a birds'nests. "But you must n't carry any away!" said Mary,

ed like greatly stirred. ".You may climb the trees and look, if you want

expe. to see the eggs or littl6 ones, but you can't hurt a birdie, big or

(or little, in our pasture." The boys said their mother told them

mners the same thing, and they only wanted to "look.". So Mary

days and I showed them under the leafy covert some of t1ie brown

taught thrush's housekeeping, and the robin's, too, and thent we told

t b them that since they were stich kind boys, and did 'n't want to

from kill the pretty creatures God had made, and since they had just
come West and did n't know all the ways we had out here, we

would help them to " drown out a gopher," and they might have

it if they wanted to.

John was delighted; Rupert's eyes fairly danced, but

thoughtful Jamie, " the preacher," as they called him, said,

"But why do you drown out a gopher? Is that a kind thing
ubject, to do? "

"Well, it is this way," explained the Western prairie.girls;

"the gopher digs up the corn and spoils the crop. Many a time

we've dropped corn into the hills for Oliver. or father till we've

tired ourselves out getting it under ground, and along would

come this black-striped yellow-coat and eat up our crop before it

e very was started. So father said it was our plain duty to. catch as

whose many as we could, and we've set traps and tried all sorts of ways,

auger- but the one the boys like best is drowning out. Father told us

e hole that the poet Cowper, who writes so well about kindness to

ong, nimals, says 'Our rights are paramount and must extinguish

e, but heirs;' that is, when they spoil our work, we are obliged to spoil

ain. hem, for the general good."

made The boys thought there was common sense in this, and I led

etched e way to a hole in the ground about as large around as an ear

f corn, 1 here Fido had been clawing for some time. "The way

z -..
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we do is to pour water into the hole, stand there with a big stick P
or a shovel, and when the gopher comes crawling up, Fido as
snatches him by the throat, and the poor, drenched thing does n't

have long to suffer, you may be sure," said Mary. So John went W9
to the house for a couple of pails and he and kupert brought be
water from the river, Jamie and we watched at the hole, one with Bt
a shovel and the others with sticks, and the dog was wild th
with importance and delight. Pretty soon the poor, wet gopher cr(
crawled to the front, his mouth open, and his long teeth in full an
view. "Whack " went the shovel, but. " snap " went old Fidos "1

jaws, and the "happy corn-fields," as I said, claimed the destroyer COI
so unwelcome here. "What ! you don't think that gophers will wa
have another life?" said preacher Jamie, quite shocked by the idea.

"I only know that mother says John Wesley thought the cer
birds would go to heaven, and the Indians think that, . wit

tha
"Trausported to that equal sky,cit
Their faithful dogs shall bear them company,

ma
was my reply. "It is a thing that nobody can tell anything for

about, but I like to think the.fact of life predicts the fact.of um- nea:

mortality.' wor

"«Did n't mother put that into your head?" asked Mary as full

we wended our way home. priV

I said I guessed so, for she always answered all my questions best

and told me so much that I hardly k~new where her thoughts fond

ended and mine began. own

Sometimes in winter I would set a " figure-four trap " down

in the groye south of "Fort City," where I caught many a peo

plump quail. The trap was nothing but a rough box, held up year

on the edge by three sticks, fitted together like the figure 4, and said

having fastened to the cross bar of the figure a few grains of how

wheat. When the little " more wheat" singing quails pecked their

away at the stick to knock off these grains, the whole thing fe that

down. and they were prisoners. I used to put on an old coat o ple M

father's, and some droll little boots my brother had outgrwn, happ

and, perching a soft hat on my head, wend my way over tho our I
snow's hard .crust to see my trap. But I never killed a quail. "oni
would bring them home and hand them over to Loren, who soo but o:

set them free into the heavenly bird-land. Then Bridget woul n all
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g stick pick, stuff and cook the quails, putting in flavored bread crumbs

>, Fido and such delicious "summer savory " as never was tasted before

oes n't or since, and browning the delicious game to a turn. All this

n went we considered a right and proper thin'g to do, because quails could

rought be eaten, and so were useful and were not killed for mere sport.

ne with But Mary, whose heart was pitiful as an angel's, used to wish

as wild that " folks could get along without meat, and not kill the

gopher creatures with such bright, kind eyes as calves have, and lambs,
in full and little birdies," and her- older sister, who was given to

Fidos "branching out," would tel1her she " presumed that time would

estroyer come, and hoped it might. Anything that you could imagine

ers will was apt to happen some day."

he idea. "Father's Room " was a sort of literary refuge to all con-

ght the cerned. Here were his tall book-case and his desk that locked up,
with which latter no mortal ever interfered for the good reason

that its black, velvet-lined interior was never seen save when

"the Squire " was seated there at work. He would sit for days

making. out the tax list of the (real) town, writiùig his speech

nything for the fair, or his " History of Ro.ckCÇounty,'' and we would be

t of im- near him, at work with brush, or pen, or pen-cil, never speaking a

word to each other or to him. Al other rooms in the house were

Mary as full of fife and talk and .music, but " Father's " was a place of

privilege conditioned upon quiet ; therein we children were on our

nestions best of good behavior, and even the cat, of which he 'was very

oughts fond, ceased to be frisky when admitted to the room which its

owner called his " sanctum sanctorum.

down My father did not believe in niedicine-I mean, not as most

many a people do. He thought every family ought to pay so much a

held up year to the doctor, and then deduct for every day's illness. He

re 4, and said this would soon make all the M. D.'s careful students of

iais o how to keep folks well, instead. of how to get them well when by

s pecked their own carelessness they had fallen sick. He ·used to say

ing fe that God had but about half a dozen laws of health, and if peo-

d coat o ple would only study these and obey them, they would have a

happy, well-to-do life. ' He thought it was wonderful how. easy

over th our Heavenly Father has Made it for us in this world, if we will

quail. "only take hold of it.by the right handle." Just as He made

o 0so but one law in the Garden of Edn-so easy to remember-and

et woul in all other things Adam and Eve could act of their own free
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4
will, so in the new Garden of Eden that we called Forest
Home, and in the great world, there ~were few things to do, and mo
then all would have health. He did-n't say "good health," for Ma

he was not one of those who ever said, " I enjoy bad health!, Ma

In the first place, it was n't enjoyable, and in the next, there wit

was no kind of health but good, since the word itself meant
wholeness or holiness,-a perfect state, as compared with the put
imperfect state of being sick. ni

In Oberlin be had been much attached to Dr. Jennings, a tha1
,cold-water physician w'ho had written a bt>ok on right living,
which father read more than anything else except his Bible

andand A. J. Downing's. Horicultrist. If we had sore throats pou
a cold water compress was put on; when I stepped on a nail, and moti
might easily have had locked-jaw, mother lifted me into the bein
kitchen '" sink" and pumped water over the aching member;
when on a summer morning Oliver's leg was broken by an ugly
ox, his mother sat beside him, attending to the cold-water band- I co
age by night and day for a week. And yet, in the twelve years the

of our farm life, "The Happy Five " (as I was wont to call them) of m
knew almost nothing about sickness. , Our golden rules were

these, worthy to be framed beside the entrance door of every The
home:

beau

"RGOLDEN RULES OFHEALTH."And
score

Simple food, mostly of vegelables, fish and fowls. sor
Pklny of sleep, with very early hcurs for retiring. Ct
Flannel clothing next the skin all the year round; of sp

feet kept warm, head cool, and nothing worn tight. The
Just as much exercise as possible, only lel fresh air That

and sunshine go bogether. quite
No tea or coffee for the children, no alcoholic drink The I

or tobacco for anybody.

Tell the trutk and mind your parents. back,

place-

".But yet,,Fort City must have a doctor, or else, you see, it that]

would n't be a city," I pleaded one day. So, being told to "go and ci

ahead," I ccllected. a lot of spools, whittled the projecting part the vi

off the smaller end of each,~anid maïäde a stopperforitýplugged the w11d-1

other end with a bit of wood, and so had a fine outfit of bottles, flowet

which were labeled with all the outrageous names of drugs tha me
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Forest mother or I could think of, only the real contents (fortunately)
do, and were sugar, starch, sait, flour, pepper, etc., frpm the store-room.
th," for Mary made for me a large assortment of powder papers, cut in dif-
ealth férent sizes'; surgical instruments. were shaped from bits of -tin
t, there with handles of wood; a tin watch was utsed in counting the

meant pulse, and poor Mary, stretched out on two chairs, obligingly*
th the made believe sick,". The following extract from the journal

that -I dutifully kept through ail those years, will give the out-

nings, a come of my medical experience:

s Bible Sister was sick, and I brought out all my little bottles of sugar, salt

and flour. Besides these medicines, I dosed her with pimento pills, and
throats, poulticed her with calbage leaves, but she grew no better quite fast, so

ail, and mother called another doctor. Dear me, if I were my brother, instead of

to the being only a girl, we'd soon see whether Pve talent for medicine or not.

ember; But the "other:doctor" was purely imaginary, for Mary

an ugly jumped up and ran off with Oliver afterthe cows, telling me that
r band- I coulc " try my skill on the calves or the cat next time," and
e years the young M. D. got quité a lesson from her mother on the value

il them) of moderation in medicine and ail other undertakings.
es were I have said but little about winter-time at Forest Home.

f every The truth is, it seemed to us that when the lovely summer and

beautiful autumn days were gone, they never would come back.

And though we made sleds and went coasting, took care of our

scores of pets, set our figure-four traps for quails, and played " Fort

City ' with great zest, it remains true that we greeted the return

of spring with such keen delight as city children can not know.

The first flower-who .should find and bring it home to mother?

That was a question of the highest interest, and little Mary was

quite as likely as the older ones to win this beautiful distinction.

The hill-sidebehind the house, the '.'Big Ravine," and ''Whale's-

back," near the Hodge homestead, were the favorite -hiding-

places of the "March flower" "wind flower," or "anemone,"

that hardy pioneer which ventured first to spread its tiny sail
r see, it and catch.the favoring breeze. Next came the buttercups, then

go the violets, and, later ou, the crow's-fo geranium, shooting star,
ed t wild-lady's slipper, wild rose adlily, and a hundred sweet, shy

t owers with-unknown-uames.But the spring sounds were more
bottles,

tome than the spring posies.
gs that Like all rural people, our family rose at day-break in spring,
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in winter long before that time. Father went to his desk ; Oliver, gei

Loren, and the " hired hands' went to the cow-yard to milk, or col

to the barn to feed the horses; Mary and I cared for our special om

pets, the turkeys, chickens, and pea-fowls, the rabbits, goats, oei
calves, colts and dogs, while mother and Bridget got the b'reak- wh

fast. But when the witchery of spring-time came, we girls would fatl

take turns about waking. each other, and first of all in the house me

would steal away to our best-beloved " Outdoors." It seemed Mrs

to us that we learned secrets then, such as dear old Mother Nature fires

did not tell to most folks. you

We sought the quiet dells in the "north pasture," where a

sort of wild mint grew, with smell so fresh and sweet as can't rive

be told, and where were mosses lovelier than the velvet of the slee

Queen's throne. We put our ears to the ground, as Indians do, Hse
and heard sounds afar off, or thought- we did, which answered as h

just as well.- Voices came to us as we listened, through the styl(

woods and from the prairie near by, that thrilled our hearts with whe

joy. The jay, the bluebird and the robin made music vastly for a
sweeter than any we ever heard elsewhere or afterward. But the pailî

"prairie-chickens " had-organized the special orchestra that ve -hou

listened to with most delight in. the fair spring days. It was

a peculiar strain, not a song at all, as everybody knows, but a selv<

far-off, mellow, rolling sound, a sort of drumbeat, rising and folio

falling, circling through the air and along the ground, "so near, Ed (

and yet so far," it seemed to us like a breath froin Nature's very

lips. Perhaps it came so gently and with such boundless wel- a

come to our hearts, because it was the rarest, surest harbinger of fa

spring. Now the lambs would soon be playing in the pastures; settu
now the oriole would soon be flashing through the trees, the hous

thrush singing in the fields, and the qnail's sweet note, "more whet

wheat," would cheer the.farmer at his toil ; the river would soon away

mirror the boughs that would bend over it in their rich summer from

green, for winter was over and gone, fresh spring rain was often and

on the roof, and the deep heavens grew warm and blue. Ail girls

these things were in the far-off, curions notes of the prairie-cbick- dirt

ens that we never saw, but only listened to with smiling faces, scap

wbile girls and chickens, after their own fashion,-thanked God were

that spring had come once more.· anyl

In the earlier years at Forest Home, prairie fires were a gor- ig i

38
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Oliver, geous feature of the spring landscape. Only a few times did they

ailk, Or come near enough to make us anxions. Returning from church

one Sabbath noon with Oliver, mother saw one of her mile-awayspecial
goats neighbors 1motioning to her vigorously,-a woman, by the way,

break- who did n't believe in-" going to meetings," for which reason,
father would have nothing to do with her family outside of bus-would

house iness. Oliver stopped. the horses, and coming out to her gate

seeme d Mrs. P. said, "You'd better be at home 'tending to your prairie

Nature fires; the neighbors -are fighting themfo you, and trying to save

your buildings."

here a Oliver whipped up his team, and away they flew down the

s cat river toward Forest.Home. There they found father in his shirt-

sleeves directing the forces that had already put the. fire to rout.

He had strolled out with Mary and me to " take an observation,"
asered as he called it, and had seen the fire bearing down in braggartswered

ghi the style from Mr. Guernsey's prairie toward a log tenement house

s with where one of our hired men was living. The house was closed,

vastly for all the' family (Catholic) had gone to church. "Bring some

ut the pails, girls, and follow me," said father, as he ran toward this

hat Ve -house, which was in danger.
"I know what he'll do," said I to Mary, as we armed our-

It was

but a selves with pails, and, whistling to the dogs, scampered away

g and following father; " of course, he must fight fire with fire, or else
o Ed Carey's house is gone."o. near,

, It was a long run, through the orchard, across the Big Ravine
s very

and over a stretch of prairie, but we were not far behind oir
ss wel--a twscle*;ta. ,father. We found him "back-firing," as it was called; that is,

stures; setting the grass burting all along between the fire and the

es, the house, and then, with a neighbor or two, beating it out again

"more when the flame grew too strong. We brought water, thrashed

d s away at the grass with sticks, and -grew black in the face, not
from work, but from the smoke and cinders. By the time Oliver

ummer

often and mother appeared on the scene, the crisis was over and we

e. Ail girls clambered into the democrat wagon, covered ail over with

-chick- dirt and glory, and, both telling at once about the hair-breadth

'scape of Edward's house. But for the most part the prairie fires
faces,

God were among the pleasant features of spring, for they seldora did

any harm. In burning oVer a new section of land, before break-

ing it up with the plow, men would fire it from each of the four
a go-
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sides and let it butrn toward the. center. The grass. so long, did
thick, and sometimes matted, màde a bright, high wall of flame, its
sending up columns of smoke like a thousnd locomotives blow- its

ing off steam at once. At night these fires, on the distant horizon, sun

looked to us like a drove of racing, winged steeds ; or they swept ho
along, dancing, courtesying, now forward, now backward, like it,

gay revelers; or they careered wildly, like unchained furies; but or
always they were beautiful, often grand, and sometimes terrible. gre

Another rich experience that came to my sister and me was decl
following the "breaking plow ".in spring. Just after the prairie

fire had done its work and the great field was black with the car- onio
pet it had spread, came the huge plow, three times as large as taki
that generally used,-with which the virgin soil was to be turned but
upward to the sun. Nowadays in the far West, that keeps going "ro

farther every year, they use steam plows. Just think of a loco- for
motive out in the" boundless prairie, going so fast and far that each

.pne would n't dare tell how many miles it gets over in a day ! "sci
But away back in the forties and fifties, so distant from these flow
wonderful eighties in which we live,t we thought that nothing fair

could go beyond the huge plow, with steel " mould-board" so Once
bright that you could see your face in it; " beam" so long that alon

we two girls could sit upon it for.a ride and have space for half a I wa
dozen more; formidable "colter "-a sharp, knife-like steel that garde

went before the plowshare to cut the thick sod-and eight great, of rar

branch-horned oxen sturdily pulling all this, while one man held and
the plow by its strong, curving handles, and another cracked a looke

whip with lash so long it reached the heads of the head oxen.away near
at the front. As father generally held the plow, and Oliver, who from

was very kind to animals, the whip, Mary and I used to enjoy run- where

ning along and. balancing ourselves on the great black furrow, as lic"

it curved over from the polished mould-board and lay there on a
smooth and even as a plank. Sometimes the plow would run BEWA
against a snag in.the shape of a big ''·red-root "; for, strange to fitted 1
say, the prairie soil, where no tree was in sight, had roots, some- 0
times as large as a man's arm, stretching along under ground. betime

Then wouild come a cheery "Get up, Bill! Halloa there, Bright! the ste
Now's your time, Brindle!" The great whip would crack the 1an
above their heads.; the giant creatures would bend to the yoke; outdon
"snap " would go the red-root and smooth would turn the splen- runnet

4o0
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long, did furrow with home and school and civilization gleaming from

ame, its broad face, and happy children skipping, barefooted, along

blow- its new-laid floor. These were" great times " indeed! As the

rizon, sun climbed higher and the day grew warm, we would go to the

wept house, and compound a pail of " harvest drink," as father called

like it, who never permitted any kind of alcoholic liquor in his fields

but or at his barn-raisings. Water, molasses and ginger were its in-

ble. grediýnts, and the thirsty toilers, takipg it from a tin dipper,
was declared it "good enough to set before a king.'

rairie Later on, we girls were fitted out with bags of corn, of beans,

car- onion, turnip or beet seed, which we tied around our waists, as,

ge as taking hoe in hand, we helped do the planting, not as. work,

ed but "just for fun," leaving 'bff whenever we grew tired. We

oing "rode the horse" for Oliver when he " cultivated corn"; held trees

loco- for father when he ,planted new ones, which he did by scores

that each spring ; watched him at ">grafting time " and learned about

day! "scions " and "seedlings"; had our own little garden beds of

these flowers and vegetables, and thought no blossoms ever were so

hing fair or dishes so toothsome as those raised by our own hands.

so Once when I was weeding oniôns with my father, I pulled out

that along with the grass, a good-sized snake by the tail, after which

alf a I was less diligent in that department of industry. The fiower-

that garden was a delight to people for miles around, with its wealth

eat, of rare shrubs, roses, tulips and clambering vines which mother

held and her daughters trained over the rambling cottage until it

-ed a looked like some great arbor. I had, a seat in the tall black oak

way near the front gate, where I could read and write quite hidden

who from view. I had a box with lid and hinges, fastened beside me,
run- where I kept my sketches and books, whence the " general pub-

,as lic " was warned off by the words painted in large, black letters

ere on a board nailed to the tree below: " THE EAGLE's NEST,
run BEwÀR " Mary had her own smaller tree, near by, similarly

e to fitted up.

ore- Oliver thought all this was very well, but he liked to sit

und. betimes on the roof of the house, in the deep shade, or to climb

t! the steeple on the big barn, by the four flights of stairs, and "view

rack the landscape o'er, " a proceeding in which his sisters, not to be

oke; outdone, frequently imitated him. Indeed, Oliver was our fore-

len- runnet in most of our outdoor-ish-ness, and but for his bright,
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tolerant spirit, our lives, so isolated as they were, would have

missed much of the happiness of which they were stored full.

For instance, one spring, Oliver had a freak of walking on stilts;

when, behold, up went his sisters on stilts as high as his, and

came stalking after him. He spun a top; out came two others. i

He played marbles with the Hodge boys; down went the girls y
and learned the mysteries of " mibs," and " alleys," and the rest

of it. He played " quoits." with horseshoes; so did they. He d

played " prisoner's-base " with the boys ; they started the same sc

game immediately. He climbed trees; they followed after. He ai
had a cross-gun; they got him and Loren to help fit them out in at
the same way, and I painted in capitals along the side of mine its th
name, " Defiance," while Mary putIon hers, plain " Bang Up bo

After awhile he had a real gun and shot muskrats, teal, and once na
a long-legged loon. We fired the gun by " special permit," with ha
mother looking on, but were forbidden to.go hunting and did n't co

care to, anyway. Once, however, Oliver "dared " me to walk tha
around the pasture ahead of him and his double-barreled gun

when it was loaded and both triggers .lifted. This I did, which vea
was most foolhardy, and we two " ne'er-do-weels,' whose secret sim

no one knew but Mary,. came home to find her watching at the pio
gate with tear-stained face, and felt so ashamed of ourselves that

we never repeated the sin-for it was nothing less. Oliver was

famous at milking cows; his sisters learne& the art, sitting besid took

him on three-legged stools, but never carried it to such perfection ne

as he, for they were very fond of milk and he could send a stream own

straight into their mouths, which was greater fun than merely 11 ti
: . ne.

playing a tuneful tattoo into a tin pail, so they never reached e

distinction in the latter art. They did, however, train the cat to e was
sit on the cow's back through milking time. Oliver could har- i1 oi

ness a horse in just about three minutes; his sisters learned to do T

the same, and knew what " hames" and " tugs " and "hld or he

backs '' were, as well as "fetlock," "hock," and " pastern."

There were just four things he liked that we were not allowed ever
to share-hunting, boating, riding on horseback and "going swim ny y

ming." But at this distance it looks to this narrator as if thou

hunting was what he would better not have done at all, and for -

the rest, it was a pity that ".our folks " were so afraid "the twoert
re d

forest nyxnphs'" miglit drown, that they did n't' let them lea brea

42
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nld have how not to-which boating and swi~• l 43ýred full. hielped teach ;iin an s o oreakd 'e-ssons would have
redful. hlpe tech;and as- for horseback..riding, it iS on1e -of the most,on stilts; noble sports on earth for men and WOmen both. We o t sthis, and when (after the calf-taming episode) it Was Permitted ps, by theo others. intercession of our mother, who had ben a fine rider in erthe girls younger years.

i the rest Happy the girls of the period who practic nearîy every ont-
tey. He door sport that is open to their brothers; wear gymnastlc suits inthe same school, flee to the country as soon as vacation cones and inter. He almost as blessed a time as we three chidren had in the old daysm out in at Forest Home. It is good for boys and girls to know the saniemine its things, so that the former shall fot feel and act so overwise sA1g Up boy whose sister knows all about the harness, the boat thegym-and once. nastic exercise, will be far m ere modest, the ad the tit," with have about. He will cease to be aoese and peasa tod di n' corad, ad tis s aa tase and learn how to be a
tdd n't tomrade, and ttio is a great gain to him, lis sister, and his wife
to wallr that is to bée.

eled gun Here are some bits from journals kept along througd, which years. They are littlen tioraskpalgthuhte
se secre smeas they sud lithe 'ire than hints at every-day affairs, but,se secret simple as they sound, theyý' giegiuse

g at thgmpses of real life among the
Ives that . From Mary's:
1ver wasig besi rank said we might as weil have a ship, if we did live on shore, so weig besid took a hencoop pointed at tue té, put a big piank acro*sa it and'stood Up,
erfection ne at each end, with an old rake hand e apiece o steer wit. Up anda strearn down we went, slow when it W an e ap e tee wh. a tn merely il the old hen ciucked and b ea and fast when there was a Stoand

reached me. Frank was captain and I was mate. We made out chards of the s
d res about how to navigate when it was mdeathrs ow theu

he cat Os t as a e put up a sail made of an old sheet, and had great fun tiii 1
,uid har- ell off and hut nie.
ied to do To-day Frank gave me haifher dog, Fisk that she bought iateîy, andi "hold- or her pay Imade mse which mother witnessed, a d here it is:

:ern. I, Mary Willard, promise never to tond atesd ang re i iso:
:en aloe e r t d' s stmby s g h han ng lying or bein uisranI W li ard s s and sud wra m g.esk w hich father gave her. 1 Prom ise-to skeiherby Pekln, wltng or signing, or ln any other way,2g swim. ny person or body to take off or Put on ayihing on said stand std desk
or as · f thout special permission from sad F. w. y m neyer tnd adand for ing which may be in something upon herstand snd dee. tothe tw ever to put anything onm it or in antupo e td. I promise iug

r doing anything else at her desk, to go away the Imite she ils me. ibreak this Promise 1 will let the said F. W.y mue shiensm.Icomesmto my room andgo.to
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day to
my trunk, or go into any place where I keep my things, and take anything

of mine she likes. All this I promipe-unless entirely different arrangements taught

are made. These things I promise upon my most sacred honor." - guarde

Mother says Frank liked to walk on top of the fence, and to chop wood had be
with a broken ax handle, and to get Oliver's'hat while he was doing his Mary
sunms, and put it on her head and go out to the barn. though

I've made a picture of the house'Frank was born in-mother helped, of

course; she always does. I was born in Oberlin, and that's a nicer town than

Frank's. I remember Mr. Bronson and Mr. Frost-they were students in

Oberlin, and boarded at our house. - I guess it's the very first thing I do re.

member-how they made us little rag.dolls and drew ink.faces on them, and

we really thought they were nice; but we should n't now, I know, for my. A

doll Anna.is as big as a real little girl, and father painted her with real paint Su

and niother.fastened on real hair, and I made her clothes just like mine ; but N

she is a rag doll all the same, only she's good, and not proud like a wax doIl. N

ir. Carver and Miss Sherburn went with us from Oberlin to Wisconsin. Sh

They are both good Christians, and Mr. C. often led in prayer at family No
worship; but when he killed our puppies (though father told him to) I F0

thought he was a sort of awful man. H
Pe

From mine S

I once thoughtI would like to be Queen Victoria's Maid of Honor;. So
then I wanted to go and live in Cuba; next, I made up my mind that I would Be
be an artist; next, that I would be a mighty hunter ·of the prairies. But Ar

now I suppose I am to be a music teacher-"simply that and,nothing moré." Or
When it rained-and filled the stovè so full of water, standing right out An

on the ground, that mother could n't even boil the kettle for tea, we did n't So
think it very funny. Mother Iiad n't any money to get us Christmas pres- Of
ents; father was sick in bed with ague, and yet wg hung up our stockings, Wl
and Oliver put his boot strap over the front door'knob. So mother stirred H

around and got two false curls she .used to wear when it was the fashion to s
wear them on a comb, and put one in my stocking and one in Mary's, with Joy
little sea-shells tbat she had kept for many years, also an artificial flower We
apiece; to Oliver she gave a shell and Pollock's " Course of Time." We Aro

had n't a hired man, and mother a'nd Ollie went out in the woods and In
dragged ln branches of trees to burn. We girls thought it great fun, but In
father called it his "Blue Christmas." Next day Oliver went to town and

hired a good, honest, Yankee fellow, whose name was John Lockwood. The
Then we had Lewis Zeader, Thomas Gorry and his wife,.and so on; never Tim
after that having to go it alone. I like farm life; "God made the country

and man made the town "-''them's my sentiments." We

I tried my hand at poetry. Heže is a specimen written on Bea

an occasion that afflicted me-almost to tears. A noble black Tell
Del

oak that grew near one of the dormer-windows of Forest Home

was heard straining and cracking in a high wind one niglit. It Go

was found to. be so much injured-that the order was given next
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day to cut it down. This was a sort of tragedy, for father had

taught us to regard the trees as creatures almost human, and he

guarded those about the house and in the pastures as if they-

wood had been household pets. So when " old Blackie'-' was cut down,
ng his Mary and I*were greatly wrought upon, and- I penciled my

thoughts as follows:
>ed, of
n than

TO AN OLD OAK.
nts in
do r e- RECeNTLY FELLED AT IOREST HOME,

and
or m. And so, old Monarch of the Forest, thou hast fallen!

paint Supinely on the ground thy giant limbs are laid;

e ; but No more thou'lt rear aloft thy kingly head,

doil. No more at eventide the chirping jay

Shall seek a shelter 'mid thy boughs or 'mong them play.

anily No more the evening breeze shall through thy branches sigh,

to) i For thou art dead. Ah, e'en to thee
How fearful 'twas to die!

Perhaps, ages ago,- for 'mong the centuries thou hast grown on,-

Some swarthy warrior of a race long past,
onor; Some giant chieftain of an eàrly day,

ould Beneath thy shtde has reste'd from the chase,
But And to thy gnarled trunk told some wild revenge,

oré." Or gentle tale of love.
t out And in the dusk of the primeval times,
id n't Some fair young maid, perchance, to thee complained
pres- Of vows unkept, or, in a happier mood,
ings, With smile as innocènt as e'er maid wore,

tirred Has told to thee some simple happiness,
ion to Scarce worth the telling, save that in her path

with Joys were the flowers that by the weeds of care
ower Were overwhelmed. •

We Around thy base the forest children played
and In days long passed away, and flowing now

but In the dark River of Eternity.
and

ood. The.years but lately one were waiting then to be
ever Time quickly sped, these years that were to be
ntry Came, hastened by; and are no more; with them,

Well pleased to go, my childish hours fled trait'rously,

n on Bearing to Shadeland holiest memories.

lack Telling of busy feet and happy heart,
Delighted eyes and all the unnumbered joys

Given us but once-in Childhood,
Glorious were mine, old Tree!

next

-



Has the Trce a Spiril ?

Birds have sung for me, flowers bright have bloomed
That had not, had I ne'er been born to greet their beauty.
Skies wore their loveliest hues for me

Just as they do in turn for all that live,

And as they will for happy hearts to come.

E'en when the tiny nut that held thee first,
Dropt quietly into the rich, dark soil,
'Twas in the plan of the great God of all,
That thy bright leaves, thy green.crest lifted high,
Thy sturdy trunk, and all thy noble form,
Should be, some day far distant, loved by me;
Should cause my eyes with joy to'rest on thee,
And so increase earth's gifts of God to me.
Thou hast given this grace to many, thou hast granted it-
But noue, perhaps, besides me shall extol thy memory.

to me;

Stern Death, remorseless enemy, spares nothing that we love;

Upon the-cold, white snow to-night, lie boughs that waved above.
And I'm lonely, sad and silent, for I feel a friend is gone,
As 'mong thy great, dead boughs to-night,

I hear the strange wind moan.

Old Tree, hast thou a spirit ? If so, we'll meet again!
I shall not give thee up yet, for I'l1 meet thee, Yonder when?
Perchance thy leaves, etherealized, above me yet shall wave

When to bright Paradise I come, up from the gloomy grave! *

So 
t
i this-wistful, hopeful tope,

Farewell, old King of Forest Home.

OMIPS OF THE PRAIRIE.
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CHAPTER II.

THE ARTISTS' CLUB.

In 1856 the greatest event occurred that we Forest Homers

had chronicled since the famous " Founding of Fort City."

Father's only brother, who had married mother's sister, came

with his wife and our aunts Elizabeth and Caroline to "spy out

the land " and " see how Josiah and his family had got along."

It was an unheard of thing for this quartette of Vermont-New
Yorkers to venture so far from home, and to our secret aston-

ove ishment they evinced no love for the Great West. "Josiah was
the only one that strayed," they said, and her sisters bemoaned

.mother's long loneliness even more than she did herself, whose
isolation was, until her great bereavement came, the memorable

misfortune of her life. But of all this hei: children knew practi-
cally nothing, so sunny was her spirit and so merged vas her

life in theirs. Our "nice uncle Zophar'' was a revelation to us
children. He was tall, like father, and had the same dignified

ways, but was more c.aressing toward his nieces and had one of

the kindest faces, and yet the firmest in the world. He was a

Whig and father a Democrat, at the time of his visit, o there

was no end of argument about Webster and Clay, and the prine

ciples they represented on the one hand, and the "grand old
Jeffersonian. doctrines-" on the other. He was a Congregation-

alist and father a Methodist, so there was no end of talk about

their differences in theology, and uncle Zophar liked to quote the
line, "A church-without a bishop and a state without a king."

But the old stone church, where both of them had once belonged,

the old stone school-house where they had been pupils,, the 'old

neighbors who had come with them from Vermont,· on runners
aeross the snow, about 1815, these were subjects of which we

never tired, especially when the sparkle of aunt Caroline's fun

and the bright recollections of 'aunts Abigail and Elizabeth were

added to the conversation.



48 Mother Goes East.

These things seemed more engrossing to us than ail the

wonders of the New West to them. When, in a few weeks, they
returned to the old home near Rochester, N. Y., where nearly all

our rélatives of the last and present generations have remained,
they insisted on taking mother with them, for they said, " Mary

has had a hard time of it here on the farm, a steady pull of ten

years, and she ought to have rest and a change."

After this lovely visit with our dear relatives it was very

hard, not only to have them all go at once, but, most of all, to

have thém take our mother with them, who had never, that we

could remember, spent a night away from us. A big carriage

was hired to carry them to Belvidere, where they would take the

cars ; good-bys were said, with many falling tears, and away they

went, leaving little Mary with her face all swollen from crying «

and her elder sister biting her lips very hard for fear she would

follow suit, and so make a bad matter worse.

" You asked dear, beautiful mamma to bring you a box,"

sobbed Mary. "You thought about a box when she was going

away'off," and she cried aioud.

Well, I was sorry enough to have her go,"was my philo-

sophic answer, "but since she had to leave us I thought I mighI

as well have a little something when she came back." All the 1

same, Oliver and Mary never ceased poking fun at me about that

box, which after all I did not get!

And now it was my father's turn to play consoler to his

bereft " young hopefuls," as he often called us. Wel1·did he

fulfill his new task. Ins.tead of going to town almost every day

he stayed at home most of the time, for he and mother never

believed in putting their children in care of what he called " out-

side parties. " He made each of us girls a tall, cone-shaped,

paper cap, which Mary trimmed with peacock feathers and sym-

bols of hunting, according to father's directions. Ie fitted us out

with fresh arrow', -taught us. how to "fly a dart," made a won-

derful kite and sent it up over the fields, imitated perpetual

motion by the "saw-boy" that he carved with lhis " drawing

knife," balanced with a stone, and set at work with a wooden

saw. He went with us to watch the sheep, and to carry lunch

to the men at work in the fields, took us out to ride when -he

had to go on 'school business," went with us to visit the Whit-
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Sulherland's Book Store.

mans and our. dear teacher, Miss KBurdick,-now "married and
settledý" in Janesville as M4rs. Gabriel L. Knox-and goôd Mrs.
Hannah Hunter, one of mother's best .friends in town. He lft
us at Sutherland's book store while he did his errands, and that
was our delight, for the very presence of books was a heart's ease,
so that' always, next to our own'home, we felt at home where
books were kept, for we knew the wisest and kindest men and
women who had lived were there in thought. Mr. Sutherland
was a dear friend offather's. My big," History of Al Nations"
had been bought from him in monthly parts, mother paying for
it ont:of her "'butter and egg money," that I might have it on
my birthday. Mr. Sutherland would let us go about at pleasure
among hislhandsome shelves and counters, in that cool and quiet
place--"more like the woods than any other tIat we know," and
"so different from those horrid stores where you buy dresses and
gloves," I used to say.

That summer we had a new girl, Margaret Ryan, by name, for
Bridget wanted rest. She was but eighteen years old, and great
company for Mary aid me. She was true and kind;.very intelli-
gent, and we became much attached to lier and gave her piano
lessons, read aloud to her while she was at her work, and never
learned anything from her that was not good. So our memories
of ' Margie " were always pleasant. Mother- was so considerate
of her helpers that she seldom changed, but in our twelve years
on the farm we had perhaps thirty or more men and women with
us, at differdnt times, some from 'Ireland, others front"England,
and à few frc m America, while of Germans and Norwegians there
was a large rpresentation. But Catholic or Protestant, Lutheran
or Methodist we found good hearts in all, and made common
cause with every one, teaching them English, giving them writ-
ing lessons, and never receiving anything but loyalty and'kind-
ness in return. If the foreign population of this country was
fairly represented at Forest Home, it is neither çrunken, immoral
nor irreligious, but warmly responds to every helpful word and
deed, and can be Americanized if Americans will but be true to
themselves and these new friends.

In the loneliness of mother's absence, I began to write more
than everý though I had kept a journal since I was twelve years
old. Climbing to my high perclhin the old oak tree, I wotld

49



50 " Ruert Melville and His Cëmrades."

write down the day's proceedings, sc ibble sketches and verses,
and I even began a novel entitled, "Rupert Melville and his
Conrades: A Story of Adventure." Mary, too, -kept a journal Fa i
and competed for a prize ,in the " Children's Column' of The Famy
Prairie Farmer. I tried for the premium offered for the best he dr
poem at the County Fair, but it was won by Mrs. E. S. Ke‡logg, But
the Janesville poet. This did not, however, discourage me at But
all'; I w>rote the harder, took my essays to Mrs. Hodge, who had tlays
fine taste and was an uncommonly good writer herself, and made tic,
up my mind that " write I could and should and would." iea

My novel was a standing joke in the family. I worked at it ideas.

"off and on," but chiefly the. former. I had so many characters
that Oliver said "for the life.of him he didn't see how.I expected
to get them all -decently killed off inside of a thousand pages.
Every day when my regular chores about the house were dofie, rences2.which took only an hour or two, I got at work and insisted o ng, a
dong at least one page, from which it is plain that I had no 3.
great inspiration in my undertaking. Perhaps 'nobody appre- artists
ciated it more than Lizzie Hawley, a bright young dressmaker reading

1samle Stfrom Janesville, to whom I was wont to read each chapter aloud, convers
as fast as it was written. . Sometimes, since, I have wondered if open withe main reason why Lizzie listened so dutifully was not that she 4.
had np choice in the matter; there was the reader, and there was which p
the story, and the busy needlewoman could not get away. person

Perhaps father's fitti g-u twith hunting implements she is a,
during mo s a sence had something to do with the writing of every ni
this story. It is more likely, however, that the irrepressible Burdick
spirit of his two daughters, drove him to allowing them to hunt,. 6.
for we seemed to have developed a passion in that direction look afte

and mahkstronger than ever, about those days. Especially was this true Club gox
of 'ne. I had got hold -of a story book, "The Prairie Bird," littie fooanother called " Wild Western Scenes, "and a third, - "The the box
Green-Mountain Boys,"' and secretly' devoured ail three without 7. .
leave or license. They had produced on my imagination the at being
same effect that they would upon a boy's. Above all ..things in he shaearth or sky I wanted to be, and meant to be, a mighty hunter. e. 1
The country I loved, the town I hated and would none of it. let MargI
"Fort City " and all its belongings were no longer to be thought We,
of as au adequate "sphere." these ou
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Mary shared this enthusiasm in her own more quiet way.

his She had read with me, "Robinson Crusoe" and the "Swiss

nal Family Robinson," to neither of which father objected, because

they were not "miserable love stories," as he said-for at these
>est he drew:the line firmly and would not allow them in the house.
99) But something artistic must be connected with all of Mary's

at plays, and I was strongly inclined'that way, too, so we started

ad two clubs, one called " The Artists," and the other, " The Rus-

de tic," for the purpose of combining our. hunting and sketching

ideas. From so7 e carefully preserved documents the rules of

these two are given:

LAWS OF THZ ARTISTS' CLUB.
td

il. The officers shall be a president and secretary.

. 2. the meetings shall be hield twice a week (unless unforeseen occur-

e, rences prevent), and shall be on Tuesday and Saturday afternoons or even-
011 ings, as the secretary shall direct

no 3. The object of the meeting shall be the mutual improvement of the

re- artists who attend. xThe occupations of the Club at these meetings shall be
reading articles on art, reading compositions and making speeches upon the
same subject:(never on anything else), drawing, painting, modeling in clay,

d) conversing, singing, and encouragiidg each other. The Club must always

if open with a song.

e 4. There shal be an exhibition held on the last day of each month, at

as which prizes shall be awarded to those artists whose works are the best. The
person to decide upon- this shall be Mrs. Willard, and Mr. Willard when
she is away, and the meetings shall always be held up-stairs in the studio.

5. There shall be twenty honorary members. (Here follows a list of
of every uncle, aunt and cousiià that we two girls were blessed with, and Miss

le Burdick from outside the family.)

t, 6. There shall always be something good to eat and the president shall
look after this matter, in return for which she shall have the seat of honor,
and make the lirst speech, etc. She shall also get things ready when the

e Club goes on an excursion ; shall see that the dog is haltered, and take a
little food along for him as well ss for the rest; shall get the gun ready and

e the box in which things are carried.

ut 7.. Because it is hard work, the snembers shall take turns once a week
at being president.

8. If any member makes or repairs any article belonging to the Club,
in he shall be paid one half the value of the same by the other member.

9. If one member goes off alone, he shall prepare his own outfit, and

; let MargaretRyan-know of it so that folks need n't be scared.

t We, the members of this Club, ,pledge ourselves to keep faithfully all
these, our own laws. FRANK WILLARD.

MARY Fe. W,4APRD.



A Hunter's Costume.

We fixed up a studio behind the dormer-windows, by taking s

ôld quilts and making a partition. We improvised an easel, fi

though I had never seen one, and was forced to pattern it after a

pictures in books. We had benches, wooden mallets and chisels

for working in clay. We pinned up all the engravings we could se

get on-the quilt partifion, and added our own rude drawings in a

pencil, pen and ink and water-colors. We copied drawings that

father and mother had doge in Oberlin, hung up our liome-made be

flags, and arranged all the queer collectioli of "pretty stones," u

Indian arrow-heads, curious insects, etc., which we had inher- fo
ited froiOliver, and gathered for ourselves. So we had quite a

studio.

The very first thing we set about in the Art Club was design-

ing a 'Hunter's Costume.'' No doubt I had ".Rupert Melville,"
the hero of mystory, in mind, for I often declared that " if I

could n't go West and be a real hunter, somebody should, and

I'd see that he did."

We agreed that it must be "none of your soft, city clothes,"
but " must stand wear and tear, not take forever to put on, and

be snake-proof." So I desigiied coat, trousers, hat and mittens of

calfskin, and boots of cowhide. The original drawings of these,
now in my possession, are in high colors, with emphatic directions

for the manufacture.

It was natural that two amateur hunters who could design.

such a "coat of mail " shouldý have their own opinions about

rural sports, and the following copy of their plans casts some light

upon that subject

RULES AND REGUiATIONS pliar

OF THE

RUSTIC CLUB.

ORGANIZEl> THE THIRTY-FIRST DAY 01 JULY, 1854- ford,
God made the country, artis
Man made the town,
The country is our choice.

Brom
r. The object of this Club is to give its members the enjoyment of

bunting,fishing, and trapping, with other rural pleasures, at once exciting
and noble. pictu

2. We, the members of this. Club, hereby choo> Fred as our dog, (}iffo

although once in a while we rnay take Carlo; he can go when hehas sense tions
enough.

52_
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3. The meetings sha11 be held (after a few days) every Wednesday and

ing Saturday, at .such tiies as shall be deemed convenient and proper. The

easel, first one shall be held in F.'s half of the studio, and the next in M.'s half,
and so on.

4. The object of these'meetings is to relate any anecdote that-pertains
h1sels to hunting, in any of its branches; tell what great things we have done our-

could selves, orthat Oliver or Loren or the Hodge boys have, or Daniel Boone or

ngs in anybody else.

s that 5. For hunting purposes, the names of the founders of this Club shall

be Bowman and Bonny, and, as we may get a good· ways apart when we are
nesde out hunting, one of us will carry an old dipper handle to serve as a hunter's

bugle, and theother·a'sheep bellfr th same purpose, and we will have
inher- following arrangement of

uite a SIGNAIS.
When Bowman gives-

Two blasts, that means, "Bonny, where are you?
Three blasts, " Come here, quick."

Four blasts, "Meet me at Robin Hood's tree."

Five blasts, "Meet me on the river bank."
d, and Six blasts, " Let's go to the house.

,ight blasts, "Ves.

thes," Ten blasts,."No.
Twelve blasts, " Oh, do!"

,and
ens of When Bonny gives-

these .One shake, 'Bowman, where are you?"
. ' ns Two shakes, "Come here, quick."

ctions Three shakes, "Meet me at the tree."

Four shakes, "Meet me on the river bank."

design Five shakes, "Yes.

about Six shakes, "Let's go home."
Ten shakes, "No.
Twelve shakes, "Oh, do!"

N. B.-Any signal repeated over and over means thiat you request com-
pliance very earnestly. [SignedW

Sign ] ,BOWMAN AND BON1¢Y.

No doubt many of our ideas were gained from Charles Gif-

ford, of Milwaukee, a nursery man by profession, and an amateur

artist of rare abilities, who was father'sufriend and used to come

in summer sto shoòt praiiie-chickens. He had been educated at

Brown Univ4sity and Oberlin, and had traveled in Europe. His
ut of brother was . R. Gifford, the famous landscape artist, whose

pictures of Egyptian scenery are so generatly known. Charles

dog, Gifford might have been as famous under equally good condi-

sense tions. He was a remarkable man, and we looked upon him as a



sort of prince, and when he sent by express, a great book of en-
gravings, with some of his own sketches andof his brother's, we had
thought it the red-letter day of all, in its beautiful- happenings. dau
(Happen comeý Trom " haps " and so does "happiness.") He on t
sent us LongfeHow's " Evangeline "-the first long poem we ever was
read--and it was delighted in by all the club, and so impressed\ myN
me that years 'after, with my first " school money " I bought a day
picture of Evangeline by Faed, and to this day keep it hanging fully
on the walls of my room. We made a scrap-book of our draw- child
ings and such pictures as we coild get, in feeble imitation of Mr.

Gifford's elegant one.

Miss Helen Clough, of Janesville, was also an artist, and

with .her and her sister we held sweet counsel as to how shading

was done and what could be accomplished li India ink, at which

work 'Miss Clough was an adept.

Nothing pleased father so much as to have his two daughters

sing for him when the day's work was done. He took great

pride in our musical education, and spent much money upon it.

His idea was that girls and women were to find their sphere in

the home, and not elsewhere, and that -he more accomplished

they could be, the better. -I did not takeekindly to this, but

lovely Mary did, and was her father's favoritè beyond all compe-

tition, though he was very fond of all his children. Mary had a

sweet, pure, soprano voice, and I a good, clear alto, hence we sang

well together, and Mary was excellent at keeping the time, só
she came to be the one who played the accompaniments. 'We

would sing thirty songs in an evening, and often father furnished

the bass, for he "read notes" and was a good singer. Mother

was, tpo, and would help Mary on the "air " when net too busy

with household.duties. One of the most pathetic'songs was

"The Withered Tree" :
As

"I'il sing you a song, but fnot of love, of cons
For love's bright day is past with me, used to

But.one that shall more truthful prove,

I'I1 sing you the song of the withered tree.» you~thiù
I'm sur<

Folks used to laugh as the fres1, young voices sang these' to task
plaintive words, but I invariably answered, "It will come true eo

with me; I'm sure of it." s
For one thing I was always sorry-my voice was spoiled for "Ma

Singing for ather54.-
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Of en- singing soprano, by beginning' too early. My father's mother
s, we had the finest voice in the county, and it seened as if her grand-

nings. daughter inherited a littie- of ith power. I could go up very liigh

)He on the octave and father delighted to hear me. One evening I

e was singiegv mavourneen," when,venote,

ressed\ my voioe broke utterly and I almost cried outright. From that

ught a day I nevèr could sing air with coxfort or success, and I am.,
nging fully convinced that parents ought fot to urge the voices of their
draw- ebldren, as it is almost sure to spoil them for singing at ail.

f* Mr. Notbing pleased me in those days like Mrs. Hemtans song:

t, andIdreamofallthingsfree;t, andOf a gallant, gallant, bark,t

ading ading Tat sweeps through stormi and sea

which Like au arrow to its mark;j

0f a chief his warriors leadlng,
0f ani archers greenwood tree;ghters ghtersMy heart in chains la bleeding,

great greatBut I dream of $ll-things free."
puit.

ere in And tis prairie'song:

lishedlished Ofiy to the prare sweet miaiden, with me,

is, but 'Tsgreenandaswideandaswlldasthesea.

ompe- O'er its broad, silken bosom the summer wlds glide,
had a And waves the wild grasa ùi its billowy pride. -had a

The fawns ln the meadow fields fearlessly play;
esange sangAway to the chase, lovely maiden, away!
me, so

* We There comes incense pleasant on gales from the -west,We
ishedAs bees from the prairie-rose fly to their rest.ished
otherHurrah forthe prairie! no bllght on ita breeze,otherJ No mlst frýo3he mountains, no shadows from-trees;

busy Itbrings incense loaded on gales from the west,

s was When bees from the prairie-rose.fiyto their rest

thsar grew older she developedwonderfu sensitiveness
of conscieneo, bealthoughsou c better thanther sister, she

had te coneto ie ithevuynlitt e act, and say, "Ferank, do
yougthinkthatisright? o isawer IOuldso-uaverigh
P tsure," she would go away satisfed. But she would take me

my task very plainly when I didwrong. One of the customs that
y ew nutof this-was started by ty saying one night, as we two

snugly tucked away i bed in our own pretty litte room,
childary,would n'titsbea good plan for us to ask eacho s

NddH

" I dream.of all.things free.



I I
forgiveness the very last thing before we go to sleep, for any word perc
or deed that was n't just sisterly and kind, and to thank each with

other for everything that was kind and sisterly?" and:

"Oh, yes, that's what I should be so glad of, not only to do recei

this to you, Frank, but to everybody, if I could," the gentle girl to be

exclaimed with joy. So it was agreed upon, and became a cus- moth

tom between us two, who were as one heart and soul in our mutuar
love and confidence, only we used, after awhile, instead of saying Pione

it all, to say, "for short," " I ask your forgiveness, and thank from

you," to which the answer was, "I freely forgive "you, and wel- becau

come." And this we did until, after "nineteen beautiful years," them

the last night on earth came to her, and I " asked her forgiveness were

and thanked her" as of old, just before her sweet young spirit -have

passed away to heaven. consic

Never was mortal welcomed home more lovingly than dear summ
mother, when she came back to us after that summer's absence. one of

To be sure, "father had made it. splendid for us," so we told Massa

her, but- then, the house had but one divinity, and as we knelt pining
in prayer, that deep, motherly heart carried to the Heart that make

"mothers" all the world, its love, its trust and adoration. She l(

did not bombard heaven with requests, as many do, but "she
took a deal for granted," as Loren used to say. talk of

" Thon hast done us only good," so she prayed who had wher
been bereft of the tenderest of mothers, and had lost out of her course

arms her loveliest chilct; " Thou dost brood over us, as the M

mother bird broods over her helpless little ones," so she prayed, that th
who had known much about " the slings and arrows ôf out- father,

rageons fortune"; "we are often tired 'of ourselves, but Thy "J
heart is never weary of us; 'Thou hast made the, world.so lovely guile !'
that we might love it,. and Thou art preparing heaven for us of Eng]

every day, even as we, by Thy blessed help, O Christ, are try began t
ing to learn its language and its manners so that we shall feel sketch-'

at home when we regeh heaven." -"
Mother's prayers and· singing always made her children "that

glad. In the wild thunder-storms of that new West, I was ministei
wont to hide my face upon her knee and say, " Sing 'Rock of IIampsl

Ages.' Somehow I was never afraid while motler's soul was s.,

llfted up to God. dyYIh

She questioned us about our manners, which, as she soon ere."

- -~- i.
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"Forgive Me, and Thank You.



A Habit of Mindfulness. 57

word perceived, had fallen away to some extent. She made us walk

each with books upon our heads so as to learn to carry ourselves well,
and she went with us through the correct. manner of giving and

to do receiving introductions, though, to be sure, there was nobody

le girl to be introduced," as Oliver said. "Eut there will be,"replied

a cus- mother,- with her cheerful smile.

utuaf We had a habit of mindfulness that was inherited from our

ayi pioneer ancestors. It is said that people who have moved away

thank from their early homes love then better than those who stay,

d welî because of the " home-ache," as the Germans call it, that comes to

ears," them so often. In Oregon, where for so long a time the pioneers

eness were cut off from-close, association with the outside world, they

spirit -have the reputation of being a very gentle sort of folk, extremely
considerate as -neighbors, and specially kind to animals. In the

dear summer of 1883, whenr the Northern Pacific railroad reached them,
one.often heard such remarks'as, "I'll go b'ack to the old place insence.1

told Massachusetts on the first through train east," or, "I'm just

knelt pining for a sight of the old school-house in Vermont.. '11

that make tracks for the cars, soon ,as ever they heave in sight, and

She will go to see my folks."

"she Well, as Wisconsin, pioneers, we were very fond of old-time
talk of places and of people, and were never more interested than

o had when. father and mother around the evening lamp would dis-

f her course of incidents in the past, somewhat after this fashion:

s the Mother: "I don't want our children ever to forget the story

ayed, that they've heard so often about the patriotism of my grand-

out- father, Nathaniel Thompson, of Holderness, New Hampshire."

t Thy " Hurrah for Grandfather Nathaniel-in whom there was no

lovely guile !" responded.Oliver, looking up from Goldsmith's "History

for u of England,' while I said, ",I'il make a note of that,' and.Mary

e try began to draw her brave ancestor in Continental costume in-the
sketch-book before her.

"Ancf I want my children always to remember," said father,

dren "that their great-grandfather, Elijah Willard, was a Baptist

minister forty years in the parish of. Dublin, near Keene, New

of IIampshire ; and that their ancestors helped to settle Concord,
Mass., where Emerson, Hawthorne and other literati live. Some

y I hope they'll go to visit Major Solomon Willard's old-farni

ntere."

I
DIL



58 "Afraid of Snakes and Lightning."

"I don't believe I'm a worthy descendant of my great-grand-n

father, for I'm afraid of snakes and lightning, and most of all, of n
the dark," said I in a'bewailing tone. da

"Oh, that's all foolishness ! you'l1 outgrow'it, my daughter;

it's only a case of nerves," said father, consoelngly " You were

such another screamer when a baby that I used to say to myself, th

as I walked back and forth with you in the night season, 'This

young one is in duty bound to amount to som thing sometime, n
to pay for all the trouble that she makes.'" all

"Yes, and for the blood she pricked from her forefinger when ki

Elizabeth Hield and mother tried to teach her to sew,' remarked w

my brother, adding, ''But she did make a 's'ampler, though, in sa

silk, and I shall never be contented till it's framed and hung up
as the eighth wonder of the world." to

"Well, she did it; my son, and you know my motto is, 'Do wh

it and be done with it,'" said mother, always ready to defend the old

weaker side. bac

"I wish Mrs. Marks and'Julia would ever come to see us," km

said I, changing the subject; "she is such a good woman, and- lii

'David Marks, the boy preache'·was father's nearest friend when

we lived in Oberlin."

"Yes, I have greatly miss d Mrs. Marks," replied mother,

quietly, -bending over her "se ing-work," for she never com-

plained of the loneliness from #hich she had so keenly suffered,

except to stir the aspirations of her children. For this purpose

she would sometimes say:

"I had many ambitions, but I've buried myself on this

farm-disappearing from the orld to reappear, I trust, in my

children at some future day."

"So you shall, mother ; see if you.don't!" we used to shout

in glee.

"But that means hard work-investing your time, instead *m

of spending it ; earnest ways, and living up to the old Scotch

proverb, ' It's dogged as does it,'' mother would reply: and

"Why is anybody afraid of the dark?" I asked, in one of
these gatherings around the evening lamp. used

"Because he does n't lnow and trust God enough" was the Mar

reply. "If you can just once get it into your heart as well as .n

your head that the world lies in God's arms like a baby on its Ro



Johnnie Hodge's Socks. -59

t-grand- mother's breast, you'll never mind the dark again; I dont; I'm

f ail, of not afraid to go all over the house and into the cellar when it is

dark as a pocket. I know I am infinitely safe always and every-

ughter; here."

ou were 'But, mother, I have lots of imagination, and I picture out

myself, things in the dark.

' This "Why not turn your power of picture-making to a better use

etime, nd always keep in mind that you are really never in the dark at

all-the bright, cheery, twinkling stars are glistening with their

r when kind light upon your path every minute of the day and night.

marked What if a few clouds get between-the stars are there all the

ugh, in same-fix your eyes on them and go ahead.

" I remember,'' said Mary, once on a time, "that Frank used
.ung up

to go without butter, and father gave her a cent a week for it,

is, 'Do which I guess is the reason she liked it so well when she grew

end the older. And I can say the pretty verses that Mrs. Hodge sent

back when Frank carried the little pair of socks that mother had

ee u,' knit for John, one Cristmas morning."' Then she repeated these

an, and lne
\a e "I thank you, little Frankie,

d when You're very kind to me,

And by and by I promise

other, Your little friend to be.

r com- "Vour nice and pretty present

ffered, Keeps my little toes so.warm,

urpose -And makes me good and pleasant
In al1the winter storm.

n this "I'm such a little boy, you know,
And oh -how I woud cry

nm Ishould freeze my tiny toes,

But I sha'n't now-good-by.
shout

<'Al the same, Frank never set a stitch in those socks,"

instead remarked my brother.

Scotch "That's a fact, but. I gave them to her to give to Johnnie*

and I. had a right to, had n't I? " repliedmother.

one of "Do you remember Ozias; the clerk in an E1yria store, who
used to be-so kind to us and ge us pretty ribbons? 'chipped in

as the Mary; "he was as generous As nice Mr. Hamilton Richardson,

well a in Janesville, who gave us the b oks of stories about Greece and

n Rome, and Mr. Elihu Washburn who brought us the pretty



6o President Finney " Thunde and Lig-hens."

Q

f

poetry books. Don't you remember o r little book-case that Frank

made out of an old box set on end, papered on the outside, and'I

with shelves put across, where we kept our bookg, in the little

cubby-place under the stairs, that wé called our 'corner room,

and how it was as dark as night exéept when we had*a lighted

candle in it, and.how Oliverbought us a pretty set of little wooden

dishes that we used. to set out on a stool, with a white handker.

chief for table-cover ; and then the handsome pewter dishes father

gave us at Christmas, and how Frank made an X on her plates

and cups, to tell them from mine? and the city that father got

for us another time that was cut out of little blocks, and the big

doll, Anna, and "-

"Do stop and take breath or you'l1 be struck of a heap,"

exclaimed Oliver, putting his fingers into his ears.

"Well, let's see if you can do any better at .remembering

than your sister," said his mother; "just put on your thinking-

cap and try."

"Well, I can go back along the circle of years," -said Oliver,
"tó that distant period when Prof. James~ Dascomb and Prof.

George ipple, of Oberlin College, came to see us in our

pioneer house of one room, and clambered up to the garret on a

ladder, telling next morning tiey never had such solid chunks

of 'tired nature's sweet restorer, balmy sleep,% in all their lives

before. I can remember President Finney's preaching in the

Oberlin church, and how he moved about like a caged'lion on

that great platform, his light blue eyes blazing under those

shaggy, white eyebrows,"and how. scared I ,was of r y bad be-

havior when he preached."

'You do;u't mean that you behaved badly when he preached?"

smartly put in his sister Frank.

"No interruptions, let Oliver spin on. I loved those days

and I lige-him to recallthem," said mother

"And I remember how Frank, when four years old,' took

to her heels and ran away across lots, creeping through the fence,
and frightening mother almost to death, and*father, too, so that

he went and looked into the weIl and cistern to see if she had

tumbled in, while I raced around like a' crazy Jack, and dis-

covered the little minx 'unning as if ôi a wager, breathing like a

steamboat, and bound to keep on, so that I had to·chase her up
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Unde Zopha 's Appls6

for dear life, and fairly carry her home in my arms to her heart-
broken ma.",

"Enough said under that head," I remarked, not looking up
from my book, for 'this exploit was one I did n't glory in.

"That will do, for 'I reinember,'" said mother, clipping
the thread*at the end of the seam in her sewing-work. 'Sup-
pose you go down, Loren" (for all the evening the boy had been
a docile listener, while he carved a new cross-gun for little Mary),"and gèt us some of the appleš that the children's Uncle Zophar
sent from the old place.

1~
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CHAPTER III.

(O
LITTLE BOATS SET OUT PROM SHORE.So

The first great break in our lives was when Oliver went to every g

Beloit, fourteen miles down the river, to finish his preparatory little no

studies and enter college. He had rarely spent an evening away and I m

from home in all'his life until he was eighteen.. Busy with books ments 1

and papers " around thé evening lamp,'' sometimes "running a Mind,"

(writing) race-" with me, going into the dining-roo to- teachl got up s

Mike and ther " farm hands "· to read. and write, cipher and of how

spell, busy with his hores and sports and farm work,. Oliver, how mu

with his perpetual good-humor, was a tremendous institution to bounteo

have about, and the shadow was heavy when he first stared out Fat

from\ dear old Forest. Home into the world. He was to board at etc., for

the home of Dr. Lathrop, who was Professôr of Natural Science whip, ro

at Beloit, and whose wife was Rev.. Dr. Cement's.daighter and D

mothers cousin. y que

With his easy-going, h'appy nature and his dear love for the brother's

old place, my brother would have lived on contentedly all his ieve He

days, I think, a well-to-do, industrions, and yet book-loving 00, if we

fariner. But mother gave her only son no rest. He was to go "Or

to college carve out a future for himself, be a minister, perhaps, ildren:

that was her dearest wish and father's for the most giftéd of their aid mot

children. eft behir

From the first, we had gône regularly to Beloit to "Com- way the

mencement,"-that great day when the people gathered in the Late

grove, and Prešident.Chapin, so stately and/o'handsome, sat'in steers,"

the midst on the gayly festooned ,platforir., with noble looking elow the

-Professor Emerson ' and the other '"c9liege dons" beside him. non d in

We had heard Horace White, now't/famous journalist, in New ounty F:

York City, pronounce his graduation speech, and .I hardly knew roudht

which most impressed my fancy, his address on " Aristeracy," or th her

his lemon-colored gl'oves. We had rejoiced in the brass band on sters thr

these occasions, and hummed its airs for a whole year after- drive t
-(62)
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The Women Folks Lef Behind. 63

ward. And- now "Ollie was to go, and sometime he would bea part of all this pageant, but not the' girls. This gave to me
those long, long thoughts" of which my cousin Morila Hill
had read to me in a classical book:

"A boy's will is the wind's will
And the thoughts of youth are long, long thoughts."

(Only, when she read it, I always said " agirl's will.")
So the new suit of clothes was made, the trunk packed with

nt to every good and pleasa t thing that we could think of, even to a
ratory little note from Ma , ' just to surprise him when he's lonesome"
awav and I made a -wiper for him-one of my very few achieve-

books ments in that line. \Mother put in his Bible, Watts "On theing a Mind, and Beecher's "Lectures to Yotng Men," and Bridget
teach got up such a dinner of roast turkey as made him sigh at thought

r and of how much too much he had eaten; as well as: at thought ofliver, how much too little he should get' in future of flavors from the
on to bounteous old fahm.

d out Father and he mounted the big wagon, stored with bed, stove,
Lrd at etc., for his room, and that precious new trunk ; crack went theience whip, round rolled the wheels, and Oliver was gone for aye

and Does God want families to be broken. up this way ?'' wasy query, as I watched them from the front piazza until myr the brother's waving handkerchief was iost to view. "I don't b
1 his ieve He does, and it would be far better for Oliver and for me,>ving o, if we had gone together."to go " Or, better still, \f we could al go together, and yoù three2aps, hidren still ive on at;home, until you had homes of your own"their aid mother gently, as ýve three women folks, feelitig .dreadfully

ef : wiped our eyes and went ina to help Bridget clear
Don. way the-dinner dishes.e

the Later, in one vacatioa time, Oliver went to yoke up hisit Ï 'steers,I when one of ther deliberately kicked him squarelyking elow the knèe and he fell to\the ground with a broken leg-the
him. econd in the family, for father had had ·the same mishap at the
New ounty Fair. Mike and Fdward got a board, lifted him upon it:new rouht im in and laid hinion lis bed, while Bridget followe

or th her apron)overt.her head, crying aloud, and I'is giothei andd o sters threw thýe harness upon Jack, and got him ready for Mike
fter. drive to town to bring Dr. Chittenden. Our faces vere white

1:es
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64 First Sight of "Ihe East."

butwe did n't cry at all, and as for Oliver, he, who never had but

this one accidênt,. and was almost never ill, bore the long and

painful visitation like a philosopher. Indeed, his good-nature

neyer forsook him. but his jokes and quaint, original turns of

expression, made bright and pleasant every place .he entered.

Carried to his room now, he lay there all through the heat of

summer, his devoted mother, for the 'first few nights after the

accident, never undressing, but remaining all night at his bed-

side w'ith her hand upon his, that he might not, by moving,

hazard the, successful knitti g of the bone. She was the ,most

famous nurse in all the -egion round about-so firm and gentle,

with resources for every emergency, and such a eart, full of cour-

age and good cheer, that I often said: "I havè yet to hear my

mother utter the first downcast word."

We girls read many books aloud to our brother that sum-

mer: " Don Quixote,". "Gil Blas," the "Dunciad," "Gulliver's

Travels," and others that he liked.

One auttiinn, when mother had gone East once more, this

time to take care of %Oliver, who had beeù at Oberlin in schoof

and went doán to ChurchvIle, where all the "relatives" lived,

because hejell ill, father.told us on very short notice,. to "pack

our ti-unk and be ready, for he was going East to see the folks,

and we might go along."

We girls had never been on the cgrs in our.lives, except once,

to attend the State FairatV-Milwaukee and spend a day or two

at ".Rosebank," Charles Giffords home; and no shriek of loco-

motive had disturbed the town-of.Janesville úntil ten years after

we came to live near there. So it was with an indescribable

twittering of heart and tongue that this great news was received.

Bridget set a work to get up " such a lunch as would make your

eyes glisten." Loren wondered: how " we- could- bear to go off

and leave the old place"; the Hodge children 1Semoaned our pro-

spective absence; Professor and Mrs. Ifodge helped us-toplan and

pack the new trunk zfther had brought us. My only thought

was to get m et manuscripts in, and Mary, while not forgetful

of the nic>-new clothes that father had provided, was specially

intent upon baving ber sketc-bo d and paints, along.

Mike carried 'our¶happy trio to Afton, five miles down the

river,-where we took the train, and in less than a pight and a

W1
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A Wonderful Fortnight. 65

day the Westerners were at Churchville, a pretty little place,,

fourteen miles this side of Rochester, where lived nearly every

relative we had in the world. Here we spent a wonderful fort-

night, all our kindred gathering in the home of each for a "visit"

Lsting alf day and well into the evening. . The tables groaned

under the multiplied good things that a Monroe county farm

supplies, and young folks went by themselves for fu'n anc\frolic

outdoors and in, while older ones talked of what had been, and

rejoiced in all the good that was.

Father's smart, witty, old mother was living, as was mother's

father, so mighty in prayer and exhortation. Most of our cous-

ins had been to Oberlin, or else were going there to study,-and

among them all, the best and most gifted was Charlotte Gilman,
about my age, and greatly loved and ad.mired by her Western

cousin for her gifts of heart and mind and pen-for Charlotte

was looking forward to a literary career. . We two girls had no

end of talks, gding off at every opportunity, with arms over each

other's shoulders, to plan for what we meant to be and do, while

Oliver, the young collegian, with his gay talk, kept his sturdy

young men cousins, Willard, Wright, and James, in roars of

laughter, as they all took care of the many horses at the barn,

or led at " playing proverbs " with their bright young lady
cousins, Mary, Emily and Sarah. Our Mary was the universal

favorite, her chubby figure, smiling blue eyes, sweet voice, and

loving spirit, winning everybody. . She liked to keep pretty near

her mother, whose absence she had. so keenly felt. We went

over to Uncle Aaron's and Aunt Rebecca's, and fell ini love with,

our quiet, gentle Cousin Catharine; listened with reverence to

the wise words of that bori philosopher, our Uncle James*; rode

behind Uncle John's spanking team, and marveled at Aunt Hester

Ann's immaculate housekeeping; doted on the two old hQme-

steads where father and mother were brought up-so staid and

roomy, so historic-looking in contrast to the West. We visited

the old stone school-house, wgere our parents had been pupils,

and went to meeting in the old stone church called "The House

of God in Ogden," because it was a union of denominations, and

could nx't take the name of any.

We drove to.Rochester to see the sights, and thought it the

most beautiful of cities ; listened with delight to a htndred stories
5



66 Rivalry of East and Wt.

of the olden time, and how father had started out early fbr him-

self, and mother had taught hereabouts "«eleven summers and

seven winters," beginning when she was but fifteen.
We lamented the absence of Cousie Morilla Hil, a graduate of

Leroy Female Seminary, who was our ideal of everything gifted
and good; but take them for al in all, those four weeks when
Aunt Caroline's home was ours and we went visiting to Uncle
Zophar's, Uncle Calvin and Aunt Maria's, Aunt Church's, Aunt

Hil's, Cousin John Hill's and al the -rest, seemed to us like a
merry-go-round that left us almost dizzy with delight. And
when we took the train for home, waving good-bys fropt the
platform to our dear kindred, and seeing the pretty village with

bridgé and creek, white church spires and fair fields, fade out of
view, we two girls were for a little while quite inconsolable.

" When we went East " was the most important date in
history from that time on for years. The world was wider than
we had thought, and our security in the old home-nest was never-
more so great as it had been previous to this long flight.

During the quiet evenings at Forest Home we used often to
compare views concerning East and West. Father had carried
to New York a box of the rich, coal-black soil of the Forest
Home farm, and told our cousin, Willard Robinson, that the
Eastern soil in the fields and on the roads looked "light-com-
plexioned, thin and poor." "Never you mind," retorted the
sturdyyoung farmer, who was Oliver's favorite, "you-ustjudge
by the crops andthe yield per acre. Yes, and the price, too ;we
can beat you on that, every time, and when it comes to wheat, we
beat the world at that product, as you know."

TheWesternershad to admit that there was no such variety of
foliage in Wisconsin as in Monroe county, N. Y.; thaï stone fences
were. more solid than "sod and ditch," or "stake and rider," or
"Iog on end," or "rail fences, such as theirs• that the homes
had a general look of thrift, snugness and well-to-do-ness not

found on the prairies ("except- ours," stoutly urged Oliver), and

that "it was wonderfully nice to have a cellar full of apples" I
ran a race on apple eating with my ".York State" Cousin Sarah,
and reached in one day a figure sohigh that itwould hardly do
to teL

SI admitted that the landscape at the East was more cozy, but



Our Nuer Pet.

is and urged that out West it was more " outdorsy" and that it wasbetter and bigger. But Cousin Lottie in isted, Yu have n tnate of any history West, except as you mAt e sY have wegifed have the old traditions o t a m e· the old stone schl
when house and church ; then, too, we have that bautifo graveyarc
Uncle where our dear great-grandmother lies, who was aflost inety
Aunt seven when she died, and ever so many oet

like a truest hearts that ever beaters
And Silen e was my only response to these assertions. True, Ithe hadseen no other cemetery, and I had a wonderful reverence fore wih the past, but I told Oliver later, in confidence, that "when it

out Of came to n g the graveyard as a cheerful feature fe. landscape, I was n't up to it." Poor, foolishy oLate in little did I know about transition, and that thre is no death.er than But when my heart well-nigh broke, later, at loss of the deare
never- and best, then I found out, as we all do.

In studies the Easterners were far ahead of Mary and me,ften to but not of Oliver, which was a great help to •is sistersy fan me
carried pride." Indeed, he had no superiors for hhipr "ifamily
Forest and speaking gifts, in college.p,

tad e pets our Eastern cousins had been. foréed tOit-com- admit, thermelves outnumbere. "Sinie, h erudlm"
:ed the "Sukey, the pig that drank lye and w thas cured by p l "-tjudge "Stumpy, the chicken whose legs froze off, abd which knew oo ; we much it could almost talk"- "Ranger, the dog that kiled sheep,eat, we and had to be killed himself". "Nig, the dblck goat killde

'e Xltsekiten-')and.'£R .. ' ;o rtdethMateek~"an "ol- ,the tZane me*ouse,"el> passed in
riety of review like a..Noah's arkr- nienagerie, *and for my

fincs whfle Mary described the "peacock that neyer wassitdxcper,'' or when seated on the ridge of the barn '; never w suited xcept
home took the prize"- "o , i Or gUinea-hens, ethates o o unnns.'our Suffolk' pig-wiggies. that a' ebams not fo>r curnnss

r), and " And then the folks!" said Olivet, hey're so g-hearted
s*" I soprogressive, andwilling to live and lét live. s.you- Hr-Sarah, ace Greeley has it rgt--'Go 1fest, ve. m you, Hor-
rly do the home faiirms wereso fertile and h man old W esn But

traditions so dear that f e o e old fle d

zys b thasgeadv a ther and fal erethe "rollingstoneshat gat no ss. Oliverusedto

.*67.



68 A Mysterious Box.

"What we wantis fnot moss, but momentum, and.a rolliný stone for e

gets that." from

Lord Chesterfield's "Letters on Politeness, Written his grati

Son," was a book read through and through at Forest Home. I wa

Mother talked much to her children about good manners, and I we

insisted on our having "nice, considerate ways," as she called hous

them, declaring that these were worth far more than money in in th

the race of life. whol

Oliver brought home many books from college; indeed, while

there, he got together a library of about eight hundred volumes. free,

The book-case in father's room had Shakspeare, which Oliver up h

and I lad each -ead before we were fifteen, and reviewed to that

suit ourselves as to our favorite.plays; also the English Reader, alwa:

which we knew nearly by heart, and volumes of travel and biog- wom

raphy; but, after all, there were not very many books we cared a hu

for. Newspapers a.nd magazines were our chief reading until -woul

this wonderful library of Oliver's bégan to appear upon the scene. was

Here. were cyclopedias, Bohn's translations of the classics, the foun<

English poets, essayists and historians. It was a perfect revel- I had

ing place and revelation. .able

One day I noýiced in the Prairie Farmer*that the Illiiis bons

Agricultural Society'had offered a prize for the best essay oithe Some

"Embellishment of a Country Home," and right away I sÉidtg revea

my mother, " I'm going to compete." As usual, she encouraged

me to "brandi out" and so, pencil in hand (for I "could n't t acan he
think at all except thus armed and equipped"), I began my for- great

midable task. I had this in my favor, that my own home was a streng

model,·and that I had seen it -grow.from nothing to a bower of that I

beauty. What little I could do at writing or anything else, I sc
entanl

always did "upon the fly," my brother said,. and it was true ; so

the essay was soon ready and criticised by my- four standbys, pastur
father inserting a characteristic sentence: "Plant trees, and do the bi
not fail, for health and beauty'su sake, to plant the evergreen- recogr

the emblem of perpétual life." A few months after, a small box

came through the postoffice, addressed to nie. I had never before My s
received'anything in~Uncle Sam's care that'Iooked so ominous to my

Strings were cut, tissue papers removed, and behold! there was a T]

handsome silver medal with.my name, and tie words, "First prize proud
the bi



" Choked with Ribbens.' 69

for essay," and a lovely cup, besides, while under all was a note
from "S. Francis, Secretary Illinois Agricultural Society," con-

gratulating "a lady so yonng on an achievement so creditable."

I was of an enthusiastic nature - that was evideut from the way
I went with .a hop, skip and jump through every room in the

house, singing out "Hurrah!" until Bridget in the kitchen, Mike

in the garden, and rollicking old Carlo took up the strain, and-the

whole family laughed and shouted and rejoiced in my joy.

No girl went through a harder experience than I, when my
free, out-of-door life had to cease, and the long skirts and clubbed-

up hair spiked with hair-pins had to be endured. The half of

that down-heartedness has never been told and never can be. I

always believed that if I had been let alone and allowed as a

woman, what I had had as a girl, a frge life in the country, where

a human being might grow, body and soul, as a tree grows, I

would have been " ten times more of a person," every way. Mine

was a nature hard to tame, and I cried long and loud when I

e found I could never again race and range about with freedom.

I had delighted-in my short hair and nice round hat, or comfort-

able "Shaker bonnet," but now I was, to be .choked with rib-

bons'" when I went into the open air the rest of my days.

Something like the following was the "state of mind" that I

revealed to my journal about this time:

This is my birthday and the date of my martyrdom, Mother insists

that atlastJ musthave my hair ·" done up woman-fashion."' She says she
t can hardly forgive herself for letting me "run wild " so long. We've hada

great time over it all, and here I sit like another Samson "shorn of my
a strength."· That figure won't do, though, for the-greatest trouble with me is

that I never shall be shèrn again. My "back" hairis tiwisted up like a cork-
screw ; I carry eighteenhair-pins ; my head aches miserably; my feet are
entangied in the skirt of my hateful new gown. I çan never jump over a

fence again, so long as I live. As for chasing the sheep, down in the shady

pasture, itis out of the quqstion,àsand to climb to my ' Eagle's-nest" seat in
o the big'burr-oak would ruin this new frock beyond repair. ' Altogether, I

recognize the fact that my "occupation's gone.

Something else that had already happened, helped to stir up

my spir into· a mighty unrest. This is the story as I told it

to my3ournal:

a This is election day and my brother is- twenty-one years old. How

proud he seemed as he dressed up in his best Sunday clothes and drove off in

the big wagon with father and the hired meà to vote for John.C. Frémont,

w j

* I
r



7 Busy-ness=Happiness.

like the sensible " Free-soiler " that he is. My sister and I stood at the
window and looked out after them. Somehow, I felt a lump in my throat,
and then I could n't see their wagon any more, things got so blurred. I
turned to Mary, and she, dear little innocent, seemed wonderfully sober, too.
I said, "Would n't^you like to vote as well as Oliver? Don't you and I
love the country just as well as he, and does n't the country need our
ballots?" Then she-looked scared, but answered, in a minute, " 'Course we
do, and 'course we ought,- but don't you go ahead and say so, for then we
would be called strong-minded."

These two great changes in my uneventful life made me so
distressed in heart that I had half a mind to run away. But the
trouble was, I had n't the faintest idea where to run to. Across
the river, near Colonel Burdick's, lived Silas Hayner and several
of his brothers, on ,their nice. prairie farms. Sometimes Emily
Scoville, Hannah Hayner, or · some other of the active young
women, would come over to help motherwhen there was more
work than usual; and with Hannah, especially; I had fellowship,
because, like myself, she was venturesome i disposition; could
row a boat, or fire a gun, and liked to be always-out-of-doors. She
was older than I, and entered into al my planls. So we two fool-
ish creatures planned to borrow father's revolver and go off on a
wild-goose chase, crossing the river in a canoe and launching out
to seek our fortunes. But the best part of the story is that we were
never so silly as to take astep beyond the-old home-roof, con-
tenting ourselves with talking the matter.ovet in girlish phrase,
and very soon perceiving how mean and ungf-ateful such an act
would be. Indeed, I told Mary and mother'all about it, after
a little while, and that ended the only really "wild " plan that I
ever made, except another, not unlike it, in my first months at
Evanston, which was also nothing but a plan.

"«You must go to school, iny child, and tke a course of
study; I wish it might be to Oberlin -this was my mother's
quiet comment on the confession. "Your mind.is active; you
are fond ofbooks and thoughts, as well as of outdoors; we must
provide themr for you to make up for the loss. f your girlish
good times; " so, without any scolding,'this Roman matron got
her daughter's aspirations into another channel. To be busy
doing something.thati worthy to be done is the hàppiest thing
in all this world for-girl or boy, for old or young.

On the day I was eighteen, my 'mother mad'e a birthday

70



"I Am Eighteen." 71

at the cake, and I was in the highest possible glee. I even went so far
y throat,
irred. 1 as to write what Oliver calleda " pome," which has passed into

ber,;too. oblivion, but of which these lines linger in memory's whispering-
iu and I gallery:

eed our
I AM EIGHTEEN.

aurse we

then wE The last year is passed;
The last·month, week, day, hour and moment.

For eighteen years, quelling'all thoughts
me so And wishes of my own,

ut the I've been obedient to the powers that were.

Across Not that the yoke was heavy to be borne

several And grievous,
Do I glory that 'tis removed-

Emily For lighter ne'er did parents fond
young Impose on child.

more It was a silver chain ;

wship, But the bright adjective

could Takes not away the danking sound
That follows it.
There is a God -an uncreated Life

o fool- That dwells in mystery.

on a Him, as a part of his vast, boundless self,

ng ont I worship, scorning not, nor yet reluctantly

e were Paying my vows to the Most High.
And this command, by Him nimposed,

f, COn- "Children, obey your parepts,"
hrase, I receive and honor, for Re says:

ai act "Obey them itithe Lord,

t, after Ad He is Lord and God!

that I But now having thro' waitings long,
And hopings manifold,

t.s at Arrived here at the limit of minority,

I bid it now, and evermore, adieu,

of And, sinful though it may be,

other's Weep not, nor sigh,

As it fades with the night.
* * * * *

e must
The clock has struck!

hO!heaven and earth, I'm frge!l
on got And here, beneath the watching stai, I 6el.

busy New inspiration. Breathing from afar

thing And resting on my spirit as it ne'er
Could rest before, comes joy profound.

And now I*feel that I'm alone and~free

day To worship and obey Jehovah only.



.72 Feedom and Rebellion. I
Glorious thought ! Maker and nade,
Creator and created,
With no bonds. intervening!
One free, to worship and obedience pay,
The other on His heaven-spanning throne,
Deigning to receive the homage of His child.
God will I worship then, henceforth,
And evermore;
Tis night, and men and angels sleep,

While I adore.

Toward evening, on this "fteedom day,'' I tool my seat
quietly in motber's rocking-chair, and began to read Scott's

Ivanhoe." Father was opposed to story books, and on coming
ln he scanned this while his brow grew cloudy.

"I thought I told you not to -read novels, Frances," he
remarked, seriously.

"So you did, father, and in the main I've Ikept faith with
you in this ; but you forget what day it is."

"What day, indeed! I should like to know if the day has
anything to do with the deed"

"Indeed it has-I am eighteen-I am of age-I am npw to
do what Ithink right, and to read this fine historical story is, in

My opinion, a right thing forme to do."

My father could hardly believe his ears. He was what they
call " dumbfounded." At first he was inclined to take the book
away, but that would do harm, he thought, instead of good, so
he concluded to see this novel action from the funny side, and
laughed heartily over the situation, Oliver doing the same, and

both saying in one breath, "A chip of the old block."
After the visit East we began to be somewhat restive even

in our blessed old nest, and gave our father little peace till he
arranged to send us away to school, and so it -came.about that in
the spring of 1858 we left our Forest 2Ipme forever. Looking
back upon it in the sweet valley of memory and from the slow-
climbed heights of years, my heart repeats with tender loyalty
the words wiitteg by Alice Cary about her country home:

Bright aste brightest danshine,
The light of memory streams ER

"Round the old-fashioned homestead,
Where idreamed my dream of dreams.

I
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CHAPTER L

DELIGHTFUL DAYS AT SCHOOL.

A little group around my mother's knee studyingýa book and
afterward going with her into my father's flower garden where
she plucked rewards of merit for us in the shape of pinks and
pansies, is my earliest memory as a student. ' Mary and Maria
Thome, children of our own ages, and daughters of Professor
Thome, of Oberlin College, were among the group, and my first
impressions of study take me to that fragrant garden, where
choice flowers circled around a handsc«âe evergreen, snowdrops
and snowball bushes brightened the scene, and upon all the
diamond dewdrops glistened.

Soon after that we took our journey into a far country, five
hundred niiles overland in the white "ships of the prairie," and
for two years I have no special..recollection of books for my
parents were very busy with the farm.

It is a curious fact that I remember distinctly the first tim I
ever wrote my name, doubtless for the reason that I was late in
learning, probably nine years old. We had been kept diligently
to the writing of pot-hooks, and other uninteresting forms, filing
little copy-books with them as we sat atound the table in the'

large, bright kitchen at Forest Home, with. all the conveniences
for the· evening school that my mother ·maintined steadily for
her children and the hired' help alike, during the long, cold
winterof 1848, while my father was at Madison, the capital of»Wis-
consin, sixty miles away, attending to his duties as a legislator.

63)



74 The Best Autograph.

A vaultin'g ambition entered my little head, and I said to my
indulgent teacher, "Just write my own name for me in your
nice hand, and see if I can not imitate it pretty well." So with a
great care, she wrote it out, and it looked beautiful to me, stand- ®

ing there at the head of a fresh sheet of foolscap paper. Mother's
writing was very clear and even; like her character, it had a cer-
tain grace. and- harmony. I used to think some of her capitals au
were pretty as- a pture. How long I gazed upon that magical
creation I sn fot tel, but it was imprinted so deeply on my
memory that I could not forget the incident, and looking long an
and steadily upon t e copy she had given me, I followed it so mc
well, "the first time ing," that I have sometimes thought the do
first was the best auto aph I ever w-ote. Fo

Thus, in a desulto fashion, our lessons proceeded until I Voi
was nearly twelve years\old. About this time my father brought tat
home from Janesville an\ elegant card announcing that a college- in
bred gentleman from the East was about to op>en a classical wil

school in that town. Around the edge of the card were sotne cas

Latin words that I did not understand, but my fath'er taught me he
how to pronounce them and what they meant* They were as
follows : Scientia auctoritas est et labor vincit omnia, and he told

me they meant, "Knowledge is power and labor conquers all
things." Very many times I said them over to myself, much
more I thought about them, seriously detèrmining that I would
attain knowledge so far as in me lay, and that I would compass to
the. results which labor can achieve for one who isin earnest. I Ch
know no other road out of the wilderness. It is the stra:ight and
narrow way, appointed in so much of kindness by Him who bu
kn.ows from the beginning what we often learn only at the end,
viz., that traveling the road does us more good than all we gather .
on the way or find awaiting us when we achieve the goal.

As time passed on, motfer became very much in earnest for
us to go to school. But there was no school-house in our district

so she " put on her thinking-cap,'? as we were wont tosay, and,
as usual, something came of it. Once or twice she had met at
church in Janesville, a new family from the East, by the name of
Burdick. They had bought a large farm across Rock river,
hardly a mile away "on a bee lime," bþt as .the river was usually
too deep to förd, it-was miles around by the town bridge.



The Board of Education.

Sticarrying outofauer;the"Fort City Boardof

yOur Education" was organized, witir 'mother in the chair. The

with meeting was regularly opened by singing and prayer, and then

and- nmother stated the object of the assembly.

xer's Oliver followed her, saying, "Mrs. Chairman, I agree with

cer. all that has been said, and so well said. If.-we young folks don't

itals amount to something when we grow up, it won't be the fault of

cal malerfamilias.

my "But," continued he, "I hardly see what we've got to make
ong an institution of learning out of, here in Fort 'ty. Father and
t so mother know too much to go to school, and (ley have n't time to
the do the teaching. As for me, I've graduated, you know, from

Fort City, and am a Janesvilleian. Loren is a hopeless case, de-
l I voted to his traps, and guns, and farm work. The girls have-
kht taught Mike to read and write, and that is all he wants to know
ege- in the way of 'book-learning.' Bridget would n't be bothered
ical with even that much, when- we offered to teach her. So the
me case narrows down to thisF: rank and Mary are growing up in
me heathenish darkness.

As I "rose to a point of order " here, protesting that mether
old had tauglht us, and taught us well, thus far, and that we were not
a quite so ignorant as the speaker implied, Oliver hastened to

uch qualify his statement.
uld "I mean," he continued, "at Frank and Mary ought now

to have advantages greater than it is possible for you, Mrs.
S Chairmn, in the limited time at your disposal, to bestow upon

and thems. So I move that we found an academy for their special
ho b

Tihis proposal met with unaninius approval, and the motion
was carried with> enthusiasm. So resolving ourselves into a

Committee of the Whole on Ways and Means," we began 'to
canvass possibilities. Where could we have the academy?
Who would be the teach r?, These were vital questions to

d, Mary and me, for mother was not more anxious for our educa-
t at tion tia*nwere we ourselves. After much talk, pro and con,

motherreminded us of our new neighbors, the Burdick family,
' and we at once appointed her gur "envoy plenipotentiary,"
7 with full powers to do whatever could be done through them.

75
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76 Molher's " Homilettes."

Col. Burdick had been agent for Van Refsselaer, the "patroon" vote

of Central New York, anl his only'daughter, Rachel Burdick, a and
remarkably bright and winsome girl, had been permitted to go to goes
school with the patroon's children and was now a young lady of brig
rare accomplishments, to whom her father's Western farm seemed sum
lonely, after spending her life thus far upon the Hudson's lovely hotw
banks, near Albany. Mother was charmed by Miss Burdick, and and
asked if she would not do her the favor to come and teach Mary
and nie, Oliver having already been two winters in the " Acad- girls
emy" at Janesville, walking in and out each day. Of course he seen

was to go to college, but the fate of his sisters was more misty in were
those days. I looked upon him as a prince, and- only wished,
although I dared not say it, that I had been born to a boy's legg
chances in the world-though I never really. wished to be a boy, this,
at least, I hope not. Miss Burdick agreed, to come, and mother eigh
began more frequently than ever to get off " homilettes," as father eigh
called them, in the following strain:

"'The dearest wish of my heart, except that my children shall tht

be Christians, is that they shall be.well educated. A good edu- form

cation will open the world to you as .a knife opens an oyster. it uP
Riches will not do this, because riches have no power to brighten caust

the intellect. An ox and a philosophpr look out on the same reacl

world, and perhaps the ox has the stronger ancdhandsomer eyes not c

of the two, but the difference between the brains behind the eyes into,
makes a difference between the two beings that is wider than all a mi

the seas. I want my children's brains to- be full of the best The)
thoughts that great minds have had in all centuries; I want moth

stored away in your little heads the story of what the world was admi
doing before you came-who were its poets, its painters and philos- whos
ophers, its inventors and ,lawgivers. I want you to know what npeý
jin its noblest·books, and what its men of science say about their Effie'

stt4y of the earth, the ocean and the stars. I want you taught to she
be careful and exact by your knowledge of figures; and, most of imita
all, I want you to learn how to speak and write your own noble expei
English tongue, for without the power of expression you are like an was a

oeolian harp when there is nobreeze. Now your father&n& I have such

assisted you and tàught you until Oliver has already a good start a whi

in school and Frank is twelve years old. My sorrtakes the highe untut

rank as a student, jpst as I èxpected; =y elder daughters is de- Worlc

.e
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voted to books and keeps a journal-which is a good begiinting,
and my younger will follow·on into-all that I desire, and already
goes beyond the others in artistic taste. I have the promise of
bright Miss Burdick that she will corne and teach you during the
summer, and by that time I hope your father will have a school-
house in this district. But for the present we will fit up the parlor
and the Innan girls will study with you."

This announcement rejoiced us beyond measure, for these two
girls, living a mile away, we greatly liked, though we had seldom
seen them, as theirs was not a chutfch-going family, and hence we
were not allowed to visit at their home.

One Monday school began. Father had made a large, " cross-
leggedl" pine table, with a place below for our books, and around
this, in the bright, fragrant June morning, sat four girls, fronieight to fourteen years of age, and at the head, Miss Burdick, our
eighteen-year-'bld teacher. s

This first day's scholing we had ever known we called
!"the greatest kind of fun." Indeed we preferred it to any other
form of amusement, for the .rtason that mother had-always cried
it up as the choicest experjence we could possibly know, and be-
cause we had fully entered into all the other plays within our
reach. We had a zest for study that school-cloyed children can
not dream of, and learned in a year what little ones are tormented
into, now, during seven years. Effie and Mattie Inman lived over
a mile down the river and had lately come from Pottsville, Pa.
They were true, good. girls, carefully reared by a Presbyterian
mother who had died just before they moved West. I greatly
admired my handsome, dark-eyed, curly-haired classmate, Effie,whose steady sweetness of temper was so, surprising to one of my
impetuous nature that I told my mother I had "just stepped on
.Effie's toes at recess to see if she would n't frown, and sure enough
she did n't." My mother replied that I had better set about
imitating Effie's lovely ways instead of carrying on any more
experiments of that sort. Mattie was more like common clay, but
was a talkative, impulsive little thing, who was to Mary very much
suchanoffsetas Effie proved to be to, me. But Miss Burdîck was
a whole picture gallery and musical performance in herself to us
untutored prairie girls.. She had cone from a city ;-she knew the
world-that great, big world we had only read about in books.
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Keeping ihe " Observations."

She was a lady in every utterance and motion. She had rippling lic in
obse

brown hair, smiled a good deal, had a silvery little laugh, and a

beautiful white hand. ler trim, graceful #re was very small, was

almost fairy-like. She knew any amount of songs, and taught ci

them to her attentive quartette ; she was skillful with the pencil,

and we all learned to draw; though Mary and 1, especially the near

former, had made some progress in this branch already. Straight- anus,
to be,

way I fitted up some "sketch-boards," tacking stiff whit-wêloth
tions

over pieces of pine planed thin, and% tacking on another piece of

cloth, with one side open for our paper, pencils and rubber, 'and say h

out we went, after four o'clock P. M., to " sketch from nature.', tose

Of these sketches no extended aceount had best be given, but all

the same we had " a splendid time."
of fou

Miss Burdick was a botanijst, and knew the names of more

*flowers than we who had lived.West so long. She taught us how gave

to "analyze," and we ransacked woods and fields to bring her - g
& . where

specimens." Miss Burdick could recite poetry by the hour, and F

we gave her no rest until she had told us all she knew of Walter9 daug
Scott, Wordsworth,ýCowper, and the rest. She told us of the

tnctm
Hudson, and the oYd Knickerbockers, of Madam Emma Willard's th

school, of Washington Irving and his Sunnyside home, of the bn

Catskills and Palisades, and. the great, fascinating city beyond,
To herI used to talk of what I meant to be, and the cheery,

biggr
responsive words of my teacher were a delight. Miss Burdick

encouraged me to write, corrected my compositions carefull, re- rude d

hearsed me on "The Downfall of Poland," which was my favorite house
"piece," and chilled no tender bud of aspiration in my heart.

One of my duties was to "keep the observations," and Miss world

Burdick helped me in this. Father had agreed to be one of the It
fact-gatherers for the Smithsonian Institution at Washington' t

which sent out to trusty persons all over the country instructions

for studying the weather. They were to notice three times a

day the direction of the wind, the indications of thermométer,

barometer and rain-gauge, shape of the clouds, etc., and once a ray'

month·fill out a blank.report, giving all tiiese prticulars. Father n

was so often absent in town or at. the Institute for the Blind dick'sl1
that these observations had to be left in other hands. Te

"Signal Service" that has its bulletin in every morning paper

and postoffice nowadays, and which is so great a help to the pub-
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. lic in many ways, was bufit upon the foundation laid by these
observers. I learned many valuable lessons e in this'work when I
was but a girl, as I studied the èlouds and found out which were

mnall,
"cirrus," "cirro-stratus," "nimbus," "cum lus," and so on.

ught We had winds on those prairies, sometimes, that came so
cneil,

near carrying off the house that father sat with Mary in his
anus, I hid my face, as usual, in mother's lap, and all expected

1 kt- to be blown away. But though we had several terrific visita-
loth

tions of this sort, no harm ever reached any of us. Oliver used to
ce of
.ad say he believed the "Prince of the Power of the Air" got up
and )those storms, and he did n't think it was fair to "lay them.to the

)r. Lord."
it all

For two summers Miss Burdick carried on her institution
of four pupils, the second- summer a few more coming in, and

ore
mor gave an elaborate ".Exhibition " at the close, which seemed as

great to us. as the "Commencement Exercises" of the college
her ~ where some of us graduated in 1858-59.

Father and Mr. Inman now bestirred themselves, for their
. daughters' sake, and a little school-house, belonging to the dis-
the trict, was built about a mile away. It was plain and iinviting,

ird's- that littie bit of a building, standing under the trees on the river
:the banl No pait ihas ever brightened it, outside or in, frorn that

ond
day to the present. :Jt looks like a natural gtowth ; like a sort of
big grouîd-nut. *iside, the pine desks were ranged around the

dick wall, boys on one side, "girls on the other, a slight platform with
, re- rude desk taking up the end nearest the door. But this school-
orite house was a wonder in our eyes, a temple. of learning, a tele-

scope through which we were to take our first real peep at the
world outside of-home.

the It was tooTar from "Fort City" for our" make lieves
to include it, and as we grew older we took life more as'it really

a was,.because there was so much more of it to take. I was about
e fourteen when the new school- Jouse was built, and I regarded
éter it as the great event of my life that I was now, at least, to become
ce alice a really "a scholar," go outside my own home and be "thrown
ther,

upon my own resources," as father wisely called it. Miss Bur-
dick's had been a sort of "play school," after all, for she was so
young herself and made such a companion of me that the teacher
had been lost -in the friend.

>ub-
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Life by Ride.

Miss Burdick had listened to all the imaginings of which my

head was full, about what I was to be and to do in thé world-

for I was fully persuaded in my-own mind that something quite g1

out of the common lot awaited me in the future; indeed, I was pa

wont to tell this dear teacher that I " was born to a fate." Women au

were allowed to do sO few things then, that my ideas-were quite re]

vague as to the what and the why, but I kne* that I wanted to

write, and that I would speak in public if I dared,-though I ou

did n't say this last, not even to mother. And now here was to it

be a real school and a real, live graduate of Yale College was to col

be the teacher. Mr. Hodge became " Professor " to us chil- loi

dren-he had been Tutor Hodge at Oberlin College-and ,we s
were eager.for the intellectual fray. 110

"There will be lots of rules," remarked Oliver, wisely, the by

evéning before school was to begin. He was at home for a brief sio

vacation,. and used many big words, among others, unique, bai

which, just for fun, he pronounced in three syllables, and the

example was followed by me, who gravely took up his methods nt
anc

as my standards.
"What if there are lots o' nules ? " piped sweet-toned Mary, the

" we sha'n't break them, as some college boys do." the

" No, indeed," said I ; " it will be a pleasant change to us

to have some rules and live up to them." oth

" Do you mean to say I have given you none all these pat

years? " asked mother, looking up from her sewing.

"Well, you've had mighty few, mother, I can tel you that "

said Oliver. sag

"But we had to mind, you know," chimed Mary.

"Ves, and we had a mind to," I declared. Ch

"That may all be, Miss Biddlecome," replied my brother,

who, with father, often called me by this odd name, " but when

it comes to sitting beside your favorite Effie and never spaking blu

a loud word foi six hours per day, you. won't enjoy it. A gui

that has played Jehu to calves, reapers and plow-beaus as long

as you have, won't take kindly to sitting still all day, either,

and I pr'phesy there'll be a riot, a rumpuis, a row before the

month is ont." van

"Wait till you see," I responded, with a vim, and the

discussion ended, -- *

opei
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Advantages- Like Other People." 81
'14

:d myIt was a cold winter morning when school opened.. We two
>rld-

s had risen long before light, because we could n't sleep, and
quite

packed our little tin dinner-pail with, bread and butter, apples,I was
and some of mother's "fried cakes "-which had already won aTomen
reputation that has since expanded into fame. We erúptied her

quite old satchel that we might stuif it out with school-books; filled
ted to

our inkstand, anl made all our sinal1 preparations, wondering ifughý I.
it would ever be daylight, and if nine W-elock A. M. would ever

vas to
come. We hardly tasted our breakfast, and were so neasy that

as.to
long before the time Loren yoked the big oxen:to the long "bob-
sled," and he and Oliver carried us to school. The doors were
not yet open, so we sent to Professor Hodge's, which was near

t by, got the key, made the fire, and were the first to take poses-
sion. Loren stayed as a scholar, looking as if he did not like theibrief
bargain. Oliver cracked the whip and "geed up " the oxen,

iq saying; Well, I hope 'you'l1 enjoy what you've got yourselves
d the

into ;" and I shouted, "We've got a Yale graduate to teach us,
and Beloit can't beat that."

Professor Hodge's children were out in force, and made up
the majority. Effie- and Mattie Inm'an were there, Pat O'Don-
ahue and his sisters, from two miles over the prairie, and a few

to us others. Loren was the big boy of the school, and behaved like a
patriarch. Jamie Uodge had already asked to have his lessons

these
measured.off, had selected a desk with his brother John, and be-
fore the hour for school had arrived he was studying away like a
sage. Rupert Hodge, a blithe little fellow, was coasting down
the hill with his sisters Annie and "Tottie,' while Fred and
Charley Hovey, new-comers and * cousins of the Hodges, looked
like little bread-and-butter cherubs with their red cheeks and

when flaxen hair. At last Professor Hodge appeared, in his long-tailed,
g blue coat with brass butténs, carrying an armful of school-books

and a dinner-bell in his hand. He stood on the steps and rang
A 1 that bell long, loud and merrily. My heart bounded, as I said,

long inside of it, so that nobody heard, "At last we are going to
ete, school all by ourselves, Mary and 1, and are going to 'have ad-

vantages' like other folks, just as mother said we should1! O

d the
Professor Hodge stepped upon the rough little platform,

opened his pocket Testament and read the first chapter of Mark ;



82.. "God Speed the Right."

îwe sang "Jesus, lover of my soul," -and then every head was with

reverently bowed, while in the simplest language the good man hea

asked God's blessing on the children and their homes, on their

lessons and their companionship as scholars. He as a tail man,

with strong frame, large head covered with bushy hair, piercing

blue eyes, pleasant. smile, and deep, melodious voice. Accus- like

tomed to teach men, he bent himself gently to the task of point- rare

ing out A B C's to the youngest and setting copies for them all, page

He was a fine reader and his greatest pleasure seemed to be when
his older pupils rendered to his satisfaction some gem from the One

English poets, in which he trained us carefully. I, sai

He was of English birth, and his first names, Nelson Well- saw.

ington, united the last names ôf two heroes of whom he liked to the c

talk. He was patient to a fault, and I was glasd that in my math- tell y

ematics, w1iich I did not like, one so consideraie took my difficult Noth

case in hand. He announced no rules, offered no prizese-but and

seemed to take it as a matter of course that we would all "be- that

have." So passed the day-our first in the old school-house we desir
learned to love i sjte of--nay, perhaps the better because of, its quest

ugliness. We had about four months of study with Professor to as

Hodge, and later on, in the same place, six months with Mrs. "Co

Amelia Hovey, sister to Mrs. Hodge. This teacher was a delight You
to us. Hem bright face, sparkling blue eyes, voice full of rising

inflections, and her. pride and pleasure in her pupils, made school me b
just like a play-day. She was. a charming singer and we de- ask

lighted in her favorite song: to a

jokes
"Now to Heaven our prayer ascending,

God speed the right! never
In a noble cause contending, - whol

God speed the right! moth
Be that prayer again repeated, disco
Ne'er despairing, though defeated ; these
Truth our cause, what e'er delay it,
There's no power on·earth can stay it,

God speed the right ! mnoc
Pain nor toil nor trial heeding, if a c
And in eaven's own time succeeding, shoul

God speed the right!" at ho

These words used to ring out through the lonesome little and si

school-house like a clarion call, while our teacher stood before us to ev
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was with an exaltation in lier face that gee an uplift to each little
[man heart as our fresh young voices syng,

"God speed the rigt!
man,
reing Mrs. Hovey's sunny nature and-beautiful spirit of hope bent
ýccus- like a rainbow above those happy months at school, whiile her
>oint- rare aptness to teach brought us on at railroad speed from title
n all. page to " finis " of a half-score of khiotty text-books.
when There was but one blur upon the pages of that happy time.
i the One scholar, who has not before beén mentioned, a girl older than

I, said to me at recess, " You are the most ignorant girl I ever
Well- saw. I don't know what to make of;it: Come with me around
ed to the coiier of the school- yUS Wherè no one will hear, and I will
nath- tell you things thatw% make your eyes open bigger than ever."
ficult Nothing could have veiene more than to be called " ignorant,"
'-but and nothing could h roused my interest like the chance to get
"be- that ignorance cured.ff "To know " had qbeen my life's greatest
;e we desire from the beginning. Ihad carried a great many curious
f, its questions to my mother, such as every thoughtful child is sure
.essor to ask, and ask right early, too. The reply had always been,
Mrs. "Come to me .when you are fifteen years old and I will tell you.
light You would not inderstand me now, if I should try to tell."
ising And here was this girl, a new scholar, who was laughing at
zhool me because I could not answer the very same questions-for she
e de- asked them as soon as she and I were alone. Then she went on

to answer them with illustrations and anecdotes, riddles, puns and
jokes, using many words that had to be explained to me, who had
never heard their like before. My brother Oliver was a boy so
wholesome and delicate that he had almost never said a word my
mother did not know, and this strange vocabulary amazed and
disconcerted me. I never talked with this coarse girl again upon
these subjects, but afterward'I felt so sorry to have talked at all.
It was a fiide awakening, one that comes to many a dear little
innocent of not haf my years,. and is morally certain to come
if a child goes to school at all. But it is inevitable that children
should go and be brought up with other children, only the mother
at home ought, I think, to take her little one into a very tender

little and sicred confidence, and in true, pure and loving words reply
re us to every question the thoughtful liftle iniud can ask. A- boy and



his mother, a girl and her mother, may, and ought to speak of

anything that God has made. The " works of darkness" are to

evil ; the secret words, tlie deeds previous to which some one says, Ci

" But y st never tell''-these are wicked and dangerous. pa

Dear fathers and mo who read between these lUnes, let me beg an

you to forewarn your little o and to tell them, upon the high an

level of your own pure thoughts an es, what they are certain M

to learn sooner than you think, when they *th other children. to

There will always be some one to teach them nau words and W

deeds, unless your lessons have come first. Happily for me, I

was too well established before I heard these things to get hartn OU

out of them, but not one home in a thousand is so isolated as was Ch

mine. Besides, think of the pain and sense of loss that came to sw

me from that one miserable interview!

Louise Alden was a friend made at this school, and greatly an

valued By us, especially by Mary, who was of nearly the saine WO

age. Our coasting down the hill was wonderful to see; our fish-

ing with a crooked pin, small bait and less fish, in the mellow- er

voiced river; our climbing trees for toothsome hickory-nuts, Inc

beating the bush for mealy hazel-nuts, and scouring the pastures bef

for sweet-smelling plums that grew wild; our play-houses, with Ro<

dishes moulded from clay in my " china manufactory," and dolls wer

for which I declined to make clothes - are not all these written

in memory's "book of chronicles"? What times we used to thei

have on "composition day," and at the "spelling school" on Was

Friday afternoon, when I was at the-head on one side and Effie WO

on the other, or Pat O'Donahue and Johnny Hodge marshaled chu

the forces. We "toed the line," and "went up head," and alw:

"spelled down," after the approved, old-fashioned style. Mother

and Mrs. Éodge were "company " on such occasions, and were the

escorted to platform seats with much decorum by my sister. As .ls

school was so far away we stayed frôm 9 A. M. to 4'P. M., and i

much of our dinners, setting them out on the teacher's desk wer

and sharing our wholesome food with many a cheery speech and "'*
Fort

laughing reply as the noon hour, all too short, sped away.· -But har

most of all, we were diligent to learn, for we were behind other that

scholars of our years, and. were af raid, as we lot al ol ee

our mother, that our "smart cousins down in York State would for>

get so far ahead that we never could catch up." Blin<

84 Schiool Incidents.



Oliver's Forward Step.

eak of Later, our family spent one winter in Janesville and we went

to Mrs. Fonda's "Select School," where I especially doted on

. Cutler's Physiology, and proudly took turns at editing the school
esays,-
erous. paper, while Mary drew maps so well. as to astonish the natives,

ae eg and painted in water-colors after school. Here our Aunt Sarah
and Cousin ýMorilla, both teachers in Catharine Beecher's and

ehigh
ertain Miss Mary Mortimer's "Female College" at Milwaukee, came

ildren. to spend the holidays, and their wise and bookish conversation

s and was a delight beyond words to us. Here we heard " Elder
Knapp," the great revivalist, -preach in the Baptist Church andF

:harm our hearts were deeply exercised, but we did not come out as

Christians. Still it never entered our minds not to pray, but theas was
me to sweet and simple. "Now I lay me down to sleep," quieted our

young hearts at night, and every morning father's prayer found
an echo in our own. But Oliver,- always ready for every' good
word and.work, went to the front with his beloved school-mate,same

fish- William Henry Brace, the two boys yielding at once to mother's

ellow- gentle invitation to "come out boldly on the Lord's side.
Indeed, Oliver had been converted at twelve years of age, just
before we left Oberlin, and later on he was immersed in our ownstures

with Rockiver andjoined the church on probation." When father

idols went to the legislature at Madison, leaving the farm folks pretty

itten lonesone, little Mary was sent byher brother and.sister, to say to
. their mother that they intended to be Christians all the while patsed to,

1" on was gone, and not make her any trouble, and tbey thought it

Effie would comfort her to know it. "And I do, too," addedthe dear,

shaed chubby-faced girl, who was not only born "a Sunday chil

and always seemed to stay so.

other Our episodes of school included a month or so of outing at

Swere the summer home of Rev. and ,Mrs. Peleg S.Whitman, accom-

As plished Southerners, who had driven all the way fromn Georiato
Wisconsinintheir own carriage on a health excursion. They

s deskwere both teachers, having a ladies' school at hone, and father

h and meeting theméat Jahesville, invited them to spend some time at

But Forest Home, and bought an elegant piano of their selection,
that Mrs. Whitman's masterly musical gifts and teaching might

y toid be enjoyed by his daughters.. We had been taking music lessons

for years from the teachers at the Wisconsin Institute for the
Blind, a mile away,. and were quite well advanced, but played
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86 First Flight.

only on the melodeon. My love for this jnsfrument was so un- g

bounded that when the piano was broughtrhome I evinced but a

little nleagure and turned to my old pet so steadily that father

saw no way but to sell it, "which he did. When it was being m

boxed to be carried out of the house,- mother found us two girls O

kissing the sweet-voiced old melodeon good-by, almost with tears. g

From that time, although I still had lessons, I felt snall A

interest in the study «of music, but Mary's daiity hands took E

kindly to the piano, and she .swiftly passed ber sister, whose n

knowledge of " thorough bass" iad been her despair until the th

instrument of wind and reeds gave place to the twanging wires ev

and mysterious pedals of the piano. But when Irs. Whitnan Bi

sang some sweet Scotch ballad, or our favorite "Once more at b

home," to its accompaniment, I was almost as much delighted tb

as my sister, and when she struck the martial notes of the "Bat- on

tle of Prague" we, like the Queen of Sheba, "had no more spirit a

in us" for very wonder. I was passionately fond of martial ac

music, but when Mrs. Whitman rendered the cries of the W

wounded and dying, both of us, to whom scenes of sorrow were sk

unknown, wanted to ''put our heads in mother's lap and cry." w

Mrs. Whitman was a French scholar, and we were-eager an

to learn, so it was agreed that we might go to Mr. and Mrs. "C

Whitman for a few weeks' study. kn
"Let our birds try their wing s a little before they fly far

from the old home-nest," said father, who dearly loved to have we

us run to meet him when he came hme from town, delighted

himself with our singing, and was grieved to the heart at the

thougJt that we must sometime leave him. So the greatest event by

of allour lives, thus far, was going six miles· from home, to stay a r

with the Whitmans in their pleasant rural retreat, and for the I
first time to spend a night out from under the oki home roof the

Father carried ùs over, one blithe summer day, with the trunk ofi

which we had packed so carefully, and as we saw him drive wh

away, we had a most " all-overish feeling of lon&omeness," as un<

I called it, while Mary actually had tears in her sweet blue eyes. be

"For shanie," I said to her in a low voice; "it's only six the

miles to Forest Home, and we are only away for a month. Just

think how much more we shall know when we go back." ma

"Yes, but I want ma to tuck me up in bed and kiss me his
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s so un. good-night,' she murmured, her red lips trembling as she turned

ced but away.
t father Mr. and Mrs. Whitman made. it very pleasant for us with

L being music, reading aloud, and a drive in the fields now and then.

o girls OlenddrfPs French Method was placed in my hands, and I dili-

th tears. gently conned those oldest of all questions, " Avez vous faim ?
t snaîi Avez vous soif?" while Mary sketched from nature, grieved over

ds took English grammar and rejoiced to practice on the piano. We had

whose never read novels, and stories were almost unknown to us, except
tii the the lovely story of " Outdoors,' in four parts,. with a new edition

g wires every year. "Pilgrim's Progress " we knew almost by heart, and
itman Bible histories were familiar-more so from mother's lips than

more at by our own reading, though we had regularly." read the Bible

lighted through " that year, at the rate of three chapters a day and five

"Bat- on Sunday, and received the promised Bibles, "ail our own," as
re spirit a reward. Miss Trumbull, a seamstress, who was also "a char-

martial acter," had told us " Children of the Abbey " and " Thaddeus of

of the Warsaw," after which lengthened dissipations we could "hardly
w were sleep a wink "-the first loss of sleep known to our happy and
cry." well-ordered lives. We had read many biographies of great men

er eager and much of the best in English poetry, besides Robert Ramble's

d Mrs "Stories of Greece," and Goldsmith's " History of Rome." We
knew much of mythology, but, aside from "The Shoulder Knot,

fly far "Norman Leslie," a religious romance, and a few hunting stories,

to have we were absolutely, blessedly ignorant of " novels." But our

lighted gted teachers were readers of the best in fiction, and here I found

at the "Jane Eyre," "Shirley," and" Villette," those wonderful books

t event by tie lonesome-hearted genius, Charlotte Bronté. These opened

to stay a new world, and to one less anchored to mother and home than

for the I was, they might have done untold mischief. As it was, I read

e roof. them al in feverish haste, closing with "Villette, " in the midst

e trunk of which.I was, on a lovely summer evening just before twilight,
drive when a long shadow fell across the threshold where I was sitting,

as unconscious of everything about me, and my father's- tall form

e eyes. bent over me; he took the book from my hand, and as he saw

nîy si the flush on my cheeks his brow was clouded.
Just "Never let my daughter see that book again, if you please,

madam," he saidïto the lady of the house, who, not knowing

kiss me bis rules, had hardly noted my proceedings; the book was
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taken from me, and to this day I have never finished reading

"Villette.

Of couise I did not like this then, and was angry with my

father, although I did not dare to say so. But I learned as years

passed on how mrch L owed to the firm hand that held my

impetuous nature from a'too early knowledge of the unreal world

of romance. Thanks to parental wisdom, I passed my :hildhood

and my early girlhood in perfect quietness, simplicity and the

holiness of nature's company.

But with the autumn these genial Southern friends flitted

away to their beautiful Georgia, to escape the chill of the Wis- hel
consin climate, and we went home enriched by their words of wer
grace and graciousness, and instructedby their polished manners Of

not less than by the books and ýmusic we had studied.Our
We still published, at intervals, the Fort City Tribune, for we

which mother was a frequent. contributor, giving us once the Of

following bit of verse she had composed especially for our paper, Pl
and which was intended to afford us some account of her own

childhood in her beloved Vermont':

RAYS PROM THF PAST.
the

Prom distant years a gentle light
Is ever bright'ning up my way;

'Twill cheer me to eternal morn

By its sweet ray. the

Tis from life's dewy, radiant dawn,

That'int
4

oduced my infant day,
Prom that sweet Eden, diamond-gemmed, spid

Where children play.

Tis from my father's sheltered home, ishe
That calm and love-illumined spot,

Where fragrant incense bathed my brow, at h
Not yet forgot.

Tis from the bright and purling brook,t

And from the towering elm-tree's shade,e

Anl from the pure and holy joys ¢ e
For young life made.

Tis from the thorny brier bush,
With ripe and tempting raspberries hung don i

Which we on-slender threads of grass Mt.
For " Teacher " struzng,
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ding To dim her youthful vision bright,

To mystify her opening mind,
1 my That to our many childish faults

She night be bliid.

1 My Dainty reflections, clear and bright,

vorld Still gleam from the delicious past,

hood Cheering the traveler to her home-
That home, her last.

-the

Oliver brouglit any amount o fromtcoilege and fead
iitted them in vacation. He was now too much of a young mnt o
Wis- help on the fortunes of Fort City any longer. The Hodge boys
ds of were busy with the farm, Bridget was less company for us than

ers of old, and we girls turned to the blind pupils at the Institute as

our base of supplies. We had a music 'thacher from there, whom
for we-dearly loved. This was Mrs. Eliza King Walls, à graduate
the of the New York Institute, a beautiful woman and) an accom-

per, plished player. It was an event when she came to give the
OWU weekly lessons,'for she entered heartily into our plans and was

an enthusiast as to our musical abilities. Her elder' sister, Miss

King, often came with -her, and ber lovely little girl,. Mamie-

the first ".wee toddler " that we had known. * I thought Ishe

was'"enough better than a stupid doll,"--indeed, except,"Doll

Anna," I had never cared for these " wooden effigies," as Icalled

them, but gave my wax doll to ·my sister, with soie show of

generosity, but no inward sense of sacrifice.

Mary was fond of every breathing creature-except snakes,

spiders and mosquitoes-and she liked dolls because " they re-

minded her of hunans," but ipon little Mamie Walls she lav-

ished her rich young heart in a manner beautiful to see. She

brought out all ber small store of pretty things and placed them

at her disposal; spread a "playing place" for her ona big shawl

under ber favorite tree; toyed with her soft curls, hugged ber

tenderly, and even counted the days till her next mus* lesson,

chiefly because "Mamie would come again."

But much as I loved Mrs. Walls and her baby, my favorite

teacher was Mr. Frank Campbell--since then a dell-known Lon-

don musician, and fatnous as the only blind man who ever climbed

ML.Blanc; thishe did to provehow mind may triumphover

matter; his son walking ahead, and he setting his feet in the
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tracks thus made. He used to cometo give us girls our lessons, propos<
over the rough country road, with its ups and downs, all alone /won't 1
except for his faithful cane, which, we declared,. "had brains, for cert
could almost talk and ought to vote." Fr

He was a brilliant pianist-could play any piece of music, no within -
matter how difficult, if but once read in his hear'ing, and was a and thÉ
most gifted as well as a most gentle-natured man. His wife was At
an invalid, and I thought it a high .honor when I was permitted the " B
to write letters for him and to sit beside the sweet little lady who ical mii
was so often ill. The other teachers at. the Institute were fre- at leasi
quent guests at Forest Home. Mr. P. LanE, of Mississippi, a figure "
blind man of much culture and strong character, was Princi- to exce
pal, and a great friend of my father. Later on, Mr. William H. by my i
Churchman, of Indianapolis, also blind, held that position. He years m
was often at Forest Home and was so fine a scholar that we never Germai
grew tired of listening to his 'onversation with our parents. We the mo
had been taught that " children should. be seen, not heard," and Knoepf
never dreamed of ·speaking in the presence.of our elders unless organis
spoken to. This early habit, with my great sensitiveness and many 1
timidity, made me the shy one of'the trio, so that my dread of peace a
going out into " company " was extreme. Oliver and Mary used His fat
often to joke me about this. sides, 1

Mr. C1urchman's daughter Anna was about my age, and moss."
was the most accomplished young person that We young folks them ti
had seen, except our cousin, Miss Abby Clement, of Vermont, that sui
who had come West with her father, Rev. Dr. Jonathan Clement, the. fan
on a visit, and, spending a week at Forest Home, had so aston- the gre
ished us country girls by -her knowledge of books and of the ways, 1
world, that we almost despaired of " ever being anybody," except Bu
as our ever cheery mother laughed at our fears. I used to think so muc]
that if I could recite Bryant's " Thanatopsis " and Campbe's place i
"Last Man" as Abby could, I would ask no more in this stage treat t]
of existence. The blind girls, too, were a marvel to us Forest Hodge
Homers. They were regular " lightning calculators " in mental drudge,
arithmetic ; they could read the raised letters in the great books touchec
printed for them'; could trace with delicate finger-tips all the much v
countries on the raised maps, and repeat poe by the hour. Th
''hey were not a bit -sorrowful because they ould not see, but est siste
when they came to spend an afternoon a orest Home, would the lar:
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ons, propose to play "Blind Man's Buff," and say, merrily, "You
one /won't have to tie a handkerchièf over our eyes ; and you'll know
ins, for certain that we won't cheat by taking a peep on the sly.

From these experieces we learned that happiness is from
no within-; that the. real light shines in the heart, not in the eyes,

as a and that everybody who will be glad, may be.
was At one time Prof. C. B. Woodruff and his wife had charge of
tted the " Blind Institute," as it was oddly called, and the mathemat-
awho ical miracles wrought by the pupils under his care, disheartened
fre- at least one of mother's three children about ever " cutting any
1, a figure " in that line, and perhaps made me the more determined
nci- to excel in ·some other direction since I was so outdone in this
H. by my well-beloved companions. For life grew less lonely as-the
He years went by and neighbors were more numerous. A handsome
ver German gentleman called -ne day and proposed to buy a slice off
We the most distant part of the old farm. He was Prof. Gustave
and Knoepfel, of New York, since well known as an accomplished
less organist.. He wished to bring his old father and mother with his
and many brothers ·and sisters, from Germany and locate them in

of peace and quiet in the "far West," which Wisconsin then was.
sed His father was a Lutheran minister and a "Herr Professor," be-

sides, having a title that he said meant "head covered with
and moss." Father thought these would be. good neighbors and sold
>lks them the land. The young professor gave music lessons to us
>nt, that summer, while he superintended the building of a house for

t, the. family that was to come. They were a new window into
on- the great world, these cultured Germans with their neat, frugal
the ways, pleasant manners and many accomplishments.
*ept But I noticed that the learned Doctor did not seem to think
ink so much of his girls as of his boys, and that his wife had no such
11's place in her home as my mother had in hers. Nor did the boys
ige treat their sisters as their equals. as Oliver did his, and the
es Hodge boys theirs. They seemed to be more like convenientital drudges-good to have about, but not compani6ns. Al this
>ks touched mny free spirit with a sense of pain and I "pondered

the much why these things were."
ur. The last teacher I had at Forest Home was mother's young-
but est sister, Miss Sarah B. Hill. She had gone-with us in 1841, in

ild the large. carry-all, from Çhurchville, to Oberlin, Ohio. After



study at Oberlin College she had been Preceptress of Riga Acad-

emy, New York, and Columbia Female College, Tennessee. Her quente

fame as a teacher had· gone out far and wide, and we thought Mothei

nothing could ever give us so much .ileasure as to see " Aunt had bt
Sarah." Our own dear mother had taught "eleven summers and .

seven winters," as we had often heard lier say ; but here was a a tallis
a tait 1

woman who had been a teacher all her life long, who was a about.i

mathematician, an historian, a mental philosopher, and what-not, fatli

besides! She was to come from B-uffalo to Milwaukee, " around fdtoc

Yy and to(
the Lakes," and then by cars to Janesville, for we had the cars

at last, and the screech of the locomotive sounded as we thought t c
the voice of a horrid dragon might have done.

Father, who was fond of a secret, had tried to keep this It

great event as a surprise, but in hunting his pockets for the latest "At

newspapers I had come upon my aunt's letter and shown it to Oliver
mother, who knew all about the matter, but counseled silence on then a)

the children's part. So when he went to town one night,-a-

thing he almost never did at such an hour-advising us to sit up ont," a:

until his return, which was exactly opposite to his general coun-

sel, we knew very well what it meant. The usual style of chil- rboutio:

dren, whose lives. are so brimful of happenings that they have fout t
foud o

learned to take almost everything as a matter of course, can wi h

hardly imagine what it really did mean to us to have Aunt Sarah derivati
come! Here we had lived alone, year after year, in a place where these re
most people would have thought thàt nothing ever happened; Aunt S.
hardly a person of our own blood had We seen since the -white-

covered *agons started from' Oberlin so long ago ; letters were she deli
now and then exchanged, to be sure, but each letter cost twenty- ad O

five cents, hence was an infrequent luxury ; and here, at last, was .
ing up

coming the wonderful woman who had studied many books and will rep
knew the world! Loren declared that he should stay at the

barn-he did n't dare to see lier. Bridget said " she knew enough this, M

of great people to lay in a good stock o' provisions when they sent the
was comin' 'round "; the Hodge chid d Louise said there satellite
would be no more fun and they wished she would n't come, and as clear
meanwhile father rejoiced in the wonderful surprise ie had in and ma

store for all of us! 1At the unheard-of late hour of ten, whose leard
clear stroke on the old brass lock we young people had almost and "F

never listened to before, the rumble of wheels along that unfre- to help j
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quented, road told of Aunt Sarah's coming. Loren rushed out to
take care of the team and Oliver to help bring in the trunk.
Mother's calm face was wonderfully lighted up ; how lonely she
had been and how much hard work she had done since she saw
her sister last.! * Candle in hand she stepped out on the piazza ;
a talt lady in a handsome blue traveling dress threw her arms
about her and both women cried. I relieved mother of the light,
father and Oliver brought in the trunk, my aunt gave me a hug
and took sweet Mary on her knee.

Well ! for country folks you don't surprise worth a cent,
that's certain," said my father, but he never knew hov much we
knew, meek-eyed deceivers that we were!

It took but a short time to get acquainted. Mary said,
"Aunt Sarah is so much like mother that I'm not afraid of her."
Oliver agreed to this, and so did I, but as I was the shy one of
them all, I was ou niy good behavior longest. But Aunt Sarah
was such a brave and sunny spirit, that I very soon "thawed
out," as Oliver laughingly called it, and became a walking inter-
rogation point, giving my aunt no rest in my desire to learn all
about the people, customs, etc., which the " learned lady " had
found out in her wide experience. Teaching was such a passion
with her, that in "a few days she had me studying mathen;atics,
derivation of English words, and history, while Mary listened to
these recitations and took another set better suited to her years.
Aunt Sarah was a devout Christian, and all her lessons led toward
God. The Bible was one of her text-books in astronomy, and
she delighted to explain its references to the Pleiades, Arcturus,
and Orion. She was very clear in everything she taught. Stand-
ing Up in all her ample proportions, she said one day, ''Now I
will represent the sun ; Frank shall turn round and round, and
so turning shall also go in a circle around me, and while she does
this, Mary must move slowly around her; thus Frank will repre-
sent the daily and yearly motions of the earth, and Mary of its
satellite." So she made our work seem play. She illustrated
as clearly, the tides, the zodiac, precession of the equinoxes
and many other points usually "skimmed over," rather than
learned. Meanwhile, I read pr. Dick's "Christian Philosopher'"
and "Future State," and was so wrought upon that when I had
to help get dinner one Sunday, I fairly cried. "To come down

M sus,"
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to frying onions when I've been away among the rings of Saturn, away

is a little too much!"' I said, impatiently. Poor ignorant child! and

I had not yet learned that laid

"To sweep a room as for God's laws, .M a
Makes that and the action fine." my n

tion
At the end of a delightful winter's training under our aunt, scien

with whom we 'afterward spent (before leaving ForestHome) a .

term at the Milwaukee Female College, where she was Professor Wole

of History, we girls had the sorrow.of seeing her go away to her ulate
home at the East.* After twenty years devoted to teaching, stand
almost wholly in the college grades, this dear aunt married Mr. Ten,'
Ward Hall in 1862 and lives near the old home in Church-

ville, N. Y.

In the spring of 1857, when I was seventeen, our parents

sent us to Milwaukee because Aunt Sarah was thenforne ofthe
snusoe eo the cc

leading teachers there, and they had entire confidence in our well- th
an mi

being when we were with her. . We boarded in the home of Dr. .
pupilÇ

M. P. Hanson, for so many years the Dr. Dio Lewis of Milwaukee, devot
and found its Christian atmosphere was like that of our own

father's house. Miss Mary Mortimer, the Principal, was absent c

from the college on leave, and I have always.regretted missing branc

the contact of a pupil with that great, philosophic soul. The the les

Misses Mary and Carrie Chapin, and Miss H. Huntington, al humoi

accomplished New England teachers, had us in hand.gra

The 'college was Congregational in leadership. though really, mamt

unsectarian. We went with our aunt to Plymouth Church where

I greatly enjoyed the preaching of Rev. Dr. Z. M. Humphrey, was th

and the Bible class conducted by his accomplished wife. was se

I was never in an institution where the moral atmosphere was went -t

so clear and invigorating as that of the Milwaukee Female College. topies

We used to sit in the great study hall without a teacher present, throug

and any girl who would have misbehaved or laughed or whispered Mothei

would have been looked upon as beneath contempt. We were all see hoç

upon honor,''-the teachers trusted us. I remember on the ity of'

first day, I went to my class in geofogy, and, not knowing that Lamps

it was against the rule, I spoke to.a classmate about the lesson dow th

as we were climbing the stairs toward our teacher, and entirely Ana J

*Two of Miss HUis visits are here inçluded in oUe.
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irn, . away from'supervision; my school-mate looked at me brightly

ild! and kindly, evidently perceiving that I intended no harm, and

laid her taper finger on her sweet, shy lips. I could not forget

in a thousand years the majesty of the occasion, as it impressed

my mind, the sacred sense of truth it gave me and the determina-

tion that it deepened in my spirit to be just as trusty and con-

unt, scientious as was she.

e) a My admiration for Marion Wolcott, daughter of Dr. E. B.
ssor Wolcott, the city's chief physician, was beyond words. Immac-
her ulate in character, conduct and scholarship, I set her up as my

ing, standard at once, and never rested until, like her, I heard "Ten,

Mr. Ten," meaning "'perfect in punctuality, belhavior and lessons,"

reh- read out each week after my name.

My diligence in study was so great .that Aunt Sarah feared
ents for my healt. Each evening I rehearsed to her the lessons of

the the coming day or wrote on my forthcoming "composition-." As

Dr. an intellectual guide, she was my.greatest inspiration; and other

pupils felt no less enthusiastic over this "born teacher" and
kee, devoted Christian.
OW1i

Our history class was memorable. This was her favorite
sent

branch-in teaching it she was thoroughly individual, making

The the lesson vivid, even to the dullest mind. Often she was very

ail humorous, at other times pathetic even to tears, as she depicted

great. characters and achievements vital to the pro>gress of hu-

manit.

here The " examination day," just. previous to Commencement

rey, was the climax of all that I had known. Our " middle class,"
was seated.on the high platform of the great study hall. My aunt

was went to the opposite end, and in her clear voice called out the

ege. topics by number. We had to speak loud enough to be heard

ent, throughout the room, or she would not allow us to proceed.

red Mother was present and this was a day ofjoy to her, for she could

e all see how hard her-girls had worked. I had an essay on "Original-

the ity of Thought and Action," also a little poem, "Lighting the

that Lainps," written on a sweet evening as I watched from my win-

sson dow that city sight to me so novel. This was read by my friend,

irely Anna Barnes, one of the leading pupils.

i ~r ~
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Lighting lie Lamps.

Sitting by mny window,
On a summer eve,

List'ning to the billow,

List'ning to the breeze;
Dark the shadows falling,

Bright the stars and clear,

Men have ceased their toiling,

To their homes draw near;

Hear the drowsy beating

Of the city's heart,
As the hours are fleeting,

And 'tis growing dark.

See! a light is gleaming

Down the fading street!

Ah ! 'tis brighter beaming,
Guiding weary feet.

Wake from out thy dreaming!

Wander not away!

Soul of mine, what seeming

For this night of May.

Let the light now shining,
Glist'ning through the gloom,

'Round thee gently .twining,

Cause thee not to roam.

But notwithstanding all that is honestly avowed 'm the fore-

going lines, my heart ached. when I left Milwaukee, and I was

downright sorry to go home.

My journal of the last days reads thus:

Milwaukee, July 16, 1857.-Terrible times preparing for examination.

1 have studied hard, and ought to do well. 'How will it be? I pause for a

reply. Practiced reading my .composition on the rostrum, reviewed my his-

tory, geology and botany for examination ; meltingly warm ; all the seats

are taken out of the school-room. Father and mother came and stayed a

few moments and then went out to Mr. Gifford's. Later.--Nice times thus

far; have.recited botany, geology and history. Father only heard me in

history; mother, in everything.

July 23.-Left the city at half-past ten. Felt fully as bad as when I left

home, even worse.

It seemed as if I had here found "where to stand," and

among noble mates. Marion Wolcott, Belle Flanders, Lizzie
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Father at Evansion. 97

Wiley, Susie Bonnell, Abby Walton, Dora Smith-to these and
other leading-spirits I was-utterly devoted, and most of all to

Marion. It was the greatest grief my life had known upyto that

time, when I Iearned that my father had determined pýot to send

us back again, because he was a Methodist and preferred a school

of that denomination. This beiigett eweimportuned the

good man of the house until he told us he thoughit more färörably

of Evanston, a new town a few miles north -of Chicago, than of

any other place. We had read in our church paper, The North-

western Christian Advocate, that this was to be the Methodist

Athens of the West. Dr. Clark Hinman, newly-elected president
of the University, had spoken before the Conference in our own

chtrch, Bishop Morris presiding-the first "real, live Bishop"

we had ever seen, and reverenced more in those years than he

would be in these, when pew and pulpit almost meet.

Our cousin Morilla Hill came to see us ut the holidays,

1857-58, and spoke so enthusiastically of Evanston, its present

educational advantages and its assuredly metropolitan future,

that we gave up our dream of Oberlin and our devotion to MiI-

waukee, and one day in early spring father was packed off,

by the combined energies of wife and daughters, to "spy out

the land" at Evanston. He attended the closing exercises of

the term,,was pleasantly impressed by Prof. and Mrs. Wm. P.

Jones, the united head of the school family; Miss Luella Clark,

the poet, who had the literature departmnent; Miss Lydia Hayes,

teacher of mathematics; Miss Baldwin, Miss Dickinson, and

various other leading lights of the Ladies' College. So he brought

home a good report, and we girls. sang and shouted in glee; the

spell was broken, the great world-voices charmed our youthful

ears, so long-contented with the song of zephyrs among the tas-

seled corn, or'winds in the tall tree-tops that sheltered our sacred
altar fires; our country life was ended, and Torever euided, except
that on our return from four months at Evanston, I taught a

susnmer term in the " old school-house," in which Mary did the

"art department," and our old playmates gathered in ''for
fun," while six delightful weeks proved that we could have our

good times all the same, and yet be doing good to somebody.
The first·sorrows that came into our girlish lives were caused

by the departure from this world of our gifted, fine-souled cousin,
7



Northwestern Female College.

Charlotte Gilman, and our thoughtful, gentle playmate, " Rever-
end Jamie.' "Heaven's climate must.be more like home to them
than ours," said. lovely Mary, herself so soon to follow. Life took
a serious color from the loss of these sweet souls, and Nature's
voices had then:eforth a minor key amid their joyfulness.

Evanston, twelve miles north of Chicago, on Lake Michigan,
was founded in 1854, by Dr. (afterward Governor) John Evans,
Orrington Lunt, and other leading laymen of the M. E. Church.
Here they located the Northwestern University and secured a
large tract of land for its endowment. The Garrett Biblical Insti-
tute, a theological school, was founded here also by Mrs. Eliza
Garrett, of Chicago. But the seliool which most interested this
father of young women, bent on their higher education, was the that
Northwestern Female College, owned and managed by Prof. belo
William P. Jones, a graduate of Alleghany College, and his wife, Dr.
a graduate of Mt. Holyoke Seminary. This was the only for
woman's,college of high grade at this time known. Its course of Sem
study was almost identical with that of its neighbor, the Univer- Mar
sity, and its advantages were of a high order. It was soon whe
arranged that we should enter the College which was to become
the Alma Mater of us both. will
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Eliza COLLEGE DAYS.
I this Here comes in a sketch. prepared by request of "the powers

as the that be " by my schoolmate, my sister Mary's classmate, and our
Prof. beloved sister-in-law, Mary Bannister Willard. Her father was
wife, Dr. Bannister, long Principal of Cazenovia Seminary, N. Y., and
only for nearly thirty years Professor of Hebrew .in our Theological

rse of Seminary at Evanston. With her two daughters, Katharine andriver- Mary, Mrs. Willard has been for some years in Berlin, Germany,
soon where she has a fine Home School for American girls:

come None of the pupils who-attended in the spring-term of 1858
will fail to recall the impressions made by two young gifs from
Wisconsin on their entrance upon this new school-life.' Mary,
with her sweet, delicate face, winning, almost confidetûtial man-
ner, and earnest, honest purpose, conquered the hearts of teachers
and pupils at once. School girls are a conservative body, reserv-
mng favorable judgment till beauty, kindliness, or fine scholarship
compels their admiration. Frances was at first thought proud,
haughty, ifidependent-all cardinal sins, in school-girl cod.!s.
The shyness or timidity which she concealed only too success-
fully under a mask of indifference, gave the impression that she
really wished to stand aloof from her mates. When it came to
recitations, however, all shyness and apparent indifference melted
away. The enthusiasm for knowledge and excellence shone from
the young girl's face on all these occasions. After " class " her
schoolmates gathered in groups in corridor and chapel, and dis-
cussed ber Perforce. favorably. " My ! can t she recite ? Look
out for your laurels now, Kate! " "The niv girl beats us
all"--these were the ejaculations that testified of honest school-
girl opinion, and prophesied her speedy and sure success.
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A Transition Period.

It was but a few weeks till she was editor of the College last
paper, and leader of all the intellectual forces among the students. wom
She was in no sense, however, an intellectual " prig.' None of fashi
us was more given over to a safe kind of fun .and frolic ; she was ent, 1
an inventor of sport, and her ingenuity devised many an amuse-
ment which was not all amusement, but which involved consid- dents
erable exercise of wit and intelligence - and our beloved impr
" Professor " soon found that he coulc always rely upon her influ- the t<
ence in -the school to counteract the tendency to silly escapades heait
and moonlight walks with the "University boys." A young her si
man would have been texnerity itself who would have suggested ing h
such a thing to her. In fact she came to be something of a
" beau " herself-a certain dashing recklessness about her having grace
as much fascination for the average school-girl as if she had been Chair
a senior in the University, instead of the carefully dressed, Baldv
neatly gloved young lady who took the highest credit marks in cours<
recitation, but was known in the privacy of one or two of the friend
girls' rooms to assume the "airs " of a bandit, flurish an imag- was P
inary sword, and converse in a daring, slashing way supposed to, tial a<
be known only among pirates with their fellows. If one of those Both :
school-mates had been called upon to sum up in a sentence a the lit
rough estimate of her friend she would pobably at this period sessed
have given~as her opinion, " She's wild with the girls and does n't attrac
care a snap for the boys." ment,

At some " grammar party," or sociable, she was -heard to less tr
begin a conversation with one -of these " rejected and despised"
individuals with the very nonchalant remark, " We all seem to be Frank
in good health, the company is pleasant and the evening a fine school
one. These.subjects being duly disppsed of, what shall we talk the se
about? " Rimor had it ever thereafter, that the young man was the au
so bewildered that he surrendered his heart upon the spot. were j

Her teachers at this time were, first of all, " Professor," * "Swa
than whom it would seem from the speech of those days and the the lai
girls. of that time, no other ever existed. He was the moving and pl,
spirit within all the wheels ; the indomitable, unconquerable man growir
whose energy and perseverance had twice built the college, the was se

unport
* Prof. W. P. Jones, already mentioned as the president of the Northwestern Female

college. died in the summer of 1886, at Fremont, Neb.. where he was president of a dour- she ca
ishing normal school foun&d-by himseif.
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last time after a disastrous fire, and whose faithful devotion to

woman's higher education long before it became the popular,

fashionable thing it is to-day, holds all his former pupils in rever-

ent, loving admiration.

Next came his good, true wife, greatly beloved by the stu-

dents and a most conscientious teacher. One of the deepest

impressions of her school life, Frances often says, was made by

the tender appeal of this teacher-friend urging her pupil to give
heait and soul to God, and coming to her rôom and kneeling by

her side to pray that she might be brought to the point of yield-

ing herself in "reasonable service " to Him who died for her.

Miss Mary Dickinson, ofMassachusetts, a women of queenly

grace and dignity, and fine abilities as an instructor, occupied the

Chair of Natural Sciences during' the first year, and Miss Louise

Baldwin the same position during the last year of the college

course. Miss Luella Clark, loved and prized no-less -for her

friendly heart and beautiful character, than for her poetic soul,

was Professor of Literature and Philosophy, and general confiden-

tial adviser of each one who made any specialty of composition.

Both Professor Jones and Miss Clark had rare ability to inspire

the literary ambition in the minds of their pupils. They pos-

sessed high ideals themselves, and knew how to place these so

attractively before the young beginner, that, without discourage-

ment, there was endless dissatisfaction with crude effort, and end-

less trying for better things.

In the vacation summer of 1858, on returning froma Evanston
Frank (as everybody called her) took possession of thc little

school-house near Forest Home, and for six weeks .carried on

the school herself, withig-reat comfort and pleasure. Early -in

the autumn the Willard family removed .to Evanston, Tenants

were placed in charge of their beloved "'Forest Home,". and

Swampscott " became their residence-a pleasant place near
the lake, the large grounds of which became Mr. Willard's pride

and pleasure, as he saw them, under his skillful management,
growing 'constantly m'ore beautiful. Nearly every tree and vine

e was setwith his own lands, often assisted by Frank, and al1were

iported froni Forest Home.
e he last..year'at school was oz e of great strain for Frank, for

she carried six or'seven studies, and twice before graduation suf.

<3x
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fered severe illnesses, interrupting her progress, but not perma-> com

nently interfering with her health. One of these occurred at the amec

time of the marriage of one of her favorite teachers, Miss Lillie a pe

Hayes, to the Rev. J. W. Waugh, who was under appointment as rove

a missionary of the Methodist Church to India. This was a sore Woul

grief, as Frances was one of her chosen brides-maids. The long revie

journey before her friend seemed never so weary and unending tries

as viewed from a sick-bed, and the parting never so final and mote
appalling. earth,

Some sinal1 glimpses of her busy student life are given in the M- H.

following extracts from her journal kept in the.spring of 1859. us, bu

May.-I am now in the midst of the cares, duties ant troubles of my must

last term at school, and you must expect less frequent visits for a few weeks, sayin

my silent confidant. Bradf

Here's a pretty thought, from what source I know not. "T.wilight too m

flung her curtain down and pinned- it with a star." "Duties are ours; Harry

events are God's." (Th¿e Me/hodist.) Definition of History: "Philosophy see it.

teaching by example." . My be

Dr. Poster closed the Bible, after his discourse at the University chapel secon

yesterday, with these words: "Brothers, with most menL life is a failure." to me

The words impressed me deeply; there is sorrow in the thought, tears and that

agony are wrapped up in it. O Thou who rulest above, help me that my life is my

may be valuable, that some human being shall yet thank Thee that I have my w

lived and toiled !

Have written my " piece" for the "Grammar party paper;" subject,

"'Living and Existing." but,
. b mten1

"Boasts will not pillow thee where great men sit,
Would'st thou have greatness?· Greatly strive for it." they

and e
I am reading in The Methodist a new novel (religious) by Miriam

Fletcher, alias Mrs. Cruikshank, of Cincinnati. Will write what I think of .

it, afterwards. 
her i

Miss G., a new pupil from Beloit, is an honest, generons, good girl (it were

is refreshing to see one such), and I like her. Mr. Emery has sent me a of pe

package of rare flower seeds and Breck's "Plower Garden." I have planted of he
the seeds-have.a garden of my own.

Professor detained me~after devotions this morning and with his most

"engaging" smile made this announcement: "By the vote of your teachers, name,

you are appointed valedictorian." I was glad, of course; 'tis like human keen

nature. To.others it will seem a small thing; it is not so to me. Value,
Mr. Gifford came last night, left this morning. I like him. He is a

much endowed man, he is a good man.. He lent me a little Swedenborgian

book, " Rays of Light," which I am to read and to write him my viewsupon.
I aeoasks e
I ama glad he asked me, it wilH *be a source'of'advancement. Hay.e·just
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"Let a Man Be a Man."

commenced to read "The Memoirs of Margaret Puller Ossoli." Thus farI
am enchanted. I think her giews are so essentially correct; they appeal so
directly to my consciousness of right and fitness. Oh, to have known such

illie a person ! Oh, to possess such a mind ! We of the lower stratum are im-

t as iroved, refined, by such communication. I think Margaret Puller Ossoli

ore would have been, could have been, was, so far as she went, the greatest of
reviewers.

Humboldt is dead! He who has for a life-time ranged over the coun-
ing tries of the earth, is admitted to new realms of action.. He has been pro-
and moted. He has passed an honorable probationship in the acaéemy of the

earth, and has entered the college of the universe. As says my friend,

the M. H. B., so say, ,"'Tis well when a great, good man dies." Not well for
us, but glorious for him.

Have finished reading story in The Methodist. It is good. Its influence

my must be good. It is not so very strong. "Buckeye " hazarded much in

eks, saying it was equal to "Uncle Tom's Cabin "; it is not, nearly. Harry
Bradford is a noble character, almost equal to John Halifax, but he weeps

ht too much, and so does Willie Hunter. Let a man be a man. I don't like

urs; Harry's ideas abopt a wife's obeying her husband. That I scout wherever I

phy see it. I do not think I am unreasonable; I think I have good ground for
my belief. If I truly believed that the fifth chapter of Ephesians (twenty-

apel second to twenty-fourth verses) was to be understood literally and applied

e." to me, if ever I'm any man's wife, I should think the evidence sufficient

and that God was unjust, unreasonable, a tyrant. But as it is I do not. This

life is my opinion now ; will it change ? It may seem wrong to others. It is

ave my way of thinking, and I have a right to it. That right I will maintain.

. Study did not end with the abandonment of the class-room,1ect,
but, as she had planned, went on in new forms, and with the

intent and intensity of original research. Her school-mates when

they visited her in her quiet little room, with its bright south

and east windows brimming thecozy nook with warm sunshine,
found her always at her desk with books, paper and pen, for with

her independent mind, the thoughts and investigations of others

(it were not properly her own until she had fixed themn in the mould
e a of personal judgment, and phrased~them in the forceful language
ted of her own opinions.

ost e so =.ty, or the superficial intercourse known by this

ers, name, had littie charm for this studious young woman, whose

an keen spirit soon pierced its disguises and rated it at its real

value, to her journal she philosophized, about it in this wise:
is a

As I gain in experience, I see more and more distinctly that a young lady

must have accomplishments to be of value in society. That august tyrant
asks every candidate for preferment in its ranks: "What can you do for
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104. Happy Home Days.

me.? Can you tell me a story, make me a joke or sing me a song? I am D
to be amused! " Society is not for scholarly aisc.ipline. Study is for private of thelife. Benefactions, loves, hates, emoluments, business-allthese go on
behind the scenes. Men grow learned, and good, and great otherwhere tha dia
in society. They ponder, and delve, and discover in secret places. Women bright
suffer and grow uncomplaining in toil and sacrifice and learu that life's own, il
grandest lesson is summed up in four simple words-" Let us be patient "-in Since i
the nooks and corners of the earth. Into society they may bring not their teity
labors but the fruit of their labors. Public opinion, which is the mouth. atemy
piece of society, asks fnot of any man: "When did you do this, where did aud m<
you accomplish it ?" but, " What Ihave. you done ? we do not care for the howev<
process, give us the results." in thes

Society is to every-day life what recess is to the school-boy. If it has mands
been crowded froni this, its right relation,.theui it is for every right-thinking us inmember to aid in the restoration toits true position. Let no cynical philos- .
opher inveigh against society. Let none say its fruits are simply heartless- deciph
ness and hypocrisy. Man is a creature of habits; when among his fellows, exhibil
he does his best studiously at first, unthinkingly afterward. I will venture to ridicul
assert that the man who was greater than any other who walked the earth .Longfe
was the kindest, the best bred, the most polite. Society is not an incidental, but Qtunimportant affair; it is the outward sign of an inward grace. . Let us, then,
if we can, be .graceful; cultivate conversational ability, musical talent; im- addres
prove our manners-and our beauty, if we are blessed witih it.. Harmonious
sounds cheer the heart. Fitness is admirable. All these dre means of hap-
piness to us who have sorrow enough at best. It is no light thing to
performi the duties we owe to society, and it is better to approximate than
to ignore them. never d

w<
Scattered al along through this .year the journal shows given t<

mariy an ardent longing for the best and most symmetrical of all than w]
lives-that of the Christian. The sacred song, the faithful ser- hunt fo:
mon and many an earnest conversation calls out this deep desire knew a
and its expression.\x

The life of the home- was a.very 'briglit and merry one at To
this time, for the three children were all togèther, al earnestly I hold
at work, but al as uniquely bent on enjoyment 'ver they had Mard:
been iii the old delightful days of Forest Home. Oliver having we saw
finished his college studies, a was preparing for the ministry; half yea
Mary was joyfully nearing her own graduation day-full oen- Ma
thusiasm for knowledge, for happiness, for all the real values o Marc
life. Frances alone at home, deep in a young girl's philosophy good-by 1
of existence, was nevertheless as fond of a romp, a joke, and a byfour
good time, as any girl to-day of the particular fun and frolic that ton, O
young people nowadays engage in. are in ou
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am Deeply envious of the brothers and friends who were so fond
vate of their college fraternity, and so tantalizing with their half-

> on displayed secrets, the girls of 1859 and 186o, an exceptionally

bright and clever company, organized a secret society of their

ife's own, in which Frances and Mary were among the deepest plotters.

-in Since Greek letters were in order, ours was theIota Omega fra-
eir ternity, or sorority; dark ànd dreadful were its ceremonies, grave

uth.did and momentous its secrets. It was not allowed to degenerate,
did

the however, into anything worse than autograph hunting, and even

in these early days of that nuisance, we received some sharp repri-
has mands for our importunity. Horace Greeley, particularly, berated
ing us in a long letter,. which, fortunately, we could not entirely

ilos- decipher-and which was so wretchedly illegible that we could
less. exhibit it to envious Sigma Chi brothers without fear of taunt or
DWS,
e to ridicule. Abraham Lincoln gave his friendly "sign manual,"
arth Longfellow wrote out a verse of "Excelsior" for the collection,
tai, but Queen Victoria, alas! ta whom we had applied ii a letter
hen, addressed :

nn- 'Victoria,
ions Buckinghatm Palace,
ha- London,

to England, The World,

never deigned us a·reply.

We had a department of Notes and Queries, also, that was
Ws given to Frank's especial charge, and shewas never more herself
all than when setting all of us at work with .slender clues upon the
ser- .hunt for. some valuable bits of information, more than she or we
ire knew at the time. She was our instructor and leader."

at To the foregoing generous statement of my case as a student

tly I hold myself in duty bound to add sundry particulars. On

ad March 2, 1858, Mary and I left Forest Home, and that afternoon

we saw Evanston for the first time. I was nearly eighteen and a

half years old, and three days later my sister was sixteen.

en- Mary thus wrote of·our new life :

> f March 2, i858.-Up in the morning at three o'clock, ate breakfast, said

>hy good-by to Forest Home with many inward sighs, and were off to Janesville

d a by four; took the cars· and went, and went, and went, until we arrived at

at ao about one; took dinner at the Matteson House, started for Evans-

ton, onywelve miles away. The college is really a autiful building. We
are in our own'rdom-no tacking dowthcaipt'tunpac1ing trunks, etc.



1o6 Day by Day.

Evening.-We have our room quite in order. Hope, and guess, we j
shal like to live here, for our room is quite pleasantly situated, overlooking

the railroad track, where the'cars pass often, on the very road that connects

with our home. Good-night.

March 3.-Got up in the morning, made toilet and bed, took our new
and beautiful silver forks and napkin rings, and·went down to breakfast, *

came back and arranged our room. Father"gone to Chicago to get us some

necessary things. We are doing very well; have been into the chapel, heard n
the rules and "regulations of the school, a good many, to be sure, but i

guess we shall be able to keep them. Have not decided what to study yet

Professor Jones, the president, is a noble-looking man, and his wife is just

as nice as he is.

March 4. -Commenced operations to-day. Study naturalphilosophy, a
algebra, elocution and penmanship. Begin to get acquainted ; like Miss a

Dickinson, ou-r division teacher, very much. Went down to prayers. Father

expects.to'return home to-morrôw morning. I.felt very lonely this after-

noon.

March 10. -Went to store and got weighed, result ninety-four pounds. fr-

March 11.-Miss Kidder came to our room and invited us to her house th
Saturday. She-is a very pleasant, pretty girl. This morning, in company w
with teachers and scholars, went .to the lake; it was beautiful to see the

great waves come riding along, then breãà and doff théir white caps to the

lookers-on.

Sunday, March 28.-Pleasant day ; went to church in the morning and to
evening. Journal, I don't know whether I ar a (hristian or not. Hope I ou

am. I spoke in class to-day, the first time I ever did such a thing in my life. m
March. 31.-Frank is.busy with her paper, she is editress ; my composi- thi

tion is about the mosquito.

April î.-Had a great ·time fooling people, fooled Professor! A man

rode up and down by here dressed in womanus clothes, and right in fhe midst

of church to-night there was a great cry of fire, all being April-fool. th

April 9.-In the afternoon -we read our debates, and listened to te ril

paper. When we came up from chapel, what did we hear but that father co

and mother had come-and were nt we glad ? We put on our "best bib kn
and tucker " and went to the hotel as quick as we could go They brought too
us cake -and oranges, nice head-dressés, and ail Oh, what pleasure it is to

see home friends!

April 12.-Had a good mind to be lonely, but thought I would n't o

Father thinks he shall be here in two or three weeks again ; good! sng
May 18.-The grammar party is the all-absorbing theme; the boys ae pra

goimg to get the evergreens; we have collected part of the money for the

cake.
May 20.-I went around to help notify the company. Such. getting

ready of cakes and candies, such sweeping of parlors, such arranging and .
hanging -up festoons of evergreens was never seeu. of

May 21.-The people' too,.came, and kept coming until the parlors were lea
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tess, we jammed full. We promenaded, and played, and waited on the table until

Iooking twelve o'clock.

onnects May 22.-Went up to the Biblical Institute and saw some idolS that look
like devils.

>ur uew May 26.-Have been appointed to read at Commencement, so has F. and

eakfast, several of the other girls.

us some May 28.-Up in the teacher's room, playing all sorts of games, wring-
1, heard ug water out of the handle of a knife, and so on.

but -' Dear little heart ! She liked the railroad because it was a
dy yet
is j palpable link binding us to Forest Home!

At the college in Evanston, I at once fell in with a very bright,
osophy, attractive, but reckless young school-mate for whoni I conceived
ke Miss a romantie attachment, although she was " the wildest girl in

Father school." She was from Chicago, from an irreligious family, and
is after- while I think she had a noble nature, her training had led her away

pounds. from the ideals that mine had always nurtured. It soon fell out
rbhouse that, while my gentle sister consorted only with the " Do-weels," I

mpany was ranked with the " Ne'er-do-weels," that is, those who did not
see the go to prayer-meeting on Sunday evening, when all the good stu-
s to the dents assembled in the librarf'; and did not give devbut attention

ing andi to the seventy rules of the institution, though I certainly started

Hope I out to do so, having copied them and hung them up on. the door of
my life. my room thevery first day, that I might learn them by heart. But
omposi- this bright girl, to whom I took a fancy, poked fun at the rules,

and at me for keeping them, telling me that I was to be a law ·to
A usan
emidst myself and that if I did not disturb the order of-the institution,

that was all anybody could expect and all that the spirit of the
to the rules required. So I used to perch myself up in the steeple of the
father college building, alongside of her, during the study hours, unbe-

est bib known to the authorities ; and once went into.a girls room and
rought took possession of the prayer-meeting with my ill-doing band;

whereupon, I was promptly asked to lead the meeting, and did

id n so in all seriousness, for I would as soon have thought of insult-
ing my own· mother as making light of religion, at least inside a

oys are prayer-meeting. I can see now that group of sweet, true-hearted
for the girls, with the look of surprise that came over their pleasant faces

getting when half a dozen of us who belonged to the contrary part came
g and m. They handed me a Bible, perhaps thinking it the bestway

of making us, behave. It was a shrewd expedient, to say the
rs weregleast. I read a chapter, commented upon it as wisely as I could,



.The Grammar Party.

and then said, "Let us pray.' They all knelt down but one,

a harum-scarum girl, who was among my special associates.
There she sat bolt upright, with the rest all kneeling, and before
I began. my prayer, which was most seriously offered, I said,,
"Lineburger" - for we were so demoralized that we called
each other after this fashion,-" why don't you kneel down, and
behave.? If you don't, you are a disgrace to yourself and the'
whole Lineburger tribe." At this nobody smiled, though when
I think of it now, it seems so whimsical that I can not help doing
so. Suffice it that "Lineburger" knelt, and the devotions pro.
ceeded with the utmost decorum.

One of the original features of the college was the grammar
party given toward the close of every term. For each mistake
in grammar we were fined one cent, and the pupils were constantly
on the watch for each other, memorandum-book in hand or pocket.
We were also allowed to call attention to mistakes by the teachers,
even including the professor himself, and they were charged five
cents'apiece. A goodly sum was thus accumulated, to which we
added by special assessment, and the grammar party was thus
made of every creature's-worst! But in spite of this it was the
great day of the year, almost rivaling the Commencement exer.
cises in the church. Four large parlors were arranged in delight.
ful juxtaposition for promenading, and we festooned them with
evergreens brought in great loads from the lake shore. The
dining-room usually bore some motto like the following, "Al
hail to.the Queen's English!" The "cake of errors " was of
great size and beauty, and was metaphorically supposed to have
been purchased with our forfeited pennies. As·the crowd gathered
around, .Professor Jones would brandish a formidable-looking
knife above this wonderful creation, and in a witty speech descant
on the importance of language, and of good language, at that
This feature furnished themes for conversa:ion, so that a piece of
good fortune in the wày of a topic came to the guests with every
piece of cake. I remember once being escoi-ted by a most accoma
plished gentleman, who, as he critically tasted a slice from our
cake of errors, made a familiar and witty extract from Goldsmth'
famous poem in the words,

"«And e'en their errors leaned to virtue's side."
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one, Turning to my journal I find these entries of school days:

ates. The grammar party is over. There were one hundred and fifty guests,
efore and all passed off pleasantly. Misses Gordon, Bragdon, Atkins, Stewart,

said, Hlattie and Julia Wood, Maggie McKee, Lizzie Wilson and myself were

alled yaiters. My dress was nearly ruined. Mary and I were considered worthy
to hold a candle" to Miss Stowe and Miss Shackelford, editress andassist-

and ant editress. of thê paper, while they read. My dress was tight and I was
I the very faint once, in the heated rooms, but I quickly recovered. I never

wheu enjoy " nixed society.' I was not made, I am not fitted, for it. I am, in

this one respect, like -Charles Lamb. He enjoyed the society of a few per-
sons, his equals, and companions, with whom he was well acquainted and in
whom he had entire confidence. In such society he was interesting; by

tliose few friends he was much beloved. Beyond that circle he was not him-

self; appeared grave and confused and was considered uninteresting. This

ktake s my position now, as nearly as I know how to state it. -I am sorry. It is
unfortunate, it will cause me much unhappiness, but I can not help it.

tly Somehow, I have an unconquerable aversion to intercourse with my
ket. superiors in position, age, or education. This is unpleasant, too. I shall

hers, lose many opportunities for improvement by this means. I have had the

five opportunity of becoming acquaintéd with Mrs. P., Mrs. N., and several

h eothers, but the dread 1 have of such relations-I can not overcome. When-

speaking with such indiyiduals I can never divest their characters, their
intellects, of the- accidents of wealth, age and position, and hence I can

the never be at ease. This is one reason why I like books so well. They do not

xer- chill me, they are conteni that I should absorb the knowledge-nectar they

ight. contain, without reminding me of my inferiority to them. They are great,
yet most familiar; they say to every reader, " I am for you, my greatest

pleasure is in having your attention." They are great without arrogance,
wise without hauteur, familiar without degradation. They are ful1 of power

AU and pathos, yet not conscious of it ; "they make no sign." And this is

as of natural, for each man gives us his best self in his books, and our best selves

have are above and beyond our fortunate accid1ents. To books, then, let me flee.

They never frightén me.. They "never molest me, nor make ne afraid."
I conversed a short time with Mrs. Hayes, tillie's mother. She is

king rather aged, and is a fine, intelligent lady.' She spoke of Lillie on the ocean
caut o.night, and while the feelings of the mother were prominent, I could also

that. discern the fortitude of the Christian.

ce of I am more interested in .the "Memoirs ofMargaret Fuller Ossoli," than
n any other -book I have read for years. ' Here we see what a woman

very achieved-for .herself. Not so much fame or honor, these are of minor im-
:coul- portance, but a wliole character, a cultivated intellect, right judgment, self-

oui. knowledge, self-happiness: If she, why not we, by steady toil ?
1t I have my Butler's Analogy lessons satisfactorily, I think, my astronomy

lessons, (whenever mathematics present themselves), awfully. I was ex--
ceedingly mortified to-day by my -stupidity.

Memorandum.-To have, always, some fixed rule of action in my mind.



A Lover of Knowledge.

To have two objects: A life-object and a daily, hourly object. To study ar,

systematically. To inform myself first on the subjects. of importance of P1

which I feel most ignorant. Itru

Annie Poster called and invited Mary and me to a party at Doctor irks

Poster's to-night, to which the senior and junior classes of the University been

are also invited. At the appointed time we went, at twelve o'clock we re. form

turned. Much as I dislike "mixed companies" in general, I enjoyed this glo

occasion. I made two. grand discoveries. The first was this: Dr. Foster
so far understands what he is, what his position is, and how impossible t ual

would be to compromise,his dignity by any honorable act; in fact, he takes and

such extended and (I think) correct views of facts and relations, that he long

thinks it no sacrifice of dignity to talk with a school-girl, to walk with ber,
to honor her with his company to supper, and to forget for awhile the Like

D. D., the genius, the position, the scholar and the orator, in acting the pat youn

of a true host and a most genial gentleman. When I see his beautiful home diffic

life and home character, when I see him leaving his guests to relieve his wife swee

from the care of a fretful child, when I see him rocking back and forth and of
murmuring a song to soothe the child to slumber, when I see his nice appre.- true

ciation of the characters and abilities of those whom he is entertaining, frien

when I see him adjusting his conversation to their capacities, how vastly is

my reverence, my appreciation of his merit, increased. At present I have tfue,

a more exalted opinion of Dr:"Foster than of any other-living man. ofvt

The other revelation ,is that Annie Poster is, in all the respects men- have

tioned, like her father, and worthy of hin. Then

Everything humbles me, but two things in the highest degree. One is My o

to stand in a large library, the other to study astronomy. In boti cases 1 Often

not only see how much there is to be known, how insignificant my knowl- regre

edge is,. but I see how atomic I am, compared with other human beings.

Astronomers " think God's thoughts after bim." Alas, I can hardly thin- m,
their thoughts after then, when all is clearly represented ofco

After school, yesterday, I went to C. G.'s room and stayed till dark. It.

was pleasant, and reminded me of the joyful old times when I, too, was a ;ieve.

boarder. • I believe that to be connected in some capacity with a school is the so

what I am intended for. find

Memorandum.-Margaret Fuller's "«Conversation Classes."· I believe, up Wl

though not fluent in conversation, I can benefit school-girls by a similar he en

arrangement when I'm a teacher. C. G. is a good, sound writer and in this attra

respect, as in others, will be an acquisition to our school. you

I'"have been looking over the first few days of this installment of my see it

journal and. find that 1 complain bitterly of school duties and cares. J

Prom this, hereafter, when I have forgotten, Il may infer that I was so reth

narrow-minded as to hate study. I will defend myself. The case is this:1 fore tb

truly love knowledge. I thank God most that He has made us so that we enc

may make&ourselves great and wise and good, that we may change' our. "

selves in mind from helpless babes to strong, steadfast characters. At school e, a
we acquire discipline. We learn how to use the -implements with which

we are provided for "working*" the mine of truth. Along with this. rules of tho
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study are, perhaps necessarily (I'm not certain), imposed upon us. Rules are un-

fnce of pleasant; and the reason why I'm glad to leave school is this : I can learn,
I truly think, as well alone, now. I shall be free from a restraint that is

Doctor irksome to me, But then, I love my teachers, the institution which hasiversity been truly to me an "Alma Mater," the fellow-students who have been uni-
we re. formly kind and loving. I hope I take a correct view of the case. O the

ed this glory of knowing always when you; are in the right! I shall arrive at it.
Foster Nowadays and until Commencement, I am, and am Io be in a perpet-

sible it ual furor. I have no time to think steadily or do anything carefully
e takes and well. Consequently, I don't think. Oh, I'm tired and fretted and Ibat he long for the rest that is to follow.
[th her, Am reading the second volume of Margaret Fuller Ossoli's "Memoirs."

Le the Like it, even at the first ; here's an extract : "Among this band was thehe p young girl who, early taking a solemn view of the duties of life, found it
1 houe difficult to serve an apprenticeship to its follies. She could not turn her
is ife sweetness ito 'manner,' nor cultivate love of approbation at the expense
rth and of virgnity of heart. In so-called society she found no sustenance for her
appre. truest, fsirest self, and s preferred to live with external Nature, a few

aining fiends, her pencil and boks. She, they say, is 'mad!
astly i Now, lu some respects, I'm like that. I've no," sweetness " to lose 'tis

I have true, but I have some character, some individuality, instead. The last -part
of the quotation is like me as I would be. Books I have, Nature I have. Is men. have no melodeon or organ-my favorite instrument; I will learn drawing.
Then I shall have pleasure enough, except-oh, I want a young friend of

One is my own age, nearly, who shall love me, understand me, bear with me!
cases I Often I have thought that I had such an one, but have found to my bitterknowl. regret that I was mistaken.

beings Received letter from Oliver. He has the second "Honor" of his class,think viz., Latin oration. He is the President of the Arclan Society; I'm glad,of course. t
rk. It "The girls " say I am fickle ; I have always. had that reputation, I be-was lieve. And yet it 2s notmy fault. In Emerson's essay on " Circles " I findhool is the solution of the problem. Listen: "Men cease to interest us, when wefind their limitations. The only sin is imitation. As soon as you once come

elieve, up with a mae's boundaries, it is all over with him. Has he talents? Has Jimilar he enterpise? ý Has he knowledge? It boots not. Infinitely alluring and
in this attractive was he to you yesterday, a great hope, a sea to swim in ? Nowyou have found his shores, found it a pond, and you care not if you never
of My see it again." This is hard philosophy, but, with some abatement, it is true.
cares. June 22.- Beautiful day. We should be very grateful to Him- thatas so leth. Last night Mary and I went to hear Rev. W. McKaig lecture be-
his:I fnrethe literary societies of the Garrett Biblical Institute, whose anniversary t

hst we exercises 

are 
nowprogressing. 

His 
subject, 

as 
nearly 

as 
I can 

remember 

Use

e' or- oring of it,was: " The Study ofPhilosophy as Necessarv to Liberal Cuit-school lre, andin its Application toTheology." I have heard that some of the
whih êile of the town think little of the production. in most cases the opinions'
.rules Of those. to whom I allude would have great weight with me, for they arè
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learned men, and have had experience, but in this instance my own the
convictions decide so strongly, so involuntarily, that I do not regard their
decisions as material in the least. For me the lecture was, without ex-
ception, the best I have ever listened to. The thoughts were original, the
language forcible Anglo-Saxon, the metaphors beautiful, and most of the con. me a
clusions just. The word " postulate" occurred too frequently, "mind" was
pronounced "mine." Two words were incorrectly accented, I forget what ing a
they were ; one word was used, which, I think, the dictionary does not con.
tain, "parageum," and one word "dis -- 'something, was coined., One They
of the conclusions I thought incorrect, viz.: That the Bible is to stand even hend
in opposition to known factsa; i.e., out of two csps, in one of which, the hn
Bible says so and so, -in the other of which science plainly declares the con-
trary, the lecturer said we were to believe the Bible and disbelieve science. ashan
This seems unreasonable; Bishop. Butler declares the contrary, and he s seem
good authority. Once Mr. McKaig said that men should onfine theni Youqv
selves.to specialties, or he made a statement very much like that ; soon after, thing
he accused Hugh Miller of wrong judging because he had so closely con- a
fined himself to his specialty, geology. I have bluntly mentioned all the ink
errors I noticed. Deductions must be made for misapprehension on MV
part, for the narrowness of the views whichl I of necessity take, for my slight
knowledge of the mighty subject considered, of the writers referred to, etc., posse
etc. But, letting the errors stand as I have placed them, abating nothing,
the lecture was yet a fine one. It was as refreshing to the mind to look fro1n aakm

the pure heights to which we were ied, as to the lungs is the bland evening I L1

breeze of the country after a dusty city day. It would be presumption and wish I

mockery in me to attempt a synopsis, so, out of respect to the lecturer, I Cif
forbear. God speed him always, say I. The vulgar mind will not appreci- aIf
ate him. He will have few friends (Emersonian).because few equals among a God,

his companions. Yet he is enough for himself. With his head among the It

stars it will be nothing to him whether dogs fawn or nibble at his shoe- prayen

ties. "Little he'll reck! " I have spoken enthusiastically, as I feel. . heart s

Memorandum.-I must study mental philosophy by myself after I leave that yo

school. It was rather deep, and I had .to keep iùp a terrible thinking to get An

any benefit,·but think I succeeded partially. ought]
Christi

About this time, my dear friend and gifted'preceptor, Prof. Ispeak

William P. Jones, president of the college, stated my. cas1 inl to the f

prayer-meeting over at the church and asked prayers on my be- wander

half. When this came to my ears I felt considerably wrought .la
upon,for he had said I was an infidel, sud I considered myself an
inquirer. However, he had done it in good part and I took it 11 go
the same way. Revival meetings were soon begun, and one Sun-
day evening Professor Jones urged sôme of us, "wild girls," as we
were called, to go to the altar. I was very loth to do this, but, toD
please him, consented. Going home after the meeting I wrote ton (
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OWn the following letter, returned to me after an Interval of thirty
their years by Mrs. Jones:

1, the PROFESSoR-I thank yoi very much for the interest you manifest in

e con- me and at the same time I feel very guilty.

was I do not-think you know how hard my heart is, how far I am from feel-
what ing anything. I see I have no excuse to offer for my conduct. Three facts
con- stand out before me as facts, nothing more. I view them calmly, coldly.
One They are these. I am a great sinner; it is a sin greater than I can compre-

even hend to doubt God, or to refuse submission to him, for a moment. I have
the no excuse for delaying to become a Christian.. The third fact is, I am as cold

con- as an iceberg, as unconcerned as a stone. I am xtot proud of it, I amnot
ence, ashamed of it. I view it simply as a truth. Idiscon\iect it from myseif. I
he s seem to think that all these things concern others, b"ut do not concern me.
lien- You will say that I shall feel in hell (a hard word); I shall see that these
after, things did concerie me, when I come to die. I acknowledge it. If there is

con- a God, a heaven, a ie, a devil, then I am undone. I have been taught to

i the think that all these exist, yet from childhood I have doubted.

n m .I have been told that man feels a lack, a longing for something not

light possessed, when away from God: Candidly, honestly, I feel no lack, no
,ec' want. I would not ask for more happiness than I .have alwýays had, if by .

hing' asking I might obtain it. You will say I ought to be thankful for this to God.
fron -I am thankful to something, thankful to whatever has thus blessed me, and I

euing wish I was as sure that a good Spirit ruling the universe had done this, as
nad Christians are.

rer, I If I were to pray, I should say, if I were candid, "Oh God, if there be
reci-

a God, save my soul, if I have a soul
ong

It is humiliating för me, the child of pious parents, for whom a thousand

sioe- prayers have been offered up, to confess thus. I had thought no human.
heart should be permitted to look, so deeply into mine. But I think it just

that you should know.
leave

get And now, in view ôf all these facts, I ask, respectfully, yet earnestly,
ought I to go to the altar, to knéel before the Christian's God, to hear the

Christian's prayer, careless and unconcerned ? Soon it will be expected that

rof. I speak in church.' .Congratulations will be numerous, that I have "returned

to the fold," and my dark, wicked heart alone shall know how far I have

wandered, how hypocritical I am.

I am willing to attend church, though it interferes very much with my
progress in science. I am willing to go, if you think it will do any good,

if an but until I feelidifferently, I dare sot go to the altar again. When I doI
k it Wili go unasked. I am,

un. Gratefully and respectfully yours,

wve IFRAKCES . WIL n.

t, to During my last year, the folies of my early days at Evans-
ote ton (mentioned in the sketch of Companionships), were not



renewed. My inamorata was in New England, and though the cove

reception of her letters marked the red-letter days of each week, dayS

,had promised my mother better fashions, and consorted almos

wholly with the " good girls " among whom my nickname a wenwhollywith te goodwe h
"the favorite," and the only escapade of which I Was gui y was only
having my hair neatly shingled, a rare delight, the c tinuance alon<

of which until this hour would have added incalc ably to the it for

charms of existence for me. . a=
tionis

That last year at school, of which m sister-in-law has hve

spoken in her sketch, was one of unceasin application. I often tip 1
rose at four o'clock, and more than once ave beéii found on the schoc

sitting-room floor asleep, with my face i my "Butler's Analogy,' havir
for h,

or some other of those difficult s dies that crowded my senior

year too full for satisfaction. smilù

My on17 classmate was iss Margaret .McKee, of Batavia, The E

Ill., a tafl, handsome b ette. She was a young' lady of the had 1

highest character, a dev ed student and an earnest Christian. We But I
the ne

were warm friends al ays, her great reticence of 'nature, and my

franknessproving utually attractive. We had no quarrel over

class honors, sh taking the salutatory, and I the valedictory. a

Up to t t time, my life had known no greater disappoint- has a

ment than e decision of my mother that I could not studyLatin

and Gr . One year longerdevoted wholly to these studies, with mmd

my haþts of application, would have given me at least a rudiment- t

ary lthowledge of them both, but another has always strenuously My ac

objected to the study of the classics, believing that the time might gratitt

be. far better expended in a well selected course of English liter- niee

ature, which she said I should have at home, free from the which,
one of

trammel of rules and the unescapable bondage of the school-bell.

I think she was in error here, and that the mental gymnastics

furnished by such studies would have been incalculably valûable

to one of my tastes and temperament. I remember playing for

hours, a piece of classical music that seemed to me to express the

pathos of the situation, and, at its close, the jubilant triumph

even over this deprivation and sorrow. fîjil of

succes
July 23.-Since I last wrote lu my journal, under date of June 22, the lo

I have suffered much, physically and mentally. I have borne great disap-

pointments (for me) but, as I have suffered, I have thought, and I am the of Go<

wiser and the better for my trial I have had typhoid fever; am just re-

No Greek and Latin.114



"Be Resolute and Calm." 115

he covering. Very much of interest has occurred during these unchronicled

days. I have seen Oliver's diplonia and my own. We are graduates ! How

very little does the word mean, and yet how much! It means years of patient,

>S silent brain work, discipline, obedience to the will of others. It means that
as we have started on the beautiful search after truth and right and peace.

as Only started-only opened the door. Thank God! we may go on forever

Ce alone. . I was unable to be present or to receive my diploma and Mary took
he it for me. , * * * .

I am very sorry I was vexed. There was no valedictory. The examina-
tions and Commencement exercisespassed off creditably to the institution, I

as have been told. Oliver has gone with several classmates and friends on a
en tip to Lake Superior. Of course we are anxious about him. C. G. left

he school just as I was taken sick. Her mother is dead. Poor girl! She is

having a hard trial, and a weary life, but if she bears it well, it will be better

for her. Dr. Ludlam, our honored and beloved physician, has gone to the

r beautiful Land o' the Leal. What we used to see walking the streets, and

smiling pleasantly, the chrysalis he inhabited, sleeps in Rose Hill cemetery.
The spirit is happy to-day with God and Christ. Il is v&y well. If I had

the had his preparation, joyfully would I have exchanged places with him.
But I have come back to life to suffer, and toil, and earn,-in some degree,-

e the rest of the hereafter.

It was the disappointment of my life, tha I was unable to bear my ex-
vei aminations, read my essay and graduate regula-. I have borne it stoically;k

I have shed no tear, and said little about it, but I have thought. His hand

nt- has crushed.me, and not without reason, not, I hope, in vain.

1ti I shall be twenty years old in September, and I have as yet been of
S nuo use in the world. When I recover, when I possess once more a "sound

mind inasoundbody,"Iwill earn my own living; " pay my own way," and
nt- try to be of use in the world. It will-it shall-be better that I did not die.

sly My acquaintances have been kind during Imy illness; especially I name with

ght gratitude Mary Bannister and Rowena Kidder. Mrs. Noyes has shown an

ter- interest in me, and has done me a kindness which I can not forget, and for
which, I think, I am as thankful as I am capable of being. This verse from
one of Longfellow's poems has comforted and quieted me:

1ll.

tics And thon, too, whosoe'er thou art
That readest this brief psalm,

As one by one thy hopes depart,
for Be resolute and calm.

the

Take them all in all, my school days w ea bessed time,

fuil of happiness and aspiration, having in them the charm of
alcceýss-and the witchery of friendship- deepening "in -MY heart

the love of humanity and exalting my spirit to the worship
t f God.

tre-



A False Sense of Honor.

Perhaps the most unfortunate outgrowth of the harum-scarum the

period of about four m3aths on which I entered, as a student at langt

Evanston, was- the peculiar construction of the rules by the was :

" Te'er-do-weels," and after a few weeks adopted, I grieve to not 0

say, by me. That is, they said the rules were so numerous that apiec

nobody could rémember them all, and that if we were quiet and of gii

orderly we should, in effect, keep the rules, because the end they of in,

sought would be attained, even though we did not technically ating

observe each specification. Every night at prayers, those who away

had violated the rules were to rise and report. We simply did waiti:

not rise, I think I never in my life had such a sense of ill-desert Mary

as when at the close of the te.rm, our beloved Professor Jones my r

called the names of all who had violated the rules, asking them frame

to rise, whereupon they reluctantly stood up, among them iny quisit

sister Mary, who was the saint of the school. He then called It M

the names of all who had not violated the rules, that is, who had never

not reported having.done so, and we stood up, none of us know- assun

ing to what all this was preliminary. Now came the keenest in sel

moment of self-contempt I ever knew, for the Professor made a menta

beautiful speech, in which he gently labored witfi those who had this i:

broken the rules, and then, with enthusiasm, thanked those who out of

had not, in the name of himself and the other members of the come

faculty, and held them up as an example ! The fact that we we ha

were not suspected, proves that we did not do anything partie- sat: as

ularly out of the way, and that our general reputation was good; ened

but I was so disgusted with myself at this false standing, that she tl]

but for a miserable sense of what they call " honor," subsisting mosqu

among school-mates and thieves, I shoufd have. risen then an'd' report<

there, in obedience to my strong impulse, and stated the fats-in in all

the case. These circumstances had much to do with my radicil ance,à

action when I became president of the same institution Ïwelve ciarm

years later, and almost altogether put rules aside, having instead M

a Roll of Honor, and a system of Self-government. eridge,

I wish I had not had those months as a " law unto myself," Christi

though nothing worse occurred in them than I have told, except tain pr

that one night Maggie and I dressed up as two pirates. I had of saci

been reading that greatest of pirate stories, "Jaczk Sheppard, be quit

the only one of its kind that I had ever seen, and we were plan- 01

ning for the adventures that were before us as highwaynen of the del

11i6



Mosquitoes and Smoke.

arum the sea, and weie using, I am sorry to say, as much of the

nt at language that such men would have used as we knew, which

the was not much, and, horrible to relate, were armed and equipped,

ve to not only with wooden pistols and bowie-knives, but with a cigar

that apiece, and I am afraid that on the table between us stood a bottle

t and of ginger-pop, which was as far as we dared to go in the direction

they of inebriation. We were not accustomed to estimate the perme-

ically ating power of cigar smoke, whereby we were very soon given

who away; for there came a gentle little rap at the door, and without

y did waiting for any response, a tall, elegant woman came in, Miss

esert Mary Dickinson, my division teacher. She it was who, entering

Jones my room each day, would r-un her finger along the window-

them frame to see if there had been careful dusting. She was an ex-

Miny quisite woman in look ànd manner, as fresh and dainty as a rose.

called It must, indeed, have been. a spectacle toi her to see a girl who

o had never failed in her'recitatioîî room sitting; in the character I had

now- assumed, beside another Who was known as "the wildest girl

eenest in school.'' But Miss~ Dickinson had remarkable clearness of

ade a mentalý vision. She made no ado whatever, but said, " Well, if

o had this is not fortunate! The niosquitoes have almost driven me

e who out of my room this hot summer night, and if you girls will just

of the come in and smoke them out, it will be a great favor to mé." So

at we we had to follow after her, in our high-top boots, and there we

partic- sat: as imperturbable as we knew how to be, but with very height-

good ened color, I am sure, and she insisted on our smoking, while

that she threw up the windows and drove before her the fluttering

isting mosquitoes. She never alluded to the subject afterward, neither

n and' reported nor reproved us, for she wisely reasoned that the charm

actri in all we were doing was the dare-devil character of the perform-

adical ance, and that if it was treated as a very common~place affair, this

iwelve clarm would soon bé gone.

nstead My Bible class teacher at this time was Mrs. Governor Bev-

eridge,. who had a very happy way of presenting the truths of

yself," Christianity, for she did not speak in a canting tone or use cer-

except tain prescribed forms. She was so fortunate as to be able to talk

I had of sacred things in a pleasant, companionable way that used to

pard, be quite rare in Christian people.

e plan- Our Minerva:Society was the literary pet of the college, and

en of the debates, essaics and literary papers to which its " Publics

117



118 A Quick Temper.

gave rise, are still familiar in my memory as household words.

For these occasions I was wont to prepare the poetic effusions, req

which, fortunately, were chiefly confined to that early period of trati
mus

my development. tend
Following the fashion of my home, I asked Professor for

ground enough to make a little flower garden. The idea was equ

popular an soon each girl in my set had her own little garden UpO

spot, where e worked each day like beavers, vying with each buy

other as to whose flowers should be the best kept and most wa

attractive. have
I do not remember often losing my temper during my stay at paid

the college, and nevr so far as the teachers were concerned, save bis

when in an examination in Silliman's chemistry, after I had borne, whe

as I knew, a successful part in the recitation, nearly every other

member of the class was sent to the front to perform an experi- cand
ment, writing the formula thereof on the board. • Knowing that I a pr

was "well up." in the entire list, I went to my room unspeakably and

angry with what I considered the favoritism of the oversight, and lack
to M

expressed myself with so much freedom that my sister Mary, as Mie
usual, called me to order. Another display occurred when my

diploma came home, my sister having received it in my stead, as

I was conhned to my-room at the time in the convalescence that all e
followed an attack of typhoid fever. Finding that the diploma in t
*was totally blank when I had been expecting to see it filled out not
in due form, and counting so much- on the pleasure of it all, I indi
tossed it out of the window with an exclamation of utter disgust. nigh

Commencement Day in the old church was a great day in- in t
deed. We exhatisted ourselves on decoration, a profuse growth by n
of evergreens in the then primitive Evanston favoring our.plans. reck
An immense stage was built out and over the pews, and under a we

beautiful arch stood the performers. I shall neyer forget the day alwa

in June of 1858 when, although I was not a Senior, I was put told
down on the program for an.essay that I duly wrote and delivered, dow
nor the inward tumult of delight as the bouquets from all parts er

6f the house fell at my feet, the gifts, no doubt, of my loyal set of I a
"Ne'er-do"weels." since

An amusing letter from ray father to his daughters when as a
they were at school in Evanston, gives a glimpse behind the to n
scenes: caus



"Il Lacks Force.,' 119

lords. Mary, my dear, you will find inclosed my scribblings in response to your

iod of tration, which seems to'correspond with the genius of your piece. Frances

must help you to select and arrange. I think the whole thing of "doubtful

tendency."
r for Frances, your letter of eighteen dollars' notoriety nearly upset my

a was equanimity, and I was on the point of sending for you to come home, but

arden upon second thought concluded to forward six dollars to Miss Dickinson to

each buy the material for your dresses, wîaich will be amply sufficient, and more
too. As for the sashes, I shall buy them here, if necessary. I am some-

nost what at a loss whether or not to ask Professor Jones whether he prefers to

have your tuition and board bills paid, or to have twenty or thirty dollars

tay at paid to fix you up in white for the Commiencement ! I am quite sure what

save his choice would be. . The fact is, I have no money. I have sold some
wheat for fifty cents per bushel to get money for actual necessaries. "Yoîi

orne,
e can't have more of a cat than her skin." Candy ! Candy ! Candy'! Mary

other looks ominous. What shall I say? Wheat at fifty cents per bushel to buy
xperi- candy for farmers' daughters!! Eighteen dollars ! My horrors ! That is

that I a pretty serious prelude to.the perpetuation of college honors. I am done

kably and say no more." Mary's letter is all right, Frances says, except that " it

t and lacks force." . Mary, you had better write all the· letters if the force comes
to me in this shape! Ail in tolerable health. Bridget "sings praises " and

ry, as Mike says "Oh," and John looks amazed as they hear of all your goings on.
n my YOUR AFFcTjIoNAE FArHER.

ad, a The various teachers that I had before I was converted, were
e that all excellent men and women and all Christians. I saw nothing

plou uin their conduct to make me doubt this, but as far as I can recall
d ont not one of them ever spoke to me on spiritul things other than
all, indirectly, except Mrs. W. P. Jones. She came to mny room one

sgust. night when I belonged to the class of "wild girls," talked to m'e
ay u- in the gentlest and most tender way, not reprovingly, for I was
owth by no means an outbreaking sinner, only had a happy-go-lucky,

plans. reckless spirit full of adventure, at least, as far as she knew, for
der a we girls were apt to put the best foot foremost to^ the teachers
e day always. Before leaving she asked if she might pray with. me. I

put told her I would be very glad to have her, whereupon we knelt
ered, down beside. my bed and with her arm around me she prayed

p earnestly that I might be led to see the light and do the right.
set of I am sure that every school-girl if approached as~wisely and

sincerely·as I was by that good and noble woman, would respond
when as gratefully as I did. Teachers lose very much when they fail
Ed the to utilize the good-will they have enlisted for the good of the

cause to which they are devoted.



No Interpreter Needed.

A few years since, Professor Jones wrote out his recollections by

of me as a student in respect to the vital question of Christianity. ad
He did this a quarter of a century after I was his pupil, and Bu
tho'gh he is mistaken as to some of the dates, the general histor-

ical statements of his letter have afforded me much consolation, de

and I reproduce them here, disclaiming all responsibility for his clu

too generous and partial estimate of his old pupil. This was the
int

last paper penned by him: Of

Youa have requested me to contribute a few reminiscences of Miss is

Frances E. Willard and her sister Mary When students at the Northwestern tio

Female College. Those are memories very precious to me, and sone of ltt

them I will gladly sketch, so far as I can do it in words. How certainly I If t

know, however, that I must fail to give them to you with the freshness and act

inspiration of life! a

In the first of these Willard memories, I recall only the father-a man

of singularly original manner and expression. Always urbane and polite, not

while always observing, he was as full of inquiry on almost every topic as a rooi

novice, yet ready at any moment to e'xpress an opinion on nearly any sub. ail

ject in thought and language breathing the fragrance of originalitv. He betN

came to inspect the institution for himself before placing his daughters in that

it. He had evidently caught the prophecy that they were to make the t
world better, and was determined to aid them all he could. He told with con

natural pride of the prize taken by Frances for the best essay read at the Chr

State Fair of Illinois - a truly meritorious productin-and described her

so fully that when she entered college I needed no interpreter of her state met

of mind and character.* She had reached an age when every old belief was gin:

required to give a reason for being retained, or else was told to stand aside. Idi

Many of father's and m6ther's teachings, once accepted without question, that

were being quietly subjected to further inquiry. Fragments of sopho. othe

morean eloquence from a neighboring college, questioning nearly everything cent

in morals taught by college professors or believed by the Christian world land

had -reached her ears and helped to excite her doubts. The parents had sud

hitherto attended to her instruction in a model way under their own roof;-

the mother being by heredity a teacher, and by education and experience stud

unusually fitted to lay the foundations of her children's education deep and tical

broad. But the time had come when Frances longed to go to college, and Most

the parents were convinced that it was fully time to place her under other of h
ad1vi

instructors than themselves, and to let her contend in all the higher di
branches of study with minds of her own age. dout

When the daughters entered college, what I .had learned ofthe father,
kept closely locked in my own breast, was of priceless service to me in

giving direction -to other members of the faculty, as well as in my own

treatment ofthem. is a
It did not take .long to discover the taste of Frances as regarded studies.

She would take mathematics as a disagreeable mental tonic recommended

120



"She Doubled Her Doubis." 121

by the learned of all ages. The sciences drew her strongly, and won close
study, but her delight was, first the Belles-lelIres studies, and then, as she

tianity. advanced in her course, mental and moral science and the argumentative
il, and Butler's Analogy.

I histor- From the day she entered, she made friends rapidly. Among the stu-

olation, dents, she was an emotional and intellectual loadstone. They loved to

for his cluster around her and hear her talk. She would set them to discoursing
on subjects quite out of the ordinary range of college girls' conversations,

was the interspersing her own wise, quaint and .witty speeches, to the great delight
of her listeners. Possessed of a worthy ambition to live for a purpose, she

of Miss inspired the same feeling in many of ber school-mates. Her lively imagina-
western tion drew plans for the future, not only of herself but of those around lier,
some of into which they entered with a spirit that showed itself in all their work.

rtainly I If they built castles in Spain, they, nevertheless, laid. foundations for char-

ness and acter and future achievement in real life, which endured long after their
airy visions passed away, as their lives since have well attested.

-a m Though inclined to be reticent in presence of the older teachers, it was

d polite fnot long before lier novel questions and original remarks in the recitation

opic as a .rooms, uttered in the agreeable spirit she always manifested, won the hearts of

any sub. all the faculty. Very soon what pr9ved to be a life-long attachment grew up
ity. Ht between her and one of the junior teachers, Lydia M. Hayes, subsequently

htes- i that devoted missionary to India, Mrs. Rev. Dr. Waugh. 'The influence ofltera iii~

ake the the sweet, consistent,- Christian life of this excellent woman worced as a

old with constant rebuke to any doubts Miss Willard might have of the truth of

ad at the Christianity.

*bed her Imagine, if possible, with whatjoyful surprise these two congenial spirits

ier state met years afterwards in far-off Egy pt, as Miss Willard was making her pil-
elief was grimage to Palestine and Mrs. Waugh was returning with her-children fiom

d aside. India. One moment the hotel register revealed to Miss Willard the fact
uestion, that Mrs. Waugh was under the same roof ; the next, they were in each

sopho- other's arms. There, oblivious for the time being of the monuments of fifty

erything centuries, eloquent with the marvelous history which fills that wondrous

world, land, they thought only and talked only of life in the college and Evanston,
ents had and of the friends of college days.

roof;-- From the first, I was concerned to learn whether in the. gatherings of
perience students in her room and elsewhere Miss Willard was dissemiuating skep-

eep and tical notions. I soon ascertained that her skepticism was of a mild form.

ege, and Most of all, she doubted all her doubts, and in regard to other students, was

er other of her own good judgment pursuing very nearly the course. I would have

higher . advised. Of course, it was impossible for one so frank as she to conceal her
doubts altogether, although she did not try to foster them in others. One
day, one of her dearest friends came to me exclaiming,

te th, "What a queer girl Frank Willard is.! She won't confessthat she

MYow knows or believes anything.~ She says she does n't know whether there
isa God, and she does n't know whether the Bble is true ;-she is trying

studies. to find out.

ended ."Don't be distrèssed, Mattie," I' said, "if she will only keep on trying



122 "There is a God."

to find out, she.will find out. Ail her friends have to'do, is to pray·that she da

may persevere. un

There were students' prayer meetings, class meetings, and missionary co
meetings, revivals came and went, and few except Miss Willard failed to

take lively interest in them. Still I was confident that she was not indiffer- ha

ent. She never scoffed at others' piety, never sought to deter any one, but di

always encouraged her friends to do what they believed was right. At the Vi
same time, it was evident that she was not one to be brought into the faith n
by the mere entreaties and importunities of her friends, and I discouraged th

attempts of that kind. And yet the incident so tenderly recalfed by Miss w
Willard in one of her addresses when she spoke of Mrs. Jones as the only s
teacher who had ever gone to ber room, and, putting an arm about ber, asked n
her to let her pray for her, shows how deeply she appreciated anisy manifesta. an

tions of interest in her spiritual welfare. he

Miss Willard grew dearer to all, and every one, teachers and students, si
grew prouder of her as.she moved on to what we knew would be a brilliant t

graduation. Her intellectual lineaments had grown stronger, and shone

brighter, and, best of all, the unrest of doubt seemed to be disappearing.

It began to be remarkhd by teachers that she took more interest in the col- ch

lege religious meetings, attending them without solicitation. su
th

We were reviewing Wayland's Moral Science, preparatory to the final
examinations. I entered the class without a book, and having occasion to

ask for one, Miss Willard handed me hers. 'It opened of itself at the begin-

ning of the chapter on 4' Virtue," and on the blank half page opposite, I Pr

read (as nearly as I can recall the words) the following - memorandum:

"When I began this study, I could not say whether there was a God or n

no-and if there was, whether He cared for me or not. Now, thanks to the

President Wayland and my faithful instructors, I can say from my heart I M

believe that there is.a God, and that He is my Father." . to
-ç fai

I exchanged glances with Frances, and sat silent until the mist of joy all
cleared away from my eyes, and the swelling of my heart subsided enough re
to allow me to proceed with the recitation. The students began to look at ho
each other in surprise; then I poured questions in upon them, and in the

midst of question, answer and discussion, the unusual opening of the recita- h
tion was overlooked.

Of course, I seized the first opportunity to tell Miss Willard how over-

joyed I was to learn that she had escaped from her doubts, and how much t

I hoped she would soon frankly acknowledge ber Heavenly Father before

the world, and zealously work for Him. end
nos

"She did not know that there was a God;" "she did not know that the ren<
Bible was true;" "she was trying to find out." The Divine Spirit had led mo
her on in her searcb. The many influences of the.college had aided her, t

and the child of God had felt her way back to His arms. .Father's and to

mothýr's teachings were holy truths to her otnce more. pre

Weeks passed on-weeks full of the arduous labors preceding the col- -

lege Commencement, absorbing the minds and hearts, and consuming the
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that she days of teachers and students. Miss Willard was as busy as the rest, yet,
unknown to us, a subject of still greater importance commanded ber chief

sionary concern.

ailed to It was Sunday evening. A large congregation in the Methodist church

indiffer. had listened to an ordinary sermon and seemed somewhat impatient for

ne, but disrnissal, when the· pastor, to the surprise of every one, extended an in-

At the vitation to those who wished to unite with the church on probation to

e faith meet himat the altar. The revival wave of the last winter had rolled by;
ouraged there had been no special meetings ; not a ripple of religions excitement

by Miss was discoverable on the smooth current of -the church. Under the circum-

he only stances, no one was expected to respond to the pastor's invitation. A

r, asked moient's.pause, and a single young woman moved out into the main aisle

nifesta. and with a firm. step approached the altar. Instantly, all eyes converged on

ber. There was no mistaking that form and face; it was Miss Willard.* No

dents, sign or faintest token of doubt clouded that countenance now. There was

rilliant that firm expression of the features which clinches faith, and says, " Here I

shone stand. I can do no other." The effect on the congregation was electrical.

ar For a few moments the solemnity of the occasion held all other. feelings in

tse col- check, but soon hundreds of faces turned to hundreds of others, filled with

surprise and-joy, and many an eye.was moist with tears. Some one began
the doxology, "Praise Godý from whom all. blessings flow," and it was sunghe final
as if the very stars were expected to join in the chorus.

aSion to
begin- Of Mary Willard I shall write but little. That charming memoir,

site, I prepared by ber devoted sister, through which she still lives and works

ndum: with saving power, "Nineteen Beautiful Years," reveals ber pure, loving

God or nature so transparently and faithfully that I can not do better than refer to

ans to the latter part of it, immediately preceding her final sickness, to point out

heart I Mary Willard as known to ber college teachers. From the first, it was easy
to read in ber serene, open,. intelligent facethat she was less troubled about

faith than works. She was a close student, punctual in her performance of ·
t of joy all her duties as the coming of the days and hours. After the parents
enough removed to Evanston, and she had to brave al kinds of weather between
look at
1in te home and college, this punctuality seemed still more remarkable. But it

was not merely ber studies that engaged ber mind ; ways of making others .
happy-particularly ber friends at home and college mates-occupied much

of her thoughts and time. If spiritual doubts came to ber, she was so busy
w over-
wver- struggling to perform what was ber duty, that she had no time to pursue

mubfor them. "If everybody would only do right," she exclainaed, "that would

end all the trouble in the world, would n't it?" " Why don't people do

more to.make the world good ?" She had an extremely sensitive conscience-
ht tise rendered quicker sud stronger by ber constant practice. I never knew a

mad led ore endowed nature ethically, and ber love of all high and beautiful
d he things was a perpetual delight ~to ber teachbers and friends. It is a comfort
's and to know that this bright intelligence lives ot 'in minds made better by her

presence" the world around.
te col-

ngthe *This was one year later than Professor Jones supposed. q
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This period, often very dull and sometimes very gay, accord- may p
ing to the nature of the graduate and the sense or nonsense of flegin

her family, is, perhaps, the most difficult in a young woman's life. go un

She has not yet found her "vocation." Friends wait and watch. There

Materfamilias fears and paterfamilias hopes. It is a time full of
You h

unuttered pathos for a gentle, refined and modest girl. The some
truth is, she ought never to be put into a.position so equivocal - natura

one whose tendency is to tinge her soul with at least a temporary you ar

bitterness. 'Cirls should be definitely set ýat work after their much
to wo

school days end, even as boys are, to learn some bread-winning those
employment that will give them an· independent status in the equals.
world of work. Better still, this education of the hand shoul< certain

be carried on for both, side by side with that of head and heart. as you
manne:

But these high views had -not dawned on the world in my beat wi
day, so for two years after my graduation I stayed at home, with or devi
three brief intervals of school teaching. My journals show that whole,

the unfailing resource of books and pen kept me in pretty. good ment ii

heart, while our delightful home life, rounded into completeness nature

by my brother's return from college, rose "like the swell of prisingsmites
some sweet tune," then died away forever in the pitiful minor

strains of my sister Mary's death. lack th

September 28, 186o.-I remember that I used to think myself smart. I

used to plan great things that I would do and be. I meant to become ionatr
famous, never doubting that I had the power.. But it is over. The mist has

cleared away and I dream no longer, though I am only twenty-one years old. never s

If it·be t:ue that we have need to say, "God hèlp us when we think our- upon
4manife

(124)



selves strong," I believe that the opposite is equally true ; nay, that we need

Hini most when most distrusting our own capabilities. And I have come

to this point; I think myself not good, not gifted in any way.. I can not

see why I should be loved, why I should hope for myself a beautiful and

useful life or a glorious immortality. at its close. Never before in all my

life have I held myself at so cheap a rate as· since I came home this last

tine. It is a query with me, however, whether really I amount to so little as

I think. I can not quite content myself to belong to what Dr. Ludlam once

called, much to my disgust, then, "the happy mediocrity." Is it, then, in-

evitable that I am to account myself one of the great " commonalty " during

life? Let us see. Jump into the scales, F. E. W., in honesty as before God,
and, I say it reverently, you shall be weighed. Whal you believe ofyour-

sdf is vital Io you. .Let others think as they will, if you feel "the victory

in you," as my father says, all'things are possible. Then deal generously
with yourself; let not overweening modesty (of which I think you never

have been accused) cause you to pass lightly over any redeeming traits you
iccord- may possess. Let us have just weights and measurements in al1respects.

nse of Beginning at the lowest and yet the highest department (let the paradox

's life. go unexplained), you are not, beautiful, pretty, or even good-looking.

watch There is the bald fact for you, make what you can of it. . And yet (offset

No. i,) you are not disagreeable nor unpleasant, either in face or figure.
full of Yn have no shocking defects in respect to personal appearance, and that is

The something. .Your expression is perhaps rather resolute than otherwise, and

cal - naturally, perhaps .artfully, you tell but little with your face. In manner

orary you are reserved toward those to whom you feel indifferent. You are too

their much inclined to moods, and yet you are as a rule exceedingly careful not

to wound the feelingsof others, and you intend to be deferential toward

those you think superiors, kind to your inferiors and cordial with your
n the equals. You are hardly natural enough when in society, and have a

houki certain air of self-consciousness sometimes that ill becomes you. However,

heart. as you think much upon the subject, it is not unlikely that by and by your
manner will assume the half cordial, half dignified character that accords

ml miy best with your nature. You have a good mind, but one not evenly balanced
with or developed. Your perceptions are rather quick, your memory, on the

that whole, unusual, imagination good, reasoning faculties very fair; yourjudg-

good ment in practical matters not extraordinary, but elsewhere excellent. Your
nature is appreciative; you are not cross-grained. You feel with a sur-

prising and almost painful quickness. An innuendo or double entendre
smites you like a blow.

minor -'our nature, though not of au emotional cast, is not unfeeling. You
la~ck the all-embracing love for man as man that is so noble and admira-

ble, yet the few friends that you count among your treasures have more devo-

tion from you than they dream of, doubtless, for your love for them approaches
>ecome.
ist hss idolatry. And yet your affections are completely under your control, are

never suffered to have "their own wild way," andthey fix themselves only

k o. upon those objects among the many that might be chosen, where they are
manifestly desired. As for your will, I can not find out whether it is strong

An Honest Hlour. 1 5
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or weak. I hardly think it particularly powerful, and yet there is something youn

about you for which I hardly know how to account on any other supposi. boun

tion. There is a sort of independence and self-reliance that gives the idea hers

of will and yet is nQt really such. However the facts may be on this point,

I think you would not be accounted a negative character. For the religious cana

.qualities of your mind, you are not particularly conscientious, you are of a

rather inclined to skepticism and sometimes haunted by thoughts of nbe it,

lief. The æsthetics of Christianity have rather a large measure in your and

creed, both theoretical and practical, and yet you have right wishes and sequ

great longings after a pure and holy life. the c

The conclusion. Dear me, I don't make you out half as bad as I feel kin

you ought to be. Placed in the scale against your beautiful ideal character fer

by which you fain would mould yourself, you would kick the beam quickly was

enough, but soinehow my consciousness affirms that the picture I have drawn that

has not all the shades it merits. In a spasmodicý way, you are generous, yet are

beneath this, selfishness is deeply rooted in your heart. You are not a bit Pier

naturali; you are somewhat original but have not energy or persistency cath.

enough ever to excel, I fear. However, you have some facility as a writer; obse

less, I candidly think, than you had a year or two ago (that is encouraging)! be a

Well, on the whole, I do not seem to make you out so poor and common- meet

place as I thought you to be, and perhaps if you keep your eyes wide open any

to your faults, and God will help you, you may yet come to be rather good guid

than bad. For this, thank God and take courage. But oh, forget what you will
will, Frances, my best friend in all the world, ask the mighty, iifinite Helper of th

to model you by His plans, let them be what they zgâi, so that every year -'
you may grow 'calmer and calmer,' richer in love and peacefulness, and ado

forgetting the poor dreams of less thoughtful years, have this and this scrib

only for your ambition; to be gentle, kindly and forgiving, full of charity its fi

which suffereth long, and patience, which is pleasing in the sight of God yars

and man. are
"On

On the next page my sister Mary, as was her custom, Ka

skipped into my journal without leave or license and wrote the "PO
write,

following paragraph :
answ

I hope Miss Willard, though she be not conscious of it, does not hold 1838,

herself at such a low rate as some of the foregoing remarks would incline My
one to think she did. When she calls herself neither beautiful, pretty nor a cor

good-looking I think she errs, as I am of the opinion she does come under and

one of these heads; of course I shall not say which one, however. I think not a
she is right when she affirms that she has a good mind, but she contradicts close
this in the next breath, at least this might readily be inferred. I mnust whicl

say that in lier dissertation on her affections, I notice nothing that would powe
convey to the average mind .the overpowering affection she cherishes for Stde

her sister! It may have been modesty that prevented her from mentioning lowin

this. I can not tell. I have agreat interest in both these youngladies, Miss part

W. and her younger sister, and though my heart "yearns" more for the Gyps
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ething younger of the two, I can not say but that my affection for both is un-
pposi- bounded. Hoping.that Miss W. will take no offeiise at my remark, I remain,
te idea hers very truly.

point January 19.-I have united (on probation) with the Methodist church be-
igious cause I like its views of the doctrines taught in the Bible better than those
>u are of any other branch of God's, church militant; because I have been reared

unbe. in it, and for "me to attaçh myself to any other would cause great sorrow
your and dissalesfaction in quarters where I should most desire to avoid such con-

sand sequences, other things being equal. I honestly believe that I regard all
the churches', the branches ratherof the one Church, with feelings of equaï

I feel kindness and fellowship. For myself, under existing circumstances, I pre,
racter fer the one to which I belong, but that a persôn belonged4o that church and

ickly was a true Christianr.would be to me no more of a recommendation thandawn that he was a true Christian and belonged to any other. 'he churches

is, yet are all fighting nobly and zealously to make the world better and hap-
t a bit pier. Oh, I earnestly pray that as I grow older, the kindly, all-loving,
tency catholic spirit may more deeply ground itself in ,my heart! I intend to
riter; observe all the customs and usages of the church. I have Yesolved never to

n be absent from Sabbath services, communion, Sunday-school, prayer-
unon. meeting and class-meeting, save when it is unavoidable. I will talk with
open any person upon the one great subject in the world whenever my prayer-
good guided judgment teaches me that it will be appropriate. That-is, when it

it you will not be so ill-timed as to jar upon the individual's prejudices and modes
[elper of thinking, so as to be the means of ill to him rather than good.

year January 30.-Mary and I have been busy from morning until three
, and o'clock renovating, changing and improving our room, and now I will de-

1 this scribeit. In the southeast corner between the windows, stands my desk, wi:.h
arity its friendly, familiar look. Once it was father's, but I have owned it many
God years and it has seen hard service. On my desk lying one above another

are Butterworth's " Concordance," Niebuhr's "Life and Letters," Watts
"On the Mind," Carlyle's "Schiller," Mercein's " Natural Goodness,"

tom, Kames' " Elements of Criticism," Boswell's " Life of Johnson,' Tennyson's
the "Poems " and my Bible. Below them a copy of The Home, for which Iwrite, cousin Lotties portfolio that she gave me and which I use for my un-

answered letters, Webster's Dictionary and Blackwood's Magazine for May,hold 1838, which contains an -article relating to insects, that I wish to read;LCline my sand-box, microscope, inkstand, memorandum paper, pen-wiper and
y nor a cork bristling, with beetles, "Cicindella," "Belostoma Americana,"inder and many other varieties, though by the way, the last is a bug and
think fnot a beetle. Over my desk hangs an engraving of Schiller, and

edicts close beside, pasted to tlie wall, is my " program of daily occupations".
Must which, I -am sorry - to say, is an illustration of the form without tie
iould power. Above it is a bit of excellent advice by Pr. Todd, whose
's for Student's Manual I have very much enjoyed "and over all, softening, mel- 4

ig lowing," a very pretty picture of a floweigirl Suspended from the upper
Miss part of the casement of the east window, by a straw-colored ribbon, is
r the Gypsey's cage, and its occupant is exhausting himself in a vain endeavor tQ
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collapse the tympani of Mary and me. On the north side of the window

Mary sits, inflicting a letter on our mutual cousin, Sarah Gilman. She calls

the affair at which she is'writing, " Her book-case and desk." In point of

fact, it isa-.pine-board arrangement, more valuable for its convenience

than for' its beauty. In it are her books, on it her portfolio, diction.

ary, etc.; over it a photograph of the Madison State Fair grounds

when father was president; a Grecian painting representing a girl

feeding a canary, my own handiwork, and a curious piece of whittling

by Eben Marcy, a boy we knew when we were children.· In the

northeast corner of the room, Oliver's college cane maintains an un.

shared supremacy. Then follow the closet door, and Jhe of the parlor

chairs, over which hangs a beautiful engraving of grapes in clusters; and

then there is the bureau, with Mary's portfolio, books of my borrowing,

daguerreotypes, a painting, "Sunset," by myself, Marys cute little basket,

Oliver's hunting knife and-Sac.Gilmans drawing of the house in which her

mother and ours lived when they were children. Over all this is the mirror,

grandly looming, surmounted by a battered and shattered statuette in plas-

ter of Paris, supposed to represent Devotion. This record is made in view

of the pleasure it will give me to read of these passing days, when more

sorrowful years shall draw nigh.

February 16.-Attended last evening a temperance lecture by Parker

Earle, Chicago-agent of the Illinois Temperance League, I believe. It was

the best lecture of the kind I-bave ever heard, almost the only one. For-

bearing to refer to orphans groans and bloodshed, the usual material on

such occasions, he reasoned the case, dealt chiefly in logic, presented inter-

esting statistics, all in good, even elegant language. His subject was the

relation of government to society and temperance. There are in Chicago

at this time fifteen hundred shops for the sale of intoxicating liquors, exclu-

sive ofthose which sel1 it for medicinal and mechanical purposes. Outside

of Chicago, in the state of Illinois there are five hundred such shops.

Twenty million dollars are annually expended in Illinois for intoxicating

drinks, more than the cost of all the schools from universities to district

schools. In oe shop, on a certain day in Chicago, $2,ooo were paid in for

rum in its v-arlous forms. All this was astonishing to me. Thus we go on,
one half ofthe world knowing not how the other lives.

February 25.-Received a letter from Lillie Hayes Waugh, describing

her home in India. She gave me the Hindu definition of woman: "That

afterthought of God which was sent to bring woe to man!". That single

sentence gives the key to India's awful degradation.

Have resolved tliatneither public opinion, nor narrow-minded pride, nor

any othercreature, shall prevent me from showing, whenever I can, kind-

ness as delicate, and respect as genuine, as I know how, to those whom the

community as a rule treats slightingly or with positive meanness. If I do

th's I shall be of valre to the world whether the world knows it or not. I

sI all, I think, bring some happiness into troubled and wounded hearts, and,

oh, will it not be sweet to remember in the bà when I shall most need

comfort, the hour in which I am to die !
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-The Civil War. 129

Below stairs Dr. Bannister and father are talking of secession, the cab..
net and the prospect of civil war, topics of startling interest to every patriotic

heart. The opinion generally expressed is that a collision is inevitable,
and will occur within a very few days. God pity.us and forgive the accu-
mulations of crime and folly that have brought so near us a result so ter.
rible as this would be.

March 5, i86o.-What am I doing? Whose cares do I.relieve? Who is
wiser, better or happier because I live ? Nothing would go' on differently
without me, unless, as I remarked to-day to Mary with bitter playfulness,
the front stairs might not be swept so often ! -Now these. are awful thoughts.
But come, let us reason together. What more could I do if I would ?
Mother does not work, she says, more than is healthful for her, keeping the
front room in order and giving instructions to " Belinda' (father's invaria-
ble name for "'a lady in a subordinate. capacity "). There are no younger
brothers and sisters to be cared for as is the case in many homes., Evan-
ston has no poor people. Nobody seems to need me. In my present posi-
tion there is actually nothing I might do that I do not, except to sew a
little and make cake! Now that is the fact. I may acknowledge a feeling
of humiliation as I see so plainly how well the world can spare me. But

perhaps I may be needed some day and am only waiting for the crisis.
Who can tell? We are told that God in his wisdom makes nothing in
vain. Thus having moralized I lean back in'my easy-chair and resume the
reading of Poe's ghostly- tales, wliich, with a little twinge of conscience at,,.,
the thought of my uselessness, I laid aside a moment since.

March i5.-Let us see, mother and Mary have been sick but are get- 4
ting well again. Xantippe of the kitchen has left; I have been doing the

work as well as I· could for a few days, and now a gentler spirit rules over
the culinary department.

April 20.-How many unwritten romances careful observers might find
in the lives of the so-calle'd "commonplace people" whom one meets every
day! A story as powerful as Rebecca Harding's "Life in the Iron Mills"
might be woven from materials I wot of, the characters being men and
women who·live and labor within a circle of a mile from where I sit this
minute, men and women whom I pass on the street now and then, or see at
church.

Ahungry soul ad a bruised heart are objects more pitiful, I think, than
a maimed.limb or abject penury. I wish-my mission might be to those who
make no sign, yet suffer most intensely under their cold, impassive faces.
The pain of a sensitive nature feling that it does not adequately represent
iîelf, that it is misapprehended and placed below its deserts, that its efforts
to rise.are viewed with carelessness by -the most generous in the community,
that it is denied companionship with those whose society it craves or feels
that it deserves-no words can measure this. These people -whose souls sit,
on the ends of their nerves, and to whom a cold look or a slighting word is
like frost to the #ower-God pity them! This world is a hard place for
natures so fine as theirs. They are like the rare porcelain out of which
beautiful vases are made. The coarser natures whose nerves, after coming

9
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to the surface, bend back again, 0can no more comprehend their finely con

stituted brethren than I can conceiveof a sixth sense. This non-recognition Itial in
of claims she was too sensitive to push before the public, pinched the face of Ftrong
Mrs. S. and killed her at last, I steadfastly believe. This carelessness-and that do
coldness makes B., splendid fellow as he is, reserved and untrusting; why, do this,
practically, no ones cares for him more than if he were a dog, and his bur- me unc
rowing place is a matter of as much indifference as a gopher's might be. that dw
Mr. A., a man of fine intellect and large cultivation, lies year in and year lessly
out on his bed upon the " Ridge," helpless and alone. Who goes to see only i
him ? Who tries to make his life happier or more enduràlble ? Who tries my hea
to legd him into the beautiful life of the heaven we talk about and stupidly accordi
expect, somehow, to gain? What wonder that he is cynical and misan- will sta
thropic, wasting the years of middle-life when other men's pulses thrill with will spe

strength; shut out from active duty when his need for work is sorest; laid ognized

aside in the darkness of his curtained chamber and left alo e while the busv bow mo

hum of life goes on as ever, and he sees he is not couuted. needed nor and I wi

regarded in any way. He hears the whistle ·of the engine, and the cars go God hel

thundering by; the college bell rinigs every hour and its tones fall on his Ano

listless ear. Teams rumble past. He hears men's voices talking with and do

each other. Al1 this comes to him heavy with reproacsh and taunting him too go
with the uxrfulfilled promise of his youth. In summer in the fields he hears well fed

the click of the reaper and knows that they are using his invention; knows treated

how the wonderful automatic hand stretches out and grasps the heads of were an

wheat that the sunshine and rain have ripened, the hand .so human in its Who say

motion, that lie contrived by much of thought and. study. He hears quick makes h
steps on the walk under the window, but he is a deformed man and will you,' an

never wâlk again ; thrown from* a carriage in Chicago, years ago, he was mand?

taken up as dead, and since then lie has done nothing of the work. of the decency

world. He looks into the fireplace where the coal is kept blazing winter houses

and summer-his only company. Does anybody think God takes no notice well-bre

of all this ? notice of

The B. 's who are kept out of the literary society by the unkindness of by an int

some of its members, and the stupidity of the rest; Miss A. who is not asked quently c

into the reading circle, where it is her right to be by virtue of the exertion the unlo,%

she has. made to cultivate and enrich her intellect andlcharacter; Mrs. J., enviable

at whom a shallow school-girl could laugh, if she attempted to recall the tions,- ani

music she learned years ago -when better fortunes were upon her.; Mrs. M., you are n

who is disregarded utterly, though refined and educated; even "Ruth Ann," to stagge

at whom we laugh uublushingly - all the cases of these people cry to surprisin
heaven for justice,, and will have it, too, at last. Tbese look like little mat- than his,
ters, yet nothing is trivial, as Mrs. Stowe has said, " since the human soul come upc

with its awful shadow makes all things sacred." Nothing is a light matter April

that makes my heart ache or the hearts of any of my human kin. God whistle ai

accounts nothing slight thiat brigs a tear to any eye, a stinging flush to anyg

cheek, or a chill to the heart of any creature He has thought fit to make and we tried t

to endow with body, brain and soul. but whih

I hate t11e spirit in any one that seeks to gain the notice of the influen- Village o1
over us bl
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tial in society by fawning, or undue attention of aiy sort. I love a brave,

.trong character that walks the earth with the step of a king, and an eye
that does not quail before anyt-hing except its own dishonor. All can not

do this, but there are some who can. The man, woman or child that makes

ne uncomfortable, that stabs me with an undeserved reproach or rebuke,
that dwells upon my faults like a fly upon an ulcer, that slights me or need-

lessly wounds me in any way - that man, woman or child I may forgive, but
only ihrough God's spirit striving with my wrath. I will shun"them, 'nd in
my heart I must despise them and this, not because.I am weak or clingirig,

according to the views of some people, but because, be I weak or strong, I
will stand up for justice so loig as I have power, and I hereby declare that I
will speak more kindly and considerately to those whose claims are unrec-
ognizeil by the society in which I live, than I will to any others. I will
bow more cordially to those to whom persons of position do»not bow at ail,
and I will try in a thousand pleasant, nameless ways to make them happier.
God help me to keep my promise good!

.Another branch of this same subject relates to those who live among us
and do our work, perform the menial services for us that we think ourselves
too good to do ; who are cared for as we would care for the dogs and horses,
well fed and warmed and promptly paid, but spoken to with harshness often,
treated with unreasonable severityýr as if they had not brains and souls, but,

were animals conveniently gifted, somehow, with the. power of speech.
Who says kind words t-o t-he man that blacks his boots, to t-he maid that
makes his bed and sweeps his hearth ? Who employs the graceful "'hank
you," and " Won't you please," that softens down the sharp tone of a com-
mand? O we forget these things! We are just mean enough to disregard
decency ad kindness in the cases where we dare to do it. I have called at
houses where in the room a girl sat sewing, more .beautiful, graceful and
well-bred than my hostess ever dared to be, yet she has taken no more
notice of this girl than if she were a brutel nor attracted my attention t-o her
by an introduction or the faintest indication of one, though descanting elo-
quently on the virtues·of the sleek skye-terrier at her side. The poor and
the unlovely fare hardly in this world of ours. Climb the ladder yourself to
enviable distinction, or reach a comfortable mediocrity by your own exer-
tions, and you will be treated with all-sufficient consideration ; but while
you are climbing, look only for cold indifference, at best, and if you begin
to stagger or fall, then kicks and cuffs will shower upon you with an energy
surprising to contemplate. -Oh, that I were a Don Quixote in a better cause
than his, or even Sancho Panza to some mightier spirit, who I trust wili
come upon the earth some day !

April 21, S61. - On this beautiful Sabbath day the unusual sound of the
whistle and the thundering cars, has-been heard for the first time, and our
thought- have been more of war, I ~fear, than of the God of battles whom
we tried to worship. It is twilight. and soon I shall go peacefully to sleep,
but while I am asleep a thousand soldiers will pass through our quiet
village on their way to "tthe war," that terrible Somethng which hangs

over us black and portentous. Somewhere in Wisconsin, and on the broad,

ui



bright plains of Minnesota, mothers and sisters, daughters and wives will

be weeping and praying to-night.for these soldiers. God pity them and

give them peace.

April 27, 1861.-I want to tell how with all their beauty sadness has been

interwoven with these bright days, for Oliver has signed the pledge that he

would go to the war if called upon. The students of the Theological Insti-

tute have' organized a company and are drilling every day, preparing

to go if it becomes their duty. I -can not tell how my heart sickened

and was rebellious for awhile as I thought of what might be. Went with

mother and the other ladies to the Theological school to attend the exer.

cises in honorof the banner presented to the students by Mrs. Bishop

Sinpson. ·We enjoyed it greatly.

May 5, i86.-An eventful day to me. Mary and I. publicly declared
our determination and endeavor, with God's help, to live as Christians. We

were baptized and received into the church and partook of the sacrament.

Those were solemn vows we took ; I almost trembled as our voices mingled

in the responses to the questions asked us. I felt how solemn a thing it was,

how awful-the responsibility that would henceforth rest upon us, and yet

theceremony seemed very beautiful to me. We knelt there at the altar, we

whose lives and hearts and thoughts had been one.; it was most fitting ·that

we shuld in this, as in everything, be together.

PLAN 0F FORENT HOME.
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CHAPTER I.
DISTRICT SCHOOL NO. r.

Not to be at all, or else to be a teacher, was the alternative
presented to aspiring young women of intellectual proclivities

when I was young.

Graduating in 1859, convalescing slowly at Forest Home

that summer and autumn, studying, reading and writing all win-

ter, I grew restive, and solemnly determined that f would teach.

Between 1858,.when I began, and 1874, when I forever ceased

Lo be a pedagogue, I had thirteen separate seasohs of teaching, in
eleven separate institutions, and six sepârate towns ; my pupils in

all numbering about two thousand. In my summer vacation at

Forest Home, 1858, I taught our district school; in my own

home-town of Evanston, I taught the public school one term; in

Harlemtwo-terms-;·in Kankakee Academy, one term; in ,my

Alma Mater, the North'western Female College, two; in Pittsburgh

Female College, three; in the Grove School, Evanston, one year;
in Genesee Wesleyan Seminary, at Lima, N. Y., three terms ; the

Evanston. College for Ladies, two years ; -the "Woman's Col-

lege," one year, and. I was a professor in the Northwestern Uni-
versity, one. Nor did I éver relinquish any of these situations

save of my own free will, and in every case but one, I had from

the authorities a warm invitation to return. This I say very

gratefully and gladly.

A desire to learn the hods of different institutions and to
see more of t were the chief motives that led me into an
e rience so varied.

It is also but fair to confess that routine has always been im-
mensely irksome to me, and to be "tied to a bell rope," an asphyx-
iating process from which I vainly sought escape, changing the
spot only to keep the pain.
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I was determined.to "' teach school " because I wished to be

independent, so.I wrote a letter to John F. Eberhart, who was then passed

superintendent of Public Schools for Cook County, of which Chi- fortn

cago is the county-seat, but it was a little late in the season, and been i

he replied, advising me not to begin until fall, saying he had but and e

one school left and it was the least desirable of all upon his list, fisticu

away on the prairie beyond Oak Park, in a little 'red school-house rest w

and attended almost exclusively by the children of foreigners. I teachu

wrote him,'as soon as a letter could return, that I would take the weeks,

school. What the wages were I do not at all remember, but they school

were small. He gave me a certificate based on the fact that I had few v

the diploma of the Northwestern Female College, asking no ques- hymn,

tions and charging no fee. This was somewhat irregular, perhaps, I wa

but at that date these questions were not as carefully adjudicated that I

as they are now. Professor Eberhart, as we called him, had for easiy

years been editor of a family journal, for which I had often con- their c

tibuted, and he knew' that I was abundantly qualified from a had fe

terary point of view, for the. position aspired to by me and twenty

deprecated by himself. When all was settled I informèd my requre

father who naturally felt humiliated. He was a business man I had

in the, city, having joined S. A. Kean, now a well known banker, utmost

in founding a brokers' office on Clark street, nearly opposite the but wi

Sherman House; he strongly objected, as has been said, but I of a st

parried an argument which, while it has very little force -in these one' W,

days, had a. great deal in i86o, and pleade with him to let me stitutio

carry out my purpose of bearing my own weight in the world. few da

So the arrangement was made, and my father accompanied me solaced

to Harlem, for with his ideas of the protection that should be ac- with w

corded to women, he could hot conceive of my going there alone, several

although I was in my twenty-first year. When we alighted at a o light

little wayside shed which served the purpose of a station, for est the

there was no town there then, a kind-faced, but rather rough- certaini

looking man, with long, black hair, a slouched hat, a red shirt dinner-

rolled up to the elbows, and blue overalls, appeared at the car hurrah

and said,- "Is this the schoolmarm?. I am school director and indeed,

came to take her over to her seminary,' pointing with his finger one wot

across the prairie at the little red "nubbin'" of a school-house. choose,

My father looked volumes an; whispered sardonically, "You see Next to

what you have got yourself into." A return train for the city others i
when n
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o be
hen passed soon after; he took it, and I was left alone with my new

hi- fortunes. Arriring at the school-house I found the boys had not

and been idle. Among other things they had broken several windows

but and engaged in sundry forms of controversy, emphasized with

list, fisticuffs. One or two American families were represented, the

>use rest were of different foreign nationalities. I knew nothing about

teaching, had been a " probationer ".in the church only a few

the weeks, but I took my little pocket Testament and went into the

ey school-house. The school came to order tolerably well ; I read a

ad few verses, led them in singing some familiar Sunday-séhool

es- hymn, which they seemed to know quite well,-I think it was,

Ps, " I want to be an angel !" Its incongruity struck me so forcibly

ted that I could easily have laughed, but in a moment later I could

for easily have cried, when I bent my head to try to pray. But to

on.. their credit be it said, the children stood by me far better than I

a had feared. The school was not large, having some fifteen or

ud twenty scholars, only one of whom was so insubordinate as to

my require a whipping. He was a boy almost as tall as myself and

an I had no small ado to hold him by the collar while he did his

er, utmost to show he was more of a force than his young teacher,

he but without success. Fathers would come to the door with a bit

t I of a stick, asking me to beat their children with that particular

one, which was the only form of aristocracy recognized in my in-

me stitution. However, there was small need of discipline: In a

few days the children .would sit quietly at their lessons while I

e solaced myself by reading Plato and other philosophical books

c- with which I had taken care to provide mrse1f. I went through

e, several of Bohn's translations from the classics, besides a variety

a of lighter reading. In every way I could devise I tried to inter-

for est the scholars, and I think they. enjoyed the school, which I

h- certainly did, although Qften feeling forlorn as I opened my little

irt diner-pail at luncheon time when they were all playing and

ar hurrahing outside. It was not what I would have chosen in life;

nd indeed, I hardly know what it would be freely to- choose what

er one would like, but the next best thing is to like what one must

e. choose, and I think I have learned that art quite thoroughly.
Next to the New Testament, E ictetus has helped me beyond all

ty others to do this; I mean all others ,except my mother, who,

when nearly eighty-four years of age, said to me one day, "Did

Novel ArPistocracy. 135
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you ever see me forlorn ? ' and stoutly claimed I neyer had and t
which is true, except in the crises of our.family bereavements. hers, s

I boarded that summer in the family of David Thatcher, a dilem

returned Californian, who was the richest man in those parts. tiring,
He was an American, his wife was English. I have seldom seen of my
a finer head than his ; he was not, however, a man of education, tions t

thoughli he had remarkable native force of intellect, and under laughi
happier fortunes might have been a senator. His wife was one came I
of the kindest, most cheery women I have ever known. Two of bed, fe

his sons, George and David, were in my school and were staunch which,
friends of mine; George, then sixteen years of age, being as in man

true and loyal as if he were my younger brother. I think. his knelt

good behavior set the key-note for the school. He was a very she be

bright scholar and is now a lawyer in €hicago. Mr. Thatcher's me fou
only daughter, Clara, was at this time a student in -éhicago we con

High School, a girl of unusual powers of mind, and a genial, well-or

kindly heart. ~ When she came home où the first afternoon and which
saw a demure young stranger at the supper-table, she did not known

know whether she liked it or not ; on the whole, she thought she

did not, and though she said nothing, her atmosphere was some- is need

what chilly on that bright night of June. -It is my nature to

withdraw within myself when the environment is not propitious, along a
so I said nothing and went to mylonely room as soon as possible. to eve

I1 had brought my writing-desk, a very pretty one that had It

belonged to father, and which was my most cherished earthly Mary

possession, except a little Bible given me by a favorite aunt who saine s

had recently died. This blessed book I read, and opening the autumn

desk, I placed upon the shelf, near by, the pictures of my nearest school,

and best, and looked at them with a tugging at the heart such not stra

as can be appreciated only by those who remember the pang it I have s

brings when endured for the first time. Then I tried to read, "Oh, tc

and tried to write, but the time hung heavily. I did not cry, for and I h-

I had made up my mind that I would not. It was clearly a case out into

of " mind-cure," for the occasion certainly warranted a demon- how diff

stration.. Pretty soon there was a rap on the door and Miss Clara ilto the

came smiling in, grasped the situation at a glance, spoke to Th<

me with great gentleness, and said, "You are lonesome, are n't have thi

you? It is too bad. I wonder if you would fnot rather cone April
into my room? . From that hour to this we have been warm evening,
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had; and trusty friends. I was glad to leave my bare little room for

s. hers, so much more tasteful and attractive, but here was a new

er, a dilemma. I knew it was my duty to kneel in prayer before re-

arts. tiring, as had been my custom all my life, except the few weeks

seen of my first terni in Evanston, but I knew from various indica-

tion, tions that Clara -4ad not been trained to do this. She was a gay,
nder laughing girl, and I dreaded her criticism, but when the time

one came I lifted up my heart to God and fell on my knees beside the

'o of bed, feeling myself to be a spectacle aùd with a sense of sacrifice

unch which, absurd as it was, cost me more than anything had ýlone

g as in many a year. But in a moment this generous-hearted girl had

his knelt beside me with her arm around my neck, and from that hour

very she became thoughtful concerning spiritual thius. She helped

er's me found a Sunday-school in the little red school-house, which

cago we conducted all summer long, and out of it grew the prosperous,

nial, well-ordered Methodist church at River Forest, once Harlem, of

and which my friend and her husband, Solomon Thatcher, well

fnot known in Methodist circles, have been pillars for many a year.

she This incident may give to some young heart the courage tlt

Ime- is needed in a more difficult emergency than nine.

e to When I went home toward the close of the tern : took Clara

ous, along and we had a delightful visit, she being henceforth endeared

ible. to every friend of mine.

had It pains me even now to remember how grieved my sister

hly Mary was that she could not teach school. She graduated the

who same summer that I began my work as a teacher, and in the

the autumn she had an invitation to be an assistant in a private

rest school, but she was the pet and darling of the house, ånd it was

uch not strange they were. unwilling to have her go from home. But

g it I have seen her pretty face all stained with tears as she said to me,

ad, "Oh, to have earned a little money of my own, my very own

for and I have seen her on her knees praying to be helped and guided

ase out into a larger life. So she was, in one more year, but in a way

on- how different from anything she dreamed! She was guided out

lara into the largest life of all, which. is -an heavenly.
to The voluminous journals of my earliest period as teacher

n't have this entry :

me April 27, i86o.-Professor Jones informed mother in my absence last
evening, that he knew of a school which he thought I could get, and with
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the items of information he furnished, I sallied forth bright and early this lady the

morning to learn more about the matter. The result.of my investigations and Aii

was a letter duly composed, copied and mailed, inclosing arkind recom- develop

mendation from Professor. I hope to obtain the situation, for I have not He
yet been out in the world, to " do and dare " for myself. Single-handed Harlem,
and alone I should like to try my powers, for I've remained here in the

nest, a full-grown bird, long enough, and too long. It is an anomaly in May

natural historyA! braham

the wigw
This school was at Elk Grove, a country place not far from e us o

Chicago. The next entry says: have mad
liefoot-þ

April 3o.-On coming home from Dr. Foster's examination of his must bave

University class in moral science-which, by the way, Bish p Simpson self, to try
quizzed unamercifully-I found a letter, stati that if I'd been a very littie

earlier I might have secured the situation. This was a disappointment, and May

one so hard to bear that I said several harsh, un-Christian words, for which feel the r

Via very sorry. I then wrote another school-seeking letter to Prof. J. F. help us to
I have tho

Eberhart, who is Professor Jones's friend, and superintendent of the public I a sho

sclools in this county. . ota hado

May 1.-Received a letter from.Professor Eberhart, which amounted to J what

but little. God more

May 22.-Another letter from Professor Eberhart saying that he ever cost,

thought he had secured me a school. It is very kind of him, for I ought to suffring.

be earning money for myself and doing something useful, as every one else There is s

is. Of course, it will be very hard for me,. for-I am not "used " to care or Theress

trouble. Evanston is a beautiful pece to live in, and those I love best are to express

here, but I would rather go, notwithstanding, andI think God helps me te nor fo

say with truth, " I would rather go because it is right that I should, and be-

cause of this alone." ell define

It will be hard to leave mother, who cares for me as no other human she was on

being ever can,. and to go where every body is indifferent to me. ased·to see
this elemen

The first school is a greater epoch to the young teacher than you, "my

any th'at can follow.' I have been thus minute in its description, that I arn

hoping to cheer some "new beginner, " to furnish some suggestion, brought on

and to preserve the picture of a school within ten miles of Chi- mnner, wh

cago, yet primitive as any upon Western prairies. Twenty-five came to Eve

years later I went back, stood upon its doorstep like one in a years, althoi

dream, and had a photograph taken of " the old place" as a new school, and

gem in my collection of " antiques." As. my brother had taught walk, and gE
to.me, for I

in the new schoôl-house during one winter vacation (1861) of .his out in the w
theological. course, and I had followed him in the spring of that "lovyer" as

year, I went there also with my kind friends,° Mr. and Mrs. Solo- fnot naturall

mon Thatcher, and we formed another group, in which the young aificial me
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lady then teaching there, my dear friend Clara'and her husband,
on and Aina Gordon, standing beside me, illustrated somewhat the

om. developments of history.
not Here follow journal extracts written just before I went to
ided Harlem, and while there:
the

y in May 19.-Yesterday the Republican convention at Chicago nominated
Abraham Lincoln for president of the United States. I wish I had been in

the Wigwam when this was done. The accounts that father and Oliver
oin ive ils of : the excitement, the hiand-shaking, handkerchief wavings, etc.,

have made us very enthusiastic. They say men's hats were knocked about
like foot-þal1s, and one man took off his coat and waved it. They say we

bas must have laughed or cried if we had been there. I would like to test my-
son self, to try my self-control in some such way.

ittle 4o cMtay 27.-Father asked our Heavenly Father this morning to ' make us
and
ich feel the -responsibility that· these peaceful, painless hours impose, and to

help us topreparefor-thestorms that will come, we can not say how soon.
bli I have thougiht much of this. But now, when there is not a grief at my heart
ble

or a shadow on my path, I fisd it almost impossible to lead a Christian life.

te Just what I need is discipline. Sorrow alone can melt my heart and make
God more to -me than all the universe besides. I want to be right, at what-

he ever cost,.and so I feel sure that if I am ever made perfect it will be throughr
suffering. I am twenty years old and I have neither dignity nor woman-

tse liness, I am giddy and thoughtless, as much as I ever was, I verily believe.
There is something I can hardly define, but the word character seems to me

or to express what I lack and what I must acquire. I m, neither self-reliant
nor self-coetained. There is not that about me which those of my age ought

te
be- always to possess and which causes people to keep their distance, a certain

well defined self-respect that is not haughtiness. Belle Stewart had it and
she was only twenty; Annie Foster, and she was barely eighteen when I
used-to see her last summer; Lillie Hayes was a grand exemplification of
this element that I find missing in my nature; I name these young ladies to

an you, "myself," for your favorable consideration. Now, while it is a shame
that I am not as they are, it is yet but little wonder, for I have not been
brought on as they have been. They have seen much of society, have at-
tended schoor all their lives, and bee trained, possibly, to dignity of

1 manner, while I knew no more of society than a baby or a goose until i
ve cme to Evanston, and I know almost nothing now. In all these twenty

a years, although I have graduated after a fashion, I never spent four years in

w school, and I was trained to live outdoors as much as possible, ride, sud

t walk, and gaiden, and go fishing, if, peradventure, my life might be spared
tome, for I was always " slentler,", as my mother calls it. I have never been
out in the world, have had no care or trouble, no grief worth mentioning, no

at "lovyer" as 'Bub" says, nor any love affair to sober me. And so, since I am
0- not naturally a person of character,-why should I be one at all when the

artificial method has neyer been employed in my case! I am determined to

9 Veri
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be just, if not generous, with myself; indeed, who has a better right ? Now,

I am sorry that I amnot more like my ideal young lady, and I am anxious to amtai

be more like her if I can. But I must get my discipline in a rougher school can foi

than most young ladies do. I see clearly that I shall never be the grown-up ute;

person that I ought to be until I have borne sorrows and hâd cares. 4.
as inCiIf I become a teacher in some school that I do not like, if I go away

alone and try what I myself can do and suffer, and am tired and lonesome; 5

if I am in a position where I must have all the respofisibility myself and to live

must be alternately the hammer that strikes and the an
4

1 that bears, but ai. Mi
tessons

ways one of them, I think I may grow to be strong and earnest in practice, aesso

as I have always tried to be in theory. So here goes for a fine character. If and fo

I were not intent upon it, I could live contented here at Swampscott a my put th

days, cne,
for eac

It is quite curious that just as I wrote the last word, our hired man came classes

in with the mail, and on opening a letter addressed to myself, post-marked nuner

"Noyesville, Harlem Postoffice," I found .$e words, " You may couisider n

yourself engaged to teach our school." Sô I afn td go this very next Satur- keep

day and to begin my hard battle for myself alone. study

May 29.-I trained the vines this morning; it is all the pleasanter working "Corre

around home since I am to leave it so soon. Professor Eberhart, school com- the do
missioner for Cook county, called, and I went with him to visit Minnie Hol- at a ti
comb's school. In the afternoon I went, under the same auspices, to visit a cous
Miss Automatôn's school. I learned very much from what I heard and saw. Make-
The two teachers were as different as light is from darkness. Minnie was permi
patient, kind and slightly diffident. Miss Automaton was perfectly cool, becom
metallic in voice and manner, and calmly despotic in government. conce

May 30.-I have been arranging my dear old desk and getting ready for at a di

my departure. Will copy here what I have learned in the way of "rules for whole

conducting a country school successfully": four, a

i. Never 14t your pupils feel that they understand you or know what to stir the

expect from.you. Be a mystery to them. Invent punishments. Resort to Al

expedientsh1ey least expect. me out

2.. Demanid imlicit obedience in small as well as great matters and and a

never yield a p'' .when

3. Introdule general exercises when practicable. This concentrates M. W

every mind on ne idea, and vhen they all think alike by your command, you and th

can do with Iem what you will. Syne,"

Memorandum.-Introduce gymnastic exercises-Miss Beechers, as we ay1 
the

practicedthem in Milwaukee. Ever so much singing, those chipper "rounds," cried h

and dear old-fashioned songs I used to sing in school. Have them sing the
desolatmrltiplication table. Have them sing the capitals and bound the states so as

to make it a sort of game and less distasteful, while they point ont the places i

on the map, à la Mrs. Hovey. Give them ail sorts of extra lessons, viz. ins

have'them bring flowers and name the parts; teach them the bones of the Walkin

human body; the rulera of a11countries, and as many other things as I can thenme

think up; all this in concert. Say to them all of a sudden, "You see now of te
hou
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t? Now,
tMious to amtaiking, clap your hands together. Now I am silent. See how qùickly you

>r school can fold your arms; look me in the eye and be perfectly silent for one min-

rown-up ute;" I click the bell and note your watch. This trains them to promptness.

4. Accustom them to take their seats for recitation at the right moment,

go away as indicated by the clock. This cultivates attention.

nesone 5. Give thenaa good deal of outside information on all sorts of iopics,.
self and ta liven them up all you can. Have them spell on slates.

but ai. Miscellaneous.-Offer no prizes. Read the record of the deportment, and
lessons on the afternoon of literary exercises once a week. Have the head

practice,
eter. I and foot in spelling classes, besides slate spelling, have th-em toe the line and

t pst their hands behind them. Have No. i take the floor and call No. 2 to
come, etc. Have them number as they take their seats. Give-a perfect.mark
for each good lesson. Make a specialty of map-drawing. Practice reading

an cane classes in the sounds. of the letters. Have them learn abbreviations, Roman
-marked numerals, words pronounced alike, but spelled differently, etc. Draw figures

consider on the blackboard and let the little children copy them on their slates, to
t Satur keep them quiet. Let the little ones go out and play a good deal during

study hours. Call the roll at the close of school and have them report
working " Correct, "if they have not been absent or tardy, then let the boy nearest
iol com. the door go out when you call his name, and so on, having them leave one
iie Hol- at a time, that there may be no confusion. Post up an order of exercises in
to visit a conspicuous place. Have everything systematized to the last degree.
nd saw. Make only four rules, namely.: " Don't be tardy ; don't leave seats without
unie was permission; don't be absent; don't·whisper ;" but *ink at the latter unless it
ly cool, becomes too palpable. Have the whole school as far as possible read in

concert, from time to time. Have the more mischievous ones sit alone and
aady for at a distance from each other.- Make out a list of general questions for the
rules for whole school to answer, propound them to two divisions, if the house has

four, and when they fail have the others respond, alternating in this way to

what to stir their emulation and enthusiasm.

esort to Ail my friends are very kind ; they bring me flowers, write me notes, invite
me out to tea and seem to be sorry thatl am going hence.. Am full of errands

ers and and last things to be done. Mary and I had jùst retired on Saturday night,
when Mary Banùister and Kate, Han, and Mollie, and Charlie Smith, and

entrates Mr. Wood, and Watson with his melodeon formed in line under our window

md, you and they sang beautifully for niy saké, because I am going away, "Auld Lang
Syne," "Sweet Home, "Good-by " and two or three other pieces. And I

S, as we lay there very quietly, I who-have not shed a tear since last September, and
ounds," cried like a child while they sang.

ing the Harlem, Cook County, Ill.,June 5.-I could not write last night, I felt too

:es so as desoîate. After leaving home, wlkqg from the Harlem station to my ugly,
e places dismal, red school-house, through a narsh; riding through the flying mud,
ns, viz.: with some kinad-hearted ladies, to fay boarding-place to leave my trunk;
cf t walking more thanjlialf a mile back tomy den-for it is nothing else, it is

scan the most comfortless house I ever saw ; going through the tiresome routine

e now I of teaching the A B C's, spelling, and the like; helping sweep out the school-
house-which is dirty beyond description, with broken windows, baked floor,

S~
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aind
and cobwebs mingled; walking home again, unpacking and arranging m .
effects, writing out my order of exercises, I sat down verv tired and full sci

heartache. It is doubly hard for me because I have been sick and have gent.
that

done very little for a year, because home is so pleasant and everybody s-o kinri
to me. My head aches as badly as my heart to-niglit. Somehow I am afrail plan

I can not bear it. Father came out from the city-it is only ten miles, thougi aua
tions

it seems a hundred-to bring me a bundle. I took it and turned away, sav thn

ing in answer to his half cheerful, half sad words, " Keep up a brave heart

and don't let it discourage you," "Good-by, faâther, I arn not afraid," but
the tears blinded me so I could hardly see to go back to my teacher's desk class

again, and yet the people here don't know. These rough school directors aon.
ad

don't dream that I am not exactly in ecstasy although I am teachinig in nd
"their deestrict," and they will not know either, never fear. I turned to God, relu
the ileavenly Father, who presides over our destiny,-with new eagerness.

prayed last night as I have not for many days, and went to sleep in the cold

and dark and lonesomeness'with a feeling that somehow the Arms that reacli

around the world enfolded me. If I can learn to lookto.Him and try always
moru

to obey Him, this bitter life will not have been in vain. Just now,1 took mv

Bible and it pened at the passage, " Like as a father pitieth his children, so shal
the Lord piti th them that fear him," and I could hardly see the words, the

-board
page becam so blurred as I tried to look at it. Those who knowý my nature etter

would understand that I am indeed getting umy discipline, for.I almost never

cry, not once in a year, often not so frequeitly, and no one shall know save orat

God, and you, book, that the inside and the outside life age vastly different, urate
that while one is quiet, unaspiring and firm, the other is full of longing and secs

had n
heartache and misery. A11 this last I shall not write even in my letters

home, for it will do me no good and will worry mother.

June 6.-Last evening had a pleasant talk with Clara Thatcher, the

daughter of the house in which I board.. • Congenial Qutside suyoundings sceni
scele

are a great deal.to me as yet. Looking at the case as hopefully as possible, sud I

I think Clara will make my boarding-place a pleasaut one, for she is attract- which
ive and seems kind-hearted, but my school life is almost unendurable. .I

turne
have twenty-seven scholars, five A B C-darians, the rest all under twelve - Aer

years old, except two girls and one boy. The children are more than half
1 lea

German, thg rest mostly Irisl, except a few Americans, including Clara's un t
two bright brothers. I have classes in botany, United States history, alge-

bra, arithmetic and grammar. It is very cold to-day, and I have no niaterial

for making a fire. "It rains and the wind is never weary." The house nay, u

leaks, my desk is.wet and I am completely chilled. I can hardly hold the

pen to write this about the life which I knew was coming to me. I must
ste wakhm hÉuhm, lesa, si

stay three hours longer and then walk home through mud that mill coue not n

over my shoetops.

Evening, ten o'clock.-Am halfasliamed of the dolorous tone in which Iave

the aboôve iswritten, and yet I need not be,.for it is all true, and in stating it have
wishes

here I made nobody unhappy with the consciousness Athat I was miserable.

I only wrote it down for the future. After all, I have much to be thankfal

for. Billy Thatcher carried me to school and brought me back, and Clara
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and I have had' a very pleasant evening together. We have been talking

science, art and books as well as we were able, and I find her highly intelli-
al full o gent. Her ideas in general seem just and broad. The part of my summer

that I peiaiverhmewllbS that spend in her home will be pleasant and profitable. We have already
lyn sim planned to pursue together the following studies: entomology, conchology,

aquarium-making, botany and herbarium-making, study of the constella-
Si thouigle

s, tions drawing-from copies, and the manual alphabet.. Clara is quite skillful
twy a- with her pencil, sketching from nature. I think there is something else,

av heurt but here is enough for once. Clara is a senior in the Chicago High School
aidl, but
eride bu classical course and we have in tastes and education many things in co'-
er's desk

ion. She is the last person I thought to find in this rude neighborhood,
and I thank God for it humbly and sincerely, and will try to exert a good

dn t , influence ofer this new friend of mine. I think she has not been reared
dI to God,

' religiously, and so I pray here in her room even as I try to in my morning
devotions at school, and then go to sleep more peacefully and happily than

the cold I dreamed I could two days ago, or than I shall deserve to ever.
at reach

June 7.-In the school-house, half-past eight. Am quite content this
ty alws morning and disposed to look with some complacence on my lot in life.
took my

Mv school will be thoroughly organized before the end of the week, and I
idren, os

ndtt shall not fihad it hard to teac'h, only wearisome. They are very kind at my
' boarding-place, and I am altogether comfortable there. Wrote a cheerful

nature letter home last night. I asked two of my pupils in the Second Reader class
st neyer )
st nave hy we have such a day as Christmas, when it'occurs and what it commem-

ow Save
.orates. They said, " It comes sometime in cold weather, and we have it so

ifferent,
.e we can halig. up our stockings and get something nice." Beyond this they
ng sud had not the faintest idea of the day.

y letters
y vening, ten o'clock.-Clara and I have been- having a royal tine ever

since she came from the .city on the six o'clock train. After supper we went
her, the

walking to the Desplaines river where Clara wished to show me some of the
undings

scenes we-are to sketch, then we walked up the railroad track and talked,
ossiblep

and I hàd a beautiful time.- We gathered bouquets of roses, and rosebuds
attract- which areter than blossoms, and after a walk of nearly,two miles we re-
able. -I

turned and· found the three directors waiting to examine .my certificate.
twelve

After they had dissecte it ame up to my room, traced constellations,

Ciaras I learned the manual alphabet, and now'I,am going to bed tired, but happy
and thankful. But befor I go I shall tell my troubles and joys to God, and

y, a pray Him to take care of all of us, especially the Four, until death us do part;
saterial

nay, untiliafter death.house
nid the June 4.-One thing particularly troubles me. I am afraid I do not try

I must enough to influence Clara in the right direction. I am naturally thought-
less, and a playful remark with a hidden meaning which is irreverent does

1come-
not meet in all cases a negative response, or silence even, but I see that I am

which inclined to laugh myseif if the wit of the words is. sufficiently apparent. But

ting it I have told her how I am trying, and am praying earnestly arnd have sincere

rsble. wishes after righteousness in my heart. There is no church here, nor are

kfu there anyChristian peop but the Infinite One is everywhere, and "His

d Clara greatness flows around my Incompleteness.
d. Clar
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Afternoon.--The scholars are more vexatioug than t suai and I find it and
rather difficult to keep my temper, though I have succeeded thus far. The depr
children overwhelm me with flowers, the desk is piled with them ; they me
enliven this doleful place wonderfully. And alas ! for me the time even now mos
is when J must make comfort to myself out of roses and ies instead of
friends and home. One of my scholars had a fit in school and we all were
frightened, but I was "schoolma'am " to the best of my ability. onc

Evening.-I have not laughed so heartily in months as over a scientific sim
result obtained by Clara and me this evening, and have .been just as wild che
and thoughtless as I ever was at iome. Clara is eighteem and her·.enthusi-.
asm on the subjects we are to invstigate together, àwakens mine. Perhaps
my life is not going to be so very hard, but I can not tell. One moment I
am in the sunshine and the next I aua in the shade ; so delicate is my 'pirit-
ual thermometer that from zero to summer day a pleasant breath0if the
sweet south wind viil raise the mercury.

June 1.-Sablath morning. Rose at nine o'clock, breakfasted, arranged
my room, sud am womderimg at the strange day that I shall spend, so differ-

ent from Evanston with all its Christian privileges. This family is not
religioas. There is no church that I can attend, n outward form of worship
in whidh I can show the gratitude and love that fill my 1eart this beautiful
day. - Ican see father and mother,. sister and bçother,- in the old pew. I
know they all have prayed that I might be Éhieled, strengthened and com-

forted by our God who is over all, blessed forever. Mother has wondered

what I was doing to-day and has hoped in her heart that I mighit be happy
and serene and that I might live and act like a Christian uuder whatever

circumstances I may be placed. The younger members of this familv have
taken their pony and ridden off to the strawberry patch to spend the day.
The proprietor sits in the library below with six or seven friemds who have
ridden out froua the city; they are smoking their cigars and talking of horse-

races, sporting, and the liike. The mistress of the. establishnment:is .busy

superintending the preparation of the Sunday dimnner, for Mr.. T. is a rich.

man and fâres sumptuously every day. It is a queer Sabbath, Iu>ver spent

oue like it.- Gdd, help me to remember Thee and heaven and holiness while1

all aroùnd is of the earth, earthy. I have stayed in my room with Clara, read

a little, talked withi her the rest of the time. I' do -not know what I should
do without her. She is a petted child, the only, daughter, not used to think-

ing much of others' comfort, but she is very kind to me and marvelously
thoughtful of my happiness. Cilara and I did not go down to dinner, which

was a comfort. Have read my .favorite 119th Psalm with solid satisfaction.

Evening, June11. -Schoolhas been positively zestfut, my pupils enthusi-

astic and easily governed. The sun has shone and the sky has been as bine

as a violet, and, best of ail, - have had four letters from home. -
Tune 12.-My pupils have not been as studious or. as easily governed as

usual, to-day, and have troubled me greatly. Have been obliged to box the

ears of two reprobates, ferule the brown palms of four, and lay violent hands

on aner to coerce him into measures that did not meet his views. Ail this

I have doue ; I am sorry it became necessary, for 1 feel kindly toward them al
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[ find it and neyer speak a harsh word only as they force me to do so by the total
r. The depravity they manifeat in their conduct, and yet the littie creatures brlng

they me fowers and evince in many littie actions a kind of regard 'for me that i
ren now Most pleasant.
stead of
Il1 were o have given these extracts showing what a young teacher

endured, becas I know ten thousand others have hada
Dientific similar experience, an I have hoped to bring somewhat of good
as wild awid -chieer and courage t t ose as faint-hearted -in their new endeavor
ýnthusi-. mtua- 'as.-Il was in mi many years ago.
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After a few months at home I engaged to go to Kankekée, an makig 1

Illinois county-seat about sixty miles from Chicago, as assistant up upon
e that. o

teacer in an academy started by Prof. Charles B. Woodruff (the librar
former principal of the " Blind Institute " at Janesville, Wis., and ng quiet:
my father's friend). Here I remained one term, but owing to the res livel

urgent wishes of my parents did not return after the Christmas the last h
iink why

holidays. My cousin, Miss Sarah F.' Gilman, of Churchvilleh
thiat I hav

N. Y, took my~place and made a decided success of the ventur, appiest.
in.more ways than one, as she here made the acquaintancé of Harry aeters'tho
Dusinbury, whom she married'within the year. The story of this that do no

second effort as a pedagogue is best given m journal language: I ha

September 26, 186o.-Very busy getting ready to go. Letter from Pro- me thati
fessor Woodruff in answer to my telegraphic dispatch, giving me further personal

particulars and saying that he will secure my boarding-place and meet me

at the night train. As nearly as I can find out,.I am to teach philosophy, pend on

history, drawing, grammar, and all the reading classes, how many soever tions to

there may be. I received from Clara Thatcher one of her warm-hearted' who will

impetuous epistles. What a heroine that girl has proved herself to be! hide her
Right on through summer's heat' she has carried, all alone, the Sunday- started o
school we founded inthe little red school-house soforlorn. She says Oliver

is to have their school, and he is glad and so are we, for the wages dreèxcel- voyage w

lent; What an unromantic chnsideration! But lie will not have lalf so she will

hard a time as I had, for he will be in the nice, large,.brick building instead she.is on
of my wretched litwooden house. 'Yet when I think of spending ail the land. T
winter there, I can: but murmour) "Poor fello " to myself, for Evanston is ing at the
a townthat makes amost any other seem half rbarous. The faEt th at the
University charter forever forbiâs saloons tells a whole dictionary full about Septen
our moral status. erally, and

And so I am to go from home before our dear relatives .come from the are immort
East, and I have not seen them in many years, not since I was a young girl. as old, tho

brothers au
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They are all very dea to me and I was especially anxious to see my Aunt
Elizabeth who is loed with more thani the love of near relationship by me,
and for whom I am amed. In the lonely, days that will follow my going
I shall think of thos whom I have left behind and the other loved ones

who are coming, as they enjoy themselves together in our home, while I

lonesome, tired and heart-sick. In the evening Mary and I sang for
ours to.father, who is not particular a-bout the quality and cultivation of our

voices, it being sufficient for him that, as in the olden days, his daughters

ug together " Bonnie Doon," "Come this way, my father," "Star-spangled
fanner," and the rest; when'we closed with Longfellow's "Rainy Day,''

lother sat with her hand shading her eyes and a sad- expression on the

learest face in all the world to me. I knew she was thinking about my
'irthday so near at hand, about my going off again, about her bii-ds that are

a making longer flights at every trial and need no more to have her bear themt

up upon her wings. . I knew that she was being sorry for me as only one can t
be, that. one my mother. Oliver and Beth Vincent were upstairs making

he tt library catalogue for the Sunday-school. Aunt Sarah sat with us, listen-
nd ng quietly to everything. Father threw in a remark now and then, some-

:he i.res lively'- sometimes sad, but always quaint and curious. And thus endeth

Ihe last home-picture I shall draw for many a day. I have been trying to
l hink why I go away to this new work so soon. I can not tell. I only know

e, tliat I havesome dim sense that it is right and -best. Certainly it is not the
happiest. But I have.come to believe that it is well for us, well for our-char-

ry aeters, those beautiful fabrics we are weaving every day, to do those things

his that do not make us happy, but only make us strong.

I have never felt reluctant to tell my age. It éarly came to
ro- me that nothing was less¯dignified than to make a secret of one's

er personal chronologo. Marketable values in many instances de-
e m

pend on freshnss, and if a girl has no broader view of her rela-
Y,
ver tions to the world than the relation she may hold .to some man
d, who will prize her more if she is .younger, then she does well to
e hide her age. But if she ds a dignified human being; who has

started out, heart within and God o'erhead,' upon an endless
er
eh- voyage wherein she sails by the stars rather than by the clock,
so she will never hesitate eithe~r to know or to announce just where
ad she.is on that long voyage; how many days out from childhood-
e land. The first mentiòn I find in my journal of this way of look-
ls ing at the subject is the following :

J'ira

ut September 27, 186o.-I have often wondered why it-is that people gen-
frally, and ladies especially, are sounwilling to have their ages known. We

he are immortal, and, for aught we know, eternal. We never regard Gabriel
l. as old, though the prophet Daniel first introduced him to us. Our baby

brothers and sisters who have died are babies still to us, lambs in the flock
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that the gentle Shepherd leads. If we do nlot think of age when we think I flOW

about eternity, why should we in time, which is only eternity cut off at both great d

end1s? And yet we do.regard it very muchi. This was accounted for to me unti! t!

recently, in the case of ladies, on the ground that their attractions dimin- withou-

ish as their years increase, after a certain point, and that consequently the and cor

number of years is made a nmystery. Ah, I have it ! If " one" is beautiful, Ceey i

there is some reason in one's keeping one's age a secret, but if one is flot, grave.

one hias littie or nothing to lose by the flight of years in this respect, while A
one is constantly adding to one's attractions.in other ways, that is in copy fr<

knowiedge of the world, intelligence, culture, conversational ability,-etc.;
therefore, if one is nlot beautiful, it is foolishi to make a secret of one's age.
Corollary : My course is plain, because I myself arn plain ! It shall always
be in order for any one to propound to me the usually mnuch-dreaded

question, " How old are you-if I may be so bold ? " , Ib

,Why should men universally tell their ages? Because a mnan is an 'no wom
indiviå1ual and not dependent upon others for L1is suppor.t. I early resoved loved a
that I would not be dependent, either, and later that I would try to heip ail that uni
other women to the sarne vantage-ground of self-help 'and self-respect. .I and witl

determined, also, th~at I would set them a good example hy always freeiy little or
speaking of fny age, whichi I have not shiunned to declare, my mnother face- and the1
tiously contending that I kcee'p it, and liera, too, for that matter, just one ofte'n tih
yeár ahead of the current calendar. a dream

I have nlot done muchi ini these years, yet God knows.I will try to make mlan in

up if He will spare me, and somehow I believe He will.. oracles,.

September 29.-Gointg away to Kankakee to-morrow to begin my work. any mar

Packed my trunk. so as to have it out of the way. Oliver kindly lent me hlm, but

No1te's " Fifty Years in Both Hemispheres" D'Auhigné's " Historv of the loved m

Reformation," Scott's '.' Bride of Lammermoor," and tlie first volume of frequent

Bohn's edition of "Plato," to take with me. .disconso

Kankakee, Ill., October 2, 186o.-Another book to begin and a ne, conswh
strange life to tell of. What a world this is, to be sure, and how we snd just
stru'ggle about in .it, stray ing off from those whomn we love and tliose who live, and
love us, to strange, unfriendly regions, resolutely turning away from books d* I

f ~ and quiet to take in tlieir stead pain, weariness and Loil ; yet in it ai11 there ,seen eno
is the comforting reflection that we are right,I that in our nature tliere still purity of
existe, notwitlistanding ail our sins and ignorance, a spark of Godhood, a looked ai
shimme.rng rag from the stars that .shine serenely in the zenith of tht or metth
angels, a breathi of divinity which stirs within every human soul. 'Father care for ]
left me yesterday evening, and I prayed quit;e trustfully and went to sleep wa calm
with a broad grin on my face, put on thirough sheer strength of will. Well, ble, but I

f . thismorping, I went to the Kankakee Academy, where I arn second teacher, except as
and on the whole have lied a tolerable day. I arn going to try not te cry thsem and
oûce while I arn here, for I arn twenty-one, I would have you understand. the end o
It je not so very bad, sud. I won't care. I wisli I were a better woman. I yet whiat:
shall always call myself that no0w. the one r<
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think I now feel competent to work, and work I will. I can accomplish aet bot at deal between now and the holidays, so good-by to home and friendsto me until then. You can well do without me, and I have proved that I ean livedimn- without you, as well. Each of us is sent into the world by himself, to fight
ly the and conquer for himself, and when all is said an infinite remoteness fromutiful every being, save God, encompasses each one of us from the cradle to theje not grave.

whil' A little poem in Harper's for this month struck me unusually. I'willis in copy from it as a text to a short sermon. It closes thus:
F, etc.; " In this poor life we may not crosss •e. Our virtuous instinct without loss

1lway-s And the soul grows not to its height
readed Unless it love with utmost mighlt."

I believe the doctrine of this poem -divested of its imagery. I believeed an no woman ever knows the depth and richness of her nature until she hasolved loved a man, some man good and noble, better than her own life. I believe 
telp li that unless she does this, much of pain and want must be endured by her,et. e and with al tbat I bave admitted, my journal bears me witness that I sayfreely little or nothing upon the subject. Once only I will give the reason herer face- and then I shall not revert to it4-again. In truth, it is not one of which I

et one ofténtlink. I bave never been in love, I have never shed a tear or dreameda dream, or sighed, or had a sleepless.hour for love. I never treasured any>make man in my heart until he became shcred to me, until hs words were asoracles, .his smiles as sunshine, his voices like music. I never hung uponany man's words or took any man's name into my prayer because I 1oved
:nt m im; but I might have done all this had I so willed it. I was too cautiousnt me '

of the loved my own peace too well, valued myself too highlv, remembered toof o requently that I was made for something far more worthy than to spend adsconsolate life wastiug my heart, the richest gift I could bestow, upon aman who did not care for it, and who never thought of me save in friendly,common fashion. I was too proud for that, I had too keen a sense of right
W wo and justice; too strong a desire to work out from the seclusioÉ in which Ibe who ive, and trv to become wiser and better and more helpful to'the world eachbooks day. Ihave knovn several men for whom I might have cared. I have

re il seen enough nobility in their natures, enough culture of irtéllect, enoughre sti1l purity of mind and heart and life, to inspire the cboieemotion. I bavetood, a loe f isietecoc mto.Ihvlooked after them as they passed 'me onthe street, as I saw-them in cihurchof ther or e them in society, and have tranquilly thought to my§elf, 'You mightFather are for bim, but remember you must not.do so," and I have gone on my
sllep way calmly and in great peace. it is not that ram hard-hearted or insënsi-wel, bie, but because I know perfectly well these.men thitik nothing about meacber, ecept as an acquaintance, and therefore I am determined to be even withta Cry tbe and have shut the door upon them and said "f, Get hence, and that is-stand. the end of it I am sure it is right for me to do so. I have mot known asen. yet wat it is to leau on any being except God. In all my friendships I amthe one relied ou, the one who fights the battles, or would if there were aney
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to fight. Vet every night I say to God in prayer, "ISometime, if it pleases .
Thee, give me the love of a manly heart, of one that I can trust and care for hsea

next to Thee. But if this can not be, make it up to me in some other wa ho

Thou knowest what is right. And in if all may I be very quiet and restful soer
remembering that the fashion: of this world perisheth and ere very long 7 clear

shall be gone beyond the light of sun or stars, beyond the need of this

blessing for which I have asked." I am quiet. The present situation does . It
not trouble, nor turn the song of my life into the minor key, and for.this I st

thank God fervently. Burke says that the traits most admired in women E
are dependence, softness, trust, timidity, and I am quite deficien,in theni all.

October 11.-As an indication of the literary standard of the.family in kake
child,

wlhich I am to stay for the next ten weeks, I -might mention that the
Mercury, the Ledger and Godey's Ladies' Book adorn (?)th parlor table, he so

and I find twenty or thirty copies of Littell's Living Age štuffed away in seort

closet under an old chair. sre
busine

October 13.-"To know, to esteem, to love and then'to part, have i
Make up life's tale to many a feeling heart." . ave v

last thl
In the afternoon I went to Sunday-school ; they have given me a class ay

of boys to teach ; then went to class-meeting. My class-leader I like very you ai

nuch. He looks .to me like a Christian, ho is rather old has silver hair ist
dark eves, sweet, calm mouth, finely-cut features. I told them that Christ, forget

their friend. was also mine. After all this I am going home peaceful and would

-content, if not happy. What a thing it is to be a Christian ministër! How love m
gilad and proud I am that Oliver is one! My landlady gave me those Lizvingy wi4xou
Agcs to which I referred a few -pages back. Took Plato to school and fin- wish

ished "Phado." It'requires close thought' to follow the arguments, partic. • sud

ularly the last one. The'reasoning is like Butler's in the "Analogy " as to gOliver
one or two of the points, and I think reason could not more clearly prove

the -immortality of the soul. I do not like to affect such contempt. for the

body as Socrates seems to have felt. It looks to me to have a certain dignity Suî

of its own besides that reflected upon it by its kindly occupant, and it is so hymua
fearfully and wonderfully made. The following words partake of a univer t qu

sal spirit in man that looks and longs for a divine revelation: "For e influe
ought with respect to these things " (concerning the immortality of the understunderst
soul),."eithër to learn from others how they stand, or to discover them for strauge:
one's self, or if both these are impossible, then taking the best of human about n

reasonings and that which is the most dißicult to be confuted, and embark-

ing on this, as one who risks himself on a raft, so to sail through life uness

one could be carried mor& safely and winh less aisk on a surer conveyance, or

some divine reaseon." The tears came into my eyes when I wrote the lines I stig

underscore, they seem so mournful, have such longing in them for the revela solemn
tion of which Socrates lived anddied in ignorance. One of thie speculations cultivat
in these dialogues pleased<ne particularly; that is the one where the philos-

opher inquires what will become of the souls- of those who have not loved
fron t]

wisdom, after this life. He thinks that some may be changed into wolve "
"Spirit

or hawks, or kites, while those of a milder type may become wasps, or ants

or even chaige again into the humin species. I can never rid myself e
uns!l

i1
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* . idea that a spirit alien to them, looks out of the eyes of dogs, cows, and
for horses I have seen. The expression is so wistful, as of those that long for

something forever unattainable. It is a curious thought, of which I can fnot

clear my mind; in its practical workings it is a good one, too, for I try
always to be kind to animals, particularly those of the large, hungry eyes.

his It is so cold that I amn obliged to spend my evenings in the parlor down-

stairs with the rest, and therefore I can not write as I would, but I will do

my best.

Evening.-There, I did not intend to cry during all my sojourn at Kan-

ail. kakee, but sitting here alone, writing to my sister Mary, I have cried like a

child, no, like a strong man, rather, until I quivered with trying to suppress
the the sobs that would make themselves audible. I am going to copy the few
bie, sentences that had power to make a woman forget her self-reliance on such

i a short notice, for I sat down almost gayly to write, talked on with Mary in

business style until this last: "I am sorry -I have nothing to tell you, and

have written so much about my own little affairs, but I could hardly help it

just this-once. Remember I shall never live with you ail at home again. In
ass - all your careless, pleasant.times, think now and then of your sister that loves
ery vou, and who feels as she writes these words with'tears in her eyes, that.she
air, is to have a sterner life than you will know about.• I ana afraid you will

forget me there at home, now that I am always to be gout ; and I wish you

and would not quite, father, mother,- brother, sister, for I shall not have many to
love me while I live. 1I know yodr pleasant life and how you are:ýused'to be
without. me, and how I was often impatient and indolent, too, perhaps. . I

wish Ihad been better. There, I did not mean to write all this, but here it

is, and though it will sound strange to you coming from me, I will let it go.
to Oliver need not say, in his droll fashion, that this last part of, my letter is

ove -Èllhypocrisy,' for I have written what I mean, though you do not know

the me in this character."

Sunday.-Went to church with my little pupil, Fanny. While the first'
' hymn was being sung, my mind came into tune with the calnness and'Chris-

ver tian quiet of the place. I believe I -have a. soul more susceptible to the
e influence of music than any one who knows me dreams of, or than I fully

the understand myself, for a few words played can expressione will thrill me
for strangely, and sacred music most of all., There is something so spiritual
na about music, so unearthly, it stirs me like a voice from purer, better regions
rk- than these of ours. It was Coleridge who said a painting was something

between a thought sud a thing. This definition seems to me as truly to

apply to music, and iwhen I use this word I mean music ; not twanging of
esI

strings and swelling of bellows merely, but the waking up of sweet and

solemn sound. No one, I think, can be truly a player who has not a fine,
cultivated mind, a delicat, sen'sitive nature. I have friends who, when they

110s are in loftier moods than usual, play so that the music seems simply to drop
from their- finger-tips upon the'keys. Miss Kellogg plays Beethoven's

"Spirit Waltz" that way. Five minutes of beautiful singing or playing wil

change my entire mental attitude, and like Philip, as George Eligt pictures
him under its influence, I think "« igtb cp11eo hrè."te
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so it was this vy morning, as the solemn bass, the lnonrnful alto, the ring.
ing tenor and exultant soprano united in singing:

"The whole creation joins in one
To praise the glorious name
Of Him who sits upon the throne
And to adore the Lamb."

I quite forgot my doubts and ftars, my troubles and temptations, and
turned a reverent, wistful face unto the Lord. A strange thing is.this son,
this wonderful presence within my breast.

I told Professor Woodruff, speaking of my propensity to give away my
books, that I was spasmodically generous, which he laughingly remarked
was a species entirely unknown to him. I must be very dignified-appeaing,
for this evening a pair of young gentlemen calle4 to see Professor Wood-
ruff about.attenâlug the Academy. The other ladies present and I talked
and laughed together about some trivial matter, after which one of the boys
asked me a few questions concerning the school, which I answered promptly

enough. Whereupen he inquired if I was attending school, ànd I answered
that I was one of the teachers.' The boy put his hand to his <mouth and in-
dulged inan ill-bred snicker at this. Upon relating the incident to Professer
Woodruff he inqui4ed, with well-feigned petulance, "Why don't you look
older? How dareyou masqueradejn this false character?"

As I sat here writing thé above, a neighbor came in; he is a smart sort
of man, of middle age. I was not thinking about hi1e or his talk until the
following sentence was thrust iii upon my reverie "Well, this old ortho-
doxy isrunning down, running down in my opinion. I suppose everybody
would iot say so, but that, is my way of thinking." I never heard such
scandalous language-before from the lips of a decent person. The poog
blind fool ! I am so indignant at him that I can hardly sit here ud'ndlet
him go on with his ignorant, blasphemous nonsense, but I will-bear it
quietly unless he says something on the subject to me, and then I will de-
clare myself instanter.· I am decidedly of the church militant, Isee, but I
can not help it, I am so thoroughly disgusted with this man.

Subjects on which I am to write·: 'Mental Projectiles," " Religion.
"According to Law." But what ls the use of putting down these thenes
when I have no privacy or chance to write? When I thought up these sub-
jects I thought up fine ideas to match them-fmue ones and valuable, too, a-
I steadfastly believe, but I was foolish enough to imagine if the subjects wre
kept and remembered, the thoughts would come back t6 me, and the pit'y o
it is they don't, so I look regretfully over the words ful of ,suggstiop when
I wrote them first, but comparatively empty now. Have been reading of
Hypatia, about whom I always think with admiration and a sort of reveres-

tial love.

'October 23.-Such a kind letter from father! I am going to make

an extract: "My Dear Daughter: I take up my pen a third time to wrte

ithiout provocation on your pat but feeling symptoms of loueliness which

I presume are imparted to methrough the affinities of father and child

knowing tbat my litle 'newl' will no be unaereptable." Then the desr
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g. an went on ·and gave me every item that would be of interest; among
them, that Mr. Thatcher told him this morning that if Oliver did as well as

Frank had doue when she taught at Harlem, they would be perfectly satis-
led. I am glad to hear that lie said so, though the praise is late in the day.

October 25.-Here comes a lette.r from mother aad here is an extract:
It gives me pleasure to learn that. you are not lonely nor unhappy.

d Though you have not the exuberant gleefulness of the little girls whom vou

saw from the window that day with such a thoughtful face, I am thankful
vou have calmness, and quiet endurance, and something that you can almost

cal perce. Yqur excitement you must now seek in the vitalizing influences
of the Holy Spirit. An infinite soul may not lind contentment in the gifts of

a finite world. Some writer said, 'For suffering and enduring there is no

remedy but striving and doing.' This remedy you have early adopted." I

thank God for my mother as for no other gift of His bestowing. My nature
is so woven into hers that I almost think it would be death for me to have

the bond severed and one so much myself gone over the river. She does not
know, they do not any of them, the Four, how much my mother is to me,

-for, as I verily believe, I cling to her urore than ever did any other of her

children. Perhaps because I am to need her more. I am very p'roud of her,

and few women that I have ever seen have satisfied me as she does. She

bas a fine intellect, and as she said to me once, in the regretful tone of

one who'felt the world did not know her full capacities, "I might have.
been a singer with the heart under more kindly circumstances."

Mary and I were talking together once and ýeaid I could not imagine

what it would be to love an one better than mother, to cling to any one

more than I did to father, brother and her. The tears were almost in my

eyes, I.spoke so earnestly; but Mary answered lightly yet decidedly, that

she believed she could love the man he. should marry more than all others,
let

snd then I knew that in a few years longer my sister will love some one
alien to us better than her mother who has been boov of-her bone and flesh
of her flesh, better than her brother and sister whom that mother bas carried
under her own heart; better than, her fther who has watched ovbn oer he ever
sice she was born into the world, and had many an anxiousathought about

her even before that time. Sheis to love the stranger better than tbesewho

are so dear lo her, and who have been faithful to her always, and who will
be to the end of the world, when he may grow careless and indifferent And
it is right that she should do so, it is an instinct of God's own appointing,

but my heart ached toihear her speak the words.

October 26. - Father is the cleverest of men. Jist listen to him:
"Dear Frances, this day I forward by American Bpress, care Professor

Woodruff, a package directed to you, containing a book a watch and belt
fixings such as all the girls are wearing now. The watch I took out of my
pocket-as I wouldan eye out of my head, for I do, not know what I am to

dlowithout it. And I hesitated some time as to whatwas my duty in the case

c withept coming to any determination on that point."

The great event of this evening was Professor Woodruff's attempt to

mesmerize me. He tried eighteen minutes, looking me straight in the eye,I
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but never a bit of dazedness did hé put upon me "at all atall," although I
will admit he has a very peculiar eye, and two or three evenings ago wlhen

he tried it I felt a curions dizziness, everything seemed going away except

his eyes and they glared at me like a serpent. My landlady's daughter

came down to be mesmerized, if he could do it, and within two minutes she
was unconscious. I knew her to be perfectly honest and she was greatly

chagrined that he had conquered her, particularly after his laughing boasts. C

I havetbeen heretofore wholly skeptical on the subject,,but I am now a con.
vert to this much: I believe it to be a species of animal maguetism, mati-
fested under certain conditions and dependent for force upon the will of the
operator.,. That is all Professor Woodruff claims. The symptoms all go to

prove this theory. The young lady said she felt prickings in the ends of her t

fingers like those attending a shock from a battery.

We have most amusing times singing; Miss C. takes the soprano. Pro-

fessor W. the basso, and I attempt the alto; when Sam is her-e he helps and
we have quite. a concert. ",Oft in the Stilly Night," as rendered by us is s

really quite heart searching. U
October 27. - This is Oliver's birtiiday. I wonder if he remembers it. ti

I dare say not, the careless fellow ! I am vexed with him for not writing, o

but suppose he can hardly find time, as he is preparing for examination.

Went down town with my landlady and she kindly helped me to select a
dress, which I have earned with my own money, as I shall joyfully think t

when I wear it in school.

Later. My two boys who laughed at the idea of my being a teacher,
are in one of my classes and I take great delight in magnifying my office

for their illumination. Had a letter from Oliver after all ; I am very proud

of my brother and very thankful for him. I like him, he suits my ideas t
better than any other young man I have ever seen. He has delicacy,
quickness of perception, cultivation of mind, and physically the look tht a
I particularly admire. I let my hostess read the letter and as she laid it F

down she said, " He is a good brother, I know." I admire her sagacity and nM
sense. I believe I will copy some of his words: "Evanstôn, October 20, ge
186o. My Dear Sister Frank : I ought to have answered your letter at on<, lis
and should have done so but for poor health, a great deal to do, and a very pa
foolish aversion to letter writing, becoming,*from long indulgence, almost ev
insurmountable. I ar disposed to make amends and hope you will accept by
my apology coupled with a promise to doJ>etter hereafter. I was very y<
sorry for the incident attending our parting,.for I was unconscious of an th
intention to injure your feelings in any respect, though part of what·I M
said would have been better unsaid. I am glad you gave me credit for in- sn

nocence of intention. As to the construction given my words, I was surely
guiltless, for I never thought there was any foundation for remarks based w
upon the assumption that you were in any. particular inferior to the rest of
us, because I feel, and have always felt, the opposite. 'To err is human'- G
in this respect I acknowledge myself related to lhumanity; 'to forgive, e
divine,'-in this respect I am glad to believe you areaffiiated with spiritual P
existences."
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though For little Fannie's amusement I have this evening become almost a,tgo when ild again, having an interest that surprises me in the old games of the
y except lead years. I have ransacked.my memorv for stories of witches, robbers
aughter firies, told her about Jack and his bean-stalk, Blue Beard and Cinderella,lutes she ti variations; played all imaginable games, from the tick-tack to the laby

s greatv rmth ; showed the w9nderful pictures of the wolf and sand-hill crane, and
g boasts. c.osel the exhibition by achieving the Spanish student in the hijhest style

of the art, which the bright-eyed little girl is now imitating with astonishingw a con.
success.

Il of the Novenber 4.-Anniversary of the Kankakee County Bible Association.
all go to When they took up a collection and I wrote, "-F. E. W., $i, " I felt a newla of her thanksgiving that I could earn and use money according to my own judg-

ment. [ hereby promise myself that I will give as much as 'I can from all
no. Pro-. mv eariings to promote-the doitig of good in the world.

nips and Received a letter from Amelia I., one of my former pupils at H. I
by us is smiled as I observed how careful she was to place al her capitals and punct-

uation marks. She isdoifigwell and trying to learn and satisfy the hungerýbers it. that is given by the gods to their favorites among men. The closing words
writing, ofhr letter are enough to reward me for the little I have done and shall doination. for lier: " I thank you for your kind offer to lend me some books, and trust
select a I shall learn much from them. Do write soon, Miss W., for it does nie goody think to hear from my old teacher. I feel resolved to take your advic% and to,

learn all I can and try to remember all that I learn.''
eacher, November7.-Lincoln is elected President of the United States. Hurrah! y office Under the present system I was not allowed to vote for him, but I am asprond glad on account of this Republican triumph as any man who has exercisedy 1deas the elective franchise can be. It is amusing to observe the interest chil-licacy, dren, take in politics. This morning Professor W. read the returns aloudlitht and all my little girls, some of them but six years old, crowded around andlaid it listened attentively, clapping their hands at the announcement of an unusual
ity and majority in any state. It was a curious and sugestive side-picture ; a tallber , gentleman reading in triumphant tones; twenty youug men around him

listening eagerly; a group of smaller boys in the rear; several young ladiesavrv payig careful attention, and "the other teacher" lookg with expectant -almoat eYes toward the newspaper, and surrounded by a dozen little girls, holdingaccept by the hand the rosebud who dances up and down exclaiming, "-Are nts very you glad, Miss Willard, that Lincoln is elected ?." A picture representing
aof an this scene would not inaptly indicate the genius of a Republican govern-

what I- ment, au organization in which' every member, male and female, large orfor in- small, feels a keen, personal interest.
surelv
bsued Our reading lesson to-day was about God and his goodness to us. Ires wishedto impress it upon my pupils, and after going over the ground at some

length, said by way of application, 'Now, Sarah, what ought we to do when>rgive God is so kind to us?"· She looked up with a fresh sparkle in her eyes andiveelaned, "Why, pay Him for it!" Oh,. we all have that .idea, heaven
pity us! We en not take the gift of Christ humblv and thankfully. In all
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the ages men have. been trying to climb up some other way to God, trying gent1
after all His love and mercy, to pay Him for it. live b

I gave my pupils these three questions: How do we know right from as m-
wrong? What is the difference between morality and religion? How do we

know the Bible is true? My recollections of moral philosophy and "Leslie's bling
Method with the Deists" were of great use to me In making these things poor
intelligible. Florence listened with attentive face and flush on cheek and neare
brow that delighted me. Nothing is so refreshing as these evidences of a heart.
thinking, reasoning mind in a child. Nothing seems so hopeful for future none
usefulness and growth. ple

My landlady has been telling me about Bunker Hill and the dedication her in
of the monument by Daniel Webster when Lafayette was present, and the cons
wonderful address delivered by the greatest orator of his time. I wish I had and
seen something of the world, and I think I shall some day. and t

In the evening Mr. N. called; he is a pleasant, good-hearted fellow and shoul
very entertaining. He almost terrified me by his faniliarity with Beaumont her c
-ind Fletcher, the poets Rogers, Pope, Addison, Dryden, etc. Talked with conce
himnins friendly fashion and rather enjoyed the evening. He is going to send

téach me to play chess. I lent him Plato's " Dialogues"; wonder what ie ch'ild.

will make of them. F
November 13.--Was weighed to-night; result, one hundred snd nineteen sud C

pounds. That is gaining more than a pound a week ever since I came here. If he

Evening.-Here Mr. H. sits, ridiculing the vicarious atonement and the N

divinity of Christ. It almost makes me shudder to hear him. I know it insists

injures me and I know it vexes me beyond expression. Wsat a terrible can n

creed is this of the spiritualist! I believe it is fromihe bottomiess pit. and fr

My little Flora looked up discontentedly into my-face to-day, and said, times,
"Miss Willard, I want to draw, I am suffering Io draw!" I burst out laugh- where

ing, nobody could help it. Between you and me, I am not the most staid, N
decorous "school-marm ".in the world. at the

November 18.-After dinner I went to Sunday-school. One of my boys you h

came in early and said, " Were you sick that you did n't come for these two

weeks?" I felt reproachedand ashamed. Then he said, "I have remem- ters,
bered the answers to those questions all this time." The other boys cane here.

up and whispered the answers,4'Paternoster," and "Apocrypha." I was brows,
sorry I had stayed away. It was on account of a headache once, ad the an uins

next time some-frivolous excuse, unworthy of my profession, but really they of all

behaved terribly the last time. They said to-day they would behave like seer

gentlemen hereafter and seriously began by being very quiet and attentive hour ii

I will try not to stay away again. I spoke in class-meeting to the following of thex

purpose : I wish I were a better woman. My conscience reproaches me for fro n n
my thoughtless words and actions during the last few weeks. My life is N<

very different now from 'what it was at home where every morning my father wnttex
prayed that we might be guided aright. I seem to stand alone, almost, and that w

have many new temptations. ing sic
Then the class-leader said he had thought of me often and prayed for as amar

me. had been sorry that I was away from.my father and my friends. Bis dear F

156
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ng gentle words brought the tears to my eyes. - T resolved again and again to

live better than I have done, and in Christ's strength to be "a good girl'
In as mv father has so often and so kindly counseled me.

we November 19.-Father says that Mary has been ill, something resem-

es bling ty phoid fever. That is why she didfp r I am worried about it,

gs poor child. I love my sister almost as I love myself, I think she is even

nd nearer to me, though not dearer, than my mother. She seems a part of my
a heart. We have been together all our lives; I have no secrets from her,

re none in the world. I admire -her for her frank, ingenuous manner, her
pleasant, pretty face and fine figure. I love her' for her true, good heart, 1:

on her intellect and her strong good sense, but most of all for her unyielding
e conscientiousness, her firm religious character, her entire devotion to truth

ad and righteousness. "'Absence makes my heart grow fonder" toward her
and toward them all. God pity me if any evil should befall her! If she

nd should be cut down in her youth and her prime, while the bloom is on
nt her cheek, the light in her eye and the luster on her brown hair! ' I can not
ith conceive of anything so terrible. God will not curse me so. He will not .
to send such a blight over my life and motber's. She is mother's youngest
he ch'ild. I can not bear to think of it, it makes me shudder.

Father fears I am wandering off and forgetting my allegiance to God
en - and Christ, but he need not4 am trying to be good. I wrote him so to-day.

If he did not love me very much-he would not write me as he does.
e November 21.-Letter from mother and a note from father. Mother
it insists that I shall spend the winter at home and not return here again. I
le can not tell, it will be just as I think best, but a, I go through the cold

and frost and bear many unpleasant things and hear unjust words some-
d, times, I often wonder that I do not stay at home where they love me and
li- where I am warm and comfortable.

November 22.-Letter from father containing this comforting sentence
at the conclusion: paKeep up good courage, pray in faith, and remember

s ou have my poor prayers, as well as cour mother's, every day. "
.o We have pleasant times in our drawing-class. Besides the regular mat-
. ters, we talk physiognomy. My recollections .of Lavater are invaluable
e here. We analyze faces, hands, figures and feet, classic noses, eyes and eve- 4

as brows, disagree about the curve of the nostril, or the aristocratic elevation of
e an instep, define the Roman nose, studving the school generally in respect

y of all these and their finger-nails and hair besides. f talÉ Rubens, Land-'
e seer and Rosa Bonheur as well as I am able, and I think my pupils like the
e hour in which we do these things as wel as any in the six. I have each one

g of them bring in a drawing from nature and .reproduce the day's lesson
r frofn memory every day.
is November 23.-To-day came a letter from my sister, the first she has
r written since her illness. She speaks more seriously than usual, proposes
d that we be baptized on Christmas Day. She has done a good deal of read-

ing since I left home, and sums it up with pardonable importance. She is
a smart girl, and I am glad of her. ere is an extract from her letter: "My

isdear Frank, you did not know when you wrotejour last letter that I should
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read it on my gick-bed. Yes, I have been quite 111, a sluggish sleep for s
thirty-six hours, with fever and headache, only waking up long enough to ýînth of
take a little medicine. I don't know as I ever was worse. I had the doctor

:aterestil
this time and Iwas put in a pack, like Oliver, you know, and all the uglv anters
doctoring things done, and so it was and so I might have died. Just think ad s
of it! And then-no, I am not reâdy for that. there are matters of' forn i
to be gone through with, saying nothing of the lack of polish that the writers.
jewel in its case is suffering for.'

In the evening Frank N. came and gave Professor W. and me a lesson
enm with

in chess playing. He says we are apt pupils and shall do well. I like the
ganie exceedingly. It is quite intellectual, does not admit of cheating, and
is the king of games. Went to the "Reaing Circle " of this town and en.
joyed it very much. We read " Washington's' Life," by Irvj-g. These the phi
young ladies seem well edu4ted and quite appreciative; they are critical
about pronunciation, etc., and I learned several things.

heartly i
, November 25.-Went to Sabbath-school and my boys- seemed really Dec

unusually interested in the class. It amused me to hear thems whisper -
commng

among themselves, " You must be polite, she told us to'lact like gentlemen."
control

Monday.-We play chess all our spare time. I do not read a bit and an as i reall
ashamed of mhyself genejally. From Goethe: "Every day one ought to exhibitio
hear a song, to read a4ittle poetry, to see a good picture, and, if it is pos. ti
sitle, to say a few reasonable words." Thus we are better for everything
refined-and beautiful that meets us in our lives, for every flower, dewdrop
and rainbow. In my workinglife I.see these glorious things not often, but t
receive, with hearty, loyal gratitude, the little that fals to my share. I
wish I could hear Beethoven's 'Spirit Waltz" to-night. I wonderwhat he thought,

thought of as he played it forhimself. I wonderwhat it said tc him. I shall nonsense

know some day when, on the peaceful shore, I talk with the good and great hitory a
ones who have lived on earth. This faith of mine renders/me patient and
lopeful.- There is another life thaythsis of ours. nstead o

November 28.-Mary Hickok and her brother spent the eveningwith us. siceîv t
She beat me at chess, after-which we sang the song-book through, and Frank

N. came and we enjoyed ourselves in a general way till twelve o'clock. rsu ca
received my first invitation to a ball, which I respectfally declined' thought

November 29.-Thanksgiving Day. Much to my regret, our school was

notadjourned. I thought maiy things this morning while I heard my geog- I h
raphy class and they were singing upstairs (the academy rooms- being in the hfore

basement of the M. E. Church). Then came the prayer. I heard the min- exhibitin
ister's gentle, earnest tones thanking the Divine Father for the mercy and

goodness that have followed us all the days of our lives, mingling with the nesspandnssud
words I heard from Professor W. explaining the vanae of x ad y in an n a com
equation of three unknown quantities. I stopped my class, and we ail mankind
listened with bowed. heads to the. prayer; my littie girls were strangely

silent and attentive. Though I teackánday.àe usual, instead of praising s I

God in the great congregation, yet in' mpy heart I keep Thanksgiving, and
God, who seeth not as men see and judgeth fnot by the outward appearauce the suppo

but by the intention of the heart, knows this.
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Evening.-Finished Nolte's "Fifty Years in Both Hemispheres." He
to s a kee'n, quick-Witted, garrulous man, with no idea of humor or decencymuch of the book concerning individual speculations and like subjects is un

:nteresting to me, yet I have learned a goold deal from, it. The letters to
painters were especially attractive. It has been much fresit entertannientk toread sketches of great men with whom the writer is personally acquainted,

ne aS n the present instance. Chantrey, Delaroche, Charlet, and a dozen other
e riters. were the author's friends. Of the latter he says' that he was sostonglv impressed with the face and figure of Napoleon, that he could draw
him with his eyes closed. "He frequeritly did this for nie," says Mr. N.

once asking where he should begin, ' At the heel of the right boot,' I said.lie did so, and drew the whole figure perfectly well.
December 3.-That grand studept of men, Chamfort, who far surpasses

the philosopher, De la Rochefoucault, remarks: "In great matters menshow themselves as they wish to be seen; in small matters. as they are." Iheartilv indorse this sentiment, my experience with myself approves it.
December 6.-I must own that all my talk about self-abnegation is be-

coming every day more like poetry and less .like reality. I do not try tocontrol my temper as I did at Harlem, I do not try to grow good and noble
as I really did when I first came here. True, I have very little cause for the
exhibition of temper, and I do nothing really bad, as the world views it but
the glorious Christian life I know little about sFinding that loftiness and
Spartan-like severity and dignity can not well be attained with my dis-
position in my present surroundings, I accept my lower destiny and grasp
the straws, content since I can not have the roses. I am not noble-natured, I own it humbly, and with infinite regret. I descend to--puny -thoughts, I sing songs instead of quiet and lofty psalms, talk localisms andnonsense instead of morality and religion; play chess instead of reading
history and the Bible; use amusing, quaint expressions instead of well-
selected, elegant English ; laugh instead of think ; make efforts at satire
mstead of trying to control my temper; think more of doing up my hairicelv than of exerting a pure, refining influence. And thus my life goeson, uy poor make-shift sort of a life. I am more sick of it than My best
ftiends can tel1. I must not be unjust with myself, I am not wicked, onlythoughtless and rather degenerating even from the place to which I hadattained, and yet the case has lights as well as shadows.

I have more charity for the world, more faith in it, than I ever hadbefore. I see these people "without God and without hope in the world,"exhibiting a nice sense of honor, much tenderness of conscience, and anemphatic love for justice and for truth. I see a thousand signs of noble-nes and right-heartedness that I would not before have dreamed of seeing
in a community of "non-professors." It enlarges my charity, my faith inmanlind as such, my catholicity, my cosmopolitan spirit. Certainly thiss agam. I shal not cry, "Surely we are the people" with half the empha-
sis that I once put upon the words, and is better that I should not. I seemen uraking no profession of Clistianity .and yet contributing liberally tothe support of the church and all its enterprises, manifesting the -deepest
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respect for its rights and ordinances, professing the greatest reverce au
regard-for its institutions. I hear young ladies not bred to orthodoxv, n ,affecting an experimental knowledge of its worth, murmuring their prayers
each day with sincerity and faith. I see the children of careless, worIl
women reverently kneel to sav "Our Father," taught by their mothers
I see lying and dishonesty frowned upon and noble deeds applauded. .this in Kankalkee, the most irreligious community in which I wa' eeplaced. I walk their streets quietly and they think me à humdrum persondoubtless, but in my poor, wayering, silent heart there are, perhaps, inore
longings and more purposes "than they have ever dreamed in thei
philosophy.

Some one has said: "My conceptions were grander when they were in-articulate, mu my youth, than when, in after years, they found a voice. The
wave, crestless in the deep sea, swelled like a mountain; it broke in shai.
lower water, and rippled ineffectually on the shore of utterance."

After a foolish evening I go to sleep and dreams-of dearer, holier things
than I had talked about, for every heart knoweth its own sacred'possessions;,
every heart hath its faces

"That it muses on, apart."

1- am reading now Plato's " Lysis," on fz Méffshi , and the" Gorgias,"
on rhetoric. From the former I take this paragraph, which has in it
wholesome counsel-: "If then you become wise, my boy, all men will be
your friends, and all friends will be attached to you, for you will be use-
ful and good; but if you do not, neither will any one else, nor your father
be a friend to you, nor your mother, nor any of your kindred."

By the noon mail a missive arrived from my school-mate X., coolly beg-
ging her "very dear friend Frank," with the " very dear " underscored. to
give her some ideas of a composition to be read on a special-occasion in
two weeks. Oh, Finley Johnson, thou who gdvertisest to concoct speeches
for senators, poems for freshmen, odes on " My own little boy," à la Tom
Hood, for " doting parents," come to the relief of 'a dazçd school-teacher.
who amid all her other cares and troubles must take the additional one oi
writing a composition for a veiy dear friend. Well, I must arm myself with
paper and pencil and bring to light a few scattered thoughts on the curious
and flowery theme, " The living strive, the dead alone are glorious."

Never be afraid to question your author, and to stop him in his loftiest
thoughts and profoundest depths with the question, "Is it so?"

That is a beautiful idea contained in the writings of Schiller, I believe.
that "deprived of earth's gifts by want of alacrity in suing for them, the
poet received from Jove the key of heaven." Happy poet! In having thi
he has all things,· and can well afford to miss the joys of common folks.

December 16.-aught my school with·a joyful heart, I am going home
so soon. Went to the book.store for prizes for my Sunday-school class. Pro.
fessor W. wrote a commendatory letter to father about me. Now, even-
ing, having regaled myself upon the Chicago daily Tribune,.I will devote
the remainder of the time to the study of Agnew's "Book of Chess,"and tu
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mental congratulations of this character: "Well, you are going. home,

going home in two or three days ; your hard times will all be over. You

will see your mother and father, your sister and brother, and all the kind

wvell-wishers that you count among the inhabitants of dear, delightful

E-:anston. You,-will see the old, familiar rooms, and the lake, and the col-

ege, and the church. You will sleep in your own little room with vour

sister by your side, and your cousin not faroff-your bright cousin Sarah,
Io//lie 's sister. So thank God, and be sorry that you have not better de-

served the blessings He is showering on your head." This is the melody of

my life, all else is but seeming, and variations upon this beautiful reverie.

December i8.-Attended my classes and walked to and from school

through rain and mud unutterable. I sent to Chicago yesterday for prizes for

my Suuday-school boys, to-day went to the depot and wrote their names in

their books. They met' me there, and as fast as this was done, the grace-

oss little scafnps snatched their "winnings" and scampered off without

as much as " By your leave," much less, " Thank you." Such an instance

of unkindness and ingratitude I have not seen in a long time.

Quotati n from our reading lesson at'school: "That w7hich each man

can do best, no one but his'Maker can teach him. Insist on yourself, never

imitate. Every great man is a unique." (Emerson's " Essay on Self-re-

liance.")
Packed my trunk to-night, and so it is almost all oYer, and I am going

home.

December 21.-An awful snow-storm has commenced. I walked through

the drifts to school. The elemefits seem determined to wreak their ven-

geance upon me to the last. Well, let them, they have but a little longer.

Here are some lnes written by Stillingfieet that contain "my doctrine,"
as father saývs:

"Would you both please and-be instructed, too,
Watch well the rage of shining to subdue.
Hear every man upon his favorite theme,
And ever be more knowing than you seem."

Evanston, December 26.-I doubt if there is a person living who has

greater cause for-thankfulness than Ihave. I am in my littleroom once more;
the fire burns brightly ; the old, familiar furniture is about me ; the pictures
look down benignly from the walls; my sister Mary sits at my feet, writing
in ber funny, off-hand journal ; my cousin "Sac " sits opposite ; my brother
in his room across the hall is writi:g a sermon; down-stairs father and
nother gather cozily around the home hearth, and with heart brimming
full of thankfulness, I come to Thee, Father of every good and perfect gift

il
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(1861-862.) The da

In the spring of 1861 I once more taught Harlem school for morn

a few weeks. Here at the q{hatcher homestead, " Shady Dell,"
vene inicame in June the climax that I then thought would close my inde-

pendent career. But-n' the following February that spell was going t
ing-hotbroken and I resumed the spelling-book in April of the same year. ing-hot

The first I knew about the war was when my father came andept
home from Chiesgo, April 13, 1861, in an agony of mnd, saying, prside(
"Fort Sumter rhas been fired upon and our flag is there no preded
longer." Tlis produced great consternation in our household. pedged
When I think of the love that fills my heart toward the Southern thefrow
people in general and my own great circle of friends there in par- harrow
ticular, I can hardly believe that I exhausted language in anath- deir
emas upon them when this news came. Soon after, the Bull Run dent
defeat showed us what we did not till then believe, that we had liste
foemen worthy of our steel! Up to that time we looked with
disdain upon "the lily-handed Southrons" and thought that pared b
GeneralScott would soon teach them the difference between "a lot College

of idlers' and the horny-handed and lion-hearted soldiers of the
North. After that .terrible defeat the students in the TJniversity
immediately formed a company commanded by Alphonso C. Linn, action
one of the truest.of men and a favorite teacher there, who left
us with a thousand blessings on his noble head and returned to Seminar

us no more. A company was also formed among the theological ,eu doc
with. hisstudents in which my brother enlisted for one hundred days, bot ith is

they were not called out. All the relatives I had were too old to trn
go as soldiers except my brother and two cousins; the latter had m
dependent families, my brother was never physically vigoroUs, di
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and I am compelled to admit that we were well content that the

company to which he belonged was not called away from home. I

used to be sorry at the time that none of my kindred, so far as

I knew, was in the army, but I can not say at this distance that I

am now, and while I know that if my understanding of the South-

ern people had then been what it now is, I should have felt alto-
gether different toward them, I have the poor satisfaction of

knowing that they anathematized us.asbitterly as we did them !

It grated strangely on my ear when the first Sunday trains I ever

knew rumbled by loaded with soldiers from my own Wisconsin.

The day is fresh in memory when Gen. Julius White, on Sunday

morning after church, stood up in his. pew near the altar- and

e made an impassioned speech calling. upon ail patriots to con-

vene in the church the next night and declare what they were
inde- going to do·.to save 'the country. They came; the old " meet-

ing-house " was filled to overflowing and our hearts 1eat fast when
year. studeAts whom we knew and thought much of, went up the aisle
canet

andplaced their names upon the muster-roll. Governor Evans
presided, and he with other rich men and many not so rich,

e n
holno pledged large sums to the families of those who agreed to go to

the froet. I was a young school-teacher, but according to my

thern arrow income, perhaps, Igave as generously as any. I would
Spar- -have givèn myself to care for the wounded, indeed, was earnestly

nath-
desirous of so doing, but my father would not for a moment

Run listen to such an idea, and'I must say mother was.not particu-
-had

larly heroic in that conneétion. But we scraped lint and pre-
with pared bandages; went -to ail the flag-raisings, Professor Jones's

College flinging the first one to the breeze, and we prayed the
'alotj

God of battles to send freedom to the slave.
f the

In 1862, the Public School of Evanston was my théater of
n action. Dr. Bannister, professor of Hebrew in our Theological

Seminary; was . director. Meeting him on the sidewalk near his
ed to

w door, I asked him for the place. He thumped meditatively

but with his cane, then said, abruptly, " Are you sure that you can do

it, Frank ?" All my forces rallied on the instant in the words,
>1d to

idhad "Try me and see.!" His daughter was my associate, and ours
was a difficult portion; two°young.-women essaying to teach their
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neighbors' children in-the town where they themnselves were lately

students.

My journal says:

April 20, 1862.-This is the hardest work I have yet doue. . There are
two rooms, eighty pupils, thirty-two .classes, of which we teachers have six

apiece that are "high." I study on my mathematics all the time I can pos-

sibly ge't out of school hours. I have algebra, and arithmetic away over in

the back part of the book. It is almost impossible to keep order, but we do

our best and have hope, though every night we ache.

We had two big overgrown pupils, "the O. boys," who had

been a terror to all preceding pedagogues. Their open insubor-

dination one day obliged me to go toward them with a stick,

whereupon both vaulted out of an open window and we never.

saw them more! The school was a thoroughly American type.

There sat the sons and daughters of men cultured, distinguished,

rich, beside the barefoot boy and girl from humble cabins, and

melodiously their voices mingled as they sang Coates Kinney's

lovely song:
"When the humid shadows gather

Over all the starry spheres,.

And the melancholy darkness

Gently weeps in rainy tears,

O 'tis sweet to press the pillow

Of a humble cottage bed,

And to listen to the patter of the ra4r ops overhead

To the patter, patter, patter of the raindrops overhead."

Their fingers drumming ge y on the desks, in imitation-of

the falling rain, helped to e the sweetest music. that mv

teachling years recall.

April 25.-We try to-teach -well and to do good. Dear knows I "give

my whole mind to it,< to say the least. Aunt Sarah has been with Us all

winter, and.ismi main-stay in mathematics.. She thinks it would be beau-

tiful for me ifnucold go East to teach next fall, and will do her best for me.

She bas ço<siderable influence with Mrs. Stanton, principal at Leroy, and

some,-leading ladies in Rochester. It looks pleasant te m€ to think of,

carrying out this plan.

May 1i.-School goes well, is very hard, but can be compassed. Some

of the pupils I love. I play ball with them at recess and "spel1them down"
myself or take one "sideI" and put them all in-competition with me on the

other, to enliven the proceedings.
At devotions in the morning, when I read and pray before them I feel

their weight a littie, and a thrilling desire to help themtoward eternal life.
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y it is hard for me to conduct devotions, yet Iprize this possibility of doing

good.
Among other things I teach natural philosophy, botany and physiology.
If I were not often beclouded by physical weariness Ishould always thank

God, every moment, that I am of use. I think Ihave a rather healthful naturek

and I get on comfortably with life. To-night Freddy Huse brought me a

little bouquet arranged after his own fashion. He did not know how grate-

n fui it was nor how it stirred my heart to hear him say, "We've missed you
o very much in Sabbath-school." It was a simple, boyish sentence, but I

have felt better ever since, and I think hardly so tired.

I had not been able to take my class as usual because my

sister Mary was not well and my Sunday afternoons were passed

with her.

Mary-getting better very slowly-it is a painfully familiar sight-her

ftiace on the pillow, when I come in from school.

We talked a little,"she and 1, about old times at home, before any of us
dhad other loves than those of the dear ones there.. She said, " I have never

been so happy as when we used to 'keep store' under the trees. and go

walking with father and mother in the orchard and pasture. Just think,

Frank, of the vine all over the house, of the splendid well, the evergreens,
the animals of all sorts, and the dear old barn!" She is so anxious to go

back-says she shall never get.well unless we take lier home. Just as soon

as she can bear it, mother will go with lier.

I have "inspirations" about the old home. Some day I shall write a

pleasant book about it. I have believed I should,, for years.
May 3o.-Every dayschool grows pleasanter, and I think a little easier.

I have such a liking for Emma, Minnie, Ella, Eda andiher sisters; Darwin,

Harry, Verner and many more. And my pupils like me, too, I thigk.

Nine days after this, June 8, 1862, I lost ont of this life My

sister Mary. The record of her life is fully given in "Nineteen

Beautiful Years."

June 8, 1862,.-Mary is dead. I write the sentence-stop and look at
it-do not know what it means. For God is merciful and the awful truth of

My desolation does not shut down close around me all tbe time; it comes in

paroxysms and goes again.
At the ,rsquest of Dr. Bannister, who will preac.the funeral semon, I

shll write out many of the things that she has said durng heillness-
and at her death. Sweetness, purity and childlikeness . emarkable
fatres throughout her trial She expected to recover a ¡own to the

lasthour, and her most ardent wish was to get well enough tongo to Forr
est Home, where she had spent her. childhood. The very night she died
she told us to talk about returning there.· She used to say, "I never have

bad such pleasant times as when Frank and 1 were children and used to
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play among the trees and in the garden." The physician considered her "

hopefulness her best symptom, so we did not talk to her -of dying, though to

of Christ and of religion'a great deal. She used to wander in her sleep, as

and often thought she was a child again. One night when I slept with her,
she put her hot hand against my face and said, "You're with me in* the trun. ne

dle-bed, Frank, as you used to be, are n't you?" And that night she thought wo

she was talking with Emma White (one of her Sunday-school scholars

and she said, "Emma, I hope you remember your promises made in Sab- Ch

bath-school, and read the Bible, and prdy, and try to set a good example, th

and don't think too much- about this poor world, but about that wonderful, ne
wonderful, infinite world where God is. And remember that where your fui

treasure is, there will your heart be also-so you can easily tell whether you He

are right or not. \And don't worry about joining the church, but ask that

kind man, Mr. Goodrich, to put your name on some of the class-books

and then be proud to' be a Christian, and to have it known that you are a

and not be like people who- say, 'I'm not ashamed to own my Lord' wher en

they ought to feel so honored." but

She seemed anxious to do good and worried for fear she had not. Once cru

she said to mother, "I would like to be well if only for one day, so t1Éat peo

could do some good to sonme one. I've never done any, unless a little in m7 "My

Sa1bath-school class and I am not quite sure about that. I've tried to lean, a

and to improve, and to prepare myself to be useful, and now I'd liketo wer

live and do something in the world." sag

She thought much about the kindnesses shown by her friends. ou ai

quets, notes, messages, were received so joyfully. She was thinking ahut Peo

these things one day and said to me, " How good people are to mey low she

thoughtful and kind! Oh, Frank, humanity, humanity, what a wÔ#derfsl "T

thing !
On the last day of her life she was lying with her head in father'ý lap eue

and she asked to have the Bible read. He said, "Where shall I read?"

She told him, "Oh, where it makes Christ seem beautiful!" He read a psalm. ge

She said, "Please read where it sys Christ was sorry for sick folks. won

Father read about the healing of the daughter of Jairas. . She liked it fath

but when he had finished her plaintive voice cried out, "Please read where

it says He is sorry now." After awhile she added, " We believe that God ngh

loves us better than our mothers ; yet mother would have 1iked me to get "De

well, and God does n't seem to care-He does n't seem to see fit to make me ne

well-yet He knows what is right." In the night she was worse. She wanted still,

everything still; kept moving her hands in a soothing, caressing way, aud nam

murmuring, "So quiet, so quiet, no noise, so quiet! " At four o'clock oni but

the morning of the eighth of June, Sabbath morning, we became greatly over

alarmed and for the first time father and I decided that she could not get bari<

well. I went at bis suggestion for Mrs. Bannister and Mary. Father said b

to our Mary, for the first time coming directly to the subject of her danger, sid,

"My child, if -God should think it best to take you to Himself should you eve

be afraid to go?" She looked quickly at him with a rather pitiful face, sh ess,

seeuned to consider a moment, and then said in her low, mournful voice, es
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ud her "I thought I should like to get well for I am young; but if God wants me

hiough to go Ishould n't be much afraid, but should say, 'Take me, God.' "We

sleep; asked if there was anything that we could do for her. "Pray," she said,

th her, pray thankful prayers." Mother asked her if she saw Christ, if He was

e trun near her. "Yes, I see Him " she said, "but He is not very near, I wish He

iought would come nearer."

olars I asked her if we should pray, she said "Yes," and I prayed aloud that

n Sab. Christ would come close to her, that she might see and feel Him plainly,

mple, that since sIle had tried to love and obey Him, He would come right to her

derful, now in hèr great need. §1w clasped her hands together and said so joy-

e your fully, " He's come, He's come! He holds me by the hand, He died for me,

er you He died for all this family, father, mother, Oliver, Frank" (and Mary

k that Bannister says she added, "rmy dear sister ").

-boks "-I'lkhave Him all to myself," she said and then seemed to remember

» u are sud ad "I'11 have Him and everybody may have Him, too-there is

'whenr enough f everybody. He is talking to me, He says 'She tried to be good,
but she wiâdered, but I will save her,"' and added, " I see Him on the

Once cioss, He died for the thief ; He did n't die for good people, but for bad

>iatJ people; He died for me." I said, " I want to ask you to forgive me for all

lu mi- my unkind actions to you, for everything bad that I ever did to you." She

leard, answered very earnestly, "Oh! I do, but you never did anything bad, you

iketo were always good." Mother asked her if she did not wish to leave a mes-

sage.for Oliver. " Don't you think he will be witli us in heaven ?" shf

u said;." Of course, he is working for God. Tel1him to be good, and to make

about people good," and when I asked for a message for her Sunday-school class

o, she said, "Tell them to be good," and then added with great earnestness,

derful Tell everybody to be good.
She said to us, looking so sweet and loving, "I wish I was strong

reA lap enough-I'd like to talk good to you.

ad?" Almost at the last she said, with a bright smile on her face, "Oh! I'm

psalm. getting more faith!" Mother qutioned, " My darling, you will meet us,
won't you, at the Beautiful Gate?" "Oh, yes! and you will all come, and

ed it father. Christ wants yon right off !

where She moved her hands convulsively and said, "I've got Christ-He's

t G right here!" Then she said to me, " Oh, I'm in great misery," and then,

to get Dear God, take me- quick!" She held out her hands and said, "Take

e me ne quick, God -take me on this side," turning toward the right. She lay

anted still, bolstered up by pillows; I asked if she knew me, and she repeated my

,sand name. Father asked herspften if Christ was still near her, she would nod,

k on but did not- speak. She seemed troubled, after a few moments father bent

eatly over her and slowly and with difficulty she told him of her dread of being

ot get bred alive and he promised her over and over again that she should not

er said be. Then she gave some little directions about preparing her bed, as she
ger, said, "For those who lay me ont," showing her perfect consciousness. She

id you never spoke again, but opened her eyes and looked at us with such intent-

ce, she ess, the pnpils so wide, the iris so blue. I never saw such soul inhuman

voice, eys before. She groaned a little, then, and for some time she did not move,
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her eyes closed slowly, her face grew white. Father said, "Lord Jesus,
receive her spirit; Lord, we give her back to Thee. She was precious treas-
ure, we give her back to Thee." Mrs. Bannister closed May's eyes. Father
and mother went into the sitting-room and cried aloud. I leaned on the
railing at the foot of the bed and looked at my sister-my sister Mary-and

knew that she was dead, knew that she was alive! Zverything was far off;
I was benumbed and am but waking to the tingling agpny.

August 21.-O dear! I don't know what it is that I would like to say. I
am crowded with feeling, and it was never before so plain to-me that I am
without power of expression. "Mary did' ni get well," that is the key-
note to all my thoughts. I was so sure she would ; I refused to think i

possible that she could die. And now under the.experiences that crowd
upon me faster than ever before, like a wave, the consciousness of what has
happened us flows back and forward in my heart, and put in words it ali
amounts to this: "She is dead. Mary is dead. Her hands are on ber
breast so cold and still; she takces no note of us, or any thing; and she
used to be so inerry, so full of motion; she was always with us, she never
weait away. 'M

Oh ! this has crushed out all other feelings, except a vague sense of
incompleteness, of wanting some·one, some thing- of reaching out toward fo
the future life almost with yearning. Sometimes I don't look upon her as w
dead-- I ought not to have said so. And oh! last Sabbath evening when we
walked up to church, all that is left of us, father, mother and I, so clearand
beautiful I saw her in her unconditioned life-somehow, somewhere, so
radiant, so painless, so secure-very near to Christ, the glorious, satisfy- en
ing Christ, and perfectly complete in heart and lif, thinking of us, know de

ing that it will not be long till we shall come. And I was quite content to ch
go to church, to pray and trust and work awhile longer and then I believed
I should go, too. It is His will;- He is as well pleased with us who pray
as with those who praise; with us who try as with those who triumph.
This is one stage, it is all arranged by iam. The time will be brief, the
eternity will pay all, will give us what we missed here, will round everything ma
to symmetry. All this if we love and trust the Father of our souls, and do
as well as we can what He has given us to do. And Mary is the favored but
one, not sleeping in the grave, but conscious as we are, only so well off, so tee
glorified, so restful. It may be only a fancy, yet I think I shall be with her

before many of our little years are past. .O Father of my spirit, take it to

Thyself, any time, any where, only love it, take care of it. Let it see t

Christ and Mary. yet

Sept. i.-I have been to the old home, Forest Home, sînce I wrote last Iw
Mary was to have gone there, Mary wished to go more intensely than any of
us-spoke of' it not more than two hours before she died. The place s

sold now. Mary did not live to see it go out of our hands, she, never

mourned a friend lost by estrangement or by death, and no reverses ever

came to her.
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CHAPrER IV.

to say. I
that Iam PRECEPTRESSOF THE NATURAL SCIENCES."

s the key-
to think it We were so heart-broken after my sister left us, that a few
bat crowd weeks later the old home was given up and by the kindness of
f what has Professor Jones I went to the Northwestern Female College,
ords it ahl whence I had graduated three years earlier, as teacher of the nat-ar on her ural sciences.

andshe
she naever My brother was married July 3, 1862, about four weeks after

my sister's death, to her class-mate and my friend, Mary Bannister,
e sense ai and their home was in Denver, Col., for several years, where he
out toward founded the M. E. Church and Seminary, and was a Presiding Elder

on her as when but twentylseven years old. Thus unbefriended and alone,g when ne for the first time in my life homeless and for the first bereft, I re-clearand

where, so turned to the scene of my girlish escapades a thoughtful, chast-
s, satisfy ened woman-at least I thought so, but my pupils of those days
us, know declare, to my astonishment, that I was "ful of fun." Surely,content to they did not know my heart as here revealed:
I prayeved August 29, 1862.-On Monday I move over to my Alma Mater, the North-Who Pra y western Female College. I am elected " Preceptress of Natural Sciences."
tbrifth Very humbly and sincerely I pray to God that I may be good overbrief the there and do good. I was wild and wicked as a pupil ; in the same building

s, and da may I be cons stent and a Christian as a teacher. The last days are passingin this broken home. Life changes so, Thy heart- must ache for us, O .God,e favored but that Thou knowest we are soon to enter the unchanging home. I haveewh off, he been at camp-meeting four days. It is a glorious place, I love it dearly.e with bt God has brought me nearer to Himself. My Sunday-school girl, Jennie, is

tke it t tryingto be good, and her noble sister Hattie, and ever so many more. What
names I could write here of those for whom I pray and hope, who have not
yet come to the light. Help me to act aright in these my new relations!wrotelast I want to live a good life and get ready to go to my sister in heaven. I aman any of afraid that Mary's death will kill my mother.

e place is August 31.-
she. never Man maay trouble and distress me,
erses ever 'Twill but drive me to Thy breast

Life with trials hard may press me,
Heaven will bring the sweeter rest."

(r69)



"As Muck a Teacher as Herse/j"

September2.-Sitting in my room at the "Female College," ateacherreg. th
ularly installed in a ladies' school. The sensation is agreeable. I have a and
natural love of girls, and to have them around me as pupils and friends But

wilHie-delightful'o think that I am sitting here in the room that was of

Luella Clark's, my poet friend, as muchaeheras-herself; he

books around me, my pictures and familiar things; and then such admirable ove
girls to teach, Emma, Hattie, and the rest. Went for the last time to the h
class-meeting of which 'I am so fond, at Dr. Bannister's, since I must as a day
teacher attend here at the college. George Strobridge led it. Kate Kidder take
and Josephine Evans came home with me bere to the steps below. ast

September 7.-Sabbath evening. My first Sabbath in the college. Ail I lo
the teachers are at church except myself. It is sweet and full, busy and ting

fatiguing, at once, the life I lead. In the parlor to-night, how beautiful her
was the grouping after tea : the graceful figures of the girls, Miss Fisk at the dry
piano, Càptain Jones with his wife, Dr. Charlie, and spiritual-faced Professor littl
with his wife, and the children, all of them soon to start for China, where
Professor has been appointed consul; the kind' old father and mother proc
looking on contentedly at their three handsome sons; the folding-doors the

affording glimpses of the piazzas; music in the air. I liked it. The bell rang

for church, the picture dissolved. Professor did not die, as we alli thonght dec

he would last winter. He is well and' going. on a voyage half around the try,
world. Mary, my sister Mary, who went with me to see him in his llncss, with
took that longest of all voyages in his stead! eloc

Am reading Peter Bayne's "Christian Life." It will help me to prepare ogy,
to.go to Mary. I wish everything might. pref

September 8.-After school hours I ached-there are so many flights of
stairs, fotty in a day or more. Went home at dinner time. Father and sold.

mother are soon to go away: Oh, mother, with your sad, sad face, and your plat
black dress! Heaven has much to restore to you for all your weary years! and

I pray God to show me how I can be most comforting to you, how I can 1862.

justly fill an only daughters place. Life reaches out many hands for me, passi

with manifold voices. I am intensely alive. I, who am to lie so still and self i

cold»eside my sister Mary.
Sabbath morning, September 14.-Sitting.in my room dressed in a pretty

blaýk silk wrapper that mother and Miss Burroughs made. ·The autumn

sunlight is pouring in. I am here, but Mary, who was always with me, a Pa

where is she? The question mocks me with its own echo., Where is she Col-
who was so merry, who knew the people that I know, who studied the book Bake
that I study, who liked " Bleak House," who laughed at Micawber and Trad- chan

dîes and read the daily Tribune. Where is she who picked up pebbles fst

with' me by the lake and ran races with me in the garden ; who sang Juniata ceme

and Star-spangled Banner ? She was so much alive, I can not think of her

as disembodied and living stilL Then there is that horrible doctrine held
by many who are wise and.good, that the soul is unconscious until the res

urrection. That idea worries me not a little. Then, too, I am coming right
straight on to the same doom: I, who sit here this bright morning, with

carefully made toilet, attentive eyes, ears open to every sound I, with my fuln

170



One Day's Work. 17f

reg- thousand thoughts, my steady-beating heart, shall lie there so still, so cold

ve a and for so long. It is coming toward me every Muoment, such a fate as that 1

ends Butmyreligion tells me that my life shall be unending. One interpretation

was of my creed says that consciousness shall be uninterrupted both here and

-kL ere that fruition awaits us in the years where every minute shall be full of

able overflowing an nothin 2 >bll haxui -power to disappoint. How much a

the human heart can bear, and how it can adjust itself ! Four months ago to-

as a day I thought if Mary died I should be crazed ; it made me shiver just to

der take the thought on my brain's edge, andyet to-day I think of Mary dead

just as naturally as I used to think of her alive. Yet God knows how well

All I loved my sister and how deeply she is ourned. Here on a piece of blot-

and ting paper I keep in my book is her name written over and over again in

fui her careless round hand. She used to borrow this same piece of paper to

the dry the fresh pages of her own journal not many weeks ago. Oh, dainty

r little hand, I should not like to touch you now!

ere September 17..-This young person, F. E W., reports herself tired and

er proceeds to shor cause therefor. Rose a little after six, made my toilet for

rs the day and helped to arrange the room ; went to breakfast, looked over the

ang lessons of the day, although I had already done that yesterday; conducted

ght devotions in the chapel ; heard advanced class in arithmetic, one in geome-

the try, one in elementary algebra, one in Wilson's "Universal History "; talked

ess, with Miss Clark at noon ;- dined, rose from the table to take charge of an
elocution class, next zoölogy, next geology, next physiology, next mineral-

are ogy, then came upstairs and sat down in my rocking-chair as one who would
prefer to rise no more! Now I have to-morrow's lessons to go over.

of September a.- I have the sorrow to write here that Forest Home is

and sold. The time has been when I could not for a moment have contem-

Our plated the probability of its passing into other hands than ours who created
and who loved it. Alas for the changes of the great year of-my history,

ca 1862. I am to lose sight of the old, familiar landmarks, old things are

e, passing from me whose love is for old things. I am pushing out all by my-

d self into the wide, wide sea.

" The shadow of a great rock in a weary land."
atty

October 3.- My twenty-third birthday has come and gone without even .
e, a passing remark. On Monday my brother Oliver started for Denver

she Col., after having been ordained a Methodist minister, at Joliet, by Bishop
Baker. Mother is going East to see our relatives; she greatly needs the

change. Father will board in Chicago this winter, probably, and for the

les first time in my life I shall have no home. There is a grave in Rose Hill

cemetery; most of these changes may be traced to it as their cause.

"The same fond mother bent at night
eld O'er each fair sleeper's brow;

She had each folded flower in sight,

ght Where are those dreamers now?"

October in. -Have ill a week since I wrote last. Dear, unforget-

my fh mother has nurSed me up again. It almost paid to be sick to have



172 Teacher and Pupil.

people so sweet and mindful. My girls were marvels 0 loving kindnes

Well, I conclude that I can lnot stand very much, notso much as I supposed.
I am just a trifie discouraged to-night about the prospect before me.

thought this last week as I lay in the bed, that perhaps God, seeing how
I wonder about that other life, would let me out into it, snd it would seem

so natural to my sister. Mary to have me with her once again. I refresh

myself little with readin~g no wadays.' Miss Clark and I çorrected the compo. s
sitions all the evening. I stipulated for Ada's in my lot. Ada, dear, refined

girl, fit to be Charles Gifford's sister. I like the ideal, Heaven is that! We h
get hints of it here though, some of us. Luella Clark does and it is her
chief charm for me. Things are not so endlessly commonplace to her as t
they are tQ most folks. A red leaf out of the woods, a bouquet, a cluster of

grapes, these are a great deal to her. She puts her ear close down to nature,

listensan4hears. I wish I might do this more, but then I shall when mor- ta

tality drops off, and Ihave those acute, tense senses of my spiritual self fo
that Swedenborg tells us of, and I believe hlm. E1a Simpson, dear unfai- ta
ing friend, for all these years, has had my classes while I have been ill.

Dr. Tiffany is our minister and I am more thankful than I can express for br
the prospect of -hearing good preaching once more.

October 12.-Up here lu my room, while the.'people go to churcl, I di

watch the long procession. of young ladies file out along the walks and a
through the trees. The gate under the pretty arch bangs together as the to

last one passes through. One of my pupils, Josie, is sitting with me, and Sa
I have made her talk, trying to draw her out a -little, in a friendly way, sh,

asking her«if she likes her studies, if she likes to learn new things, if she at

likes to read refined books, if she loves people, if she tries to make them ar

love her, if she tries to do-thés good, if she has ambitions and what she an

expects from life. She answers with frankness and enthusiasm. There is cu

rare delicacy iu the girl. Then we sit by the window in her room. This au

was Mattie HillPs once,~and in it I have played mauy a school-girl prank ail

I tel Josie so as weithere. She lets me intoilhistory of her life, which ki

has been sorrowful, and we make a few wondering remarks over Gods le

providences. Then we talk a little of being good, and I speak somewhat ef th

my sister Mary, and how she lived and died, while I get a little nearer in ro

heart to pretty, sad-faced Josie. As I turn to leave her room, she kisses me. re

and says, " Yqn are the first one that has talked to the about being good since sh

I have been in this school. I wish you would do so often." I go back to my I

room, praying that God may make me well again, and thjat I may love all ga

these girls and they me, and that I-Máy do them only good. Then lsit f

down cozy and contented- to read Harbaugh's "Sainted Dead," looking M
ont often at the window on the bright trees and sunshine of this pleasant ha

plesant world, thinking my thoughts between he author's sentences, and hi

feeling very full of wonder about my sister Mary. j learn that this author g

thinks heaven is a place somewhere far away, and that the soul never n

sleeps, not even for a singie moment, and Lfindthis sweet quotation: "Sdig

sind die das Himmetreick haben, denn sie sollen nach Hause komme'" ni
(31essed are theywho have heaven within them, for they sha1 come home.)
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i think the book has not a page worth that. - I read a chapter in my Ger-
man Testament, " Come unto mie, all ye tiu.h1abor and are heavy laden."

Then tie folks come back from church, and my queer little pupil, Lizz'ie B.

comes to ny room. I ask Miss Fisk, my r;oom-mate, about the sermon,

she comments briefly, the bell rings, and they all go down to dinner.

Mv room-mate brings me mine in her quiet, kindly way, and Misses Harvey,

Sewall and Bunnell sit around.ime while I eat. I lIIce the'toast, and have

:ne zest for the delicate, amber-colored jelly. Miss Sewall tells me of

her home between the two Miami rivers. Miss Holmes comes in to get

e cused from "Biblical.Antiquities." My dehr Luella Clark enters with

the iast Repository, and Dr. Johnson's book of sermons labeled .' Con-

solation." She tells me she went "way up to Professor Noyes' for the

book on purpose to. read from it to me." How very kind she bas been

to me always, when I was a pupil and now when we are both "faculty

folks"! The girls go off to Sunday-school, Miss Clark sits with me and we

talk. She gets me to wrap up, andhwe go to walk in the garden, for she

Inks a sun bath is what I need?' Swedenborg's book is in her hand,
brought at my suggestion, and she reads here and there as we sit on the

stle, while we talk of the Swedish seer and his professed revelations. I in-

cline to look with favor on it all, and say, " Why should not God in som

way supplement that mysterious apocalypse of John ; for we are all longing

to know more about the other life-at leat I am, in these days." She says

Swedenborg's belief is too materialistic, but his ideas of special providences

she likes exceedingly. A little gray cat comes and sits by us. We wonder

at the graceful little creature, and fali into a dozen queries over it, f'r we
are in a querying mood. Miss Clark takes it up in 1%rarms, smooths its fur,

and says, "Poor creature! You noticed us and followed us *th your big,

curious eyes. You make the very best of life you can; ylke to jump
ad.play about, and it grieves me to think how your life will ail flicker out

aller a little, not to revive.again." Then I tell her how fond I am of the
kind old "Country Parson" ("A. K. H. B."), and repeat what he said to his

horse, " Old Boy," out in the stable, in that genial, generous passage with
this sentence in it: "For you, my poor fellow-creature, I think with sor-
row, as I write upon your head, there remains no such immortality as
remains for me." Then Miss Clark tells me anecdotes about her pets when
she wvas a little child, away off in New England, where I have never been.
1 fail to wondering about this strange Being who made the little cat and

gave to ber feet their active motion, who pushed out of the ground the little
flower that Miss Clark plucked for me from the borders as she walked, who
made my favorite heliotrope. I hold two leaves of it on the palm of ny

hand, one green with sap, one black with frost, and wonder at the difference
ietween the two. I see the leaves dying on the beautiful trees of the college

grove, and I wonder what Gcd thinks as He sees this world that He has
made, and we poor, blind creatures groping along thrdugh it. Then I rememna*

that "God is love," and that thought quiets me. We go into. the house,

Upto my room again, and Miss Clark begins to read to me from the book
brought. Soon comes a low rap at the dçor, and my friend Emma

1
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174 "The Slaves are Free."

enters, a very welcome visitor to me, with her refined face and large grav
eyes. Pretty soon my pupil Lizzie comes in, for a chance to read her BîitI
in peace, I guess, and then the smart Bishop girls bring me news that i)t
Tiffany heard my " Biblical Antiquities" class at church, telling ne who
had their lessons and who had not. Then my friend Ella Simpson, tried
and true, with Mollie Ludlam appear upon the scene ; soon after, Mary, tmi
kind sister-in-law. Now I will lay aside this writing and try to go to slee
I pray God to make me well again, to take away nny uncertain, ghîostht
feelings, and to restore to me something of the zest and enthusiamn that
have always been my portion. And .oh, above ail other things, may I rest
in the belief that Thou art love r

Northwestern Female College, January 1, 1863.-" Abraham Lincoln
has fulfilled the pledge, the slaves are free," so said Father jounes to-ight,
coming down late to tea, and on the instant all the girls clapped their hialîs Sever
so heartily that it was fine to see and hear them,. and far down in iy lti and almos
something stirred, some chord was struck that gave out music. How inuci towards a
there was to think about just then! Our girls sitting there so well kept as
they are, so good looking, so happy and contented, with the thought i was the f
their heads that four million of wretched beings became this day constitî- circle. T
tionally free, and the feeling in their hearts of what a gift this freedom is to from us, a
a human sont. It was a thing that thrilled me beyond my power to tell intimate.
one that I am thankful has transpired in my experience, and that I shall
think over with frequent pleasure.a

Thë future rises before me misty, dark, moist, like an advancing wave. during hi
Steadily I march toward it, there is no help, and God is in it, God ho lectured n
manages affairs. My soliloquy was: "F. E. W., why do you plan,to ton more like
teaching ad infinitum, now here, now there, and then some other where? friend and
Why do you content yourself with such a hedged-up life, with acquirig
money so slowly, with an allotment so obscure? There is no necd of it
You have abilities for something beyond this. Don't cheat yeurself out of y sisters
your rights. Do you know that sometimes as y'u help arrange the room, were so he;
or make your toilet, or take your solitary walks, you think of. splendid ville, and
paragraphs that you never write out-idle creature that you are? Do you small,ud
know that you have a great many kind, fresh, beautiful thoughts that you i

historié fa:never tell? Do you know that new and striking comparisons comete you, èd and .
and pleasant, queer ideas, and you let them pass in and out, leaving not
even a sedimentary deposit there. Stir yourself; be determined to write Hearing o
books if you please. Why not? Be intent upon it. Your·flight of useful emphatic 1
ness might be very much extended. God thinks it right to have ambitions here in on
you..are on the earth, now deal with the earthyMeel the victory in you,' the Board
that is your father's quaint, expressive phrase. And now, to be pointed . t.
and make the application, write next year, write. It is nonsense to think tnsttt
you can not do it while you are teaching. You expect to visit Boston in the ably good
summer. Take to that city an essay on the writings of William Mountfon,à trunk pacl
an essay on.a, tolerant spirit, a.novelette entitled -'Philip,' and a chastely wec
written memoir of your sister Mary. Now, do this without fail. You Can.

onugh, at
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CHAPTER V.

rest PITTSBURGH FEMALE COLLEGE.

coin (1863-1864.)
aiglit,

muIas Several persons have stood at the parting of the roads for me,
her and almost all of them have been animiated finger-posts pointing

""r towards a better and an upward path. Mrs. Bishop Simpson

ht was the first whose presence brought ‡o me a greatly widened

stiI circle. .- The Bishop had lived for several years only one street

is to from us, and the young pedple of the two families had been quite
tell intimate. The Bishop, though at home only during brief.inter-

shal vals was the central figure and beloved hero of the town, where

during his three or four years' residence he preached and

yiîîo lectured not less than thirty times. His eldest daughter, Ella,
on more like himself than any other of his children, was a school

aere frieid and companion in many a pleasant, confidential ramble

r through the -woods and down by the lake shore. Now when
of it.

my sister's mystical departure had changed all, and my parents

were so heart-broken that they went away and boarded in Janes-

idid ville, and afterwards in Chicago, while I was teaching, in this

yoU small,-rudimentary way, I found what friends I had in this now
ty" historic family. Heartsick and homesick I had taken to my

bd, and from very listlessness seemed disinclined to leave it.

write Hearing of this, Mrs. Simpson came down to see me, and in lier
fUl emphatic tones said to me, " Frank, it is absurd for you to stay
ns here in one village all your days. My husband is President of

in the Board of Trustees of Pittsburgh College ; it is a fine, large

ik institution in the heart of a leading city noted for the remark-

n the ably good health of the inhabitants. Now, you just have your
tfoit, trunk packed and be ready to start within a week, for I am-

e7 4te we can arrange it so that you can have classes to hear,
can. enough, at least, to pay all your expenses and doubtless some-

Il



First Day ai Pitsburgh.

thing more."' Her words did me a world of good. I consulted
with the faculty, of which I was a junior member, and ther
agreed to let me go, so that a new world opened before nie a
widely different from -anything heretofore known as is conserva-
tive Pennsylvania, with itS mountains, mines and valleys, from
the broad prairies and progressive spirit of the West.

The new life will best be told in its own vernacular, as my
journal sets it down:

PITTSBURGH FEMALE COLLEGE, January ý26, 1863.

"Give battle to the leagued world;
If thou art truly brave

Thou shalt make the hardest circumstance
A helper or a slave."

Very aimlessly I have scrawled the above heading. Very aimlessly
now I am racing my new " Gillott " across the first page of Journal Book
No. 17. Sitting here in Doctor Pershing's office, in his easy-chair with the
writing-table attachment, coal glowing in the grate, teams passing through
the.muddy street outside, the tinkling of the school pianos in my ears min-
gling with the voices of the girls in the halls, sitting here thus surrounded I
thank God for life,-for life continued on the earth. My last winter day,
may be gliding away from me now just as our Mary's were one year ago,
when we laughed and studied together. Next January my grave may be
curved under the snow as now her's is, oh, Mary! But now I live, I am
surrounded with matter, or, to put it more truly, I am a spirit enshrined in
matter, and for this I am thankful, I hardly know why. Perhaps simplv
because it is so natural. I am glad I came here, I am to like it, I know. By.
and-by I, who am a stranger here, may find swee friends and be called by
beautiful, endeafing names, and I am to learn -much that is new and good;
indeed, I have already. I mean to do my best to be as gooal a teacher as
my abilities will permit, and to win the love and respect of these strangers
to myself, if it be possible. I wish to make it a happy thing for some of
them that I came here among them, and not a thing unpleasant for any one.
This first Monday of my new experience, my classes have gone off credit-
ably and I am not dissatisfied with the result of the day's effort. Before it
was light, nice Fanny Fish, my room-mate, and I, rose, dressed and went to
devotions in the chapel before breakfast. Professor Johnson, a refined,
sweet little man-whom, with his wife I greatlylike, indeed, I like him rather
better-read and prayed. After breakfast w eturned to our room and did
our work. Then I went to smart Miss cl's room and together we called
on Miss Teel; the first is' the head teacher among the ladies, the second is
teacher of drawing and painting. By much maneuvering we. arranged to
have Miss Scull take the arithmetic, for which I have no "call," and I am
to take her class in elocution. What a weight went off my shoulders then! J
I looked over my geometry, history, etc. Being the youngest teacher I
have no school-room to superintend.

1 76
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The Open Secret. 177

" The Open Secret" fascinates me; sometimes it looms u misty and
awful for a moment, but .when I fairly look, it has disappeared unread.
Habitude is its safe mask. And that is one reason why habits seem half

hateful to me, but I know this is not-right. Oh, if I could but see! Two
afternoons ago I was upon the street. A child was coming toward me with

a basket on his arm ; opposite, a servant cleared the sidewalk with her

broom; just as I passed a forge where blackened men were working, a lady
crossed the street ahead of me. The instant that I looked at her, a hint at

the open secret of the universe flashed through me, taking away my breath.
It went again an instant afterward. I can not tell you what it was, but oh

the vastness of it weighed me down. Are we to read it in this life, I wonder,
even when the Ripest Age has come? , I almost think that no man shall look
it in the face and live. We may talk of.it, long for it, learn its alphabet,

but with our last breath only shall it stand before us clear and-perhaps ter-
rible! Schiller's final words, "Many things grow plain to me," gives a hint

of this. But oh; oflate it is almost always in my thoughts, it winds itself in
every reverie of Mary. I have thought of God to-day, of "that wonderful,
wonderful world," as Mary called it in her incoherent sentences the last
night that we ever slept together, when. the misty depths beyond us seemed

to have been penetrated a little way by her sweet spirit so soon to depart.
Social life in this world blinds us and stupefies us as too much confection-
ery makes a chiki 111. The kind God of many a wéll-bred family on their
knees around their glowing grate, with warm and sense-pleasing things

about them, is little better than the Lares and Penates of ;Eneas and his
people. He is a domestic God, or at least, He is the one we worship "in
our church." This is said without bigotry by them, too, and only in mem-
ory of their luxuriously-cushioned pews, beautiful-stained-glass windows
and melodious organ, and with the thought of their well-dressed, gentle-
manly pastor, besides. I write this not in bitterness. I have seen that it is
true. Oh, for a glimpse at Him who is without beginning and without
limitation! We use these words, the wonder is that we-have got so far,
but a little bird raising its head in grateful acknowledgmetto heaven
as the water-drops pass down its throat, knows what the words mean
as well as we do. Ecce Homo ! Let us take that in as best we may.

I thought to-day of another church where often and often I have sat
contentedly listening to what was given me to hear. Father aud mother
were no doubt in opposite corners of the old pew, to-day, and they have
dreamed sadly of those who used to sit between, of me, of Oliver, away by
the Rocky Mountains, of Mary, away by the River of'Life. I have the feel.
ing of one who Walkp blindfold among scenes too awful for his nerves to
bear, in the midst of which we eat and drink, wash our faces and complain
that the fire won't burn in the grate, or that the tea-bell does n't ring in
seasou. We are like a spider's web in some remote angle of St. Peter's
Cathedral. I suppose the cunning insects flurry greatly if a gnat 'flies past
without being entrapped ! All that appertalns to the building from floor tg
dome is accidental in their sight.



A' Bo/anical Outing.

A letter from Emma has made Pittsburgh with its smoke and forges to gg of
be quite forgotten for awhile, and put me into a Utopia all my own. t

May 2.-It is a queer place that I am in. I would give a good deal for a May
painting of the scene around me. Professor G.'s botany class, withl a few in- keep wa
vited friends, is spending the day among the hills. About thirty of us took I a:n alm
the street-cars this morning and came out into a beautiful valley, took a on the e
long walk on the bank of the Ohio, amid charming scenery; climbed the t!iught,

highest hills, that 1, a prairie girl, have ever seen, and are now encamped for it; se
on Jack's Run, a murmuring little stream. The scene is picturesque. I am with whi
painfully conscious that my peu can do no justice to it, can hardly give a kindlg
hint, a sign, to stand for its calm beauty. Perched nearlÿ on the top of ttered ri
a queer mound of limestone, I am sitting, monarch of nothing that my eye my heart
surveys, and yet in my poverty content. I wish Emma could see me just me, how
now, or Luella Clark; they would know the costume, all black, with a littie ful, so ho
hat Emma has seen rising out of a hollow many times as I took my evening mournful
horseback ride and always went to her. The eye-glasses and veil drooping sweeping
to one side would be less familiar, for I never wore eye-glasses until sub- hist at th
merged in this Pittsburgh darkness in the midst of which I can not see my tospell ou
pupils in the chapel except by artificial aid. I think of Shirley, which I song, thes
finished reading this morning and of Louis Moore. No female character itclearer
in any book suits me, like Shirley. Such fire and frezdom, such uncalcu-

lating devotion to a master, command my hearty admiration. Oh, so much

better to wait for years and years, if we may hope to find at last the one

who can be all things to the heart! I am glad, heartily glad, that I did not makes the
perjure myself in 1862. But I digress. The .highest kind of hills inclose speak abo
us; the water drips, drips, drips, over the uneven stones, and I listen while itself aronu
the music and the murmur sink into my heart and make me richer-natured theusual n
for evermore. At my right a ledge of rocks rises perpendicularly, and on dinner an
its top grow trees. At the foot of it a group of girls reclinë-in various grace- march thu
ful attitudes, a botany among them, and a rare flower, a yellow trilliium, orpride ha
going through the ordeal of analysis. Across the little stream is a .smal, Two le
white house, the home of some quiet farmer and those who love and look to ife, and fo
him. A peach tree in full bloom is in his yard; his son, as I choose to for these
think, sits in a chair by the open door, while he himself is plowing near burming t
by. The furrows are not those shining black ones that we used to like to read of the

walk on as they fell off from the plowshare, Mary and I' Two of the smaller aid Invisi

girls run about gathering flowers; sweet, gleeful faces they have, their child. burt on th
ish enthusiasm I look upon with smiles, partly in memory of my own sunny sffold an(
years of early life. It is a kind, sweet scene about me. . Iis beauty makes ened to
nie glad. Thank God for this pleasant day of spring. All these things talk meh over
to me, though I can not translate every message which the wonderful, mys- aIthough

terious Power sends to me by way of bud and blossom, -sky and tree. If at holds,
only some one dear to me would take my hand and look into my eyes with , shudd<

wise, kind words to-day ! If I might speak as I can not write what fills my a rewardc
heart, I should be as complete as we·can be on earth. A rain-drop.falls on nt, activ
the page as I am writing. A sudden shower, while the sun shines; the ordained

le, siue
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5 to group of girls below me scramble after hatand shawl. The day outside of

town is passed. I too, must go; so, fair, gentle scene, good-by.
or a May 5.-Evening. Sitting in my room. What is it, I wonder, that I

v in- keep wanting to say ? It never comes to my lips nor to the point of my pen.
ook 1la:n almost sure that God- does not mean that I shall say this while I live

k a on the earth, and yet it.stirs in every pulse, it lies back of every true

the tuought, but it has never yet been told. Some of my best essâys are studies

ped for it; sentences that I have hurriedly, earnestly, spoken to a friend's soul
am with which for the hour I was en rapport, have been guesses about it; the
e a fkindling eye and flushing cheek have told a little of it, but it wil never be
of uttered right out loud except in deeds of happiness and valor; it lives on in

eye my heart unsaid, and even in my prayers unsaid. It comes so strangely near
ust me, how or why I can not tell. I have seen in the eyes of animals, so wist-
ttle ful, so hopeless in their liquid depths, some hipt at what I mean. That
ing mournful flower, the gentian, with its fringed corolla, is to me like the
ing sweeping eyelash that directs a loving, revealing glance, and gives a new
ub- hirt at that which I can feel, but .can not tell. The dripping of water tries
my tospell out some simple words of it, and the blackbird's note or the robin's

I song, these help me wonderfully. The royal colored clouds of sunset make
ter iclearer and a long gaze..upward through the depths of the night,
cu-

ch "When the welkin above is all white,
Al throbbing and panting with stars,"

ne

not makes the secret clearest of all. The thought of this, which I dan only
ose speak about, has been with me all day, like an ethereal perfume; has wrapped
ile itself around me as a cloud of incense, and yet 1 have been through with
ed the usual number of clases, absorbed the plain, substantial fare of breakfast,
on dinner and tes eagerly/and read the daily papers. Hooker's triumphant
ce- march thus far toward .2chmond has made my heart beat faster than love
nu or pride has done since the Garden City was left behind.
a1, T wo letters have b en received from two poet-souled women in obscure

to ife, and for the time they have transfigured me. Full of insight they were,
to for these wpmen love nuch and read the significance of destiny by clear

ear ring tapers lighted a\t the altar of consecration to their homes. I have
to read of the French Re olution, and Charlotte Corday, and the Unknown
1er ad Invisible has risen! before me misty and dark as I wonder what vision
id. hrut on the freed soul of that marvelous girl as she lay on the plank of the
ny scffoldand "the beam dropped, the blade glided, the head fell." I have
es ened to the Bible reading at ourquiet chapel prayers, and pondered
k much over Job's words, "Why should a man contend against God ?" and
s- aI thought, my soul went out after Him, this awful, overwhelming Power
If at holdse all things in equilibrium, and has cone back again with some

ith , shuddering consciousness that He,is, and some .sweet faith that "He
y a rewarder of all such as diligently seek hlim. '' Ihave looked at my

on iant, activ.e fingers, and wondered over this strange, imparted force.that
e ordained to live a while-in-e, that joins itself in some weird way to

le, sinew,.tissue and bone; that filters through my nerves and make



"Stop Your Scrouging."

signaled
all things alive, among them the organic shape that is called me. I wish I n the p

could talk to-night with some one who would say, with quick, emphatic ellow, s
gesture, "Yes, I understand, I have felt so, too." "Be Cæsar to thyself." reach it

The words are brave, but to-night, I am too tired to say them truly, and so I as the 1

will pray to God and go to sleep. n,-o

May 15.-Mary Willard is my one thought, even more truly now, I think, grateful

than when I was in Evanston. But the stunning weight is not always upon for what

me. Like an object held too near the eyes to be distinctly seen, so bas The

her memory often been ; but to-night I held the awful Providence at arms- read for

length and looked at it fairly. Oh, if I could keep my face and form for. Dilie, tc

ever young, if I could save myself from such a fate as Mary's! But there the very

is no release. In all nature there is no law so inexorable as this: "Dust told. V

thou art, ·and unto dust shalt thou return." Oh, Frances Willard, aspiring claoo, au

mortal! Hungry for love and fame, and thirsty for the nectar of life, grasp nover ur

ing after the beautiful and bright, but crying out so often at the thorns that thought,

prick when you would feebly reach out for the good-God pity you! And a good n

ao He wiii. "He doth not willingly afflict." He who loves us best is at the vou no
helm. If He has ordained that we shall die, it is but that He may take us Poor ci

nearer to Himself. Mary knows that. wvhy I wa
May 17.-I have been reading the Presbyterian account of the first an' I could n

niversary of the United States Christian Commission, also a sketch of the ever unk

orator, Anna E. Dickinson. My heart thrills with the hope of a long life I was thc
on earth and of seeing these persons that I read about; walking up and wrong ri

down the cities, feeling the salt sea-breeze in my face, being at one with the which, or

great, pulsating heart of mny race. I will try for it. I am bound to try. And alvays g<

yet, on such a morning as this Mary went into the Silent Land, with her Extrr

hopes on earth all blighted, with unsatisfied ambitions, and unawakened tino this

love. The earth side of that Providence is pitiful and touches me even to some floi
tears. The heaven side, doubtless, is aglow with brightness, such as I could face and<

not see and live. Oh, the untold wonder of my soul! a few flov

May 27.-For two nights I have been up ·till twelve or one. Night nust cou1

before last we had a faculty meeting-the girls have been "acting up," as

they call it here, in a ridiculous manner. Their "paha" and "mahs" wiUll bath on
be ashamed of them. "You'uns,"' they will say, "stop our scrouging." old, faail

(Specimens in neat mosaic of Pennsylvania idioms.) N. C. sat before the been for

assembled awfulness of the faculty so gracefully, answered. so readily, humorous
interpolated her "no, indeed," with such pretty emphasis, and cried so oruld gel
charmingly that I was duly charmed. I wanted to go up and kiss ber. grave so

Even A., naughtiest of pretty-faced girls, I felt sorry for. Mollie quite won brother si
me with her introductory sentence, pronounced in that tired, childish voice, mother Jo

which corresponds with her invalid state, "I mean to tell you just whatl Pittsburgi

have done, the best I know how." The bell has rtng, and I have to go to To-day th
another faculty meeting. This makes the third night that I have been up sight to s(

at allhours. Poor child

Ma2 .- Two4ttle incidents have stirred my heart and taught me that And then
tam not fossilizing. Yesterday on the street-car, coming from theI Hous foUr ye

of Refuge, several negroes sitting opposite us, a man in the blue uniform



One Year Ago. 18i

signaled the car. He came limping up and eagerly the driver helped him

1ish I on the platform. One of the negroes, a very black and noble-looking young
phatic fellow, sprang forward and motioned him to his seat, but before he could

tuself." reach it a place was given him nearer the door. A thrill cameAto my heart

sd so I as the poor negro turned toward the soldier. They wer& types, the two

men,-one so dark and one so fair, the lower one looking to the higher,
grateful for his aid, turning to him for help. The negroes know quite well

Upon for what this war is waging.
so bas The other scene. Virginia Hart is a sweet girl among my pupils. We

arms- read for our lesson this morning Alice Cary's story of her little sister

for. Dillie, to whom she was unkind, and who died from the effect of a fall on

there the very day she used her ill. The story is very pitiful, and touchingly
"Dust told. Virginia turned toward me when we had finished, as I dismissed the
piring class, and with tears in her honest gray eyes, .said, " Miss Willard, I was

grasp. never unkind to my little sister that died." "That must be a comforting
s that thought, my child. How old was she? When did she die?1" I asked. "Oh,

And a good many years ago," she said. "'She was only nine years old." "Have
at the you ne other sister ?'" I inquired. No; only a brother," she replied.

e us Poor child ! I wanted to tell her that I had no sister, either, and that was

why I was wearing this black dress, but there were so many in the room
rst au- I could not mention it. Through my heart went the sad question, " Was I
of the ever unkind to Mary?"' And very mournful came the reply, " Many a time
ng life I was thoughtless and gave pain to the gentle, gentle girl. I can make no

p and wrong right now,-nof one:" Oh, how sweet and strange. was the voice in
ith the which, one year ago, she said to me, " You never were unkind, you were
. And alvays good to me," and she spoke to me no more.
th her Extract from my poor father's last letter: "Yesterday, fbr the first

akened time this spring, we caught up Jack and drove him to Rose Hill. We put
ven to some flowers on Mary's grave, but oh, how tame, when I would see her
I could face and clasp her to my heart, that I must be satisfied with merely putting

a few flowers on her grave. Oh, vacant and pitiful substitute ! Well, we

Night must control ourselves."
up,"Yas Sabbath Day,. May 3.-One year ago to-day Mary spent her last Sab-
s" wil bath on earth. I stayed from church ; we talked pleasafttly together of

ging." old, familiar scenes. I read the Bible to her; she was better than she had
ore the been for weeks. She was really merry-toward night, and made many a
eadily, humorous speech. -She did not seem to think of death. I felt sure she
ed so w.ld get well. Ah, on that calm, momentous Sabbath I did not see the

iss ler. grave so soon to be added to the number in Rose Hill. I did not see my
ite von brother severed from us, my home in the hands of strangers,. father snd

voice, mother left childless, myself far off from all, at Liberty Street Church in
:whatI Pittsburgh,.and in the afternoon at the mission school on Prospect Hill.

to go to To-day the superintendent brought flowers for every.one. It was a pretty
eenup sight to see the boys holding out their caps for the blossoms, to see all the

poor children going gayly down the 'street, each with a handful of flowers.
ethat And then, with Mrs. Holmes and Fannie, I went into a cellar where, for
louse four years an old man, who can not hear or speak, has lived upon the char-

unifomî
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ities of the benevolent. It was something new to me, and impressed me hast
painfully. I gave the man some tea that I had brought at Mrs. Holmes' artic
suggestion. He looked at me gratefully, and put it into his pocket, he I
could not speak. woul

June 1.-Saddest, sweetest of months! I am sorry to spend it in a
place so dirty, so dusty and so dull.

June 8.-On this same side of the page in my red journal one. year ag newî
to-morrow I wrote the words, " Mary is dead." And I have n't the heart to onee
write now that this, the first return of that awful day, has corne. " Speech is has j
silver, silence golden." . In silence I will think my thoughts. A letter on pr
written to father and mother, the lonely,, heart-aching pair, shall be my
record of this day. Fath

June 12.-Two weeks from to-day I start for home. I am very eager for îChri
it, more so than I can tell. Indeed, I think about it all my spare time. heav
Father and mother, the house and garden,-Mary's grave. "Thoughts that oth

do lie too deep for tears " go through me as I.think of my changed home, work

and the pleasant face shut out of sight. It-is idle to write about it. Death on S
is unspeakably mysterious and awful. The feeling of this grows. stronger in died i

ny soul. The terrible sentence rings ifi my ears, "I am to die! ,I am to if t
die!" No matter to what it conducts, the earth side of it-and that is what but a
we tee-is fearful enough to strike one dumb. Mary always viewed it so

herself, and yet it has passed upon her! habit

June 16.-Pittsburgh is in a ferment, two thousand men are working on

fortifications, Gen. Lee's a my is said to be approaching, and martial law is it wil
to be declared. Trains fróm the South are forbidden to come to the city. such
Miss Dole, our New England teacher, is very much alarmed. The girls are it I
distressed, especially those living to the southward, but I a' not troubled a frien
bit, nor any of the teachers except Miss Dole. It is quite exciting, though. want
The President has ordered out ioo,ooo men, 50,ooo of them from Pennsv- existe
vania, but there are so many false alarms that it does not do to receive.all Futur
we hear as gospel on any subject. J

Last night came a long letter from Oliver, the first since he went to sittin

h)enver iast fall. It was interesting and characteristic. Though our roads "M
lie so far apart, and our interests are so unlike, yet I always think fondly of get o
my brother sud proudly of his succes. It is nice for him and Mary B. to Weil
love each other and to be together. read,,

Jne 25.-Doctor P. just now called me into the music-roomand are th
complimented me so much that I must write it down, for this book is make
my safety-valve. Ahem! He said my success in the essay before the and fr
Alunan was aomething woniderful. He said it made a marked impression, with t

that he wanted me to come back, would make it pleasant for me, and that ef fies

if he had only thought of it in time, he would have had me make the ad. s
dress to the graduating class upon the occasion of receiving their diplomas, mysi

instead of Dr.- Herrick Johnson, pastor of one of the first Presbyterian ieann

churches in this city and one of the oldest, and furthernore that he wanted ef atn

me to write an account of the Commencement for "Tom Eddy's paper,"

and insisted on my taking a five dollar bill for the same. So now, in great jo

e,.
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sed me haste and honest joy, I have written this and will proceed to prepare the
olues' article. , Praise, when it is meant, is life to nie, "<in a sense.' I am afraid

ket, he I think too much about it. Anyhow, I know that I am glad of all this and

would like those who love me to know'of it.
it in a - Evanston, July 7.-Thank God for my safe return.

July 9.-Sabbath morning before church. Sitting alone in my little
ear ago newlV furnished room that father and mother have had fitted up for me, the
ieart to one where Mary and I once sat together when I was merry-hearted. Mother
ech is lias just been in and read to me some beautiful thoughts of Hannah More's,

letter on prayer. Mother is wonderfully spiritual since Mary is among the spirits,
be my and her thoughts are only incidentally 9f earth, habitually in heaven.

Father and.she are in the front room now. He is reading the Northwestern
ger for Christian Advocale, she lying on the lottnge, perhaps thinking of Mary in

time. heaven. Down-stairs the pleasant housekeepers, Mr. and Mrs. Hanchett,
ts that otherwise Alfre4 and Cypth, with active little ,Tillie, the small maid of all

houe, work, are walking abouttr reading in the rooms where we used to lounge
Death on Sabba.th norning; qnd underhis. room where I sit, that one where Mary

nger in died is drkened and left solitary. Oh, lif is strange and full of change!
am to If these things did not come to us slowly, they would craze us, I am sure;

is what but as it is; we adjust ourselves to them and manage'to get on. Though the
d it so fresh air and sunshine are taken away, we live in darkness and from long

habit breathe on, struggling to inhale the heavy, unreyiving air.
lug on July 15.-I am writing wlth enthusiasm the book about Mary and 'think
law is it will be interesting. Her journals are delightful. I did not know she had

ie city. such talent as they evince. Evanston is different, though I say little about

irls are it. I have been to the city to visit dear, true Clara Thatcher, one of the best
bled a friends I have on earth. Life is rather queer, but it ay for all that. I

hongh. want to be good and get ready for something better in thý ,ay of animated'
ennsi eistence. I'do not expect to live to be old. If I Were sure about the
cive.all Future, I would like to go therearight a y.

July 24.-Not because I have the4eat thing to write, but just from habit,
ent to Sitting at my table, I take the pen an'd scratch away. If it were not for
r roads Mary's book," at which I work almost constantly of late, I could hardly
dly of get on. I go out very little, which is foolish, I presume. My book is so

B. to well commenced now, that I mean to write only forenoons and visit more;
read, study German, and play a little. I am really happy over books, they

n and are the true magicians. They take me back across the chasm of years and
>ook is make me as fresh-hearted as when the lèaves sent thek>skadows dancing to
re the and fro'on the pages which I read in the garden or on the 'piazza at home,
ession, with the tinkle of the distant cow-bell in my ears, and the fragrant breath
d that of flowers cooling my cheek.

e ad. Sitting here alone, so often, I think about my future ife out there in the
lomas, mystic country, and glimpses come to me of an atmosphere golden as sun-
yteau beamns and inspiring as ether, of crystal towers and snowy cushions of cloud,
wanted of streams that sing -songs as they flow,'of perfume delicate. as the color of
aper, ose-lined'shells, of infinite repose and that unspeakable feeling never to

great i won.on earth by prayer or penance-that we are satisfied. Christ has in

e f t
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"A Change of Works."

His nature the elements that will make all this true when we behold imn
face to face. We do not know what we are seeking here when we strive se
hard and fret so much. Human love no doubt.comes nearest, but it is only
the melody of an anthem, the study for a picture, the twilight of a morning
that shall dawn, and oh, to think ! "the fret and jar gone from our souls
forever," how we shall erelong awake to life and be restless and hungry and
thirsty no more!

This may be as good a plaèe as any in which to state that
when we wrote in our journa.s or elsewhere, as children, mother
was wont to help us with points, and sometimes with sen- Tif
tences. In extreme cases, father would do the same. It never
occurred to me that this was at all out of the way, any more than
to have them help me with my mathematical problems. When I
went away to school, it soon became known to my fellow-students
that I kept a somewhat voluminous journal, and was very fond

near1
of writing. Naturally .enough, they flocked around me for aid He et
and comfort in. their composition work, which I was by no means He
slow to render, for I think no school-mate ever asked my help
without receiving it. Indeed, I am afraid that I had an undevel- towar
oped conscience on this subject, for one of my most lively re- Miner
membrances is a " change of works," by which my clothes were of inte
mended, and my room set-in order, while I plied my pencil in the her w:interest of some girl whose harp Was on the willows in view tis a

of the fact that next Friday afternoon she must bring in a the "1
composition.

der, t]
When I was a ,teacher, while disposed to be helpful to afl and 1

my pupils, I did not write their essays, -though given. to " inter- The b
larding," as my father used to call the help furnished us children Hinnn
at home. In a single instance I reniember writing an important it witt
paper for a pretty young¾dy, who received a class honor on the manne
basis of her good looks rather than upon her facility with. her dious.
pen. This was a deadly secret between us two, and one never One o
before divulged. It is mentioned now only by way of warning, Our sc
for in the confession of sin that I deem it right to make, as a true than t
witness in this autobiography, I arn obliged to include not only board
sins of omission but of commission in the particular treated of play, s
in this paragraph. ill ai

In the autumn of 1863, I returned to ?ittsburgh andtaught grades
in the Female College two thirds of that school year lady ol
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CHAPTER VI.

THE GROVE SCHOOL AND THE BUILDING OF HFCK HALL.;

(1865'-1866.)

hen I Mr. Edward Haskin, of Evanston, having six òhildren of his
dents own and plenty of money, determined to found a select'school

fond near his own home where they could have the best 4dvantages,
r aid He enlisted several leading gentlemen to coöperate with him as
neans trustees. Their children also attended the school, which was in

help two departments, primary and intermediate, with a tendency
devel- toward academic, in exceptional cases. My talented cousin, Mvs.
ly re- Minerva Brace Norton, was the first teacher. She was a woman

were of intellect so penetrating and experience se large, that to follow
in the her was not a holiday undertaking, but it fell to my lôt to make

view this attempt in the winter of 1865. Associated with me were
in a the"twoKates, as we were wont to call them, Miss Kate Kid-

der, the accomplished daughter of our Professor in Homiletics,
to al and Kate Jackson, for so many years my friend and comrade.
inter- The building where we exercised our gifts is still standing on
ildren Hinian avenue, near the corner of Davis street, and I never pass

ortant it without seeing those two rooms full of the best-born and best-

on the mannered children in Evanston, kindly, quick-witted and stu-

th. her dious. If there were any naughty children I do not recall them.
never One or two who were. dull formed the background for the rest.

irning, Our school had many uniquefeatures, but perhaps none more so

a true than the custom of the pupils to write questions on the black-
)t only board for their teachers to answer. This tufrn about was but fair
sted of play, stimulated the minds of all concerned, and added to the good

ill and confidence between teacher and pupil. As we had al

taught grades, from the toddler of four years old to the elegant young
lady of sixteen, the problem of government was not so simple as
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The Bank of Character.

it might appear. After trying several experiments, I introduced comon

the Bank of Character, opening an:account with each student in cess was

my room, and putting down certain balances in his favor. 'lhen all saw t

by a system of cards of different values, which were interchange. The

able as are our bank notes of differentdenominations, that is, one made the

of a higher value being equivalentto several of a lower denomi thought

nation, the plan was carried out. Every absence, tardiness, failure here and

in recitation, case of whispering, was subtracted from the bank some pup

accoulnt, and so emulous were those children that my tallest boys .Oe

were as much on the qui vive to know their standing, as were their m the hi

youngest brothers. Aside from the lessons, into which we intro- words.

duced as muc.h as possible of natural history, object-lessons, and often

drawing-and gymnastics, we gave out questions at each session, for the ch

keeping an account of the answers and putting at a premium the boar

those who brought in the largest number of correct replies. I ry ge

remember my honored friend, Dr. Raymond, told.me that his boy, edge pe

Fred, one of the' brightest and most exceptional pupils I ever had, lessons.

when not in scliool was lying on the'sitting-room floor with his tion in th

face in a book, hunting up the answers to some of this continuous make the

game of twenty questions. It was certainly delightful to see the subject wl

'enthusiasm of my young folks in that Grove school. out or, if

We had our exhibition duly at the end of each term, n or eveut,

which occasion the University chapel would be packed'with the them to

appreciative throng of fathers and mothers to hear the exercises, of my men

in which their children had been most carefully drilled, and to addresses,

see who got the prizes, for, thanks to the generosity of L. L. came to m

Greenleaf, at that time one of our wealthiest citizens, we always I had

had several attractive rewards of merit, usually in the fonn of which wer

books, which seem to me the most unexceptionable prize that cani Youth, Q1

be given. As I grow older, however, I doubt more and more the twas, tis,

propriety of offering pnizes. Competition is so fierce in this uîto poetr

country and age,' and the'set " of.children's brains is so strong Iind

toward it from the fi'st, that I have become an ardent believer in nemorand

coöperation as a principle destined some day to overthrow the Poltroot
fortIlighscÈ

selfishness of competition, and with my present views, would 'd ,

hardly re-enact the scenes that made the "last day" so exciting Min, current
in that school. ness, heaver

Oddly enoughi, the prosperity of this pleasant enterprise I four
gnawed at the root of its life.. Thé trustèes wère urged to make cinated by
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aced common cause in building up the public school system whose suc-

t i cess was greatly hind;red by this more select institution,.and we

hen all saw that the best interests of the town required such action. H r
age- The spring of 1866 witnessed our closing exercises, and

nade the pleasant school in the grove a memory. I have always

m- thought that some of my most satisfactory teaching was done

liere and have cherished a wan regard for the bright and win-
lure
ank some pupils who helped me to succeed.

One of my hobbies as a teacher was to interest the childr'n
>ovs

heir in the history,; poetry and- morals that are bound up in single

tro- words. Dean Trench was among my favorite authors, read early
and often, and.I collated from his sparkling pages many a picture

for the children, drawn out from a single word written by me on

the board and copied by them as they sat behind their desks.

Every geographical word was thus analyzed, so far as our knowl-

edge permitted, and the' chief words in reading and spelling

ad lessons. All except the dullest, were delighted with this varia-

his tion in the order of the day. In teaching composition, I tried to

nake the lessons vivid, concrete; giving few.rules, but taking a

th subject with which the children were familiar, aiid-rawing them
out, or, if their little minds were empty concerning some character

or event, pmping in ideas by a familiar talk, and then aSking

the them to write out what had been said. In the formative period
of my- mental habits, writing oùt recollection of books, characters,

to addresses, etc., has been the most valuable discipline that ever

L. came to me.

I had list of tabooed subjects in my composition class, among
which were Home, Hope, The Seasons, Spring especially, Beauty,

an Youth, Old Age, The Weather I did not allow them to use

:he twas,tis,''neath, th', een, though they much inclined to drop

his to poetry to this extent.
g 'fI find a list of words for studies of -literai meaning in my-

memorandum book for composition classes:

Poltroon, supercilious, astonished, sarcasm, imbecile, affront, halcyon,

Id fortnight, scape-goat, daguerreotype, mythology, disaster, asunder, apparent,
sandwich, volcano, horse-radish, didoes, telegraph, surname, baypnet, ver-

ngMin, currents, windfall, caprice, desultory, àilhouette, miser, trivial, happi-
nes,. heaven, Holy ( host, consciousness, sincere, Paternoster, enthusiasm.

se . I found that children ten years old could be well-nigh fas-
ke cinated by the study of words like these.
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An interlude in my work as a teacher brought me my first

introduction to a really public career. I was made corresponding

secretary of the American Methodist Ladies' Centenary Asso-

ciation, that helped to build Heck Hall, at Evanston, in 1866.

This was an addition greatly needed by the Garrett Biblical

Institute, our theological school, and our appeal was made to

Methodist women throughout the country for contributions to

ministerial education. But this new idea of organizing women

iit a large way for Christian work was seized upon by other insti-

tutions, and so many "good objects" were soon before the public

that ours did not attain the prominence we hoped. About$25,000
was raised, however, and tfe certificate for framing sent out by

us, and representing Mrs. Garrett presenting a Gospel commission

to a very nice, spiritual-looking young man, had more of prophecy

within it than met the eye. These certificates hung up in many

a Methodist family of the nation, and bearing the honored nane

of Mrs, Bishop Hamline as president, and mine as corresponding

secretary, first gave me a public larger than that implied in any

school constituency. I have often thought of this first associated

work of the most progressive Church women in America - foi

Methodist women are confessedly that - and wondered if the

sense of power they then acquired did not pave the way for their

great missionary movement started about two years later, and of

which Mrs. Jennie Fowler Willing was so long the moving spirit

in the West.

My father had now become pecuniarily embarrassed, through

no fault or failure of his own, and it was necessary that I should

earn enough to float myself financially.

I was very grateful to the kind friends who secured the situ-

ation for me, and I found in Rev. Dr. James S. Smart, whose

keen brain thought out the " Ladies' Centennial" idea, a brothei

indeed. He helped me in every possible way, and so did ny

dear father, for I was not good at accounts, and these had to be

carefully kept. Father built "Rest Cottage " three blocks from

our first home in Evanston, on some new lots reclaimed from the

swamp and embellished by him with as mucl enthusiasm as he

had feit in the creation of Forest Home. My parents moved into

this house, December, 1865. While it was building, my home

was witl

whose ki

In t
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A Change.

was with the families of Dr. Raymond and Simeon Farwell
ing whose kindness in those.days of difficulty I shall not forget.

sO- In the autumn of 1866, I went to Lima, N. Y., Miss Kate

8ica Kidder taking my place in Evanston as corresponding secretary.
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CHAPTER VII. ton for
new. [1t

familiar a
GENESEE WFSLEYAN SEMINARY. rooms ha

(1866-1867.) highest
Jackson,

' For many years I had heard of this oldest seminary of the French cl
Methodist church, located at Lima, Livingston Co., N. Y., i3ot had no oc
more than thirty miles from my birthplace. Rev. Dr. B. F. Tefft, spent a y
whose story of "The Shoulder Knot," published ·in The Ladies' of shadow

Repository, had fascinated me many years before, was in early I can

times principal of this farnous institution. Associated with it as giving in

teachers or students were such names as U. S. Senator Angus the period

Cameron,. Henry J. Raymond, founder of the New York Tines; Lima, L

Orange Judd, the greatest among agricultural editors; Prof. me to Lima.

William Wells, of Union College; Prof. Alverson, and many driver blowi

others of whom I had heard with great interest. It had a history, style.Stop
urer of the

and to a Westerner this was a fascinating fact. It was a co-edu- walked over
cation school and Oberlin life had proved to our folks that this men's colleg

was the natural, hence the wise, way. conducted t

With such history and traditions the school could but be Stas on th
pretty bedr

attractive to me, and when, one fine winter day, in Evanston, in they had ev
1866, a letter reached me from Prof. Charles W. Bennett, who went to wor

was then at its head, inviting me to become-" preceptress," I nicely establi

was delighted, and, with the approval of my parents, wrote him ter, Profeso

at once that I would gladly go in the following September. I Septem
got me nicel5

was greatly disappointed to learn later on that Professor Bennett, on the steps
about whom Dr. Bannister's family had told me many pleasant turned half a

things, had gene abroad, and that a new principal, Professor Fu- get sick." I

ler, unknown .to fame,: and certainly unknown to me, was to be he walked og

my chief associate. slight and fra
Am gettiIt was a beautiful autumn day when I reached thishistone Lim is not

village nestling among the hills of Genesee. Its pastoral pc essto welco
(190)[4



Firsi Days al Lima. 191

was welcome to my spirit as dew on the mown grass. An enter-

tainment was given to the faculty that evening at the home of

Rev. Dr. Lindsay, president of Genesee College, which was

located on the same campus. Here I met the leading members of

both faculties, with all of whom I was remarkably well pleased.

The seminary building, large, rambling, old, had special fascina-

tion for one who came from a country where everything was

new. [ thought of the historic characters to whom this place was

familiar and by whom it was beloved. My own pleasant suite of

rooms had been occupied for two generations by women of the

highest character and exceptional abilities. My friend, Kate
Jackson, came with me, for I had secured her the promise of

French classes. Her object in going was to be with me, as she

had no occasion to make money for her own use, and there we

spent a year with very much of brightness in it, and soinewhat

of shadow.

I can fnot more correctly depict the year at Lima, than by

giving in conclusion the following extracts from the journal of

the period :

Lima, Livingston Co., N. Y., September 15, 1866.-Father went with
me to Lima. From Avon I had my first stage ride, seven miles across, the
driver blowing his horn as we entered à town, in the good old-fashioned
style. Stopped at the pleasant home of Rev. A. D. Wilbcr, agent and treas-
urer of the Seminary. We.were warmly welcomed, had a nice dinner, and
walked over to the Seminary with~ bright E., a sophomore in the gentle-
men's college (Genesee), were introduced to.Mrs. Hale, wife of the steward,
conducted to our rooms, sitting-room, bedroom, and cToset, up one flight of
stairs on thé-front side of the building; nicely furnished, Brussels carpet,
pretty bedroom set, a fire readyein the stove house plants in the. windows;
they had evidently done all they could to make it pleasant for us. Wé
went to work and put up the pictures,.etc., and in a couple of hours, I was

I nicely established in my new home. Then Professor Lattimore and daugh-
ter, Professor Steele and wife, and several others, called.

September 18.-After father had helped me put up the pictures and-
got ne nicely settled, he went away yesterdayjust after breakfast; he stood
On the steps before the great front door, held out his hand with his face

t turned half away, and said, " Well, good-,by ; take care of yourself, and don't
get sick." I shall not comment upon my many thoughts and emotions as

e he walked off with carpet-bag in hand, looking so gentlemanly, so tall ad
slight and fragile-too much so for my peace.

Am getting acquainted with all these excellent people; the bugbear-,
Lime is nothing-so dreadful after all. Have had my first duty as precep-
tress to welconie a lot of new-comers. Two are Indians from the Seneca



192 Girls and Questions.

reservation; another is a peculiarly thoughtful, religions, book-loving girl more

of seventeen. I brought her into my room and she looked with much in. four.

terest at my pictures, and we fell into talk. I happened to mention that I

had a sister who graduated young, and that I was nineteen when I left school. Hora

Soon after, I handed her the new circular where my full name is printed yeom

She glanced over it, looked up with flushed face, and said, "May I aska Powe

question? Did you write 'Nineteen Beautiful Years'?" I answered, Swin

"Yes, of course," and showed her Mary's photograph while tears fell from takin

her eyes. New students are coming ail the while, new teachers, and I am stay i

not a bit blue. We had a long, tedious faculty meeting in the ladies parlor, Hora

They gave me rhetoric and composition, and I am perfèctly delighted. philo

September 20.-To-day began my onerous task. At nine A.M., prayers with

in the chapel, conducted by the principal. Afterward I went to my recita. bald

tion room and spent the forenoon registering young ladies who brought is a h

slips of admission from the treasurer. I then took the names and addresses in all

of guardians, studies for the term, and number of rooms in the Seminary, or, come

if an out-boarder, the place of residence. They are most of them interesting, States

attractive .girls. Then came to my room and had a call from one of my N
Seneca Indians and also from polite Miss Waite, the assistant preceptress; prioci

Mrs. Hale, the stewardess, gave me a cup of tea in her room and consoled likes

me, the dear, motherly woman. Have had several homesick girls to look N
after. Poor things, I like them, and pray that I may do them good, in all I like

true and pleasant senses. Have been registering all day, have received nu. ines.

merous calls on business from mystrange-faced and pleasant-mannered young exami

ladies, a few anxions fathers, and some of the professors. Gave then this Iwent

afternoon a chapel talk and took the postoffice addresses of them all. Think the pe

I shall greatly like Lima when I get seasoned. Sa
September 24.-Mrs. H. is a woman of mother wit; witness her in- Ithas

veighing against people who parade their bookishness; she brought me a cluded
private cup of tea and a cooky, kissed my cheek and said, "You dear little divinit
kitten, you, if anybody hurts you,.ll bite 'em, that's ail." would

October 6.-Girls, girls, girls! Questions upon questions! Dear m,

it is no small undertaking to be elder sister to the whole one hundred uand

eighty of them, but it is pleasant, truly so. Tried to write on a talk to them oun
ever so,

but can get no time nor much inspiration. This term, I will extemporize, I "oun

guess. Went up to the room of the ' Ladies' Literary," was introduced,

the whole society rising. They treat me beautifully, and I think I recipro. N

cate. Never saw such a thing as Lima sociability. bat do

October 13.-We have changed works; I hear Kate's physiology clas very sh

snd she " does up" our room. ThE

October 15.-Have had a letter from Nina Lunt, dated Geneva, Swit- Vanety

zerland. What would I not give to.have her opportunity in life, for My pet tims y
desire is to travel. .If I had been a man I would have liked Bayard Taylor's How st

wish it•
portion under the sun.

October 24.-Prepared talks to my girls about room-keeping. This>is havea

zmy hobby. I believe, whatever I can not do, I can make a home attractive Not

Myown room I delight to have a pleasant place to dwel in, For this I hcare net.
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more than to dress. Heard my rhetoric scholars, of whom 1 haye thirty-

four.
October 29.-I went down to a political mass meeting addressed by

Horace Greeley. Here was American politics as manifested in a crowd of
yeomanry with bands, and such mottoes as " Down with the One Man

Power!" "'Congress' Must and Shall Be Sustained!' "Andy Johnson

Swinging Around the Circle!" This motley throng surged to and fro, nearly

taking us off our feet. It was somewhat to study, to be sure, but we did n't

stay long, the place was so breathless and full in spite of the rain. I-like
Horace's quiet, unwritten face. Life has n't hurt him much-the noble old

philosopher. I°*liked to watch him standing there in his nice black suit,

with velvet vest, wide collar and queer ruffle of whiskers gray ; with his

bald head, ring on third left hand finger and red bandana in his hand. He

is a historic figure and embodies well the idea of our government-freedom

in all right things, to all. Give everybody a fair chance and let the out-

come come ! Honor to H. G., the self-made chief editor in the United

Statea for the last score of years.

November 2.-Kate and I have great fellowship with Mrs. Fuller, the

principal's ·wife, she is so straightforward, and common-sensical, that one

likes her of right.
November 5.-In the evening, went to the twenty-two rooms of my girls.

I like them all. I really think I shall do these girls good in composition

lines. The seniors improve and I give them unsparing criticism. Regents'

examination is going forward, to the great disgustof the students. Kate and

I went into the chapel to see the poor victims undergoing their ordeal. It is

the perfection of a system.

Sabbath, November 11i.-Stayed at home ail day and read " Ecce Homo.

It has mind in it, it has body, it is something. I have enjoyed it and con-
cluded it certain, from internal evidence, that the author believes in Christ's
divinity. If our faith could but be separated from cant and hackneyism it

would touch the world more nearly.

November 16.-Professor Fuller :laid down the law to the lawless
young mnen a way that did my heart good. In the boarding-hall there is
ever so much that goes amiss, and some people that precisely answer to the

Country Parson's" description of a "cantankerous fool.

November 26.-Girls are ten times as quick as boys. In Rhetoric the
laat do wretchedly. I should think they would take hold and study for
very shame.

The term grows dreary and monotonous. I am an inveterate lover of
variety and .should have made a traveler if I had been a man-as I some-
times wish I had been. My life is a -free and happy one-surfacely so.
How strangely accommodating are our natures! With nothing just as I
wish it; with chasms and voids in my life too numerous to name, I yet
have a good time and no complaint to make !

November 28.-Went down town in the rain to see about my new dress,
bonnet. etc. These evils of a lady's life are very irksome to me, yet quite
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Cross-currents Diverted.

inevitable. For to express in toilet, manners, and the room (some day I h
hope the house) I livein, that I am civilized of soul, I expect and intend.

the
November 29.-The first national Thanksgiving Day appointed by the

Chief Executive is here. Thirty-six millions of people at once offering alw
their thanks to the Source of life and of all that comes through living! Ste(

Alas that " my policy" Johnson instead of our beloved Lincoln, the eman- and

cipator, should have written the proclamation.setting this day apart to.its "L
delightful uses! Rain falling, windows open, no fire, dandelions golden in of S
the grass. Spent the day reading Carlyle on the religious life of Dr.

Johnson. Life is "sort o' rich," but mnight readily be more so.
son-

One of the cross-currents came to the surface when I- declined lege
to hold myself responsible for the locking and unlocking of the fesst
outside door, a little distance from my room, at ten o'clock at Cun
night and half-past five in the morning. They said, " The pre- imp<
ceptrêsses have always done this." I replied, " More's the pity, by n
it is the janitor's business." Good Professor Fuller stood by me

and we carried the day, though it made no small jangle in the man

faculty for a brief period. But we were in the main harmonious, was
and I heartily liked alLmy associates. caust

It soon occurred to me that we might improve the name of was
"The Young Ladies' Literary," which was the immemorial des- reme

ignation of one of the societies. This caused no small amount of now
contention and criticism, but finally we christened it ".The Inge- natm

low," and when I went to New York, at Christmas, I expended aspir
$1oo that the young women had accumulated for the purpose, in often
plaster of-Paris busts of the great lights of literature, one or two Profe
handsome chromos, and I know not what besides, to brighten up and 1
their large, old-fashioned assembly'room, with its low ceiling and tauqu
solemnities of president's chair and critic's desk. mary

At Lima for the first time I gave a church-roll talk each Profe:

week, having. the young ladies all to myself in the huge, old harm(

chapel, and after calling the church-roll to know if they.had been shoul

in attendance punctually upon the Sabbath day, I talked to them For m
in a familiar, sisterly fashion about all sorts of things interesting weste1

to them and to me. It was an hour of genuine pleasure on my know

part, and they professed to like it, too. Uniqu<

Squire' Hale and his wife were characters, indeed, known and devote

read of all men and women who were at Lima during the forty mothe

years of their stewardship. To them I was indebted for many workil

kindnesses ; their accomplished daughter Dora and her genial a teac]
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A Ckapter in Methodist History.
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husband, Rev. C. C. Wilbor, were my next-door neighbors on

the same hall. Dr. Lindsay was greatly looked up to by us, and

always seemed to me one of the noblest of men. Dr. Daniel

Steele was a special friend of ours, a man of independent mind

and sterling character. He had not then come to the vision of

"Love enthroned." Professor Coddington, the eloquent preacher

of Syracuse University, gaye high promise in those early years;

-Professor French, honest and skilled ; Professor Lattimore, the

son-in-law of the lamented Professor Larrabee of Dickinson Col-

lege, was the exquisite man of the faculty ; the afterglow of Pro-

fessor Alverson's great nanie still lingered on the hills; Dr.

Cummings was spoken of reverently, Dr. Reid pleasantly, and an

import4nt chapter in the history of Methodism'was here studied

by me at first hand.

In our own seminary faculty we had in Professor Fuller a

man of excellent ability, who had succeeded in.the pastorate, but

was hardly at his best in this new calling, a fact for which, be-

cause I thought so highly of him, I was often sorry. His wife

was a true friend, whom I have not seen since, but whom I have

remembered always with unchanged affection. . Miss Bannister,

now Mrs. Ayers, of Penn Van, the teacher of Fine Arts, had a

.nature delicate as a porcelain vase, and a spirit tremulous with

aspirations toward God. With her I took sweet counsel, and

oftentimes we walked to the house of the Lord in comnpany.

Professor Hudson, the Latin teacher, was phenomenal in memory,

and has since become one of the leading stenographers at Chau-

tauqua.. I remember he took my White Cross address with

marvelous celerity and accuracy when I spoke there in 1886.

Professor Locke was chief of the Conservatory, a young man of

harmonious character, great activity, and zeal that his pupils

should improve, and that all the students should be religious.

For many years now he has held the same position in the North-

western University, at Evanston, loved and trusted by all who

know him. Prof. Delevan C. Scoville was probably the most

unique man of either faculty.; born among the hills of Oneida,

devoted to the Adirondacks and to books, worshipful toward his

mother and sister-two rare women, worthy of his devotion,-

working his way to high culture, and phenomenally successful as
a teacher, with a certain magnetism in look, voice and manner
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Pleasant Prospects.

that made him a universal favorite among the students, he should, expr
to my mind, have been a minister, and I think he had this pur- valu

pose, but in some way was deflected from it, went to New York
we v

City, and has become a first-cass lawyer there.
in ai

I remember that Professor Scoville, who was very liberal-
minded un the woman question, urged me to consent to speak
before the United Societies at Commencement in the College
chapel, saying that if I would only agree to do this, it was the
easiest thing in the world for him to secure the invitation. But
I stoutly decline.d, saying that while I would rejoice to speak
were I a man, such a beatitude was not for women, and I would
not face the grip visage of publie prejudice. This was at the
Commencement exercises of 1867. Something lesg than four years
later, I was glad to accept Mr. A. E. Bishop's generous cham-
pionship, and under his auspices to speak an hour and a quarter
in Centenary Church, Chicago, without manuscript. So goes the
world. It is always broader and better farther on.

I left Lima at the close of the school year of 1867, with the
pleasantest of memories and' prospects, as shown by the following
correspondence:

July. 8, 1867.
To the Board of Trustees of Genesee Wesleyan Seminary :

GENTLEMEN-Opportunity to visit Europe under circumstances most
advantageous having presented itself since I entered upon my duties here, I
have decided to avail myself of it, and therefore tender my resignation of the
position of Preceptress. Wishing continued prosperity to the institution in
which I have spent a year so pleasantly, I am,

Yours very respectfully,

FRANcEs E. WILLARD.

This was their courteous and brotherly reply:

GENESEE WESLEYAN SEMIN.UY,
LIMA, N. Y., July 9, 1867.

Miss FRANcEs E. WILI.ARD,IMadam-I am directed by the Board of
Trustees of Genesee Wesleyan Seminary to transmit to you the following
resolution, unanimously passed by the. Board as an expression of their regard
for you personally, and approval of your conduct as the Preceptress of the

Seminary.

Trusting that ithe good Lord will preserve you during your travels, I am,
Yours truly,

D. A. OGDEN, Secretary.

Resolved, That in accepting the resignation of Miss Frances E. Willard

as Preceptress in Genesee Wesleyan Seminary, we feel great pleasure in

196-
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ould, expressing our high appreciation and grateful acknowledgments for her

pur- valuable services during her connection with this institution.
Vork Hoping for a plessant tour and safe return from her journeyings abroad, tYork

we will pray for her saf'ety,!ber continued suècess, prosperity snd happiness
in any sphere of labor and usefuiness she may' be called to fili ini the future.

>eral-

;peak D. A. OGDEN, Secretary.
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CHAPTER Vii. shou<
dents,

menc
PRESIDENT OF EVANSTON COLLEGE FOR LADIES.

eyes,

The circumstances that led to my being elected president ject o

of a new college, and the first woman to whom that honorable that v

title wasaccorded, though so many others have deserved it better, body
are thus narrated by my mother to the stenographer: riage

In 868 Frank went to Europe. Her good friend, Kate Jackson, paid a score
all the expenses of their trip, which cott about $12,ooo in gold, at the time them t

when gold was at a premium. We rented Rest Cottage to Rev. Mr. Safford stitute
and family, friends of purs from Oberlin, and I boarded with them for a year. fer dip
The next year my son and his family moved into our house, and I boarded and pr
with them a year. Then we closed the house, and I went to Churchville to
visit our relatives and await my daughter's coming. Frank an4 Kate pointec

returned in Septemuber of 1870, and we three reopened Rest Cottage, where trustee

I have lived ever since. think i

That winter we d1d all of our own work, not because we could not have ditions
a girl, for. Kate had no lack of money, but after such a tremendous outing diplom
as those two had been through, they seemed to enjoy hugely the idea of had co
hiding away out of sight and hearing, and keeping house for themselves.
Frank occupied herself chiefly with the out4oor part, chopping kindliug, Mrs. H

bringing in wood and coal, and doing the rougher work, while Kate and I tongue
attended to the. culinary and ornamental departments. One day when dressed
Frank was busy nailing dowu the stair-carpet, Mrs. Dr. Kidder, whose home,

husband was then leading professor in the Theological Seminary, came
from her home across the street, and. taking a seat on the stairs, said, empow<
"Frank, I am amazed at you. Let some one else tack down carpets, and their su
do you take charge of the new college." "Very well,." auswered Frank; Ou
"I shall be glad to do so. I was only waiting to be asked." Legisla1

Comparing the opportunities for womanhood then and now, Charter

-- the old Persian proverb- comes instinctively to mind, " More the "2

kingdoms wait thy diadem than are known to thee by name." althoug

Coincident with the advance of woman-into an unknown realm, Chin

began another epoch in my life, as I was made President of the er

Evanston College for Ladies. admirai:
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On St. Valentine's day, 1871, I was elected to this position,

and at once entered on ny duties.

Our college was, indeed, something new under the sun. Its

beginning was on this wise : Mrs. Mary F. Haskin, wife of the

kind friend who gave me my first financial send-off, was a woman

of decidedly progressive thought. She believed that women

should be a felt force in the higher education, not only as stu-

dents, but as professors and trustees. She believed that to have

-men onlyr in these positions, was to shut up one of ,humanity's

eyes, and that in the effort to see all arotnd the mighty sub-

ject of education with the other, a squint had been contracted

that was doing irreparable damàge to the physiognomy of the

body politic. Therefore, Mrs. Haskin ordered her handsome car-

riage and notable white horses one fine day,. and calling on half

a score of the most thoughtful women in Evanston, proposed to

them to found a woman's college, in which women should con-

stitute the boafd of trustees, a wonman should be president and con-

fer diplomas, and women should be, for the first time, recognized

and proved as the peers of men in administrative power. She

pointed out that even at Vassar College the president and all the

trustees were masculine, while at Mt Holyoke, where one would

think the spirit of Mary Lyon would have left more liberal tra-

ditions, men only were trustees, and a man always conferred the

diplomas that young women's study and older women's teaching

had combined to earn. Evanston is the paradise of ýwomen, and

Mrs. Haskin found abundant preparation of heart and answer of

tongue among the earnest Christian matrons to whom she ad-

dressed herself. A. meeting of ladies was appointed in her.own

home, at which measures were instituted to secure a charter and

empower Mrs. Bishop Hamline with fourteen other ladies, and

their successors, as trustees.

Our genial townsman, Hon. Edward S. Taylor, was in the

Legislature that winter [1865-70], and through his influence the

Charter was secured -Meanwhile, my own beloved Alma Mater,

the "·Northw 'ter Female College,"' was in full career, for

although* ounder, Prof Wm. P. Jones, had been consul in
Chin or several years, h.e had placed the institution in 1862-63

er care of Mms. Lizzie Mace McFarland, and, later, that

admirable College president, Rev. Dr. Lucius H. Bugbee, had
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been at its head. Professor Jones-ehimself had now returned in this

and for a year resumed the leaderséhip. But by wise diplomacy lightne

Mrs. Haskin, president of the new board of trustees, and those their p
associated with her,, secured the transfer of the Charter of the old shot an

college into their own hands, with a choice list of alumnæ, the one bal

formalities of the change taking place in the old Evanston church tithed

at the final "'Commencement" of the old College in 1871. field.

Meanwhile, in 1869, Rev. Dr. (afterward Bishop) E. O. Haven the abil

had resigned the presidency of Michigan University to accept that have a

of the Northwestern University at Evanston, none of whose a lifeti

advantages had been open to women until this man, who stood become

second to no college president in the nation, made it a condition only bu

of his coming to us, that every door should be flung wide to the He

gentler half of liumanity. How many times have I thought, with his own

regrets unutterable, of what it would have meant to my own edu- dignity

cation had all those doors been open in 1858! But this was not for his

at all in the plans of the good men who founded and controlled when t

the University, and had not Dr. Haven been born with the diplo- is best

matic skill of a Talleyrand he never could have fitted the conflict- libery"

ing elements:of the three educational interests-old College, new scope o

College, and University-into one, of which the University was things

from the first, not only helm, but wheel and rudder. It was he parts";

who held high counsel with Professor Jones when the latter, home, t

strenuous-and justly so-for the dignity and historic perpetu- and sac

ation of an enterprise into which he had poured heroic years of the fath

toil, was loth to see his pet College merged in ours: It was Dr. c yting-y
Haven who arranged for the Evanston College for Ladies to be so other ed

correlated with the University,. that, under his presidency, the Wi

two moved on in perfect unison; and had he remained until magnan

the new order of things became fully established it is my confi- the fear

dent belief that ours would have been to-day the greatest, Ladies.'-

because the most thoroughly American University extant. But

I see him now, medium-sized, alert-moving, most modest dearth o

and unostentatious of men, with his fine brow, mild, but keen- speedily,

flashing eyes, dominant nose of Roman mould, and his "smile as - Not

sweet as summer." His voice was musical, his manner winsone, ing enti

but behind all, his purpose was unconquerable as Cesar's. Un- "Wome

like almost every other person I have known, he had the piercing -
*Both C1

mental gaze that could divide the accidental from the necessary
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urned in this purpose; the latter he followed with the rapidity and
'fnacy lightness of a greyhound. Most men carry luggage in following
those their purpose ; he laid aside every weight ; they load with small
Le old shot and their fire is scattering ; his was always Sharpe's rifle-

the one ball, and hit the game ; they tithe mint and cummin, he
îurch tithed nothing, but made all gleaners welcome to his harvest-

1871. field. More than once I heard him say, " I think a man who has
[aven the ability and who manifests the spirit of Professor Jones, should
that have a good positiori in our University. He gives up the hope of

ïhose a lifetime in order that the educational interests of tvanston may
stood become unified, and this action should be recognized not in words
lition only but in deeds."*

the He wanted only what came fo him naturally as the result of
with his own reaction on the forces about him, and rejoiced to see the
edu- dignity and prerogatives of others fully acknowledged, not fearing
i not for his own. How much of life's present friction will be avoided

olled when the average mind discovers that the central aim of any life
iplo- is best conserved> by choosing for one's motto "In non-essentials,
flict- liberty "V But the trouble is, only a great mind can so take in the
new scope of life to perceive that most things are re'latively, and all
was things are absolutely, non-essential except " truth in the inward

s he Parts "; and that to apply that truth more perfectly to heart and
.tter, home, to state and world affairs, is more than all burnt-offerings
>etu- and sacrifices. Dr. Haven saw the truth of family government-
rs of the fatherly plus the motherly eye applied to the problem of edu-
Dr. cètingjyoung people; and he followed it more grandly than any

>e so other educator of his time.
the -With such a master spirit among ns, so intuitive in thought,

intil magnanimous in heart, and harmonious in action, we launched
onfi- the fearless ship that flew the pennon "Evanston College for
test, Ladies.

But we suffered from plethora of plans coupled with such a
dest dearth of dimes that something. had to be done, and that right
een- speedily.
e as Now came to the front, with her unmatched gift of impart-
>ne, ing eithusiasm, Mrs. A. H. .Hoge, the new president of our
Un- "Womien's Educational Association," and the distinguished
Ding

*Both these true men have passed onward now Bishop Haven in 1881; Professorsay Jones in 1886.
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yoke-fellow of Mrs. -Mary A. Livermore in the days when a sani. ow c

tary fair meant victory. I shall never forget the morning when berated

this- woman, one of the few truly great whom I have ever known, ne

stood up in a meeting of ladies in the Evanston Presbyterian ehave

Church, of which she was a leader, and told us to preempt at it,she i

once the coming fourth of July, the University campus and the We

Chicago press, in the interest of " our girls." Forthwith, we this con

said we would, and verily we. kept our vow. But Mrs. Hoge spirit of

had never recovered from the rigors of her army work, -and she Pe

had many cares besides, hence could only give us the splendid the fore

impetus of her magnetic words and presence. It remained for recent1y

the new " college president," minus a college,. to show what she which

could do, and to carry out the plan. Two years of foreign study An

and travel were hardly the best preparation for a work sopracti- has bee

cal, but it was a case of" sink or swim," and I took my lessons in ment of

the middle of the stream as many another has been forced to do.

For three months I slept and woke FOURTH OF JULY. It haunted ment th
me like a ghost, nay, it inspired me like a good fairy. Men and

women rallied to my help as if I were their very own.

Although ours was a Methodist college, Episcopal ladies

were on the Committee, Presbyterians bore the battle's brunt,

Congregationalists cheered on the battalions and did not a little ha bee

of the fighting, while Baptists were outdone by nobody, and aillhe

Methodists headed by Mrs. Mary F. Haskin, president of our

Bòard of Trustees were "at it and. all at it," intent upon maktghUnd

"The Women's Fourth of fu/y' celebration what it was, the most

complete ever known in the Northwest and the most unique ever

held upon the 'continent.

As a key-note I prepared a circular, of which the following

is a 'synopsis. It went out by cartloads, indeed Uncle Sams at whi

special express was our chief base of operations, next to the willbe p

newspapers:

CIRCULAR LET1'ER. Worthy
Noti

Addressed o all who are interested in the girls of the Northwest: hNei

It is a very easy matter to sneçr at the <'Girl of the Period," to dis

course upon her frivolity, lack of perseverance, and general "shiftlessness."

It is a less easy, but not at all an impossible matter to cure her of these

faults. fie nev

Is not this last the more excellent, as it is the more generous, way? fancy ai



The Girls of the Northwest. 2os

n a sani- How can we better begin this cure than by proving to the period's much.

ng when brated girl that we set no higher value upon any member of our complex
r known American society than upon herself ; that we believe her worthy of the best

sbyteria ' e have to offer; that we regard her faults, not as inherent, but, rather, as
the result of a defective training, for which, not to put too fine a point upon

eempt at it, she is to be pitied, and we are to be blamed?
sd the We believe the common sense of the American people has arrived at

with, We this concl usion, and that a higher Éducation for women is demanded by the
rs. Hoge spirit of the age.

and she Perhaps this sentiment has nowhere found a more correct exponent
splendid than E. O. Haven, LL.D., to whose efforts women owe their admission to

e f the foremost University in the United States, that of Michigan, and, more
recently, to the Northwestern University at Evanston, near Chicago, of

what she which Dr. Haven is now president.

gn study And perhaps no attempt to utilize this neiv and noble public sentiment
so practi- has been so commensurate with its progressive character as the establish-

essons i neet of the
EVANSTON COLLEGE ,POR WOMEN,eýd to do.

haunted under the control of a Woman's Board of Trustees, and intended to supple-
ment the advantages of the

Men and
NORTHWESTERN UNIVERSITY.

i ladies To foster the interests of this new institution, an

s brunt, EDUCATIONAL AssOCIATION

>t a little hes been formed, of which Mrs, A. H. Hoge (whose name is endeared to
idy, and all hearts by her devotion, to the " Boys in Blue " throughout the great Re-

t of u bellion), is the President, and of which prominent ladies, connected with

making the various denominations, are officers.Under the auspices of this association, it is proposed to hold at
the most

que ever EVANSTON,

NEXT FOURTH OF JuLY,

2llowing A GRAND CELEBRATION,

e Sam's at which time the corner-stone of tbe new building will be laid; orations
t to the wil be pronounced by some of aur most celebrated countrymen, and

A BANQUET

worthy of the occasion will be served.

Notice is hereby given of the PRn-EMP1ION OF THÉ FOURTH OF JuLY in
the imterest of

"to ds
TrHE GIRLS OF THE NORTHWEST.

.essness.»
of the Then followed an appeal to editors, pastors, etc., to help in

the new movement; also a call for " supplies" for the tables,
us, way? facy articles, flowers, "and any curious or useful objects which



Laying of the Corner-sione.

will add to the interest and profit of the occasion." The cail My br<
was signed. by the " Committee on behalf of the Evanston Wom- told m<

an's Elucational Association," consisting of Emily Huntington movem
Miller, corresponding secretarytadies' Board of Trustees; Mrs. Vhei
Mary B. Willard, recording secretary of the same; Mrs. General not toi

Beveridge, Mrs. Sarah B. Bradley, and myself, as president of even a.
the college. before

We went to the village authorities and modestly asked for It
one of its parks as the building site of our college, and, to their college
everlasting credit be it said, they gave it. We had the founda- Congre
tion laid for the elegant Woman's College Building and arranged appear
that the corner-stone should be set in place at the great celebra- spoke,
tion. We induced the famous Ellsworth Zouaves to come and welcon
drill inside an inclosure on the campus, for an admission fee; we west I

got a generous jeweler to give a silver ball for which the College sturdy
base-ball-ists of the country were invited to compete. On the lake summe
we arranged (that is, Gen. A. C. Ducat did) for a regatta with a in pun
winner's prize ; in the University chapel we.had an amateur play, lege w
in which our young " society people,' led. by my friend, Kate had le
Jackson, performed three separate times that day to crowded 0
audiences, at so much a head. A general of the army (afterward all the
Gov. John L. Beveridge) was persVaded to act as marshal; a rates;

United States Senator, Hon. J. R. Doolittle, of Wisconsin, pro- our ov
nounced the oration; a distinguished public reader, Prof. R. L. sively.
Cumnock, gave the Declaration of Independence; Gov. John pursuE

Evans, of Colorado, for whom our town is named, headed a sub- tion o

scription list that aggregated thirty thousand dollars, and the As pl
ladies served three thousand dollars' worth of dinners, notwith- depari

standing all the picnickers that filled our. groves. The Chicago Home

press had during three months given us ten thousand dollars'

worth of free advertising ; special trains »and steamboat excur-

sions bore the people to our feast with waving fiags and bands of

music, 'but there was no clang of war; no cannon, fire-cracker or

torpedo was tolerated at the Women's Fourth of July. The cli-

max of the day was the laying of the corner-stone, a womau,

Mrs. Haskin, assisting in the ceremony, at which a beautifol

dedication song by Emily Huntington Miller, one of our trust-

ees, was sung. On this occasion we al] walked over from the

campus to the pàrk in long procession, and my place was beside

2Ô4
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he rail my brotherly and prescient friend, Rev. Dr. E. O. Haven, who

Wom- told me, as we went, how deeply he rejoiced in.all the on-going

tington movements by which women were coming to their kingdom.

; Mrs. When they are fully come," he said, with that beautiful smile

eneral not to be forgotten by any who have seen it, " there will be peace,

lent of even as here to-day they have preserved the peace for us; never

before was there a Fourth of J.uly without- noise or accident."

ced for It now becane my duty to present the plan of the new

o their college to good people wherever I could get a hearing. The

ounda- Congregational Chunch in Evanston was the scene of my first

ranged appearance, and the ordeal was difficult, but Dr. Haven also

elebra- spoke, and that made my trial less. Rock River Conference

ie and welcomed nie most courteously, and in many towns of the North-

:e; we west I sang the praises of the great "Northwestern" and its

Iollege sturdy little sister, the Evanston College for Ladies. •Al that

he lake summer we planned the course of study, and my pen was busy

with a in pursuit of pupils,. who, on the opening day, filled the old col-

tr play, lege where I had graduated twelve years before, and which we

1, Kate. had leased until our new building should be completed.

rowded Our pupils of the Evanston College for Ladies were to have

erward all the school privileges of the University at the regular tuition

hal; a rates; they were to take music, art, and several other studies at

a, pro- our own college building, and were to be under our care exclu-

R. L. sively as to morals and manners. For those who did not wish to

John pursue any of the University courses, one having a larger propor-
a sub- tion of English and modern languages was carefully prepared.

Lnd the As planned by Dr. Haven and ourselves, we had,. in fact, five
otwith- departments ; Modern Languages, Fine Arts, Music, Health,

'hicago Home and Home Industries.
dollars'

excur-
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rhe cli
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CHAPTER IX. or

pupils

SELF-GOVERNMENT FOR GIRLS. to goi

As I follow, in these later years, the thorny path of a re- been t

former, I sometimes think how good and pleasant would have I feel

been the quiet life, so universally approved, of a-teacher of girls. would

But one confident belief gives me grace and courage to go on, M

and it is this: more e

"My bark is wafted to the strand
By breath divine, Univer

And on the helm there rests a Hånd in Colk
Other than mine." School.

In Evanston College for Ladies, for the first and only time from o

in my history as a teacher, I was for one year free to work.my always

will as an elder sister of girls - for this was then my idea of my college

relation to them ; now, I would say, " a mother to girls." nied by

Dr. J. B. Chess, of Chicago, yearly gave a gold medal for young1

good manners, which keyed the whole school to a higher ideal, quoth s

and Miss Kate Jackson, who had the French classes, joined me man fro

in oeffring prizes for neatness and tastefulness in rooms. wise w

Every Friday afternoon a lecture was given in the College a societ

chapel at which the " Church Roll-Call" was bad, to which ail But Dr

lady students were, expected to respond. History,. biography, the adv

books and reading, art, travel, manners, health, and many other swords,

kindred subjects were brought forward. Mrs. Kate Doggett, young

President of the Fortnightly (Chicago), gave several illustrated break

lectures on art; Rev. Dr. L. H. Chamberlain, spoke on his favor. work ;

ite " Philip Van Artevelde," and a lawyer of Evanston, Mr. L. power i

H. Boutell, gave his reminiscences of Margeret Fuller Ossoli. But

My own talks were frequent, and related chiefly to what I am venture,

fond of calling "Moral Horticulture." Every day each pupil well att<

had twenty minutes alone in her room. We.did not at all pre- girls mn

scribe what should be' done, but what we hoped was perfectly and stri

weIl known -it was a breathing place for heavenly thoughts I re

I. valued this time more than any other except evenimg prayers to our c
(2o6)
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I constantly visited the young ladies in their rooms, never
once being met with coldnes, and almost always we knelit
together to ask God's .blessing on thosé at home, and those here,

who were often lonely because home was far away.
On the first Sunday after the college opened, one of my

pupils came to my room saying: "Miss Willard, we can't bear

to go in a procession over to the church. They say it has always

>fa been the custom, but if you would trust us to go independently,

d have I feel sure you would never have occasion to regret it,; for we

>f girls. would all be loyal to you and to the school."

My heart responded, "Amen and amen. We will find a.
go ony

more excellent way.' Very soon a request came that the young
women might be menrbers of the (open) literary societies of the

University, of which there were four, the Hinman and Adelphic
in College, the Philomathean and Euphronian in the Preparatory
School. But these societies all met in the evening, the distance

y time from our college was six or seven squares, the young ladiesXaad

rk my always been strictly kept to many rules, and when they left the

of my college grounds to go to public audiences were to be accompa-
nied by teachers. The idea of theirparticipating in debateswith

dal for young men, and making orations, was unheard of, and "besides,"

ideal, quoth some objectors, "some one of them might prevent a young

ed me man from having as frequent opportunity to speak as he other-
wise would have had, or might -possibly be elected president of

ollege a society-such an imrproper position for a young lady to hold!"

ich all But Dr. Haven thought the objections were all mole-hills, and

raphy, the advantages. were mountain high. "Here they can measure

y other swords," he said; "here, even more than in the recitation room,

oggett, young men will learn that young women are their peers. It will

strated break down the prejudice.against woman's public speech and

favot work; it will refine the young men and develop intellectual
Mr. L power in the giris-precisely what each class most needs.

Ossoli. But he warned me more than once-that the success of the

t I am venturesome experiment was in my hands. Teachers could not

pupil well attend the societies ; their presence would be irksome. The

11i pre. girls must go and come at night. and they must do this always

rfectly and strictly by themselves.

ughts I remembered the clandestine visits of "University boys"

rayers to our college grounds in former days, the secret sleigh-rides and

1 f 1
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moonlight walks, from which my sister and I had always kept
aloof, but of which we dared not tell, and I knew that iI our
alma mater there had been no more, if as much, of this as in the
average girls' boarding school. Could I brave public opinion
and take the risks on a method never before applied to a coeedu-
cation school? Was it right thus to hazard our sacred cause?
Much I mused and often prayed.

One evening soon after these requests for larger liberty, I
asked my pupils to remain after prayers. I can see the bright
double parlors planted out to my beautiful garden of girls. I told

them all that has been stated here, all my scruples, aspirations,
hopes. I told them how I came to Evanston ·as a school-girl about
thirteen years before, and of my " ne'er-do-weel " term in this

very college, of my conversion, and, finally, of my heart-break
when my sister Mary died. Then I laid before them my plan of

school government, which was to put it almost wholly into their
own hands, to have no rules except those that they and their
teachers felt to be of vital importance, and closed with some such

statement as the following: "Here is an enterprise the like of

which was never seen, a college with women trustees and facultv,

a woman president and women students. Up yonder in the grove

is a first-class men's college, and to .every one of its advantages

we are invited, on one condition-all of us must at all times be

Christian ladies. Now, girls, I place your destiny in your own

hànds ; I confide mine to you, also, for this is my own home

town, and my good name is more to me than life. Besides all

this, and greater, the destiny of this woman's college, and, to

some degree, that of the co-education experiment, rests with you

young creatures, fair and sweet. God help you to be good!"

We knelt in prayer for grace and guidance, and then, with my

faithful faculty, I passed from the room, leaving the girls to or

ganize, according to the written plans I had previously explained

to the leading pupils, their "Roll of Honor" and "Sef-governed

Societies.

How nobly tney fulfilled their trust! I useci oftentimes tp

wish that I behaved as well. On Sunday, when they entered

church after their own sweet wili,. with what pride, even such as

might thrill a mother's breast, I noted their unexceptionable

manners. No whispering, no tittering; and woe to the youth
16f
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"A Roll of Honor Letter." 209

who tried to slip sly billets-doux into the hands of "my girls"

as they entered or left the sacred edifice. How many a Friday

night at ten o'clock, lying in my bed at Rest Cottage, four blocks

from the Woman's College and on the same street, I have heard

the light steps of that long procession going home from the Uni-

versity building, where they, separating into four groups as they

eutiered the campus, had attended their respective societies, and I

have wept to think how true and self-respecting a college full of

girls cotild be! The town pronounced my method "a success";

Dr. Haven was satisfied - which meant everythinïg to nie-and a

teacher not now in the University, one who thought my "'gov-

ernment " was " hair-brained," said, " The trouble is these girls

are quite too loyal they make a hobby of it.

Here are my first letter as president to the Roll of Honor

girls, and their "general principles," together with the pledge of

the higher grade:

DEAR AND TRUSTED FRIENDs-In your novel and important posi-

tion, you have need of all the guidance Divine and humian that you can

possibly obtain; the reputation öf the college is largely in your hands,

hence as you already possess the unreserved confidence of your teachers,

you have been intrusted by them with intricate and delicate responsibilities.

Your conduct, your conversation, your scholarship, your manners, will be

henceforth carefully observed by ail your fellow-students. Impressed as I

an most deeply with these thoughts, I shall implore for you the guidance of

the Supreme Power in your new undertaking, and I espécially urge you to

do this in your private devotions and in each one of your committee meet-
ings. When we begin with prayer, we may be sure we are on the right track

to a genuine success.

Now, as to the practical workings of this new venture, the faculty

suggests:

T. That you appoint aregular time and place of meeting.
2. That you send in each week a written report to the faculty meeting

on Monday evening.

3. That to this end you appoint a secretary.

4. That you have a committee for each literary society at the Univer-

sity and the Preparatory department, and also a church committee.

s. That you get a list of all the lady boarders in the college who pro-

pose to join, and ascertain which society is preferred. Then assign to each

sub-committee those going to its society.

6. That you all go together and return together, and in all cases unac-

companied by gentlemen, and that you never go in companies of fewer
than four.

7. That you leave at the close of the literary exefcises at ten o'clock.
14 f



Principles and Pledge.

8. That if experience proves it to be impracticable for the University
and Preparatory detachments to meet after the exercises, that the two
return separately, but those from both the Preparatory societies together,
and those from both University societies together.

9. -That the young ladies sit together and choose certain seats, which
they can retain henceforth.

1o. That in regard to quiet deportment on the street, attention during
the exercises, faithfulness in performing duties of the society, the com-
mittee report to the faculty as a committee, thus relieving every one from
personal embarrassment.

i. Any member of the Roll of Honor who regar s this as too much to
undertakemust speak now or ever after hold her peace.

On behalf of Faculty,
FRANCES E. WILLA

GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF THE ROLL OF HONOR.

Roll of Honor girls must be examples to the flock. They will not, of
course, disregard the smallest of our few regulations. They will not ignore
study hours, enter rooms in study hours, keep lights burning after bell, be
late at meals or.recitations, be noisy or uproarious either in or out of schodl
hours. They will be low-voiced and gentle-mannered, kind and considerate
toward all, and just as much above reproach as-any of their teacliers.

They will not be regarded as Roll of Honor young ladies -after they
have transgressed a single regulation, and their places will be supplied by
others, and the number enlarged by those whose lives among us are above
reproach.

[By order of the Faciulty.]

PLEDGE OF THE SELF-GOVERNED GIRLS.

I promise so to conduct myself that if every other pupil Èollowed .
example our school would need no rules whatever, but ,each yo lady
would be trusted to be a law unto herself.

I promise that I will always try to do the things that ake for peace.

I wish to have in my book the list of e. original members

of this society who are among the choi t of my friends.

ELECTED BY T FACULTY.

Sarah Heston, Belle Webb,
Emma Warner Susan D.: Mitchell.

ECTED BY THE PUPILS.

M attison, Jennie Pattison,
a Wheeler, Belle Miller.

Alice Yaple.

The first list was limited to nine,' because we wished to

ciake it a high dignity to belong, and becausè we could rally

around this nucleus, when its character was ýstablished, more
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An Esprit de Corps. 211

liversity
successfully than if we had placed a larger iumber on the list

the con ultyr iiscrg ooreadlaylkbhaormon the oringogether. at the beginning.
The constitution of the Roll of Honor Club contained the-

s, which following :

during The general prinqi es of this club shall be tO coöperate with the Fac-

he com.. ulty in scrng od order and lady-like behavior among the boarding

ne fron pupils, both study and recreation hours, in inspiring a high sense of

honor, onalresponsibility and self-respect, and especially conducting

much to in is spirit the attendance of the young ladies at the literary societies
and church.

As this method developed, it was my custom to say at the

beginning of a term, " We will have no rules whatever, just so

long as everything is quiet, your time diligently occupied and

t ignore vour punctuality without flaw. We have no need of rules. Let

bell, be us see how long we can go without them. I will post a' time-

f schodl table in the hll1, and lef us live by it. Regard. the teachers as
siderate you would your mother andl elder sisters at home. You advise

with them as to what is best for you in every way, feel free to do
ter they

the same with us; that is what we are here for."
plied by
e above The girls were so delighted to have no rules. that the older

ones ga'vilittle comfort t the younger when they began mis-

ving, which they did, bot from bad intention, but on account

of thoughtlessness. After awhile, however, we would see the
wed- . necessityof some one rule, then it would be announced. Every

'lady girlin school was a candidate for the Roh>1 of Honor, which dis-

peace. tinction could only be reached by one month of faultless deport-

ment and punctuality. So it fell out that for the first month we
had no rules, on the principle that "A new broom sweeps clean."

In the second month, we had almost no need of rmles, for every
one was on the keen Stretch to reach the Roll of Honor, and the
third month all being anxious to Femain at.that high grade, there
was an esprit de corps in the school that held the pupils to the
mark. So that the bondage of school discipline, of which. I had
had so much altvays as a teacher and mentber of faculties, was
reduced. to a minimum, indeed, became almost inappreciable.
This was especially true when we had graduated from the Roll

shed to of Honor grade enough ur older and nore prominent girls
d raily into the Self-governed class, so that their noble behavior was in-

more deed" an example to the flock," an ficentive to every one below



212 A Problem Solvcd.

4.
them, because thé self-governed grade was open to the youngest. we do e

i remember that my little cousin, Rillai Norton, when only twelve we can1
5.

years of age, not only attained this honor but ever afterward parlor w
maintained it. 6.

I sent this letter to my pupils when the second term began: rememb
that we

EVANSTON, ILL., January II, 1873.- of all, ai
Mv DEAR SEL<F-GOVERNED'' AND " ROLL OF HONOR " GIRLS-There by us.

are two things of which I wished to speak at your meeting to-day, but I shal Af
not be aile to attend, hence, I send you this " encyclical":

hined fc
i. In relation to the standing of the old pupils whom we welcome back

to the college this term. Having great confidence in your judgment, I ask
you to take their cases into careful- consideration and report to the faculty
what, in your judgment, will be the best way to arrange the matter. Re- The

member that you thus establish a " precedent " and that "precedents" are

often inconvenient unless very general in their application. ,type," h.

2. The subduing and controlling of the vexing spirit called "noise" consider
Theis one of the most dirfficult problems to a household that aspires to be har- e

monious and peaceful. Last term I spent more breath upon this theme than

I intend to spare from nobler occupations for the future. During vacation trustwor1

this revelation has come to me: month, a
the achos

That Roll of Honor club dà do whatsoever it will. Thanks to -the
high-minded integrity and good cdmmon sense of its members, the problem UPOn tbe
of membership in .the literary societies is solved to the satisfaction of all sibilities
concerned. Thanks to them, also, the uproar that once disgraced our chapel stitution,
on Friday afternoon is quelled. What can they not achieve? I Will sub- teach.ers
mit to tlem this subject of quietness in the college building, ask them to
secure it for us by such means as they see fit, and to be examples of it in
the future as in the past. Let us see what their inventive faculties can (o regain ti
about it. They have proved themselves, thus far, equal to any emergency; attained.
they will again. bya sini

So I leave the subject with you. The good order and. quiet of your erned Lis
temporary home ought surely to be as important to you as it can be to your lowed mj
teachers. and in pi

One thing more. Please elect ushers for next Friday P. m. Don't let ny feach
your meetings stagnate. Get up new things. Have wide-awake critics to imiakefor

tell you your faults, appoint at-least two, one for our end of the street and Then
one for the opposite. Please •Io

Always affectionately yours, Honor; i

FRANcES E. WILLARD. ground fc

They replied by sending me the following: admissiot
A yes

We, the undersigned, do pledge ourselves, in order to subdue the school dis
noise and disturbance which has been of late and is now a growing evil in character
our school, to faithfully observe the following resolutions: the prove

Resolved: n. That.we will not congregate in the halls or on the stairs N. B
2. That we will avoid loud talkiug in passing through the halls. governed
3. That in going to and from the dinnng-room we will be quiet, also

while at the table.
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4. .That in passing-to the chapel and before the exercises commence,we do each take it upon ourselves by our example and otherwise to do alwe can to maintain the best of order.
5. T#at, during the meditation hours, those of us who remain in theparlor wil1 try so to conduct ourselves as not to disturb the teachers, or thoseWho ýdesire to study.
6. That .we, as members of the Roll of Hotior, do pledge ourselves toremember and live up.to the vows which we made when placed on the rolthat we may retain the confidence of our teachers, the respect sud esteemof ail, and that the injunction, "Study to lie quiet," shallflot be forgottenbv us.

After one year's successful-trial, the plan was officially out-
lined for the public in the following language:

GOVERNMENT.

The phrases made and. provided. for literature of the catalogue stylewill not·be employed under this head. "Mild but firm," "of the parentaltype," have been the usual changes rung when this fruitful topic was underconsideration.

The general basis of government in this institution is, that merit shallbe distinguished by privilege. Any young lady who establishes for herself atrustworthy character-will be trusted accordingly. After a probation of onemonth, any one' who, during this time, has been loyal to the regulations ofthe school, and has not:once required reproof, will have her nanie inscribedupon the Roll of Honor, and will be invested with certain powers and respon-sibilities usually restricted to the faculty. The Roll of Honor has its con-stitution, officers and regular meetings, and 'sends written reports to theteach.ers relative to the trusts of which it is made the depository. A singlereproof conditions, and two reproofs remove any of its members, who canregain their places by, the same process through which they were at firstattained. Those .who during one entire term have not been conditionedby a single reproof) upon the Roll of Honor, are promoted to-the Self-gov-erned List, andgive this pledge : " I will try so to act that, if all others fol-lowed my example, our school would-need no rules whatever. In mannersand in punctuality I will try to be a model, and in all my intercourse withmy teachers and school-mates, I will seek, above all else, the things thatmakeforpeace." ,

Thenceforwaîd, these young ladies do as they please so long as theyrzgkt. Every pupil in school is eligible, first to the Roll of
Honor; next to a place. among i the Self-governed, hence there is noground for jealousy. Scholarship does not enter into the requirements ofadmission-character is placed above all competition here.

A year's trial of this plan has proved that it is practicable, and thatschool discipline may vitally contribute to the growth of noble, self-reliantcharacter. The ideal get before each pupil, the sum of all "regulations,"he proverb of the school, is this : "Just be a Christian Lady."N. B.-At the close of the year, twelve young ladies were on the Self-governed List, and all the rest were on the Roll of Honor. k
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214 Notable Names.

Successful candidates were promoted to the Roll of Honor, or
the Self-governed grade, at evening prayers, pledging themselv'es DEA
before the school and receiving the right hand of fellowship. twelve pi

I think our girls felt as did the young knights of old, and held forthe SE
eut coflaitheir vows as sacredly. To show the care they exercised, Ito . ot ti
on3 e of t]

a note from the Roll of Honor girls at College Cottage: receive a
Miss WILLARD AND MEMBERS oF FACULTY-The Roll of Honor have into alist

decided that Miss and Miss remain on the Junior Grade, and list. Th(
Miss should be on the same grade if al aIl on the Roll of ionor, and disci

Also by unanimous vote that none be promoted to the Self-governed brought <
List until next term. teachers'

We pasted in the parlor the Est of the. Roll of Honor, and Where th
Seélf-governedgirls, and printed in the catalogue, next to the

from one
faculty, the names of their leaders. I will copy them here, for I are read i

like to link those noble names and memories with thé story of emphasiz
my life: Atth

Chairmen of the Roll of Honor, Belle B. Webb, first term; elevated,
Julia D..McArthur, second term ; Jenny E. Pattison, third term. Our

subj ect oi
Chairmen of Roll of Honor, at College Cottage, Sarah E. Cathcart, tue at
first; Mary E. Wood, second; R. Frank Remington, third. The F

VÉithout noble coadjutors in the faculty, this system could governed.
not have succeeded, but we were a unit in purpose,. plans and "not havi

renoved
personal affection. Our faculty meetings were a refreshment to removed

behieve in
jaded nerves. Never as a white ribbon leader have I been sup- although 2
ported more ably or more warmly than by those devoted and The 1
gifted wonmen whose names I wish to ·string on a rosary of per. live for tb

petual and endeared remembrance: Minerva B. Norton, Kate A. There are
Jackson, Evelyn C. Crosby, Harriet E, Reed, H. Maria Petten- thing, owi

honor sens
gill, Ada F. Brigham, Fanny D. Smith. Ioaves an

Among our teachers nôt boarding at the college were Oscar couraging
A. Mayo, Anna S. Lewis, Mary L. McClure, Ida M. Kessler, in the dev

William Arnold. As lecturers on physiology and hygiene, we ar Constar
and the uthad at different times the following physicians: Mary A. Thomp g beca

son, Sarah Hackett Stevenson Mary J. Safford. themselves
My friend, Professor Charles C. Bragdon, reared in Evanston,

a graduate of our University, and with his mother and her family
our nearest neighbors during his college lif,' sends me the follow- The

9 the Educ
ing reply to the question, " How long have you governed by my tH

method, and how does it work?" He says, "Used this method
Hanfaheforteen y ears,"and adds thiý letter :



Testimony from Lasell Seminary. 215

r, or LASELLý SEMINARY, AUBURNDALE, MASS., January 24, 1889.
Ives DEAR FRIEND-After a residence of three Months, a committee of

hip. twelve pupils, chosen indiscriminately by the pupils, nominates candidates

hel for the Self-governed List and Roll of Honor. . Each one of the twelve, with-
out consultation with any one, and without knowledge as to how any other

'opy one of the committee votes, writes her list of candidates. Those who
receive a majority of the twelve votes for the Self-governed rank are made

have into a list, and those receiving a majority for the Roll of Honor, into a second

and list. The teachers review these lists in assembly, talking over each name
and discussing such facts as to each pupil's conduct and spirit as inay be

rned brought out, more weight being. given to spirit than conduct. Where the
teachers' votes agree with the pupils' list, the' candidates are confirmed.

and Where the téachers differ, the pupils' judgment is usually taken, though not
always. If grave reason for differing appeara, the teachers change a name

the frem one list to the other, or remove from both lists. The lists thus settled
for I are read before the school with such comments as seem fitting. We try to

of emphasize trustworthiness as against petty details.
At the end of the next tern (three months) the same is repeated, some

elevated, some, though not often any,.demoted.
Our Self-governed do as they please, have all the privileges of teachers,

subject only to the general order of exercises, such as to go to bed at 9:30,
art, to ri-se at 6: 45, etc.

The Roll of Honor have certain privileges, inferior to those of the Self-

uld governed. Those not on either list are not reckoned as degraded, but as

and "not having yet attained." If at any time special reason arise, members are
removed from either list, rarely some are promoted "between times." I

t to believe in the method. I believe all our teachers come to believe in it
up- although new ones may not at first.
and The pupils of both grades are put upon their hornor and helped to
per. live for the general good, to be good because they are trusted to do well.

A There are cases always of incomplete comprehension of the spirit of the'
thing, owing to incomplete moral development. The effort is to develop theten- honor sense in such, and to hold up to disrepute the " being good " for the
loaves and fishes, i. e., the privileges. The danger in the plan is the dis-

scar couraging of th.ose who do not attain so soon as they think they ought, and
ler, . in the development of self-conceit among those elevated. These dangers

we are constantly striven against by personal interviews as symptoms develop,
and the attempt is to deepen a sense of both obligation and privilege to do

XP right because it is right and because they are responsible, first and last, to
themselves. Yours sincerely,

ton, CHARLES -C. BRAGDON.

n The Woman's Educatiqnal Society gradually merged into
the Educational Aid Association, to w'hich Rev. O. Huse, Isaac

Myd Hitt and Dr. D. K. Pearson were the earliest contributors; Mrs.
Hanpah Pearson is thë present chairman of the committee. It

À i~



216 The Good Behavior Club.

owns a large building called College Cottage and many women supp
treated 1

of exceptional gifts and earnestness have been helped to help the pinaf

Lhemselves to an education under its auspices. that they

Concerning physical education, we made the following dec. Amei

taration true than
wth a hi

The young ladies walk over a rile a day in going to and returning to the co
from their varlous recitations. Lectures on the care of health are given by Lbut I wll
Dr. Mary J. Safford, the well-known Chicago physician. Common sense vated on
appliéd to dress is one of the problems in the solution of which we earnestl1 are beyo
solicit the co-operation of our patrons. varieties!

Another of our inventions was "The Good Behavior Club," teach goo

which proved to be a favorite feature of the school. Teachers precept n
practice

and pupils weretall members and shared the. offices. Represen- ractofeway of c
tations were given of all social observances, from the White The
House reception to the morning call ; personations of distin- ugatory

guished characters, adding the dramatic charm so attractive to excuse of

both young and old ; the fact that gentlemen participatedin these; They sa
become fa

by no means detracted from the interest manifested. nent will

"The Good Behavior Club " had its "Question Box "n drill of th
which were dropped anonymous queries and criticisms of all sorts We have

relating to care of the toilet, the etiquette of occasions, and the out of da
eut of sw

small, sweet courtesies of daily life. While many of these were out Dr

based upon observations involving the~deficiencies of individuals, Too Free

the strictly impersonal character of the comments shielded the Our creed

sensibilities of each and all. I found this club a barrier against the world,

the " self-activity " that in my own student days had led me-to yield pere

plan escapades just for the novelty of doing so, and that to have
ofthe cas

the amusements of my girls.going forward under their teachers' children t

eyes, contributed greatly to that esprit de corps which is the first would sub

requisite of success in ail organized effort from the family circle tg ing which

the great circle of nationality. h fo
I believe there is a hint here for our "Y societies of the &avlor

BehaviorC
white ribbon, and so will copy an article of mine from Te Tri- been for.th
pod, in my day -our college paper at Evanston, hoping that its of etiquett

hints may help them to a new line of work: the Wesley
S. speaks

Why it is not just as sensible to teach good manners as a theory and art he presides
as it is to ieach singing, I can not understand. In a democracy like ours formed.

good mannêrs ought to be a branch specially attended to in. all the schools. As for
Especially would I have it introduced into the public schools and continued conducted,
throughout the course of study.



Afer-thoughis.

)Men Suppose the perpetrators of the "pudding-stick fun," to which we weretreated in Philonathean Hall the other evening, had been trained fromthe pinafore-age to-" habits of good society "-should we have had to blushthat they and we belopged to the same race?
dec- Americans are angular, uncouth, unkenipt. Nothing is' more palpablytruc than this. A French gentleman recently exclaimedafter an interviewwith a high officia1 mu our state wlo, on leaving theoom, turned his backrning e tohe company: I will not say that.American :ien have bad manners,but I will say that they have no manners at al The proofs of an unculti-esse vated origin that meet us on every stree corner of our own classic town

lestia are beyond enumeration. The "stu nt's slang" (not to mention other
.~~ ~ .jt s snang ntt eto te

varieties!) salutes our ears at eve turn. And yet, when it la proposed to
ub," teach good manners.as one w d any other art, to give lime upon lie, aud

:hers precept upon precept, a to il1ustrate and enforce the teaching given by
practice and example, many people have only weak sajcasms to offer byesen- way of commentary.

Ihite The need of some such teaching, to supplement the random and oftenstin- nugatory instructions of home, finds another salient illustration in theve to excuse of Christian parents for sending their children to dancing-schoolsese; They say our young people must learn ease and grace of deportment, and
que o occasions, so that no social entertain-ment will find thiem ill at ease. " True; and it muat be confessnd t-at tie

into drill of the dancing-scoî renders them more graceful and sedf-possessed.
sorts We have noting special to say in this connection of the harm that grows
I the out of dancing (not, mark you, out of dancing "in itse/," anymore tsanwere out of swallowing brandy "in itself " but in its associations and results).

Read Dr. Bnshneil's admirable sermon on "Free to Have Amusements : Butnis, Ton Free to Wat •Them," if you would see our position defined at length.i tht Our creed is clear lu its declarations on this subject. The people who hielp
sinst the world, sud whose names are praised and blessed -- whose memories

ie-to vield perennial fragrance and form the examples of our times - are not the
ave people who have excelled in polka or in waltz. -But aside' from the meritsof the case, there are large numbers of Christian people who send their

iers' children to dancing-school for the same object which a class in etiquettefirst wsuld subserve equally well, thus removing the temptation to that concerm-ýle tg iag wbich'the thoug-chtful malerfa milias'caenmot fail to, have misgivingg.
Te foregoing are " after-thoughts " connected with. the pleasant enter-

the tainmnent given at the Ladies' College, on a recent evenin g by the GondBehavior Club.'" Thi' ege, zt on a eet vnngb he'Gobehaor C " Ts organization, humbering nearly forty members, hasTri- been. forthe past term under the care of Miss Smith, of Chicago, teacherL its f etiquette. Miss Smith has also had 'classes in the Normal University,te Wesleyan University, at-Bloomington, and other institutions. President. speaks in the highest terms of her success in the institution over whichours presides, where a large class of young gentlemen and ladies has beenforoeol
.ue.
nued'

As for the entertainment at our Ladies' College, it was tastefiul, and wellCsnduted, the young ladies having entire charge of the arrangements.
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No Utopian Dream.

Whatever others may think, the experiment is a success here ; and we these dea

congratulate the accomplished young lady who is quietly opening to in, it for

women a new- and attractive employment, and to students an added op. cially
portunity to learn and to illustrate " the habits of good society." wme; on

In an address on " School Government," before the Woman's leaders i

C,ongress, New York City, 1872, I said: cellar, of

at every
And this brings me to look carefully in upon that model home once when the

more, to find the system of government that shall most conduce to the for-
nmation of genuine character in our young people at school. I find there then mt

.very few fixed rules, and that the continued observance of ~these by the mentione

children as they grow older depends alnfst wholly upon the disposition they sionary so
display as they advance in years. I find that the noble, trustworthy boy local auxi
and girl are trusted, the deceitful and ignoble, governed. So in the school I
I simply " go-and do likewise," applying rules to-the unruly, regulations to

the irregular. All are placed under a system of restfýttions at the first, the , MY Engli
simplest that experience pronounces safe, and many find it impossible to to them w
work their way up through these to the bracing heights of self-control. I which f a
open a "character bank," of which the faculty act as " directors," in which ,In te
the " deposit" is reputation, of which each student may accumulate as MY.friend
much as le will,-and on which he may freely draw, his paper being honored nteriend

at.sight and'discount"d only when.his debit exceeds his balance on the stereoscop

books. Self-government is then the noble possibility of each, the eagerly the leadin

sought goal of every student, and the exemplars of the school are the these I ha
"tried and true" of whom it is openly declared that ''unto such there is no the screen
law " or, to put the point with more decision, " they are not under the law, once. It
but under grace." I know these are advanced positions, but I beg you to

believe t1hey are not the result of dreamy theorizing, nor the mirage of a and histor
unvisited Utopia. prepare a t

would furn
Between the first and second evening study hours, we had a to a study

prayer-meeting of «fifteen minutes in a teacher's room. This was It was
perfectly voluntary, buS overwhelmingly attended. I can hear words of p
yet those clear young voices, singing to teacher

'Rock of ages, cleft for me, Good
Let me hide myself in Thee. new colleg

.» . .* . scene in th(

she talkedi
lu my hand no price I bring,
Simply to Th cross I cling."

How littie did I dream*that erelong I, who loved itnow so

well, should gain new love for it, and. that the " Crusade,

undreamed of then, would bring the "arrest of thoight" to Then
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Art and Composition Classes. 219

adwe these dear girls and to ne. Of temperance T never spoke, tak-

ng to ing it for granted that all was well. Now and then, when espe-
ed op. cially "worn out," I would take a little of mother's currant

wine; on the last winter of my teaching, Dr. Jewell, one of the

nans leaders in our Sunday-school, ordered a keg of beer into my

cellar, of which I drank a nauseating- glass at dinner, rebelling

at every dose, experiencing no benefit, and abjuring it forever
n heblessed rsd ouhti mae fonc when the Crusade wrought its iracle upon our hearts. I

le for-
there then introduced temperance themes to my classes, one and all, as

y the mentioned, in the temperance chapters of this chronicle. A mis-
they sionary society was organized in the college, coöperating with the

y local auxiliary of the Methodist church at Evanston.
chool I had all the young ladies (numbering several hundred) in
ns to

t, the my English composition classes. One feature that was attractive

le to to them was reporting for the Chicago and Evanston papers, for
ol. I which I arranged, so far as practicable, and with good results.

hich oI teaching my art class at the college, I availed myself of
te as

ed nmy friend Kate's remarkably fine selection of photographs and
nored "

n the stereoscopic views, numbering about eight hundred, including all
gerly the leading places that. we saw in our long trip abroad. Many of

the the I had produced on glass so that they could be thrown on
is no the screen of the stereopticon, and described to the entire class at

once. It was my earnest hope that, after I had taught the theory
ou to

and history of the fine arts for a few years, I might be able to

prepare a text-book that would be used generally in schools and

would furnish the introduction, of which I so much felt the need,
ad a to a study of.the European galleries and of art in our own land.
was It was my wont to open or close my recitations with a few
ear words of prayer, and I could feel the lofty spirit thus imparted

to teacher and to pupils.

Good Mrs. Van Cott came to Evanston this first year of the
new college (1871-72) and no one present will ever forget the
sceue in the college parlors when, with illuminated countenance,
she talked of God and sang with us her favorite hymn:

Come, Holy Spirit, heavenly Dove,
With ail Thy quickening powers,

S Kindle a flame of sacred love.t

In these cold hearts of ours."

to Then she placed her kind hands. on every head as going

1HIt t
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around that large circle she asked a blessing upon each and ail.
The revival that followed was the most memorable ever known that we
in Evanston, and. all my girls but two - one of wh was a uating
Catholic, and a very good Christian, by the way - became mem. theless,
bers of the church. Among all the noble girls whom I had the shall si

happiness to see kneeling at the. altar, none rejoiced me quite so fragran

muci as my brilliant Belle Webb, who had fancied herself an uin-
(Or

fidel, but who from that time steadily déveloped Christian char- of the
acter throughout her six years' classical course, and is now with regulat
her gifted husband, Rev. Dr. Edward Parks, connected with reprove

the Methodist University, in Atlanta, Ga. -nor i

The Senior class bequeathed us by Professor Jones was the
manner

only one, up to the date of its graduation (1872), whose diplo- brain.
mas were conferred by women. I think at Wellesley, during terson,
the administration of President Alice Freeman, this was done, st,11iren

as also at Rockford (Ill.) Seminary by Miss Hillard -now *

Mrs. McLeish - a Vassar graduateand teacher. mx
It was a noteworthy circumstance that at our first Commence- Ladies'

cordiall
ment a woman gave the baccalaureate sermon, Mrs. J. F. Willing, resiiag
the same who, two years later, presided over the first conven- tions he
tion of the National W. C. T. U. At my suggestion our women Ple

trustees voted lier the title of A. M. I shall never forget the *

beautiful appearance of our new -church at Evanston, bedecked Mu
Evanstc

for this " Woman's Commencement "-words significant in many Liberac

ways. Only the basement was finished, but it was endeared to same a
us by the services of Mrs. Van Cott, and as I stood there under Science

the beautiful arch of evergreen, conferring. the diplomas onnmy My

six charming seniors, the scene recalled, by contrast, the laying Mater t

of Heck Hall's corner-stone only six years before, when my gal-

lant friend, Rev. Dr. J. S. Sinart, read in sonorous tones the

address I had composed, but lacked courage to pronounce.
.calamil

This was my first presiding on a momentous public occasion, Cottg

and in looking over the data for the present history I came upon
came ii

the landsome printed program of that Commencement ceremony. We ti

For the benefit of other on-coming presidents among women, . .
positio

will'divulge the fact that what I was to say was all written ont

inside that program, and the memorandum read as follows: Wero<

(Preliminary.) There is a time-honored request "made and provided"

for occasions like the present, which must be reiterated, I suppose, atthis

time, or "Commencement" will be shorn of a cherished prerogative. deC
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and al.
It is my duty, then, to remind our intelligent and thoughtful. friends *r known that we are in a church, and that, however much the eloquence of our grad-l was a uating class may unfit you to carry out the terms of the treaty, it is, never-

me mem- theless, expressly stipulated between us that no ruder method of afplause
[had the shall strike our ears than the mild concussion of manly palms 'or the
fragrant breath of the ever-welcome bouquet.quite so * * * * *

elf an mn-..*eOan h (On giving the medal for good manners.) A word in explanation
ian char- of the intention of this award. It does not imply loyalty to schoolnow with regulations (though the young lady who receives it has not been once

ted with reproved for word or act during the entire year); it refers, rather, to the
minor moralities, the " small, sweet courtesies " of life ; to habitudes ofs was the gentie speech and graceful, kindly action ; to that nameless charm of
manner which spring% not alone from a kind, but from a cultured heart andse diplo- brain. While it affords me profound pleasure thus to decorate Miss Pat-7, during terson, I beg you to believe that a vast amount of embodied good manners

ïas done, stdl remains undecorated among "our girls."

cd-now * * * * * *
Immediately after these exercises there will be a reception at the

Ladies' College, to which the Board of Trustees and officers of the Collegeammence-
Willino cordially invite all our patrons and friends from abroad, as well as those

s' residing here, also the faculties, alumni and students of all the institu-t conven- tions here.
1r women Please consider the invitation general, cordial and emphalic.
arget the * * * * * * * * .
bedecked Mis Annie Webster, by the authority of the Board of Trustees of

ju ma Evanston College for Ladies, 1 confer upon you the degree of Laureate ofLiberal Arts, and in testimony thereof I present you this diploma. By thedeared te same authority,. I confer upon you (five) each the Degree of Laureate ofare under Science, and in testimony thereof, I present you these diplomas.
as on my My dear young ladies, you have now received 'from, your young Alma

he layimg Mater the first honors she has given. May He who is the strength of allwho trust in Him, help you to fulfill the bright pioume of this hour. Fare-
well!

tones the
In the midst of this first school year occurred that terriblece.

occasion, calamity, the Chicago fire. We were sitting at breakfast in Rest
Cottage, on Monday morning, October 8, 1871, when a neighbor

:eremon came in and said, " Did you know that Chicago is burned up ?"%erernuY.
woumeu We thoght the lady joking, but her grave face belied the sup-.

.position.
nitten out

Yes, burned up," she continued, "Court-house and al].
We rose with one impulse and went into the beautiful, quietprovidsd"t

ose, atthis street. It was. more juiet than ever-business seemed sus-
itive. pended, no man was to be seen. A. dull, dun-colored atmos-
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phere settled over us as the day wore on ; its odor was peculiar, and lit
the wiccomposite, and stiflipg, a total contrast to the pleasant, earthy thelwa

smell of the prairie fires to which ny childhood was accustomed.

At ten o'clock the young.ladies composing my class in moral fine-pri

philosophy came to recite. They brought me tidings of stone
houses crumbling like cardboard in the fierce heat; of the entire and en

business heart of the city taken ouf ; of the homeless, famished thirty-s

ones, many of them now on their way to Evanston, whither they length

fled, with the flames on their track. The awful situation en- hundre

grossed us altogether; lessons were not to be thought of, and sevente

we ail knelt in prayer to God for the frien.dless and forsaken. thousar

Later, the rumor came that the fire had, gained such head- about 1

way it was possible that it might come on throùgh twelve miles that ab

hundre(of woods and fields to Evanston. Absurd as such a supposition
seemed, the panic was sufficient to set men plowing furrows of de- cow-bar

fense, while a corps of students was fitted out with buckets of over a

water and told to stand on guard between our peaceful village history.

and the fiery foe ! A committee of safety was organized and
we were told to be ready to entertaipany refugees that might be calamit

sent us. Kate Jackson was keeping our house then, and in her day bef

busy, Martha-like fashion she hurried to grocery store, market Dr. Ann

and coal-dealer that we might be fitted'out in a manner suitable one of
wbiclito the hard fortunes we would alleviate. We went to the evening whiched

train at six o'clock and such a sight I never saw. Our well-

favored, tailor-dressed business men crawled -off the cars,.ragged the brig'

as cinders and black as chimney-sweeps. Their eyes were red all ie
- . renaine<

with involuntary tears called out by smoke, not by their gagantic remaine<

losses, for the Chim man never bates a jot of heart or hope. band

Now and then there was one who had not lost, and the rest would age

pound him on the back in boisterous play, shouting, "String sent her

him up to a telegraph pole !-what right has.le not to be ruined There -ti

with the rest?" Men and women were loaded down with bas- awful co
said the

kets of silver, boxes of valuable papers, household relics, and the

like. nen, nol

We had no guests, after all; the distance was too great for '"g.their

those who walked, and most of those who came by cars went engmes i

to their friends. Several persons brought baskets of precous girl nee
prcos the baud

things, however,. asking us to keep until called for.

Thousands camped on the prairie near the city that night,. as well-

222
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eculiar, and little babies were born, and the sick moaned helplessly under

the wide, calm heavens. At midnight the fire was burning so

ear'hd brilliantly that standing on our piazza I could distinctly read my

sone mor fine-print Testament.
n moral
of Stone The fire began at 9:30 on the evening of Sunday, 'October 8,

e e and ended about ten o'clock Tuesday morning, lasting throughe entire
mished thirty-six horrible hours. It covered an area of three miles in

length by one and a half miles in breadth, or two thousand oneier they
tion en- hundred acres. The number of buildings destroyed was about

of, and seventeen thousand ; of people rendered homeless, ninety-eight

eno thousand. Of these, about thirty thousand left the city and

h head- about fifty-five thousand were fed by charity.. It is estimated

e miles that about two- hundred persons lost their lives, and over two

osition hundred million dollars' worth of property was destroyed. The

rs of de- cow-barn on DeKoven street, where a frightened bovine kicked

ckets of over a kerosene lamp, started this greatest conflagration of all
.a history.villagre

ed and I have hardly heard a more heroic story of this unmatched

ight be calamity than that of Ina Coolidge, one of my pupils. On the

in ber day before the fire I had gone with her to the city Eye Infirmary,

market Dr. Annie Reid being with us, and a skilled hand had- operated on

uitable one of Miss Coolidge's eyes for strabismus. The quiet way in

vening which she laid. her little form d wn on the operating table,

rwel- c prayer and submitted to the- anesthetic;
the bright look when she said, " Oh, Miss Willard, we girls are

rered all in heaven and you are the center of our band ! " have alwaysrere red
gt remained with me, since they brought the tears to my eyes as I

>r hoe stood by her side. The flowing blood and bandaged eyes-both
t would bandaged, so that she was helpless-were p.tiful to see. Wet wouldP
String sent her to the Sherman House with her Xrusty room-mate.

There -they were to stay for a few days, but that night.came the

ith bas- awful conflagration, and the hotel was just in its path. My pupil

and the said the scene was terrible, with screaming women and cursing
men, nobody willing to help another ; people and trunks bump-

reat for ing their way along the stairs, while din of bells and puff of fire-

rs went engines made up a horrid orchestra. In all this the blindfolded
>rscious girl never once lôst her equipoise of mind. She would not take

the bandage from her eyes, but waited till the scampering crowd

night, was well-nigh gone, took her room-mate by the hand, and the two

A Heroin. 223
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girls started out alone. She noted the quarter from which came
becani

the wind and roar of flames, and away they sped through the
livid inferno, not knowing, in that strange city, what direction
they had taken until, hours afterward, they found thernselves at city

the Milwaukee depot, on the West Side, and the next day, while farth

we were in breathless anxiety about them, they appeared climb. the T

ing the college stairs at Evanston! Chic

Ail the newspaper offices were, burned, but I remember the
Evening Mail, with which my brother was soon after connected.
and all the other dailies, soon canie out as usual, looking primi-

tive as the frontier. We found Oliver and his friend Hobart ei
a downright " piney-wood shanty," a few days afterward, work-
ing away at a drygoods-box table with all the importance of
Chicago editors who had survived. I took my mother and several
wagon loads of my pupils to see the ruins,-that being for sont

time the chief occupation of\suburbaners. Tolerably familiar
though I was with " the wreck of time " in Egypt, Palestine
and at Baalbec, these were the most colossal ruins I had ever
seen. The towering fragments, smouldering embers, charred
trees and half lifted smoke-cloud; the groups of men and women,
roaming about as if-bewildered, or delving into th heaps of débris
that covered their pulverized homes and melte4 hearthstones;
and, in awful contrast, the sparkling waters -of the great lake
stretching before us in mocking uselessness and selfish secu-
rity-the only thing unchanged - made up a picture the most
frightful that.my eyes have mirrored.

But with'a wish to see some smile of hope across the black-
ness, I asked my girls to take The Greatest Conflagration as su-
ject of debate, one side advocating the view that good was to
come out of it. I think we were first in the field for the opti-
mistic view now generally accepted, and so far realized that when
I welcomed the National W. C. T. U. to Farwell Hall, just six
years afterward, I was able to say to them, with all the pride of
a Chicago suburbaner:

Vou will see for yourselves our parks and boulevards, the palaces in
which we transact Our business, and lodge our travelers ; the costly churches
where we worship, and the costly mansions in which our money-king
are wont.to eat and sleep. As you drive along our streets, a vacant lot here
and there, a heap of shattered stones, a bit of charred pavement will be
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ch came 5howl you as the only remaining traces of that city of stone that in a nightugh the became a city of ashes, and six years later gleamed forth a city of marble.

lirection That fire touched humanity's heart, and endeared our smitten
selves at citv to the whole world. Sailors have told ine that at the
y, while farthest point of the Aleuti an Islands, they found that most of
d climb. the natives knew three English words-Victoria, a dollar, and

Chicago. .
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CHAPTER X. mi the

_______gravit

wvas c.
WHYV I ,LEFT THE UNIVERSITY. tional

That fire changed the outlook of our college. ' Its hot breath noth

shriveled aur generous Fourth of July 'subscription list, impov- whtt

erishing some of our mnost trusty Olends and obliging us to cover

up the newly-laid foundations of our great building.- We furled A

aur sails and went scudding as best wye could before the blast. nii gi

The year 1872 witnessed the election of Rev. Dr. Haven as Sec- the se

retary of the Board of Education of the M. E. Church, and bis noble

k change of residence ta New York City. And there -rose up as inigthb

his successor one who " knew not Joseph.', I had

Rev. Dr. C. H. Fowler (now Bishop), a man of brilliant sch'ool,

gifts, came ta us from the pastorate; neyer having taught at aill took t

unless very briefiy in.district school when a student in college basis b

His concept of the situation was totally different from that of Dr sity tr

Haven with his long ex15ërience in the work of higher education women

To go into the dietails of th'is most painful period of nm faculty

Whole life is not may purpose. Suffice it that the bone of conten- rhv

tion was the relations of the Evanston College for Ladies to the faculty-

Northwestern University. Dr. Haven's plan, indorsed by the they w

University trustees, was as follows: In

We would-recommend that ail young women receiving instruction in be~
the University, be requested to enroll themselves as memrbers of the Evans- The
ton College for Ladies * * * * *and that the young women be under expresse
the moral oversight of thie faculty of the Ladies' College. iv

But the new president held that the University faculty of nme evet~ryt
was the .final authority in everything pertaining ta those wbo re- diploma.

ceived instruction'there. Henoe, when a young woman preferred But
not ta take lessons in penmanship (required of ail under Our view of 1

care) ;when she fell from the Roll of Honor list, or for any reasonl tain thsat

desired ta go outside aur college building and thus be free frou W1l
(226)the dutie
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all restrictions except such as related to her recitations at the

University, or its Pr'eparatory department, the new president said
she might go, and still be in good standing so far as those classes

were concerned, when the old president would havé said she

must do as the womens faculty thought best. This was the "rift
in the lute '"; it was a readjustment that removed the cepter of

gravity outside the base so.far as the.Evanston College for Ladies

was concerned, and introduced so much friction into our educa-

tional machinery that, perceiving the impossibility of going on

another year under the same disadvantages, I strongly advocated
eath vhat the new president favored, viz., such a union of the two
1pOV institutions as would make their interests identical.
:over
arle-d A principle which I plways tried to inculcate in the minds of

>1ast. My girls was this-a sentiment of true honor and dignity favors
the school not the deliñquent: How is it in society ? EverySee-

bis noble man brings rogues to justice. He never dreams of shield-

p as ing them, yet pupils think it honorable to shield each other. And
I had myself the same absurd idea during a part of my years at

liant school, but it is a sediment of barbarous ages wlherein espionage

t all took the place of free government. What I urged most in the
basis between the College and the University was that the Univer-

lege-
sity trustees should reaffirm the, action which made all young

tion women members of the Woman's College,'and that the University
facultv should do this with such minutiæ of legislation as would

ten- relieve the Woman's College from all embarrassment, making our
ote faculty responsible for the'young women in all cases save when

the they were in the recitation room.

In my annual report to its board of trustees, as president of
the Evanston College for Ladies, I said (June, 1873)-

vans- 'The general policy during the first year of the college was frequently
under expressed by-Doctor Haven in terms like these:

I wishthe Ladies' College to be responsible for all the lady students
met ineverything; but their recitatiofts, so far as advantageous to them, will be

th us, and when they pursue our courses of study they will receive our
0 re- diploma."

erred But the practical'wôrkings of the school this year indicate -a different
r our vie* of the subject, and it is necessary to the harmony we all desire to main-

eason tain that the question be settled-

W,ill you, therefore, please detail, with as much ininuteness as possible,
the duties of the president of your college toward the voung ladië whose
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names are placed upon its register, stating wherein they are amenable to her

authority, and wherein they are iot?

For my own part, unless I arn thoroughly self-deceived, I desire " tie
greaLet numbers' greatest good and I earnestly seek such a solution of,tlhe

problem, which I now present to you, as shall. most directly tend to fulfll

the hopes and expectations of those who have stood by our enterprise fron

the beginning. But I frankly acknowledge tifat I can not, with self-respect,

longer sustain relations so undignified as the last few months have witnessed.

I have no aspersions to make against any one. We have simply arrivedi

by a rather circuitous route, but a no less certain one, at the logical sequence

of relationships too dimly outlined at the beginning.

To your combined wisdom, energy and prudence, I submit questions

with whiclh I have been loth to burden you, but with which I can no longer

contend alone.

I/have great confidence in the power of a free and kindly interchange

of sentiment between the authorities of the two institutions to .et tiese

questions at rest, and.to develbp a policy which shall render their liarmoni-

ous iiterworking practicable.

Let ine add a single sentence from an article written by Dr. E. O. Haven,

in The Mellodis, in which ie gave ail outline of our plans. He says:,

"It is our intention to show that' ' opening a university to women' and

'.giving ladies-an equal chance with gentlemen,' means somethingmiaore
than- to coiftrol a uîiversity wholly 'by men, select courses of study fitted onîly
to men, give instruction mostly by men, and then, forsooth, ' open the doors
alike Io both sexes.'"

Let me, finallv., put mysef upon the record,.as nîot at all unfrienîdlv to a

closer union between the two schools, providing always that the advance

positions we have gained for woman libe not sacrificed.

We represent the most progressivè educational movement of the world's

mos.t progressive age, and timorous as well as weak should we prove our-

selves, did we surrender the trusts of which Providence has made us

the deposiËries.

EVANSTON COLLEGE FOR LADIES UNITES WITH NORTHWESTER,1

UNIVEiZSITY.

-An agreement was now made to this effect

In consideration of having turned over to-it all the property

of the Evanston Collëge for Ladies, the Northwestern University

agreed to assume all financial obligations of said college, to com-

plete its building and maintain the institution on a basis of which

the principal features were the following:

The party of the first part (University Trustees) further covenants iLà

iaintain in aIl future time a representation of women in the Board of

Trustees of the Northwestern University of not-less, at any time, thant five:

and in the Executive Committee of the Board of Trustees of the party of

the first part there shall.always b e, at least, one woman, if the womea of
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to her the Board shall so require; and provision shall also be made, by the party

of the first part, for an Advisory Committee of women, to be appointed by
"the lithe Board of Trustees of the party of the second part, to confer with the

of,the Executive Committee on ail matters of interest to the party of the second
fulfll part hereafter, and the chairman of this committee shall always be rece2ived
from "at the sessions of the Executive Committee of the Northwestern University:

pec, and lthe party of the first part shall also elect a woman to the presiding
essed office of the Woman's College as -annexed to or affiliated with. the party of
rrived ithe first part, with the title of "Dean," who shall he a member of the Fac-
uence ulty of the University. And the party of the first part shall elect at least

one woman to a Professorship in the University, and this perpetually; anl
stions shall also confer degrees and diplomas on the students of the said Woman s

longer College entitled thereto, and this in the name of the Trustees and the Fac-

ulty of the University and shall alse maintain the same friendly relation
hange, now existing between the Woman's Educational Association and the paritv
these of the second part (Evanston College for Ladies), and keep up the same as

rmoni- between the said Woman's College and the said party of the first part, so

far as is consistent with the charter of the University.
aven, And in consideration of each and all of the matters aforesaid, the said

party of the second part has this day assigned, granted and conveyed to the

and party of'the first part, all its property, real and personal, together with ail
'more its choses in action, moneys and subscriptions set forth and enumerated in
(l only a schedule 'hereto attached,. ad hath agre.d and ·covenanted and doth
doors

hereby agree and covenant to change its present corporate name to that of

v to a "Woman's College of the Northwestern University,' etc., etc.

ivance A method was also provided by which, should the University

trustees fail to carry out the contract, the trustees of the Evans-
xorlds ton College for Ladies could obtain redress.
e mni-
e o One year more was invested in an unavailing effort to make
de us

the Woman's College and the- University keep time together.

Charles V. had not more trouble in his fanous effort to make two

watches do the same!

Having been elected Professor of Esthetics in the University,

I heard my recitations in the president's room of the University

perty building. It was entirely a new thing to the students to recite toe
ersity ladies, my friend, Kate Jackson, having all the French classes in

com the University, while I had part oV the English composition.
hich They tested us in varions/ways. O e'day on entering, I saw

written on the blackboar , Miss W lard runs' the Freshman

ts n like a pack of girls.'' Wthout admitti g by word or look that
ard o

I had seen- the flattering3entence, I nt to .the blackboard

aret of behind my desk, and while \vith ene han I erased it, with the

Men of other I was lodking into.my 'ote-boo1 for illustrations of differ-

Y1Î
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ent rhetorical styles, and sending the young men to the black-. kindeý

boards around the room each to write out a specimeiï sentence. becau.

Another time they entombed a howling cat in the large drawer ficult

of my desk, and its orchestral accompaniment did not intermit h
one moment during .the -hour of my recitation, but if ever any -had fal

one had the appearance of being stone-deaf I tbink I may claim uous."

to have been the person and this the occasion. the di

Their last attempt was on this wise : The recitation room was bu

door began to creak vigorously, the weather being damp. A forma f2

young man would enter the class a minute late, open the door lease o

the whole arc of its liberty, and. close -it carefully while the girls b

squeaky creak went on, disturbing us not. a little. The moment A "sel

he had taken his seat, another young man just a minute later writing

woulçl open the door, enter, and close it in the same percussive studeni

manner, land so on until a dozen, perhaps, came in - there were this de,

no more/mischievous ones in my large class of seventy. I made difficuli
no com ent, went on with the class as best I could, but that Wben

night a trusty student who was working for his board at Rest ready I
Cottage, was armed with a lantern, a piece of soap and the key believe<

to that recitation room, and he so limbered up those hinges had bee

that there was quite a surprised look on the faces of the boys the goo

when next day- the door swung to and fro as if on velvet instead that sin

of iron. now too

I was reminded of these occurrences 'in the \anteroom of well.wit

Moody's great tabernacle in Boston, where I spoke one Sunday an emar

afternoon in 1877 to five thousand people or more. Some excel-. Bluebea

lent ladi-es who accompanied me said in anxiety when I wasbotit in one o

to go before the audience, "Are n't you frightened ? Does n't being ei

it mákE your heart beat faster to step out, one lone woman in nless of 1

sight of that great amphitheater? "And it came instantly to my reso

my mind to reply, "Vou never taught thje Freshman class in waste mr

Northwestern University or you would not expect one who has Wit

done that to be frightened at anything. To me an audience is and decl

fike a well-bred person, quiet, attentive, sympathetic, and, best of think be:

all, not in a position to answer back! In all of these. particu- not foun

lars it is the'diametrical opposite of a lot of roystering youths housekee

who never before recited to alady teacher and who are trying ber equal fre

mettle and their own. I ought to say, however, that the large disfavore

majority were gentlemen and brothgrs,, whom I recall with the nother, I

230 -
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ack- kindest remembrance and in many cases with sisterly affection

because of their. manly considerateness toward me in those dif-

iwer ficult days.

rnit in the meanwhile, however, my system of self-government

any had fallen into " desuetude " that did not seem to me to be " innoc-

lai uous." The new executive did not consider it compatible with

the dignity of the great institution wherein our Woman's College

oom vas but a minor fraction. SJme attempts to revive it in a modified

A forin failed to meet the exigency that now.came upon us, for the J

door lease of Professor Jones's school building having expired, our

the girls boarded in the village during two thirds of my last year.

Met A "self-report" was then devised to be filled out by them in

ater writing. -But it caused great dissatisfaction, the young men

sive students, who were not under rules, being particularly hostile to

vere this device which was only intended to tide us over the complex

ade difficulties of a woman's college that was "all about town."

that When the spring term of 1874 opened, the new college being

est ready for occupancy, we moved into its spacious rooms and I

key believed, and do believe to-day, that if theinternal management

ages had been left with the ladies' faculty there, we could have restored

b the good order a d good feelin' that were the chief features Qf

tead that single, brigt, untrammeled year-18.71-72. But, our chief

now took the gróund that the yôung'women would get on very

of well with very little supervision, and- I, who had. thought myself

iday an emancipator of college girls, saw myself designated " a female

cel- Bluebeard" bythe press. On the test question, I.voted all alone

boit in one.of thelast faculty meetings of my history-my good friends

s n't being either absent or\not voting. They knew the utter4useless-

n in ness of making anissue with tiie president. I.knew it, too, but

v te my resolié was taken, the world was wide, and I would not

ss in waste my life in friction when it côuld be turned into momentum.

has With but two exceptions, my generous girls stood with me

e is and declared th'at they would gladly submit to any rules I might

st of think best. There may be other instances on record, but I have

tica- 'ot found them, of a college full of girls crying for'rules like

uths housekeepers for.sapolio! But the fiat had gone forth: Practically

ber equal freedom for all students and the method of self-government

arge disfavored. ThisEbeing settled, I determined- to resign. My

the mother, brother and dear friends protested with might and main.

,t4iti
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If I would state the case to the trustees, they felt sure .that I men

wouldý be sustained ; Evanstonians ~ were ail my friends, they my

thqùght, and with a clearl defined issue like this, the local wit

pressure in my. favor would be strong. -I had been elected to Frei

most honorable life-position at a saTary of $2,400 per year, had no s
noney laid up, and no other means of support ; it was consummate

folly to resign a position so congenial -as "Dean of the Woman s
College, and Professor of AÆsthetics in the Northwestern U niver-

sity." How could I think of 1eaving such a post? Thus the iity b
reasoned long and loud. .But to my trusted few I stated ny de seenm
cision as unalterable, and then as always·they stood byte, ioyal noSp

loving and true. To no trustee did I give the slightest intimation ng;

of my.purpose, but went quietly on with my work ; saw the stew-

ard of the Woman's College, who had been authorized to do sa hu

conducting evening prayerf while I sat by on the pla-tform n plia

my girls looked whole encyclopedias of rebellion and wrath ; cou alar
ducted my art classes at the new building to which fron Rest Cot s

tage I removed my residence; went to the University Hall to hear Fron

·my college classes in English composition, and to the Prel aratorx

for similar classes there; and -all the time this refrain was in mnl
heart :

'·I am to go, I am to go! This college has been déarer to m

me than anything save Forest Home. Three years of my life s ander

hardest work and best are -here enshrined; brick by- bric Ive A
trof

watched these handsome walls as they climbed high above tie
fact1ii

trees, and thought, " This is Pr
6 fessor Jones's c44ege of wlich ieir. j

he was so fond, and it is my si ter Mary's tliat died and it is gentle

mine." With a faculty of-women gathered around me thaat/are rela

like a band of sisters, with pupils oving and beloved,,with a/life of the
(and t

position as professor of the branchs I like best and know most. 
c~ont a t

about, and an adequate income a ured, with mother and Rs ls

Cottage only two blocks away, I fel-t too.tranquil and secure. patron

But as the eagle stirreth her nest anà leadeth forth her young, so

the Lord alone shall lead me; I must go.; the world-s wide and ng, eh

full of elbow room ; this atmosphere is stifling-I must leave it. ed

On June 16, 1874, I went to my last faculty meetig t
îst,

How I dreaded it! The beautiful· stone building, the blue lake

seen through the trees,~the pleasant sky-I took last pictures of *Thi

-Sianj
them all. .lIu the president's room• they were àssembled-those certs, 5e
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.tat I men of culture and conservatism of whom I knew that none were

m, h uy enemies, and several vere my friends. Kate Jackson*was

e local witlI me, as usual, having the. position of acting professor of

ed to a French. I asked and received permission to read my report
hd hich was as followshad noD

mm To THE FACULTY-Authorized by a resolution of some weeks since,
I will indicate briefi;, ie -prinéipal points developed during the past tern

n the working o le Rules for the Woman's College."
Unmver-

i. The mand of a certain class-of'patrons andI of students for equia
us ther ity between young men and women in thceir relations to the government
mv de- seems to.have been met in a-manner generally satisfactory, by making

e, loyal, no special requirement-of young woinen boarding outside the college build-

imatio ing; -thus placing them, in all regards, on the sanie basis as young imen,

le stew- Those parents who desire to entrustleir dauglhters with the respoi-
obilities and prerogatives of self-government, can certainly make no com-

o do saý
rm a-it planut that this is not practicable in the Northwestern'University.

2, On the other hand,. allow me to call your attention, to the fact that
h ;co ~ alarge and estimable class of patrons do not find their wvants met by:the

est Co syste of regulations at present prevailing rurlin the ce lege building.

to Iear Front the firest, I have been impressed with this, but particularly so within i

arator tle 1 st fortnight, on being questioned by those who contemplate intrust-
eng teir daughters to the çare of this, faculty and who are not entirely

in m litab sed'of old tinte prejudices against "mixed schools." One of the first

ares of such parents is: "To what extent will the acquaintances formed
darer t by my daughter, and the social attentiors she receives, be regulated by those

v lifeé eSuder whose care I place her?"

A.gientlemian from Kansas applying on behalf of his motherless daugh
te r of fifteen, asked me this ,question jvith much anxiety. In view of the

ofact that young ladies in the building'receive calls from whom and when
f whichý.. their judgmnent dictates (out of study hours), that they can be attended by
nd 1 is gentlemen to nearly all the public exercisses of the institution, and to al1 the

:iat/are egular religious meetings, without any special permission; in view, also,

h a life Of the fact that they leave the grounds at all times freely out of study hours,
and thus, on .Saturday and Sabbath can be absent for hours at a tine with-iw n most- out a teacher's cognizance), I have found it impracticable to answr er truth-

id Rest fully such questions .as I have referred to, and at'the same time to secure Ithe
secure. patronage of .the inquirer.

ung, so 3. The principle having been recognized, that, within the college build-

ide and mg, the social relations off young ladies -are, in the main, leit to be deter7

aec it mited by the girls themselves, I have found it extremely difficult, indeed
impossible, o inipress them with the dignity and importa1e off sîch excep-
tits o tbe general rule, as the faculty has seen lit to make.* ^

ue lake
tires i *The young ladies were, under these rules, free to go with young men to all meetings

Pertaining to the church and school, and only asked my eîrmission when invited to con-
-those CIs, lectures. etc., outside these "reguiar exe-rcises.1

t;l
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When by the authority of this faculty, a young lady can receive a call shared

daily, if she chooses, from Mr. A. (even if the teacher in charge deens young
bis acquaintance an undesirable one for lier), when, if she chooses, she certain

can attend Monday evening prayer-meeting, Tuesday class-meeting and it seen

Wednesday prayer-meeting, and on Friday evening cans accompany him to a been ge

literary society, is it to be wondered at if she regards it as unimportant that the unp
sie obtain permission before going with him on Thursday evening to hear ladies,

the Hampton singers? problen

Once admit that a lady student is competent ko decide upon four fifths have be

of the "social privileges " of a given week and she vill soon1 learns to speak
ilerstanas flippantly as she thinks lightly of the restriction placed upon the remsain- desi

ing fraction of her liberty. ladies i
The

4. As an inference from what has been stated already, let ine record the ladies'
opinion. that one and the same system of self-government lor ail lady particul
students within the building as well as without, is more logical and wili
prove moze successful than the present partial measures, which suit neither the natu
the radicals n'or the conservatives and are, as experieice and their own testi- at whic
tuony conbine to- provî, unsuited to the girls themselves. Indeed, I thinke
girls boarding out have, under the present system, moral advantages over nstituti
thoser in the building ; for,-beng few in number in any one family, thev are shol?
not likely to go to such extremes as when assembled in one building they are
sure to reach, when left so largely to their own immature judgment. Mv ow But
conviction that a more responsible "home government,"-one more worthv homë fo
of a na.me involving an interest so ·deep, and a duty so high-is the truer antyu
solution of the problem, need hardly be 'repeated here! Care,' a'

5. It bas been my task to administer, during the past few weeks, laws which y
to which neither rewards nor- penalties had been attached. Mild as is the now,in fc
code, and .fe-w-as are its requisitio'ns, I have greatly felt the need of some My E
incentive to its observance on the part of the young-ladies; and.though no above ret
instance of violation of rule, which bas come to my knowledge, bas passed toaanai

unrebuked, I have found a growing unconcern on the part of our well- youth an
meaning girls, and a hardly-concealed carelessness on that of others. Let

-Ia1 tmoot Pl
me suggest that the hope of advancement to a higher,grade, the certainty of I have n

a report sent home to parents, or some ot er expedient, will greatly aid in nether mi
theadministration of the rules.

Cleai
6. The effect on the young ladies, of b'eing left to the guidance of their special re

own judgment, bas not,i in my opinion, been fortunate. Aside fronm the families,
slight esteefiï whicb tïsey have come to hold the rules, there bas' beena second (t
stronger tendency toward sociabilit-y tlan toward study on the part of man, ulty), a s:
and a lightness of be a pertness ofspeec and manrier, and a tendency

to disorder, such as my long experience in a school family bas never wit school sy
nessed hitherto. 'ight, as,

7. I do not deëm it inappropriate to express, in this connection, the Ail t
decided opinion that, as at present conducted, the experiment of receiving

young men into tbe Woman's College building as day-boarders has not war-

ranted the expectations of its friends. - I arp confident that this opinion is



Between the Upper and Nether Millstones."

e a call shared by all ,ho have thoughtfully considered its developments. The

devens young men sh uld, Jn my opinion, be more carefully chosen ; should have

es, she certain restricti ns or should be discontinued altogether, the latter being, as

g and it seems- to me, uch the better course to be pursued. Though a few have

im to a been gentlemen, the majority have, by their rude behavior, much increased

ut that the unpleasantness of the family life, while their influence over the young

to hear ladies, uniformly directed against order and discipline, has rendered the

problenm of government much more complicated than it would otherwise

ar fifths have been -

S. in conclusion, let me ask your attention to the duly of a plain un-
o speak ilerstanding with the public on the question of the government of young
emain ladies in this institution.

The supposition is as natural as it is universal, that a school having a
ors the ladies' department, undertakes special supervision of this class of pupils,
il lady particularly in, regard to their social relations. The public mind is fully
iil will persuaded that this is the policy of the Woman's College, not only from
neither the nature of the case, but from *the newspaper controversy of lastWinter,
l testi- at which time the supposition was correct.

think Repeatedly have mothers who intended sending their daughters to this
es over institution, asked me within the last month "If this were not a strict
hey are school? " and it has proved an ungracions task to correct this quite erroneous
lhev are
IVown '-But consider expressionslike the following from the new catalogue: "A
worthv homë for young women, where their morals, health and manners can be con-
e truer .an4ly under the special care of women t ial advantages 'of watch-

are,' snd others, of the lik-e import, and see
1

if there is fota discrepancy, of
s, laws which yon have not been. aware, between these statements and the system
s is the now.in force.
f soe My own.relation to the Woman's College has brought out the difficulty
ugh no above referred to in a light more vivid than agreeable. With the parents
passed on env side asking, " Wbat safeguards can you offer to my daughter in her

r well- youth and inexperience ? " and the financial interests on the other urgingthe
s. Let utmost possible conciliatiol of patronage (in view.of an impaired exchequer)
inty of I have n'ewly illustrated the peril of being between the upper and the

aid in nether millstones.

Clear'ly there are but two courses open to the University: First, no
f their special requirements for young women, either in the building or in private
>m the families, and a frank avowal of such policy to patrons and inquirers; or,
been a second (the idea of general supervision having been abandoned by the fac-
mann ulty),,a systematic oversight of the daily life and associations of those board-
dency ing within the college wàlls. I do not mean the old-fashioned boarding

rer wit- . school system, which I never advocated, but I do mnean such care and over-
sight, as will replace, so far as it can be done, the influence f home.

ou, the A11 this I can say to you, gentlemen, with the more directuess, because
cerng Ofits being my last utterance in my present relations to you.
ot war-

inion is-

2ý35
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I have long thought there was but one fitting sequel to my experiences

of the past school-year, experiences of which but little has cone to the sur

face in the meetings of the faculty. Vet, from tinie to time, I have hoped

for an improvement in the outlook of the Woman's College. I finally deter
minned, some weeks since, upon a careful reconsideration of the wleh cCut

question of my relations to the University, and, as a result, I wrote un ll

resignation several days ago, which I shall present to the trustees ou Tues

day next.

As ny last·word concerning the vexed question of government ione
which, in ny opinion, involves that of the success of the co-celucation requ

experinient to which I have, in Evanston, given some of my best yars, ths

me ask that the faculty carefully review the whole question, iot only o consi

its'merits, but in the light of this term's experience; that you allow some

weight to the wormanly judgment of lier who shall succeed me as Dean

that the daily devotional exercise at the- Woman's College be placud indei folio
lier care; and that, 1pon whatever course you may determine, tIe policy b

clearly stated to the public, especially to parents who contemplate si(in(1i, mo
their daughters to this institution.

Respectfully submitted,
FRANCES E. WILL ARD tion

Dean of the Woman's College of Northweseçrnf Uniersity oiti<

J-ne 13, 187. West
regret

The reading over, I asked if Miss Jackson and I might be such r
excused.- The president nodded, and I went forth, not knowinig the b
whither I went, but glad, though grieved, to go. I pass over contai

the trying ordeal of a "trustee meeting," in which it seemed t termo
the Co

me that those opposed would fain have put me in the attitude of ch

a cuIprit, while those who were my friends said, very properly eaed

"Ve'd fight for you if you would stay, but you are bound to go

and we must work for peace." I remember walking into the Thi

University chapel, where this tiiusfee meeting was held a:id atter

what a stay and solace it was té grasp the arm of my beloved oas

friend and sister, Mrs. Hannah Pearsons, who has remindel ue Th'

always of -the blessed Hannah of old. I can see my brother at the WC

the repSorter's table,--though an editor-in-chief, he chose t iear or the
the -uni

for himself that day,-erect, alert, and deeply angered ; my loyai rei

knight always. I can-see the sad faces of those faithful women ducati

the trustees of the old college, and the thoughtful looks of theitus U

officers of our educational association, and my,.dear pupils with wOman

their sympathetie eyes. My resignation was read and referred eren

without debate, to a "Special Committee on the Woman's exactCV
College." It read as- follows

2,6
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FVANSTON, June 3, T874.
:xperiences Gentlemen and Ladies of the Board of Truestees of the Northwcestern
to the sur- University:

ave hoped It hlasI ow1y, but surely become evident that I cai never carry into ex-
1ally leter- ccutioni elcepest convictions concerning the -interests of the 'Woman's
the whok College under the existing policy of governiment.
wrote yi

I therefore resign the office of Dean of the Womnan's College, and Pro-s ou1 fues-
esor of iEsthetics in the University to whiclh you elected me one year ago.

There are other reasons for this action, which justice to myself would
mrent îone

1-ccu equirei ne to name in the hearing of the trustees, but I refrain from doing
tis out of regard to interests which must take precedence of any persônal

consideration. Respectfully submitted,>t onl 1o
F'RANCES E. WILLARD.

as lnari Relative to the foregoing documents by me presented, the
acdunder folowing reports were made by the special committee and unani-
c polc mously adopted by the trustees
te sen(irI

Your committee to whom has been referred the consideration of the

interests.of the Woman's College and in connection therewith the resigna-

LARDi cIon presented to the )oardeOf trustees by Miss Frances E. Willard of her

Unizersir. oition as Dean of said College and Professor of Esthetics in the North-
weterrn University, would respectfully report that, while they profoundly

regret that anys reasons should be -supposed to exist sufficient to induce
might be such resignation, they would recomrbend tbe acceptance of the same by

knowin the board of trustees. They further report that in view of the intimation

ass over contained in the letter of resignation of Miss Willard that the existing sys-

eemed t te of government in the Wonian's College is in lier conviction defective,
the comittee ask leave for further time to inquire into the grounds upon

ttitude èof
whicbh the objections-are founded, and to mature and indicate the proper

properl\ remedy for any suchdefects they may find to exist.
unid to go

into the This report was·accepted and adopted, the substance of the

tel: anrd latter part being laid over for further .action. The filal report

y belovedl was as follows, and was also unanimously adopted:

indeL rt The committee to whom was referred subjects of interest pertaining to

)rotlher at the Woman's College would respectTally report upon the question of rules

e to lear for the Woman's College and for women attending different departments of
the University, whiclh question is suggësted for present consideratioar by the
resignation of the Dean of the Woman's College ; that the system of co-

I1 vomer, education is new to the trustees of the University, andi new, as well, in
ls of the its University form to the faculty of the University and the Dean of tUc

pils with Woman's Collage, andt it is.not surprising that there should have been a

referred difference of views with the members of the facu ty as to the proper rules

WoaS required undr the circumstances. That the existing rules were not. the
exact views of any particular m'ember of the faculty and not precisely
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what any single one would have suggeste&, that they were in the nature gag
of a compromise of nt views, seems true. There is no doubt that the whe
Dean of the Woman's College supposed in the formal union of the Woman's 1 bi
College with the Univetiity, all authority to make rules and regulations for
the Woman's College was reserved to itself, and was not to be exercise b

the faculty of the University; that subsequently she cordially united with
the president in framing riales that after much public and private discussion evei
were regarded as defective, and in this view she was understood by a n:a.
jority of the faculty to concur; that, at a later period, when public discuss:on so t
had ceased with reference to the rules, the faculty of the University took up plat
and fully considered the question; that in this discussion tie Dean of the had
Woman's College was not in full accord on the general pr'nciples of gov. inju
ernment for young women with the faculty, or a majority of them; but parE
if was understood that in the main, all parties assenited to the rules as
adopted, though in some points they were not entirely satisfactory to the
Dean of the Woman's College. Distinct provisions were made by the 1

faculty that the Dean of the Woman's College shall, from time to time, the

report to this faculty upon the success of the rules adopted by the faculty on,
That the Dean of the Woman's College was greatly solicitous for the wei. weu
fare and successful administration of the Woman's College, the committee as
fully believe; that she believed herself without adequate authority for a
satisfactory administration of the Womau's College is also manifest,

The committee on the other hand fully believe the faculty of the Univer. into

sity were equally anxious for the successful administration of the Woman's was
College, and were ready snd willing to render any aid that they believei slow
would contribute to that end, and thatthey regarded the rules zdoptedas dies
an experiment. That the Dean of the Wôman's College made no request
to the facvlty of the University for additional rules seems to be concede. Sor

That she did not, may be explained by the fact that she did not wish, with othe

too great haste, to pronounce the existing rules insufficient, or. by the con- long
sideration that she would delaay such suggestion until by her announced settl
resignation all personal considerations should . be eliminated from this broo
subject.

The committee believe that the Executive Committee of the University

made arrangements without consulting the Dean of theWoman's College, or boys

the faculty of the University, with reference to day boarders in the Woman's stan
College, that proved not wise, and which have been discontinued. ' ery,

The committee would recommend to the faculty of the University that natu
at an early day they reconsider and re-examiue the rules of the Woman's

C'ollege, and that in any respect in which, they shall be found inadequate by thou
administration to a complete and thorough safeguard of the students, that deep

they be amended or added to. best
The committeeare persuaded that the trustees and faculty of the Uni- fow<

versity have a united purpose to make the Woman's College, in its depart.

meuts of instruction and government, worthy the fullest public confidence.
tTah

Tchis "c Special Committee'p" was, as -'I then believed, -mort.
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nature gaged from the frst to the side of the stronger, and before it

when arraigned as not having carried out the rules efficiently,)Mfan's
1ns for I burst out crying, and left the room. s Finding my brother with

eb acarrage at the gate, I soon reac:hed friendly shelter.
d with So it was over, the..greatest sacrifice my life had known or
Ussion ever can know. For, lyin tbere alone in our beautiful college,

so thankful to be out of sight in my own quiet suite'of rooms,
ok up planned for me by the loving care of the good. women whom i

of the had worked with so happily, there came to me the sense of an
>f gov. injustice so overwhelming that no other experience of mine com-
a; but pares with it in poignancy. " I tried so hard and meant so wellIes as

Over and over again, I said those words and with agony of tearsto theî
I pitied myself then and there, so that they heard me all through

tine, the hall, and were frightened by my anguish. Evening wore
IcultV on, and at his handsome residence near by, the president's leveee wel went .forward. I cotd see its flashing lights and flitting forms

as I lay there alone, and music by the band smotie my tired ears.for a
At last everything. grew still and sweet and holy, while far

niver into the night the deep June sky bent over me with a beauty that
man was akin to tenderness. The storm in my soul ebbed away

>ted slowly, the sobs ceased, the long sighs were less frequent. As
,equs dies the wave albg the shore, so die'd away for evermore myequest
ceded sorrow to lose the beautiful college that my heart had loved as

witL other women's hearts love their sweet and sacred homes. In the
e coU- long hours that followed, the peace that passeth understanding

settled down upon my soul .God was revealed to me as a great,n ths
brooding Motherly Spirit, and all of us who tried to carry on the

ersity University, while He carried on the Universe, seemed like little
ege,or boys and girls, who meant well, but who did n't always under-man's stand each other. The figure was of children playing in a nurs-

ery, and one little boy had more vigor than the rest of us, and,tYthat naturally, wanted us to play his way, while a little girl, whom I
ateby thought I could identify, said, "No • my way is best !" Then a

S, tIt deep voice declared, "This is the interpretation-good to forgive,
best to forget." And then the happiness' that mocketh speech,

epart flowed, like the blessed, tranquil river of dear old Forest Home,
denc. ail through my soul, and overflowed its batiks with quiet, happy

mort-
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Mv ousins, Rev. S. and Mrs. M. B. Norton, who were asso.
ciated with me from the first in all this college enterprise, aj sbc
my friend Kate, were sent for at this point by my roomn-natt they f
Miss Harriet Reed. The rècord as my cousins have written i:

out, is this: the pr
Well do I remember(writes Mr. N.) the rap upon our door in the then

new Woman's Coilege building at Evanston, one morning in June, n8 his bu
It was an early hour, w.hiie it was yet dark, To the question, "Who s ore t
there ? " a friendlv voice responded, adding, " Mrs. N., I wish you would B
corne to Miss Willard's room. She has not slept during the night. Some. o r Pr
thing is the matter with her, I don't know what.,ourpr

The call was instantiy heeded, and we found Miss Willard, though of.the
surprised, yct glad to see us. nade g

She seem very anxious to have everyhing right between herself and denly
those from whom she bail so widely differed. And so intent was she upon superv
thispurpose that she urged us to send out at once to call. in those who had leader,been so eagerly engaged in opposition to her, that she might ask pardon of
then all. But*e who were thent present were slow to believe that this was
any part of her duty. Vet we could not fail to see how easy it now ze essenti
with her to obey the best impulses of her heart in putting awav everything watchiv
that seened un-Christian: 'sins of omission and. sins of conmission, of in -a de
"word, thought or deed,' for since the heavenly vision was present, noth- nent ir
ig must be kept back. The joy of forgiveness wa with ier. Of this I
bave t ve known a brighter 'exanple what st

was nov fuly morning and Miss Willard's mother was'sent for; who y
caine with a cariage, saying that "her own home and her own folks were youngi
what Frank needed.' so she was carried away from her welI-beloved college Have a
forever. Mrs. N. and myself took an early train for Wisconsin. 'As we ail d
passed from this scene of 'heavenly vision," in which, a Miss Willard had
said, "God seemecd so great, so- loeing; and ;lna*naplans so small,"I re-
marked to y wife, Our cousin is either soon to go toaer heavenly home
orfrom this-lime her ife is lo be enlarged! This wonderful manifestation age and
of Diviae grace means sometbing unusual."d

FIFTEEN VEARS LATER.

In the foregoing pages I have tried to set forth the facts as aculty
the disathey seemed to me at the time, and to do this with all pqssible

considerateness and charity. But seen through the long telescope
of fifteen years, and from a totally different angle of viion the

ree towhole affair takes on a different aspect. I now perceive that our t
Woman's College building, its traditions, plans. and purposes, ail and bro
suitëd admirably to an independent institution, were not adapted of a gr

to 'oifr relationsas a department. The cost of this building
greatly embarrassed the ,trustees, upon whom the failure of our Characte

Would;
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escription list, after the Chica o fire, threw burdens greater than
they fklt able to bear, and pro bly prejudiced them somewhat

a against our movement. The st ward, who was authorized by
the president to conduct prayers *n my stead, was a Methodist
tminister and a gentleman of fine a inments, for whose dignity
his brother minister showed a consideration that was perhaps no

o s more than due.,
ould But the clashing of my theory of a oman's college against
)Znfe our president's theory of a man's univ ersit was the storm center

of.the difficulty. An executive chief, the w of whose mind
made general supervision his policy in the depatments, was sud-

and denly exchanged for one, the law of whose min made specialpon supervision the necessary policy and I, at'least, as a artmental
leader, did not take kindly to the change! Young men students
nhelped on the revolt against the restrictions that seemed to meoas
essetial after my plan of self-government was sef aside, and theirj 3a watchword, "Equal rights for us all," was certainly chivalric, and
in a deep sense, just. So far as the difficult question of govern-
ment in suèh an institution is concerned, I would now say, with
what seems to me to be the cleareir sight9of these more impartial
ho years: put all on the ½Mame plane, .but lift the plane on whichel young manhood stands to the-higher level of young womanhood.

ege Have a college senate of students made up of representatives from
all departments, and let them conduct the government. This
would break down the false ideas of "honor " that are among the
ee tudent's greatest temptations ; banish the hatefulness of espion-

o age and give the noblest incentives to truthfulness in word and
deed. With present light, I would organize a school as theational Government is organized-- the college president and

s faculty being analogous to the Supreme Court-and would makele the discipline of Our young people's formatiye years a direct prep-
aration and rehepal for their participation in the government of

e .heircountry, later on. This would leave the minds cf teachers
free to develop their specialties of instruction, ând to lay deepand broad foundations for the ripe scholarship that is the glory

ed f a great seat of learning. Moral horticulture at home and at
scg o must always be the basis of sucèess in developing Christian
cLaacter among students, but participation in the government
would phe~ them in organic contact with. the wisest and most



parental minds among their teachers, and thus head and heart coud,

culture would go on side by side. So much for my present whate

outlook and theory of school government, which, if I were to edgme

begin my district school in Harlem at fifty, as I shall not, instead And t

of at twenty as I did, should be at once instituted in place of a 0ack o

set of rules with a•-rattan back of them. And were I now at both
Evanston, I would urge this view with what I fear might be eclar

regarded as "pernicious activity" upon the grave and revered had
leaders who very likely know a hundred times. better than I do po

how to conduct a university. apol
It grieves me that I can not truthfully say I left the Dean- I said t

ship of a college and a professor's chair in one of America's best roa
universities on purpose to take up temperance work, but the to act

unvarnished tale here told must forever dispel that rare illusion. :his li

It is however true, that having left, I determined upon temperance re-ival

work in face of tempting offers to teach in New York City and attend

several other centers, and held to temperance work though de- I did.

lightfulpositions outside its circle have been open to me all along brother

the years. Nor is there any ment in this constancy; I .had, at to him

last,, found my vocation, that is al, and· learned the secret of a ca see

happy life. strled

A few months after I left Evanston and while I was president tbecha

of Chicago W. C. T. U., Mr. Robert Pearsall Smith, a wealthy I beg

Philadelphia manufacturer, and at that time a leading evangelist. that w
came to Chicago and gave Bible readings of wonderful power, in I desir

Lower Farwell Hall. I remember he was staying at the Shernan aceiv
House, where he invited several ladies and gentlemen to dine these w

with him, and afterward I had an earnest conversation with you ha

him about the Christian life. I told him of the circumstances pardon.'

under which I left the Uniyersity, and that I had unkind feelings He and

toward several who were then connected with it, that it was Others

the first time in my life that I had for any length of time felt knelt in

other than cordial good will toward every humain being, and v'llage

though I was now greatly ameliorated in mind toward all, I buoyanc

still felt and wished to do something farther in the direction day the

more friendly understanding with some of those whose asso- mean to

ci had so recently been. "There is but one thing to do, MY beng su

friei " he said; "take the morning train for, Evanston, see . ess, or

each and all between whom and yourself there is the faintest my spiril

Peace-making.242
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heart cdoud, and without asking them to mak, any acknowledgment

esent whatever to you, freely ppur out'in their eas your own acknowl-

to edgment, with the assurance of your aféètionate good will.'

stead M And this I did next day. The recital of my experience in going
of a ack on such an errand to " my ain familiar town," would be

w at « oth pathetic and hunorous. At first some of my. dearest friends

t be .declared I should do nothing of the kind, that the bad behavior

-ered E ad been wholly on one side, and it would be an undignified and

I do i -ypocritical admission of ill-conduct if I should go and make

apology. My brother w'as specially strenuous on this point, but

- I said lO him, "I am going to see the president of the University;

best mou are my only near male relative, and I think it behooves you

the to act as my escort." When the matter was put before him in

ion. his light he could not refuse to accompany me. There was a

ce revival meeting "that night in the University chapel that we

and attended and in which I was called upon to participate, which

h de- I did. When it was over and nearly all had.left the chapel, my

ong brother went forward to the president and said I wished to speak

d, at to him and he would please tarry for a moment. • How plainly I

of a can see at this moment the tall, slight figure of my brother as he

strlled up and down the aisle, at a distance, while in a recess of

ident « t!echapel I went to the president, sayipg as I extended my hand,

thy I beg your pardon for everything have ever done and said

elist. tit was not right,"' with other friendly words, assuring him that

in 1Idesired to be at peace with God and every human soul. He

rnan received me with the utmost kindness and responded in about

dine these words: 'To one who comes to me as magnanimously as

with you have done, I surely can not say less than that I beg your

ces pardon." and from that- lour we have been the best of friends.

lings He and mv brother shookhanads, too,~which was no small victory.

was Others whom I saw received me with tenderness even, and we
feit knelt in prayer with many tears, so that when I left the dear home

and village and came whizzing back to my duties in the city, the

1, I bnoyancy of my spirit was greater than if I had been made that
on day the heir to:some rich inheritance. Nor do I know, nor ever

asso- miean to know in this or any world, a r°eason why any human

,y beng should hesitate to speak to me with cordiality and kind-
see ss, or why any middle wall of patition should exist between
test spirit and any other hunaan spirit that. God has made.



Present Prospcriy.

fThe vexed question of government received special at.tention
after I left, and I have every reason to believe that the Woman's
College has been under the accomplished Deans, Ellen Soulé and
Jane M. Bancroft, and is under the present gifted Dean, Pro,
Reia A. Michaels, doing for young women all that their parents
could expect from a first-class institution, while the Universit
as a whole, with its two millions invested, its eleven elegant biii.
ings, twelve departments, one hundred professors, and nearr
fifteen hundred students, greatly outranks any other wést C
Lake Michigan, and richlv deserves its name of the "NORTH-
WESTERN' in the modemn sense of that great and comprehensive
designation. Steadily may its star climb toward the zenith,
growing clearer and more bright with each succeeding year!

unTEme
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THE TIRELESS TRAVELER.

EARLY JOURNEYINGS.

One lonesome day in early spring, gray with fog and moist
with rain, a Sunday at that, and a Puritan Sunday in the bargain,
I stood in the doorway of our old barn at Forest Home. There
was no church to go to, and the time stretched out before me
long and desolate. I cried out in querulous tones to the two
who shared my every thought, 'I wonder if we shall ever know
anything, see anybody, or go anywhere! " for I felt as if the close
curtains of the fog hedged us in, somehow, froni ail the world
besides. Out spoke my cheery brother; saying, " Oh, I guess I
would n't give up quite yet, Frank!" and sweet little. Mary
clasped my thin hand with her warm, chubby one, looked into my
face and smiled that reassuring smile, as sweet as summer and as
fresh and fair as violets. ''Why do you wish to go away ? " she
asked.

"'Oh, we must learn-must grow and must achieve! It's
such a big world that if we don't begin at it we shall never catch
up with the rest," was my unquiet answer.

Always in later years when the world has widened for me,
as it has kept on doing, I have gone back in thought to that

ray, "misty, moisty morning, when cloudy was the weather,"
and been ashanted aid sorry for the cross child I was, who had
so littile faith in all that the Heavenly Father had.in store.

My mother says I never crept, but, being one of those cos-
seted children brought up by hand, started at once, by reason of
the constant attention git'en me by herself, when I was less than
two years old, to walk, having declined up to that time to do
anything except sit in her arms. The first independent trav-
eling of which I am .cognizant was running away, with that
primitive instinct of exploration that seems well-nigh universal.



My Father 's Death.

Our overland trip to Wisconsin in my seventh year, tin the in

visits to Milwaukee, the fair, lakeside city, and one to my birth. i had

place, comprised all the traveling done by me until we came to Lase

Evanston to attend college. packe

I well remember the profound impression .made upon me, at fromI

nineteen years of age, by the first hotel I ever entered-the diret

Matteson House,' Chicago. I can not pass the building that you;
now bears this name without shuddering recollections of the Kate

impressive spectacle when we all sat down~to dinner at what wa: more 1

then one of the chief hotels ; the waiters (all white men) standing my fal

in solemn line, then at a signal, with consummate skill and as and I

by "one fell swoop," inverting the covers on all those huge. wth

steaming 'dishes, without letting a drop fall on the snowy table, This

and marching out like a detachment of drilled soldiers ! AnG In the

never did a sense of myown small size and smaller knowledge the oi1

settle down ppon me quite so-solidly as when one of those fat.- slept.

lessly attired gentlemen in claw-hammer ,eoat and white cravat can n

asked me " what I would have." I glanced helplessly at my settled

good father; his keen eyes twinkled, he knew the man opressed daily.

me by his likeness to a clergyman; he summoned him for a con.- pany.

ference, and chose my dinner for me. But I was distressed for some I
fear I should do something awkward under these strange circum- Evans1

stances, ate almost nothing, and had a wretched, all-overish sense homes

of being unequal to the situation. Helplessly I envied the fair quentl:

girl of sixteen who sat beside me, and was full of merry quips our soi

with father, and not at all concerned about her conduct or her- manifo

self-my beautiful sister Mary. A]

When we came home from my year as "preceptress" in the. spr

Lima, in the spring of- 1867, we found my deâr father in what Applet

proved to be the last stages of consumption. Ioping that a re- New 3
turn to his early home and the society of his near relatives would At

be beneficial, Kate Jackson and I induced him to go with us to advant(

Churchville, in September, where he remained with his only 1868 t(

brother, Zophar Willard, and his youngest sister, Mrs. Caroline

Town, until the 24th of January, 1868, when his worn body snc-

cumbed to its inexorable fate, and his triumphant spirit wafted O

its way to heaven 1864

Inasmuch as my father was with his family and had mother meeting

to care for him, I sought employment as a teacher once more Mg to1
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The Sad Home-going.
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the impaired fortunes of our house seeming to make this requisite..
I had secured a situation as teacher of .English Composition in
Lasell Female Seminary,' Auburndale, Mass. My trunks were

packed to go there from Kate's home in. Paterson, when a letter
from mother made me feel that my destiny did fnot lie in that
direction. I therefore telegraphed to father, " I wish to come to
you; shall I not do so ? " Reëeiving his reply, "Come at once,"

Kate and I set out for Churchville, whigre for two months or
more my only thought was to help as best I might in thecare of
my father, who was confined to his bed, and with whom mother
and I took turns in watching for sixty nights, she having already,
with my uncle and adnt, had the care for nearly two months.
This season of solemn vigils was the most 'reflective of my life.
In the silence of the night, how many times I sang to my father
the old hy)nns dear to us at home, and regd, or wrote while he
slept. The devotion of my mother and of my father's relatives
ean not be described-it was complete. Our loyal friend Kate
settled herself in a. quiet home across the street and was with us
daily. . When the sad home-going came, she was orie of the com-

pany. A committee sent for the purpose met us on the train
some hours before we reached Chicago, and-when we,-arrived il
Evanston at midnight with our precioùs burden, lights in the
homes of our friends all along the streets we traversed, spoke elo-
quently of the sympathy and thoughtfulness they felt for us in
our sorrow, and our home was bright with their presence and the
manifold tokens of their loving care.

Al that winter, mother, Kate and I kept house together. In
the spring we went to visit my brother Oliver and his family ii
Appleton, Wis., where mother remained, and 'whence. going to
New York, Kate and I sailed on our long, adventurous journey.

And now, to show how it came about that I had the great
advantage of living, studying, and traveling abroad from May
1868 to September 1870, I will give a sketch of my dear friend,

KATE JACKSON.

On my return from Pittsburgh ii the summer vacation of
1864, I went according to my custoxi to the regular prayer-
meeting in our old church in Evanston, and participated accord-
ing to my custom in the exercises. At the close of the. meeting
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248 Katharine A. Jackson.

when I greetediny true and tried friends, Dr. D. P. Kidder and which I

family, I found with them a young lady who had been for soine great an

months their guest. Many years before, ber father had been a that its

member of Dr. Kidder's church, in Paterson, N. J., and the two would

families were special friends. The young lady's name was W1

Katharine A. Jackson, and her father was James Jackson, founder. A hand

and at that time proprietor, of the New Jersey Locomotive Works. in liver

He was a self-made man, of great force of character and the age, wit

sterling uprightness and energy of a North-of-Ireland Protestant. and the

He had built up a fortune for himself and family, and his daugh- us as we

ter Kate had received a careful education at the Ladies' Seminarv was Jan

in Wilmington, Del., where she was foremost as a scholar, having daughte

a very exceptional gift for the3anguages, especially Latin and whose.li

French. She had been the salutatorian of ber class, and since of my li

graduation had gone on with her studies until she was remarkablv Kate an

accomplished in Iher specialties. -This young lady, not then a himself

Christian, nor, as it would seem, even "seriously disposed," abroad,

always declared that she took a liking to me on sight, or rather felt incl

on sound, -for I think it was my simpleed fearless testimony as gentlem

one who wished to lead a Christian life that first attracted her, a as Kate

fact that has always made me tbankful. - came ab

Being of a very enterprising'disposition, Kate went a year or the forer

two after her graduation away down to Brenham on the Brazos so man3

River, Texas, where she taught French in Chapel Hill Seminary, pointed

only coming home when the war broke out. She had lost her

mother early in life, and for that reason did not live at bpme. that hot

We were much together that summer, and when I assumed younges1

the principalship of the Grove School in Evanston, she, just for one umI

the novelty of it, assisted me, and gave much additional popu- steamer :

larity to the school -by teaching French. When I waschosen eyes unt

corresponding secretary of the American Methodist Ladies' Cen- That ma

tenary Association, in 1866, Miss Jackson did much writing for Kate's f

me, and helped me on in every way she could; and when I went

as preceptress to Lima, N. Y., she accompanied me, having the

French classes tbere. Prex

One pleasant day at Lima, she said, "Go home with me at Milwaul

Christmas, for I am bound to. coax my father to agree that you to New

and I shall make the tour of Europe." I looked into her face ains bei:

with large-eyed wonder and delight. To see the countries of visit the
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and which I had read so much, and the homes and shrines of the
soiie great and good, had been one of my cherished dreams. I thought
en a that its fulfillment would sometime come to me, but supposed it
two would be late in life.

was When the holidays came, Kate and I went to Paterson, N. J.
2der. A handsome cariage with a high-stepping span and coachman
>rks. in livery was at the train. A gentleman of about sixty years of

the age, with iron-gray hair, shrewd face as keen as it was generous,
tant. and the slightest suspicion of Scotch-Irish brogue, beamed upon
ugh- us as we approached, and welcomed us to his beautiful home. It
narv was James Jackson, a man. whom my long acquaintance with his
ving daughter had prepared me to admire and respect, and through
and whose liberality I was soon to have one of the crowning blessings

;ince of my life. He readily fell in with the project of his daughter
ablv Kate an told me not to feel in the least under obligations to
en a himself o to her, for'he had long desired that she shouild go
ed," abroad, but had never until now found any one with whom he
Lther felt inclined to send her. . This gracious speech of the generous

Y as gentleman dispelled my scruples, which, indeed' were not strong,
er, a as Kate and I had been for years devoted friends. And so it

came about that good James Jackson and his daughter are among
ir or the foremost of the beautiful procession.of helpful souls that have

a so many times stood for me at the parting of the ways and
iary, pointed onward.

When we started on the long journey, May 23, 1868, I saw
that honest, brotherly face with the sweet countenance of his

med youngest daughter, Carri, close beside it, as the two stood under
t for one umbrella in the soft May shower and watcbed us as our
opu. steamer parted from the wharf, we gazing on them with loving
osen eyes until in the distance. they grew dim and faded oit of sight.
Cen. That manly face we never saw again. In less than two years

for Kate's father had gone home to-heaven.
vent

the PRELIMINARY.

Previous to going abroad I had visited my birthplace and
ie at Milwaukee, as alfeady stated, been once to Pittsburgh, and twice
you to New England; the ocean, Niagara and the White Mount- -face ains being all that I had seen of Nature's loftiest mood. To
s of visit the Capital of our own country, the onlyEastern city that

4l



Four Hundred Fellow-travelers.

we had not yet seen, struck us as eminently fitting, and we went
there just before sailing. Its glories fred our patriotism. tre- like"

mnendously, and nothing that we behèla beyond the sea was ever but

admitted to be so grand.as the greatdome-" where Fame's proud wve tai
temple shines afar." We shook hands with President Johnson noble
at the White House and were present; thanks to cards from alone

Hon. Norman B. Judd, at one session of the Impeachment Court. yet
AI

My former friend of the Northwestern Female College, Evanston two 0'
Mrs.:'Jene Eddy Somers, now principal of Mt. Vernon Seminary,

was our hostess and cicerone. passen
While abroad, we visited almost every European capital quite

large city, and specially inteiesting haunt of history, learning a toler

and art, besides going nor-th as far as Helsingfors, Finland, east ta were i
as far as the Volga banks in Russia, and Damascus in Syria ship-to
making the tour of Palestine, and going south far enough to look dreadf

over into Nubia on earth, and up to the Southern Cross in the tumble

heavens. In all these journeyings, so varied, difficult and dis- sur ste
su sud

tant, we did pot lose a day through illness save by my brief the
attack in Denmark, and our comrades paid us the compliment of dutiful
saying that we were " as good travelers as men." We traveled days I

with four hiundred different persons during our different trips t I ha

and had the comfort of believing that we were seldom, if ever, an diaphr
0

incumbrance. Dr. Banngter, through whose influence we were hrb
admitted to the-rare advantages of going through Palestine in ter:"

the company of a'party of distinguished Christian scholars, was uy co
especially proud of their verdict that we had not hindered them sizing

nor made any complaint throughout the trip, though it involved could i

hardships to us unheard of and unknown until we -braved the ters
Aliithe

terrors of "camping out." My friend, Anna Gordon, has esti- theber
mated the distance traveled, abroad, and since then in the tem- stewar

perance work of fifteen years, with the little flutterings that love,"

preceded, as making a total of two hundred and fifty thousand Ju

miles for the poor little girl that stood in the barn doorway and a ,:Y.,shoure
thought she should never see anybody nor go anywhere! 'But loomed
the story will best be told from records made when the impres- The sc

sions of all we -saw were-fresh upon the brain of one to whomth shone a

world was new. From twenty volumes scribbled on the spot, toCa
was s

besidesarticles and letters, I make the wholly inadequate extracts
that follow :. sailors
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re went So the long dream was coming true, and yet, somehow, "it was not
M. tre- like " -how could it be? The Ideal world can never stoop to shore or sea,

as ever but we are slow and sad to find this true. Kate and I looked into each
other's faces; I could cry this minute, but I won't," she said. And then

proud we talked of the kind, shrewd, grave face of her generous father and my
ohnson noble benefactor; of his anxious, pathetic look after us as we started off allIs. fron alone for strange, unfriendly shores, and faces of other friends unknown as

Court. vet.
anston All .this while the nice looking little waiter, No. 2, left-hand side, at

.'two o'clock dinner-was putting on the dishes, and dinner would be readyainary, soon. We sat there silently, full of unusual thotights. Looking over the
passengers we were disappointed in them. They were for the most part

:apital, quite mediocre in every sense-and probably they said the same of us! After
arning a tolerable dinner we went below (the steamer now lying still waiting the

Ld, east tide), and set our house in order for the voyage, changed our dresses, and
were innocently and unapprehensively putting the last touches upon onarSyria; ship-toilets, when,-ho! a pain that was not all a pain, but part a prophecy of

to look dreadful things to come, seized each of us. Five minutes thereafter I had
in the tumbled tumultuously into berth No. i, at the top, and was "reaching '"as

ad dis- our stewardess calls it, and groaning with all the more vehemence because
so suddenly and totally surprised, for I had calculated with certainty upon
th brief e very opposite of this result. Kate lay in her berth below me moaningnent of dutifully, but then, she had expected it. .Well, for the next two or three

raveled days I thought and did unutterable things. Sunday is a perfect blank. In
t trips it I had just this one thought: "Let me lie still . let me keep this saucy

ver, an diaphragm in equipoise.11
Our lively and unique companion, Miss C., of Columbus, Ohio, between

e r her "bad spells " and her tears, regaled us with exclamations of this charac-tine in ter: " Why did n't they tell me it was this way and I would not have leftrs, was my country! Oh! why did n't somebody tell me it was this way? " empha-
I them sizing the words with sounds more expressive than a1i human language
volved could interpret, while listening to her I laughed like one whclived for laugh-
ed the .ters sake alone. It is idle to attempt recounting the horrors of this voyage.

All these notes I am scrawling on Sunday, May 31, leaning my head against
tsI- the berth's side, and dipping my pen from a wine glass, furnished by our

e tem- stewardess, whom at first we voted a virago, but have now "learned to
s that love,',y e blessed with a sovereign, and voted a power in the earth.
)usand June .- This bright Monday morning we were a hilarious ships com-

pany, for to-day we should tread solid ground once more. We çiressed "for
shore, packedour portmanteau, and went on deck, where blue and distant
loomed the longed-forland. Keen indeed was our pleasure in the sight of it.mpres- The scene was charming. All about us gently rippled the quiet sea.; sails

)m the shone against the far-off, slate-hued horizon ; birds, white and graceful of mo-a spot, tion, careered.around us; clouds lay anchored here and there; lines of dim
coast stretched out alongside to the left; bunting flew merrily aloft; every-
sody was on deck ln better dress than usual and with sunnier faces; thesilors furled the hanging canvas and made all trim for entrance to the hàr-

Oceanz Horrors. - 2,51
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bor. And so the first bright day passed with talk and laughter, and toward
evening a tug shot out from Queenstown harbor and we stepped gingerlv

upon its slippery deck, endured its wretched accommodations cheerfully,

though rain began to fafl and wind to blow, antil they moored us alongsi(de
the steamer "City of Cork," and the ineitable custom-house officers tookus gay
in charge. They went rapidly through the form of unlocking our trunks,

while we stood by unconcerned, looking over the magnificent Cove of Cork, une
and wondering that it did n't feel queer to be in sight of Queenstown shores.
Soon we sped across the steamer's deck, went on shore, walked up strange

streets, striking jubilant feet firmly upon beloved terra firma; peeped into June
curious looking shops, talking and laughing, half beside ourselves with JuIY

pleasure, dangerously amused at the little donkeys, almost delirious over July
that intrinsically ludicrous, extravagantly rollicking contrivance, an Irih J
jaunting car. And so we reached the depot at nine o'clock, P. M., broad day.

light at that, and took the cars*for Cork, fourteen miles away. We tried to
notice everything, even to the shape of the chairs and pattern of the
paper at the Queenstown station; asked questions à la Yankee, and learned a Sep
great deal ; drove to the Imperial Hotel, Pembroke street, Cork, had supper

at eleven o'clock in an elegantcoffee room, and went to bed. In the morning une
we chartered a jaunting car for Blarney Castle; rode enchanted through
hedge-bordered roads to the fatnous castle, kissed both the Blarney stones

(a gentleman givingus pieces of the real one, that we might carry the spell SePt

awày with us); climbed to the topmost peak of the castle, and went down Jana»
into its dungeons ; got sbamrock from inside the castle, went through Blar- Feb
ney groves, and what not. We then went laughing back to Cork, in~the

dear, ridiculous, old jaunting car ; were invited by friends to go with them Fe
to Killarney, overland, one hundred miles by private coach. So at ten

o'clock we all departed amid smiles and bows of waiters and chamber- M
maids (thinking of "gratuities "), for the classic lake scenery of County M

Kerry.
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toward
,ingerlv
erfully ITINERARV Or POREIGN TRAVEL.
ongsi(de

took us May 23, 1868.-Sailed from New York in steamship City of
trunks, Paris, Inman Line.
f Cork, June 3 .- Landed at Cork, Ireland.
shores. Jue 3 to June 13.-Ireland.
Strange
ed jets June 13 to 30.-Scotlanld.

es with July I to 25.--Englnd.

us over July 25 to 29.-Paris, France; Geneva, Switzerland.
n Iriýh July 29 to September r2.-Geneva to Nijni Novgorod via Den-

mark, Sweden, Finland, Russia, returning via Poland to

of the
arned a September 12 to December 20.-Berlin, Dresden, Leipsic.
supper December 20, 1868 to June 26, 1869.-Paris.

iorning June 26 to July 28.-Belgium, Hollaùid and the Rhine.

hrough July 28 to September 2.-Switzerland.
stones

Le s September 2 to January 24, 1870.--Italy.
t down January 24.-Sailed from Brindisi for Alexandria, Egypt.
h Blar- February i to 21.-Cairo, to the first cataract of the Nile (Island
in the Philæ) and return.

atthe February 23.-Climbed the Pyramid of Cheops.at tee
amber- March 6.-Sailed from Port Said to Joppa.

County March 7 to 18.-Jerusalem.
March 18 to April 9.-Camped out in Palestine and made a trip

to Damascus and Baalbec.
April 9.-Sailed from Beyrout to Cyprus, Smyrna, Ephesus,

Athens and Constantinople.

April 29.-Sailed from Constantinople via Bosphorus, and up
the Danube to Vienna via Hungary.

May 4 to 16.-Vienna to Paris.
Jiue 15.--Paris to London, Southampton, Isle of Wight, etc.

July 15.--Returned to Paris.
August 2.-Left Paris for LiverpQ1.
August 27.-Sailed from Liverpool in steamship City of Russia,

Cunard Line.

Stember 5, 187.-Arrived in New York.

r»,
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254 His Loraship.

THE GIANT'S CAUSEWAV, .

A morning's ride through broad and prosperous fields brought ich

us to the pretty village of Port Rush, with its fine outlook ove:

the sea and far away. The Antrim Arms hotel received u t

hospitably and an appetizing dinner fortified us for the after-

noon's performante. for th

Chartering a huge and jolly jaunting-car for our party of six

explorers, we dashed off in pursuit of Nature's freakiest freak.

Our road lay along the shore but lifted high above it. We looked trastt

down to see fantastic carvings of the waves upon the yielding a mo

rocks. "Tell us everything you know," was our moderate in- too

junction to the middle-aged Hibernian who held the reins, and to aco

do this he spared no pains.

"There's the Pope's nose !" he called out, soberly pointing
along

with his long whip to this striking feature of the Holy Father's

face, wave-sculptured, glistening in the sunshine and outlined on

the blue-black ground of the sea. Our bright little friend, Willie.

fxcelled us all in his appreciation of this piece of chiseling, and

voted it, afterward, worth the whole Causeway.
Canot

"His lordship's residence " was pointed out, a fine country-

seat, at a distance, almost concealed by the trees (as is " exclu- a
sively" done in these aristocratic regions), and a question brought guide
out this brief " charcoal sketch" of the high-born gentleman who

owns the "Giant's Causeway." his fi

"Sir Edward's not a bad landlord, only he sweeps every- at

thing away. Just runs down here for money when he's out, and how,
then off again to London, to spend it on his pleasures. But, ah!

his steward is the man we're all in dread of. If one of the ten- thus

ants would give him an offense in the least thing, then you»d see I ha

the beauties of a free government! Out goes the tenant into the old

street after getting a notice served on him to quit. Someof us try place
to improve our little farms, but what good is it ? Do comes the

man they call a "val-u-a-tor," and because we'y made them white

worth so much the more, on goes more rent to&eep us always aroun

sweating away just. the very same as our fathers did before us, scram

for if we don't pay the rent we have nothing to do but just tramp pon

off as fast as we please. But Sir Edward, he spends nothing at for a

all on the sol, and we've no ambition in consequenceofit." boat i

î1,ï
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"You must come to our country across the water,'' said we,
much interested in the man's straightforward words.

>k over "Then, ah! I knew you was from America, Miss," said he;

ved u that's the country where they'll give a well-doing man a chance,
e after- Ie ail know that, and we'd go there on our hands and knees only

for the water being in the way

of s Palaces, museums, picture-galleries are fine things in their

freak. places; sometimes as we wander over these rich lands we con-

rast their splendid treasures with our emptiness at home, and feel

ielding a moment's discontent. But we think of these words, and are

ate i too grateful for complaint, too proud for boasting, " America's

nd to a country where they '11 give a well-doing man a chance-we all
know that."

About a mile from the Causeway, two guides came trotting>inting
,g along the road, anxious to enligh'ten us as to the merits of the

ather's
case in hand, and we engaged one as a refuge against the other

ned on
. and any who might subsequently present themselves.

WVilie.
"Will you please look over my book of recommends ?" said

John McLaughlin, the chosen of our judgment. hanging on pre-
cariously to our rapid car, and we examined sundry soiled auto-
mn- grapls of tourists, noble and otherwise, all of whom concurrently

exclu- attested the varied virtues of the said John in his capacity of
-ought guide.
a who "Indeed, I'm the man that Harper says ye ought to have, in

his fine leather-covered book," quoth he, winking triumphantly
ever- at his disappointed rival, who whined out, "It's my turn, any-
t, and how, and I'il be even with ye yet."
t, ah We dismounted in front of John's cottage, the tonguey owner
Le ten- thus introducing it: "Ye must know, ladies and gentlemen, that

d see I have the honor to live in the house fartherest north of any in
to the old Ireland. Here J have lived for twenty years, and a snug
us try place it is, as ye all see."
es the Not altogether unattractive looked the man's home, with
them -white-washedwails, and grass and trees about. it. Not far off,

lways around the curving crags, we came, by diligent and dangerous
re us, scrambling iin a down-hill direction, upon a cove, where tossing
tramp âpon the restless waves was a small boat in which we embarked
ing at for a general in-look on the Causeway. Four oarsmen had the

boat in charge, and with tossings and dippings not conducive to

4t
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Almost Disappoinied.

content on the part of the timid, nor to interior tranquility irn

those of.dizzy head and squeamish stomach, we put to sea, wliie g

John McLaughlin, oblivious to fears or qualms uttered or unex-

pressed, proceeded with great fluency to give the following "true

history of Giant's Causeyay." "Ye must know, ladies and gen- s
tlemen, that long and long ago it was, we had here in Ireland a

giant, the like of which.was never before seen nor will be seen Sh

again. His name was Fin McCaul, and what he could nt do Te

nobody else need try. It so. happened that at the same time tot

they had in Scotland another giant, a tremendous fellow and Co

jealous of our Fin, as a matter of course. Well, this Scotch

fellow sent word to Fin that the only reason he did n't come andig

fight him was, there was no bridgeacross. So what does Fin do n

but falls to work right immediately andiall his servants with him,

and they make the genteelest road (or ' causeway ' as they used

to say in old times) from here to the other side. Then they had d

their matched fight, and you may be sure Fin did n't leave a whole up

shred of the other fellow, but pounded him up fine, and that

was the last of him. So then when there was no use of it any

more, in the course of time the Causeway sank into the sea, and

there's nothing left of it now but some re>mins on the far side. on

called Fingal's Cave, and this here that you can see for vour-

selves. This isjust the very same as it was in his day, and when a l

the sea is still you an notice it going out into the water as far as the

you can see at all.

Highly instructed and entertained by this historical account,

we viewed with increased interest the outlines of this astonishing

piece of engineering, though its general appearance, at this dis-

tance, hardly met our expectations. Indeed, some of us vocifer-

ously informed the imperturbable exhibitor that it did n't pay to

be tossed about in this fashion, and risk one's life in the bargain.

just to see some sloping, irregular rocks, stretching for some dis-

tance along the shore. "Gentlemen and ladies have many times

observed the same to me, madam,' he replied, touching his old tore

blue cap, '"but I just get them toswait a bit, and afterwards they

look upon it quite different to that."

The name-worthy heights and depths before us were nowduly d

indicated and described, a geography-lesson " with illustrations', ad

worth talking about. We declined to row into Portcoon Cave, the

2,56
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waves being so high that our neads must inevitably be bumped
igainst its roof, a tribute we would not pay even for a new sensa-
non. "The Steckan," or chimney-tops, a couple of tall, con-
spienous rocks, were pointed out with the story that when the
Spanish Armada passed this coast they fired upon these rocks
through some misapprehension, and that right here, some of its
siips going to pieces, the organ upon which King Philip said his
Te Deum should be played in Westminster Abbey (after the vic-
tory that he did n't win) came ashore and was conveyed to Trinity
College, Dublin, where we had seen it within a day or two. We
now returned to land, having as yet but a dim notion of the great
sight we had taken so much pains to see. Of our disappoint-
ment our guide was made repeatedly aware, but he bided his time
with an air of superior wisdom inspiring to behold, and'profound
faith in the ultimate triumph of the great show over whose won-
der he had so long presided.· Marshaling us" in line, he led us
up steep rocks and along devious ways, to inspect narrowly the
Giant's Road. From that time forth, our progress partook of the
character of an ovation. How very thoughtful everybody seemed!
Here came -a young Hibernian of impecunious aspect, who urged
on our acceptance his collection of sterèoscopic views illustrative
of scenery hereabouts. Each one of the four boatmen presented
a little box of pebbles, crystais, shells, " Picked up right here at
the Causeway, sir." Half a dozen ragged urchins, none of them
wer half a dozen years old, clamored for us to accept their her-
bariums of sea-weed, their curious bits of stone, their printed
"guides," their gathered flowers.

"Ye'il do as ye like," .whispered the crafty McLaughlin
with an air of great disinterestedness, " I don't say but what all
these poor things have is very good, but, to tell the truth, I think
ye'll do better to look over me own assortment at the house when
we've done here."

Now we began to see that what we came to see was surely
worth the seeing. We stepped upon the Causeway, its surface at
the edge being, save for irregularities, quite like an incipient
Nicholson pavement; traversed its whole extent.(made up, some
areful counter says, of four thousand columns set side by side),

and every moment the wonder grew upon us that purest nature
could so mimic purest art. A monstrous puzzle it must all be,

17
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"The Wishing Well."

which some well-instructed giant hand might take apart.; or
else a honey-comb of the Olympian gods, gone gray with age
and hardened into stone.

On we went, over the ends of those most curious columns,
which extended, nobody knew how far below us, now stepping
up, now down, as the arrangement of the surface-varied, for the
appearance everywhere is startlingly like that of intention, as if
the great artificer had turned aside to rest a little while, leaving
his carefully wrought plan to be completed on his return.

I have no wish to attempt a description in the abstract, but to T

relate in the concrete what we saw, and how we saw it, hence it f
becomes essential to confess that for thought deeply interesting to
the observer and inspired by the peculiarities of his surroundings,
we had little peace. Our retinue of pests increased in geometric
ratio as we proceeded ; we reached " The Well," a several-sided
indentation, whence an old man with a ready cup dipped water I
for us, drinking which we were to " wish a wish," which in a year
was surely to "come true." A crowd of witnesses surrounded r
us as we ·went through this ceremony and silently chose our 1
choicest wish, with as much sincerity as if we had believed the v
story of its prospective fulfillment ; and while it was in our h
thoughts, the dear, sacred, mystical desire, a ruthless, wrinkled b
hand thrust before us a bunch of dripping sea-weed and the old
woman owner of both exhorted us to buy, with this clinching V
argument, " The nobility and gentry, they always buys of me!*'

At the same time, bright little Jessie P. was assailed by an o
itinerant shell dealer with his fiattering uiction, "Indade, darlint, C
yýr have the most illegant foot that ever came upon the Cause- b
way in my time, and I've been here since ever I can remembei t
anything at all." And she was a Chicago girl! t

On we labored, perseveringly, until we reached the "Wish- a
ing Chair," a depression formed by the removal of a section or two s
of these carefully-fitted stones, and a most unluxurious seat. We fi
were now introduced to what the guide called " The Particular
Stones," those of shapes less frequent than the. four, five and six- s
sided, which make up the body of the Cap eway. There are h
septagons and octagons, two nonagons and a single triangle among i
all the one thousand stony illustrations of geometry that make

UP the vast structure. Specimens of every style having been a]
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part; or examined and a·tiny piece of the triangle hammered off (strictly

with age "by permission"), we next analyzed in cursory sort the back-

ground of the picture, the tall basaltic columns that rear them-

columns, selves farther from the sea, behind the shelving floor that we had

stepping thus far trodden. One of these is sixty-three feet high above the

for the surface of the ground. How far it may extend beneath, the

ion, as if wisest can not estimate. In one of the columns, of which we got

,leaving a long profile view instead of the mere surface one seen in the

. E foreground of the Causeway, there are thirty-eight different

t, but to pieces, all fitted with the nicest accuracy, but each so separate

hence it from that above and below itself, that an arm strong enough

esting to could unjoint the whole column as children do toy steeples made

undings, of spools.

eometric "The Giant's Loom Post,' is a splendid tower made up this

ral-sided way, standing out in strong relief, but not facing the sea, and

water hence invisible in general views. Here the old Road Builder was

in a vear wont to spin, including that effeminate accomplishment among

ounded uumerous more weighty ones. His organ, splendid but tune-

ose our less in its basaltic pipes, stands opposite. The jack-stones with

eved the which he was fond of playing in intervals of labor, the prints of

in our his huge knees made while enjoying this game; the fan mosaicked

nkled bv him in his road for a lady admired and admiring, and, incon-

the old gruously, perhaps, the pulpit whence é sometimes preaehed, all

linching were pointed out and served the guide as reminders of anecdotes,
of me !" sometimes witty, often duIl, always related with an air of deep

d by an conviction, and listened to in a similar spirit, by me, at least.

darlint, Our expressions of appreciation satisfied him fully at last, and he

e Cause- begged permission to pack and send to Liverpool for shipment to

membei the land of lands, at least one specimen joint apiece for us, from

those unclassified fossil remains. Pentagons were dear, octagons
"Wish- at a premium, but hexagons could be had, I think, of ordinary

n or two size (say a foot or two in length and four to six inches in diameter)

at. We for the paltry sum of eight or ten golden dollars. We began to

articular wonder whether Lord Antrim, or Sir Edward (whose income is

and six- set down as two hundred and fifty thousand dollars annually),

here are had farmed out the eighth wonder of the world, but we remain
e among ignorant on that score.

at make We returned from the "Grand" across the "Honey-Comb "
ng been and "Well" causeway (the three divisions which are yet undi-



vided, being designated thus). "A belemniteand two ammon-

ites and all for one half crown!" screamed a little ne'er-do-weel b

who might have offered herself as a specimen Bedlamite with

some propriety, as she outskipped her comrades-and presented her- mistr
galloî

self prominently beside us. Terms so geological from.a young galin
ordin

nondescript like that, seemed whimsical enough.

Along the crag-bordered road we walked as evening fell,
.wrecl<

breathing the vivid ocean air, a straggling procession at our
She a

heels, through whose clutches we had passed unscathed.
called

We gathered for ourselves sweet flowers with faces strange .
cided

and new, and then rode homeward in the shadow of the lime- .
indiff<

stone cliffs, with outlook on the far, mysterious sea.
pertai

MY TRIP TO THE GARDEN OF EDEN. See th

"The gentle reader " will surely be decoyed by such a head-
man

ing into a perusal of my first sentence. But my conscience drives .a'
charte

me to the avowal that I have in mind only some notes of an
that d

excursion to the Isle of Wight. I realize the duplicity of trying
liest c

to sail into the uncertain harbor of " the public ear" ou false
us, or

pretenses. England calls its pet island "Eden's Garcren," but land

the mother-land is so fair that I should hesitate to give the pal a
most

to a daughter even so lovely as this. We landed at Cowes,-the
rant 1

paradise of yachtsmen,-rumbled through ifs narrow streets on
sils,

top of an omnibus, overgrown and overcrowded, to Newport.

Leaving Newport, we jogged on to the pretty little, town of the tu
Carisbrooke, whence we walked up to the castle, the more active

v:e cal
of our party making its circuit, and finding every lonesome room we tou

haunted by thoughts of Good Queen Bess and stubborn, unfort-

unate King Charles I. A young woman of quite literary aspect.

with a wise looking book under her arm, opened the wicket for

us, and we thought her an obliging tourist till she took the prof-

fered coin, so seldom refused in Her Majesty's dominions, and 4aent
quencl

told.us how to " do " the fine old ruin. But, somehow, after heaven

Netley Abbey, Carisbrooke 'seemed tame 'and too- far. gone for

much enthusiasm. What I shall·remember longest is its fort-

ress well-exavated in forgotten centuries to a depth of three sober
hundred feet or more-from whose black abyssthebnost forlorn'
demented-looking donkey I ever saw drew a full bucket for us sikne

by toddling along a great wheel in tread-mill fashion. Which

26o Eden's Garden.
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non- Going to Carisbrooke village, near- by, we had a homely,
weel but most toothsome English dinner at the Bugle Hotel. The
with mistress of the bouse waited on us herself, cutting the "half-
her- gallon loaf," and telling us she once saw Tennyson: "that is, an
ang ordinary looking man passed by, and afterward somebody said

'he'd wrote a book about a sailor that went off and got ship-
fel, wrecked, and when he came back, his wife was married again.' "

our .She always.thought the person that pointed this man out to her

called his name Venison! Over the midday meal our party de-
ange cided upon a separation. Four of them openly declared their
lime- indifference to the " Dairyman's Daughter " and all the haunts

pertaining to ber, and expressed their fixed determination " to

see the inside of Osborne " if money would purchase that beatific

vision. But Kate and I decided on the daughter of the dairy-
man, so,. complying with the suggestion of our landlady, we

res chartered " our vicar's chaise, and the nice, stiddy young mai

f an that drives it," and off we'bowled through the shadiest and love-
"Eliest of lanes. Of all the hamlets that Igngli'h- authors set before

false us, or pensive fancy conjures when we read about the mother-

land, this of Arreton, at which we soon arrived, séèms to me the
palm Most perfect fulfillment of one's ideal. What a goodand igno-

the rant life one might here lead! How distant from the þleasures,
sins, and numberless amenities of this our wide, wide world;
so near and yet so far " from all th3 t pains and pleases on

the turbulent, but buoyant sea of art, business and polities that
ctive we call life! What a host of intricate relationships to the world
room we touch at points so many and so varied, are brushed aside like

fort- ::b;ebs, as one enters the still graveyard where simple Elizabeth
pect. Walbridge has slept so sweetly and so long!
t for In the cool shade of the gray and friendly church-the very
prof- quaintest in the kingdom-how many a fitful fever has been

and queched; and looking far above its dim old spire into the quiet
after heavens, what downlike peace has fallen into tumultuous hearts !

e for If one should ask me the place of all that I have seen in my rest-
fort-

less wanderings over the earth which lent itself most readily to
three sober second thought-the place where one could be most t;ily
orn, "in but not of" this world; did any seek the sanctuary of a

or u silence sacred, but not terrible; of a serenity profound as that
which glorifies the brows undreaded death has touched, yet sweet



Tke ,Dairyman's Daughter.

and human as the smile upon a sleeping baby's face-I would straw ha
point him to this tree-embosomed hamlet. Here the invisible and mod
spirit's breath alone seems to stir the quiet leaves, and the very we declii
sunshine is toned and tempered as one sees it not elsewhere. Relt
The clustered homes look as if they had grown here, like the home of
trees which hide them; one's fancy can not make itself believe man wh<
that ever sound of hammer or of saw was heard in a retreat so tage of tl
still. The solemn church ,has- a look so venerable, one well with us i
might believe it a feature-of-the scene as natural as the bowlders there anc
on the highway. boat for

Around it the silent graveyard stretched its quiet shadows be in tim
on that still summer noon. A little child, not six years old, was ladies-b
playing near the roadside as we alighted from the carriage, and I can sho
at a sign from the '-stiddy young man," she conduéted us to the get in if
church-yard, walking demurely down the narrow laie before us, himself f
finger in mouth, and looking a strange, elfish little guide, as she hold thin
threaded her way among the thickly strewn graves, guided us to different
the rear of the church, quite under the shadow of its sdlèmn. radical;
walls, crossed a small bit of sunlit sward, and stood beside à miss the
plain white headstone much larger than herself. Resting ber ever, witl
hand upon it, she pointed to the name we sought and senten- we drove
tiously observed, "That's it." Beside the grave were two "stiddy
others-that of the parents and sister of good Leigh Richmond's now and
lieroine-the parents without tombstones, those of the two sisters his squin
having been secured by public-subscription. Nothing could e assure yo1
simpler than these little monuments; and Leigh Richmond's Alas, for i
epitaph written for that of the " Dairyman's Daughter" is very We 1<
touching and appropriate. the gate,'

I brought away with me a dandelion th~at was growing on noble the
the grave I came to see, for I thought it a fit emblem, with its world, an<
modest stem and globe of gold, of the lowly life which yet was wilderness
glorified by some of the loveliest beams that make bright the Sun lesson to 1
of Righteousness. England's

The gray-haired sexton came across the little meadow to sometimes
show us the old church, in whose plain and unadorned intenior It was
he seemed to take fully as much pride as the elegant beadle of the globe
unmatched Yprk Minster evinces in his own especial charge. pelled to a
"Therehis some very hold brass in. the chancel, ladies, you Young Bos
really houghtxn't to miss of se'ein' hit," he said, touching his old should."
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uld straw hat. But we anticipated seeing so much " brass," ancient
ble and modern, in that museum of antiquities called ".Europe," that
ery we declined, to the evident disgust of the exhibitor.
ýre. Reluctantly we turned away from Arreton hamlet- -the idealthe home of a Rip Van Winkle sleep-and told our " stiddy young
2ve man who drives the vicar's carriage" to take us next to the cot-
so tage of the dairyman. But that worthy felt called upon to reason

,ell with us in this wise: "Hit's a long ways off-three good miles
ers there and back ; and I'm persuaded you'd miss the six o'clock

boat for Southampton that Ive given you my word you should
ws be in time for. Then again hit's nothing to see, I assure you,vas ladies-being as common a cottage as there is on the whole island.
tnd I can show you many a one like it. And, besides, you could n'tthe get in if you wènt ; for the present proprietor don't like troubling
us, hinself for visitors, and it was recently a question of pulling the
;he hold thing down altogether." We ranged ourselves as usual on
to different sides of the argument-Kate the'conservative, I the

nw- radical; she cautious, I adventurous ; she saying, "We must n't
a miss the boat," and I, "But we must see the cottage." How-ler ever, with two against one, it is manifest who gained the day;en- we drove off regretfully to join our friends at Osborne-the

wo "stiddy young man," true to his word, pointing out a cottage
d's now and then with his long whip and turning toward me with
ers bis squint eyes, saying, " Hit's very like the dairyman's, I doe assure you, Miss, only far prettier, and better worth your while."

s Alas, for those to whom -a primrose is a primrose only!
ýry We looked down the cool vista of Osborne from "without

the gâte, ", and were glad that within a home so sheltered and soon noble the lonesome queen can shut herself from the obtrusive
its world, and hide her wound as does the stricken deer in the deepas wilderness; and as we went our restless way we mused upon theun lesson to be gleaned from the reflection that the saddest woman in

England's realm wears England's crown upon her head, and lives,to sometimes, at least, in its "Garden of Eden.
jor It was a great transition to find myself'next day.swinging inof the globe at the top of St. Paul's Cathedral spire in London-im-e. pelled to a gymnastic feat so senseless by the declaration of a
ou Young Boston snob, that "No woman had done this, or could, or>Id should"



En Route for St. Bernard.

THE MONKS AND DOGS OF ST. BERNARD. to Co

numer
It was the ýtwenty-seventh day of August, 1869. The Doc. spread

tor "did n't think 'twould pay to climb such a tall hill just to with
see a few dogs and some monks," and his wife was not physically îdis

able, so we three insatiables, Kate, Sophie and I, gladly accepted E
the invitation of Messrs. Smith and Jones to take the long- its pal
desired excursion in their company. We did our best to get up thinks
and off early, but it was half-past seven before ourselves, our The ol
bags, guide-books and umbrellas were all fairly stowed away his ow
in a carriage meant for four. We drove six hours along a well- ancien
built road, through scenery much finer than we had looked for 'Hote
on this pass which the books feel called upon to characterize as

inferior to most other Alpine heights. We did not at all agree to Reader
this, particularly Mr. Jones, who was in a sort of fine frenzy al1the studied
way-only Mr. Jones is dry in manner, and, like a glacier river, gazed
apt to burst forth " on a sudden.' The villages we traversed far Ure, w
surpassed in age, dirt, narrowness, and direct antagonism to their I linke
natural surroundings, all that had preceded them in our two ion,an
months' observation of Switzerland. At Orsieres we spent a amy o
spare half hour in the curious old church, which has a crucifixion Is the
quite too sanguinary and awful to be long looked upon, and a haps, i
contribution-box with a jingling bell attached, which Mr. Smith days la
shook in our faces, with his great laugh, frightening us lest priest the rou
or sexton should appear. Nobody was present, though, except August,
two sober-faced little girls, who said that they had come to pray, numbed

and who responded in pretty, serious fashion, to Kate's shower of ho wo
Freinch interrogations. Mladam

There were quaint and curious explanations written in a really 1
hand like our grandfathers', on paper yellow as theirs, of the ' At
dim, but tawdry pictures on the wall, stating that certain purga- Sophie t
torial exemptions might be reasonably hoped for by the faithful Rate's
who should repeat in front of them a certain number of Aves in ivory
and Paternosters. There was also a huge. eye painted in water-. imposs*
colors, likewise an ear, and a hand holding a pen, ufider which, passedo
respectively, were written, "The Eye that sees al1!"" The Ear. not goo
that hears all ! "The Hand that writes a11 !> This, perhaps,. their wi
is good-for peasants. I was indignant at the contrast between Men's ey
the bedizened wall and the high, stiff, narrow seats for the hum- the wom
ble congregation. It seemed curious, in such squalid villages,

264
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to corne upon Latin inscriptions over the houses, but these weree Doc- numerous, also saie;tly symbols and monograms. Great crosses:i1--Doc.to spread their sheltering arms along the roadside, almost alwaysust with inscriptions, of wich the most impressive was, "Cruil
a ehs inter omzes."

ecepted Erelong we struck the trail of the great Napoleon-tbat is,long- its palpable remains. Mr. Jones kept a bright lookout, for hee ou thinks there never was but one, man, and his initials were N. B.es, Our The old, broken-down bridge by which the greatest captain ofaway his own or any other age " crossed this deep gorge, is near thea well- . .epgre sna hked ancient village of St. Pierre, and a tavern hard by is called the
d fr Hotel of Napoleon's Breakfast."

gree as I went back in thought to my old "McGuffey's Third
gree to Reader and the rough Wisconsin school-house, where I first

.l stdetutisaconeftstudied out its account of the great warrior's passage here, andr river, gazed upon its rude wood-cut of David's splendid equestrian pict-:e far nie, which I saw last year in the palace of Frederick 'the Great.o two -inked the present and the past by a strong effort of imagina-pentwa tion, and repeopled the silent cliffs and valleys with the invincible
army of thirty thousand men, and the dauntless leader who said,afin a · s the route practicable ?" and being answered, "lIt is not, per-amt a haps, impassable" cried, "Move forward the legions 1' and'a fewdays later won Marengo and lost Desaix. To mv unskilld eyespriest thea. 

omyusildys
pxcept the route did not appear so difficult as I had fancied, but it was

August, that was May, and snow blocked up the passage sd be-pray, uubed tbe troops. Yet even Mr. Jones, the hero-worshiper,
who would have followed to the bitter end the leader whomMadame de Rémusat does not love, admitted tht it "did n't

of the really look so dreadful as he had hoped it would."of the hAt a lonely wayside inn we left the carriage, and Kate and
puthfu Sophie took mules while I went on foot with the two gentlemen,as Rates muleteer was a .handsome fellow with a mouth gleamingw ivory, and a tongue which -proved that perpetual motion is now iPossibility. As a peasant woman with fantastic head-piece,1eichr assed on her way to church, he remarked in French, "Men arera a ot good at prayer, no more have they the time; they leave it toiasn r wives. Women's eyes are always fixed on the sky, buttme- men's eyes are rooted to the ground." As he said this, he salutedhuas the woman and exclaimed, "Pray for us husbands.'

lagej,



The way was enlivened by interesting talk, and I forgot to b
change with Sophie at the place agreed upon, but climbed upward decision,
on foot ip the sudden.twilight toward the famous home of animais zachment
of whose noble deeds men might be proud, and of men whose fee that
saintly lives recall that of the Master who pleased not Himsef for, and i
The way grew very dreary, the chill in the air seemed to pene- most rece
trate our bones; bare, gray and pitiless rose the ciffs on every ow idio

hand, and the eternal snows seemed not a stone's throw distant. To sue
Travelers of al nations passed us on this strange road where have doff<
nature was so pallid and so cold; quick-footed young pedestrians ner at th
from England, leisurely gray-mustached French gentlemen on 'd said
horseback,.fat German ladies in chairs borne by two stout-armed that youn
peasants, delicate-featured Americans, the women riding, the men cimbers t
lightly walking at their sides. On we climbed, while Mr. Smith pea, net
impelled our flagging steps by an explosive recitation of Long- ambrosia
fellow's " Excelsior," the scene of which is here. Around a iug arou
sharp, rocky bend, up an ascent as steep as a house roof, past an feit "acqa
overhanging-precipice, I wegt, leaving the gentlemen behind me, (;rman, i
in the enthusiasm of the approach, and then the gray, solemn, so that-we
friendly walls of the great Hospice, which had seemed to me as side answ
dim and distant as the moon's caverns, rose before me outlined asked; so
upon the placid evening sky. I stopped and listened eagerly as like this:
I approached its open door, no sound but the gurgle of a distant "Mat
brook ; no living object but two great St. Bernard dogs seated August ei
upon the broad, dark steps of stone. five degree

A gentleman may be defined as a being always wisely and minutes d
benignantly equal to the occasion. Such a character appeared of all our

upon the scene in the person of " Reverend Besse," the "Hospi-
table Father" and chief of the establishment. Our party in com- ago, by C<
mittee of the whole (and no "minority report"), voted him the ife to ente
most delightful man we ever saw. Ail that is French in manner, travelers î
united to all that is English in sturdiness of character, al that is Switzerlan
winning in Italian tones, united to a Gèrman's ideality, a Yankée's each year j
keenness of perception, a Scotchman's heartiness, and an Irish- ofrich or
man's wit-these qualities seemed blended in our "nonesuch" travel hav
of a host, and fused into harmony by the fire of a brothers or the P

love toward inan and a saint's fidelity to God. Young, fair, blue- y beg
eyed, he stood among our chattering group like one who, from a ewould
region of perpetual calm, dispenses radiant smiles and overflowing cross bet

266 Exûlsior.
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t to bounty. So quick was his discernment and so sagacious was his

ard decision, that almost without a question he. assigned us; in de-

ials achments correctly arranged, to fitting domiciles ; made each one

ose feel that he or she had been especially expected and prepared

elf for, and within five minutes had so won his way into the inner-

ne- most recess of everybody's heart, that Mr. Jones expressed in his

ery orln idiomatic way the sense of fifty guests when he declared,

nt. To such a man as that even the Little Corporal -might well

ere have doffed his old chapeau." Who shall do justice to the din-

ans ner at that L-shaped table, where the Father sat at the head

on Md said grace, beaming upibn his great cosmopolitan family with

ed thatyoung face, sohonest, gentle and brave? Who but the jestful

en cimbers to whom rice soup, omelet, codfish and potatoes, stewed

ith pears, rice pudding, figs, filberts, cake and tea, seemed dulcet as

g- ambrosia on these inspiring heights? Then came the long even-

a ing around the huge and glowing hearth-fire. How soon we

an feit "acquaint'; how fast we talked in frisky French or wheezy

e, German, minding little how the moods and tenses went askew,

, o that-we got and gave ideas. The Father turned from side to

as side answering with solicitous attention every question that we

ed asked, so that a mosaic of his chief replies would read something

as like this:

t "Mademoiselle asks the indications of the thermometer this

ed August evening? I learn the mercury stands alregdy at forty-

five degrees Fahrenheit, and the boundary line of Italy is but five

nd minutes distant. Here, Brother Jean; please provide the beds

d oftall our guests with warming-pans.

"Yes, lady, our Hospice was founded nine hundred ýyears

I- ago, by Count Bernard, of Savoy, who devoted forty years of his

le life to entertaining and protecting, as we still try to do, the many

r, travelers who annually pass through these mountains between

is Switzerland and Italy. About twenty thousand were cared for

's each year in olden times, without the smallest charge being made

h- ofriclh or poor. Now, we have not so many, the facilities for

travel having so greatly improved. But a great number come

s er the Pass who are out looking for work, and there are also
e- y beggars. These we limit to three days' entertainment.
a e would gladly keep them longer, but can not. 'Our dogs are

g cross between Newfoundland and Pyrenean, and after seven or



«8" it is My Calling."

eight years become rheumatic, and we are forced to kill them.

In winter travelers are obliged to wait at a place of refuge we J

have provided, at some distance from these buildings, which are

on the very top of the Pass, until we sefd out a man and dog. ,

with refreshments fastened to the neck of the dog, who never attthe c

once loses his way, though- the distance is long, the snow is often aFren

thirty feet deep, and the only guide the man has is the great
wiger

banner-like tail of the dog waving through the storm. Last win. to side.
ter we lost one of our noblest animals. A strange dog bit hin

and severed an artery. The monks always go out in the most Jan
dangerous weather. I lead them at such times. They are not ihave

obliged to go-we make it perfectly voluntary." Iamno

Here Kate broke in with an important question: "How do "
Brielyt

you occupy your time in summer? " Oh, Mademoiselle, we study

and teach-we had fifty students last, season." " What do you

teach?" "Ail that a priest ought to know-theology, philosophy. absence

the laws of the church. We know contemporaneous events, ex- iand, to
cept politics (!) which we do not read." "What is your age?'' wek

Of thes
here chimed in the practical Jones. 'Monsieur, I am thirty- ofthe

one." (" But he does not look a day older than twenty-three." eMyv
whispered poetical Sophie, and we all nodded our energetie of appr

acquiescence in her figures.) "How long have you been here? capable

"Eleven years, and I remain in perfect health. My prede- a
delght-

cessors in the office could not endure this high latitude- Ant
three of them. left in a period of four years." "Why are yo eybo
here? " persisted Jones. The scene was worthy of a painter-that of Maa
shrewd Yankee, whose very figure was a walking interrogation one coq

point, and that graceful, urbane monk, in his long cassock, as orapaa
P cma eve

leaning in his easy-chair and looking forward and a little upward., QM
he answered with slow, melodious emphasis, " Brother, il is m and said

calling, that is all." So simple was his nature, that.to have heard is to be

"a call" from God and not obeyed it, would have seemed to him pePnitte

only less monstrous than not to have heard any call at all! At T
that to.d

early dawn we were wakened by men's voices in a solemn chaant-,

led by the Hospitable Father-and never did religion seem more Itseems

sacred and attractive than while we listened as through the hecince

chapel door came the words of the Te Deum, consecrated by cen. parter.

turies of Christian song, "We praise Thee, O God, we acknowl. f the g
esimpo

edge Thee to be the Lord."

268
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PARIS.
1emn

Jannary 3, 1869.-In the evening we were all assembled in the salon,

and Madame P., our teacher, telling us not to be scandalized, brought in the
are cshion cover she is embroidering and her sister's sewing, and they both

dog. ,roceeded to put in a solid 'evening at work. Her son, with two friends, sat

ever at the card table throughout the evening, and this was my first Sunday with

fteu a French family in Paris.

emorandum.-A mançf all work is cleaning out Madame's salle à

muger floor with a brush o his foot, and his foot plying actively from side

o side. A more excellent way this than to see Antoinette, the maid of all
him work, on her knees with a scrub broom!

nost January 6.-Rejuvenated, recreated, by eight hours' continuous repose,

not I have a mind to indicate here what has much occupied me of late, but what

I am not brave eiough toexecute, perhaps, though, if I were, I believe my

do useflness would exceed the measure it will reach in any other line of life.

Briefly, it is to study so far as possible, by reading, learning the languages
ad personal observation, the aspects of the woman question in France, Ger-

you many and England, and when I return to America, after two or three years'

hV. absence, and have studied the same subject carefully in relation to my own

ex- ad, to la/k in public of the matter and cast myself with what weight or

e?' weakness I possess against the only foe of what I conceive to be the justice

Of the subject, and that is unenlightened public opinion. Sometimes I feel

"the victortg be in me," oflen I do not. Always, I have dimlyfelt it to

be my vocation, buta constitutional dread of criticism and too strong love

etic of approbation have held me back. With encouragement,- I believe myself

e?' capable of rendering services of some value in the word-and-idea-battle

ede- that will only deepen with years, and must at last have a result that will

delight all who have helped to hasten it.

Antoinette, the bonne, from whom we are also' striving to learn, as

you everybody is fish for our net. at present, told us that Monsieur M., husband
that of Madame P., was the architect of the thirteenth ward of Paris; that no

fiou one could make the least alteration in his house, either to put in ·a window
or a pane of glass, without his permission. We told her how in free Amer-

ca every man chose the material. and style that suited him, and no one
dared to interfere. She thought it evidently a liberty not to be envied,
and said we must have al sorts of odd looking streets as the result. Paris

ead is to be beautiful, that is decreed and no private tastes or ignorances are

him Pemitted to interfere with the plan.

At This evening Madame talked frankly with us of her affairs. She said
that to-day the reader of the Empress brought her a message from Eugénie,
m answer to a request made on Madame's behalf by the Duchess de Sesto.

'm Itseeins tiat Madame applied for the rent of a tobacconist's shop to increase
the her income, a curious thing on its face, and a request lodged in a curions

cen- qUarter. But harkee! All the tobacco that comes to France is the property

Of the goverument. There is no permission given to private individuals for
ts importation or manufacture. The only manufactory in France is at Paris,
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The shops in which it is offered for sale buy their license of the gover Er

at a fixed yearly sum. To the. wives and daughters of military men who t

have distinguished themselves, these license moneys are given as a support wa

by thîe government. Vacancies only occur on the death of some lady to boun

whom a license has been given. The Empress sent word to Madame tha ot

it would be as easy to bite the moon with one's teeth as to get lier a tobac. chie

conist's shop within six years, but that anything in her power she woü

do, and she offered the Bourse to her for Henri, her son, that is, the rightof but

gratuitous education in the Napoleon Lyce$, one of the chief schoolsof the

Paris; but through the city, on account of her husband's services as an

architect, Madame already has that.privilege. The Empress also offered to

put the little girls in a school of high grade, but Madame wisely says : e

will never be séparated from them. She expects, however, to obtain somU. J
thing desirable through the kindness of the Empress. e

Later, came in Captain Ro11é, a soldier of the regular army, full of eo It

versation and of contradiction. He told us a marvelous story of an A=r-. a

ican born in France who has just inherited a- million by the deceaseofa aw

miserly uncle, and from his fruit-stand on the streets of'New York he las mon

been transported to the elegant establishment in this city of delights. ye me n

Captain brought in his various crosses of the Legion of Honor, one fr

evening, one for the parade, and a ribbon for daily use, with the varios ar

official papers relating to his promotion, in all of which we were much inter-

ested.· I think a Legion of Honor would be a decidedly good novelty te

itroduce into America. nl

"'This is a funeral of the fifth class,' said Madame, scrutinizing a pa> over

ing procession with her lorgnette from our lofty balcony. It seems ther at

is one grand establishment in Paris which takes charge of all the funerah-. cone,

There are seven grades, one orders whichever he can best afford for a frie. ai

and has no further concern about any ofthe details. At the church, whither a

everybody is carried after death, whether he ever went before or not, o:e FinaI

orders a dozen or a half-dozen choir boys and many or· few prayers, accord- a

ing/to the style of purse he carnes. he ot
January-24-Just one year ago to-day my father died. How hg the

is life since then for mother and for me! In the twilight Kate and i psosb

have just been singing the hymns he liked the best, and which I often sarg

in the midnight hours to him, in those last times, so sad, so brightened b

their clouds by his victorious faith. No otherbhymns-will ever be to t

like those on which his fainting spirit, sorely tried, was often borne alot anna

toward the calm regions where he has now enjoyed our Saviour's presece

for one whole year, has learned so muchl, and delighted in the companyor and

those he loved most dearly when in this world.

In the evening came Mr. U., an accomplished French gentleman, with 'm"'

whom we have fine opportunities for improving our grammar and accent

We fell into a spirited discussion of the late war, our own at home. He twoor

favors the South, thinks the liberation of the slaves withont compensation dsci

to the master is theft; thinks the proclamation of emancipation was but a

vigorous stroke of policy to enfeeble the enemy and to curry favor wi ISks
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Europe; thinks the North has crushed the South, which sentiment he illus-
trated by raising his boot with force and bringing it down upon the well-wmed floor of the salon with ringing emphasis ; thinks the South was not
bound to stay in the Union, on the principle that what our ancestors agree is
nothing to ourselves, and prophesies another assassination of the nation's
chief officer, and a second effusion of blood. Nevertheless, he says theSouth was not wise in going to war, and slavery is wrong and ought to endbut by fair means. He says that France and England should have helpedthe South, for America is growing so powerful that, joined with Russia, shewill "meddle herself " in European politics one of these days. It is very
:teresting to listen to the absurdity of these foreigners. I have not yetseen one who did not at heart lean a little toward the South.

January 26.-The lecture over, we dent to Madame Farjon's for theeveningand to tea, and had hours of what we most delight in--solid French.It was pleasant to me to be able to understand a whole conversation inanother language, with the help of an occasional word fromo Kate, who isalways ready and willing to come to my aid. It is odd, but when she is amoment absent, I do not altogether understand sentences that would giveme no trouble if she were within earshot.
January 31.-We go almost daily to the Collége de France,.where ladiesare allowed to listen to the lectures of the ablest men in Paris. I havealready acquired enough French to understand quite well.
I like my peeps at the domestic life of the intelligent, but undistin-guished, lu this wonderful city. In only one salon have I seen a carpetover the entire extent-and the fire, or the want of fire! Talk was-hadabout the fine coal and the cheerful flame, when we made our bargain tocome, but to-night we sat in the great barn of a room with. as foot-stoveapiece filled with warm ashes, and shivered with the cold, althoigh sucha day as this in an American January would be thougt spriug-like.Finally, Kate and I, il desperation, sat down before the ciy grate and

absorbed what heat it had, since we paid so much a week efor. Wbile
Jie others, with wraps about them, took their sewing and gathered aroundthe great lamp on the center-table, resigned to their habitual fate, andpossibly gained some heat from that luminary, I quietly mended the scat-tered fragments of the fire, at which one of the children. said "Oh,malkeurese! " (unhappy one) for to touch a thing so sacred is presumpIo. if father were here he would say, " The French know no more aboutconfort than my goose.yp

I have been noting the industry of Madame's little girls, one nine, thetherseven years old. They rise at six o'clock, breakfast on a bowl of teaand bread, stay at their work-table and are employed with their governess=ntoou, three days lu the week, at grammar, reading, English (such Eng-
Slessons.Twice a week their aunt gives them lessons on the piano;two or three times they go for a walk with Antoinette ; in the eveninga,

yectlY after tea, they bring forth their light work from their neat and or-derlY work-boxes and.sew an hour, read a little quietly by themselves inbeoks taken from the Sunday-school library, and retire at eight or nine
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o'clock after "embracing " all present in the most dutiful and affectionate
manner. The other evening Madamefinade a little sketch for them to copv were clip
by way of variation. She keeps them to their tasks with gentle firmnness them wit
calling them ail endearing namsees from "my angel" to "my little one," a woman
and admirably directs their young activities. confiscat<

February 8.-I remember reading in the traveler books that in Paris paid. TI
one rarely saw a drunken man on the streets. This morning four reeled prices ra
past us as we went to church. I repeated what I had read to Madame P. when dis

She said no error could be greater, that such sights were common, but gen. dollars to

tlemen never became intoxicated here either at home or on the streets. for dyein
She claimed that it was the blouse, not the broadcloth, that covered the back inmakini
of the inebriate. but said that other pleasures no less fatal attract " the better that I evi

class" of Frenchmen ! What standards have the Parisians and what won- . At ou

der that their language has no word for home! strictness

In the evening, Madames brother and sister were here. LHe has lived church ha

in South America, believes in slavery, and says in the funniest pronunciation every pair
that he is a copper-head. He laughed at the "pretty President" we have trousseau,
in General Grant, and when Kate, acting as mouthpiece for us both, because adozen do

she speaks French more readily than I do, pushed him to the wall in argu- the propea
ment, he asked if she would marry a colored man. She replied with spirit mterest at

'S No, nor would I marry a Frenchman, either! " at which remark general tise, inste

horror was expressed and the argument was ended. fall to pie(
February 1o.-\Ve have been to see the process of making both tapestries at the chu.

and carpets at the Imperial manufactory. In the former, the artist stands one place 1

behind his work, because every thread must be tied on the wrong side of it, the union,
to leave a perfectly smooth surface upon the other. The picture he is to mentioned

copy is behind him. 'From time to time he puts a little mirror between the days-after 1

threads and in it sees the progress of his work. The busv bobbin flies in and amined as

out in the expert hand of the invisible worker. Then the mirror is pushed avoid the

through for an instant's scrutiny, and again the bobbin resumes its motion. but ifa gir

I do not believe that a quarter of an inch is wrought- in a single day. wataesses.

Watching a long time, I could sèe no growth in the delicate flower petal passd in
that was under the fingers of the artist of whose work I took special notice. Willkowi
The men who make carpets, on the contrary, have their work in front of Myself, an<

them, and the picture they are to copy hangs above their heads. They iordain."

loop upon a little iron instrument many loose stitches, then turn a sharp .*.Kate re

edge that is on one eside of this tool~ against the loop, cutting it in two and -ng amoi

leaving the severed ends exposed. These they clip down, smooth off and ble" engag
their work is finished. But this work, too, is very slow, being on a much spirit "Th<

larger scale than the tapestries. Some carpets take ten years, and none are that is her i

ever sold. The manufactory belongs 'to the government and its products as a token
go to palaces at home or are the princely gifti of France to foreign poten- Of the natic

tates. The largest carpet ever made here or elsewhere, probably,,was for Ihoped a m
.the picture gallery of the Louvre. It was in seventy-two pieces, was more und sa

than thirteen hundred' feet long, and cost $3o,ooo.· It seems curious tat a wi e
women are not at all employed here, where the delicacy of the work woald I0o5 e i
seem so well suited to their fingers. Large, heavy, unwieldy looking men twhat so

vegone b
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ate
were clipping at the carpets, seated-comfortably on their benches, some of

them with a scissors' end picking out the ends of the woven tlfreads, but not

ess a woman was to be seen, except the one who laid hold of our umbrella and

confiscated it at a cost of two sous. The men who work here are poorly

paid. There are about one hundred and twenty of them, and they receive

prices ranging from three to six hundred dollars annually in gold, and

when disabled by age or illness a life pension ranging from one hundred

dollars to two hundred dollars annually. We did not see the establishment

for dyeing, but in one room was a dazzling collection of the colors used

ianaking the tapestries, the loveliest blues, greens, reds, and other shades,

that I ever saw.

te At our evening lesson and talk Madame P. fell upon the subject of the

strictuess of the marriage laws of France, saying that the ceremony at

church had no authority apart from that at the Mayor's office, whither goes

every pair from the Emperor and Empress down. She told us about her own

ave trousseau, and disapproved the.action of her cousin, who at her marriage had

adozen dozen ofeach linen garment; she thought four dozen enough. She said

the proper way for the parents*of the bride, was to put a sum of money at

nterest at her marriage, sufficient to keep her in linen for the rest of the

tise, instead of getting such a senseless quantity on hand to grow old and

fallto pieces. She told us that she was married at the mayor's one day and

at the church the next, but that the common people usually went direct froua

one place to the other. The church gave the benediction of heaven upon

the union, that was all, it had no validity apart from the legal.forms. She

to mentioned a curious custom that every child must be dispatched"within three

t daysafter the tenth birthday to the iayor's office to be regis ered and ex-

d amined as to its sex to prevent deception on the part of parents, who would

avoid the conscription of their children. If a boy, he was not examined,
but if a girl was announced, an examination must be had in presence of
witnesses. That single law would bring about a war within twenty hours if

passed in Arperica. The idea is, "If you have sons, I, the Government,
willknow it, and they shall fight to uphold my throne. I will examine for

myself, and you have no way to escape from the conscription which
I ordain.

ey
Kate recounted several instances about American customs to Madame P.

givng among them the incident of a young lady who bre off a " desira-

id ble engagement, because she did not love her lover. Madame replied with

Ch spiit, "There is but one thing in the world that a woman has to give and
that is her hand. I like now and then to hear of her having refused it, justanre
as a token of her independence." I was much amused at an out-cropping

of the national sentiment which followed my venarkl that, if I ever married,
Ihoped a minister might be my lot, as I needed the influence of such sur-

oe oundgs and companionships. Madame replied: "Why, I know a young
well educated, very religious, a fine fellow, every way. I will write to

aId I owe him a letter,.and will show you his reply. You can judge from
t whatsort ofsa person heis." She imaginesthat like all Americans who

egone before me, I should be desirable by reason of my dowry!18



274 Rome-Opening of the " Ecumenical Council.

We:
ITrALY. m

line
I never dreamed in those lethargic years at home, what a ing

wide world it is, and how full of misery. Indeed, in a thousand am

ways, it was Rome's office to teach me this. : Walking along her cessi

streets with Ïrief tugging at my heart for all the wretchedness sVmI
that they disclosed, how many times have I repeated to myself them

those words of St. Augustine, " Let my soul calm itself, O God, venti

in thee!"gaun

Hollow-eyed beggars asking charity, at almost every step: aroui
troops of tonsured- monks, barefooted and steaming in their

moist, dirty, old garments; skinny hags, warming their knotted oc

hands over the smouldering coals in their little " scaldino " pots: passe

dirty little children, whose tears make the only clean spots upon shoul
their-pitiful faces, old before their time ; soldiers standing as

sentries in wind and rain, for no real purpose save to subserve the look

pride of Prince and Cardinal ;:horses, whose bones but just refrain still

from protruding through their rusty skins, driven rapidly over and

the sharp stones, and failing, only to strtiggle and throw out their bridg
woundled legsin the effort to rise and continue their journey under

~the pitiless lash. All these sights smote my eyes every time I make

walked theelässic streets of Rome. Whoever can fail to feel the die

fires of a quenchless philanthropy kindling in his breast as he

contemplates such scenes is either too frivolous for thought, or too the eu

hardened for emotion. For myself, whatever I did not learn there. street

Rome taught me an intense love and tender pity for my race. side 1

OPENING OF THE " ECUMENICAL COUNCIL." enter]

I doubt if Rome, old as she is and varied as her experience

has been, was ever earlier astir than on the morning of this day.

Lights glimmered in the Roman garrets, the cavernous depths of ne

Roman basements, and the lordly middle heights of Roman pal- r
of Whi

aces, at a most unseemly hour, looking like jack-o'-anterns

through the cottony mist of the most unpropitious morning that

ever dawned, at least considered from a meteorologic point O gan

view. Crowds had already assembled at St. Peter's before the ing ti

bells struck off the cheerless hour of fire, and when our comfort Wnns

able carriage-Ioad, invigorated by the breakfast that awaited o f

appearance at seven o'clock, set out for the scene of action, the

tide of emigration in the same direction was frightful to behold.

i.



"Red with Cardina/s' Carriages." 275

We rolled on through the chief .ioroughfares in the long double

ine of carriages, while on each side the army of umbrella-carry-
what a ing pedestrians could be compared to nothing but a forest of

thousand matmmoth mushrooms. They poured in from all directions ; pro-
along her cessions of school-boys,, colleges of theological students, their
tchedness symbolic "leading string " hanging limp and spiritless behind
to myself them; white-bonneted sisters of charity, solitary priests, ad-
f, O God. venturous women; "dont-care" urchins of the street, and

gaunt-faced beggar women, with ragged petticoats gathered
,ery step. around their heads ; a monstrous, motley' throng, all candidates

in their upon exactly equal footing as the wealthiest or most lowly
ir knotted occupant of the hurrying carriages, who joked about them as they
0" pot passed, for the " Holy Father" had ordained that perfect fairness
ots UpOn should prevail at the day's ceremony, and prince and peasant
nding as would jostle each other this morning in their efforts tp get a good
serve the look at the procession. In the street, however, slight distinctions

ust refrain still prevailed;- mounted soldiers, wrapped in dripping cloaks

idly over and wearing draggled plumes, guarded -the approach to the
out their bridge of St. Angelo, and he must be at least a Bishop who would
ey under pass unchallénged, while all lesser lights of church or state must

ery time I make the grarnd détour, pass the Tiber's classic muddiness by a
to feel tb distant bridge, and pay roundly for the privilege of doing so.
ast as he Alas for human foresight! Had we not planned to be among
at, ortoo the earliest to take possession of the great Basilica, and behold the
arn there streets many squares distant from St. Peter's were lined on either

race. side by empty carrages which had already deposited their too-

enterprising burdens, though it was but seven, and the ceremony

would not take place till. nine. Arriveid at the great square we
experience

this day. became fully convinced, perhaps for the first time, that early birds

depths of alone can hope for toothsome morsels. The place was red with
Cardinals carriages and black with commonplace humanity, all

o'-latenh of whom were engaged is-a break-neck race for the wide, invit-

ing, blocked-up doors of the cathedral. We filed in between
rning ta

*c point Oi -igantic guards with old-fashioned muffs upon their heads, carry-

before the ing the burden of our wilted hopes. What'a sea of human faces;

cofot. what a deep ground-swell of human voices ; what waves of humian

forms! Along the dim, damp, lofty nave was stretched a double

action, tIbe of soldiers, keeping an aveune from the great central door,
now open for the firstt that we had ever seen it, to the coun-



276 Yankees Standing on Si. Pecr's Alar-rail!

cil hall. Against this moveless wall beat the eager, hopeless t feel, bu

crowd. Thousands were between them and us so the pleasant fic- laughing
tion of "seeing the procession" was explocedat a glance. Stili responses
we madé desperate efforts to get nearer the soldiers and soon found the Italiat

ourselves crushed between three peasants, two monks and a fish. that woul

womati, the mingled odor from whose wet garments was more before the

invincible than bayonets, and we worked our way to a breathing passed an
place without loss of time. Then we tried for the high altar his prerog
ôpposite which is the open door of the council hall, but Leonidas column be
and his Spartans·were not more steadfast than the multifarious his eyes, w

monster thalt held position there. Then desperately we forced attendant

our .way -into the entrance portico of the church, but this was The strug

packed and had he passed at the moment, we could not have the poor

seen the topmost feather of the Pope's peacock fans.. At last and noddè

becoming weary and dispirited, we retired to the chapel of the sharply op

Presentation of the Virgin, vis-a-vis with the splendid chapel of him, stand

the Holy Sacrament, an.d our escort, Signor Paolo Caveri, a courtesied

Genoese lawyer, devout Catholic that he was, insisted on oui dreadful ri

taking sitting positions on the marble railing that surrounded ways at on

the altar, turning our backs upon the sacred symbol. We had ladies wer

our scruples, but a glance revealed the startling fact that several and chigno

sanctimonious priests had been guilty of a like irreverence, and dren were 1

so we mounted the rich balustrade, and thence assisted at the gentleman'

pageant of the day. Time wore on and the human stream still and lost irr

gurgled through the open doors. -The beautiful marble floor was be seen no

deluged with water dripping from cloaks, shoes and umpbrellas; kneels besi

the air was dark with incense from the " unseen censer " of ten bends the

thousand pairs of panting lungs ; the Babel of voices grew louder, faithful to

the crush more formidable, but along the endless. nave the lines bishops, in

of troops stood firm. Side scenes were not wanting to nake the their "pra
hours 1èss long At every altar in the church,. mass was beilig demands a

celebrated, and to us irreverent heretics the struggle in tlhe Cath- their white

olic breast between curiosity and devotion was a curious study. knees. No

One solemn-faced gentleman in holiday. attire elbowed his way secretary an

through the crowd 'and knelt to take the sacrament, but being always mad

closely pressed on either side, he inadvertently knocked from the the boom of

altar one of its tall candles which dripped.upon his fine new coat the peal of

in swift revenge. The priest pretended not to see, and went on ear, serap

decorously with his genuflexions; the communicant affected not Every soldie

g
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iless to feel, but assumed an apoplectic hue, and the people hid their

t fic. laughing faces in thefr prayer-books while they muttered the

Still responses in broken tones. We saw our good friend and escort,

und the Italian lawyer, and his daughter on their knees, but with faces

fish. that would have become them far better at the; comic opera than

core before the sacred altar. A worthy priest intent on seeing all that

ing passed and yet on escaping the pressure of the crowd, had abused

itar his prerogative so far as to climb the projecting ornaments of a

tidas column beside the altar, and was making most industrious use of

ous his eyes, when, lo ! another priest in glittering vestments and with

rced attendant choir boy came to say-anass within arm's-reach of him.

was The struggle between duty and inclination was ludicrous enough;

ave the poor priest wriggled himself into a position of compromise

last and noddèd and mumbled toward the altar while he kept one eye

the sharply opened on the passage way for the procession. Opposite

1 of him, standing up on the altar railing, was a portly dame who

a courtesied and responded from her statuesque position and ran a-e

our dreadful risk of becoming cross-eyed-for life by trying to look two

ded ways at once - toward God and Mamnmon. From time to time

had ladies were carried out in fainting fits, with faces ghastly white

eral and chignons trailing on their shoulders, or purple-cheeked chil-

and dren were lifted over the heads of the crowd to purer air. Now a

the gentleman's hat or his umbrella would be swept from his hand

still and lost irrevocably, or a lady's shawl drop from her shoulders to

was be seen no more. And in all the tumult the automaton boy who

las: kneels beside the priest would ring his little bell, and as the wind

ten bends the prairie grass, so the warning sound would bring the

der, faithful to their knees. The liveried servants of cardinals and

ines bishops, in their cocked hats and knee-breeches, went down upon

the their " prayer-bnes' like men who feel that their position

eing demands a certain decorum at any sacrifice, while, mindful of

ath. their white stockings, they tucked a handkerchief under their

Udy. knees. Now and then a purple-gowned bishop, preceded by his

way secretary and ,servants, forced his way through the crowd which

ing always made room for a personage so distinguished. But at last

the the boom of minute-guns announced the long-looked-for moment;

coat the peal of bells:joined its rich alto to this'solemn bass, and the

t on ear, seraphic voices of the Pope's choir completed the chorus.

not Very soldier stood with lifted bayonet; the crowd existed but for



"Heads of the Catkolic Ckurck."

the sake of its eyes, and dizzily poised on tiptoe on Ty marble

balustrade, I-one of this august army's fifty thousand fractions- Siean

beheld the passage of the august procession. Beheld it, yes, but trp by "i

at a distance of one of the aisles and half the nave of the hugest One v

existing church ; over the heads of the greatest crowd ever gath- upon the c

ered within doors and on the darkest morning that ever rained genius of t

down shadows. As a veritable chronicler I can pretend to noth- Let n

ing more than having literally looked upon.the heads of the unique.

Catholic church, which I would respectfully report as for the most would tak<

part gray, when not bald, tonsured, or concealed by skull-caps. would be d

The procession was half an hour in passing, and Monsieur l'Abbé, us Americ

who also went with us, but was more fortunate in his place of steamer; i

observation, reports it as having numbered eight hundred or more. and afloat

The venerable priests moved very slowly, as became their dignity persons, i

and the majesty of the duties to which they were going, and last wined, wal

of all came the Pope who left his official chair at the door and sale; man

walked to the council hall with his brethren, to the scandalization who speak

of the commonalty, who had comforted one another with these whenever

words, " At least we shall get a good view of his Holiness borne when Jose

in his chair of state.'" Well,

What was done at the high altar and in, the council hall, age up the

deponent saith not. We all crowded as close as possible to the faced trave

great open door of the latter when the members had taken their The 1

seats, and were rewarded by a glimpse of white-robed .Bishops, the Ideal i

sitting in wide semicircles as the saints are. represented in the We ca

heavenly visions of Fra Angelico, and above them.royal persoe- feel Egypt

ages, the Empress of Austria and the Queen of Hungary, looking waters of t

very black and unseemly in such a shining company. Four times snorting,

we charged upon the phalanx that had crowded around the opeu ears full o:

door aforesaid, but were driven back in confusion and disgust. coal-bin.

We drove home fatigued beyond measure and thankful beyond ing's ride;

words that Ecumenical Councils happennot more frequently thau and very g

once in three hudred years. uew heave
had never

futwaviii

were there

inthe "lu:

The Dippe
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Its Golden Memory.
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UP THE NILiE.

Steamer "Behera," borrowed of the Pasha for a three weeks'
Iip by " Cook's tourists" and "us Americans." February i, 187o.

One week of my restless, ranging life has now been passed
upon the quiet river that was once the god, and is ever the good
genius of the Egyptians.

Let me try to give a true sketch of an experience entirely
unique. We thought to make the trip by " dahabeah " (boat)
would take too long; we found that to charter a smaJl steamer
would be difficult. Cook and his tourists came along; they wished
us Americans, sixteen in number, to join them in engaging a large
steamer; in an evil hour we yielded, and behold us " in for it"
and afloat uponr the Nile, a most uncongenial crowd'of forty-seven
persons, in a big, bloated, blustering steamer, all to be dined and
wined, walked·on shore and mounted on donkey-back, by whole-
sale; marshaled by a dragoman in green clothes, an interpreter
who speaks nine languages, and an important "tourist-manager,"
whenever an Arab village, a venerable temple, or a tomb old
when Joseph was governor of Egypt, is to be " done.

Well, a sorry day it was in which Warburton, in his "Voy-
age up the Nile," taught me what the East might be to a pale-
faced traveler from chilly shores and stormy skies.

The Real is a dragon under whose scaly feet the airy form of
the Ideal is almost always trampled in my life's cheerful history.

We came to feel the subtle spirit of the East; instead, we
feel Egyptian fieas. We came to float musingly along the-mystic
waters of the world's most curious river; instead, we go snuffing,
snorting, shaking, over its tolerant breast-eyes full of smoke,
ears full of discord, noses full of smells from kitchen and from
coal-bin. And yet, in spite of all, I shall never forget one even-
iug's ride; it was the culmination of what the East can yield me,
and very grateful I am for its golden memory. Above me were
uew heavens ; in the frame of a violet sky hung constellations I
had never seen before, their palpitating golden globes like the
fruit waving in the trees of Hesperides. And dear, familiar stars
were there, only in places very different from those they. occupy
iu the "infinite meacîows of heaven " that bend above my home. .
The Dipper lay on the horizon's edge, tipped up most curiously;
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Karnak by Moonlight.

the Pleiades had nearly reached the zenith and the changeless our hea

face of the North Star I could hardly distinguish in his new sur- a state

roundings. Around me was a new earth, and the sandy plain white

stretched away into the purple darkness full of attractive mystery. shaped

Faroff gleamed the fire'fly lamps of an Arab village, and on the Propylo

cool, invigorating breeze which had succeeded to the day's stifling like the

heat came the lonesome ba~rk of dogs and jackals so characteristic rocks o

of the East. I rode under magnificent palm trees of a symmetry Temple

unequaled by any hitherto seen, and casting shadows in which was the

the moonlight mingled so that they looked like an emblazonied thing ei

shield. The white walls and graceful dome of a sheik's tomb each se,

gleamed through the trees. covered

My thoughts flew across the sea--dear mother, for whom all brillian

things lovely and noble have such significance, never looked leaned

upon a palm tree's feathery crest, nor saw it mirrored by an orien- pathetic

tal moon upon the desert's yellow sand! Dear mother ! did she human

think of me that night and pray for lier far-away child? The conseen

landscape was dim for a. moment as my heart stirred at thought taperin

of home. cut in i

Lrode along the avenue of sphinxes that once extended over by tha

the mile that separates the temple of Luxor from that of Karnak. Wrogh

How still it was, and how significant that stillness in the highway Against

through which for-more than two thousand years had passed what aronnd

was choicest and most royal in the wide earth-processions of bearing

kings and priests and captives, compared with which those of sonles c

Rome were. but the sport of children; and this, ere Romulus In

laid -the first stone of his famous wall or àEneas fretted the blue meet ti.

waves of the Egean with his adventurous prow. The pride and the mo<

glory of a world had had its center here.ere Cadmus brought let- changef

ters into Greece, or Jacob had lis vision on the Judean plains. where,

But of what value is the " dramatic justice " which pleases Pharaol

us in t romance, compared to the visible hand of vengeance with I i
which a mercifulGod, who loves the creatures he has made, has seen by

smitten this stronghold of crielty, wrenched-from their lofty places te g

the statues of bloodthirsty tyrants, and sent the balm of moon- earnest

light drifting through the shattered walls, and mellowing the nalism

fallen colnmns? new sci(

We sat upon a broken pedestal in the great court of the Tem- astrolog

ple, Kate and 1, and let the wondrous beauty of the place fall on Must bc

:280
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our hearts. One isolated column, the last remaining fragment of

a stately colonnade, outlined itself against the liquid sky-its

white shaft brilliant in the moonshine and its broad, corolla-

shaped capital gleaming far above us, while beyond, the shattered

propylon once gay with the banners of Isis and Osiris frowned

like the bastion of a fortress, and nearer by, an avalanche of fallen

rocks of huge dimensions marked where ruin had struck the

Temple of Jupiter Ammon with its relentless hand. Farther on

was the forest of columns, which in its kind is unequaled by any-
thing ever wrought by man-one hundred and thirty-four pillars,

each seventy feet in height and thirty-five feet in circumference-

covered from base to abacus with carefully wrought sculptures,

brilliantly painted in their day. One of them was broken and

leaned heavily against its giant neighbor, one of the most

pathetic, indeed the most mournfully significant fragment that

human hands have ever carved from stone, and time and ruin

consecrated. Still beyond, in the white moonlight, climbed the

tapering finger of the largest obelisk in Egypt, as fresh and clear-

cut in its outline as on the day the chisel left it-the chisel held

by that unknown artisan who was a mummy before Phidias

wrought in Greece, or Zeuxis and Apelles had their rivalries.

Against the obelisk leaned an old Arab in graceful turban, and

around were seated several others, all by their costume and their
bearing as perfectly in harmony with the scene as human acces-

sories could be, and lending it a strange yet human charm.

In what far-off realm of our endless life shall we some day
meet thse mighty builders whose works we contemplated under

the moonlit heavens ? What a thought is this, that in the

changeful round of being we shall doubtless encounter, some-
where, the awful king, Sesostris, the witching Cleopatra, the
Pharaoh who was overwhelmed in the revengeful sea !

I firmly believe that they are all upon some stellar world,
seen by us, probably a thousand times, when we looked .up into

the great,;gleming, kindly heavens., And I can not help an
earnest heart-welcome for every student of pyschic laws ; spirit-

Ualism and al1the occult phenomena that shall doubtless build up
new sciences some day -just as alchémy became chemistry and

astrology changed into astronomy. Only these new investigators

Must be disinterested students, not money-seeking jugglers.

el



Through Burning Sands.

THE PYRAMIDS.

A wise man once wrote in my autograph album, as follows: which

"'There is an UP in life." (I remember he commenced the word knew t

"Up " with a capital " U.") the oni

Always after that, I dimly believed in his -idea, but on Feb- groups

ruary 23, in 1870, I found out its truth for certain. To the airy west b

hypothesis that there is actually, Up, I then applied the substan- Gizeh,

tial test of "that experience which one experiences when. one the poi

experiences one's own experience." Briefly, I climbed to the suppose

tip-top stone of the biggest of the pyramids. are by

Our party drove from Cairo to the pyramids in a barouche history,

worthy of the Champs Elysées at Paris, along twelve miles of for seve

splendid road, built through the sands by the Viceroy in an-
ticipation of a visit from the French Empress, and lined with whence

shady sycamores and delicate mimosa trees. Quite a different sychosi

way of getting there~from the one reported by earlier tourists, who this in

toiled on donkey-back through burning sands, accompanied by thorou

an escort of vociferous Arabs. throug

The barbarous scenes of which our Bible speaks, lived and differen

moved again before our saddened eyes. -A part of the embank- tions, t

ment of the -regal'highway where we rode was broken down, and ing its

a hundred. ragged laborers with baskets on their heads were will re

bringing mud for its repair, while scattered at small intervals possibi

among them were swarthy overseers, each with his whip, which other t

he plied almost unceasingly about the heads and shoulders of became

those bearded workmen, of those 'women who were mothers, suspend

while they all crouched like dogs, beneath the lash. own-d

We drove on through fields of lentils, like those for which cious,

hungry Esau sold his birthright to long-headed Jacob; we saw care w

men in ample gowns of blue and turbans of red, scratching the becomir

earth with one-handled wooden plows, leisurely dragged by yster

stolid buffaloes; the whole scene having apparently walked out 1riestho

of the " Pictorial Family Bible" that we left behind us. We Aft

saw at frequent intervals, stalking along the road with listless animal

tread, a tall, solemn woman of the Egyptians, with a little child return t

sitting astride her shoulders, as Ishmael may have sat whein No-

Hagar was turned away from Abraham's inhospitable tent, over Ourselvt

which the palm tree bent its feathery head as that one did be- time, al

neath which the woman leaned to rest. should

282



Pyramid Tkeories. 283

We talked of the theories concerning the· use of pyramids,
ows: which have been held at different times by learned men. We
word knew that the stately group toward which we moved was not

the only one in Egypt. There are sevIeral others scattered in
Feb- groups for a distance of about seventy miles, along the Nile's
airy west bank, averaging one to each mile. They, like those of

stan- Gizeh, are on the western or sunset bank of the mysterious river,
one the point of compass which receives the declining sun, being
the supposed to indicate the region of the, dead. These pyramids

are by no means rivals of Cheops and its mates, either in size or
uche history, but are a-conspicuous feature of the Nile's west bank
ýs of for seventy miles or more south of the capital.

an- Why this laborious effort to preserve from decay the bodies
with whence life and spirit have departed ? The doctrine of metemp-
ýrent sychosis,or the transmigration of souls, offers the only answer to
who this interrogation. According to this belief, every spirit not
I by thoroughly purified on its departure from the body, must pass

through a long exile, entering, successively, into the bodies of
and different animals, and returning after cycles of these transforma-

ank- tions, to its own corporeal form again. The importance of find-
and ing its own still. in existence and in a tolerable state of repair

were will readily occur to thoughtful minds ! But besides the horrid
rvals possibility of failure here, the disembodied spirit had a thousand
hich other things to dread. Whenever the body it had last left
rs of became subject to corruption, the course of its migrations was
aers, suspended, and its ardently desired return to a human body-its

own-delayed. Hence, every form of animal life became pre-
hich cious, as the possible shrine of a departed friend. The greatest
saw care was em'ployed in preserving all, so far as possible, from
the becoming decomposed. This was effected by the intricate and
by ,ysterious process of embalming, in which certain orders of the

out :riesthood-were almost constantly, employed.
We After migrations of three thousand years through inferior

tless animal forms, the spirit was permitted, "as has been said, to,hi return to its own human body, and to try its chances once again.

rhen Now, if we could, by a prodigious effort of imagination, put
over ourselves for a dioment in the place of an Egyptian of the olden

d b tine, and if we could conceive of the anxiety with which we
should guard against -the possibility of a "failure to connect" in

j



" Yankee Doodle Goin' Up ?''

the endlesswhirligig I have described, we might appreciate why go

their tombs are finer than their palaces ; why the dead were in yard

their thoughts more than the living, and why, when this gro-

tesque belief had passed into the life and heart of the nation, the mue

king, who had all resources at his command, should, on his cor-

onation day, put his whole empire under contribution to begin aro

for him a tomb which should rival the mountains in its stability irom
and guard his paltry dust from every chance of harm. baffli

With constant .notes and queries about the uses and abuses Our e

of the pyramids, we passed along. We crossed the limits of the shad

belt of green, which is old Father Nile's perpetual gift to Egypt; and

the desert's golden edge came nearer, and. at last, our white- hair,

robed Arab checked his steeds at the foot of Cheops' pyramid. and

where-shade of great Pharaoh, forgive us prosaic Yankees!_ W

the Cheops restaurant treated us to Smyrna dates and Turkish m1il

coffee. A banditti of Bedouins, fierce-eyed and unsavory, sur- that

rounded us as we emerged from our retreat, and clamored for the x

privilege of pulling and pushing, hoisting and hallooing us up OWS

the saw-tooth side of the monster pyramid. We got speedily to dawn

windward, assured them that, as for us, we'd "not the least idea anld

of going up " (at least, not now) and turned aside to visit the

tomb-pits at the left, hoping to shake off the odious crew. But deem

you might just as well try to dismiss the plague by a dancing- mty
room bow ; the old lady Fates, by raising your hat ; or the neigh- That

borhood bore by a glance at your chronometer. They careered marc

before us, a tatterdemalion throng ; they lagged behind us; they ques

helped us overthe stray stones the pyramid has shed, with offi- nerce

cious hands<under our nervous elbows, and when, at last, Dr. ham

Park cleared a breathing space for us by whirling his cane, they throu

danced about us, beyond the circle thus marked out ; they grinned, ith

they groaned, they laid their hands upon their hearts and pointed sins

with melodramatic finger to the serene heights they would so Tin

gladly help us climb, while the one refrain from which, for two wond

consecutive breaths they were utterly incapable of refraining, was: finies

"Goin' -up, miste~r-madam?" "Yankee Doodle goin' up? o
Ver' good, thankee. Yankee Doodle go up ebery time !" But OYs a

we passed .on regardless, and they were left lamenting. We whic1

walked upon sealed tombs ; the whole ground for miles about this has a

it is a
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Since Hisiory's Glimmering Dawvn. 285

why group of pyramids is honey-combed with them. This is a grave-

re in yard in which they are but çhief monuments.

Some distance from old Cheops, we saw a sandstone rock

the much worn and rounded. While we were wisely theorizing as

to how it came to be here on this almost level plateau, we walked

begin around to the oth'er side of this queer, rounded rock protruded

bility from the clasping sands, when, l! the oldest, wisest and most

baffling face the world has seen, looked grandly into ours; and

our ephemeral forms passed from the unhistorie sunshine into the

f the shadow which the Sphinx has cast for forty centuries! The worn

and rounded rock which had deceived us, was only its " back
Pt;-

hite hair," which I ain obliged to report as very much spread out,
and hence, not "stylish" in the least. It is an unique moment

mid.
_ n which a flitting creature, such as we are, pauses in his change-

rkish fui haste, folds his weak arms and confronts the steadiest gaze

that has ever met his own ! That this calm and not unfeeling
face has looked out thus, over the level sands and emerald mead->r the
ows and toward the steadfast Nile since history's glimmering

ly to dawn, we know. That Abraham stood where we are standing,

idea and mirrored (in the eyes that witnessed the deliverance of Isaac!)

t fxe these flowing outlines, this low brow, these rounded lips, we

But deem altogether probable. That Moses, grandest figure of antiq-

cing- uity, has gazed upon this stern, but not unpitying face, is certain.

That Eastern emperors have turned aside from their pompous

march to see it; that Herodotus asked of it many an unheeded

they question; that thoughtful Plato measured glances with it; that

offi. ierce Cambyses may have struck its nose off with iconoclastic

hammer-all this is true as history. And stranger than it all-

they throughout the three decades of the world's one matchless Life,

ed, with Bethlehem at their beginning and Calvary at their close,

nted this gaze neither brightened at the first nor faltered at the last.

d so Thinking about it all-sending bewildered fancy onward into the

two wondrous future, upon whose happier myriads and milder des-

as: tinies this changeless face shall. gaze, one sinks beneath the

up? contrast this mystic creature's history affords to one's own trivial

But joys and petty griefs so like to those of gossamer-winged insects

We which the evening taper blots from being. But, afterward, one

this bas a thought more worthy of a soul for whom the Mightiest died;
itis a thought which brightened Plato's eyes when he stood here

.4



" I Am Immortal."

more than two thousand years ago, though he knew not the won. I C
drous truth which 'dims my own with happy tears, and, tliat of
thought is : I am immortal ! The centuries flow onward at thy had
feet, O weird and mystic Sphinx! yet from their fertile waves thou I s
dost not gather aught that enriches thee. But for me each breath ail
yields blessings that shall last.forever, and all climes and ages are har
my gleaning fields. Not like an ignoble worm do I-crawl beneath Clin
thee, but like a tireless bird I soar above ! For a moment I have pre
paused to muse on thy strange, unproductive history, but iow I it
spread my wings and fly away to other scenes, and by and bv, you
weary of one. smallworld, I shall journey to another, and.so on or

and on through the beneficent universe of God whom I love, and min
who loves me, and whose boundless heart is my eternal home! not

Gaze on over the desert and the still meadows, solemn Sphinx:

One landscape can not satisfy eyes so insatiable as mine, and so,

farewell o
Cheops lifted his dimensions toward the sky in a style so thor- f

oughly uncompromising that we felt quite in haste to set our feet

on his bald crown. But our hurry :did not at all compare with up
that of the wild Arabs gathered at his base and eager for their sta

prey. They knew it had been only a question of time when all.
we threw them off, with such indomitable purpose, an hour ago; sto
alas! we knew it now. For the first time in all our journeyings, ast
my friend Kate, who side by side with me had climbed half the

cathedral spires of Europe, executed marvels of mountaineering a r
in Switzerland and scrambled to the summit of Vesuvius, con-

fessed herself vanquished, without striking a blow, and retreated clan
to the carriage to watch the attack gallantly conducted by the

rest of us. Taught by all the guide-books, warned by all the nev
tourists, I took nmy purse-although it was not dangerously ple- stro
thoric-from my pocket, placed it in the hands of-my friend who thir

stayed below, and told the three men who, nolens volens, had the
taken my destiny in hand, that if I did not hear "backsheesh," stea

until I regained terra firMa, I would parody, for their benefit, the

famous lines of Uhland : fo

"Take, O boatman, thrice thy fee,
Take, I give it willingly.

I then resigned myself to fate.- ai

Just here I will confess something not usual1y divulged, viz.
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A "Pair of Siairs." 287

:he won. I cherished a secret determination to reach the top before any
md, tlhat of my comrades. The undertaking was by no means trivial. I
d at thy had a dim suspicion of this before I started, which became, as
ves thou I set out (or set up, rather), the most vivid " realizing sense' of
h breath all my history. Three feet and a half at a step is a " departure"

agsae hardly excelled by Weston of pedestrianfmadwe h n
beneath clined plane one is trying té walk is set on edge, as in the
t I have present instance, yoiu can imagine such "a getting upstairs" as
at now I it would be hard to beat! Just try, some day, in the solitude of
and bv, your apartment, to step " genteelly" from floor to mantel-piece,
ad.so on or on top of the bureau; do this one hundred times. in fourteen

ove, and minutes, and see if the achievement is n't a feat, though it may
.1 home! not prove a "success.

Sphinx: it is to be remembered that the huge slabs of granite and
and so, porphyry which once smoothly covered the pyramid, were scaled

off in the time of the caliphs and taken, with about twenty feet
so thor- from its apex, to be used as building material at Cairo. Climb-
our feet ing the side of Cheops, then, is nothing more nor less than going
are with up the most outrageous "pair of stairs " on earth, under circum-
for their stances the «most harrowing. But I got on bravely, in spite of
1e when all. Climbing rapidly, I did not once sit down to rest, and
ur ago; stopped but briefly, thrice, to breathe, or rather to puff, like an
eymgs, asthmatic locomotive; my Bedouins, meanwhile,'tranquilly watch-

half the ing the spectacle, and cool as if they had but just emerged from
meenng a refrigerator. Below, I could hear the advancing steps of my
Us, Con- rivals in the race, and this lending ardor to my fiagging zeal, I
etreated clambered on.
Iby the

Ever above me, with extended hands, were two solemn, but
all the

never silent Bedouins; ever beneath my shoulders were the2sly ple- strong hands of a burly Egyptian, while for me, the only possibleand who
nd h thing to do was to fix my foot firmly against the upper edge of
he ha " the stone step before me, and to grasp with desperate grip the

steady hands of those above, they going up backward with an
agility which.put to shame my own backwardness about-coming
forward in this business !

Well, when one. measures off dimensions in this straightfor-
ward fashion, one soon learns that they amount to something. I

ed, yi. d no more narrow "flings" about the Pyramids of Cheops. It



" Yankee Doodle ' Most Got Up."

was huge.- I said this with starting eyes ; I felt it with panting

breath and purpling cheeks. There was no more spirit in me.

.The wind blew almost fiercely, as I neared the summit.

The voices of my friends grew silent, a long way below. High

up in the crystal air I saw a great bird sailing with strong and
steady wing. How I envied his calm flight!

At last, I lost all consciousness of everything save the fright-

fui, sledge-hammer beating of my heart.

"Yankee Doodle 'most got up! " shouted a kindly Arab, and
in a moment more I was standing, tremblingly, on the broad
summit of the pyramid. Though more dead than alive, I in-

sisted (in deference to the heroic name of " Yankee ") in crawling

to the loose rocks piled on the center of the platform, and seating

myself triumphantly upon the topmost stone. Taking from my

pocket a Jaffa orange (brought with this same intent) I tore it

open and buried my parched lips in its juicy pulp. If I were

called upon to name the most delectable sensation that ever human

palate knew I should refer to the foregoing incident.

You've no idea how quiet and composed I was, though, as

the rest came wheezing into view, three minutes afterward;

opera-glass in hand, I was counting the minarets of Cairo, as the

fainting trio struggled to the top, and were met by my Arabs

grinning from ear to ear at our achievements !

And here we were, as the purple twilight fell, a thoughtful,

and, strange to say, a silent company. There were eighteen of

us, Arabs and al, and yet we were not crowded.

It had required no ordinary eloquence to still the clamo- of

our dozen swarthy escorts. To put the much-desired quietus

upon the noisiest of them, I had agreed that if he would but

hold his tongue for fifteen minutes, I would do what in no in-

stance I had done in famous places hitherto (save on the white

forehead of a skull in the Paris Catacombs), inscribe my name.

The Arab carefully scraped out the autograph of some/member

of the Smith family to make room for me, the whole summit

being as thickly planted out to names as a Dutch garden to cab-

bages. While he erased the autograph of this luckless candi-

date for immortality, my Bedouin assured me (in most startlmg

English) that he kept his big knife for no other purpose than to

cut the names of the heroic few who reached this goal, and that
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Smik's Autograph vs. The Pyramids. 289

when I came again I should just see how he had cared for

mine and kept its sprawling capitals in. good repair (more par-

ticularly if I paid him a shilling for such service). In this last

statement, however, my faith was irremediably weakened by the

scratching-out process through which poor Smith's autograph

had just now passed!

But all this time we had been sitting dangerously near the
western edge of Cheops' pyramid, with the most significant of

panoramas'spread out before us. The charm of evening's earliest

hour, the zest of novelty, the spice of danger, the chastening

thought of pathos - all these united to make the time forever

memorable.

That was a break-neck scramble down the side of Cheops as

the darkness fell! The Arabs said to me (as they doubtless say

to each ambitious tourist), " Yankee Doodle ver' good fust rate.

As they conducted me -and a long way I found it - from the

point where I alighted, back to the carriage, two of them put a

hand apiece under my elbows and I fairly flew over the ground,

they delighting in the sport and telling me that I had "Arab

feet," which (if I had) they lent me.

With facts, fancies, and "guesses at truth in mind, we
walked.on in the gathering twilight toward the entrance of the

King's tomb. This entrance, carefully concealed during thou-

sands of years, but discovered by tly indefatigable Belzoni, now

yawned black and ominous in the uncertain light. Above its

solemn doorway, in letters several feet long, done in black paint,

we had the mortification of seeing this inscription:

"PAUL TUCKER, OF NeW YORK."

All the way up the Nile, even to Phile, we had found this

same epitaph of American refinement ; carved in the Temple of

Jupiter Ammon at Thebes_; scrawled upon Memnons fedestal;
and cut beside the mystic sculptures of Abydos. But on a tablet

so tempting as the front'angle of the " big pyramid," the confid-
ing Paul had vouchsafed a bit of personal history eleswhere

withheld. Beneath his name he had printed in straggling capi-

tals, this time not more than a foot apiece in altitude:

It was a pleasant and consoling thing to know how tender were
19



290 A Dolorous Procession.

his years. There's always hope-more than we churlish old folks in a st

may be inclined to think, "concerning veal "-as the country faces
parson said. old hy

The entrance to the tomb, for the sake of which the pyra-
mid was reared, had been carefully concealed in former ages. We

can but admire the ingenuity which located this opening twenty- uk
three feet to the right, rather than in the center, where one would Paoks

naturally look for it. Another precaution hardly less surprising,

was to seal up the passage-way, narrow and intricate as it is, grave.
words.

when the royal builder had been laid in his tomb, with blocks of
granite, so much more difficult to break through than the ordi- we ea

nary, calcareous stones of the pyramid, that a passage has been deep s
words

forced around them. In these, as in every feature of the pyra-

mid, it will be seen that the security of the body one day Io be called

for by the soul was the controlling purpose of its design. Through hr a

a passage three feet eleven inches high, and over three hundred
His CIfeet in length, along a downward and then upward angle of about .
ters sui26°, we wended our weary way to the king's tomb. Clinging
coffin<now to slippery, now to cobwebbed walls, anon to the sleeve of

AIsome officious Arab; blinded by dust from the wings of countless
bats, and finally measuring off the distance on our hands and truest I

knees, we made a dolorous procession to the center of the pyra-

mid with its empty sepulcher We found as the reward of our

pains a rectangular-shaped chamber, lined with red granite. In pierce
Of mong

its center stands a sarcophagus of red granite, too large to have

been introduced through the entrance passage, and therefore

necessarily placed here before the pyramid was built around it. Rock

Notwithstanding all the precautions mentioned, this sarcopha-

gus has been empty and without a lid since the time of the Caliphs,

when, in the expectation of finding treasure, an entrance was

forced and the king's body was thrown out and treated with the

grossest indignities by the rabble in the streets of Cairo. Sic

transit gloria mundi! Vandal tourists have haminered the cor-

ners of the sarcophagus till they look as though a grindstoue

had been scooped fronr each one of them, and straightway our

Arabs began to pound off "specimens" for us at five piastres

each.

Waving them solemnly aside, Dr. Park marshaled our entire

party of five into this coffin of the elder world, where we stood



Dr. Park of Andover in the King's Tomb.
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in a strange looking row, with the flickering torch-light on our
faces, while at the bidding of our leader, we sang that curious
old hymn:

" Hark, from the tombs a doleful sound!

Our voices woke some most lugubrious echoes ; our Arabs listened,
looking more than " dumb-founded,' at our performance. Dr.
Park smiled audibly. But his mood quickly passed from gay to
grave. "Sing 'Rock of Ages, cleft for me!'" were his next
words. With swelling hearts we joined in the dear old hymn
we learned so long ago, so far away. At its close, solemn and
deep sounded the good man's voice ; I shall not soon forget the
words:

" The pyramids may crumble, but the Rock of Ages stands
firm and secure. The old idolatry that reared this awful tomb
has had its long, its little day. The kingdom of our Lord and of
His Christ is ushered in, and we, His ransomed sons and daugh-
ters sing of Him who hath so loved us, standing in the enipty
coffin of the idolatrous and cruel Pharaoh.

After all, this was the lesson we shall cherish longest, the
truest lesson of Cheops, old and gray.

Let Egypt boast her mystic monuments, which, in the race
with time, have come off grimly victorious ; a Christian's eye
pierces the boundless blue above their heads, and gets a glimpse
of more enduring habitationsý while, as he turns away from their
pitiless masses of stone, his humble, happy faith sings of the
"Rock of Ages, cleft for me!"

'14L hc
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292 First Promenade in Jerusalem.

that ti
SYRIA--THE HOME 0F OUR SAVIOUR. and,

" Over whose acres walked those blessed feet we ar<

Which eighteen hundred years ago were nailedR
For our advantage to the bitter Cross.>> door

miee a
On the night of March 6, 1870, I closed my eyes upon Egypt, tion i,

and in a comfortable cabin of the Russian steamship, " Grand sud w
Duke Constantine,'' after a tranquil passage, opened them at six thtat it

o'clock upon a low sandy coast and hill-top crowned by a white- with

walled town, while sunlight from behind the clouds spread broad vey

blades of .light over the distant lands-light lovelier to me even Dolor
than that of home. Between me and the shore shimmnered the two th

A sea, even in the unwonted calm, sustaining by its motion the /m15f

unsatisfactory reputation of the port, or want of port, at Jaffa.
Yonder the Great Apostle had his vision, which gave even to me,
a Gentile maiden, a right to look upon the c!ountry of God's becaus
ch-osen people with a sense of home stirring my heart, and such always

thoughts of Him with whom " there is neither Jew, nor Greek, I stoo~d

bond nor free,'' as filled my eyes brimful of tears, and silenced my
voice which, in earlier, less tende r years, nothing ever could un- cried o
steady or place beyond my own control. the bot

March 8.-En route for Jerusalem. The day has dawned on which ny dorn
eyes shall mirror the city of our Lord. Fromyonder valley to the right, bcsa
Joshua made the sun stand stili. On tihis side is the supposed site of En- Sn
maus. Here we first strike the trail of the Divine Pilgrim ; in that village îtio
yonder John the Baptist was born ;in this brook David.got the stones to slav .-tt
Goliath ;here the Philistines were encamped ; there across the valley were ewhet

the Israelites. Boy-peddlers would have slings to sell here, if they had any oweed

' gumption "! I ride on alone, ahead and out of sight of our procession, htous g:

pass wretched women, fierce-looking men, files of camels, flocks of sheep, tn i

processions of donkeys with bells on. At lat I arn.alone-in sight of Jeru- tmgw

salem!knelt ai
Mardh 9. - First promenade in Jerusalem through the Via Dolorosa- fron it

Saw a fallen pillar where Christ is said to have reposed-covered withi pil- little of
grima' kisses ; another pillar -where the cock stood to crow ; a stone in the te go ho
wa11 with the impress of the cross-a boy comes up, puts his fingers in the armr
hole of thtis atone and goes off kissing thiem ; wretched .pavements, no car- lepn

riages, no realization whatever.of tbe glorious city of our God- had obs
Jerusalem is the most disagreeable, dismal, ugly city I bave anywhere seemed

\seen.. There is so little that attracts, and so much -that repels ; everythingis and goi
so shut up, streets not only narr-ow, but with heavy atone arches runng while ti
sometimes their whole length. I can heartily echo the sentiment of sone garnent
author I have recently read, that he congratulated himself upon the fact
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that the Jerusalem of David's song and Solomon'd wisdom and magnificence,

and, above all, of Christ's divine love, is half a hundred feet below where

we are walking.
Reading up Murray half an hour is worth a whole morning of "barn-

door flights of knowledge " from the regulation guide,.even when he is as

nice a man as , who, however, pointed out the Angel of the Annuncia-
tion in one of the absurd daubs of the Armenian Convent, as ''the devil";
aud when, not liking to hurt the poor fellow's feelings, we mildly hitited

that it was curious the devil should have wings, and carry his hands filled
with white lilies, he said, anxiously, "But they dress the old gentleman
very oddly sometimes, you know, that is, these rascals do.", But at the

Holy Sepulcher this afternoon, when he stoutly maintained that the Mater

Dolorosa and John the Beloved, on either side the, crucified Saviour, were the
two thieves, I could hardly contain my amusement, and his "stock." as "un
/wnnesavant" took a mighty fail!

THE TOMB OF CHRIST

I would approach that spot with reverent feet for its name's sake, and
because of the reverence of ages which has been here so freely spent. I
always thought it would be to me a solemn and a tender hour in which
I stood beside the place where men have even said that mystic body lay in
which He bore our burdens, in which He tasted for us the bitterness'of
death. But after seeing Moses' rod, and Adam's tomb, and ''the stone that
cried out," my mood was spoiled ; grief at the wounding of my Saviour in
the house of his friends, at the example given to infidels in the very temple
of his sepulcher, displaced all other thoughts. I bent at the low entrance
door, made with a view to exacting this homage, and stood beside the mar-
ble slab on which, " they say,'" the angel sat whom the gentle Mary saw.
Some pilgrims from Armenia were just folding and putting in cases an altar-
cloth of the dimensions of the tomb which they had consecrated by contact
with this slab. A frightful daub representing Christ hung over it ; bouquets
of weed-like flowers, tinsel and tawdry adornings unworthy of a child's doll-
house surrounded the most auguat of tombs. A fro'wzy monk stood beside
it on guard. Kate sat d'own upon the tomb, being ou te weary, and forget-
tiug vhat it was ; luckily his head was turned at the moment, and before he
observed the sacrilege I gave hert.a push that spoke volumes. The pilgrims
knelt and kissed the ground before entering the sepulcher and went forth
from it backward. I thought I would have given something just then for a
iUtile of this faith, but, dear me! fervor and filth,'sanctity and smells seem
tg go hand in hand. Here at Jerusalem, processions of the different creeds
are marching about.constantly. In the Greek chapel there is continual
hopping up and down ; prostrations of forehead to floor, and all the ardor we
had observed so often at St. Izak's and the Kazan in Russia. The Catholics
seemed very business-like, keeping excellent time, stepping about briskly,
and going through their genuflexions in a most workman-like manner;
while the Armenians droned out sonorous prayers, and their long black
garments trailed not ungracefully behind them as they paced off to their
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294 Something Genizne.

appointed altars. The quarrels arid these- brethren are such that a key to gloo
the hcly sepulcher is kept by the Mohammedans who act as peace-makers' undi

Most pitiful of all the places shown is the summit of Calvary. In the

great open court before the church, squat venders of beads, ivory crosses and

cigarholders, Jericho roses, and other souvenirs of the so-called sacred place. twel

Marchi o.-A day of unrivaled execution. Mr. Floyd brought us per-

mission for the Mosque of Omar, which a few years since çoud fnot at any acce]

price be entered, and later, often required a hund. ed dollars for the privilege; couf

but thanks to the efforts of the American Consul it is now open to our coun- for a

trymen at five francs each. We are obliged to take off our shoes and puton posit

slippers, that are furnished, and our party scuffs along through the world- at G

famed Mosque, looking with watchful eyes for traces of the temple, dear to to wl

Jew and Christian, whose undoubted site was here. It is comforting tocome T ci
at last upon something true, and to find it even in Jerusalem! Through made

courts and archways, carven pulpits and places of prayer, we reach the lofty

Mosque itself. In its external appearance from any point yet seen, I have
been gravely disappointed in it. The interior is still more unsatisfying; on a

dark, gloomy, and heterogeneous, made up of little bits and big bits of head

Oriental marble and other choice stones, all said to be fragments from the midd
temple. Many columus stand in double rows around a great bare rock ;'the three.

peak of Mount Moriah, projecting from the floor, surrounded by a railing study

and overhung by an old silk quilt, is the central point of attraction to infidel we cc

and Christian eyes alike. This looks so genuine and is so palpable, that stand

the prints of Gabriel's fingers, made in holding the rock down in its place, we ha

instead of permittingit to follow its impulse and Mahomet to heaven, when bit a

that worthy took his flight, did not destroy our belief in its authenticity. when

Lnder this rock is a grotto where are shown the " praying places " of Solo- enterl

mon and David. -The latter is very curious. The top is a trefoil, and at each spo0a<

side there are two little capitals and two little columns, each divided intot'o hills t

strands, and each pair braided together in a very curions, graceful style, the that i

whole in design entirely different from anything hitherto seen. This we all A

examined with great interest, believing it may really once have been a pat

of the Temple of Jehovah. Another fragment, in similar design also inter- home

ested us, as did old bits of marble in the walls and on the floors. The real neare

Jerusalem is so far beneath our feet that we shall never press a stone where heigh

our Saviour's feet have passed, if it be not here and now. This thought hc flot

gave an inexpressible sweetness and pathos to the dark, old Mosque of the awa i

Moslem. I reached my band through the jealous bars, and laid it onf the Wt

naked rock which once- supportedthe altar of the Most High, whereon the bauti

offering was typical of Christ. I felt as if that contact placed me in sym- plas

pathetic union with the long line of prophets and the sad elder race who .f5

waited and hoped for a Redeemer, who foretold the rising-of the Star which recalls

should shed the only light of love and hope our world has ever knjwn. B.

But jealous eyes were on me, for Moslems bate the Christian intrudes spot 

from the noble lands they fear, and harsh voices called me to "come

along," using the only English word they had acquired, and I left the t h
tIis la
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gloomy Mosque, sad that in the City of Christ, hate and intolerance had

nndisputed sway.

Later we went to the Garden of Gethsemane, all planted out to flowers,
and sat under one of the great olive trees, while an old Italian monk,
twenty years an exile from his country, clipped flowers for us with the long
scissors at his girdle. We cut for ourselves twigs from the solemn old trees;
accepted theolives given us by the old monk; made the acquaintance of his
comfortable cat ; mounted to his pleasant rooms in one corner of the garden
for a drink of water, and raised our eyebrows contemptuously as the op-
position "garden " of the Greek Church was pointed out near by. But not
at Gethsemane as in some other places, did I realize that One had been here
to whom the wide world offers no rival-One who was mystical-Divine!
To close the day's investigation we went under the city into the great cave
nade by the quarriers of the temple, whose tool-marks are fresh upon the
lofty walls.

March 13.-Upon the Mount of Olives in the afternoon. We went out
on our donkeys, followed the path by which David went with ashes on his
head when Absalom rebelled against him, and climbed to the summit of the
niddle division of the mountain-for, as all the world knows, Olivet has
three. Here we contemplated Jerusalem from the top of a Moslem minaret;
studying its topography and getting into our minds more thoroughly than
we could elsewhere, the relation of the so-called mountains on which it
stands to the desolate, stony valleys that surround it on every side. Here
we had our first real view of the Dead Sea, which in this crystal air seemed
but a little distance off, though we shall sadly learn the contrary, I suppose,
when we mneasure it inch by inch over the worst paths ever tried by human
enterprise and patient horses' hoofs. Here the blue mountains of Moab
spread themselves dimly "as a dream when one awaketh," and the Judean
hills touched our hearts with manifold suggestions of the blessed Presence
that vanished from them to the mountof God many a sad century ago.
Away beyond the stony promontories that overhang the stonier valleys, was
Bethlehem. Vonder was the path where Jesus walked so often seeking the
home of his friends, Mary, Martha and Lazarus; by the winding road
nearer us he made his triumphal entry into the city; from some blessed
height beneath our eyes-what matters it that we can not tell which one,!-
he floated into the airy regions suited to his resurrected body, and thence
away to the mystic heavens we love to think about in our exalted hours.
Whata matchless landscape this, impossible to rival on the wide face of the
beautiful earth; more significant to the Christian heart than all the slassic
plains or poetic m'ountain heights of Europe, the grand peaks and vales
of Switzerland, or the tender beauty of the home scenes his longing heart
recalls.

But around us were clamoring Arabs intent upon showing us the very
spot whence the Ascension took place, the very prints left by the upward
tending feet of the Redeener. We go to see them duly, and escape down
the hill-side, gathering flowers for dear ones at home who will nover have
ihis landscape under their wistful eyes, and picking up bits of agate and
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onyx which have lain here for unnumbered ages, been turned a thousand littl

times by the rude plowshare of the husbandman, and we please ourselves for<

by fancying that possibly our Saviour's footsteps may have touched them tiem

as he passed along the hill-side. time

A Sabbath in Jerusalem! An afternoon upon the Mount of Olives! whe

To a devout soul this were worth a pilgrimage longer than any other that whic

the earth's wide belt makes possible. And yet-and yet-we were so cold; drin

the wind blew so searchingly; curions Arabs pursued us so relentlessly; the Tiis

intellectual part of studying the landscape, and the practical part of keeping my t
on the backs of slippery donkeys distracted our attention so that the spirit-

ual part, those shy, sweet feelings of the heart-those tender, child-like
aspirations-those deep and solemn contemplations more suited to the spot Sabt

than to 'any other in all the earth, had little chance to hold us. But Itad this

some quiet moments of priceless worth. Gleams and glimpses of what all take

this may mean flashed through my soul. The gentle, helpless face of most

Mary-my sister Mary-shrined forever in the center of my heart, looked creat

out upon me from her dying pillow, and that failing voice uttered again the tang

words: "Oh, Christ has come to me! He holds me by the hand; He says,

'She tried to be good, but she wandered; but I'i1 forgive and save her'!" them

That same Christ to whom we trusted Mary walked upon this mount- no i

ain; here spent the night of His infinite agony, and purchased her sweet behi

soul's redemption on the bitter cross, within sight of where I stand! - trave

Pale and wasted and framed in hair made gray by suffering, more than we o

age, another face lôoked on me, and my honored father's voice rang in mv "kit(

ears: "Christ lived, 'and died, and rose again! Upon this faith I walk pied

right out over the awful gulf of death-and I am not afraid!'" Ah, how these Hay

tender memories, so sad, so sacred, so inspiring, bring home to me the 050 i
reality of that religion which was born in yonder gray and mournful city, 'ba
and hence has swept its way to the remotest corner of our world! The and a

poet's song brings 'relief to my heart, which is surcharged with trembling grous

love and timid.hope, and prayerfully I sing, Bosta
"spri

"«Rock of Ages, cleft for me/ candI
Let me hide myself in thee; provi
Let the water and the blood,
From thy wounded side that flowed, regar
Be of sin the double cure; to di
Save from wrath and make me pure." Thin

Oh, I must go again and yet again to Olivet; no experience of al1my Bible

life has seerned so sweet and so significant as this! in fa'

It is a mournful thing to see the white-robed women of Jerusalem, their swell
beauty or hideousness concealed by colored handkerchiefs wrapped about statel

their faces, congregating around the graves that fleck the valleys and the Lord

hill-sides of jerusalem beyond the walls. I wonder why they go there, poor Ah,I

things! and whether it is to be merry or sad. Sometimes I have seen flowers e
upon a little stony grave and children playing around, while the .womenthsd

patient and still, sat beside the lonesome mound. As we toddled in at the Use p

Damascus gate (my odd word describes, not inaptly, the motion of our droi alist

296
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I thousand little donkeys), a cannon was fired, and another and another still, signals
e ourselves for closing the gates at evening. The Spanish Consul here, a pleasant gen-

ched them tieman who sits opposite us at table d'hole, says that at Ramadan, the fasting
time of the Mohammedans, the firing of a cannon informs the people

of Olives! when they can eat, when. they must commence their rigorous abstinence,
other that which lasts from sunrise to sunset and in which no good Mohammedan eats,

re so cold; drinks, or even smokes;. also, in the night, it arouses the faithful to prayer.
tlessly; the Tis is the first religious use to which I have heard gunpowder put in all
of keeping my travels!

tthe sit. I can never tell what force and added pathos I found in all the wonder-
child-like fol-Bible words after the experience of this marvelous week, and this chief

to the spot Sabbath of my life. Why, the Bible is going to be a new book to me after
But I4ad this! God grant it- may be "new " in a deep, spiritual sense; that it may

of what all take hold upon my careless life may make me what all teaching and the
ýss face of most golden opportunities must fail unless they accomplish, a better human
art, looked creature, nearer to what God meant when He created me ; more as Christ
c again the taught us we must be to serve Him on earth and live with Him in heaven.

d; He says, Bishop Kingsley, Dr. Bannister, Dr. March and company reported
e her'!" themselves as comfortably encamped beyond the Jaffa gate, and we lost
his mount- no time in getting our luggage into the prescribed compass, and walking
her sweet behind the same as piled upon the broad back of El Hani's servants it

id 1 traversed the dark and winding streets. With the least possible ceremony
more than we introduced ourselves in canip, where three large tents, besides the

rang in mv "kitchen," were in order, the star-spangled banner floating from that occu-
ith I walk pied by the wide-awake Presbyterian quartet, Drs. March, Goodwin and

how these Hayden, and Brother Ezra Coan. We found our quarters quite comfortable,
to me the one large tent adorned within after the manner of a patch-work quilt of the

irnful city, "basket pattern, " red, white, blue and green calico in circles and triangles,orld! The and at the top branching out into a flming star; pieces of carpet cover Uic
trembling ground, four iron bedàteads stand thickly around (Mr. and Mrs. Paine, of

Boston, are our companions), a table occupies the center with a decent red
"spread " thereon ; there are two tin wash-basins and pitchers, and one brass
candlestick suitably equipped for evening. We hunt up the gimlets we have
provided (at our friend Warburton's suggestion), bore into the tent pole,
regardless of any sensitiveness on El Hani's part, and hereon hang curtains
to divide Uic tent, riding-whips, waterproofs, carriage-top hats, and so on.
Things begin to "look like living." I get out our boùks, and finding in my

:e·of a my Bible the description of the temple built by Solomon, read it, placing myself
la fancy where I stood last evening, imagining its glories. replacing the

alem, their swelling dome of the 'Caliph's Mosque and listening with ear intent to that
pped about stately prayer of th wise king with its impressive iteration of "'Hear us, O
ys and the Lord, in heaven thy dwelling place, and whep thou shalt hear, forgive.!"

there, p Ah, but it is a new book altogether, this Bible I have read so long and left
cen flowers so long unread; what would I not'give now to have it all "at my tongne's .
e women, sd".! I also read "Esther," being interested particularly in the account of

1 in at the the pilgrims to the Holy Land; and make out from the various guide-books
'f Our odo a list of such places as I yet must see or must revisit in this city, which has
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a charm for mc-although it is the darkest, dreariest and most comfortiess

I ever saw-that no other can ever attain. Jerusalem and Paris! What Mac

contrast greater does our various earth afford! .They are at the twoopposite seven. T

poles of human life and history. The one gratifies every sense, pleaseseverv wmd was

taste, is the bright, consunmmate flower of modern civilization, the long resuit fr startin

of time in its most winning sense, the admired of all admirers; the other reaching J

girt about with gray and barren hills, hédged by stern and solemn walls, s to rid

with no beauty, no attraction, hardly even the ordinary comforts of life to precautio

offer to the weary pilgrim ; and yet drawing him to her withered bosom with disaour 1o
a spel1to which he gladly yields, and melting his heart with a love, pity and Arabs wb

hope that take fast hold upon the dearest ties, that reach backward through Lt rea

all ages and forward to the consummation of creation's mystery.

But the wiry little luncheon bell disturbs my reverie. We repair to the atourits

tent of the banner, in which Dr. March & Co. have lodgings, and find outraged u

cold beef, cold chicken, bread, nuts, dates and oranges awaiting us, from amongthe

which, thanks to our keen appetites, we make a hearty repast. Thus far we

like tent-life, seeing nothing to dreád, save the mosquitoes which have set luste an

their crimson seal on the foreheads of our hardy comrades, and against te fall fr
whose attacks we have been trying to provide by rigging out a net apiece, pressed ti

made of our veils with our Garden-of-Gethseiane whips bent across them. r t

In the afernoon we went to Bethany. Here lived Jesus' friends and t "isg

here his nature showed its most hqmau side; here affection won from him aught to h

the tears that torture could not force; here he performed his crowning nira

cie; somewhere hereabouts from the side of Olivet he passed through the To p

pure air that fans my cheek into the blue above us. Al that our hearts most woutd be

dearly cherish in the crisis hours of life centers in this ascent of Jesus from sometime

some spot beneath our gaze, as it wanders over the 'low and lonesome hill amel

that stands out in the history of our race, more lofty in its meaningsanore such vari

heavenly in its hopes than all the summits of the earth. For " if Christ be ancete

not risen, then.is our preaching vain, and your faith is also vain."in sucb te

They showed us Lazarus' tomb: a-deep, disag'reeable excavation by the "II swe

roadside, suspiciously convenient to "the house of Mary and Martha," ghtrp

and not a stones throw from that of "Simon the leper." We crawled us to expe

dutifully into the cave and mounte4 a housetop to look down upon the ta discove

ruins, but should have been puzzled to reply had anybody asked why we ountain

did so, why we paid the tribute of a thought to these barefaced impostures. wth ali
when around us were the faithful face of nature, the changeless outlinesof Iardasud

the hills, the unvarying rocks, all of which Jesus had seen, and these alone. îe ben

Doubtless, our.unanalyzed impulse to look at these impostures, was a certamn touchto

kindly sympathy with the army of pilgrims from every land, who have on- toc to D

estly venerated these shrines. Well, I am glad that since " I am hunman, for-a a

whatever touches hunanity touches me." We lingered long upon the house- s-dl, r

top, while the village sheik stood near us, watéhing curiously our move- <odm, at

ments and listening attentively to our reading of the chapter about ho

Jesus came from beyond Jordan, up yonder rugged path before us, and te same t

Martha went to meet him, and his potent voice called her brother from the ed to i

grave-perhaps one of the very holes in the rock before us. l
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March 8.-We rise at about six o'clock and breakfast out-of-doors at
sen. This morning it rained upon our omelette, toast and çoffee. The
nud was chilly, the sky a leaden gray, and matters looked a little dubious
for starting on the grand route, " doing "- the Dead Sea and the Jordan, and
reaching Jericho to-night. Mr. Wilson, Kate and I made it our first busi-
nuss to ride up to Jerusalem in the rain and buy ourselves rubber coats, a
precaution we had stupidly neglected up to this time. Not until nine o'clock
dia our long line get in motion, led off by a couple of formidable-looking
Arabs who, for a consideration, acted as our escort.

It really takes a good deal of " impedimenta" to start a baker's dozeno tourists over these break-neck hills padoxical though it may seem. In
and out, up and down, around and"ver we wind by the worst road that ever
outraged that respectable *mnae. And what has set us all to wriggling thus
nagtbese barrerfïhills? Why, one called Jesus walked here often, in olden.

times, sud with him went twelve others, whose humble names have gained a
luster brighter than those of kings and have gone into all the world.- After
the fall fromr my horse I thought perhaps the feet of Christ might have
pressed the very stones that bruised me; could I but know it, how I should
prze the wound! We lunched beside an old wall inélosing the summit of
the Pisgah " of the Mohammedans, the only trouble with which is, that it
oaght to be the other side of Jordan ; but one must not be exigent.

To pass rapidly through tiis wilderness is nothing, but to live here
would be simply impossible, for no green thing is seen for miles, unless
sometimes in the valleys the gray, weird-looking shrub made for the
camel's nourishment and found in the great deserts. But the hills have
such variety of form, are so harmoniously rounded, circle around each other
rn dance so intricate, display such curious lines of sfratification, and abound
.u such tempting pebbles, that, flecked by the bright sunshine that the
newly swept and garnished skies have yielded, their white and yellow colors
light up cheerfully, and the scene is far more pleasant than travelers teach
us to expect. And as for the desolation of the Dead Sea, I surely was unable
to discover it. A more beautiful sheet of water I have rarely seen, blue as a
mountain lake, its distant promontories standing out grandly and mellowed
with a light that Claude need not have disdained, while to-day the effects of
Cloud and the hue of the sky were magnificent enough to be memorable.
I certainlv never saw a more splendid display in the heavens, and'ev.en aswe bent over the smooth and glassy water a rainbow in the east gave the-last
touch to a picture that we all thdught marvelous. Neither is the approach
to the Dead Sea desolate ; there was far more vegetation than we had looked
for-tall, rank cane, juniper, tamarisk, and a few flowers. Some apples of
Sodom, at least our knowing ones pronounce them such, were gathered here
also at the Jordan and Jericho), but they are a pretty, yellow fruit, and on
the same twig with them grows a purple flower which is in appearance, com-
pared to that of the potato, what a race horse is to .a mule. (I become,
naturally enough, equestrian in my comparisons !) But the water of the

il
ai

'Y'
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Dead Sea is worthy.of its reputation. i tasted it slightly when filling th
little can we are going to take home. It is unbearable to the tongue, but the struck
feeling of it is smooth, almost slippery, and the gentlemen who took thes fullin

bath, self-prescribed here to all tourists, report it as buoyant even beyond ecreed

their expectations and almost blistering to lips and eyelids. Master E lounte
Hani (up the Nile we had an English, here an Arab commander-in-chief, nng

told us we had "just ten minutes " to spend at the Dead Sea. What w feet aro

scolding and display of temper I managed to get twenty, and the gentlemen Arabho
some of them, a little lQnger; but the train departed, leaving many loiterers hard qu

long before half an hour was passed. Pleasant, is n't it, to come seven o thers s

eight thousand miles to a renowned spot and be told by a wild ignoramus n
that he allots youi ten minutes in which to make observations? Well, wel, Ap
some people don't even have ten. t fanc

March 21.-Far off, Gerizim and Ebal loom, and here is Jacob's wel.
There the pleasant fields on which Christ looked, when He said, Behold the e p

fields are white and ready for the harvest ! I have hardly seen a landscape ut g
dermore suggestive of sweet and hopeful thoughts, and certainly, go where we

may, we can never be so certain as here that we have found our Saviour's fDa
ilion]footsteps, that we are actually in the same place where he once was. Ouly

those .who have bëen fortunate enough te prove it can know what life, what a
fits no

vividness, iAust ever invest that beautiful fourth chapter of John when it
tirer ai

bas been read beside this well, with Gerizim on the right hand, -Ebal on the
left, Joseph's tomb a little distance off and the fields stretching away on

e bette
every side. Horseback-riding is fatiguing work sometimes, living in teuts
is not the method of existence one would choose, but a -single experience - A s

like that I have described repays atoghtful traveler for more of ardship sihts
than he would have believed himself capable of enduring, until the spel i
of such a land as this was laid upon him. d ont

That night we sat at table d'hole as usual an hour and a half, ther
omen

being time for a nap between each of the courses, only the opportunities e bu
were small as we were perched on camp stools all on a slaut and leaned ur eat. ]
elbows on the table to maintain our equilibrium. And ii the night how te oer

rain poured, the lightning flashed, the thunder roared wita short explosions The

among these sacred hills; yet so weary were we all that we slept very ors ex
soundly, rising a little after five, in hopes to get off to Mt. Gerizim aftera by ne

early breakfast. Not so however was it written in the almanac. The rM
poured, the wind blew, and thick clouds shut down over our heads. But w"e

bravely prepared for a day's ride; "the ladies " each fastening ber big bat d get

on her back and drawing over it ber rubber coat, fastening the hood tightly t itsel

under her chin until she looked like an Esquimaux, buttoning on ber riding

gloves with whip attached to one of them ; taking ber bag of books intended el;

to swing from the pommel and containing the Bible, Murray, and a'book fr eson
flowers, and a pincushion in case of anything "giving out." The tets ila Ru

were knocked down over our heads and we stood out in as "big a drip" as i

ever poured its wet sheets upon defenseless travelers. It was very amusmg
to look around and see thirteen drenched, but cheerful mortals looing ut
from under their umbrellas and longing for a better time. I was especialli

le
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struck by the mild, smiling countenance of Bishop Kingsley, shining like
a full moon fgom under his wet and shapeless sombrero. But the dragoman

sud ecreed that the weather was too bad, we could not move to-day, so. we
r ounted our horses and rode slipping along over the mud and through a
oaring torrent to the town where, at the present writing, we are toasting our
feet around a brasier of charcoal in a great, dirty, nondescript room of an

rabhotel; some reading their Bibles, others their Murray, others asking

ard questions in history and chronology pertaining to* our whereabouts,
thers still cracking dry jokes, and some curious scribblers sketching this
m where we have taken refuge.

April 6, 1870.-SO I am in Damascus-city of so many vague and pleas-
ut fandes-even I!

EU We clatter along the muddy, wretchedly paved streets, where walk th

e parti-colored processions of barbarians that trail their soiled, but brillb

ut garments through all the highways and byways of the East. We p
e der the gigantic palm tree, down in a1l guide-books as one of the marve s

f Danascus. Grand and brave it looks, the sunshine sifting through
illion leaves and the mild breeze singing a hymn away up in its branch s.

bat bat a lesson it has preached here, quite unheeded, during áll the cen es
f ita noble growth; rising froni these dirty streets and dingy dweligs to

aurer air and sunny skies, without a spot upon its emerald garments 'r a
istortion among its vigorous branches. In a sense this palm tree ple ses
e better than anything else in all Damascus.

e We clatter on at the discretion of our guide.
-A slave market, the.first and only one we ever saw, is amon the

gsihts " he sees fit to place before us. Through several courts, up s aking
irs and into miserable little dens we are conducted with muçh disdomfort
d outrage upon our olfactories. Here are several miserabl- negro

t omen, tattered boys, and one pretty Circassian girl waiting tojue sold.
ey hold out their hands for alms. Some are in bed, sick in bdy or in

eart. It is a sad ,sight to behold, in some regards the saddest u n which
ever gazed.

es The great Mosque is of interest from its history, though I see little
re except its vastness, which attracts me. This Mohantm n religion

by no means the'harmônious affair one ignorantly supposs, but has its
sions and its rancors, all the more fierce from the fanati$al stupidity of

bat adherents. We c.linb one of the minarets-that of " T '/Son of.Mary,'
I get the ripest fruit of a journey to Damascus--name , a view of the
ty atself. There it is, the emerald in its setting of gold, hich poets have'
g of, artists painted, and tourists spent pages of verb'b ge upon; one of

f estrangest, choicest sights of our beautiful earth, one to drink in with the'
es, one to cherish in the memery, one that Moore migh have described in
lla Rookh, or Warburton in his best mood might bave resumed to touch,

kg which should have the tribute of silence from such ' ns as mine. The
m whence Mahomet first beheld it is thickly covered with snow, so we
notclimbit as we have so much desired to do, as I ha e a thousand timesý
med of doing, even in Wisconsin groves and upona Illinois prairies.

'7
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Through dark, crowded streets we go to the "goldsmiths' hall"of off. Velvet
Damascus, where hundreds of workmen, seated tailor fashion on theù Bright colo
tables, are hammering away at all imaginable kinds of jewelry, and where tapestried d
from rude cases gleam pearls, rubies and diamonds of incalculable price, rich hues th

from earliest ages the heritage of the splendid Orient. But we hastes parlor are t1

through this golden bedlam and emerging upon its roof come upon what we to the East.

are seeking-the old, walled-up door that led to the Mosque we have just above the c

visited, when it was a Christian church, and where we read, or might if we penetrate thi

kuew Greek, an inscription placed here twelve hundred years ago, "Thv The only thi:

kingdom, O Christ, is an evèrlasting kingdom, and Thy word endureth toali came and to

generations !" There is almost the inspiration of prophecy in these words, visitors' car(

and no one whose early and most innocent hopes Christianity has cherished, strange spot

can look upon it without emotion. I stoop to gather a leaf that is grc.' cooler zones.

ing from a c: evice of this scnlptured doorway. ston I shut n

The uninviting exterior of Oriental hôuses is proverbial, but those of can afford, t1
Damascus are se much uglier than any other city of the East can show, that what my noti

it would seem as if the fashion -started here and its imitators had fallen as I shall see a

far behind their model, as is the fate of imitators generally. Our donkeys brightly coloi

pick their way along a street outrageous in its filth, and so dark and na'rrow Damascus ho

that it reminds us of the entrance to the pyramids, and stop before a small Athens,

door let into a walI twenty feet high. A vigorous application of our whips hold, when b

to the same, unearths a withered-up old servant who flings wide the bird-cage earth's most 1

portal, and bending nearly double we stumble into the finest of Damascus are enslaved.

houses ; into the place which brings us nearest to the 21ear, impossible, ster- And so it

book world, and banishes in the twinkling of an eye that matter-of-fact old boatmen toolc

world, where we have lived so long, to the greatest distance tO which it has litle boats an

ever yet been banished from our eyes. The transformations of the stage are eyed, fair-hair

nothing to it; the charm of Lalla Rookh's enticing pages can not go beyond; and of Venus

nay, rather, can not approach this scene. Look ! As we pass from the entrance on those azui

court to a second in the middle of the house, where fountains sparkle and the and his helme

native Damascus roses'bloom, a lady from an upper window s4lutes us with A pleasan

graceful courtesy, regards us for several minutes, no gentlema being of our Athenians to

party, and retires. She looks worthy of her surroundings, inde d, isjust the ester the city

human creature to lend a harmonious charm to all the beauty 1vished hre, cheerful looki

where every sense is pleased. The very sight of her makes us r mmonplace eur Asiatic ei

Europeans il at ease ; our thoughtful faces and travel-worn ga ments have clear, paveme

no rightful place in this exotic dreana. We feel relieved when that fair face seems like a p

withdraws from sight and yet our foolish thoughts go with it wondering, and extolled its n

envious for one impulsive moment of the strange, glowing life one here 5e do. What

might lead amid'so much embodied. poesy. We wander through the ceailet huge easy-i

and shady rooms that open on the central court where orange treesin marble scarlet blanke

basins sift the sunshine that the sweet-voiced fountains cool. We enter by alls, and out

wiîtilows wide open as doors and on a level with the court-yard's narble leen is this,

floor. An ample space, also marble-covered and with a fountain in its midstesh celle and

marks the limit beyond which shodden feet can not be allowed to trespa The creat

Bêfore stepping to the higher level where Turkish carpets indicate the Oughaired art

sanctum sanctorum of the apartment, slippers must be put on or shoes pst e engage cipl

j

Sight-seeing.302
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" of off. Velvet furniture of graceful, airy shape adorns the principal salon.

theù Bright colors greet the eye wherever it may rest, from silver lamps to

here tapestried doorway, and large mirrors of surprising frequency repeat the

price rich hues that fall through windows of stained glass. In an lcove of the

astes parlor are the delicate coffee, and wine cups with curious holders, peculiar

at we to the East. In one great room are thirty or more windows, but all high

just above the loftiest head; no sound or suggestion of the outer world can

if we penetrate this beautiful retreat. It is a place apart, a paradise unforfeited.

'Thv The only thing I saw there which reminded me of the world from which I

toail came and to which I must so soon and so inevitably return, was a plate of

ords, visitors' cards from all parts of Europe, showing that the charm, of this

shed, strange spot has seized upon a thousand tranquil imaginations from the

os cooler zones. I am quite sure that when in my dear, quiet home in Evan-
ston I shut my eyes to summon the most glowing picture that my fancy

se of can afford, the least like what is around me there, the least, indeed, like

that what my notions of our old world would lead me to expect it could contain,

en as Ishall see a sunny bit of sky above an odorous garden walled in by the

1kecs brightly colored interior walls and made musical by the clear fountains of a

'rroc Damascus home.-
sait Athens, April 18, 1870.-It is very much of a moment in ones life, I

hips hold, when he looks first upon the birthplace of the arts, the capital of

-cage earth's most heroic land-even though its glory is departed and its children

ascus are enslaved.

storv- And so it happened that when those stout-armed, swarthy-faced Greek

ct old boatmen took.us in charge, tumbled us like so much merchandise into their

it has little boats and rushed us off to the shore, I saw, instead of them. a bIe-

e are eved, fair-haired race, the same to whom were given those visions of Minerva

cud; 'and of Venus .which a colder age crystallized into religion; and before me

rance on those azure waves loomed the fleet of Xerxes driven by Themistocles

d the and his helmeted warriors away from the paradise they had menaçed.

with A pleasant carnage ride along the line of wall built by the prudent

f ou Athenians to afford a sheltered passage from their city to their port, and we

St the enter the city which has succeeded to that. of ancient times. It is a fresh,

here, cheerful looking'place, altogether Etropean, even American in seeming, to

place our Asiatic eyes! The streets are clean, shops large, windows bright and

have clear, pavements and sidewalks smooth and well arranged.• Oir hotel
face seems like a palace, and I don't wonder that a dozen different travelers have

asd extolled its merits in the guide-book, if all came hither from the East as

here we do. What rooms we have, covered with rich carpets, and planted out

cool to huge easy-chairs and pretty escritoires, with clean beds covered by a
arble scarlet blanket apiece. Engrav~ings of Kings George and Otho are on the
er by walls, and out of the windows views of the Acropolis! What a- dining

arble loon is this, and what a breakfast they givè us-crisp cutlets, fresh eggs,

Midst, eh rolls and coffee, and honey ffrom Mt. Hymettus !
:pas The creature comforts duly attended to-and who forgets them? evean
e tse ong-haired artists, and starry-eyed poets confessing their indolent sway-
es put t engage "Philosopher"'? as our guide, a plump man off niddle age, dul
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his shrie
as his own eyes and good natured as he is well fed. By his exertions a
nice carriage, and driver in short white petticoats, à la Greek, are speedily n aN

readiness, and obedient to the order, " To the Acropolis "; we drive off in hih
surround

spirits to the goal of our long voyage. We wind around the base of this diers
famous hill, which has several much higher and fully as steep in its vicinit,

.. p As
and passingthrough three comparatively modern gates enter the Propylæum To whi
pass its beautiful, though ruined portal, climb the bare rock, where the LMany ti
brilliant processions of the Golden Age were wont to pass, and take up our that the
position before the Parthenon. Gray and broken as is this ruin it is yet

her of M
among the most impressive I have had the good fortune to behold. So r
simple, almost austere, in its beauty; so satisfying in its proportions; so Cndred

nobly dignified in its tout ensemble-one feels a reverence for the Parthenon, Père
not exceeded by that inspired by any other fane that reverent hands have tions, sin
reared to any deity. Three or four hours of scrutiny, as honest and as earn. take bis
est as we could bestow, gave us somewhat of a home feeling in4his temple. A1c

We studied the Propylaeum, the Temple of Victory, the Parthenon and ansrefle
Erechtheum and found- where the old altars had stood, the glitterin mGerman
statues on. their sculptured pedestals, and followed the road by which the

splendid processions used to wind up the steep rock in the Age of Pericles. vards an

are ise
PARIS AND THE FRANCO-PRUSSIAN WAR. e

New
We returned to Paris after another visit in England and re. Bazaine,

mained until the investiture of the French capital by Germany as discon

became imminent. Our sympathies were with King William and tovn ti
rent wt

"Unser Fritz," Bismarck, Von Moltke and the '.'Red Prince," Much
but to say this would have been treason, and we maintained that A le
"guarded silence " in which diplomatists rejoice and honest peo- all avail

ple grow impatient. The results of the struggle form a part of governor

history's record to-day. But we who watched its beginning thecoun
is a very

from within were not surprised at the sequence. We

August 12, 87o.-Even so soon, the outmost ripple of the widening war. altogethE

wave has reached me in my quiet life and quietest of Paris homes. Tis Let i
morning the créam cheese which helps out my slender breakfast failed, bath prol

because the man who was wont to bring it was conscripted and has gone to ordinary

the frontier: The garrulous old custodian who conducted us this afternoon destiny a

to the Arc de Triomphe, said that most of the.trees in the park were toibe to be for

cut down in the progress of the home defenses. We saw hundreds of en where su

working on the fortificationswhich are soon to shut off communication vith second

the outer world. the peic

Thiers.spoke in the Corps Législatif to-day, for the first time since of the fc

three weeks ago, when he was hissed and howled at and silenced, and his of Ameri

house stoned a while later by the populace, because his -voice was not for M y work

war. To-day he was applauded.. To-day Marshal Lebœuf, then Minister had the

of War, head of the army, the nation's hope, the most eager of them allin knowlad
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his shrieks for combat, has handed in his resignation. What a péople is this,
and how short-lived the glory so dear to all who love the name of France !

News on the bulletin posted up at the mayors: "The Prussians have
surrounded Strasbourg. The French are retreating in good order. But her
soldiers performed prodigies of valor in the recent engagement."

As Thiers said, " Al the failure is due to the incapacity of their chiefs.
To which Picard replies, "An incapacity that has lasted twenty years,

LMany think, and all who have not loaves and fishes to. lose by it, hope
that the second Empire is in its dying hour. It looks ominous-the num-
ber of men working on the fortifications and the number of places where
the grass has been cut away to make space for the cannon, of which six
hundred will very soon be mounted.

Père Hyacinthe publishes his determination to work on the fortifica-
tions, since he thinks a priest should only fight in extreme cases. Ie will
take his spade to-morrow after mass.

A11 other considerations areevidlently overshadowed when the gay Paris-
ans reflect that the whole French army is in retreat, closely followed by "«the
German brutes," as polite France does not hesitate to cali the challenged
invaders of her soil. Great, but quiet crowds stand waiting upon the boule-
vards and in the street of the newspaper offices. The varying aspects of Paris
are like those of a handsome woman's face swayed by contending passions.

News of two indecisive French victories are reported by Marshal
Bazaine, with the words, "Our losses have been great." The.people seem
as disconsolate as ever, for who does not know that if real success should
crown the French armies, the streets would bloom with flags and the air be
rent with the noise of minute-guns? This state of things can not endure
much longer.

A lengthy placard posted on the columns of the Rue de Rivoli, and on
all available spots along the boulevards, announces that " General Trochu is
governor of Paris in the peril of the nation, and that his motto is, 'I am for
the country, with the help of God.'I" Everybody feels relieved, because he
is a very able man and much beloved.

We have another batch of London papers, and the news we gather is
altogether different from what the Paris papers give us.

Let me here set down one corollary on my European study of the Sab-
bath problem. Even if the observance of one day in seven by cessation from
ordinary pursuits, particular observance of divine worship, and thoughts of
destiny and duty, be not required of us by our Creator, it is at least proved
to be for our highest good and best development, first, by comparing nations
where such observances are habitual with those where they are not; and
second, in individual experience, by instituting a similar parallel between
the periods when we have and when we have not regarded the injunctions
of the fourth commandment. I look hopefully toward the better country
of America and the better life that it is easy there to lead. For me and for
my work in life it is a happy thing that I am going home. I would that I
had the ambition of goodness even as strongly as I have the ambition of
knowledge!

20
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Total Abstainers Abroad..

Three things I.did, once in awhile, during my two years and stitute
four months. of foreign travl> that I xgever did and neyer do at to set
home. I went to see sights on Sunday, went to the theater, and day, I
took wine at dinner. I reflect upon these facts with undisguised I firmi
regret, but will frankly mention how this apostasý> occurred. side o
Never having been inside of a theater but once inAmerica, custon
and that on my first visit to New York City, in 1.86 I went a better
few times in London, Paris, Berlin, and once in Moscow-perhaps Au
half a dozen times in all. The. universal judgment of tourists that of
is that one's impression of the class- that has. best opportunity like a d

of culture is best gained by one's observations at the play, and the Me

their native language is spoken with greater purity by actors, ber ant
Canova

perhaps, than by any other class. sights i
There are some important sights in Paris never to be seen any oth

except on Sunday, so we went afew times,4robably not half a thing ir

dozen, in the nine months of our residence.there. Latin r

Having been réared a total abstainer,- the thought never oc- panora
day, as

curred to -me to take wine until my violent illness in Copenhagen, were pa
when a kind-faced physician bent over me and told me in French holding

that if I ever expected to see my home again, I must avoid drink- grace, u

ing water as we journeyed from one country to another,-that being them s

the most fruitful source of disease among travelers. The subject picture
Ani

had not then been studied as it has been since, and I was more were i
reverent towards pliysicians than I am now, so these words came again tl

to me as law and gospel. From that time on I thought it right who, wi

to mix a little wine with the water at dinner, taking tea and coffee door, th
à1adant

at the other meals. Kate also carried a bottle of wine with which firm anc

to moisten our box of Albert biscuit, which was a requisite on our lack on

long car rides. Coming home, the custom was at once abandoned her, a·h
by us both and not renewed by her in her many years of foreign Gothie

travel since, nor by me save as herein confessed. Sep

At the International breakfast in. Philadelphia, which was a OWfl i

part of the Centennial celebration by temperance people in 1876, ception

I, heard testimonies from travelers who had circumnavigated the Crossinî

globe many times, to the effect that they never. drank wine. I Atlantic

know it is the testimony of all of our Methodist Bishops, and their these w2

duties take them to every clime, and my honored friends, Mr. and ai.lo

Mrs. Joseph Cook, of Boston,- tell me that they found a bottle of

thoroughly boiled water to be a perfectly safe and satisfactory sub- ImSan

306
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and stitute for wine in all their world-wide travels, so that wereI now

10 at to set out for a voyage around the world, as I suspect I shall some

and day, I should have no anxiety in my character of total abstainer.

Lised I firmly believe that had I never tasted wine while on the other

rred. side of the water, and had I scrupulously followed the American

rica, customs in my Sabbath observances, it would have been much

nt a better for me every way.

haDs August 14.-I went to the Louvre to see my favorite among Venuses,

rists that of Milo, for a leave-taking. In the long, dim perspective, she gleamed

nity like a divinity. She has a soul, a brain, a heart, which one can not say of
the Medici and hardly of the Capitoline, or of the Diana of Versailles and

her antiquarian companions. The gallery of modern sculpture, including
tors, Canova's Cupids and Psyches, and many other chefs d'oeuvre were our last

sights in the Louvre, most artistic of ail galleries and the one that more than

seen any other contributes to the culture of the public taste. It is the noblest

If a thing in France, worthy of what is highest and most generous in the great
Latin race. How it has pleased and taught me by its lessons manifol as the
panorama of evening clouds, and free as the air from Swiss mountains. To-

r oc~ day, as always, when I have been there, many poor workmen in their blouses
gen, were passing througi this gallery, looking delightedly from side to side,

nch holding their caps in their hands, not awkwardly, but with a certain timid

i-. grace, until they observed that gentlemen wore theirs, when they replaced
,them suddenly and commenced staring more diligently than ever at the

pictured walls.
>jec August 23.-Our adieus to our dear French hostess and her children
n were indeed hard to be said. We felt that* we should probably never see

aue again this gracious and accomplished woman and her lo'eiy littie children,

ght who, with their invariable happy heedlessness, went smiling to the carriage

ffee door, throwing kisses and repeating their good-bys without cessation. Dear

1adame, from her I hastened away, so as not to cry outright. She has a
firm and loyal friend in me, and I am sure- that while she lives I shall not

Sour lack one on this side the water, nor shall I lack, while she has a roof over
ned her, a-home, where I am as welcome as anywhere on earth save in the little

ign Gothic cottage on the sunset shore of Lake Michigan.
September 5.-With respect to sea-sickness, I would offer a recipe of my

own, inasmuch as every one has at his tongue's end a deliverance of this
sort-I mean if he has never been sea-sick. - My recipe is,,however, an ex-

76 . ception to the rule, for I am never anything but sea-sick while on the sea!
the Crossing the Mediterranean is perhaps as much worse than crossing the
. I Atlautic as the latter is worse than navigating.a mill-pond. But on both

heir these watery highways,* I got relief by just one metiod, namely, rolling the

and pillowinto a cylinder and rolling back my neck over that, whie I held =y
arn above my head and with eyes well up in their sockets and fixed with

Sof
of- *Also on the Pacific Ocean where I eked out a miserable existence:during the voyage

I San Françisco to Astoria at the mouth of the columbia river.
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desperate clinch upon the pages of an interesting book, I performed my

cure and defrauded Old Neptune to the, at least intermittent, quietude of my proa
diaphragum. I thus read the Life.of Robertson, and his sermon , many of that
the best novels of Bulwer, and choice excerpts from Tauchnitz's. Édition of wild
Great Authors. goin

September 6.-New York almost in sight, silver sails all out in the west, ca
silver mnoon in the clear sky, breakfast in the American fashion ; port-holes all whis
open for Ameritan air. We fill out our custom-house affidavits, pass Sandy "Lo

Hook, the Narrows, the forts, the shipping, with the Star-spapngled Banner path,
at the mast-head, feel choky over it, vote unanimously that there is no track
nobler harbor; see the German flag everywhere, and learn amid tremendous with
excitement that Napoleon is a prisoner, McMahon's army has capitulated We
and France is a Republic. We are so delighted we know not what to do depo

or say. Our friends, the German Doctor and his wife, hop up and down! mou

Wait three hours for our baggage to be taken off, enthusiasm ebbs to»a pay

1ow point; get our eight trunks and packing boxes together with infinite on fi

pains. A gentleman of the police fraternity takes our effects in hand, asks alon

me solemnly, "In which trunk are all those handsome new dresses from ors O

Paris?" to which I innocently reply, '' In this big black one, sir." Asks cross

me if we have any piece goods, to, which I replied, "Oh, yes, enough to ours

make our dresses over when they get out of style!" He .smiles wisely. cond

"Have you worn all your clothing?" "Well, yes, that is, we tried it al on char

at our dressmakers', but we have worn it very little." He sees that we are pIe d

so tremendously honest that he does n't look into a single trunk, merely from

cuts the rope, saying, "You understand these have al been examined. I ill-dr

do this for you as'a personal favor, I peril my position by so doing, but vou with

say you are in haste to take a train, and I wish to annoy you as little as pos- less.

sible." Poor fellow ! It were more than human charity to say that he did the

not look for a fee, but at least he did not get any from two such upright and Wood

patriotic women as Kate and I, for, in the first place, we wre" principled fenc

against. it,"u and il the second place, our finances were at such a point of cond

exhaustion, that only myten-dollar gold piece, that I had when we left Amer- roads

ica, bought for fifteen dollars in greenbacks and sold at a premium of ore natio

dollar at the New York railway station, saved us from bankruptcy. We enses

talked, of taking a carriage from the wharf, and asked the price. " Five dol- th

lars," said the hackman, which frightful words we repeated after him in holy man.

horror and wrath and toddled off to take the street cars, meditatiug on the to be

nice.Paris cabsthat would have carried us for thirty cents, and agreeing that the a

America was not perfect, but then it was America, and that was enough. togr
on o

And now, in conclusion, follow my rough notes made like jus c

Captain Cuttle's, ."when found"; for my native land, which

seemed a little strange at first, was now as closely scrutinized. as

those lands had been whence I was newly come, and no home- and
fondness was allowed to dim my glistening spectacles as I drew

forth pencil and paper and took up my task. dictic
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1 my First. Wooden wharfs, general look of temporariness, as one ap-
f my proached the shore ; no imposing buildings ; droll ferry houses, and steamers

ny of that look as "skating bugs" did on Rock River of old; cars going lijce

on of wild-fire; unpaved streets full of weeds, as we passed through the villages

going out to the home of Kate's genial Aunt Jane in New Jersey; cow-

west, catcher on the engine; the screaming whistle instead of the mild, cultured

es all whistle of the continent; an ear-splitting ding-donging of the engine bell;

andv "Lookout For the Locomotive," at every turn. In Europe no railroad or

nner path, or passenger, is ever, under any circumstances, allowed to cross a

s no track. "Coal, brick, lime, cement, mortar," these are signs frequently met

dous with and of proportions that indicate a thriving business and a new country.

lated We have stood upon Mt. Calvary, and here we are at the Morris and Essex
o do depot;·we have eaten pomegranates at Damascus, and behold us with

wn! mouths watering for prairie melons. "Fust regular stop's Milburn, don't

to a pay no 'tention, it's only to let off a passenger." Spruce conductor, ring

nite on finger, gold chain, well-kept mustache, not a man adapted to climbing

asks along outside of car from one door to another after the manner of conduct-

from ors on the other side. Raw, stubby fields, smell like a prairie on fire, as we

sks cross the Jersey marshes. Polite gentleman changes seats with us because

h to ours l a back one ; anticipates our raising of the car window ; an employé
conducts us to the car, carries our baggage, opens door and seats us without

n carge. " Pop-corn for sale." The cars are like a meeting-house, where peo-

e are pIe decorously and comfortably face one way instead of glaring at each other

ely from benches opposite all the weary day long. Every man, well-dressed and
ill-dressed, has a newspaper. Cost of a carriage, five dollars! Truckman

vou wit trunk, five dollars! In France, all that for five francs (one dollar) or

pos- less. Railroad salutation between two men of business ; rough shake of

did the hand, "Good-by, give my respects to your folks ;" "Thankee, I will

and wooden houses everywhere, glaring white; ,whole forests manufactured into

pled fences glaring white. Amazing gentility of custom-house officers and street

t of conductor; first advertisement that we saw plastered on. a bowlder by the
mer- roadside, "Watt's Nervous Antidote." ·We have got home to a nerveus

nation. Tremendous play bills, with huge portraits, caricatures, etc.: cir-

We cses predominating ; newsboys allowed to hop on the street and other cars

dol- with papers, without being taken by the collar and jerked off by a police-

olv man. You would know that the street-car conductor did not always expect

the to be one, by the very style of his making change for your tickets. He has

tht the air of a man holding on to one round of the ladder while he reaches up
t-o grasp the next. Street barber's poles instead of little brass basins, concave
on one edge. Street-car conductor to. Kate, "Excuse me, but have n't you

ike just come from England ? you said station."

ich . Al this was twenty years ago or more, when we were less
"English, you know," than Henry Irving, daily cable dispatches,

me and ple'nty of money have made us since. But we are true
ew Americans at heart, and we know beyond all doubt or contra-

diction, ours is GOD'S COUNTRY.
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Albuquerque, nearly as ancient in its oirigin as Santa Fé, is roses ar

the "Wide-awakeo" f this mercurial continent.. We were there round,

on Good Friday, and wagons of nondescript appearance thronged breathe

the streets, while teams were in the corral, and men lounged essary a

about the street corners and saloons. "That's the way<the men presiden

go to church here," dryly remarked a friend. "They think tary of

they've done their whole duty when they fetch the women to welcome

mass." Sure enough, the dingy old church was full.of devout with Mi

women, prostrate in acknowledgment of sin, while their liege a gifted

lords. were drinking ardente at the next corner. It needed no depot af

prophet to declare the doom of such an unequal civilization. our deli

Whatever makes the beliefs, tastes, habits and education of mnen bring u

and women more congenial, providing always that we must level TUCSOn,

up and not down, will most rapidly hasten the sway of happy city.

homes and regenerated hearts. Out

The Pueblo Indians have a very simple form of election, insist th

one that might, with propriety, be recommended to the politi- we will

cians of Gotham. It is this: The mayor of the city is chosen deserts a

once a year. He can not have a second term. - On the morn- Roads le

ing of election day, the outgoing mayor nominates two can- no f

didates for the succession. One of thes .goes to one end of the ing to t1:

field, the other takes his station opposite. Every man (why not now and
every woman, pray tell ?) goes to the candidate of his choice and driving

literally "stands up for him." Rapidly the lines lengthen on distant, ]

either side. The old men of the tribe count the number in each, sky-line

and thus the election is. absolutely witbout fraud, and, best of all, tus t

they can dispense with caucuses. The Navajoes a tribe of 1.6,ooo, p

trace their line of descent wholly along the mother's side, and plains th
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the inheritance of property is from mother to daughter, so that a

man when married goes to his wife's house. This is in accord

with the philosophy of that most brilliant French thinker, Emile

de Girardin, who descants at length on the intrinsiè advantages

of this plan as being founded in nature, ancestry being far more

easily and surely traced on the mother's than on the father's side.

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA.

We are at last in the land of enchantment, where helio-

trope climbs all over the fronts of the houses; where corn grows

seventeen feet high, and one can have a bouquet of fresh

is roses and a strawberry short-cake on the table all the year

ere round. We are -with a people as génial as the climate and

ged breathe an air that makes wine seem more than ever an unnec-

ged essary and absurd exhilaration. Mrs. Dr. Gray, the dignified

,e president, and Mrs. M. E. Congdon, the keen-brained secre-

ink tary of California W. C. T. U., came five hundred miles, to

to welcome us. Capt. A. D. Wood, our noble friend, of Tihe Rescue,

out with Mr. and Mrs. Will D. Gould, of Los Angeles, the former

ege a gifted lawyer, and the latter a grand woman, met us at the

no depot after our long overland trip. But I must not tell all
our delightful impressions and haps with no mishaps, until I

en bring up the log .by noting down some items of our stay in

vel Tucson, for ten years the capital. of Arizona, and still its chief
p city.

Outsiders say that Arizona means "arid zone," but insiders

insist that its real significance is " beautiful zone." The latter

we will not dispute, only its beauty is below ground, for its

sen deserts are wide and its mines the most famous of the period.

Roads leading nowhere, desert plains, strange, useless vegetation;

an- no fences, general appearances not unlike Arabia Petrea, accord-

the ing to the books; one dollar charged for an aged canned meal;

not uow and then an emigrant wagon, with wild-faced, bearded men

and driving oxen or mules; lone mountains, tranquil, treeless and

1o distant, like vast, heaped-up shapes of sand or stone; a saw-tooth

ach, sky-line ; needle-pointed shrubs ; seven-branched candlestick cac-
tus trees, fôrty feet high, these items include some of my im-

<e> pressions of Arizona. The only living things indigenous to the

and plains that cheered our eyes, were six graceful antelopes, discerned
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at early dawn, coming no whence, going no whither. What a to my
strange juxtaposition, this wilderness outside, and the race-horse name
of the East, puffing his undaunted way ; the elegant ." silver car,"
with its artistic decorations, its tapestry cushions and curtains, B
and way-wise men and women reading the Chicago dailies, the people
last Century, of New York, Atlantic, of Boston, or Spectator, of are doi
London, and looking out through costly glass (adjusted from than pr

opera" to ":field") over this waste of primeval lonesomeness! people

and "
SAN FRANCISCO.

are an
Of all places on the globe, go to the California metropolis if Golden

you would feel the strong pulse of internationalism. Few have ings of

caught its rhythni, as yet, but we must do so if we would be strong Master,
enough to keep ¡step with that matchless, electric twentieth cen- nor fe
tury soon to go swinging past. You can almost hear his resonant A
tread on San Francisco pavements; his voice 'whispers in the Otis Gi
lengthening telephone, saying, " Yesterday wa.s good, to-day is this wa
better, but to-morrow shall be the red-letter day of all life's magic left no
calendar." I have always been impatient of our planet's name- couråg
"the earth." What -other, among the shining orbs, has a desig- he is t
nation so insignificant ? That we have put up with it so long is Otis Gi
a proof of the awful inertia of the aggregate mind, almost as sur- heathe
prising as our endurance of the traffic in alcoholic poison. With fortune
Jupiter and Vènus, Orion and the Pleiades smiling down upon us while
in their patronizing fashion, we have been contented to inscribe church
on our visiting cards, ",At Home: The Earth!" Out upon such thus to
paucity of language. "The dust e' the ground" forsooth! That and Ph
answered well enough perhaps for a dark-minded people who people
never even dreamed they were living '<n a star. Even now an civil se
army of good folks afraid of the nexýt thing, just because it is the tianize

next, and not the last, will doubtless raise holy hands of horror and hi

against the proposition I shall proceed to launch forth for the veritab

first time, though it is harmless as the Pope's bull against the young
comet. They will probably oppose me, too, on theologic grounds, W
for, as Coleridge hath it, scribed

-where
"Time consecrates, and what is gray with age becomes religion."h

the sea

Nevertheless, since we do inhabit a star, I solemnly propOSe audienc

we cease to call it a dirt heap, and b€ing determined to "live UP cord, fc
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That a to my light," I hereby bring forward and clap a patent upon the

-horse name
car, CONCORDIA.

rtains, By the same token, I met half a dozen selectest growths of
s, the people in San Francisco who, in the broadest international way
(or, of are doing more to make this name Concordia descriptive, rather
I from than prophetic in its application to our oldest home, than any other
eness! people I can name. They work among the Chinese, Japanese,

and " wild Arabs of the Barbary coast," they go with faces that

are an epitomized gosptl, and preach to the stranger within the
>olis if Golden Gate that he is a stranger no more; they bring glad tid-

have ings of good which shall be to all people, for ;to them, as to their
strong Master, "there is neither Jew nor Greek, bond ·nor free, male

cen- nor female in Christ Jesus.
onant -Among the man such, I can here meti4ion only two: "See
n the Otis Gibson, or you ha e missed the moral h o of Gold-opolis
day is this was concurrent testimony coming from every side. Garfield
magic left no truer saying than that the time wants men " who have the
ame- couråge to look the devil squarely in the face and tell him that
desig- he is the devil." Precisely this fearless sort of 'character is Rev.
ong is Otis Gibson. He has been the uncompromising friend of " the
s sur- heathen Chinee " through all that pitiful Celestial's grievous
With fortunes on our Western shore. When others cursed he blessed;
on us while others pondered he prayed; what was lacking in schools,
scribe church, counsel and kindness he supplied. It cost something

such thus to stand by a hated and traduced race in. spite of hoodlum
That and Pharisee combined. But Otis Gibson could not see tvhy the
Who people to whom we owe the compass and the art of printing, the

0w an civil service examination, the choicest porcelain, might not Chris-
is the tianize as readily on our shores as on their own! In this faith he

horror and his noble wife have worked on until they have -built up a
or the veritable city of refuge for the defenseless and despairing, in the
st the young and half barbarous metropolis of the Pacific sIope.
unds, We afterward visited the " Chinese Quarter," so often de-

scribed, under escort of Rév. Dr. Gibson. We saw the theaters

, where men sit on the back and put their feet on the board part of
the seat-; where actors don their costumes in full sight of the

ropose audience, and frightful pictured dragons compete with worse dis-
ive up cord, for supremacy. We saw the joss-house, with swinging
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censer and burning incense, tapers and tawdriness, a travesty of o-t hal
the Catholic ceremonial, taking from the latter its one poor merit egant P
of originality. We saw a mother and child kneeling before a erly of
hideous idol, burning tapers, tossing dice, and thus " consulting taditoriu
the oracle," with many a sidelong glance of inattention on the ness w
part of the six-year-old boy, but with sighs and groans that proved he acqui
how tragically earnest was the mother's faith.; . Dr. Gibson said ail con
the numbers on the dice corresponded to wise sayings and ad- an exp
vices on strips of paper sold by a mysterious Chinese whose de door,
"pious shop " was in the. temple vestibule, whither the poor er -fur-li
woman resorted to learn the result of her " throw," and then re- mewhat
turned to try again, until she g& some.responsethat quieted her. 'th pose
Could human incredulity and ignorance 'go farther ? ~ We saw the elf-posse
restaurants, markets and bazaars, as thoroughly Chinese as Pekin lien I n
itself can furnish ; the haunts of vice, all opet to the'day ; the . ened wit
opium dens, with their comatose victims ; and then, to comfort at the do
our hearts and take away the painful vividness of woman'.s degra- oving ;
dation, Dr. Gibson took us to see a Ch'istian Chinese home, made hiseled

by two of his pupils, for years trained under his eye. How can of highes

I make the contrast plain enough ? A square or two away, the b all the

horrid orgies of opium and other dens still worse, but here a well- the smile

kept dry-goods store, where the husband was proprietor, and in Whe

the rear a quiet, pleasant, sacredhome. The cleanly, kind-faced that gath

wife bt1sy with household cares, her rooms the picture of aeatness, spiritual

ber pretty baby sleeping in his crib, and over al the peace that As my na

comes from- praise and prayer. Never in' my life did I approach ' even mor

so near to that perception, too great for mortal to attain, of what "Sometin

the Gospel has achieved for woman, as when this gentle, honored le now."

wife and mother said, seeing me point to an engraving of " The -a term of

Good Shepherd" on her nursery wall: "Oh, yes ! He gave this I shall be

home/Io us." hands wit

How firm and fine the etching that should accurately show ranity, S

the features of Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper! whose strong, sweet indi- A more h

viduality I have not seen excelled-no, not even among women. wide and

From the time when our Earter press teemed with notices of the heart "t

Presbyterian lady who. lad been tried· for heresy nid -acquitted, Amc

who had thë largest-Bible class in San Francisco andwas founder justly coi

of that city's Kindergartens for the poor, I made a mental mea- and phil

orândum that, no matter who I missed this lady I would see. child.

314
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Sty of -ot half-past twelve o a mild May Sabbath noon, I sought the
merit egant Plymouth Chu ch, built by Rev. Dr. A. L. Stone, for-

ore a erly of Boston, and found a veritable congregation in its noble
Ilting auditorium. Men and omen of high character and rare thought-
n the uness were gathered, Bibles in hand, to hear4he expositio of
roved he acquitted heretic, v hom a Pharisaical deacon had begurihto

I said ail contemporaneous .y with her outstripping him in popularity

d ad- an expounder of the 'gospel of love. She entered quietly by a
vhose ide door, seated hersel at a table level with the pews, laid aside

poor herfur-lined cloak aný revealed a fragile, but symmetric figure,
n re- omewhat above the edium height, simply attired in. black,

[laer. with pose and moveme t altogether graceful, and while perfectly
v the elf-possessed, at the arthest remove frqm being self-assertive.
>ekin Ihen I noted a swee , untroubled brow, soft brown hair chas-

the ened with tinge of sil er (frost that fell before its time, doubtless

nfort at the doughty deaco 's bidding) ; blue eyes, large, bright and

egra- oving; nose of the noblest Roman, dominant yet sensitive,
nade hiseled by generatio s of . culture, the unmistakable expression

can of highest force and ettlesomeness in character, held in check
the Y all the gentlest se timents; a mouth. irm, yet delicate, fall of

weil- the smiles that follo tears.
id in When the delig tful hour was over, amÎng the loving group
.aced that gathered aroun her, attracted by the healing virtue of her
ness, spiritual atmosphere, came a temperance sojourner from the East.
that As my name was mei tioned, th.e face so full of spirituality lighted

oach even more than wa its wont, and the· soft, strong voice said,
vhat "Sometimes an intr duction is a recognitin-and so I feel it to
ored be now.' I conside that enoughi of a compliment to last me for
The a term of years. I el that it helped mortgage me to a pure life;
this I shall be better for i 'right aloiag'' For if I have ever clasped

hands with a truth- eeker; a ~disciple of Christ and lover 1of hu-
how ranitv, Sarah B. Co per leld out to me that loving, loyal hand.
Lndi- A more hospitable in èllect I have not known, nor a glance more
nen. wide and tolerant; 'hrist, and him crucified," is to that loyal
' the heart "the Chief an ong ten thousand and altogether lovely.
ted, Among the best ypes of representative women America may
ader justly count Sarah B Cooper, the student, the Christian'exegete

ete- and philosopher, and the tender friend of every untaught little
see. child.
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If I have not yet written up my Califonia trip it is not for many a ye

lack of material, but rather because I have such a bundle of notes ii which

that I dread to begin. California! "She is made up of every bass of hu

iorship ai
creature's bestr

THE YOsEMITE. these ins

his suprei
Who can fitly tell of the condensed impressions abouthGod

the fitness
made by a valley only six miles long, one mile wide and half a Book of G

mile high, wheVein all forms of solemn, majestic and pastoral .
keep silene

beauty are combined ?

Whèn, after a mountain ride of half a day, surrounded- by
came first

inclined planes of evergreens, each of which would have been a
ahvays for

world's wonder at the East, with superb curves in the road ever a
tenv was fo

more opening fresh vistas of illimitable height, verdure and '
P Our two Coa

beauty,.we rounded Inspiration Point, " there was no more spirit to O

in 'us." Word-pauperism oppresses one upon this height as man Pose
man, rose

nowhere else on earth. There is in Europe a single revelation '
exclaimed

of art that has power to silence the chatter even of fashion's that I mig

devotees, and that is Raphael's Sistine Madonna. I have been
his voice a1

in its seraphic presence for hours at a time, but never heard a Wesa

vocal comment. The foamiest natures are not silenced by Niag- e waved

ara, by Mount Blanc, by the Jungfrau's awful purity, or the ter-

rors of Vesuvius, for their flippant tones have smitten me in ail bet our ei
greet our e

these sacred places. But from the little child in our midst-a As we

bright-faced boy of four-to the rough, kind-hearted driver, not children w

one word was spoken by our party as the heavenly vision of Y "I neyer

semite, framed in fleecy, flying clouds, greeted our thougbtful eyes,

and spoke of God to our hushed souls. . Except beside ihe'dyinog

bed of my beloved I have never felt the veil so thin between ne Beauti

and the world ineffable-stipernal. What was it like? Let no t will be

pen less lofty than that of Milton, less atune with Nature's purest atchless r

mood than that of Wordsworth, hope to " express unblamed " the orests, are

awful and ethereal beauty of what we saw. "Earth with ber owed and <

thousand voice's praises God," sang the great heart of Coleridge of elous your

the vale of Chamouni, but here, the divine chorus includes both ave those

earth and heaven, for El Capitan rears his head in the sky res of the

whileSentinel and CathedralRocks and sky-climbing Oloud'sRest or fifty-fo

round out .the full diapason of earthly and of celestial praise, signed to

A holy awe rested upon us, and tears were in all eyes.. At last to deep

the sacred silence was broken by a rich voice, beloved by me for Welcox
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not for many a year, as Mrs. Dr. Bently led the "Gloria in Excelsis,
f n in which the jubilant soprano harmonized with the melodious

f every bass of humanity's united utterance of praise. "O come, let us
aorship and bow down, let us kneel before the Lord, our Maker,"
these inspired words leaped to our lips, and we found that in
this supreme moment of our experience, beyond all poets, was
the fitness of grand old words our mothers taught us from thehasta Book of God. "The Lord is in his holy temple, let all the earth

keep silence before him,' "What is man that thou art mindful ofled b hin?" "Stand in awe and sin not, " these were the words that
bee came first to us, and I believe we shall be better men and womenbeen a

d ever. alvays for that vision of eternity from which the curtain of mys-terv was for a moment drawn aside. We learned afterward that asýre oui
'e spirt our two coaches rolled on into the valley a third rounded " Inspira-

tion Point," and Judge - , of Sydney, Ohio, a dear old gentlie-
nman, rose to his feet, clasped his hands as if in prayer, andshio exclaimed " Mercy, mercy, mercy ! Have I lived seventy-six years

e been that I might see this glory! God made it ail !' and he liftedup,e been asvieadwp
eard a voice andwept. Such.a'scene as that is.once for a life-time.

Niag We saw the valley from an hundred points of view afterward;
the ter- e waved our good-by to it a week later from this very spot,

e in all but the first remains ·the unmatched view-its like will never
idst-a reet our ey es again-not in this world.

er, not As we sped onward into the valley I thought of the sightless
children with whom I used to play at Forest Home and said:ofeysI never before felt such pity for the blind.

tai eyes,

dviag • PUGET SOUND.
=en ne Beautiful for situation is Puget Sound. A generation hence
Let no t will be the joy of. this noble 'Republic. Oregon with its
purest atchless mountains and river, Washington and its wonderful
d" the orests, are both included in this name. Here is the Pacificith ber owed and conquered, purring like a tamed tiger at the feet of mar-
idge of elous young cities. No one can appreciate the transformation
as both ave those who, like ourselves, have experienced the untold mis-
te sky, nes of the voyage bet n San Francisco and Astoria, Oregon.l's Rest or fifty-four.hours I y mottonless in the upper berth suitably
praise. signed to one who, during that interval when "deep callethAt last mto deep;'' hadn<part in this world's hurry or delight.
me for Welcome Puget Sound with its fathomless harbors of land-

.r;
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locked blue, and the imperial pressure of such snow-clad moun

ains as are found nowhere else, no, not in Switzerland!

Twice Anna Gordon and myself visited Victoria, the ca
ital of British Columbia, receiving a royal welcome. The s

ond time, we went to organize a Provincial W. C. T. U. Th
climate of the Sound is perhaps its greateŽst surprise. It is
mild that the English ivy grows.out-of-doors- all the year roun
The ladies told me they could gather flowers always up to Marc
when slight frosts generally appear, but of snow or ice theo
is nothing to signify. It has the summer of Denmark an
the winter of Italy. It is a rare climateefor clear thinking an

quiet, rational living, a soil in which the temperance reform h

readily taken root. The forests, chiefly of fir and cedar, are

unequaled magnificence. Frequently more wood is cut from a

ucre of ground than can be corded thereon. " Go West, youn
won an, and grow up with the country," would be our advice t

iring girls..
MONTANA..

Bishop Hargrove of the M. E. Church, South, had it abou

right when he said, "Montana has bareloy enough valleys to sliu

in between its hills." Never was a territory moreaptly named

For beauty of railway scenery I should like to know what coun

try furnishes anything superior to the panorama between Spokan

Falls, W. T., and Missoula, Montana. .. Spokae Falls itself is a

almost ideal town in situation, and the cataract is better worth

day's journey to visit than several on both sides of the water tha

I have made a pilgrimage on purpose to behold.

" Clark's Fork " of the Columbia is the absurd narne of

ri.ver quite comparable in dash and beauty of color with. th

"arrowy Rhone," only this is of the most delicate emerald, an

that, as all the world. knows, is the most cerulean blue. But th

towers, spires and bastions of the A nerican river are uniqu

beyond those of any oth'er save the glorious river toward which i

-runs-the Columbia, Oregon's pride and, erelong, the tourist

favorite rendezvous..

We left Missoula July 26 in a covered conveyance for Hel

ena and Deer Lodge-a distance of one hundred and eightytW

miles-Rev Mr. Shannon, his wife and little girl accompanyin

us. The two horses and entire outfit had been loaned Mr. S.
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The Steeds, " Thunder and Lightning."

moun token of good. will. He had sent it ahead the night before
eighteen miles beyond Missoula, as the railroad authorities had

the ca kindly permitted us to ride on the construction train to that
The s point, which was the western terminus of this great iron track.

U. Th Here we clambered into our wagon behind the unmated steeds
It is loaned us from two, separate establishments, packed away " big

.r roun box, little box, bandbox and bundle " almost to the overflow-
Mac ing point, and set out overland. Anna dubbed our herses

ce the "Thunder and Lightriing "-; for what purpose did not appear,
ark an unless, as cheery young Mr. Riggin, superintendent of Methodist

Cing am issions in Montana, said, " One of them looked as if he had
form h swalowed an avalanche of thunder, and it hâd n't agreed with
Ir, are hin, and the other seemed to have been struck by lightning."
from a We perambulated along through wooded valleys, the suns light
t, youn obscured by forest fires and great pines in process of ignition on
tdvice t either side our path. We camped at noon beside a gurgling

brook, spread our table-cloth, boiled our eggs and tea over a fire
made of pine cones, washed our dishes in the, little mountain

it abon stream, got some nice milk for the baby from a way-side farm, and
rs to s u p our "jog trot " over the hills'and far away. Our dark

name horse " Thunder " stood from under the heavy' load upon hill-

at coun sides dangerously sloping, and ià was droll indeed to see Mr.
Spokan S. balance on the hind wheel to strengthen the " brake" while
elf is: his wife drove, and we ran with stones to block the hind wheels.
worth Thus we worked our passage the first day and wished for lands
iter tha with railroads. It came to pass, however, that when we stopped

at night, having.made fifty-six miles, cars and'all, we found that
ime of t was " all along of the misfitting collar that poor Thu'der
vith.th had led us such a hard life, wþereupon he became the pet of

ald, an the party. - I could but think whether it be not true that a gall-
But th iag, ill-adjusted yoke, may explain much, in many cases, of the

uniq ss-cross and contradiction of this our mortal life.
which i Our second, day's ride was.much ameliorated by the experi-
tourist ence of the past and the increased adequacy of our thunderous

steed. We had leisure to take in the changeful beauty of Mon-
for Hel tana, a territory witli an individuality all its own. It is the
hty-tw fourth in size among thegrand divisions of Uncle Sam's estate,

panyinu the order of extentbeing as follows: Texas, California, Dakota,

I
i

t,

r ...........

e >
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320 "Over the Hills and Far Away."

Montana. It is emphatically the paisture land of the Republic,

and its cattle kings are j ustly famed.

- Montana sometimes exhibits a thermometer marking fifty-

seven degrees below zero, but so light and clear is the atmosphere

that the people declare they " do nlot feel the cold as they use1

to back East." The territory is thinly settled as yet, but rail-

roading is -simply rampant there and in Idaho, and we shall soonh

regard both as next door neighbors. h

On our third day's ride, we passed the place where robbers

sacked a stage and killed a horse a few days previous. Though

unarmed and mostly of the timid class, I don' t t1gnk we felt

a qualin. Somehow, though distance lends enchantment, prox-

imity brings grit to bear, and we went on our way rej oicemg. On u

our fourth day's riding we passed the logs beside theroad from

behind which, not twenty-four .hours earlier, three masked men

had pointed guns at the stage load, and afterward at -a private

conveyance, making them stand' and deliver. Perhaps it was on i

the principle, they that know nothing fear nothing ; anyhow, we

did r't mind, -but jogged on over endless reaches of hill country,

tiii we reached a stage station where we slept the sleep of the th

weary, if not of the just. li

We were glad to learn that the robbers were captured in a e

few days after their crime. Brother Garvin told me that Plumn-

mer-, the greatest " road agent " of the ,far VWest. (for by that a

euphemism do they absurdly soften down the atrocious occupa- te

tion of these men) could lu two and a half secoQdg take his pistail

from his pocket, and fire three bullets,. hitting a littie percussion- to'

cap box at ten paces. Woe is me, to think of such quickness of

mind and dexterity of hand turned to an unmixed curse. H

couple of droll speeches were reported to me on this trip. he

One was by an emigrant woman lu Washinigton Territory, who ~
was seated lu a rude wagon behind a weary-looking ox teaum

lhile the lordly owner was refreshing himself in a saloons,

tourist accosted her with the words, " How do .ygu like it ontu

here ?" and she answered, " Well, stranger, it may do well enough .cix

for men, but I tell you what, it's drefful poor countryjfor worne TI
and oxen!/" Another passing traveler asked a Montana girl if th

she had ever seen the cars and receivèd this philosophic answer îi

ter

an
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tepublic, y
which might be appropriately headed "sweet satisfaction":

rng fifty- ' No sir, 2 cap't say that I ever saw the cars, but I don't care,

nosphere I'djust as lief see the stage."

hey usl UTAH.

but rail fter leavin&* Montana, we boxed the compass of Utah,
hall soon ho of the st n-est civilization of môdern times, the " Church

of e La ay Saints.".

e robbers First of all our train entered Cache Valley north of Ogden,
Thougi and we watched out sharply for signs of the new departuré.

wve felt arly in the day, we passed numerous farms and little villages,
nt, prox- utterly treeless and forlorn, whereupon we ejaculated: "There!
cing. On we've struck Mormondom, no doubt of it; plain to be seen as a
roac fron pikestaff." When, behold, we were informed by the conductor
skecl men of our mistake, for these dreary burghs were "Gentile" beyond

*a prnvate a peradventure. Later on, they gr more winsome, with trim
it was on little homes, trees and vines, yell6w harvests and solid comfort

yhow, we everywhere. Mirabile dictu! These were the Mormon settlî-
i country' ments! We soon learned that their most salient ,features were
eep of the the presence of willow fences around the fields, woven somewhat

like a basket-an Old World,notion, imported by the Mormon.
tured in a emigiants, which, combined with the churchless aspect of the
hat Plum- villages themselves (for. the 'Mormon "Tabernacle " has an
>r by that architecture peculiar to itself, not unlike our notion of what the
us occupa- temple might haife been) gave a novel aspect to' the scene.

his pistai Noon came, and we stopped for dinner at the notable .Mormon
ercussion- town of togan, where we first saw one of these stately buildings.
ickness of Our breakfast in a Gentile village had been simply execrable.

se. Here, it was the most toothsome we had tasted in a year. It was
this trip. homelike; wholesome and appetizing; "Mother's cooking!" was

tory, who my immediàte exclamation. The butter, with flavor and fra-
ox tea, grance 6f sweet pastures and new-mown hay, reminded me of the

aloon., cool cellgr and delightsome dairy ·of my old Wisconsin home.
ike it on't What a contrast to the frouzy abomination usually taken as medi-
ell enough eine in railroad waiting-rooms in that sultry month of August!
for aovrna The.bread was worthy of its companionship, with cheese that was

na girl if the ambrosial essence of sweet cream, the vegetables simply de-
hic ansWer lightful, the meat could be prepared for deglutition without the

ten minutes of assiduous grinding we so often laboriously givi,
andthe table-cloth, dishes, etc., were absolutely w1ýIe, fresh and

21
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322 A Mormon Tabernacle.

clean ! A neat, modest, rosy-cheeked girl was our attendant-

thé first real, live Mormon I had ever seen "for certain." This R

waslher sorry classification as the -following brief dialogue dis- men,
reachet

closed:
trer, W(

Gentile Temperance Traveler.-Is this a Mormon town? tierd
auard c

Modest Waitress.-I suppose it would be called so, though
even th

some Gentiles live here.

Traveler.-Is this Gentile or Mormhon cooking? that's what keepin
Traveler.Style-

I want to know.
Th

Waitress.-Well, since you ask, I car assure you it is Mor ei
equipoi

mon like myself.
talked

Traveler.-Well, it is an unspeakable credit to the Mormons ot
doctrin

that's all I have to say, and I'm a judge, having learned by the
book-ca

things I have suffered. The Indian chief asked, " Who is there
dollars,

to mourn for Logan ?" and I promise, you here is one wearv .'
à IPput it it

wayfarer,- of microscopic appetite, who will hereafter"mourn for

Logan" every tinme the lakeman pipes his.dreary warning, " Train front
there V

stops for dinner at this place."
QueensWe reached Ogden toward night. Sabbath morning we

wen.t to the Mormon Tabernacle with our host and Mr. Cannon, .

son of the famous George Q. Cannon of Washington memory. A

Forgetting for a moment this significant fact, I asked the accom- bref di
plished young man if he h.d brothers and sistèrs, whereupon he

of the ti
meekly answered, " About twenty.

or scrip
We entered the tabernacle, which seats three thousand per-

than his
sons. It was almost surrounded by horses and wagous from the

as a sort
country, and was tolerably well filled with a motley throng of what

Bar-jon,-
would be called the common people. There were no windows

my Fat.
save very large ones just beneath the oval roof at each end of the ren and-
building. The seats sloped towar.d the wide platform where,

are here
behind a choir of nice-looking women and a few men, sat.the of al.

speakergsf the hour. Nobody knows who will speak, there are head of

no paid ministers, but every uan is free to exercise his gift of but awi

exhortation and o( prophecy, the younger brethren being put for- no head
ward with a kindly tolerance on the part of the fathers in Zion ,e

which our dhurches might wisely emulate. Iis c

It was the annual meeting of the " Mutual Improvement ther rev<
Societies" of this. county; or as it is curiously' called; "This lon is re

Stake of Zion." ino pet
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ndant-nd it Reportwere given by half a dozen honest-looking young
men, evident accustomed to public speaking, for their voices

ue dis- reached without effort the seat fat back, where, in the niiddle

tier, we sat with the rest of the women, the men forming a sort of

guard on either side. There was not an instance of whispering,
though even the children, though evidently not under repressive training,

keeping remarkably quiet. All the men spoke in the same
's what stve-as if following a certain model.

There were no figures of speech, no anecdotes, only a certain
is Mor- equipoise, deliberateness and dreary level of mediocrity. They

talked about the meetings in which they study the history and
r doctrines of their church. One said : " We have purchased a

.by the book-case that cost us somewhere in the neighborhood of sixty
is there dollars, and we hope, after awhile,, to have a reading-room to

e wearv'Ante
putit in." Another told about the'" benefits to be deriven

urn fr Jrom this mutual improvement society. All who spoke, and
"Train there were half a dozen at least, conspicuously mufdered- the

Queens Etnglish. Nearly all closedi with a perfunctory "This
ing We is my prayer, in the name of Jesus, Amen," pronounced with eyes

Cannon,Cno, wiçle open.
emory. A son of Apostle Rich (" one of the twelve ") preached a
accon- brief discourse. He has just returned from England, and is one

upon he of the two hundred and fifty missionaries who go out minus purse

or scrip to win converts in distant lands. He had more culture
nd per- than his brethren, and proceeded on this fashion, using the Bible
rom the

as a sort of fulcrum. His text was, "Blessed art thon, Simon
of what
. Bar-jona: for flesh and, blood hath not revealed lit unto thee, but

My Father which is in heaven." Matt. 16:17. "My breth-
id Of the

ren and-sisters, I ask the prayers of the Latter Day. Saints who
where,' are here, and also of those who are not. I ask the good wishes
sat the of all. Our religion is different from all others. Christ is the

here are head of His church, even as the husband is the head of his, wife,
is gift of but a wife would be of very little use to her husband, if she had
put for no head of ber own, would n't she? [Smiles and nodding-of the
in zlony women's heads in approbation!] Even so Christ bas never left

lis church without a head. Sdme say there is no need of a far-
ovee ther revelation, but I declare that the first proof that any revela-

bonis real must be tbat it goes right on. We believe~that there
is-no people on this earth who really follow Christ, except those
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who receive the revelation of His latest prophet, Joseph Smith o
who stood up at fourteen years old and went into the woods and hc

declared that there he received a revelation. The world says: e

'We don't care how much you believe in your revelation, if pr

you will let alone the principle of plural marriage which we Cl

are bound to stamp out.' H

"But it is not for this principle that our fathers and moth.

ers were driven into the wilderness. In the early days of the cil

church my mother had muzzles of pistols at her head to make a

her tell where my father was. She has seen him fired at wlhen frn

carrying a flag of truce. Was this because of his belief in polyg- QU

amy? No, it was because lie held to the Bible, its form of tn

government, its teachings and examples all through. I believe foi

the Bible prophets have had successors, and that Joseph Smith, G

Brigham Young and John Taylor, are true prophets of God. ari

If the Gentiles could bring up as many. proofs that our octrinp- G

is false as a sixteen-year-old Mormon boy can that it is true, ali

they could stamp: it out quick enough. But here are we accord- .TI

ing ta prophecy. Don't the Bible say, ' Let us go up to the an

temple of the Lord, that is in the tops of the mountains?' Well.

here we are, and ' seeing is believing.' The people who dro-: Gi

us here had little idea that they were fulfilling prophecy ! OU7

elders carried to the wilderness the promise and prophec o pr

Joseph Smith, that in baptism they should receive the testimnon

tha.t ours is the true religion. They have taken the mediciine an

know it does what it agrees to: If you who are here this morhi ta

will take it also you:will rejoice in the same result. Let us nlot

have theory, let us have experience. I can take my Bible under
se

my ar-m and go to the ends of the earth and testify for the relgio ta
of the Latter Day Saints. I know it will yet fill the earth as the h

waters do the great deep. It can be so deeply stamped upon the th

youthful mind that all hell Can not prevail against it." ' .

The young man spoke earnestly and with evident conne-

tion.

As a temperance worker I was glad of the testimony ofAi-

son Call, one of the leaders, who said, " Young men who attend

our Mutual Improvement Society can readily be known by th a

greater purity of their habits. As a class they do not drink, uS

tobacco, nor swear.
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The last speech was by H. Anderson, a pure-faced young

seph Smith, man, who-publishes the Mormon paper. Our keen-witted lawyer

woods and host (the scalpel of whose criticism does n't spare the Mormon.

world says: leaders), said to me as he came forward, "There is a 'native

velation, if product, a thorough gentleman, one whose life illustrates every

which we Christian virtue, though he is a Mormon through and through.

He said:
s and moth. "When we have young men who can expound the prin-
days of the ciples of our church as has been done this morning, it is indeed
ead to make a confort and refreshment. We are willing to be judged by our
red at wheu fruits. Take-the Môrmons of Cache Valley and Ogden, and
ief in polyg- Qur own county as a class, and compare them with others as to

its form of truth, kindness ànd uprightness. We have learned to be good-
. I believe for I went to Sabbath-school when a boy, and learned to honor

seph Smith, God and my parents, and those by whom I was surrounded. We
ets of God. are becoming better, nobler, more upright. Why, then, do the
our ocetrin- Gentiles object to our polygamy? But then God's ·people are
Lt it is true. alwavs persecuted-this is one of the surest marks of God's favor.
e we accord- The time is short. The Gospel is to be preached to all nations,
,o up to the anLthen shall the end come."

ins ?' Well The services were closed with a beautiful anthem, that Anna
wo dro Gordon says they sing in her own home church near Boston.
phecy On One of the men lifted his hand, whereupon all rose and he

prophecy i pronounaced the benedictory prayer.
he testinon?

i . I walked up the street with young Mr. Cannon, who littlemedicine anaq
guessed the turbulent subjectivity beside him. He was too politethis mnornu,

ths notm to ask an opinion and I was too considerate to offer one. But
Let us 1101

Bible under never in my life have I been more profoundly disturbed. The

.r the religi. service was such an awful travesty of " the faith once delivered
to the saints.". For the noment I thought I never wanted to
e upon the hear those words again. It was as if Christianity had died and

,,d u h they were galvanizmg its corpse into hideous contortions imita-
ident cani- ' tive of life. "Wounded in the house of his friends" has our

Christ alwa.ys been and far more grievously than any frée-thinker

imony f . can ever wound Him! For whatever may be true of Brigham

n wYo attend oung and his hierarchy, these were honest, simple, kindly souls,

nown by the and beheved what they had said about Joe Smith as a prophet
and polygamy as a sacred tie. But for the self-control whi çhîot drink,us
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years and discipline have brought me since my impetuous girl- higher
hoodlays, I would have lifted up my voice and wept. Mormt

Partly was I grieved for them in their awful delusion; fo •

Imman reason brought so low, for deadly fanaticism that blights to an
every fairest flower of the beautiful soul, so rampant in its credulity, of the
when in our own sublimated land and sunlit century it ought to needet
be so balanced and serene. But as a woman, my sense of outrage settled
and humiliation was beyond language. The highest ideals of from d
noble souls in all ages were here trampled under foot by those that, v
who verily thought they did God service. The lofty companion. has no
ship of " Two keads in council, two beside the hearth," on which on the

Home's sacred citadel is founded, how it is blotted out in the affectic
" Church of the Latter Day Saints"! Woman becomes the Bi
servitor of man, having no promise of heaven save through:'her Mormc
relations to him, and he, whose relations to ber are intended to pearan
exalt and purify every faculty of his nature, loses .his loftiest and fifth pr
sweetest hopes of manly character. Childhood, too, is defrauded man."
of its most precious inheritance, the tender guardianship of faith- Mormc
ful parentage, and fond tie of brother and sisterhood. "About trees a
twenty brothers and sisters," said young Cannon. What can lay as
he know of the close love of our fireside groups in Christian Nothin
families ? A young lady of Salt Lake City said with a twinge Sa
of pain upon lier face, " My father has at least forty children; I every c

do not think lie would know me should he meet me on the street." of the
Three Mormon ladies called upon me-at Sait Lake; one was Ameri

the editor of The Man's Exponent, another was an accom- and lif
plished lady physicia, educated in Philadelphia and Boston, the patheti
third had been a wife of Brigham Young. All were bright Og
women, leaders .of th church. At first I did not know that DoubtI<
they were Mormons, and when, in speaking of that as voting day, five di
two of them said, "Th government of the United States h.s dis- pered b
franchised us becausé e are polygamists," I simply replied, "On the twe
that question I have m own opinion, but the temperance work is delight
the only reform about hich I èare to express myself in Utah." campin
They had avowed their nterest in our society, and I was glad of their sp
this. Said Mrs. Young "A wise general will not on the ee andtha

of. battle, ask the religious opinions of his soldiers, but rather vation,
this question, 'Are you ready to do battle against our common soothe,
foe.'" As years have assed, our society has, however, taken not let

326
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ri higher ground than this and come out squarely against such
Mormons aspersist in the practice of polygamy.

foi We went to Brigham's grave-as a wonder of its kind, being
bts to an American woman the most obnoxious on the whole circle

ty, of the planet. Thiree tons of granite in dne block were hardly
to needed to hold him from aerial heights, his own specific gravity
ge settled that matter ! But he is thus hedged in to keep his bones

of from desecration, probably, and his only dead wife (poetic justice

ose M that, with this exception, the whole outfit should survive him!)

n. has no stone nor flower to mark her grave. What an oversight

ich on the part of the loving sisterhood, who, with her, shared his

he affections.

the By, the way, we saw a most inferior woman hurrying from a

er Mormon house, when one of us commented upon her stolid ap-
to pearance and the other remarked, "Eternal fitness! only the
d fifth part of a woman would ever take up with the fifth part of a

ed man." The prettiest place we saw was "Rose Bud Cottage," a .

th- Mormon, but not a polygamous home, completely embowered in

out trees and vines, the latter being trained over strings, so that they

an lay as a roof of greenery overhead, along the garden paths.

an Nothing more sylvan, cool and restful could~ greet one's eye.
ge Salt Lake with its Mormon and "Gentile" population has
; every convenience and luxury of any city; has "Gentile" society

t." of the forcible type that dares consecrate life to' setting up the

as American civilization among a people essentially alien inpurpose i
M-_ and life. Altogether we never had a more curions, pleasant,

e pathetic triofdays than in far-famed "Deseret."

ht Ogden, Utah, is. a. far lovelier town than we are taught.
at Doubtless it has, improved since becoming a railroadcentergof
y, ·five different roads. Its summer climate is delightfully tem-
is pered by "the canyon breeze," which blows nearly one half of

On the twenty-four hours, and the near neighborhood of this same
*is delightful valley affords to the home people such facilities' for

camping ont as must go, far to conserve their health, rejuvenate

of their spirits and drive dull care away. If asked in my own life,
e handthat of our fevered Americans, the greatest mistake and depri-
er tatio, I would say: "Great Nature has n't half a chance to

on soothe, enrich and nurture us; we 'go touring,' but we do

en lotlet thecalm old mother take us to her heart and sing-the
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lullaby that we sigh for without knowing what we miss." Only tion i!
blurred and misty revelations of God can come to souls so insigni
worn and travel-stained. When we temperance workers go to immen
the sea or to the mountains, it is still to wring, from our tired habits
brains a few more thoughts for public utilization or a little "stored withou
up energy" of magnetism. for a "summer audience." May the advanc
valleys, trees and skies forgive us this profanation of their sanct- trees"
uaries and this profane substitution of otir restless glances and always
babbling tongues for their sacred liturgy. O1

tme of

SoUTWARD HO !* Nation

mense

itself v
My first trip of three months (1881) spent in blessed work for climbe<

the homes and loved ones'of a most genial, intelligent and heartily and tui
responsive people, made me quite in love with the South. To ert of s
think they should have received me as a sister beloved, yet with coIden
full knowledge that I was that novel and unpalatable combina- golden

P of the
tion (as a Richmond gentleman said) "a woman ; a Northern that w<

woman, a _emferance woman !" I had 'been told that to speak last we
in public in the South was "not to be thought of, that ail Ohio C
would' be lost if I attempted anythirig, beyond parlor -meet- At
ings. But instead of this, their liberlity of sentiment was speak
abundantly equal to the ' strain ; their largest churches were seated
filled with the best, most influential and thoughtful people; their
ninisters were more united and earnest in the temperance causeP compet
than ours at the North; their editors, without the slightest sub- and we
sidizing, were as kind -and helpful as my own brother could to hea
have been. Nay, the only grief I had was in being spoken of where
so much better in every way than my own consciousness bore me
witness that.I merited. tageof

From the first the Southern ladies took up our quiet, system- beside
ate U-lines of work with an intelligence and zeail that I have next n
irever.seen exceeded and seldom equaled. There was an "our- throng
folks" air :in audiences, cars, and on the streets that was quite
refreshing. The nativepopulation is so regnant, colored popula less

*la my book entinted " Wanan and Tenperance" I have given an extended account n a
ofmy soniern trip$, now anumbering six, hence these brief notes. ealing
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nly tion is of such home-like nature, and the foreign element so
s so insignificant in influence and numbers, that temperance has an
o to immense advantage at the South. Beer has no such grip on the
tired habits or the politics of the people as at the North. Almost
:ored without exception the gulf and seabound states have taken

r the advance ground. The time is ripe ;_ the sound in the mulberry

ent- trees " is plainly audible. I have now niade five trips thither, and
and always with the same warm welcome.

On a later .journey I spent a week in- New Orlean s at the
time of the famous, Exposition.

Here our natural point of rendezvous was the booth of the
National W. C. T. U. ; en route thither we passed through an im-
mense park with an avenue of live-oaks that would be a glory in
itself were it in Central Park or the Bois de Boulogne. We
climbed the slow, graded stairs of the great government building,rtily and turning to the right came upon a home-like oasis in the des-
ert of strangeness, for from à hundred costly banners, white and

with golden, blue and emerald, representing every state and territory
of the great Republic, gleamed on every side the magic legend
that we love, '<For God and Home and Native Land." Here at
pea last were the flags, and pennon fair, and brilliant gonfalon of the.a Ohio Crusade and the Continental white ribboners!

e At three o'clock of that day, I was expected to preside and
w speak on behaif of the National W. C. T. U. The auditoriumwere

seated over eleven thousand persqns, and the only blunder of thetheir
Exposition was that the music of the Corliss engine drowned allause-

asb competing voices. The engine did not stop until four o'clocksub-
U and we were to begin at three. Fancy a vibrant soprapo unable

to hear itself in all the whiz and roar of a cataract of sound
where the mostafacious lungs could not reach over a thousandme
persons even when ftbw machinery was motionless! But the advan-
tage of speaking there was that a stenographic reporter sat just

te beside me, and the audience that hears, with is/ ey, got my ideas
next morning in the Times-Democrat and Picayune. We went
through the pantomime of a 'meeting. Bro. Mead pitched the
tune "Coronation,' but to the rumbling orchestra of that remorse-
less "Corliss," our singing was like the chirping of a sparrow

co when an avalanche is falling. I went through the motions of
calling off the parts, and bravely that sweet-voiced gentlewoman,
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Mrs. Judge Merrick, went to the front and articulated the Cru.
sade Psalm, after which Mary T. Lathrap offered p-ayer. Then
gallantly came to our rescue broad-shouldered Governor St. Joh,.
and talked against.time until the horrible mouthing of that piti.
less engine ceased. The great audience was in good humor, and
deserting the chairs, stood closely around him, eager to catch
every word, while he spoke in frank, soldierly fashion to the
men who once had worn the gray, even as he had the blue, and
predicted the good time coming. That Governor St. John is a
man who can " tire out " almost any other on the platform is
well known, but as a tour deforce I have never seen equalled the
speech of this afternoon when, as he declared should be the case.
he " wore out " the Corliss engine. At four o'clock MdNrs. La-
thrap and I made brief addresses, and Mrs. Wells read the-song
salutation dedicated to Louisianla W. C. T. U. by Indiana's white
ribbon poet, Mrs. Leavitt, of Vernon. Wearier women have slept
the sleep of the just, perhaps, but more willing dreamers never
were, than the twain-Matilda B. Carse and I-who retired from
view at-seven P. m. that night.

As a temperance worker, I was devoted to my "stint," as I
called it, which consisted of presenting the white-ribbon cause.
not only, in every capital, but in every other town ani city in our
country that by the census of 1870 had io,ooo inhabitants. This
was completed in 1883.

ZTi
IZED.

"aN uNOUTf -- uIoMT.
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CHAPTER I.

ON THE THRESHOLD.

From my earliest recollection there hung on the dining-room
wall at our house, a pretty steel engraving. It was my father's
certificate of membership in the Washingtonian Society, and was
dated about 1835. He had never been a drinking man, was a
reputable young husband, father, business man and church mem-

ber, but when the miovement reached Churchville, near Roches-

ter, N. Y., he joined it. The little picture represented a bright,
happy temperance home with a sweet woman at the center, and

over against it a dismal; squalid house vith a drunken man stag-

gering in, bottle in hand. Unconsciously and ineffaceably I

learned from that one object-lesson what the precepts and prac-

tice of my 'parents steadily enfo;rced, that we were to let strong

drink alone.

In 1855 I cut from my favorite Youth's Cabinet, the chief

juvenile paper of that day, the following pledge, and pasting it in

our family Bible, insisted on its being signed by every member of

the family- parents, brother, sister and self.

"A pledge we make no wine to take,
Nor brandy red that turns the head,
Nor fiery rum that ruins home,

Nor brewers' beer, for that we fear,
And cider, too, will neyer do.

To quench our thirst, we'll~always bring
Cold water from the well or spring;
So here we pledge perpetual hate

To all that can intoxicate."

It is still there, thus signed, and represents the first bit of

temperance work I ever did. Its objeet was simply to enshrine
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in the most sacred place our home afforded a pledge that I con-

sidered uniquely sacred. Nobody asked me to sign it, nor was T'
there a demand because of exterior temptation, for we were liv. when <

ing in much isolation on a farm three miles from Janesville, Wis. glasse.

where my childhood was invested-not "spent." rule t1

Coming to Evanston, I11., in 1858, we found a prohibition nority;

village, the charter of the University forbidding the sale of any dinner

intoxicating liquor as a beverage. afterw

Temperance was a' matter of course in this " Methodist for the

heaven " where we have lived fronm that day to this, from the will be

time it had but a few hundred, until now when it claims seven more

thousand inhabitants. one's
somin

About 1863-'65 a " Temperance Allianice " was organized here somm

by L. L. Greenleaf, then our leading citizen, the Chicago repre- the tr

sentative of the Fairbanks' firm, who have made St. Johnsbury, desce

Vt., a model temperance town. Before that Alliance I read one

temperance essay when I was a quiet school teacher amid these so.
1 where

shady groves, and one evening at the "Alliance sociable'",I

offered the pledge for-the first time and was rebuffed by a now meet,

distinguished literary ,man, then a pastor and editor in our vil- amo
into

lage. This was my first attempt and his brusque and almost me

angry negative hurt me to the heart. We are excellent friends wthew
the W

all the same, and I do not believe he dreams how much h.e
rades

pained me, so little do yve know what touches us, and what we
derest

touch, as we wend our way along life's crowded street.ad
andt

In all myteaching, in Sunday-school, public school and sem- calls,

inary, I never .mentioned total abstinence until the winter of the If a
Crusade, taking it always as a matter of course that my pupils c"con
did n't drink, nor did they as a rule. W. c

I never in .my life saw wine offered in my own country but form
once, when Mrs. Will Knox, of Pittsburgh, a former Sunday- ý..churc
school scholar of my sister Mary, brought cake angl wine to a phila.
young lady of high family in our church, and to me, when we noble

went to call on her after her wedding. "Not to be singular" The
we touched it to our lips-but thWt was twenty-five years ago, never
before the great examples burnt into the Nation's memory and that

conscience by Lucy Webb Hayes, Rose Cleveland and Frances ail n

Folsom Cleveland. wear
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t I Con-

nor was That was truly a prophetic innovation at the White House

vere liv. when our gracious Mrs. Hayes replaced the dinner with its wine-

e. Wis., glasses by the stately and elegant reception. Perhaps while men,

rule the state in their government " of the minority, by the mi-

hibition nority, for the minority," its highest expression will still be the

:of any dinner-table with its clinking glasses and plenty of tobacco-smoke

afterward, but when men and women both come into the kingdom

ethodist for the glad new times that hasten to be here, the gustatory nerve

rom the will be dethroned once and for evermore. For there are so many

as seven more worthy and delightful ways of investing (not "spending ")
one's time; there are so many better things to do. The blos-

zed here soming of women into deeds of philanthropy gives us; a hint of

o repre- the truer forms of society that are to come. Emerson said, "We
descend to meet," because he claims that we are on a highernsbury,

' plane when alone with God and nature. But this need not be
ead one

id these so. Doubtless in the outworn and stereotyped forms of society

ie -where material pleasures still hold sway, we do " descend to

y a now meet," but when a philanthropic purpose determines our com-

our vil- panionships, and leads to our convenings, then we climb together

almost into purer and more vital air. The "coming women," nay, the

friends women who have come, have learned the loveliest meanings of

nch he the vord ' society." Indeed, some of us like to- call it " com-

vhat we radeship," instead, this interchange of highest thought and ten-
derest aspiration, in which the sense of selfhood is diminished

and the sense'of otherhood increased. We make no "formal
nd sem-

calls," but the informal ones are a hundred-fold more pleasant.
r of the

If a new woman's face appear in church we wonder if she won't
pupils "come with us" in the W. H. M. S., the W. F. M. S., the

W. C. T. U., or some .other dear " ring-around-a-rosy " circle,
try but formed " for others' sake." If new children sit beside her in the
unday- c...church pew, we plan to win them for our Band of Hope or other

ne to a philanthropic guild wherethey will learn to find "society" in
rhen we nobler forms than this poor old' world has ever known befôre.
igular The emptiness of conventional forms of speech and. action is
rs ago, never so patent as when contrasted with the "fullness of life"
ry ad that crowns those hearts banded together to bring the day when

Frances all men's weal shall be each nan's care. Wordsworth wrote
wearily of

" The greetings where no kindness is."



Uses Wine-Crusade Begins.

From 1868 to 1870 I studied and traveled abroad, not tast. arrest

ing wine until in Denmark, after three months' absence, I was towsls

taken suddenly and víolently ill with something resembling chol. simple
era, and the kind-faced physician in Copenhagen beriding above the oni:

my weakness said-in broken French: " Mademoiselle, you miust liquor t

put wine in the water you drink or you will never live to see your where À

home." This prescription I then faithfully followed for two years just wl

with a gradual tendency so to amend as to make it read, "You where 1
may put water in your wine," and a leaning toward the "pure and so

article," especially when some rich friend sent for a costly bottle make j
of ".Rudesheimer," or treated me to such a luxury as " Grand garten 1

Chartreuse." At a London dinner where I was the guest of where h

Englssh friends, and seven wine-glasses stood around my plate, I '

I did not protest or abstain-so easily does poor hum'an nature student:

fall away, especially when backed up by a medical prescription. opened

But beyond a flushing of the cheek, an unwonted readiness at pleased

repartee and an anticipation of the dinner hour, unknown to me John

before or since, I came under no thralldom, and returning to this Great"

blessed " land of the wineless dinner table," my natural environ- they wC

ments were such that I do not recall the use of intoxicants by hibition

me, " as a beverage," from that day to this. blessing

Thus much do I owe to a Methodist training and the social themes

usages of my grand old mother church. Five years in Oberlin, ifcrease

Ohio, in my childhood, also did much to ground me in the faith fifteen y

of total abstinence, and the general laws of hygieçe. in the C

In 1873 came that wonderful Christmas gift to the world-the MeC

woman's temperance crusade, beginning in Hillsboro, Ohio, De- mightily
cember 23, and led by that loyal Methodist woman, Mr. Judge sand sic

Thompson, daughter of Gov. Trimble and sister of Dr. Trimble, ordinanc

the oldest member of the last M. E, General Conference. Al remaine(

through that famous battle winter of Home versus Saloon, I read them led

every word that I could get about the movement, and my brother, the Cou

Oliver A. Willard, then editor ofthe Chicago Evening Mail,-gave first and

favorable and full reports, saying privately to me, " I shall speak uncanny

just as well of the women as I dare to "-a most characteristic pea. T

editorial remark, I have since thought, though more frequently Whose ei

acted out than uttered! Meanwhile it occurred to me, strange to there at i

say, for theflrst time, that I'ought to work for -the good cause just lcted th

where I was-that everybody ought. Thus I first. received "the by the pi

334
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ast arrest of thought " concerning which in a thousand different

was towns I have since then tried to speak, andI believe that in this
simple change of personal attitude from passive to aggressive lies

ove the only force that can free this land from the'drink habit and the
ist liquor traffic. It would be lke dynamite under the saloon if, jusi
our where he is, the ministef would begin active work against it; if,

ýars just where he is, the teacher would instruct his pupils; if, just
where he is, the voter would dedicate his ballot ta this movement

>ure and so on through the shining rånks of the great powers that
ttle make for righteousness from father and mother to Kinder-
and garten toddler, if each were this day doing what each could, just

of where hc is.

ite, I was teaching rhetoric and composition to several hundred
:dre students of the Northwestern University and my eyes were

ton. opened to perceive that in their essays they would be as well
s at pleased and would gain more good if such themes were assigned as

me "John B. Gough " and " Neal Dow ". rather than ",Alexander the
this Great" and "Plato the Philosopher," and that in -their debates

7on- they would be at least as much enlisted by the question "Is Pr.o-
by hibition a Success?" as by the question, " Was Napoleon a

blessing or a curse ?" So I quietly sandwiched in these practical
cial themes to the great edification of my pupils and with a notable
lin, increase in their enthusiasm and punctuality. Never in my
iith fifteen years as a teacher did I have exercises so interesting as

in the Crusade winter-18
7 4 .

-the -Meanwhile in Chicago the women of the Churches were
De- mightily arouséd. They gathered'up in ten days fourteen thon-
dge. sand signatures to a petition asking that the Sunday closing
ble, ordinance might be no longer a dead letter, and while some
Al remained in old Clark Street Church to pray, a procession- of
ead them led by Mrs. Rev. Moses Smith, moved across the street to
ier, the Court House and going in before the Common Council (the-
'ave first and last time that women have ever ventured into that
eak uncanny presence), they offered their petition and made their
stic plea. Their petition was promptly tabled and the ordinance for
itly whose enforcement they had pleaded, was abrogated lhn and
e to there at the dictate of the liquor power while a frightfui mob col-just lected threatening tlemviolence the police disappeared and only

the by the prompt action ofsuch men as Rev. Dr. Arthur ards in

~~ï,
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finding a side exit for them, was Chicago saved the indelible WOU
disgrace of seeing some of .its chief Christian women mobbed on in h.

the streets by the minions of saloon, gambling den and haunt of
infainy. All these things we read at Evanston next morning a fe,

and "while we were musing the fire burned." from

Events moved rapidly. Meetings were held in Chicago to crut(

protest against the great indignity and tc i'gahize for further posit

work. There were fewer writers an.d speakers among women ics i

then than now. Some missionary and educational addresses of My 1
mine made within the two years past caused certain Methodist the t

friends. to name me as a possible speaker; and so to my quiet home varn

eleven miles up the lake-shore came Mrs. Charles H. Case, a act,
leading Congregational lady of the city, asking me to go and trv. posé

It is my nature to give myself utterly to whatever work I How

have in hand, hence nothing less than my new-born enthusiasm the (

for -the Crusade and its heroines would have ýextorted from me a goinI

promise to enter on this untried field, but I agreed to attend a socie

noon meeting in Clark Street Church a few days later and when Hele

the time came went from the recitation room to the rostrum, other

finding the place so packed with people that Mrs. Dr. Jutkins H. V

who was waiting for me at the door had °much ado to get a perso

passage made for us. Ministers were on the platform in greater Go!

numbers than I had ever seen before or have seen since in that Missi

or any other city. They spoke, they sang, they prayed with the wash,

fervor of a Methodist camnp. Philip Bliss was at .the organ and first t

sang one of his sweetest songs. For myself, I was frightened by to he

the crowd and overwhelmed by a sense of -my own emptiness

and inadequacy, What I said I donot know except that I was Beaci

with the womer heart, hand and soul, in this wonderful new eepe

"Everybody's War." ance

Soon after, I spoke in Robert Collyers Church with Mrs. Dow

Mary H. B. Hitt, now president of the Northwestern Braneh of stronj

the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society. Here, for the first leade

and last time, Iread my speech.. I believe it was Rev. Dr. L. T. hotel,

Chamberlain, who called it a " school-giri essay "-and served it dered

right. Robert Collyer took up the collection himself, I remem- had n

ber, rattling the box and crackingokes along the aisle as he lying

moved among his aristocratic "Northsiders." I went home Ulne Psahr

enough and registered a vow as yet well nigh" unbroken, that I ai the
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indelible would never again.-appear before a popular audience manuscript

>bbed on in hand.

haunt of My next attempt was in Union Park Congregational Church

morning a few weeks later. Here I had my " heads " on paper, but
from that time forward I "swung clear " of the manuscript

icago o crutch and the "outline " walking-stick. In June I resigned my

r further position as Dean in the Woman's College and Professor of £sthet-

women ics in the Northwestern University. It has been often said ii

Iresses of my praise that I did this fôr the explicit purpose of enlistin im

fethodist the temperance army, but it is my painful duty in'this plain, un-

iet home varnished tale to admit that the reasons upon which I based that

Case, a act, so revolutionary of all my most cherish&d plans and pur-

and try. poss,elated wholly to the local situation in the Univerity itself.

work I However, having resfgned, my strongest impulses wère toward

husiasm the Cribade movement as is sufficiently proved by the fact that,

om me a going East immediately, I sought the leaders of the newly formed

attend a societies of temperance women, Dr. and Mrs. W. H. Boole, Mrs.

nd when Helen E. Brown, Mr. Rebecca Collins, Mr. M. F. Hascall and

rostrum, others of New York, Mrs. Mary C. Johnson, Mrs/Mary E. Hartt,

jutkins H. W. Adams, and others of Brooklyn, and these were the first

to get a persons who befriended and advised me in t unknown field of

greater "Gospel temperance." With them I went , Jerry Mc Auley's

in that Mission, and to " Kit Burns's Rat-Pit, " aníd saw the great un-

with the washed, unkempt, ungospeled and sin-scard multitude for the

gan and first time in my life as they gathered in a dngy down-town square

tened by to hear Dr. Boole preach on Sabbath afternoou.

mptiness With several of these new friends I went to Old .Orchard

at I ns Beach, Me., where Francis Murphy, a drinking man and saloon-

rful new keeper recently reformed, had called the first "Gospel Temper-
ance Camp Meeting" known to our annals. Here I met Neal

ith M Dow and heard the story of Prohibitory Law. Here I saw that

raneh of strong, sweet .woman, Mrs. L. M. N. Stevens, our white ribbon

the first leader in Maine, almost from then till now; and here in a Portland

r. L. T. hotel, where I stayed with Mary Hartt,-of Brooklyn, and won--

served it dered " where fthe money was to come from " as I had none, and

remem. had mother'sexpenses and my own tomeet, I opened the Bible

le as he lying on fthe hotel bureau and lighted on this memorable verse

me bine Phlm 37:3, "Trust i the Lord, and do good; so shalt thou dwed

thlat in the land, and verily thou shalt befed."
22



Sees Dr. Dio Lewis.

That was a turning-point in life with me. Great spiritual become "]
illumination, unequaled in all my history before, had been vouch. adjoining
safed me in the sorrowful last days at Evanston, but here care as few cla

clinching faith for what was to me a most difficult emergency. dollars per
.Going to Boston I now sought Dr. Dio Lewis, for, naturally Centenary

enough, I wished to sce and counsel with the nian whose words gone to tl

had been the match that fired the powder mine. He was a con- 184, and

siderate and kind old gentleman who could only tell me o'er and "I wa

o'er that " if the women would go to.the saloons they could soon future of1oi
close them up forever." But we had already passed beyond that our preside

stage,so I went on to broader counsels. Convinced that I must spirit, coin

make my.own exerienci and determine my own destiny, I now da'y in the

bent all my forces to filùd what Archimedes wanted, " where to is old and 1

stand " within the ,harmed circle of the temperance reform. on much lo:

Chicago must be-mÿ field, for home was there and the sacred past that you ot

with its graves of the living and dead. But nobody had asked out money

me to work there and I was specially in mood to wait and watch out to see s

for providerftial intimations. Meanwhile many and varied offers you will ag

came from the educational field, tempting in respect of their wide tion. Plea

outlook and large promise of financial relief. In this dilemma I I can n

consulted my friends as to their sense of my duty, everv one of nouncement

them, including my dear mother and my revered counselor, sought-a 1

Bishop Simpson, uniting in the decision that lie thus expressed: heart and a

"If you were not dependent on your own exertions for the supply time becom<

of current needs, I would say, be a philanthropist, but of all work, ofer and ve

the temperance work pays least and you cannot afford to take it The fir

up. I therefore counsel you to remain in your chosen and suc- street, Pitts1

cessful field. of the higlier education.' glimpse I e-

No one stood by me in the preference I freely expressed to this dun-col

join the Crusade women except Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, who fiendsath<

sent me a letter full of enthusiasm for the new line of work and If the Crusa

predicted success for me therein. It is said that Napoleon was morning pal

wont to consult hig marshals and then do as he pleased, but I ith astonis

have found this method equally characteristic of ordinary mortals, and go with

and certainly it was the one I followed in the greatest decision Of taught in pi

iny life. While visiting in Cambridge, Mass., at the home of taon room, t

Mr. and Mrs. John S. Paine, with whom I had traveled in Egypt deed, all t

and Palestine, I received two letters on the same day. The first O.0ld care t

was from Rev. Dr. Van Norman, of New York, inviting me to PPOint n

e

338
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itual become " Lady Principal" of his elegant school for young women,
uch. adjoining Central Park, whére Iwas to have just what and just
arie as few classes as I chose, and ·a salary of twenty-four hundred
y. dollars per year. The other was from Mrs. Louise S. Rounds of

rally Centenary M. E. Church, Chicago, one of the women who had

'ords gone to the City Council on that memorable night of March,
con- 1874, and she wrote in substance as follows:

and "I was sitting at my sewing work to-day, pondering the
soon future of our young temperance association. Mrs. O. B. Wilson,
that our president, does all she can and has shown a really heroic

must spirit, coming to Lower Farwell Hall for a prayer-meeting every
now day in the week, though she lives a long distance from there and
e to is old and feeble, and the heat has been intense. She can not.go
orm. on much longer and it has come to me, as I believe from the Lord,
past that you ought to be our President. We are a little band with-
ked out money or experience, but with strong faith. I went right

atch out to see some of our leading women and they all say that if
ffers you will agree to come, there will be no trouble about your elec-

wide tion. Please let me hear at once."

ma I I can not express the delight with which I-greeted this an-
ne of nouncement. Here was iahy " open door" all unknown and un-
elor, sought-a place prepared for me in one true temperance woman's
sed: heart and a chance to work for the cause that had in so short a

pply time become so dear to me. I at oncé declined the New York
-ork, ofer and very soon after started for the West.
ke it The first saloon I ever entered was Sheffner's, on Market

Suc. street, Pittsburgh, on my way home. In -fact, that was the only
glimpse I ever personally had of the Crusade. It had lingered in

ed to this dun-colored city well nigh a year and when I visited my old
who friendsat the Pittsburgh Female College I spoke with enthusiasm

and of the Crusade, and of the women who were, as I judged from a
was morning paper, still engaged in it here. They looked upon me
ut I with astonishment when I proposed to seek out those women

rtals, and go with them to the saloons, for in the two years that I had
on of taught In Pittsburgh these friends associated me with the recita-
e of taon room, the Shakspeare Club, the lecture course, the opera,

ggypt deed, all the haunts open to me that a literary-minded woman

fist old care to enter. However, they were too polite to desire tI
e to Ppoint me, and so they had me piloted by some of the fac-
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totums of the place to the headquarters of the Crusade, where had nev<

I was warmly welcomed, and soon found myself walking down height 01

street arm in arm with a young teacher from the public school, prayer-mn

who said she had a habit of coming in to add one to the proces. softly th:

pion when her day's duties were over. We paused in front of strange,

the saloon that I have mentioned. The ladies ranged them. on that s

selves along the curbstone, for they had been forbidden in any. and behi

wise to incommode the passers-by, being dealt with much more street, a

strictly than a drunken·man or a heap of dry-goods boxes would men,.I v

be. At a signal from our gray-haired leader, a sweet:ioiced my siste

woman began to sing, " Jesus the water of life will give," ail This wa.

our voices soon blending in that sweet song. I think it was West an'

the most novel spectacle that I recall. There stood women of W. C. T

undoubted religiouïs devotion and the highest character, most of

them crowned with'*the glory of gray hairs. Along the stouv

pav'ement of that stoniest of cities rumbled the heavy wagons,

many of them carriers .of beer; between us and the saloon in

front of which we were drawn up in line, passed the motlev

throng, almost every man lifting his hat and even the little news-

boys doing the same. It was American manhood's tribute to

Christianity and to womanhood, and it was significant and full

of pathos. The leader had already asked the saloon-keeper if

we might enter, and he .hac declined, else the prayer-meeting

would have occurred inside his door. A sorrowful old lady

whose only son had gone to ruin througli that very death-trap

knelt on the cold, moist pavement and offered a broken-hearted

prayer, while all our heads were bowed. At a signal we moved

on and the next saloon-keeper permitted us to enter. I .had no

more idea of the inward appearance of a saloon than if there had

been no such place on earth. I knew nothing of its high, heavily.

corniced bar, its barrels with the ends all pointed towards the

looker-on, each barrel being furnished with a faucçt ;-it shelves

glittering with decanters and cut-glass, its floors thickly strewn

with saw-dust, and here and there a round table with chairs -nor

of its abundant fumes, sickening to healthful nostrils. The tal,

stately lady who led us, placed her Bible on the bar andM read a

psalm, whether hortatory or imprecatory, I do not remember,.but

the spirit of these crusaders was so gentle, I think- it must have

been the former. Then we sang ",Rock of Ages" as I thoughtI
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where had never heard it sung before, with a tender confidence to the
g down height of which one does not rise in the easy-going. regulation

school, prayer-meéting, and then one of the older women whispered to me

proces- softly that the leader wished to know if I would pray. It was

front of strange, perhaps, but I felt not the least reluctance, and kneeling

them. on that saw-dust floor, with a group of earnest hearts around me,

in any- and behind them, filling every corner and extendin out into the

: more street, a crowd of unwashed, unkempt, hard-looking drinking
s would men,. I was onscious that perhaps never "in my life, sav besde

t-oiced my sister Mary's, dying bed, had I prayed as truly as I did then.

ve," ail This was my Crusade baptism. The next day I went on to the

it was West anad within a week had been made president of the Chicago

men of W. C. T. U.
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CHAPTER II there

Trube
THE OPENING WAY.

their

No words can adequately characterize the change wrought -i report

my life by the decision I have èhronicled. Instead of peace I was to wox

to participate in war; instead of the sweetness of home, never more ever,
dearly loved than I had loved it, I was to become a wanderer on knowu

the face of the earth; instead of libraries I was to frequent public Younc

halls and railway cars;. instead of.scholarly and cultured men organi

I was to see the dregs of saloon and -gambling hougse cnd h:aunt us; st

of shame. But women who were among the fittest gospel the pl

survivals were to be my comrades ; little children were to be facton

gathered from near and from far in the Loyal Temperance called

Legion, and whoever keeps such company should sing a psalmo hbis to

joy, solemn as it is sweet. Hence I have feit that great promotionI meetir

came to me when I was counted worthy to be a worker in th villag

organized Crusade for " God and Home and Native Land. financ

Temporary differences may seem to separate some of us for collect

awhile, but I believe with all my heart, that farther on we shal seven

be found walking once more side by side. In this spirit let me tion.

try to tell a little of our story. from i

One day in September, 1874, a few ladies assembled in one dismis

of the Young Men's Christian Association prayer rooms adjoin- I was

ing Farwell Hall, and elected me their president. One of them a nom

came to me at the close-of the meeting and said, "Wc have r:e of the

money, but we will try to get some if you will tell us vour noond

expectations as to , salary." "Ah," thought 1, "ihere i my to bu3

coveted opportunity for the exercise of faith," and I quietly re- requis

plied, "Oh, that will be all right!" and the dear innocent v:ent money

her way thinking that some rich friend had supplied the neces- editor

sary help. It was known that my generous comrade, Shiss I me mothe

A. Jackson, had taken me abroad for a stay of over two years, so from i

the ladies naturally concluded that she was once more thc good to the

fairy behind the scenes. But this was not true. She had not Omni,
approved my entrance upon temperance work. She was a tho- uin this

sand miles away and knew nothing of my needs. time I
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Having always been my faithful friend I knew she would help
me in this crisis, but I chose not to tell her, for I had a theory
and now was the time to put it to the test. To my mind
there was a missing link in the faith of George Müller, Dorothea
Trubel and other saintly men and women who "spoke and let
their wants be known " by means of. annual announcements,

ought in reports, etc., so I said to myself, " I am just simply going to pray,
Lee I was to work and to trust God." So, with no financial backing what-
vermore ever, I set about my work, opened the first " Headquarters"
iderer on known to Woman's Christian Temperance Union annals-the
at public Young Men's Christian Association giving me a room rent free;
red men organized committees for the few lines of work then thought of by
id launt us; started a daily three o'clock prayer-meeting at which signing
t gospel the pledge and seeking the Lord behind the pledge were constant
re to be factors; sent articles and paragraphs to the local press, having
nperance called ùpon every editor in the city and asked his help or at least
psalm h bis tolerance; addressed Sunday-schools, ministers and mass-

romotion: meetings and once in awhile made a dash into some town or
er in the village, where I spoke, receiving a collection which represented
Land. fmancially " my little all." I remember that the first of these

>f us for collections was at Princeton in Octôber of 1874 and amounted to
we shall seven dollars, for I had small reputation and audiences in propor-
t let me tion. Meanwhile my mother, who owmed her little home free

from- incumbrance; held the fort at "Rest Cottage," Evanston
:d in onue dismissèd her "help " anchived in strict seclusion and economy.
s adjom- I was entertained by different ladies in the city or was boarded at
cf them a nominal figure by my kind friend Mrs. William Wheeler, one
have :o of the truest of my coadjutors. Many a time I went without my
us Vour noonday lunch down town because I had no money with which
e is my to buy, and many a mile did I walk because I had not the pre-

utly ce- requisite nickel for street-car riding. But I would not mention
ent :e- money or allow it named to me. My witty brother Oliver, then

e neces- editor of the Chicago Mait, who with all his cares, was helpingIiss IC mother from his slender purse, and'who had learned my secret'
years, Sa from her, àaid, "Frank, your faith-method is simply a challenge
tc good to the Almighty.. You've put a chip on your shoulder and dared
had not Omnipotence to knock it off." But for several months I went on

Ls a thoa- in this way and gùy life never had a happier season. For the firstI
time I knew the gnawings. of hunger whereat I used to smile and

(



"Owns Chicago."

say to myself, as I elbowed my way among the wretched people
to whom I was sent, "I'm a better friend than you dream ; I know
more about you than you think, for, bless God, I'm hungry.too!''

When in Italy I had been greatly moved by the study of St.
Francis d' Assisi, whose city I had visited for this purpose, a
nobleman who gave his life to the poor and who was so beloved
of Christ that legends say he was permitted to receive the stig-
mata.

Thinking of him, my small privations seemed so ridiculously
trivial fhat'I was eager to suffer something really worthy of a
disciple for humanity's sweet sake. I had some pretty rings, given
me in other days by friends and pupils, thesè I put off and never
have resumed them, also iny watch-chain, for I would have no
striking contrast between these poor people and myself. To
share my last dîme with some famished looking man or woman
was a pure delight. Indeed, my whole life has not known a more
lovely period. I communed with God ; I dwelt in the spirit; this
world had nothing to give me, nothing to take away. My friend
Kate came back from the East and I told her al about it. "Why,
you are poor as poverty," she said with pitying amazement.
"True," I replied, " I have n't a cent in the world, but ail the
same I own Chicago," and it was a literal fact; the sense of uni-
versal ownership was never so strong upon my spirit before or
since that blessed time. " I'm the Child of a King" was the in-
most song of my soul.

I find this record in a little pocket note-book of the time:

Came back to the city from my evening temperance meeting at ;
almost froze getting from Lake Shore depot to my office-did freeze indeed.
No women in the streets, everything stark and dead.. Found lovely Mrs. F.
J. Barnes and faithful sister Wirt trying to help three poor fellows who had
come in, learning their stories and trying to do them good. We have more
"cases,'" histories, crises, calamitous distress revealed to us than could be
told in an octavo or helped out'by a millionaire. Verily, we are in the "real
work." Iow good it is to watch the men grow clean and shaved and bright-
ened; the outward sign of an inward grace. This work is by far the most
blessed of my life. My "Gospel talks " are in demand to an extent that

surprises me.- Dr. - wishes me to conduct meetings right along in his

church, Dr. - invites me to - church, and so does -. If I were fit for
it, how this work would enthrall my heart, as no other ever could-as I used

secretly to wish, with hopeless pain, it might, but thought it never must since
I "was but a woman."' Engagements crowd upon me for Temperance, but
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still more for " Evangelical" talks, and persuasions come to me from friends
to abandon the first and devote myself to church work. But I can not per-
ceive, I eau not feel as yet-and hope I never may-that a cause so forlorn
as that of temperance should be deserted by a single adherent. I'm strong
in the faith and believe that I am in the path of duty.

Our Daily Gospel Meeting in airless, sunless Lower Farwell Hall grows
constantly in interest; the place is two thirds full of men who never go to
church and who are deep in sin. Christian men come in to help us and a few
ladies, perhaps one to every eight or ten men. This last is the saddening
feature, but only temporary I feel sure. Daily, many ask for prayers and
ever so many sign the pledge. My strongest intellectual-thirst is to know
more of the WORD. Who is sufficient for these thing--these hours when
destiny hangs trembling in the uncertain balance of the human will?

Did n't go to the Conversazione on Oriental apd Greek Thought, though
General B- urged me. I eau not serve my intellect at the expense of my
Master, and our church prayer-meeting comes at the same hour. Went.out
to Evanston to see my dear seventy-year-old mother, finding her blithe as a
lass and active as a cricket

I called on O. C. Gibbs of'the City Relief Committee and asked him to
post notice of our prayer-meetings and talked to him of my grief over the
homeress, dinnerless condition of men whom I met daily and proposed a
Workhous,: where they could render an equivalent for food and lodging.
He looked at me in his sad, thoughtful way and said: " Ten years ago I
believed thac I could solve the problem of the unemployed; that it was a sin
and shame fc - them to suffer. I investigated and studied the whole question
carefully. I -vill seem strange to you but now I have no remedy to offer,-
Their own volitions have brought them where they are, others .surrounded
just as they w' e, have'pushed on to good conditions; these have not, what
can we do?"

Found th madtager of the Museum waiting te see me and to invite our
Uion to free seats at the " new and highly moral drama, ' Three Days in a
Man Trap,' a strictly temperance play!" He seemed to think it so desirable
for us, so "just the -thing," and was apparently so much in earnest that I
had much ado to make my voice sound friendly, out of a world of thoughts
se different from his own. But I did the best I could, thanked him for his
courtesy and said we had opinions widely at variance, that my own experi-
ence was that my life was far less helpful when I used to go to places of the
sort, that I needed all my time for higher things and I believed our ladies
felt the same.

- is converted and, sure and swift "fruit of the Spirit," bas madeup
dth.his wife to whom he had not spoken in a fortnight, and has asked me

toforgive him for his inconsiderate languake. O éheart of fleshl how
gentle and easytobeentreated; but the "heart of stone," howhard and cold -
and self-absorbed! What is-the matter with me is that I'd like to go out by
myself, looking only to God, and preach the amsearchable riches of Christ!

*1
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When Bro. - wrote me that offer to be editor of a New Yorkfeuperance but hasno
paper, it did n't stir my soul a bit, but this little Gospel meeting, he "Lrd wl
wicked men have wept and prayed and said they wôuld see Jesus--it thrills" paper. Tc
me through and through. regretted t

Went to hear Nathan Sheppard on George Eliot. Don't believe 111 of the le,
ever attend another literary lecture. It was keen, brilliant, flinty as flint, cold haps that
as an icicle. Poor, grand George Eliot, who sees no light beyond the sepul- evening, s
cher, who thinks we are snuffed out like candles! Dear me, it is n't even enough to
esthetic, that! As a cute critic said, purely from an artistic point of view
our poor old Religion has some notions that ought to commend it to the . .Janu
attention of cultivatednersonages.

friend, Ka
Dr. - discourages me what she can in my work and says "a cheaper 0 I i I

woman would do it just as well." Ah my dear friend, is it then " cheap"
work to be Gods instrument in delivering men from voluntary insanity ?-to Afte
bring them back to themslves ? to help enthrone the conscience in a hunan one nigh1
breast? A letter read just.after Dr. - 's, from a mother in Fishkill, N. Y.,

.'. from ove
thanking us for helping her wayward son, was antidote enough, if I had
needed one. came hoi

Heard Rev. George Coan, newly returned from Persia. If Iwere younger matism.

I believe I'd be a :missionary. Jewell, o

Went home to mother, read to-day's mail aloud to her, in which she was side six r

greatly interested. Found her well up in the events of the day-President's ing my
message to Congress on Louisiana, Collyer's sermon on Gerrit Smnith, etc. are going
Told her of Dr. - 's invitation to me to " preach" for him and how glad The
I was the way was opening so for me to speak.of the glad tidings, and she,

her childtoo, rejoiced.

I wonder what the "Women's Congress " will think about my plan of usant yot

Literary Clubs for women. believe 

In P. M. studied my Bible and thought about 4my sermon." In evening intention,

went to Rail Road Chapel and heard Captain Black, a Christian lawyer, good won
preach a simple Gospel sermon. We are to have teniperance meetings here they chos
if the South Sidèladies will rally. * It is an.intemperate neighborhood, the ind prov
qed light " danger siggal gleams from scores of saloons.

the meth<
January 1S, 1875.-A hutiied P. M.-large prayer-meetiig, twenty drink-

ing mèn present, only four ladies! Bar Mrs. Barnes, of l
4
ew York,·my little at prea

Quakeress, is my niain-stay. I don't kn what I could do without ber. t and the p
should oftea be bere alone with the office ful en. This would n't worry to start ]
n to be sure, save that it is better to have ai help. I've given up oing in a

expecting the ladies of Chicago to come to the rescue a-pesent. They will ny flour i
sometime-in the Lord's own good time. For me, my hand, e overruning h

full of Christian work, and that's enough. Large meeting-one poor fellow,
gray-headed, washed-out looking, hands shaking with effects of drink, cae ladies a p
in for the first time. He was once.a church-member and promising business nde the

man of the city, but is now at ebb-tide. youa if th(

January '9.-Wel, last night I preached-the word grates somewhat My n
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erance but has no business to-at Ada Street M. E. Church (Dr. McKeown's). Text
Lord, what wilt thou have me to do? " Had a few " heads " on a slip of

thrills' paper. Took my little Bible that father gave me, and just talked. I greatly
regretted to go to my firat most sacred ser' ice from the lightness and repartee

ve Il of the pleasant parlor at Mr's. N-a-s and felt ill-attuned at first. But per-
t, cold haps that was forgiven ; anyhow I was in earnest and greatly enjoyed the
sepul- evening, and my large audience was thoughtful. O God! can I live near
t even enougli to Thee to dare tell the good news to Humanity ?
f view
to the January 25.-Have spoken again at Ada Street, with more efficiency and

spirit. Snbject: "Thou requirest not sacrifice, else would I give it." My
frend, Kate Jackson, says I'm better as a gospel talker than anything else.

heape o I wisi might be one; that I enough communed with God!
heap
y ?-to Aftêr several months invested in this fashion; I went to speak
bunan one night at Freeport, a few hours' ride from the city; became ill

Y from overwork, addressed my audience while in a burning fever,

came home to mother, and went to bed with inflammatory rheu-
er matism. I asked her to send for our family physician, then Dr

Jewell, of sainted memory, the man who had. prayed at my bed-
lie was side six months before, when I was sick with heartache at leav-
ident's ing my dear college. "No," said that Spartan m'atron, "You

Lb, etc. are going by faith-you do not need a doctor.
The truth was she always believed that she best knew what

her children needed, whether they were well or ill. ."Now I
pan want you t6listen to your mother," she quietly continued, "I
believe in faith as much as you do, but you have, with pure

vening intention, yet ignorantly, flown in the face of Pro-idence. Those
awyer, good women spoke to you about a maintenance on the very day

s b hey chose you president. That was your Heavenly Father's
kind provision, and you turned away from it and dictated to Him
the method of His care. The laborer is worthy of his hire; they

y little that preach the gospel shall live by the gospel; this is the law
ber. and the prophets from St. Paul down to you. God is n't going

worry to start loaves of bread flying down chimney nor set the fireeen up going in my stove without fuel. I shall soon see the bottom of
m y flour barrel and coal bin. You are out at the ebows, down at

fellow the heel, and down sick, too. Now write to those temperance
came ladies a plain statement of facts, and tell them that you have

usines made the discovery that God works by means and they may help
You if they like."

ewhat My mother's words were a needed revelation. I wrote a
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letter to my déar women. Later on I learned that they cried^ the m

over it in Executive Committee. That night a tender note came ay

from them with a $1oo check inclosed, and my "faith test" was

met upon the Heavenly Father's basis, not upon the one I had ance

-prescribed for Him. But I enjoyed that episode and shall be the Woma

better and the richer for it evermore.

Onèof my best and brightest coadjutors from the first has n the

been Mrs. ýŽItilda B. Carse, of Chicago, the chief financial the str

to vict
woman of our white.ribbon host. Her first money-raising vent- t sem

ure consisted in getting2hundred men to give ten dollars apiece dseem

to keep me going when my'blissful episode of impecuniosity was don
meetin

over. Rev. Dr. J. O. Peck, "of ours," was the first name she

secured. From that day to this she has been on the war-path,

financially, raising hundreds of thousands for the Foundlings' (Nove

Home, the Woman's Christian Temperance Union with its huge peranc
"Ancorag Mision"for at Cha

cheap Lodging House for men, its "Anchorage Mission " for

women, its Gospel Meeting, Kindergarten, Temperance Restau- Miller

rant and other philanthropic enterprises, until now she has set i Cie

herself with perfect equanimity to collect eight hundred thon- sade

sand dollars for the building of a.Woman's Temperance Temple thoug

in Chicago, to serve as the Headquarters for our National Wom- states

an's Christian Temperance'Union, also for the great " Woman's

Temperance Publication Association " founded by her, and which

printed in 1888 over sixty million pages of .temperance litera-
was th<

ture. From this Temple she expects to derive, beyond all
a brea

eScpenses, over a hundred thousand dollars a year rental, with
count

which our work will be still more widely carried on.
since.

But to return. A few weeks after my election as President a
Lathra

of the Chicago Woman's Christian Temperance Union (October
Stewar

8, 1874), the " Woman's Congress" met in Farwell Hall, Chi- baud a

cagoMrs. Livermore presiding. It was her wish to have me

speak upon the temperance question. For years I had been v
gave s

vice-president of the organization for Illinois and had prepared utes

a paper read at the New York "Congress" on the ." Igher the pre

Education of Women.' But in my new character I was less freh

welcome and only by taking a brave stand did Mrs. Livermore the Bi

succeed in having me recognized. I wish here to record my
a was1

sincere appreciation of her loyalty to the great cause and to one f

of its "new beginners" at a time when her championship before
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the most intellectual body of women then existing, was particu-

larly valuable to both.
came-

That same autumn of 1874 the Woman's Christian Temper-
was

ance Union of Chicago sent me as a delegate to the Illinois
[had

Woman's Christian Temperance Union Convention, called by
>e the

Mrs. J. F. Willing, at Bloomington, where she was then professor

in the college. As a hundred of us marched, two by two, alongt has
.a the street, tnder cover of the stars, I felt that we were marchingmcial

to victory. My life had hardly known a more exalted moment.
vent-

1 seemed to see the end from the beginning ; and when one hastpiece
doue that, nothing has power to discourage or to daunt. Of this

ywas
es meeting I was made secretary (my first appearance in the state

arena), Mrs. Willing being elected president. A few weeks later,
path,

', (November 18, 19, 20, 1874), the great National Woman's Tem-
(ings,

perance Convention, which had been called by a committee formed
huge
" for at Chautauqu'a, of which Mrs. Willing, Mrs. Emily Huntington

Miller and Mrs. Mattie McClellan Brown were leaders, convenedsstau-
in Cleveland, Ohio. Its object was to preserve the fruits of Cru-

asset
sth sade victory-indeed, it may be justly called the sober second

thole thought of that unparalleled uprising. Women from eighteen

states were gathered.
om-

an s " Hear the call, O gird your armor on;

hich Grasp the Spirit's mighty sword,'"

itera-

dall was their stirring battle-cry. Something divine was in the air-
a breath of the new dispensation. Introductions were at a dis-

with
count-we shook hands all round and have been comrades ever

since. Here I first met Mrs. Annie Wittenmeyer, Mrs. Mary T.
Lathrap, Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, Mrs. Governor Wallace, Mother

tober
Chi- Stewart and Mrs. Judge Thompson, leader of the first praying

band and the "mother of us all.
e me
been Very few could make a speech at that early period-we

gave speechlets instead, off-hand talks of from five to fifteen min-
>ared
gher utes. The daily prayer-meetings were times of refreshing from

the presence of the Lord. There was no waiting, everything was
mea fresh, tender and spontaneous. Such singing I never heard-;

the Bible exposition was bread to the soul. Everybody said it
was n't a bit like men's conventions." "And it's all the better

one f
for that," was theuniversal verdict.

efore
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As I sat quiet, but observant, in my delegation, Mary T. summer

Lathrap sent me a note to this purport: "We Michigan women second

are going to nominate you for corresponding secretary of this "ilints

national society." Union

Now it is my nature to accept every offer that means a wider for a Su

outlook from a higher point of observation, and my heart sprang Bible sti

up to meet this kindly call. But the heavenly forces had me my host

pretty well in hand just then. I had already been nominated for my minc

President by Mrs. M. B. Reese, of Ohio, and had promptly de- are to sp

clined, with the statement that I was but a raw recruit, and home an

preferred to serve in the ranks ; when they had proved me, I then for

would be at command for anything they wished; but, though I my brait

met this overture from my new-found frifí, Mrs. Lathrap, with that I u:

a similar refusal, her eloquence prevailed, and I became first St. Geor

mate on our newly launched life-boat of reform, under the cap- faith in

taincy of Sister Wittenmeyer. Wittenm

The only resolution written by me, so far as I can now telling h

recall, was this: at the I

"Resolved, That, recognizing that our cause is, and will be, combated b'eing pl

by mighty, determined and relentless forces, we will, trusting in Him who She repi

is the Prince of Peace, meet argument with argument, misjudgment with be brou
patience, denunciation with kindness, and all our difficulties and dangers Music,

with prayer." Temper

There was some debate about inserting the word " Christian" England
inthe name of our society, the point being made that to leave it retary, b

out would broaden and thus benefit the platform, but then, as advancec
always since, the Convention said by its deeds, "We are not here I spoke,

to seek a large following, but tô do what we think right." Mary A.
Returning to Chicago with the duties of national secretary give mv

upon me, I found my generous comrades saying, " Go right her, was

ahead as our local president, and we will pay you a hundred dol- upon th<

lars a month and give you time to work for the National in the At t
bargain.'' So I struggled on, blessed with good health, blithe Union C

heart and warm co-operation. The summer of 1875 I spent with earnest,

Mrs. Wittenmeyer at Ocean Grove, where our pens flew from 'suffrag

early morn till dewy eve in the interest of the National'Woman's packed t

Christian Temperance Union.. Here she wrote her valuable Mrs. All

"History of the Woman's Crusade.' By Dr. Vincent's invitation, dent of I
Ispoke at Chautauqua, and with Mrs. Wittenmeyer visited several sided.
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ry T. summer camps in New England and the Middle States. After a
omen second winter's work in Chicago, during which I prepared
f this " Ilints and Helps for the Woman's Christian Temperance

Union," I made a trip through Ohio, and while in Columbus
wider for a Sunday engagement, remained at home in the morning for

>rang Bible study and prayer. Upon my knees alone, in the room of
d me my hostess, who was a veteran Crusader, there was borne in upon
ýd foi my mind, as I believe, from loftier regions, the declaration, " You
y de- are to speak for woman's ballot as a weapon of protection to her

and home and tempted loved ones from the tyranny of drink,. and
ne, I then for the first and only time in my life, there flashed through
gh I my brain a complete line of argument and illustration-the same
with that I used a few months later before the Woman's Congress, in
first St. George's Hall, Philadelphia, when I first publicly avowed my
cap- faith in the enfranchisement of women. I at once wrote Mrs.

Wittenmeyer, with whom I had always been in perfect accord,
now telling her I wished to speak on ." The Home Protection Ballot"

at the International Temperance Convention of Women, then
ibated being planned by us as a Centennial feature of the movement.
1 who She replied mildly, but firmly, declining to permit the subject to

with lie brouglit forward.. We had our convention in the Academy of
Lngers Music, Philadelphia, and an International Woman's Christian

Temperance Union was organized, with Mrs. Margaret Parker, of
tian" England, as its president, and Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Iowa, sec-
.ve it retary, but the time was not ripe for such a movement and it
n, as advanced but a short distance beyond the name and letter-head.
here I spoke, but not tpon the theme I would have chosen, and Mrs.

Mary A. Livermore who was present and to whom I offered to
etary give my time, so greatly have I always honored and admired
right her, was not allowed. to speak, because of her progressive views
i dol- upon the woman question.
1 the At the Newark National Woman's Christian' Temperance
)lithe Union Convention, held that Autumn (1876), disregarding the
with earnest, almost tearful pleading' of my friends, I repeated
from 'suffrage speech "with added emphasis. -The great church was
aan s packed to the doors; Mrs. Wittenmeyer was 'on the platform,
aable Mrs. Allen Butler, a Presbyterian lady of Syracuse, then presi-
Ltion, dent of New York Woman's Christian Temperance Union, pre-
veral sided. I remember her quoting at the outset an anecdote of Mrs.

_'

1*



Lathrap's about a colored 'nan in the war who saw a Confederate had com

boat approaching an island where several Union soldiers of whom the mott

he was one were just landing, whereupon they ail lay flat in their then of t

canoe, colored man and all, until he jumped up, saying, " Some- Newark

body's got to be shot at and it might as well be me," pushed the selves t

boat from shore, and fell pierced by bullets, but saved the day for knew th

his comrades. I then gave the people my argument, and though previous

I could but feel the strong conservatism of an audience of Chris- tion, tha

tian women, in New Jersey in 1876, I felt far more strongly the prayer t

undergirdings of the Spirit. At the close I was applauded be- overthro

yQnd my hopes. The dignified chairman came forward saying, of Chris

"I wish it clearly understood that the speaker represents hersef At't

and not the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, for we do not be so he

propose to trail our skirts through the mire of politics." These and Mrs

words were received in silence, and I knew then that the hearts New Yo

of the women were with the forward movement. As we left the teered to

hall my honored chief whispered regretfully, "You might have outgrowt

been a leader, but now you'11 be only a scout." free-will

It is true that at the Cincinnati convention, held in St. Paul's months'

M. E.. Church just one year previous, Mrs. Governor Wallace of lyn by m

Indiana (the original of that famous mother in Gen. Lew Wal- happy as

lace's " Ben Hur "), had secured ·the adoption of a ·resolution rmoved

favorable to submitting the question of prohibiting the dram- on, mer;

shops to a vote of men and women. But it is equally true that tian Tem
under thE

this was done by her great personal influence in privately secur- nr

ing from leaders strongly opposed, an agreement to let her make Mary Bar

the test, whereupon the resolution went through without debate. a weekly

Thus it is an historical fact that the first time the subject of pro- of half a

hibition came before the temperance women of America was upon perance I

the proposition that the united home forces should vote out the . only, whi
one of fi,

saloon. We knew that we could not at Newark get such a reso- msue

ution passed, therefore we tried another plan, asking that, in the machiner

territories and the District of Columbia the sale of alcoholic drinks lars and s

sshould be legalized only " when a majority of men by their votes in th

and women by their signatures should ask for the legalizing of the Hous

such sale. " A petition to Congress embodying this request led tncky, ch

to our first work at the capital. ton adop

It was at this Newark convention that the national Inotto, Gen. Ben

" For God and Home and Native Land," was first indorsed. . It ber the b

Mrs. Governor Wallace.352
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lerate had come to my thought early in the work and been gecepted as

the motto of our Chicago Woman's Christian Temperance Union,vhom neUin
then of the State of Illinois and lastly of the nation. It was at the

their

onie- Newark convention that a majority of the members pledged them-

d the selves to pass the cup untasted at the sacramental table, if they

av- for knew that it held alcoholic wine. It was at Cincinnati the year

1ough previous, though on recommendation of the New Jersey conven-

rins- tion, that we pledged ourselves to observe the " noon hour " for

ly the prayer that God would help the temperance work and workers,

d be overthrow the liquor traffic and bring in the universal reign
of Christ.

ying,

erseH At the Newark convention our national organ was found to

lo not be so heavily in debt that its conmnittee of publication resigned,

These and Mrs. Jane M. Geddes, of Michigan, ·Mrs. Mary T. Burt, of

hearts New York, Mrs. C. B. Buell, of Connecticut, and myself volun-

ft the teered to save the day for this new journalistic venture and literary

have outgrowth of the Crusade. We put in what money we had as a

free-will offering, gathered up gifts from our friends, gave several

Paul's months' gratuitous work, during which I was entertained in Brook-

ace of lyn by my good friends, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Stout, and we were so

Wal- happy as to see the enterprise placed upon a paying basis. It was

lution removed to Chicago in 1882, by action of the Louisville conven-

dram- tion, merged with The Signal, organ of the Illinois Woman's Chris-

e that tian Temperance Union, founded by Mrs. T! B. Carse in 188o, and

secur- under the name of The .tnion Signal, was at first edited by Mrs.

make Mary Bannister Willard, and is now by Mary Allen West, issuing

ebate. a weekly edition of from fifty-five to sixty thousand. It is one

f pro- of half a score of periodicals brought out by our Woman's Tem-

upon perance Publication Absociation, a joint stock company of women

ut the ooly, which declared in 1886 a dividend of foUr per cent, in '87

reso- one of five and in '88 one of six per cent, bÏesides owning its

in the machinery, handling in 1888 a hundred and-thirty thousand dol-

lars and sending out over sixty million pages of literature.

votes In the winter of 1877 I went to Washington and spoke before

ing of the House Committee oi Judiciary, Hon. Proctor Knott of Ken-

t led tncky, chairman, urging the claims -of the Home Protection Peti-
tion adopted at Newark as aforesaid. I remember the presence of

motto, Gen. Ben Butler with a red, red rose in his button-hole. I.remem-

d. .It ber the blandly non-committal Garfield, the friendly Frye, the
23

k

353.
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earnest Blair, the polite Samuel J. 'Randall who invited us to a black fi

seat in the speaker's gallery during the presentation of our huge

petition, which was so large thatthe pages required help to bring They w
it in. I remember being most hospitably entertained for ten days ments i

in the home of Rev. Dr. and Mrs. John P. Newman, where I said before t

nothing about my intention to speak before the Committee on said bel

Judiciary, supposing that my k;ind friends were opposed to a move- but say

ment so progressive, and I remember, too, how glad I was when hath mo

they told me afterward of their hearty sympathy and took me tb

task for not inviting them to be present. From Washington I

came home to Chicago and -was somewhat identified with the

Moody meetings then being held in the huge Tabernacle there.

I shall never forget a stormy Sabbath day when, through blinding

snow, nine thousand women gathered to hear a sermon specially

for them, from that most successful evangelist of the Christian era.

We then met for the first time and he asked me to lead in prayer.

The migkty significance of sucþ an army of wives and mothers,

sisters and daughters gathered to pray for their beloved absent

ones, surged in upon my heart like the sea at high tide. I never

beheld a more impressive scene. i A few. weeks later I introduced

John B. Gough in this Tabernacle to the largest temperance audi-

ence I have ever seen assembled within four walls. How mag-

ni6cently he spoke ! his good wife, Mary Gough, sitting near by

with knitting-work ih hand. As he retired from the audience

and the tremendous evening's task, a little boy's autograph* album

was thrust into his face and as he wrote his name the page was

wet with perspiration. Alas for kind but thoiUghtless hearts!

"Strange we néver heed the singer
Till the sweet -voiced bird has flown,"

would be the truthful epitaph of a thousand Greathearts of pen

and voice killed by kindness and appreciation no less than by the

stress of their prodigious industry and boundless versatility in the

sacred causes upon whose altars they are laid and by whose steep

stair-ways they climb to fame and death. We "heed" them in

eulogies, in resolutions of condolence, in marble-cut epitaphs;

would that we might heed them earlier by lifting.off the wholly

needless cares we heap upon their shoulders in token of our love!

I remember being in the Tabernacle when it was draped in
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us to a black for Mr, and Mrs. Philip 4liss, whose death by the frightfulir bige railroad accident at Ashtabula Bridge, shocked the whole world
o bring They were to have been present on Christmas day, the announce
ýn days nents were out and the public expectant. Mr. Moody stoodI said before the multitude and cried. We all cried with him, and hettee on said between his sobs, "O that could
i move- but say of Mr. Moody then, and often since, Thy gentlenesss when hath made thee great."
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CHAPTER "II.

of God'
MOODY'S BOSTON METINGS-OLIVER'S DEATH. feGod'r

Februar

Toward the close of his meeting, sometime in January fuida,
rv"'* take'a

Brother Moody-that is the only name for him-asked me to call measure
at the Brevoort House. He stood on the rug in front of a blazing do, in w

grate in his private parlor, and abruptly said to me, " Good- God an

morning-what was that trouble you and Dr. Fowler had in the

University at Evanston?"attende
I was not a little " set back," as the phrase is, but replied,

countr
"Dr. Fowler has the will of a Napoleon, I have the will of a

me in
Queen Elizabeth ; when an immovable meets an indestructible I had t
object, something has to give way." ofacad

He said " Humph," and changed the theme. "Will you
readmoc

go with me to Boston and help in the women's meetings? " he foottoo
asked. "I think I should be glad to do so, but would like to beanti

talk with mother," was my answer. "What are your means of broad

support? " was his next question. "I have none except as each mc
the Chicago Woman's Christian.Temperance Union pays my cur- twenty
rent expenses, and in leaving its work for yours, I should have

none at ail," I said. "Let's pray about it !" concluded Brother ang Ctan' s Ch
Moody, falling upon his knees. We did pray and he shook hands, had an
dismissing me to admit some other individual of the endless com-

"Entr evry oen dor," tenmpera
ers-in. My mother liked the plan. "Entern every open door, n

she said, and every friend I had, seemed glad. At a farewell hours of
meeting in Farwell Hall, Mrs.,Carse presented me a Bagster Bible, thousan
and John Collier, a reformed man whom we ail liked and believed in My

iû, gave me on behalf of himself and others who had signed the tional C
pledge, a copy of Cruden's Concordance, saying, " We did n't endon >
know about the Bible, let alone this big, learned Concordance,

till the women fished us up out of the mud and set us walking on n

the heavenly highway." his pro
I had studied the Bible-a few weeks with Rev. W. J. Erd-

man, a scholar -of beautiful spirit and great knowledge of the
-e.356)
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Scriptures. But I went to Boston with no material on hand save
a few temperance lectures. On a fly leaf of my new "Bagster)"
I find this entry, my.only record of that fruitful three months of
work and study, for I kept no journal and have not since my
return from Europe in 1870:

"My first whole day of real, spiritual, joyful, loving study of the kernel
of God's word, sinply desirous to lear my Father's will, is this I7th of
February, 1877, with the Boston work Just begun. And on this sweetevent-
ful day, in which, with every hour of study, the Bible has grown dearer
I take as my life-motto henceforth, humbly asking God's grace that I may
measure -up to it, this wonderful passage from Paul: "And whatsoever yeblazing do, in word or deed, do all in the nake of Me Lord Jesus, giving thanks Io

'Good- God and the Father by him. "-Col. 3:17.
1 in the-

I had lacked I specific Bible teaching, having almost never
replied, attended Sunday-school, because of being' brought up in the
vil of a country. Mrs. Governor Beveridge is the only teacher who had

ructible me in charge whom I clearly recall, and she for a brief period.
I had taught in Sunday-school, somewhat, but with the pressure

ill y of academic and college cares, my temerity in undertaking a Bible
s?" he reading daily before the most cultured audience of women on the
like footstool surprises me as . reflect upon it. Entertained- in thebeautiful home of Mrs. Fenno Tudor, an Episc< alian lady ofieans of ýbroad views, on Beacod Hill, I wert to my room/at eight o'clockcur- each morning, studied until noon, then met my audience, spoke

dY have twenty minutes without manuscript, conducted the inquiry meet-ohaer mg afterward, attended to correspondence for the National Wom-Brother n
hands an s Christian Temperance Union all the afternoon, save when I

had an extra meeting, which was not infrequently, and made a,ss con-
door," temperance address, usually in the suburbs, at night.

I never studied by lamp-light and I had my requisite eight.arewell h
r Bible, hours of sleep. Sometimes I had four or six hundred, often a

>elieved thousand, and occasionally twelve or fourteen hundred womeni ned t my meetings at Berkeley Street and Park Street Congrega-

didn' tional Churches. Usually I spoke on Sabbath evening in Clar-dine endon Street Baptist Church, and when Mr. Moody called a
rince Temperance Conference," in the Tabernacle, at which Gough,

Tyng, Wanamaker and others spoke, he placed my name upon
J. is program, also had me literally preach-though I did not call
of the itthat--one Sunday afternoon. I said to him, ".Brother Moody,
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you need not think because I arna. Western woman and not afraid

to go, you must put me in the forefront of the battle after this gener

fashion. Perhaps you will hinder the work among these con. about

servatives." But at this he laughed in his cheery , way, and

declared that " it was just what they needed and I need n't be Temp

scared for he-was n't." was a

The Christian womanhood of Boston rallied around me like Massý

sisters.indeed I never had more cordial help, even from my own to go

white ribboners. time,

Mrs. Myra Pierce, the leading Methodist woman of the city, not t<

was nade chairman of the Committee to arrange for my meet- divini

ings, and, with Mrs. Rev. Dr. A. J. Gordon, stood by me stead. reaso

ily. I tried my best to make the temperance work a prominent proof-

feature, afid had the satisfaction of seeing some grand new work- victio

ers develop, among -whom were Miss Elisabeth S. Tobey, and My g

Miss Bessie Gordon, now president and corresponding secretary seals

of Massachusetts Woman's'Christian Temperance Union, and me t

Miss Anna Qordon, a gifted girl, born in Boston, christened by But

Rev. Dr.ý Nehemiah Adams, to whose ·church her parents be- ort

longed, and now for twelve years my devoted friend, faithful the fo

secretary and constant traveling companion. frind

One day as I was about to open my noon meeting in Berke-

ley Street Church, Mr. Moody came running up the pulpit steps, D

for his own meeting was waiting, and said, "-I see by the papers Moody

that you're talking temperance all around the suburbs. Why do
his i

you do that? I want all there is of you for the Boston meetings."

"It is because I.have n't any money and must go out and F
ear- some,' I replied. is for n

"«You don't mean that I've gijen you nothing?" he said who sh

striking his forehead. women
Christ1

"Of course you've given me uothing," I replied with those I
mildness. sacred

"Who paid your way from Chicago?" come,

"I did." -form-

"Did n't those fellows "-naming some of his immediate rton

friends-"send you money for traveling expenses as I tld is

them to?" Mosts
"I guess they forgot it," I replied. certain

"Well, I neverheard thelike!" and he was off1like a shot sadlya
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t afraid That evening, as I was going into my meeting, he thrust a
ter this generous check into my hand, saying, " Don't you go beating
se con. about in the suburbs any more."

y, and Everything went on smoothly until a Woman's. Christian r
1 n't be Temprance Union Convention was announced at Malden,-aid I

was asked to speak there with Mrs. Livermore, then president of
me like Massachusetts Woman's Christian Temperance Union. .I agreed
ny own to go, and was again taken to task by Brother Moody, but this

time on another ground. He held with earnestness that I ought
he city, not to appe4r on the same platform with one who denied the
y meet- divinity of Christ. In this he was so earnest and so cogent, by

stead- reason of his deep convictions and his unrivAled knowledge of
minent proof-passages, that I deferred to his judgment, partly from con-
v work- viction and partly from a desire to keep the peace and go on with
ey, and my good friend in his work; for I deem it one pf the choicest
ýcretarv seals of my calling that Dwight L. Moody should have invited
), and me to cast in my little lot with his great one as an evangelist.

ned by But on returning West, I went over -the whole subject of an
nts be- orthodox " Christian's duty, for myself, and as a result, sent
faithful the following letter to my honored brother, through my gracious

friend, his wife:

Berke-
EVANSTrON, September 5, 1877.

t steps, DEAR MRs. MooDY-In view of the fact that when I last saw Mr.
papers Moody, I agreed to go with him in his work, I think a simple statement of

Vhy do the ground of my changed purpose, due to myself, though I dislike to take
tings." his tinme to listen to'it; yoa will consuit your own judgment about present-

ig my reasons to hm.
>ut and For myself, the more I study the subject, the more I fail to see that it

is for us to «decide who shall work in this cause side by side with us, and
he said who shall not. I cannot judge how the hearts of earnest, pure, prayerful

women may appear in God's clear sight, nor just when their loyalty to
d with~ Christ has reached the necessary degree. If to the communion table we bid

those welcome who feel themselves fit subjects to come, then surely in the
sacred communion of work for poor humanity, I dare not say, "You may
come," and "You must not." "With you I will speak on the same plat-
forn,--with you, I will not." Rather let the burden of this solemin choice

nediate rest on those who come, and whosoever will nray work. with me, if only she
I t brings earnest purpose, devout soul, and irreproachable moral character.

This has been my course always, and it would be denying my deepest and
Most sacred convictions- to turn aside from it. In denominational Unes, we
certainly have safeguards enough for the defense of the faith, and I am * f

a shot, sadly aware that within these Unes there are myriads less true, less Christ-

t,-
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like than many whom I must disfellowship if I take the dilemma by the In the
other horn. jutor of th

À11 my life I have beén devoted to the advancement of women in educa-
tion and opportunity. I firmly believe God has a work for them to do as
evangelists, as bearers of Christ's. message to the ungospeled, to the prayer-
meeting, to the church generally and the world at large, sùcb as most people perance Ut
have not dreamed. It is therefore my'dearest wish to help break down the Union Wou
barriers of prejudice that keep them silent. I cannot think that etings
in which "the brethren " only are called upon, are one half as effectiv
those where all are freely invited, and I can but believe that " wonxen's meet-
ings,''Yas such, are a relic of an outworn régime. Never did I hold one of president o
these meetings without a protest in my soul against it. As in the day of hitn and b
Pentecost, so now, let =nen and women in perfectly impartial fashion partici- ribbon mov
pate in all services conducted in His name in whom there is neither bond
nor free, male nor female, but al are-one. Nobody is more than half him-

self who does not work in accordance iWith his highest convictions; and I
feel that whenever I surrender the views herein stated, I have the lever by
the short arm when I might just as wellgfasp the long one, nay, when Ina am ulooked f
in duty bound to do this. No one knows better than Mr. Moody, that to 0f the whit
work at our'best, we must work out our own ideas. To represent the views many tdld
of another, no matter how much we may love, honor, or revere him, is-like
pulling with the left hand when we might use the right.

Mr. Moody views the temperance work from the standpoint of a reviv. liberal as 1

alist, and so emphasizes the regeneration of men. But to me as a wonan, ways and n

tthere are other phases of it. almost equally important to its .success, viz., tion, devotE
saving the children, teaching them never to drink ; showing to their mothers interpretati

the duty of total abstinence; rousing a dead church and a.torpid Sunday- me; the jai
school to its duty; spreading the facts concerning the iniquitous traffic far
and wide; influencing legislation so that what is physically wrong and
norally wrong shallnot, on the statute books of a Christian land, be set·down held in Ch
as legally rignt ;-and to this end putting the ballot in woman's hand for the of the cot
protection of her.little ones and of her home. Al these ways of working purpie as 1
seem to me eminently religious-thoroughly in harmony with the spirit of
the most devoted Christian man -or woman.

So I cannot believe myself called upon to discontinue these lines of then peace

work, nor to cease hearty co-operation with those thus working; and yet it

remains true, that best of all I love to declare the blessed tidings of sal- tight hav
vation, and would gladly. do so still, if I might act in my own character, known in

under the auspices of the greatest Christian leader of our day. declaring
It costs me muci to turn away fronth such a future and from such a ram-shop

guide-but I believeit to be right, and this is a decision resulting:fftom a

whole summer of thougnt and earnest prayer for wisdom.

Pardon me'for going so much into detail, and yet I think your kindly s f the

nature will appreciate my wish to be understood by those for whom I have again decli
so great regard, and with whom my relations have always been so pleasant. b

With sincere Christian affection, I am, as I shall always be,
anyposibE

Vour fiend, FP-4ýwoman, inmw
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:he In the wider fields that would have opened to me as oad-

jutor of the great evangelist, no doubt the widest that coul y

Ca- any possibility bÏ open to a Christian worker, whether man or
as

woman, in our day, my work for the Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union and the World's Woman's Christian Temperance

the Union would have been immeasurably greater than it is now, for

ss Mr. Moody made no objection to my being president of the first

society, and I doubt not he would have welcomed my becoming

et president of the larger one. I should have gone to England with

him and been able, both there and here, to acclimate the white

ici. ribbon movement in conservative circles never yet penetrated by
nd its broad and genial influence. It was my dream to do this-to

n- rally under Mr. Moody's indirect influence, all the leaders, men

by and women, of our growing host. But for this one objection, so

am unlooked for, how different might have been my future. and that

to of the white ribbon cause! My friends were grieved again, and
ws many told me what many more told others, that I had once more

e xtade "the mistake of a life-time." For myself I only knew that,

liberal as he was toward me in all other things, tolerant of my

an, ways and manners, generous in his views upon the woman ques-
z., tion, devotedly conscientious and true, Brother Moody's Scripture
ers interpretations concerning religious toleration were too literal for

ta me; the jacket was too straight-I could not wear it.

In the autumû of this year, 1877, our annual convention was
held in Chicago, ~where, after a lively discussion over the report

the of the committee on badge (they having recom;ended royal
ing purple as the color), we adopted a simple bit of white ribbon,

emblematic of purity and peace, on the principle of "first pure,

then peaceable." Miss Margaret Winslow, of Brooklyn, then

our editor, made a telling speech upon this subject, which I wish

sai. might have gone upon the records. After debate, a resolution
er, known in our annals as " the famous Thirteenth " was adopted,

declaring that " woman ought to have the power to close the

a dram-shop door over against her home."

At this convention I resigned the corresponding secretary-
dly ship of the National Woman's Christian Temperance Union and
ve again declined the use of my name as a candidate for president,
t because I-felt, after much prayer, unwilling to appear as an oppos-

ing candidate.
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Throughout the next year, 1878, I was a free lance for the sympto

Woman's Christian Temperance Union, during which period I hours be

proceeded to "go on a bureau." My friends had long urged me may "m

to quit the guerilla warfare of hap-hazard engagements, so to at side

speak, and to put my invitations into the hands of a Lyceum sons of

Lecture Bureau. In an evil hour I listened to the siren's voice, hardly t

went to Mr. Slayton, the gentlemanly manager of such an insti. abysmal

tution, he having repeatedly invited me to do so, handed him glad to

some of my letters and lists of invitation, of which I had'enough my pice

to cover more time and territory than I could ever exhaust; was offe

submitted to the indignity of placards, small bills and a big tone, " a

lithograph; was duly set forth upon glossy tinted paper in an never be

imposing "Annual' "-in common with one hundred others-as Ive set

a light of the age, no newspaper to the contrary being quoted; lay up

contracted to pay my per cent, and was started out. I remained that repr

on that bureau, to which I had climbed at the expense of a hun- my han

dred-dollar lithograph and all the rest of it, just three weeks. It lunatic,

was what is called " a damper " to ·one of my tempérament and Ret

habitudes. To go from the genial, breezy, out-doorsy temperance who has

meeting, the warm, tender, exalted gospel meeting, the home- takes co

like, sisterly, inspiring Woman's Christian Temperance Union fore that

Convention, into a human snow-bank of folks who have " paid ine from

to get in " and are reckoning quietly, as one proceeds, whether traveling

or not they are really going "to get their money's worth," is an -ber supe

experience not to be endured with equanimity by anybody who gone my

can slip his head out of its noose. To have a solemn " Lyceum and territ

Committee " of men meet you at the train, take you to a hotel of in a sing

funereal dreariness and cooked-over cuisine; to march upon a aller the

realistic stage that no woman's hand has beautified or brightened; sand tow

to have no heartsome music or winsome prayer preceding you and thousand

tuning your weary spirit to the high ministry· for which you Mother s

came; to face the glare of footlights; and·after you have " gone three wee

through" your speech and are feeling particularly "gone," to I average

hear the jeremiad of the treasurer that "they had n't sold so In i

many tickets as they hoped," or." the weather was against them," its head

or "counter attractions had proved too powerful ;" all this is lecting in

"nerve-wear" to no purpose. Then to be exploited over the following

country with as little regard for comfort as if you were a case of To the Sen

cod-fish or a keg of nails, the heart of the night being ail the WHER
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)r the symptom of a heart.that your time-table reveals, the wee small
iod I hours being made consciously present with you in order that you
ed me may "make " the next engagement, the unconscionable " wait "

so to at side stations and uncanny junction depots, all these are rea-
ýceum sons of my hope never again to see a " Bureau,"-indeed, I can
voice, hardly tolerate one in my room since an end was put to that
insti- abysmal epoch of three weeks. I think my manager was as
I him glad to have me go as I was to say Good-by, for I would n't raise
ough my price ($25), even when double and three times that amount

aust; was offered for an "option." "No," I replied with reproving

a big tone, "a philanthropist can't afford to make money. It shall
in an never be said that I charged more as I became more popular.
-s-as Ive set my price once for all and I'il never raise it and Ill never
oted; lay up money and I'll never be rich,-nobody' shall ever bring
ained that reproach upon me no matter how else I may fail." Whereat
hun- my handsome manager was wont to look upon me as mildly
s. it lunatie, changing the subject lest I might become violent.
t and Returning to Anna Gordon's tender mercies, a young woman
rance who has repeatedly convinced ticket-agents that they make mis-
1ome- takes concerning train-time; who has a face so honest that (be-
Jnion fore that wretched Interstate law !) she has often got passes for
'paid ine from entire strangers on her simple say so; .who understands
ether traveling as well as Robert Bonner does Maud-S. and who has n't
is an -er superior as a business woman on this continent, .I have
r who gone my way in peace since 1878, visiting with her every state

ceum and territory and ail but two capitals, those of Arizona and Idaho,
>tel of in a single year (1883, our temperance " round-up," -ten years

?on a after the Crusade), and reaching, since my work began, a thou-
ened; sand towns, including all that by the census of 1870 had ten
u and thousand inhabitants, and most of those having five thousand.

you Mother says that for about ten years she thinks I averaged but
gone three weeks in a year at home, and Anna Gordon says she thinks
"to I averaged one meeting daily throughout that period.
id so In 1878 the white ribbon regiment of Illinois placed me at
em," its head and we entered on our home protection campaign, col-
àis is lecting in nine weeks nearly two hundred thousand names to the
r the following petition:

se Of To the Senale and House of Representatives of the State of Minois:
1 the WHEREAS, In these years of temperance work the argument of defeat

,363
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in our contest with the saloons has taught us tbat our efforts are merely

palliative of a disease in the body politic, which can never be cured until unionv
law and moral suasion go hand in hand in our beloved state; and ing the

WHEREAS, The instincts of self-protection and of apprehension for the ny litt

safety ofher çhildren, her tempted loved onesand her bome, render woman over to
the natural enemy of the saloon ;1oer t

Therefore, Your petitioners, men and wôenen of the state of Illinois, being t

having at heart the protection of 'our homes from their worst enemy, the house f
legalized traffic in strong drink, do hereby most earnestly pray your honora. flowers
ble body that, by suitable legislation, it may be provided that in the state of man w
Illinois, the question of licensing at any time, in any locality, the sale of when 1
any and all intoxicating drinks, shall be submitted to and determined by
ballot, in which women of lawful age shall be privileged to take part, in the man, s
same manner as men, wheiè voting on ýthe question of license. their p

pledget(
We had great hearings at the State House, which we deco- thespe

the spe
rated with the Petition,* all the names being pasted upon a strip a week

of cloth nearly a quarter of a mile long, bound with blue to reate

represent the Murphy, and red to indicate the Reynolds reform to go bd
movement ; we sang " Home Sweet Home" 'in the Senate cham- had vo

ber; held prayer-meetings in the committee rooms and on top of them
Lincoln's monument, and convened mass-meetings throughout miserat
the state to the tune of: wîor

"Rally then, rally then, admit .

Ve men of Illinois; My wifî
Give woman home protection vòte, 'Won't

To save tue tempted boy." looked

I said,
That we did not get an iota from the Illinois legislature goes esal

without saying.' It is chosen by the saloon and legislates for it
sons to

almost exclusively. The beer and whisky interests of the world

are nowhere centered as in our state, with Chicago and Peoria as tgirl
are left ber

the foci of an ellipse in which our politicians move as in an orbit. etter
better tl

But all the same we roused the people so that, under our local

option law, 'six hundred and twenty-five towns. went for prohibi- Ase s

tion out of eight hundred and thirty-two voting that spring, and belpeyo
hepyo

nothing so encouraging was ever known before nor has been p h

s nce. .n 87

Rest Cottage was like a rag-bag by reasons of the petitions

stacked everywhere. My dear old mother, president of the local Mu
niature

*This petition wa sealed and ptaced in the rooms of the Chicago Histrical socty, College
not to reappear un8til the day of Jubileewhen women vole in Iinoi.6
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erely
until union when she was seventy, took turns with Anna Gordon, iron-

ing the " Big Petition" smooth as a shirt bosom. I. used to take
for the ny little tin dinner-pail as of old in district school days, and go

oman over to the Illinois State House every morning, some kind 1adies

ilinois being there with their sewing to stay with me, and we thus kept

y, the house for weeks. The state geologist let us fix up his room with

onora- flowers and birds and pretty home devices. A good temperance
tate of man was in attendance to take our cards in to the legislators
aie of when they were not busy, and we interviewed them man by
ed bv 

'
in tlj; man, setting down their names as plus or minus, according to

their prômises. One day all the grangers came in a body and

deco pledged us their votes. Another, a party leader agreed to make

deco- the speech of presentation when our petition should come up, but
strp a week later he came in and said the caucus (Republican) had

ue to threatened him ; he had also, "heard from home and did n't dare
eform to go back on the men that had voted him in." "If you women
ham- had votes, and could reward them that stood by you and punish
op of them as would n't, your bill would be all right," he said com-
hout miseratingly as he sltink out of the room. Another leader with

whom we had a private interview, said: " Ladies, I'm'ashamed to

admit that.I'm bound hand and foot, and can't do as I would.

My wife put her hand on my shoulder when I left home and said,
'Won't ,you please stand by the temperance ladies ?' and she

looked straight in my eyes so earnestly I could have cried. But

I said, 'No, my dear, I can't; my law practice is nearly all from
the saloons, my hopes of promotion are from them, I have no

for it

orld sons to help me earn money, and I'm bound to support you and

ia s the girls in good style, so don't say another word,' and then J

orbit. left her. Now, ladies, if I denied the plea, of the woman I love

local better than any other being on earth, you'l not urge me, I know."

hibi- As we still pressed our plea this man of kind nature had tears in

and his eyes; his lips quivered, and he left us saying: "I wangsto

been help you, ladies, more than you know, ut I just can't."
I have not named the most significant experience of my life

fn In 1878.ítions
My only brother, Oliver, of whose great gifts and genial

nature I can never say enough, after his graduation from Beloit

*ety College in 1859, took a diploma from Garrett Biblical Institute

in 1861 and becamne a Methodist minister, founding that church
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in Colorado, and being chosen presiding elder when he was I hav

twenty-seven years old. heart

Afterward he was for years editor of the Chicago Mail, then n

the Chicago Post, and on March 17, 1878, he died quite suddenly
at the Palmer House, Chicago. One of the last efforts of his life
was to help work up for me my first Evanston audience since I had
left the University four years earlier. Temperance was a thread- the s

bare theme and he feared I might n-ot be greeted by the attend- led

ance that is the most grateful of all to a speaker when it consists her

of his or her own towns-folk. once

But I had a fine audience in our own church. My mother, voice

my brother's wife and their four children were all present, but thou
where was he who had cared so much about this meeting? I

At the close' we were informed that he had been taken sud-. ing t

denly, but not at all dangerously ill, and had remained in the left

city, but would come home next day. His faithful wife drove wish

in at once, reaching the Palmer House at midnight. He rallied all th

went
her on her needless anxiety and asked "lhow Frank had got went

along? " When she told him of the meeting's success, he smiled prayi

and used a favorite phrase of his (borrowed from a song about went

"Brave Wolfe," at Quebec), "I die With pleasure." depot
with

How little he dreamed-of leaving us was shown in his bright Chris

greeting to me when I went. to see hiim in the morning and our

good Dr. Jewell assured me he would.be able to go home by the

next day, and advised me not to miss the appointments I had, in

company with Mrs. S. M. I. H.nry, at Saginaw, Mich., for the my m
next day but one, which was Sunday. So I left my dear, kind pride

brother, life-long comrade and friend, without any thought of the sorro
sorrow that was so near. "Pra

Mrs. Henry and I had what ministers call, "a good time" and n

•'in our meetings on the Sabbath day.

Monday at family prayers in the Christian home where we campi

were sheltered, Mrs. Henry breathed this petition:

"«Grant, Heavenly Father, that each one of us may this mon-

ing so find our balance in Thee that no sin or sorrow may be able but ti

to surprise us." had b

Going upstairs to my writing, five minutes later, I heard preset

the door bell ring and a telegram was put into mylhand. This has 'A

long been an experience so frequent as to cause no surprise, but



he was I have never yet opened a telegram without first lifting up my

heart to God in- prayer. What need I had to do so now! The

rail then message was dated Sunday and read as follows:

;uddenly "Your brother Oliver died this morning-Funeral Tuesday."
>f his life

I read it aloud, friends being in the hall, and crouched uponace 1Ihad'
the stairs without a cry, like one who had been struck. Theyi tbread-
led me to my room, and my saintly Sister Henry took me in

e attend-

c t her arms, as I repeated the words of her prayer, and we knelt

once more together. I shall never forget the tenderness of her

voice as for my consolation she read that blessed psalm, ''Lord,
mother,

' thou hast been our dwelling-place in all generations."
ent, but

I had been announced to conduct a temperance prayer-meet-

ing that afternoon. The Chicago train would go at an hour that
ken sud-.

d i left me time to fulfill the engagement. I said, "1He would have
d in the

wished me to do this; he was punctual to his religious duties
ife drove

all this blessed year, no. matter what might come." And so I
e rallied

had got went and told the people all about it while we cried together,

praying and talking of a better life which is an heavenly. Theyte smiled
went with me to the train and we had a sort of meeting in the

9g about
depot while we waited, and as I departed alone, they stood there

with their sorrowful but kindly faces, those dear new friends in
is bright

Christ Jesus, and sang:
and our

e by the "Rescue the perishing, care for the dying." *

had, in When I reached my sweet Rest Cottage home, there stood

,for the my mother, seventy-four years old, upon the steps. He was the

ar, kind pride and darling of her life, and I had almost feared to see her

t of the sorrow. But no, her dear old face was radiant and she said,
"Praise Heaven with me -I've grown. gray praying for my son

time" and now to think yur brother Oliver is safe with God!"

I went up the street to his pleasant home beside the College

here we campus-
"Dead he lay among his books,

i omu- The peace of God was inhis looks,

be able but the dear face was tired and worn. His last words to his wife
had been, "Al your prayers for me are answered; I have a

I heard Present, perfect, personal Savior."

This has *Afterward, I had the comfort of learning that a young and gifted man that day

se, but dedded in the metiing to be a missionary.

Brother's Death. 367
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CONSERVATIVES AND LIBERALS. were re

I was much taken to task because I would not allow my that we

name used as a candidate for President of the W. C. T. U. at the pa an

Chicago convention in 1877, and the papers tried to make out that wildern

I said, "Nothing but a unanimous choice would induce me to state or

accept the position." The facts were that we then had an unpleas- accordi

ant method of nominating our candidates; namely, by means of At

a very complimentary speech made by some leading orator. Mrs. bated o

Foster generously.made such a speech in my behalf, although I as follo

had said all I could to the women against their taking such action. .

A friend of Mrs. Wittenmeyer then rose and made a very compli- 2.

mentary speech about her, and put her' in nomination. Then I along

rose and said I would not allow myself to come forward as an Th
opposing candidate when the President of the society, a much at the c
older woman than I and one who had borne the burden for some tive, b
years, was in the field, and I withdrew my name. ourcpap

If no other name had been brought up I would not have favor o
done this, and the next year but one, when by a change in the At
constitution we had doné away with the viva voce nominations society
and the flowery, complimentary speeches, I did not object, when by the
elected by a large majority, to taking the position. Th<

In 1879, at Indianapolis, I was elected president of the dred an

National Woman's Christian Temperance Union.My

Two policies had in the five years' evolution of the Crusade Mryfor
-movement become distinctly outlined under the names, " Conserv-

ative " and "Iiberal." Our honored president, Mrs. Wittenmeyer,

believed in holding the states and local unions to strict account, *even d

expecting uniformity of organization and method -in short, $2,o48.c

maintaining strongly the central power of the National Woman's mode o

Christian Temperance Union. She also vigorously opposed the stitutior
(368)



"Liberal" Policy Inaugurated in 1879.

ballot for women. In opposition to this, we " Liberals" inter-
preted the constitution of our society on the laissez-faire prin-
ciple. We believed in making very few requirements of the state
and local unions; if they paid their small dues and signed the
total abstinence pledge, we asked no more, believing that the less
we asked the more we should get, and that any amount of elbow
room was good for folks, developed their peculiar genius and kept
them hard at work and cheerful. So we declared for state rights
and intruded not at all upon our thrifty auxiliaries, save that we
were ready to go to them, work for them ànd build them up all

ow My that we could. In respect to woman's ballot we believed it was

at the part and parçel of the temperance movement, one way out of the
out that wilderness of whisky domination, and that any individual, any
e me to state or local union ought to have the right to say so and to act

mnpleas- accordingly.

ieans of At our previous convention. (Baltimore, 1878) we had de-
bated one whole day over this question, taking it up in twoparts

lough I as follows:

action. I. Shal we indorse the ballot for women as a tempèrance measure ?
compli- 2. Shall our official organ publish accounts of work within our societies
Then I along this 1ine?

I as an The debate was a marvel of mingled courtesy and cogency,
a muc at the close of which the first question was decided in the nega-

xr some tive, but the second affirmatively, which opened the columns of
our paper, and henceforth the process of educating our women in

t have favor of the ballot went forward rapidly.

At Indianapolis the principles. of the liberal wing of our

towhen society became dominant, not so much by specific declaration as
by the choice of leaders who- incarnated those principles.

The number of delegates at this convention was one hun-
dred and forty-eight from twenty states, no Southern state save

rusade Maryland being represented. Total receipts in national treas-
onserv- ury for the year, $1,2 13.00.

[Meyer, At Boston the next year, there were one hundred and seventy-
ccourt, Seven delegates from twenty-five states, and the receipts were

short, $2o48.oo. The debate begun the year before on a change inour

oman's node of representation was earnestly continued. As the con-
sed the stitution had stood from the begining, each statewas entitled to

24
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as many delegates in the national convention as it had repre- but
sentatives in Congress, but this operated unjustly because several an
states having the largest number of local unions had fewer con. In

gressional districts than others having but few unions; it also put th

a premium upon unorganized states which were represented on

the same basis. def

The liberal party held that representation 9ught to be on a Vt

basis of paid memberships, but the conservatives claimed that
praying not paying " was the only true foundation of the move- aWh

ment, while their antagonists declared that we must both pray pla
and pay. No change was made at Boston and. as a consequence we

the work was greatly hampered financially. But at Boston the Pro

cumbrous system of " standing committees " was abolished and af
sud

that of individual superintendence substituted on the principle o
that "if Noah had appointed a committee the ark would still be tim
on the' stocks." The departments were divided into Preventive,

Educational, Evangelistic, Social, Legal and Department of

Organization. of'.

Under the first head we had a superintendent of Heredity Ca:
and Hygiene ; under the second, a superintendent of efforts to

secure Scientific Temperance Instruction in the public schools

(Mrs. Mary A. Hunt) ; under the fifth a superintendent of Legis-

lation and Petition (then Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, now Mrs. AdaW

Bittenbender), etc., making one woman responsible for one work, an<

and giving her one associate in each state and one in each local Mo

union.>The plan of putting a portrait of Mrs. Lucy Webb Haves 1
- at

in the White House as a Temperance Memorial was here

adopted by request of Rev. Frederick Merrick, of Ohio, its
hit

originator.
Boc

From my annual address at Boston-my first as President ha(
of the National W. C. T. U.-I make this extracti 

Two-thirds of Christ's chprch are w en, whose persuasive voices will cot

be a re-inforcement quite indispensable othe evangelizing agencies of the ha(
more hopeful future. at

A horde of ignorant voters, committed to the rum-power, fastens the

dramn-shop like a leech on our communities ; but let the Republic take

notice that our unioni are training an army to offset this horde, one which r

will be the'only army of voters specifically educated to their duty which bai Wo

ever yet come up to the help of the Lord against the mighty. For slowly Ma
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1ad repre- but surely the reflex influence of this mighty reform, born in the church

ise several and nurtured at the Crusade altars, is educating women to the level of two

fewer con- most solemn and ominous ideas: ist. That they ought 1o vote. 2nd. That

it also put they ought Io vote againslgrog-shops. The present generation will not pass
away until in many of the states this shall al befulfilled, and then America,

esented on beloved Mother of thrice grateful daughters, thou shalt find rallying to thy

defense and routing the· grimy hosts that reel about thee now, an army of

to be on a vters which absenteeism will not decimate and money cannot buy. Under

inmed that the influence of our societies may be safely tried the great experiment that

agitates the age, and which upon the world's arena most of us have feared.
themoe-When we desire this "l home protection " weapon, American manhood will

both pray place it in our hands. Though we have not taken sides asyet, in politics,

usequence we cannot be insensible to the consideration shown us in the platform of the

oston the Prohibition party-a prophecy of that chivalry of justice which shall yet 0
afford us a stii1 wider recognition. These benign changes will not come

suddenly, but as the result of a profound change in the convictions of the
principle thoughtful and conscientious, followed by such a remoulding of public sen-

Id still be timent as this class always brings about wgen once aroused.

reventive,
rtmeit of At Boston the ballot for woman as a weapon for the protetg-

of her home was indorsed, and the action of the president in open-
ing official headquarters in New York City wvas confirmed. Mrs.>
Caroline B. Buell was elected corresponding secretary, an office

efforts to which she still retains.
lic schools
li hoLs In the spring of 1881, following this convention, I went to
t of Legyis

Mrs. A da Washington to be.present at the inauguration of General Garfield
and to meet the commission of the Mrs. Hayes' Temperance Me-

one work,
morial of which I was president. The Woman's Christian Tem-

each local

ebb Hayes perance Union of the North-it was then practically non-existent
at the South-had stood solidly for the Republican candidate

was herep
whom we then believed to be a friend of total abstinence and pro-

' hibition. His name was cheered whenever mentioned in the

Boston convention, and being personally acquainted with him, I
President had written him at Mentor, immediately after his aiomination; that

if he would hold to total abstinence during the campaign, he might
voices will count on our support-although Neal Dow was in the field, and I

ncies of the had been invited, but declined, to go to the Prohibition convention
at Cleveland. For I had not then beheld, therefore was not dis-

pasn e obedient to, the heavenly vision of political as well as legal suasion

,ule which for the liquor traffic. The disappointment of our temperance

which has women was great over the reply of President Garfield, when, on
For slowly March 8, we went to the White House and I presented the pict-
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ure of Mrs. Hayes. His manner seemed to us constrained. He Troy?
was not the brotherly Disciple preacher of old, but the adroit poli- have.I
tician "in the hands of his friends" and perfectly aware that the

liquor camp held the balance of power. r

Surprised and pained by his language, we at once adjourned to wllar

the Temple Hotel (conducted by Mrs. S. D. La Fetra, one of our ancest

members) and such a prayer-meeting I have seldom attended. your L

The women poured out their souls to God in prayer that total time ir
abstinence might be enthroned at the White House, that a chief laratio
magistrate might come unto the kingdom who would.respond to love to
the plea of the nation's home-people seeking protection for their I frank
tempted loved ones. mild a

From Washington I started for the South, accompanied by cousin
Mrs. Georgia Hulse McLeod of Baltimore, a native of Tallahassee, elegani
Fla., a gifted writer and corresponding secretary of our society study ç
in Maryland. I had also with me my faithful Anna Gordon and relativ<

her sister Bessie. In the three months that followed we visited good s

nearly one hundred towns and cities of the South, and I have events
made four trips since then, attending, in different years, a state good n
temperance convention in almost every one of the fourteen South- favor t

ern stàtes. By this means I have become acquainted with the TI

nien and women who lead the movement there, and so know structe
them to be, in the old New England phrase, "just our sort of ne to

folks." The Methodist church is in the van, and here I found audieni
my firmest friends. Good Bishop Wightman, when not able to s

sit up, wrote me letters of introduction as hearty as :our own Chief.]
Northern bishops would háve penned, and they proved the " open Northe
sesame " to many an influential home in the Gulf states ; brought

many a pastor out from the quiet of his study to " work me up a len of
meeting "; conciliated the immense influence ofwchurch journal- peatedl
ism and paved the way for the recognition of the white ribbon

movement throughout the Southern states. I would gladly name . erners.
the noble leaders who thus stood by me both in Methodist and fs
other churches, but the roll would be too long. It is written on down b

my heart, where it will never grow dim. their ai
I have always believed that I had an unexpected element of

power in my name. The first night at Charleston and in each nothing
Southern audience from then till now, lovely women came forvrd nlothin
to take my hand and said, "Are you Madam Emma Willard of divide i
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d. He rroy ?" or else, '<Are y9her daughter ?" Often and again
>it poli- have I been ·told, "We ca#pie to hear you because our mothers
that the were educated in Mrs. Willalrd's school, and we wanted to see if

you were kin to her." Once I have been introduced as "Emma
ed to Willard," and more than once, gentlemen old enough to be my

e of Our ancestors have shaken my hand with vigor, saying, " We studied
tended. your United States History when we were little boys." Many a
at total time in the passing crowd I was unable to contradict these dec-
a chief larations and often I smiled internally and thought, " My people

pond to love to have it so," but whenever the opportunity presented itself,
or their I frankly discounted my standing and crushed their hopes by the

mild announcement that " Madam Emma Willard was the second
ied by cousin by marriage of my great-grandfather!" I have that
hassee, elegant lady's histori picture, the "Temple of Time," on my
society study walls, her life on my shelves, and have dutifully visited her
on and relatives in Troy; but I did -not thank them so warmly for the
visited good she had done me as I would now, for that was before the
I have events occurred which, at the South, showed me how truly "a
a state good name is rather to be chosen than great riches, and loving
South- favor than silver and gold.

ith the That trip was the most unique of all my history. . It "recon-
o know structed " me.- Everywhere theSouthern white people desired
sort of me to speak to the'colored. In Charleston I had an immense
I found audience of them in the M. E. Church, North ; in New Orleadls,
able to Mrs. Judge Merrick, a native of Louisiana, whose husband was
r ownl Chief Justice in that state -under thé Confederàcy, invited the

open Northern teachers to her home, and wrote me with joy that the
rought Woman's Christian Temperance Union would yet..solve the prob-
e up a lem of good understanding betweeni sections. *as present re-
ournal- peatedly in the gallery when legislatures of the iulf States voted
ribbon money for negro education, and for schools founded by North-

ly name - erners. "We were suspicious of the Northern school-teachers at
ist and firt," said Southern friends to me, "we thought they had come
tten on down here, as the carpet-baggers did, to serve their pockets and

their ambitions by our means, but we don't think so now."
eut of I found the era of good feeling lad indeed set inr and that

in çad nothinghelped it forward faster than the work oftemperanc, that
ford nothing would liberate the suppressed colored vote so soon as to
lard4 of divide the white vote on the issues, " wet " and "dry ", that the
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South "Solid" for prohibition of the liquor traffic might be
exchanged for the South Solid against the North; by such a re-

alignment of those moving armies of civilization popularly~called
"parties," as would put the temperance men of North and South

in the same camp.,, Therefore it was borne in upon my spirit that

I must declare in my next annual address, as President of the
National Woman's Christian Temperance Union, the new faith

that was within me.*

* To avoid repetition, descriptions of the constitutional amendment campaigns, and
many other phases of the work, besides personal sketches of the workers, are omitted in
this volume, having been given at length in" Woman and Temperance."
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CHAPTER I.

THE HOME PROTECTION PARTY.

My purpose to adopt the new faith gained power at the Sara-

toga Convention in the summer of 1881. Called by the National

Temperance Society, of which Hon. William E. Dodge was presi-

dent, this great meeting was "non-partisan" in action, but not

in utterance. There I first met James Black, of Lancaster, Pa.,

the James G. Birney of the new abolition war, in which Northern

and Southern bayonets point the same way ; John B." Gough

was present, at his best, and Rev. J. O. Peck, of Brooklyn, out-

did himself in eloquence ; Rev. Dr. A. J. Gordon, of Boston, was

chairman, and three hundred and thirty-seven delegates were

present, representing many states. A noticeable feature was the

presence of accredited delegates from the General Assembly of

the United Presbyterian Church, the Reformed Presbyterian

Synod, the Lutheran Synod, etc. Two ladies were- designated to

escort Doctor Gordon to the chair, and for the first time in

history, a lady, who had been chosen as vice-president, presided

over the deliberations of a convention made up chiefly of men.

The keen, clear logic of those who declared in the convention

their conviction that the temperan~ce question must follow the

liquor question into politics, the earnest talks I had with leaders,

the fervent religious spirit of the convention, confirmed me

unchangeably ip my new political departure. To me, the central

figure of the scene was James Black, the Presbyterian, with .his

noble gray head, his pure, true face, his sturdy figure, as he stood
before us all on the first morning with the Bible in his hand, and

read God'sdecree of downfall for dèspoilers of the people, and

triumph for the truth. I shall never forget the night before the

close of the convention, when 1, who am one of the " seven
sleepers," could not sleep; but, while dear Mrs. Carse, who was

with me, peacefully reposed, I thought through to the conclusion

6f my personal duty and delight to take sides for the Prohibition
party. It. was a solemn and exalted hour in which my brain
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teemed with the sweet reasonableness of such a course, and my my o

conscience rejoiced in its triumph over considerations of expedi- camp,
ency. Nothing has ever disturbed the tranquil assurance that I count:

was then helped to make a logical and wise decision irspired young

from Heaven. was pr

Two months later, at Lake Bluff, Ill., thirty miles north of once

Chicago, we held our usual Temperance Conyocation. This issuing
beautiful spot, on the sunset shore of Lake Michigan, has long A

been famous as the chief rallying place of Temperance leaders on form o

this continent, and has borne a part unequaled in influence by. co-oper

that of any other rendezvous of the Prohibition aimy. On

Coming here with a heart full of new love for the South and on the

enkindled perceptions touching what might be done, I heard a issued

reformed man of Illinois, Captain Lothrop, of Champaign, make a party o

most touching plea for better protection from the legalized drink In

curse. As he left the grounds he shook hands with me and said, Nation

"Don't let this convocation end in talk-we want to hear that ington,

you folks who stand at the front have done something; taken a came to

forward step against the liquor power." vidual i

His worn face and intense earnestness made a deep impres- ance U

sion on my conscience. another

"By the help of God we will, do something," I said in my much

heart and immediately sought Dr. Jutkins, Colonel Bain and regions

John B. Finch, who that year came for the first time to Lake as indiv

Bluff and capturedl everybody by his great gifts as an orator. without

I told them what I had heard from the reformed man; of Bac

the thoughts and purposes that came to me at Saratoga ; of the party hel
stirring in my spirit when my brave cousin, Willard Robinson, as delega

also a reformed man, who signed the pledge at one of my meetings seened t

in Spencerport, N. Y., had said this very year, " Cousin Frank, politics,
be a stau

you people ought to go into politics ; you'll never succeed until on Garfe

you do. I've got where I write my own ticket and put it in al South se

alone for men wbo, if they were but voted into power, would out- During ai

law the saloon." Neal Doi

My temperance brothers listened and gave heed. What had °tnaan, that bi
been tutoring them for this same hour, I do not know; the living which we

can speak for themselves. I do not profess to give all the links in profound
the chain that led us, then and there, to found-the "Home Pro- meeting i

tection Party," but only those that are most clearly impressed on prayer.
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ind my my own mind. As a result of our deliberations at this summer

expedi- camp, an address was issued to the temperance people of the

that I country. R. W. Nelson, of The Liberator, Chicago-a bright

nspired young man, whose paper was devoted to political prohibition,

was prominent in all this movement and his journal gave us at

aorth of once what we needed most, a medium of direct communication

This issuing from a metropolitan city.

as long A committee on organization was subsequently appointed, a'

ders on form of constitution for Home Protection clubs prepared and the

nce by. co-operation of all Prohibition leaders sought.
On the 13 th of March, 1882, a Call for a national convention

th and on the 23 d of the following August, to be held in Chicago, was

heard a issued by Gideón T. Stewart, chairman of the Prohibition Reform

make a party of the United States.

d drink In the autumn following the Lake Bluff Convocation, our
1d said, National Woman's Christian Temperance Union met in Wash-

ar that ington, D. C. When I prepared ny annual ddress, this thought

taken a came to me: "For you to favor the Prohibition party as an'indi-
vidual is one thing,. and to ask the Woman's Christian Temper-

impres- ance Union in your official address to indorse that party, is quite
another; are you goiuig to do it ? Such action will cost you

in my much good-will and many votes." But a voice from loftier

.in and regions said: "You ought to decare for the party oficially as weli

o Lake as individually.' I knelt to pray, and rose to write as follows,

or. without one misgiving:

an; of BELOVED SISTERS AND Co-woRKERs-When the National Prohibition
of the party held its convention in Cleveland in 188o, women were invited to attend

binson, as delegates; but while I admired the progressive spirit thus indicated, it

eetings seemed to me clearly my duty not to go. Always profoundly interested in

Frank, polities, as the mightiest force on earth except Christianity, and trained to

dI until be a staunch Republican, both my education and sympathies were arrayed
on Garfield's side; moreover, I labored under the hallucination that the

t in all South secretly waited, its opportunity to reopen the issues of the war.
ild out- During all that stormy summer of the presidential campaigu, I did not hear

Neal Dow's candidacy spoken of with interest by the workers of the

at had Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and yet we al1 honored and gloried
in that brave father of the Maine Law. In contrast to-the apathy with

living which we regarded the "Third Party" movement, you will remember-the
inks n profound enthusiasm that -greeted General Garfield's name at our annual

e Pro- meeting in Boston, and that, later on, we hailed his election as an answered

sed on prayer. Dear sisters, since then, by your commission, I have visited the
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Southern States, and met in every one of them representatives and leaders n
of opinion. I have seen their acceptance in good faith of the issues of the peran
war-a good faith sufficiently attested by the great loyalty they invariably indor
manifested toward President Garfield, in spite of his army record, his radical and c
utterances in Congress, and the uncompromising tone of his clear-cut inau- differ
gural. I have seen Northern capital pouring into those once disaffected I
states in untold millions, and I know there is no stronger bridge across the the I
"bloody chasm " than this one woven out of national coin, and supported brighi
by the iron-jointed cables of self-interest; I have seen their legislatures the g
making state appropriations for the education of the freedmen, and helping cap,
to sustain those "colored schools " whose New England teachers they once dwell
despised; I have learned how ex-masters cheered to the echo the utterances we W(

of their ex-slaves in the great Prohibition convention of North Carolina,

and my heart has glowed with the hope of a real "home government" ture,
for the South, and a " color line " broken, not by bayonets nor repudia- eachc

tionists, but by ballots from white hands and black, for prohibitory law. promi
cansti

Seeing is believing, and on that sure basis I believe the South is ready for a a mea

party along the lines of longitude,-a party that shall wipe Mason and i

Dixon's line out of the heart as well as off the map, weld the Anglo-Saxons broug

of the New World into one royal family, and give us a really re-United years

States. With what deep significance is this belief confirmed by the South's

tender sympathy in the last pathetic summer, and the unbroken group of Land.
states that so lately knelt around our fallen hero's grave! But this new

party cannot -bear the name of Republican or Democrat. Neither victor

nor vanquished would accept the old war-cry of a section; besides, "the that b
party of moral ideas " has ceased to have a distinctive policy. Was its early tions
motto, " Free Territory'? We have realized it. Later did it declare the

Union must be preserved and slavery abolished ? Both have been done. "

Did it demand negro.enfranchisement and the passage of a bill of Civil avig

Rights? Both are accomplished facts, so far as they can be*until educa- an

tion completes the desired work. Was the redemption of our financial with a

pledges essential to good faith? That noble record of the Republican

party cannot be erased. If we contemplate questions still unsettled, as gi

Civil Service Reform, both parties claim to desire it ; or a National Fund under
for Southern Education-each deems it necessary. But when we name the nnde

greatest issue now pending on this, or any, continent-the prohibition of enfran
the manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquors as a drink-behold, the fa

Republicans of Maine, New Hampshire and Vermont vote for, and the rew
Republicans of North Carolina, Ohio and Illinois against it, while the

Democrats. of Kansas oppose, and of South Carolina favor it! Now, I H
blame neither party for this inconsistency ; it is simply the hand-writing eu

on-the wall, which tells that both are weighed in the balance and found traffic
wanting. For they are formed of men who, while they thought alike and dese
fought alike on many great questions, on this greatest of all questions-are of the
hopelessly divided, and a "house divided against itself cannot stand." This

is saying nothing whatever against the house; it is recognizing the law of I

gravitation, that is all. SOCiet
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d leaders Believing that the hour had come for us, the Woman s Christian Tern-
es of the perance Union of Illinois; at its annual meeting, nearly two months ago,

nvariably indorsed the action of the Lake Bluff Convocation, held a few days earlier,
is radical and composed of representative temperance men and women fron twelve

-cut inau- different states.

isaffected In many a meeting of our temperance wonen I have seen the power of
across the the Highest manifest, but in none has the glow of Crusade fire been so
supported bright as when these daughters of heroic sires who, in the early days of
gislatures the great party whose defection we deplore, endured reproach without the
d helping camp, solennly declared their loyalty to the Home Protection party, wherein
they once dwelleth righteousness. Let me read you the statement of doctrine to which
tterances we women of Illinois subscribed :
Carolina, "We recommend that, looking to the composition of the next legisia-

ernment" ture, we request and aid the Home Protection party to put in nomination in
repudia- each district a Home Protection candidate, committed not more by his specific

itory law. promise than by his well-known character, to vote for the submission of a
costitutional amendnent, giving the full ballot to the women of Illinois as

eady for a a means of protection to their homes.
ason and "Finally, to these advance positions we have been slowly and surely
lo-Saxons brought by the logic of events and the argument of defeat in our seven
re-United years' march since the Crusade. We have patiently appealed to existing

South, parties, only to find our appeals disregarded. We now appeal to the man-
hood of our state to go forward in the naine of 'God and Home and Native

group of Laid.
t this new

.î Ten days later the Liquor League of Illinois held its convention,,theher victor
sth day being universally observed by our unions in that state ii fervent prayer
' " that God would send confusion and defeat as the sequel of their machina-

s its early
tions. Let me read you their declaration:

clare the

een done. "Resolved, That the district executive committee be instructed to make
Il of Civil a vigorous fight against ail such candidates for the General Assembly, no
tii educa. matter what political party they may belong to, who cannot be fully relied

upon to vote in favor of personal -liberty and an equal protection of ours,
financial with all other legitimate business Interests.

epublican
ettlias .They want protection, too! and they know the legislature alone canettled, asatpotcin
ual Funid gave it. But we know, as th result of our local Home Protection ordinance,

name t inder which women have voted lu nearly a dozen widely separated locali-

ibitionuf ties of Illinois, and have voted overwhelmingly against license, that our

ehold, the enfranchisement means confusion and defeat to the liquor sellers. There-

sud the fore, since for this we have prayed, we must take our places at the front and

while the aa'with the greatest reformer of*the sixteenth century:
"Iolere I stand. I can .o no other. God help me. Amen!"
Rere, then, at the nation's * capital, let us declare our allegiance; here

ndrtig let Is turn our faces toward the beckoning future ; here, where the liquor
traffic pours in each year its revenue of gold, stained with the blood of our

alike and dearest and best, let us set up our Home Protection standard in the naine
tions-re Of the Lord !

nd." This
the law of But the convention took no action; the sentiment. of the

society was not yet ripe for the declaration I so earnestly desired.
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Of this convention, held in Foundry M. E. Church, the most as heret

notable feature was the large attendance from the Southern states, district,

a delegation of thirty or more from a majority of these states, New

being present, headed by Mrs. Sallie F. Chapin. the worl

At this convention the following resolution was adopted: departme

a mlssior
"Resolved, That wisdom dictates the Do-everything policy;

Constitutional Amendment, where the way is open for it ; 'Home we gave

Protection.' [i. e., the vote for women on the temperance qu4estion attached

only], where Home Protection is the strongest rallying cry;
Equal Franchise, where the votes of women joined to those of
men can alone give stability to temperance legislation.

The Plan of Work Committee also recommeriled:

"A Committee on Franchise whose duty it shall be to fur-
nish advice, instruction and assistance to states that so desire, in
inaugurating measures .for securing and using woman's ballot in
the interest of temperance."

The Southern delegation requested permission not to vote

upon these measures, but showed a degree of tolerance not to

have been expected of them at their first convention. Besides,
Susan B. Anthony was present as a visitor, was introduced on

motion of a delegate and publicly kissed by an enthusiastic

Quaker lady from the West. All this had alarmed the conserv-

atives, and a few of them withdrew, stating that they could no

longer keep us .company.

The New rork Tribune, which had never reported our work,

nor shown the least interest in our proceedings except as an antag-

onist, now came out with displayed headlines announcing that our

society had " split in two." The facts were that out of a total of

two hundred and eighteen delegates, only twelve to fifteen dele-

gates left us. They made immediate overtures to the Southern

women to join them, stating that " then there would be a con-

servative movement divested of the radicalism that was destroy-

ing this one"; but the Southern ladies said, "they had seceded

once, and found it did n't work." Not one of them joined the

malcontents, but the latter formed themselves into the "rNational

Woman's Evangelical Temperance Union," which had, perhaps,

a dozen auxiliaries, but soon died for lack of members.

At this convention the constitution was so changed that

actual membership becamie de basis of representation instead of,
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the most as heretofore, allowing so many delegates to each congressiotal
.n states, district, no matter how few its white ribbon women.
se states, New women came to us continually with bright ideas aboutthe work. Personal initiative was at a premium and a new
ted: department usually developed from the advent of a woman with
policy - a mission, to whom, after a study of her character and re>utation,we gave a com-msin W tHome --missio. We thus conserved enthusiasm and

question attached experts to our society.
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NATIONAL CONVENTIONS.

In August of 1882, a " Home Protection Convention" met
in Chicago, to which rallied the "old liners " as well as the new
converts. There were present three hundred and forty-one dele- Bt

gates from twenty-two states. A substantial reorganization of new de

the party followed, the name becoming "Prohibition Home Pro. sought

tection Party.' Gideon T. Stewart,'of Ohio, was made chair. Womai

man of the national committee, and Rev. Dr. Jutkins, secretary. a resoli

I there became officially relatèd. to a political party as a member she we

of its central committee and have been thus relatedé almost ever up her

since. A new force was added to the Prohibitionistsýby-means of was ad<

this convention, chiefly drawn from the Crusade movetant and

consisting of men and wômen who had dearly loved the Repub- to our
endeavl

lican party and who retired from. it with unaffected sorrow. themse:

In the autumn of this year I renewed the political attack, give to

closing ny annual address before our National Woman's Chris. Will mc

tian Temperance Union Convention 'in Louisville, Ky., with Nc

these words: words i

party, -
Protection must be administered through a mighty executive force and vention

we call that force a party. Happily for us, what was our earnest expectation

last year, is our realization to-day. The Prohibition Home Protection Party

stands forth as woman's answered prayer. In the greatconvention of last Signal
August at Chicago, where threehundred and forty-one delegates represented Garden
twenty-two states, where North and South clasped hands in a union never against
to be broken, we felt thàt the brave men who there combined their energy before
and faith were indeed come unto the kingdom for such a time as this.

"The right is always expedient," and the note of warning which this present
non-partisan convention may sound in the ears of partisans will serve the Receipt
cause of constitutional amèndment far better than the timid policy of silence

It willhelp, not hinder, our onVd march; for we must each year fall back- orr
(382)
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ward if we do not advance. God's law of growth does not exempt the
Woman's Christian Temperance Union. Therefore I call to you once more,
sisters beloved, " Let Us Go Forward ! " As we now proceed with theduties in whose sacred name we are met, let it be said of us as of a giftedSouthern statesman, whose biography I have read in the Courier-Journal,
since coming here: "lHe never questions the motives of men. He alwaysargues the merits of the case." As the great general said to the boatman,so the temperance cause is saying here to us, " Remember, you carry Cæsarand his fortunes." God grant that we may be so wise and gentle that thecause we love shall not be wounded in the house of its friends.

"We have no time to waste
In critic's sneer or cynic's bark,
Quarrel or reprimand;
'Twil1soon be dark•

ion" net Then choose thine aim
s the niew And may God speed the mark."

-one dele. But I saw that the convention was reluctant to make this
iization of new departure. Profoundly convinced that it ought to do so, I
[ome Pro- sought my friend, Mrs. L. D. Carhart, then president of Iowa
Lde chair- Woman's Christian Temperance Union, and asked hef to write
secretary. a resolution bearng on the subject. She told me afterward that
a member she went alone into an undistûrbed corner of the church, lifted
most ever up her heart to G-od in prayer, and wrote the following, whichimeansof was adopted with practical unanimity:téent and t "Resolved, That we rejoice in the day that gives recognition
le Repub. to our prohibition principles by political partisans and we wiliendeavor to influence the best men in all communities to commit)W.. themselves to that party, by whatever name called, that shallal attack, give to them the best embodiment of prohibition principles, and
n's Chris- wll most surely protect our homes.

Y., with Nothing is truer than that most people are more afiaid ofwords than of ideas, and as this resolution avoided naming any
party, while really pointing one out by its description, the con-force and vention passed it with very little difficulty.

!xpectatiol
tion Part At this convention, Our Union was consolidated with The

ion of last Signal and removed to Chicago. The Flower Mission, Kitché'nepresented Garden and other departments of work were added, and prejudicesnion ney against the publie work of women were broken downi as never
ir erY ore among the Southern people. The number of delegateswhicli ths present was one hundred and forty-six, from twenty-seven states.

1ser e Receipts from state auxiliaries, $4,o46. The next year we called
-fal back- "OUR TeMPERANCE ROUND-Up,falbc- brrowing the expressive phrase % the Western plains. · I was

i1

383



384 Convention in a Parlor andReception in an Omnibus,

determined that the completion of the first Gospel Temperance

Decade should see every state~and territory in the nation visited

by me and organized if possible. Helped by the railroad men to

passes, replenished financially by an approp#râtion of $3od from
the Good Templars of California, and personal gifts from Dr.
McDonald of San Frant-isco, Captain Charles Goodall, of the

Oregon Steamship Company, and other wealthy friends (for I

had no salary until 1886), I went the rounds accompanied by

Anna Gordon. The Pacific Coast friends gave us roya,1 greeting

everywhere. We visited thirty-three towns in California, went

to Oregon by steamer, and worked in that state and along the

wonderful Puget Sound Coast, visiting British Columbia and go-

ing by the Snake River to Lewiston, the former capital of Idaho,

the only town ever quarantined against us, so far as I remember.

The " municipal authorities, " learning of our intended visit,

declared that on account of the danger resulting from diphtheritic

contagion, no public meeting could be held. But we had traveled

thirty-six hours by river steamer for the express purpose of meet-

ing the good women at this head bf navigation on the Snake River

and did not propose to be defeated. Mrs. Judge Buck, our hostess,

went out and arranged for a parlor meeting at a friend's house,

we adopted a constitution and appointed officers for Idaho,
finished up our convention and had an ice-cream reception in the

omnibus as we went back to the steamer, and instead of shaking
the dust off our feet we waved our handkerchiefs in loving adieu

to the band of devoted women who had thus stood by us, as the

river bank receded and the swift wheel bore us back from this

nook and corner to the broad highways of civilization and philan-

thropy. Some account of that long trip-covering from twenty-

five to thirty thousand miles-is given in the car-window jottings

of the " Traveler's' department of this volume.

OUR FIRST DECADE.

At. Detroit,- in October of 1883, we celebrated our First

Decade with rejoicings, every state and territory having that

year been visited, and the .Woman's Christian Temperance

Union set in motion not only as a local, but also as a state and

territorial society duly constituted, and with regularly elected

officers, not chosen by the N#ional Woman's Christian Temper
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Founding of World's W. C. T. U. 385

ance Union, but by conventions held for that purpose in each one

of the forty-eight subdivisions of the United States-Alaska not

included.
In this Detroit convention we had an able and spirited

debate on the resolution favoring equal suffrage, which was

alinost unanimously adopted. The following on political prohi-

bition were also adopted practically without debate:

"Resolved, That we lend our influence to that party, by
whatever name called, which - shall furnish the best embodi-
ment of prohibition principles and will most surely protect our
homes.

"Resolved, That effort be made to secure in each state and
territory, non-partisan prohibition conventions of men and women
before the party nominating conventions of 1884 are held. At
such conventions, efforts shall be made to unite electors in dec-
laration that they will vote with no party that has not prohi-
bition in its platform. These conventions shall adjourn to meet
after the last nominating convention has been held."

This was intended to educate and urge men to the duty of

forcing the prohibition issue upon the old parties if possible, and

if unsuccessful in that, to put upon the same men such compul-

sion of reason and conscience as would. drive them into the party

that did make prohibition its issue-primary and supreme.

A memorial to the presidential nominating conventions was

adopted, asking for a plank in their platforms in favor of submit-

ting the question of national prohibition to the people, and it was

nade my duty to present the same. Another memorial asking

the ballot for women was ordered to be presented to the National
Congress.

The "World's Woman's Christian Temperance Union" was

projected 'and the general officers of the National Woman's
Christian Temperance Union were made a standing committee

of correspondence and organization for that movement. Five
fraternal delegates were. present from Canada, headed by Mrs.

Letitia Youmans, president of Dominion - Woman's Christian
Temperance Union. Total delegates present, two hundred and

forty-two, from twenty-eight states and territories. Total receipts

$5,045, balance in treasury, $919 No salaries were paid up to
this date, save $1i,ooo a year to our corresponding secretary.

25



386 "Towers and. Bastions of Petition."

The following extracts from my annual address at Detroit, deed
show the thought and purpose of that time: aggr<

e are wiser than we were; our intellects ought to be .al aflame with alot
clea andguard

clearand penetrating thought. We are more loving-hearted than we were; Her
our sympathies ought to move with more compassionate enthusiasm to the Hre
re cue where the onslaught is most fierce and the crisis most inevitable. pae

•frient
We have a steadiness of purpose that comes of faith .in God, and our wills -
ought to fly with resistless sweep to the execution of both-thought and sym.
pathy in glowing deeds.

Revolutions never move backward. Pillar of cloud, pillar of fire, where a
dost thou lead? This question has burned in my heart as I read the Ïnews of sato

Salhie
our defeat in Illinois and Michigan; our victory in the states that having bled i
eyes, have also seen-the Buckeye and the Hawkeye! Sisters, we mustsend
the plea of '.'Home, Sweet Home," into the national conventions of the "For
Republican and Democratic parties, when, six months hence, they meet to baud
select candidates for the Pre-sidency of these United States. Thank God,
the nation has one senator who declares his purpose to insist on a prohibitory
constitutional amendment plank in the platformof lis party. You know bis
name : Henry W. Blair, of the Old Granite State. Let us give emphasis y the
tco his demand by rolling in such petitions in its support as never before
bombarded a political assembly ! Let us rodeem the pledge made to the wise

need i
senator when he addressed our Washington convention, by intrenching ont-l
him behind such towers and bastions of petition as will give decisivo courage witha
to the good, and bring confusion to the counsels of the base. Al honor to

samnt'
the gallant. Republicans of Iowa ! Every true w oman's heart blesses them

Judithwith their rallying cry of " Home, Sweet Home. But there is not an organ note 1
of their party outside that state which has not pierced them like a javelin, i'-nebukc
uor a leader in its counsels who has not jeered them as the Don, Quixote ofnor a eaderMon
the party camp. In Ohio the Republican candidate for Governor planted from v
himself squarely on a license platform; the leading organs exhausted con snd FI
tempt and sarcasm upon our cause before the.election, and bitterest curses

advan<
since, while it seems not unlikely that their carelessness or complicity, or bauish
both, have combined with Democratic treachery to render doubtful or futile

of nmel
the most sacred " counts " known to the annals of this country, of votes where
"for God and Home and Natiye, Land." But if the party that in 1872 at the in the
dictation of the Germans passed'the " Herman Raster Resôlution," intended

' i Army.as a stab at prohibitory legislation ; if the party that now champions license ballot
and deludes the unwary with the prefix "high," turns a .deaf ear to our dersto
prayer ; and if the party of Judge Hoadley remains true to its alliance with allies.
the rum-power, as undoubtedly it will, and our petitions are once more laurels

trampled under foot of men, I ask what then would be the-duty of the hou? not th
O friends, God hath not left Himself without a witness. There is still a

anis a
party in the land to be helped onward to success by womeu. There is one Debor-
now despised for the single reason that it lacksmajorities and commandsno But in

high positions as the rewards of skillful leadership or wily caucusing, but Union

which declares as its cardinal doctrine, that a goverumnent is impotent in- of the
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Detroit, deed which cannot protect the lowliest home within its borders from the
aggressions of the vilest saloon that would destroy that home. It declares
all other issues trifling when compared with this, and insists that the " home

ame with guards '" shall be armed with the ballot as a Home Protection weapon.
we were; Here, then, let us invest our loyalty, our faith and works, our songs and
m to the prayers. To-day that party is Endymion, the unknown youth, but the
evitable. friendship of Diana, the clear-eyed queen of heaven, shall make for it
our wills friends, everywhere, until it becomes regnant, and the two reign side by.
and syi- side. The Woman's Christian Temperance Union was never weak, but it is

a giant now. The Pacifie Coast, the New Northwest, the South are all with
re, where us to-day. But. yesterday, Mary A. Livermore, of Massachusetts, sent to
e news of Sallie F. Chapin, of South Carolina, our forces being in convention assem-
at having bled in both states, this telegraphic message: " If .your heart -is as our heàrt,

ustsend give us thy hand." Back came this message from our gifted Southern leader:
ns of the "For God and Home and Native Land, we'll give you both our heart and
y meet to band."' The Woman's Christian Temperance Union, headed by a Wood-
ank God, bridge, an Aldrich, a Lathrap, West and Stevens, with the fiush and prestige
ohibitory of success, can not go forth in vain. Auxiliaries are in every important
know bis town of all the nation, sometimes ambushed, it is true, little thought of
emphasis by the great public, but ready to execute with promptness all military orders
er before wisely planned and gently given. Our work grows most rapidly where the

de to the need is most imminent. Witness Ohio, with five hundred unions this year,
trenching out-leaping by half, its previous record, and forcing the issue of prohibition
e courage with a persistence like that of gravitation, and a faith high as the hope of a
honor to saint, and deep as the depth of a drunkard's despair. Look -at Iowa, where

sses them Judith Ellen Foster started five years ago with a petition of which few took
an organ note, but which, like the genii of Arabian story, "expanded its pinions in
javeln -nebulous bars " until the Woman's Christian Temperaüce Union. has

nixote ai "Moulded a mighty state's decree, and shaped the whisper of the throne"
r planted from which a sovereign people declares its sovereign will. Look at Georgia
sted con and Floiida, where the petitions of our women. last winter resulted in the
est curses advance step of local option ; and Arkansas, where their efforts secured the

licity, or banishment of saloons from seventy-five counties by the united signatures
1 or futile of men and women. Look at Vermont, New flampshire and Michigan,

of votes where we have already won the battle for compulsory scientific instruction
872 at the in the principles of temperance, and tell us, has not God chosen the Crusade
intended Army to be His warriors, indeed ? Let no man say, ' But you have not the

us license ballot yet, and must not expect recognition frem a party." Be it well un-
ar to or derstood, we do not come as eunpty-handed suppliants, but as victorious
ance with allies. Our soldiers are not rsw recruits, but veterans, wearing well-won
nce more laurels. We have no more to gain than God has given us to bestow. Let
the heur? not the lessons of history be disregarded. . Of old the world had its Semir-
is still a amis and Dido, its Zenobia and Boadicea, nay, botter still, its Miriam and

e is one Deborah. Later on, Russia had her Catherine, and England her Elizabeth.
mandsno But in my thoughts I always liken the Woman's. Christian Temperance

Union to the Joan of Arc, whom God raised up for France, and who, in spite
of their muscle and their military prowess, beat the Eiglish and crowned her
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king! But evermore-she heard and heeded heavenly voices, and God grant only
that we may hear and heed them evermore ! To the martyrdom of public

rebuke and criticism they will surely lead us, a sacrifice not easy for gentie ane

hearts to bedr; doubtless, also, with some of us, to the actual martyrdom by life

which a national history becomes heroic, but following where those voices meet

lead, we shall steadily pass onward from the depths of this world's pain to Con
the heights of eternity's peace, and, best of all, we shall help to lift Humaniitv, wea
so weak and so bewildered, nearer to the law, the life, the freedom of GoQd lost
in Christ our Lord."

G. H
A strong controversy arose about the form of our Mem- Foste

orial to the national political conventions. The word used was to in.
"Memorial" and I supposed the description of my plan as given memc

in the foregoing address was uninistakable. I had said that we sisted
would intrench Senator Blair in the Republican convention officei
behind " towers and bastions of petition " sufficient to " give'

decisive courage to the good and bring confusion to the counsels the c

of the base; " that we would roll in such petitions as had never left th

before bombarded a political assembly, in support of a Prohibi- Sxect
tion plank, and would "redeem the pledge made to the Senator that g

when he addressed our Washington convention in 1881.'.' A shoulc

reference to the record of that convention shows.that we then and Ameri
there promised one million namesfor an amendment to the Con- ballota

stitution of the United States, prohibiting the manufacture and with 1
sale of all alcoholic liquors, fermented and distilled. ready

Because the passages ig my address where, I argued this greatn
petition were more earnestly applauded than any others: because But af
in tabulating my recommendations I had called it a " Memorial," bowed
the terms "Petition" and "Meinorial" being interchangeable; I woul
because nothing to the contrary was said whei the exact word- the coi
ing of my recommendation was adopted by the convention, I popula
claimed that a geea circulation of the Memorial should be had utive C

in every hamlet and city of the nation, hoping thus to bring upon only ti:

the Republican Convention such a pressure that the Prohibition tion.

plank would be adopted. call, di

And now arose Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Iowa, until this'time failure

my warm and earnest coadjutor in every measure that liad come standin

before our conventions, in so much that we two were called the the ent

wheel-horses of the W. C. T. U. wagon, " but who (the Conven- which,
tion being adjourned and Executive Committee scattered) insisted nuimerc

that this was to be a Memorial in the sense of a document signed mean i:
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only by the officers of the National Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union. In this greatest surprise and disappointment of my
life as a temperance worker, I turned to the women of Illinois,
meeting with them in Bloomington at their mid-year Executive

Committee. They had invited Mrs. Foster to be present and,
weary as they were of the petition work in which they had largely

lost faith, influenced by the urgent entreaties of Mrs. Elizabeth
G. Hibben, then a devoted Republican, 'and impressed by Mrs.
Foster's eloquent presentation of her views, they begged me not
to insist upon a popular petition, but to be content with a simple
memorial in the sense of that word upon which Mrs. Foster in-
sisted, viz., a request officially signed by the state and national
officers.

Twice in my life I have been moved to bitter tears, by
the contradictions of my public environment. Once, when I
left the Woman's College at Evanston, and now in the Illinois
Êxecutive Committee. I had believed with my inmost heart in
that great popularly-signed -Memorial, ,as an object-lesson that
should condense and crystallize the thought and *purpose of
American manhood for the protection of the home by Prohibition
ballots. I solemnly believed that the heart of the convention was
with me in this understanding, and that faithful hands were
ready to carry out the work on a scale commensurate with the
greatness of the crisis and the sacredness of the interests involved.
But after strong crying and tears on the part of many of us who
bowed together in prayer, seeking, for guidance, I promised that
I would commend to the general officers (all of whom understood
the convention -to mean what I did), an official rather than a
popular Memorial. But they did not agree to this and the Exec-
utive Comnifttee was convened at Indianapolis - for the first and
only time in our history, thus far-to decide the weighty ques-
tion. Only seven out of forty-eight members answered the
call, distance and expense being the chief expl4nation of their..
failure to appear. These declared their belief that my under-
standing was the correct one, but we all desired the opinion of
the entire committee, and so sent out the question by letter, to
which, almost without dissent, the answer came that a petition
numerously signed was what they understood the convention to
mean in its use of the word, "Memorial."

A Reformer's Grief. 389



An Honorable Embassy.

But the time was now far spent for securing a million names or low W

anything approaching that number and only an official Memorial ventioi

could be prepared. I have always thought that thîs decision My sol

hindered the growth o our party, believing that a national can- liorsen

vasg with the pitioi asa edueatinglorce, would have enlisted politic

an army of men in the old parties whose decision, when these the
parties denied their prayer, would have been like that of Gover- me, wl

nor St. John, to " come ont from among them and be separate.." Convei

While the Woman's Christian Temperance Union had this with.h

unprofitable difficulty on hand, during the winter of 1884, the gather<

Prohibition Home Protection party had another. Our honored withou

friends, the "old liners," who had stood sponsors for the party nothin

at its birth, had three points of disagreement with the new- suspici

comers: Our favorite name of "Home Protection " was distaste- relativ(

ful to them because an innovation, and the purpose we had to a relati

hold the natiqnal convention in Chicago was distasteful also indicat

they wantedit held in the East; besides all this, they thought b0e in

we should not wait for the old parties, but hold our convention on!

earliest of all. Hon. Gideon T. Stewart, of Norwalk, Ohio, of Mor

chairman of the Central Committee, was strenuous on all these been w

points, and was, perhaps, the most influential man in the party not yet

at that time. Although the "new-comers " were confident of a Liat it j

majority and clearly had one in the Central Committee, we felt insuper

the vital importance of unity in these decisions as to time and be obi

place. A commission was now given me by my associates on the Home

committee, of which I have always felt proud; they sent me to Ha

Norwalk to see Mr. Stewart. He received Miss Gordon and me accoun1

with the utmost cordiality, coming with his daughter to meet us publica

at the early morning train, and introducing us to his pleasant Nation

home where his -wife had prepared for us. A man of college menori

education and a lawyer of prominence, Mr. Stewart. had felt the it.1 th

"slings and arrows of outrageous fortune " because of his polit- gation,

ical Prohibition sentiments and .deeds. His fellow townsmen debate

had even condescended so far as to change the name of a street Hamps

named in his honor, and to make him unmistakably aware of hearing

their social as well as their political hostility. After a friendly societie

talk we agreed to disagree idn this way; Mr. Stewàrt conceded not uni

the time and I the place. Pittsburgh was the choice of the "old

liners,"-and this Chicago granted, while, in deference to our cal- My
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mes or low wisI to "give the Republicans one more chance," the con-
morial vention was to follow theirs. It now became my duty to wend
ecision my solitary way, aftexthe manner of G. P. R. Janies's strategic
al can- liorseman, to the four fiational conventions. Never having seen a
nlisted political convention of any sort, I was quite shy and sat in a box

a these atthe IndianapolisOperaHouse with Mrs. Zerelda Wallace beside
Gover- me, while Rev. Dr. Gilbert Delamater presented to the Greeniback
arate." Convention our White Ribbon Memorial in a fine speech, teceived
id this with-hand-clappangs by the good men and women delegates there
34, the gathered. But when it came back from the cnommittee to which,
.onored without debate, it was referred, it had suffered a sea-change intoe party nothing rich, nor, alas, strange. The temperance plank was

e new- suspiciously succinct, and stated that a constitutional amendment
istaste- relative to the liquor traffic ought to be submitted; but how near
had to a relative - whether a third cousin or a mother-in-law, was not
1 also indicated. This.was not specially encouraging, and like poorhought Joe an Dickens' story, I heard a voice saying to me, " Move

vention on!" In the great Exposition Building of Chicago the " Party
Ohio, of Moral Ideas " had gathered up its leaders. Although I had

1 these been working with the Prohibition party, my final farewell was
ý party not yet said to the Republican. 1 had yet fond and foolish hopes

nt of a fiat it might take advanced ground, though the difficulties seemed
ve felt insuperable and I believed that it and every other party should

ne and be obliged to go on record for or against the grandest living issue:
on the Home or Saloon Protection, which shall it be ?
me to Having been often urged to do so I will here write out some

and me account of my visit to the Committee on Resolutions of the Re-
neet us publican National Convention in 1884. Commissioned by the
leasant National Woman's- Christian Temperance Union, I took the
college memorial of our society to the Exposition Building and placed
felt the it in the hands- of Hon. Mr. 'Donan, chairman of the Iowa dele-
s polit- gation, who presented it in due form and it was referred without
vnsmen debate to the Committee où Resolutions. Senator Blair of New
a street Hampshire then set at work to secure the opportunity for a brief
vare of hearing before that committee. Similar demands from other
'riendly societies, reformers, etc., were many and urgent-; I think it was
)nceded not until the day before the resolutions were presented that we
1e "old obtained an audience.

r cal- My impression is that this took place during the noon recess.
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392 Before the Republican National Committee.

Word was sent me at Woman's Christian Temperance Union b"i°"

Sallie
Headquarters that the Senator had been successful, and I asked salhe

Mrs. Mary B. Willard, editor of our organ, The Union Signoa/,
and Miss Helen L. Hood, corresponding secretary of Illinois of the

Woman's Christian Temperance Union, to go with me. We tories,

were escorted to the committee room at the appointed time and of the

fond but few of the members present-they being in an adjoin- we

ing room, the door of which was, I think, open. I know that erinme

tobacco smoke was most uncomfortably noticeable throughout Lord

our stay, though I do not think that any member smoked in our not or

presence, but the room was thoroughly distasteful, almost sicken- religio
stater

ing to us, by reason of the sight of the many much-used spittoons a

and the sight and smell of the blue cloud of smoke. by the
We three women sat in one corner on a sofa, feeling verv for C'a

much like mariners stranded on a lee shore. There was no greet- W

ing for us or notice taken 'of our presence by any one so far as I in mot
tion fo

remember. We were not asked what votes we could deliver or of pur

questioned in any way whatever. Senator Blair gathered in as aiequr

many as he could of the committee and asked for a hearing. milio1

He then began to speak of our mission and after a few minutes. the gu

was called to order and a motion made that the length of time to my cor
and th,

be granted be now fixed. The Senator asked that we might have

half an hour but was greeted by a vigorous " no " from several Ge
throats. Some one, .I never knew who, then moved that fifteen hearts

minutes be the limit, and this carried, though there were several (langer

sharp negatives. I then rose, took out my watch, made my aad pr
the bes

speech in thirteen minutes and we at once withdrew. As we did lifes b:
so, several, perhaps half a dozen, members of the committee cauie clear b
forward and shook hands with us, some expressing their sympa- streets.

thy and hope that favorable action might be taken. Annual

My speech read thus: to-day,
ilons an

GENTIEMEN-The temperance women of America have never before

asked for one moment of your time. Thousands of them have worked and rial
prayed for your success in the heroic days gone by, but up to this hour they .
have laid no tax on the attention of the people's representatives in presi- morrov
dential convention assembled. Though the position is a new one, I can not cratic <
count myself other than at home in your presence, gentlemen, as you repr Protect
sent that great party which, on the prairies of Wisconsin, my honoredfather A
helped to build, and whose early motto roused my girlish enthusiasm, "Free conven
soil, free speech, free labor, and free men.'' But I rejoice to-day in the Searth

sisterhood of· the women's party-the Woman's Christian Temperance
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Union-where I may march side by side with that brilliant Sonthern leader,
Sallie F. Chapin, of South Carolina, who, in our new anti-slavery war, the
fight for a free brain, is my beloved coadjutor.

I am here in no individual character, but as a delegated representative
of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of forty-eight states and terri-
tories, including the District of Columbia, to present to you the memorial
of the American home against the American saloon. You will notice that
we make .no note of foreign drinking customs, but speak and work directly
against an institution which derives its authority directly from our own gov-
ernment. Our society is the lineal descendant of that whirlwind of the
Lord known as the " Woman's Temperance Crusade," of 1874, and stands
not only for total abstinence and prohibition, but for no sectarianism in
religion, no sectionalism.in politics, no sex in citizenship. We recognize
state rights as to the adoption of these principles, but nove forward in one
grand, solid phalanx -- a society as well known in Florida as it is in Oregon,
by the results of the last ten years' work ; a society that has an open hand
for Càtholic and Protestant, for the foreign as well as the native born.

We know that in America the great clanging mill of government, kept
in motion at enormous cost, turns out just one product, and that is protec-
tion for life and limb and property. But it seems to us women that the citadel

of purity, the palladium of liberty, the home, our brothers have forgotten
a(lequately to protect. Therefore I am here to-day to speak on behalf of
millions of women, good and true, but grieved and sorrowful; to ask that
thé guarantees and safeguards of Ifw.sha11 be stripped from the saloons of
my country; that their tarnished gbld shall no more pollute our treasury,
and that the land we love may at once and forever go out of partnership
with the liquor traffic.

Gentlemen, some political party will respond to this plea from the
hearts of women asking for protection from a stimulant which nerves with
<aîgerous strength the manly arm that God meant to be woman's shelter
and protection, so that man's cruelty becomes greatest toward those he loves
the best. Some party will declare that when our best beloved go forth into
life's battle they shal1 not have to take chances so unequal in the fight for.a
clear brain, nor run the gauntlet of saloons legalized and set along our
streets. Some party will lay to heart this object-lesson of the " Nation's
Annual Drink Bill," shown in the chart I have had placed before your eyes
to-day, with its nine hiindred millions for intoxicating liquors, to five mill-
ions and a half-for the spread of Christ's gospel.

The Greenback convention has already received with favor this memo-
rial. Senator Donan, our ga nt Iowa champion, has secured its reading

in your own great convention d its reference to your committee. To-
IOrrow you will act upon it. O July 8 it will be presented to the Demo-
cratic convention in this city, an on July 23 to that of the Prohibition Home
Protection party, in Pittsburgh, Pa.

A great chief of your party, who was with us as the hero of your last
convention, said that not in the turmoil of politics, but at the sacred fireside
'earth, does God prepare the verdict of a great, free 1eople. Let me say,
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394. "New Occasions Teach New Duties."

gentlemen, that the party that declares for national prohibition in 188 4 will thenselv
be the one for which the temperance women of this land will pray and so, there
work, circulate literature, convene assemblies, and do all in our power to Prohibiti
secure its success. Nor is the influence of these women to be forgotten or
lightly esteemed, as the past bas sufficiently proved. While I have tried to longed

speak, my spirit bas been sustained and soothed by the presence of that Smith so

devoted army which I am here to represent. As womanly, as considerate, tions,"
as gentle as the women of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, from Whether
Alabama to Wyoming, would wish me to be in this presence, I have tried
to be-that I might justly represent them-good-natured as sunshine, stead-
fast as gravitation, persistent as a Christian's faith. I have no harsh word authentie

to speak of any. The liquor traffic is the awful heritage of a less wise, less cannot sa

kind, anl less enlightened past. For its existence in this gentler age we ny politi
are all more or less responsible. lien, tha

Let us combine to put it away, " with malice toward none, with charity while Ch
for all." Daughters of heroes and sisters of patriots are those for whose

dear sake I have dared to speak to-day. De Tocqueville said: "Life is tions. A

neither a pleasure nor a pain ; it is a serious business, to be entered on with near the

courage, and in a spirit of self-sacrifice." Gentlemen, in that spirit : have there was
tried to speak, -not because I wished to be heard, but to represent, as best

I could, the homes of America in their sacred warfare against the American

saloon. May God lead and guide us all into lives and deeds of tenderest

charity and divinest toil for the sorrowful and weak. Whe

Some of us have sung the Miriam song of this great party in other days, single ne

and whether or not we shall, erelong, chant its requiem, depends upon Kansas

whether or not the party shall be as true to living issues of the present as it Streams
was true to living issues in the past. For states ca

"New occasions teach new -duties,
Time makes ancient good uncouth;

They must upward still, and onward, here is tE
Who would keep abreast of truth." lion whe

We ask you to declare in favor of submitting to the people a national So t

constitutiongl amendment for the prohibition of the liquor traffic,

Gentlemen, on behalf of the National Woman's Christian Temperance lasting-fai

Union, I thank you for this courteous hearing. Army of 1

I ought to say that while I spoke, those present listeñed re- with the

spectfully, so far as I observed. Indeed, I took no special excep- "n'.utter

tions to their conduct, which was, no doubt, from their point of so retee

view, altogether courteous. They were nearly through with and Nativ

their report, the convention was impatiently waiting, they had The

not the remotest intention of doing anything for the temperance as follows

peo le, and, weary and annoyed as they were, I think they did TEE MEMO

all in the way of politeness that we could expect from them. A To the Na!

different standard would most assuredly be applied by us to the We, m
Prohibition party, as to its nianner of receiving ladies, for ladies United Stat
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:884 will theiselves are members of and leaders in that party. This beingray and so, there is, of course, no smoking in the committee rooms of
>ower tr Prohibitionists. The gentlemen of the Republican committee'Otten or

tried to belonged to the old régime-they were, as Mrs. Hannah Whitall
of that Smith so often and so charitably says of people, "in their condi-
iderate, tions, ' and, being in them, they 'did, the best they could.
n, froem Whether or not they received the Brewers" Committee, and whatve stred ength of time was accorded its -,members, if received, I do not

o, tead.
sh word authentically know.' It is said that thosé men had an hour-I

ise, less cannot say, and do not wish to do any one injustice, least of all
age we my political opponents. Going upon the platform of the conven-

tion, thanks to a ticket from Senator Blair, I listened earnestlyhr while Chairman McKinley, in his grand voice, read the resolu-
Life is tions. As he went on I said to myself, " Of course, ours will be

on with near the close, if there at all, " but when he had finished and
have there was not a word for temperance, I said to myself:

ao bert sweet to be remembered,
merican inderest .Ts sad-to be forgot.'

- When the'report was accepted without debate and without a
er days, single negative (although the Iowa delekates, -the. Maine andIs upon Kansas delegates, were out in full force), I said to myself,

ont as i treams cannot rise higher than their fountains; men in the
states cannot rise superior to their party nationally, and this
Republican party, once so dear to me, I must .now leave beçause
here is the proof that even good men dare not stand by prohibi-
tion when they meet upon a national platform."Lationai

So then and there I bade the " Grand Old Party an ever-
perance lasting-farewell and took up my line of march toward the Grand

Arrny of Reform. By this I mean, that while I had already acted
Led re- with the Prohibition ·party for a brief period, I had never until

excep- no .utterly given up the hope that the Republican party might
>int of So retrieve itself that we could stand together for God and Home

with and Native Land.
y had The document that I presented to the four conventions read

erance as follows:

ey did TEE MEMORIAL OF THZ AMERICAN 'HOME FOR PROTEcTION FROM THEToNain.aAAMERICAN 
SALOON.

tte o the National Convention of the.... .. Party:
. We, members of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of theladies United States (and of its forty-eight state and territorial Woman's Christian

i



396 The Pittsbrrsh Prohibition Convention.

Temperance Unions, with that of the District of Columbia), herein repre. decked t

sented bythe signatures of our officers, believe that, wh poison ihbits all symb
of the nation can be largely restrained by an appeal to the intellect through Mary A.
argument, to the heart through sympathy, and to the conscience through and woîr
the motives of religion, the traffic in those poisons will be best controlled bv
prohibitory law. by Chai

We believe the teachings of science, experience and the Golden Rule, present t
combine to testify against the traffic in alcoholic liquors as a drink, and tha perance
the homes of America, which are the citadels of patriotism, puity and hap uprising.
piness, have no enemy so relentless as the American saloon. The

Therefore, as citizens of the United States, irrespective of sect or section a
but having deeply at heart the protection of 'our homes, we do hereb f
respectfully and earnestly petition you to advocate and to adopt such meas leaders o
ures as are requisite to the en*hat prohibition ofïthe importation, exporta. o this s
tion, manufacture and sale of alcoholic beverages may become an integral] M
part of the national Constitution, and that your party candidate shallbe b ognizesy
character and public pledge committed to a national constitutional prohib party dis)
itory amendnaent. who in ti

After two such failures I had little heart to approach th, and Hot

Democrats, but in loyalty to ny appointment I had this to de. iolated<

The great Exposition Building was packed once more with delé- argh an

gates whose drink bill at the Palmer House was no larger than ligence of
that of the Republicans had been-in both cases it was immense. Here
Major Burke, of the New Orleans Tùnes-Democrat, presented the chairman
Memorial which 'was referred without debate to the Committee on Lathrap c
Platform; they reported against "sumptuary laws that vex the cannot be
citizen." Meanwhile one more national party fremained un- asronome
visited, and to that I went with the rejected Memorial, purposing non peop
in my heart hencefôrth to cast in my lot just there. strong Se

THE PITTSBURGH CONVENTION. for him-

I do not 1
It was a gathering never to be forgotten! In old "La-

fayetfte Hall," cradle of the Republican party, where in 1852 A me

John P. Halé and George W. Julian were nominated for president askere

and vice-president, were gathered on the morning of July 23 fGe
884, over six hundred delegates represe ting twenty-eight states. reports my

I .lJrChairs,
Women were there in goodly numbers, almost wholly from the

Woman's Christian Tempe-ance Union which, in common with The thi
other temperance societies, had -been iivited to. send delegtes ars ago,

It was a crowd not only of "rpal folks" but of " our folks"- increase

the non-drinking, non-tobacco-using home-people, almost-with a were

out exception members'of the church. Careful hands had be During



The Memorial Accepicd ai Last 3

decked the old hall with mottoes and flags, pictures and banners,ýrein repre-
ison habit ail symbolic of " Down with the saloon and up with the home."

et through Mary A. Woodbridge, of Ohio, was chosen, one of the secretaries,
ce through and women were on every committee. After an admirable address
ntrolled Iv Chairman Stewart I asked for three minutes in which to

den Rule present the Memorial of the National Woman's Christigen Tem-

k, anl tha perance Union, which was adopted with cheers, and a general

ty and hap uprising.

The fol'lowing droll resolution, offered by John Lloyd Thomas,
or section, of Maryland, shows the paternal interest manifested in us by
do herev

such mea leaders of the party which in its heroic days had waked the echoes

n, exporta- of this same hall:

an integral "Rcsolv'ed, That the convention of the Prohibitiona party rec-
shall'be 1 ognizes with due humility the anxidus care for the welfare of our
nal prohih· party displayed by the répresentatives of the national government,

wvho in the persons of W. W. Dudley, Commissioner of Pensions,

roach the and Hon. Hiram Price, Commissioner of Indiah Affairs, have
. to . violated civil servicerules and used public time to come to Pitts-

hist . hurgh and to urge advice upon members of the convention, but,
with dele- Resolcd, that we timidly advance the claim that the intel-
rger than ligence of this assembly is ample to provide for its own security.

immense. Here I met for the first time Prof Samuel Dickie, now
sented the chairman of the Prohibition National Committee. Mrs. Mary T.
mittee on Lathrap came to me, saying: "We have a man in our state who
t vex the cannot be excelled as a presiding officer, Professor Dickie, the
ined un- astronomer of Albion college." I knew he was what " the com-

purposilng mon people " call " a square man ,'' square head and shoulders,
strong Scotch face, and good Scotch blood. 'We women worked
for him-he was elected chairmïan. I do not say we did it, for
a do not know.

old "La-
A pleasant surprise came to, me when the Kansas delegation

e in 182 asked.me'to represent its-members in seconding the nQmination
Pn'sien f Governor St. John for the Presidency. The stenographer thus

f July

glit states reports my words

froma the r. Chairma, Brothers and Sisters in America's Creat Batie for a clear
, brazn:

mon with The thing that has, been s1 all'be. History repeats itself. Thirty-three
delegates. ears ago, only eight years before the nomination of Abraham Lincoin unller

folks "- ho increased ithpetus of the same movement, John P. Hale and Gee. W.

ost- with .lian were chosen in this hall.

s had be During their campaign a little girl, a farmer's daughter on the prairies
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of Wisconsin, sat up until unprecedentedly late at night to "hear the nîn route b
from the Free-soil meeting'' which ber mother and brother had gone ite to prot
attend because Hale aîid Julian were to speak, and she will never forget the one ha

eagerness with which she listened to that -recital. But how little didi as hero

dream that in the interval between those dgys and these the wórfld woeul It
grow so tolerant; old prejudices would roll away like clouds beliw t, new liv

horizon, and women come forth into public work like singig birds afer this on

thunder-storm! Least of all could she have imagined that a royal, free ' I n
like Kansas, by unanimous invitation of its delegation .n the second gr saloon.

"Free-soil" gathering of Lafayette Hall, would accord to ber th e or even ai

seconding the .nomination of Kansas' greatest leader. But so it was tob just be

Tb'e heroes of America have been from the first, and waill he to tise l heis'

men of the people. The name of John P . St. John, of Kansas, ias air give hi

passed into history.. His is the rare and radiant fame that coies of bl) fice up
enshrinied, while yet alive, in that most majestic of Pantheons, the peop>l I yi
heart. Our action here to-day will neither lift nor lower his position, for i James
is " Fortune's now and Fame's ; one of the few, the immortal names tht side tbo

were not born to die.'" His history, half heroic, half pathetie, lias alway advent

deeply touched my heart, and I rejoice to rehearse it briefly liere to-day. the tre

Brother and sister delegates, picture to yourselves a lonesome tlitle fi. separat

low in the wilderness of Indiana fifty years ago, trying,. single-handed, t believe

make his way in the world. For
ter and

"Blessings on thee, little man,
betweet

Barefoot boy, with cheek of tan."
focis th

Picture an adventurous youth as, with but a dollar in his pocket, he De

crossed the " Big Muddy," bound for Pike's Peak, and, driving an ox-team ail

over the Rockies, "footed it " to California. See him next delving in the ade ju
mines by day and studying law by the camp-fire at evening. Fer prayed

"The heights by great men reached and kept, national
Were not attained by sudden flight, whose c

But they, while their companions slept, sos
Were toiling upward in the night." think of

See him at the outbreak of the Civil war, waiting for no draft, hiring ten tho

no substitute, but baring his owir breast to foemen who, thank God, to-day sive cho

are friends ! See him next in the senate of Kansas, then twice elected gov-

ernor, keeping always:near the people and trusting them in spite of a thon-

sand warnings from politicalleaders. I saw him first at Bismarck Grove,

Kansas, in presence of a great concourse, when the campaign for constitu

tional amendment was at its height. As be came forward, every man's tai

and every woman's handkerchief waved high in air, and while. the l1u'

hurrahs resounded, I saw tears on -many a gentle face of mother, sisier,

wife, because they knew he was.defender of their endangered homes.

They.told me in Topeka, where he. had lived for years, that he wnas

always in his place at church and prayer-meeting, no matter bow oficial

duties pressed upon him. They told me how he -went to Leavenworth wien

letters tireatening his life warned him to stay away, and being met e
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hea te fai route by a temperance delegation whase anxiety wassarethyhdcoehear the niews0 ra hyadcm
gonie wia te pratect him, le showed them the letters of whichuntil that maulent no
ver forge tîL one had been aware, sayingt hOur cause mut have if martyrs as well
littlC diI as heroes and 1 miglt as weli le 'ready.

orldUIi It seems ta me the world must have in every age the bject-iesson of
ds below ti. new lives dedicated ta ail that mast exalta humanity, and here we have

birdsaktr this ane which Gad las set up high wlere almay read.
ral, free I neyer heard John P. St. John traduced, save by the'myrmidons of the
second gre salon. The party that naw revues would have adored him had he been
the honlor 0 even a littie leas layai ta aur cause. The Senates apen doar wauld have been
it was to est before him if indeed ie ad natenteredit already. But naw, farsaath,
e to the heis la 'an office seeker" when lie alda an higlithe standard for us who can
lias argive him notting but aur gratitude; wjien lie laya shas lofty fame a sacri-,es Of fice upon the aitar of aur hoy cause!

the bacl I yield ta none in admiration of these glons veterans, John Russel,>sition, for h James Black, and Gideon T. Stewart, History wil place their names be-
i nainesh side those of Phullipa and Garrison upon her rail of honor; thy were the
c, has ahvan adventurous pioneers who struck out into a foreat of prejudiceand "blaed
re to-day. the trees." But ta make aur way acrosa the Sierras of difficulty that stiliMie li titl separate us from tle Eldorado of succes, we want a " Pathfinder," sudwe
le-handed, to believe St. John f he the "Frémont" of oùr batties.

For Dr. R. H. McDonaid I have the higlicat esteem, has lofty charac-
ter and generous help command my admiration and my gratitude; bufas
between tvio noble. men we must choose the one wbo, as a sun-glass, wili
fecuis the moat votes, and I believe Gavernor St. John ta lie that man.

is pocket, heis eaetle Dearwomen of the white rilibon, here assembied, you know -that from,
anl ox-team

g ne-an al this land went up the voice of supplication when the cail for prayer waselving in the mligtaL ade juat before the firat of these party conventions, in -May sat ! We
er prayed that America mighit have a piaul in some patform declaring for

national prohibition for the sake of -home protection, and a. candidate
wbuse character sud perso nal 'habita mothers miglit safeiy co *mmend ta their
sens. -In Governor St. John we have an answer ta that prayer. When I
thiuk of wbat lie is ta the temperanr-e people of -the nation, I knaw that indraft, hirtag ten tbousand homes these words of englandas laureate wiii -strike respon-

God, to-day sive clords
elected gov-

te of a tho- As sme divinelygifted man,
aarck Grove, Whose life in iow estate began

for coîtitaAnd on a simple village green;for conistitu-
rv mnan's*hatIry~~~ «a' la Who breaks lis birth's invidiaus bar,
tile. the loud And graspa the akirta of happy chance,
>ther, sister, And breast the biows of circumatance,

ýotns. iAnd grappies with has evil star;ornes.

that he ici' 1W makes by force h met known,
how otticial d liveieto clutch the.golden keys,

oo*rt s hh r T mouad a mighty stateass decrwees
Itunet es And shape the whisper if the throneo

I ee/er Jh..S.Jontauesaeb h yriosoYh
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"And moving on from high to higler,
Becomes on Fortune's crowning slope that-,
The pillar of a people's hope,

The center of a world's.desire." Matte

On behalf of the Kansas delegation, I second the nomination of John P.

St. John, of Kansas. luto
name

When it was announced that all the votes of the convention move
had been cast for Governor St. John, the tumult was tremendous side'
and as we all stood up and sang,

"Mine eyes have seen the glory tion
Of the coming of the Lord," It wa

there were tears on many a cheek. and o

I was a member of the Commit-tee on Resolutions, and espe- stitut

cially interested in the one on equal suffrage. It read as follows, I rem

and was mainly written by James Black, of Pennsylvania, the long

Prohibition party's first candidate for president; my own part I wtho

w'11 print in italics: anoth

"to e
Resolved, That the activity and coöperation of the women of America think

fcr the promotion of temperance has, in all the history of the past, been a
strength and encouragement which we gratefully acknowledge and record. ada, s

In the later and present phase of the movement for the prohibition of the some

traffic, the purity of purpose and method, the earnestness, zeal, intelligence is tha
and devotion of the mothers and daughters of the Woman's Christian Tem-

perance Union have been eminently blessed of God. Kansas and Ioa

have been given them as "sheaves" of rejoicing, and the education and

the arousing of the public mind, and the now prevailing -demand for the near,

Constitutional Amendment are largely the fruit of thbir prayers and labors. work

Sharing in the efforts that shall bring the question of the abolition of this is, anc
traffic to the polls, they shall join in the grand "Praise God from whom ail convin
blessings flow," when by law victory shall be achieved. Native

Resolved, That believing in the civil and political equality ofthe sexes

and that the ballot in the hands of woman is her right for protection, and grew c

tbould prove a powerful ally for the abolition of the liquor trafic, the execu- the NE

lion of law, th.? promotion of reform in civil affairs, and the renoval ov July-C
corruption in public life, we enunciate the principle, and relegate the prac- brougi
tical outworking of this reform.to thé disciion of the Prohibition party in Manua
t/ve several sta/es, according to the condition of public sentiment in those .

states.
tion)'

I had been so much in the South that its delegates confided
and w

to me their earnest hope that we Would "draw it mild," but I
party,

felt that they would hardly disown their traditional doctrine of urably
state rights as here expressed. They did not, nor do I believe he o1
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that, as a class, they will antagonize those of us who are com-

nitted to the equal suffrage plank in the Prohibition platform4

'There was some debate,. lively and courteous, but the reso-
1of John P.

lution was adopted with but little dissent. Not so the party

name. Rev. Dr. Miner, of Boston, a chief among the old liners,
rnvention moved that the old name "Prohibition." be restored. "Our

mendous side " amendéd with the proposition to retain the name given

two years before at Chicago, viz., "Prohibition Home Protec-

tion Party,"-ten syllables! and on this rock we foundered.
It was not in human nature to put up with a decahedron name,

and one parted in the middle at that! If we had moved to sub-

and espe- stitute "Home Protection," we should have done much better.

s follows, I remember uttering a few sentences in favoi- of retaining the

ania, the long name, but the old, liners were too strong for us, and almost
without debate, the change was agreed to. This action scored

another of those huge disappointments through which one learns
"to endure hardness as a good soldier." Away back in 1876, I

of Anerca think it was, when our great and good Mrs. Yeomans, of Can-
ast, been a
and record. ada, spoke at Old Orchard Beach, my ear first caught the win-

tion of the some and significant phrase "Home Protection." My impression
utelligence is that she did not coin, but adapted'it ,from the tariff vocab-
istian Te- ulary of the Dominion. Listening to her there in the great

and lowacatn aon grove of pines, with blue sky overhead and flashing sea waves
cation, and

nd for the near, it flashed on me, "Why not call this gospel temperance
and labors. work the 'Home Protection Movement,' for that's just what it
ion of'this is, and these words furnish the text for our best argument and go

wlhomal convincingly-along with our motto: 'Fpr God and Home and
Native Lad?'" The more I thought about all this, the more itf the sexes,

ction, and grew on me, and uina877,,when invited by Henry C. Bowen, of
,t execu. the New York fndependent, to speak at his famous " Fourth of

renoval of July Celebration," I chose " Home Protection " for my theme and
e theprac- brought out from the Indefendent office my " Home Protection
on party Manual,'' which I distributed among our white ribbon women

throughout the nation. We called our petitions, "Home Protec-
tion," our great Illinois campaign in 187g went. by that name,

confide and.wheir I was converted, heart and soul, to the Prohibition
a"but I party, I believed, as I do still, that its strength would be immeas--

octrine of.
.t rably increased by adopting,Hôme Protection as its naine. But

I behieve the old nameawas.endeared to those who had suffere4 for it, and
26

J
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they were not disposed to give it up. In this I then, and always,

believed them to be unwise. *

Directly after the convention I went, by the'earnést request of

. - Mr. Danels vice-presidential nominee of the Prohibition party,

to speak at a ratification meeting in Cumberland, Md. I dreaded

the encounter, for, except at our temperance conventions, i l-d but

once in my life, so far as I can recall, spoken on politics.* To

meet the " world's people" in the opening of a fierce campaign

was painful to me, and I did it only as a token of loyalty to our

new candidate. -This town among the hills is fore-ordained to be

provincial, by reason of its physical geography. Its pretty little

opera house was well filled that night ; but the air felt cold as

winter to my spirit, though July's heat was really there. Curi-

ously enough did its well-dressed women look on me, standing

forlorn before the.footlights, on a bare stage, and sighing for the

heart-warmth of a Woman's Christian Temperance Union meet-

ing, where women would have crowded around ihe; flowers sent

forth their perfume, and hymns and- prayers made all of us at

home. I spoke, no doubt, forlornly; anyhow, I felt forlorn. The

gainsaying political papers said next day, that I was poor enough,

anXd our candidate eVen poorer than I! Major Flilton, of Wash-

ington, D. C., was with us, and I think'if there were honors that

evening, he bore tiem away.

Meanwhile, we had heard that our noble martyr of the

Prohibition army had accepted the sacrifiqe, -not without in-

tense reluctance and most bitter heartache, and our campaign

began. I-say " ours," because the white ribbon women were so

thorughly enlisted in it.- By going as delegaiésto its convention,

many of .our leaders " lent their influence," and ourfive "general

office s,' Mesdames Buell, Woodbridge, Stevens, and Miss Pugh,

with yself, issued a card êxpressing our hearty sympathy, and

our beief thât, since the Prohibition party, of all the four then in

the field, had indorsed our memorial, we were bound to take its

part. At the -annual meetings of that battle autumn, nearly all

o'ur state unions did this in one form or another, Iowa and Penn-

sylvaaiabeing then, as now, on the opposing se.

* singe exception occorred in canandaigua, N. Y., September, 1875, when, having
s o cooference Temperance Society of the M. . Church, I
aso briey addressed the first Pronce I had ever seen, by invitatiOn
of Rev. Mr. Bissenl; butlI did nlot speak as an adherent.
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CHAPTER III.

To THE ST. LOUIS CONVENTION.
apaign
to our Wh our National Woman's Christian Temperance Union

d to be Conv& tion met in St. Louis, just before the swift arbitrament of

y little the memorable election day that changed the national adriinis-

cold as tration, the air was full. of thunderbolts. For the first time,
Curi- there was much ado to get .a church. The Central Methodist-

anding agreed, and then disagreed to our assembling there. "Will

for the you promise not to mention polities? " was the question. 'Nay;
1meet-- but we will »promise that the politics believed in by us shall

rs sent most assuredly· be mentioned," was the reply. "We can give-
f us at up the high-toned churches, but not our high-toned ideas; we

. -The will .meet iir a tent in a public square, if need be, but we, will

nough, neer snother a single sentence thâtwe wish to speak."

Wash- Our St. Louis women were brave and staunch, but.'not a

ors that little tried' and tossed in,the seething counter-currents of the

time. Where. to put either delegates or convention, they hardly
of the knew. But all their difficulties disprsed, in due. séason. Good

out in- church-people of libéral spirit opened their houses ; Rev. Jdhn A.
rmpaign Wilsorn, a generous-hearte, pastor of the United Presbyterian
were so denomination, secured for us the tuse of his church, saying, " I
Vention, traveled .with your national president some years ago in Egypt
general and the Holy Land, and I don't believe she will permit anything
s Pugh, very bad "--albeit he was an ardent Blaine man and I fear he
:hy, and repented his bargain before we werie through.
then in In my annual address I used as a theme Mrs. Lathrap's new
take its aud suggestive phrase, and spoke on

early ail "GOSPEL POLITICS."

id Penn- DÉAR SISTERS-By the laws of spiritual dynamics this has been.one of
our best, perhaps because one of. our most progressive, years. Stationary
pools-and people tend toward stagnation. The most senseless of proverbs

àen, havine .is that about the rolling stone that gathers no moss. What does it want ofoiChrchi

y invitation noss wheu it can get momnetum?
(403) -
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404 Senator Blair's Wise Words.

In the arena of National Prohibition we shall fight our hardest battles D
and win our most substantial victories. Nothing will alarm and apger our should

opponents like our effort in this field, because no effort less direct aims a no asp
blow so decisivé at the very vitals of their trade. most ç

Senator Blair, of New Hampshire,. has made a more careful study of and(, ai
national prohibition, and with better opportunity to learn, than any other -coUcor
student of this subject in the nation, and he thus sums up his opinion: In all
"For more than half a century, the working life.of more thn two genera. never
tions, gigantic efforts have been put forth by noble men and women, by phi we wo
lanthropists, by statesmen, and by states, to restrain and destroy the alcoholic and th<
evil through the operations of moral suasion and by 9tate law. Public you th<

.sentiment has been aroused and public opinion reated, and at times, in my still m
belief, it might have been crystallizéd into national law had the labor been bravel>
properly directed. But it has failed, as it will always fail, so long as we save /niishct
at the spigot and waste at the bung, if I may borrow an expressive simile clearesi
from the business of the enemy. The temperance question is in its nature this bat
a national question, just as much so as the tariff is and more than slavery that wl
was. It is waste of time to deal with itonly by towns and counties and states. of the t
All possible local efforts should be put forth against the liquor-death every- the past
where. The yellow fever should be fought in the by-ways and hospitals, by to him

the phytician and &the nurses as well as by the quarantine of our ports and properl:

the suspension.of infected, trafe by national-law, but the enemy will forever the Gre
-tle ip li ke a fioàd, unless the nation, which is assailed as a nation, defends .heis thi

itself as a nation. Whati e temperance reformi most needs is unification oj as adrex
effort, nationalization. Samson was noti more completely hampered by wiies Tue hig
thain is his giant reform by the geographica Unes of s/aies; and if ils sip-. may cor

pôrters would but use their strengtk, thsey would at once find their naturat We

arena circumscribed only by the national domain. How shall this be done? world, n
By concentration .;pon the enactmeunt of a national constitutional law, The history i
nation can act in no other way than, by law ; and now there is no national ready to
law for the removal of the alcoholic evil. On the contrary, we have seen his way

how, by guaranteeing the importation and transportation and permitting the has set t

manufacture, the national Constitution is the very citadel of the rum-power." and defe

Existing parties can not-in the nature of the case, take up this ques- blanch o
tion. Not to this end were they borni; not-for thisk cause did they come into o-day k

the world. Upon this issue the voters who compose them are irrevocably ling.
divided. Twenty years ago GovernorSt. John and Senator John Sherman ane no

voted one way. Now the latter champions the brewer-s cause, and the ords, f
former is Prohibition's standard-bearei-. Party inclosures must be broken senous b
down, that men who think and vote alike may clasp hands in a political Th
fraternity where the issue of to-day outranks that of yesterday or of to-mor-
row. A .friendly editor uttered i's word of warning to us in terms like two cor

these: "There is any amount of politiical lightnin' in the air, ani if you Comn
are not careful a boit will strike the Woman's Christian Temperance Union." called 1
Whereupou our brave Mary T. Lathrap replied : Women who have been

fighting Jersey lightning for ten years are n't afraid of the political kind."' COitt



Mastership over Ourselves. 4°05

battls • Dear sisters we must stand by each other in this struggle. Side by side,

ger our shoulder to shoulder, we must muove forward, witli no break in the ranks,

aims a no asper ions, no careless, harsh or cruel judgments, but the tenderest and

most p(rsistent endeavor to keep the unity of the spirit, if not of method,

tudy of and, a ve all, the bond of peace. Let the criticising world see plainly that

ay other concord 1as the right of way in the Woman's Christian Temperance Union.

pinion: in all the turmoil of these toilsome days,-in which motives of which we

genera. never dreamed are foisted on us, words we never spoke attributed, and deeds

by phi. we would spurn ascribed, may the law of kindness still dwell-upon our lips

lcoholic and the spirit of a loving forbearance keep our ieat'tender. Let me give

Public you the sweet words my mother used to speak as t e talisinanic chari to

s, in my still my turbulent spirit in irlhood days: "Hale any wronged thee? Be

or been bravely revenged. Slig1s il, and lhe work's bevIn. Furgive il, and 'lis

we.save finished." Permit me also to give you golden words, spoken by one of the

e simile clearest philosophic minds of our own or any age. They may clheer you in

nature this battle-hour as they have strengthened nie: "Whoever hesitates to utter

slavery that which he thinks the highest truth, lest it should be too much in advance

d states. of the time, * * * .* must remember that while he is a descendant of

every- the past, be is a parent of the future ; and that his thoughts are as children born

itals, by to him which he niay not carelessly let die. He, like every other man, muay

orts and properly consider himself as one of my'riad agencies through which works

forever the Great First Cause; and when that cause produces in him a certain belief

defends ie is thereby authorized to profess and act out that belief. « * * Not

tio as adventitious, therefore, will the wise man regard the faith which is in hini.

wilhes, The highest truth he sees he will fearlessly utter; knowing that, let what

ils sip- may come of it, lie is thus playing bis right part in the world.

natua;a We are slowly but surely attaining to the grandest martership in all the

e done? world, mastership over our own spirits. The noblest figure of contemporary -

W, The history is Gladstone, England's governmental-chief, because witlh the people

national ready to mob him one day and.to worsbipehim the next, he holds right òfn

ve seen his way quietly and patiently, but dauntlessly true to his convictions. God

ng the has set the Woman's Christian Temperance Union for a grander confession

ower., and defense of the faith than we have dreamed- as yet; one which would

is ques- blanch our cheeks, perhaps, and make our hearts heavy with fear, could we

meinto to-day know all th t it,.involves.' But if we are true and- tender-isearted,

vocably . coking fast the and of Christ, we shall be equal to the emergencies as they

herman anrie, no matter how.perilous or great. Let me give you De Tocqueville's

and the ods, for a motto-in 1884: "Life is neilher a pleasure nor a pain. Z1 is

broken Senous business,/to bé entered on wilh courage and in a spiril of self-sacrifice.

olitical The general work of our conventions falls into the care of
te-nler-
ms like two committees, one on a statement of principles,' called the

if yon Committee on,Resolutions ;" the other on formulation of plans,
nion." called the "Plan of Work Comimittee," and* the President's

ve been Annual Address is always referred to these. From the former
kind' committee* the following resolu.tion came, and led to the great



406 The SI. Louis Resolution.

"St. Louis Debate " in which Mrs. Mary T. Lathrap s distin- wrongs

guished herself as a St. John, and Mrs. J. Ellen Foster as a standir

Blaine, woman: makes

TI
We refer to the history of ten years of persistent moral-suasion work as history

fully establishing our claim to be called a non-political society, but one which can wo
steadfastly follows the white banner of prohibition wherever it may be dis. the sak
played. We have, however, as individuals, always allied ourse]b es iii local
and state political contests ývith those voters whose efforts and ballots have
been given to the removal of the dram-shop and its attendant evils, and at favor t(

this time, while recognizing that our action as a national society is not Ti
binding upoi states or individuals, we reaffirm the position taken by the lowing
society at Louisville in i882, and at Detroit in 1883, pledging our infl- 1884-
ence to that party, by whatever name called, which shall furnish us the
1:est embodiment of prohibition principles, and will most surely protect our BEL

homes. And as we now know which national party gives us the desired try wom
embodiment of the principles for which our ten years' labor has been ex- and yet
pended, we will continue to lend our influence to the national political A pý
organization whicli declares in its platform for National Prohibition and men see

Home Protection. In this, as in all progressive effort, we will endeavor patio

to meet argument with argument, misjudgment with patience, denunci. c used a

ation with kindness, and all our difficulties and dangers with prayer. in effigy
the shar

This resolution was drawn up by Mrs. Mary B. Willard,.but Iowa, 1<
the last sentence was .my own, being a resolution adopted by the Republi<

cost ma
first National Woman's Christian Temperance Union .Conven- neighbo:
tion as a basis of action immediately following the Crusade. down bi
Men who heard the long and brilliant argument, pro and con, on familiar

this political declaration-an argument that packed the church print an,

and crowded the aisles hour after hour with standing listeners- ured set
Not in a

declared that it had not been equaled for courtesy, and not the air a
excelled in force, wit, pathos and earnestness by any they had hibition
known. At its close, the ayes and noes were called, for the first A11i

time in our annals, and here eulminated the features that' had our duty

made the debate itself so remarkable,<for nearly every delegate Dea
He was

gave, in a sentence, her reason for.voting as she did. Mrs. Pr but com,
Erwin, President of-the Mississippi W. C. T. U., one of tie saint- pray mii
liest and most motherly of women, standing with Bible open in ing to 01
her outstretched hand, lifted her eyes as one who prays. and said: and on c

"By God's grace, I vote this way for the sake of the poor, mis- easily pr
action.

guided colored people of the South.' to be coi
Beloved as she was bythëm and a student of their ieeds and in our j

b,
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istin- wrongs, she felt that the new party would not only give them
as a standing-room but would put away from them the curse that

makes their votes a terror now to temperance homes.
That scene has passed into memory and will be recorded in

ork as history,-for then and there the fitting representatives of Ameri-
which can womanhood, both North and South, "entered polities "' for

be dis. the sake of home protection, and when they came they came to stay.
The vote stood 195 (including seven who had 'to leave) ins have

and at favor to 48 against the Resolution.
is not The situation " after election" is shadowed forth in. the fol-
by the lowing call to prayer written by me and issued November 20,mfila- 1884:
us the
et our BELoVED SISTEkS OF THE LoCAL UNIONs-These are the times that
lesired try women's souls. To be tolerant toward. the intolerant is a difficult grace,
en ex. and yet its exercise is imperiously dema ed of us.
>litical A party long accustomed to succe a is i defea housands of leading
n and men see their hopes blighted, ambit ns ove own, perhaps their occu-

deavor patio . Party journals de unce the Prohibitionists as having
nn- eused ail this, and 'jfellows of the baser sort " hang ex-Governor St. Johnin effigy. The W. C. T. U. is termed "a political party," and subjected to

the sharpest criticism by men who found no fault with our societies in
1,.but Iowa, Kansas and other-states where they "lent their influence" to the

y the Republicans. Free speech and "a free ballot" have, within a fortnight,cost many -a voter dear, in the good-will and business patronage of his
neighbors, while obedience to the most profound convictions has calledisade. down bitter imprecations on many an earnest woman's head. Our own

M), on familiar friends in whom we trusted, have -uttered these words in public
Eiurch print and. private reprimand. Not from the ignorant or base, but from cult-ured scholars and Christian gentlemen have come these words and deeds.ienot Not in a generation has such a cross-fire of denuncigtion whistled throughnot the air as that now aimed at those who " lent their influence> to the Pro-

y had hibition party.

e first All this you know from the things that you have suffered. But what is
' had our duty in this strife of tongues ?

legate Dear sisters, we stand before the people as followers of Him ",,yho when
He was reviled, reviled not again ; when He suffered He threatened not,
but committed Himself to Him that judgeth righteously." Let us, therefore

saint- pray mightily to God that we may be replenished with heavenly grace accord-
en in ing to our need, so that the law of kindness still shall dwell in our hearts
said: and on our tongues, and charity (or love) which "vaunteth not itself, is not

mis- easily proyoked, doth- not behave itself unseemly," shall ccntrol our every
action. Next. to God's spirit dwelling in our own, nothing will so help us
to be considerate an'd patient, as to pray for and speak gently of those whoa a

[s and in Our judgment, have done injustice to our motives, our record and our



character. Let us be careful not to do them a parallel injustice, but by
recalling their noble qualities and their kindness in the past, keep them
hiddèn in the citadel of our generous regard and confidence until this stor
be overpassed.

Let us try, also, to put ourselves in their places and to realize that they
too, are sincere, even as we are, and acting,·the great majority of them at

least, from patriotic motives. We seek the same goal, but have chosen dif-
ferent roads, each one believing his way the best. . In time we shall agree to

disagree and go on without bitterness. "A soft answer turneth away wrath,
but grievous words stir up anger." May God fill- our mouths with soft

answers in these wrathful days! If we women can not mitigate the asperities

of politics, woeful will be the day of our influence therein, whether that
influence be indirect, as now, or direct, as in some future.týme. But if God
be with us we can save our country as surely as Joan of Arc c owned her king.

4That the infinite Spirit of Christ may rule and reign in ur hearts, mak.

ing them tender, true and teachable, we ask you to observe, as a day of fast-
ing and prayer, the fourth of December, reading on that day those passages
of Scripture which relate to God's power in the affairs of government, and
also sdch as illustrate the supreme fact that "he that is slow to anger is bet-
ter thfin the mighty; and he that ruleth his spirit than he thattaketh a city."
Let us exhort you more earnestly than ever before to observe individuallythe

noontide hour of prayer. Our prayer for you, beloved friends, shal also be
that "your faith fail not," but that you "stand fast in the liberty wherewith

Chrigt hath made you free," and "having done all, stand.

Yours, "withfirmness in the right as God gives-us to see the right,"

FRANcEs E. WniLARD, President.
CARoLnn B. BuELL, Corresponding &crelary.

The next year, 1885, at Philadelphia, the same politcal res.

olution was again adopted by a vote of two hundred and forty-five

tct thirty, and Mrs. Foster presented a protest signed by herself

with twenty-six others, to which, by order of the convention, a

committee consisting of Mesdames Woodbridge, Lathrap and

Hoffman made reply.
At Minneapolis, in 1886, the vote. stood two hundred and

forty-one for the Prohibition party to forty-two against, and at

Nashville, in 1887, the protest had but fourteen names out of

three hundred and forty-one delegates. Meanwhile, at Minne-
apolis, Mrs Rastal1, President Kansas W. C. T. U., offered the

following, which was adopted:

Having for three years thoroughly discussed and established by a large
majority vote our position in regard to the Prohibition party, I move the
adoption of the following by-law:

"Any resolution referring to our attitude toward political parties is to
be decided-by vote without discussion."

Mrs. Foster's Protest.408
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The Famous By-Lap.

This was in force at Nashville only, and was rescinded by
an overwhelming majority at New York. At Nashville an amend-
ment to our Constitution offered the previous year by Mrs. Foster,
was voted down. It read as followsz

" This association shall be known as the National Woman's Christian
Temperance Union, and shall be'non-sectarian in religious, and non-partisan
in political work."

The convention held that our non-sectarian character had

been thoroughly establiled from the beginning, and as to being

non-partisan, it was far from our intent. In St. Louis we had

crossed the Rubicon forever, and with us it was a case of "sink or

ýswim, live or die, survive or perish, I give my hand and my heart

to this vote." We could not as a national society consent to re-
main in relations of equal friendshije toward one national party

that ignored, another that denounced, an4 a third that espoused,
the cause of prohibition. But we did no appreciate the anger

of a party in defeat-indeed, we had no supposed that defeat

was ii store for the Republicans.

PORTLAND (OR.) W. C. T. U. SHIELD.

4oga
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CHAPTER IV. ga

WOMEN IN COUNCIL.

Patiently the "Old Guard" (for so we now called the it a

National W. C. T. U.) held on its way. What it hoped and

prayed for came true, the good men who were angry thought
better of the situation after awhile. Ministerial brethren, even,
who had declared'that our pulpit notices should be read no longer,
changed.their minds and let us hold meetings in the dear old home u
churches as aforetime.

At our next National Convention in Philadelphia (autuinn of
1885), forty churches were opened to our speakers on the Sabbath
day, though we chose Association Hall in preference to the beau- O ate
tiful edifices that were offered us. Among the beautiful decora-

tions of this Hall were the banners and other devices that had tffw
New

made our booth at the late Exposition in New Orleans a fitting

symbol of our womanly work. That the woman-touch is thus to

brighten every nook and corner of earth, has always been a car- M r

dinaljdoctrine of rmy creed, coming 'to me first as'an intuition,

-ater on as a deduction, but always as an emphatic affirmation.

Two hundred and eighty-two delegates were présent fron P

torty states and territories. Nearly eleven thousand dollars had

been received by our treasurer and our convention was conceded

to be by far the strongest and the best that we had. ever held.

Clearly, our brarich of the temperance work had not " been set

back twenty years." Forty-four. district and national depart.

ments* of work were provided for; a new constitution. was aly
adopted, requiring ten cents per capita to be paid into the national editoî

treasury, instead of five cents, as heretofore; our superintendents IeP&

were organized into a committee to confer with the Executive

Committee. Headquarters were renfovel from New York, where do

they had never flourished, to 161 La Salle Street, Chicago, Ill.,- D



Pageants of the New Crusade. 411

where, in cor4unction with our Woman's Temperance Publishing
House, theYý4ave greatly gained in power, and the White Cross
movement wasad~pted as a feature of our work.

I was made, perforce, superintendent of this new department,

also of our natikal department of publications, and had that of

organization assiked me as an ex ofco duty.
The Philadelphia Convention was remarkable for the large

number of white ribbon women in attendance as visitors, for the

number of distinguished persons. outside our ranks who addressed

it, also -for the deference manifested by ministerial and other
the

bodies in sending us fraternal delegates. Probably no conven-
and

ion ever assembled in America in an auditorium more beauti-
ight decorate4. The escutcheons of states, the banners of the
ven,

borty departments, the gay pennons of state and local unions, of
ger,

yong women's societies, and of the children's Loyal.Temperance
e egion, recalled the pictures and pageants of the medieval

of Crusaders and knights of olden chivalry. Mrs. Josephine R.
am ichols, national superintendent of introducing temperance work
at expositions, state and county fairs, and other great assemblies
of the people, had set our women at work preparing these beau-

had tiful bits of color and emblems of sentiment and purpose, for the
New Orleans Exposition, where we had a handsome booth. I

tng
an fear, lest in setting forth the political attitude of our society and

My relation thereto, I am doing injustice to its real, though less
car-

observed, activities. For example, at St. Louis neaily thirty
distinct departments were passed in review by their chiefs, in

reports printed and circulated throughout the convention, and

had methods for improving all of these dèpartments were duly dis-

ded cussed and acted on; a strong corps of national organizers was
selected, and all our publishing interests provided for.

set Indeed, the versatility of our W. C. T. U. can hardly be
. better illustrated than by the fact that this same convention not

was only swung us into politics, but adoptedthe following petition to

a editors of fashion-plate magazines, reported to us from the Press

ents Departanent, which sends out news, temperance literature and bul-

tiv letins to thousands of papers, 'fromTampa Bay to Puget Sound,

here d of which Miss Mary Henry is our present Superintendent:
Ill., DEAR PR -nowing that the '*Mon in woman's dress which re-

ciDres the constriction ,of the waist and the compression -of the trunk
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is one which not only deforms the body in a manner centrary to good
taste, but results in serious, sometimes irreparable, injury to important
vital organs, and believing that the existence of the widespread perversion
of natural instincts which renders this custom so prevalent may be fairly
attributable, in part, at least, to erroneous education of the eye, and the
establishment of a false and artificial standard of symmetry and beauty,
which in our opinion, is largely the result of the influence of the popular
fashion-plates of the day, we, the undersigned, most respectfully petition
you that, in the name of science and humanity, you will lend your aid
toward the elevation of woman to a moie perfect physical estate, and con-
sequently to the elevation of humanity, by making the figures upon your
frshion-plates conform more nearly to the normal standard and the condi. T
tions requisite for the maintenance of health.

The Minneapolis Convention was held in an enormous rink
which was packed to the doors whenever any speaker of special M
prominence appeared. During the great debate on one of the last b
evenings, the scene was full of a new significance, for women of p O
the South as well as the North, with strong and ready utterance
declared for prohibition in politics as well as in law. General hel

Nettleton, a gentleman of local prominence and champion of the
anti-saloon (Republican "non-partisan ") movement, spoke to the

convention, and fairly-or most tnfairly--scolded us; the quiet a-

self-restraint with which he was heard, and the immediate returu Our
of the convention to the order of the day, without making note
or comment, as soon as he had finished, afford, as I believe, the
most palpable proof on record that women are capable pf consti-
tuting a really deliberative body.

Perhaps the most notable feature of that convention was the
presence of Mrs. Margaret Brigfht Lucas, of London, England,

the sister of John Bright, and the first president of the " World's
Woman's Christian Temperance Union." This distinguished ad
lady crossed the sea when nearly seventy years of age, in token of oi
of sistelty good-will toward American temperance women and

their work. She came under escort of our own M1rs. Hannah Mg
Whitall Smith and accompanied by two other English ladies. 'd,

THer -reception was magnificent, the convention rising in separate h=9

groups, first the Crusaders in a body, second the women of New aien

England, then of the Middle States, after these fthe Western, and kW

the Pacific doast, and last\(by way of climax) the Southern rep.
labo

resentatives, while the Eng4h and American flags waved from

the platform and alljoined in singing, " God save the Queen." Mu

4r12
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good One of the most important suggestions made byime to this
rtant convention was that of an address to the Labor Organizations.

The following is a specimen of tens of thousands that were printed:

the AN ADDRESS. TO AL<L KNIGH'TS OF LABOR, TRAFS UNIONS,

uty, . . AND·OTHER LABOR ORGANIZATIONS.

ition FROM THE NATIONAL WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCE UNION.

aid . HSAnQUARTERS OF THE NATIONALÀ W. C. T. U.,
con. 161 La Salle Street, CHiCAGO, ILL.
your November xi, 1886.

udi. To aUl Workg Men and Women-Brothers and Sisters of a Common Hope:
We come to you naturally as to our friends and allies. With- such of

n our methods as involve coöperation, arbitration and the ballot-box, we are
in hearty sympathy. Measures which involve compulsion of labor, the de-

struction of property or harm to life or limb, we profoundly deplore, and we
last believe the thoughtful. and responsible among your rainks must equally de-

n of plore them,.as not only base in themselves, but a great hindrance to your

ce own welfare and success. We rejoice in.your broad platform of mutupl

eral help, which recognizes neither sex, race, nor creed. . Especially do we

the appreciate the tendency of your great movement to elevate women indus-
tially to their rightful place, by claiming that they have equal pay for equal

the work; recognizing them as:officers and members of your societies, 'and

uiet alvocating the ballot in their hands as their rightful weaeon of self-help in

our representative government.

ote As temperance women, we have been especially glad to note your hostile

the attituda toward the saloon, the worst foe of woman, of the workingman,
and of the home. We read with joy of the vow made by the newly elected

sti -officers of the Knights of Labor at the convention in Richmond, Va., when,

with hands raistd to heaven, they pledged themselves to total abstinence.

the In addressing you at this time we wish to offer our sincere congratula-

tions upon your achievements as practical helpers in that great temperance

ld's reform which engages our steadfast work and prayers, and which, as we
believe, involves, beyond all other movements of this age, your happiness
and elevation. Permit us to ask your careful consideration of this statement

,en of our belief:

and The central question of labor reform is notso much how to ethigher
n ges, as how Io turn present wages to better account. For waste ha.ns
most those who can least afford it. - It is not over production so much as

-np the faces of the workingmnen., Fourteen

e hndred millions annuallydrawn, chiefly from the pockets of working
ew nen, by saloon-keepers and cigar-dealers, means less flour in the barrel,

and le coal in the cellar, and.less clothing for the laborers' families. We
gieve to see them.give their .money for that which is not bread, and their
libor for that which satisfieth not. We suggest that if, by your requestpay
day were universafly ch'anged from Saturday to Monday, this would do
mnch to increase the capital at home,
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The life insurance statistics prove that while the average'life of the
moderate drinker is but thirty-five years and a half, that of the total ab.
stainer is sixty-four years. The successful explorers and soldiers, the
famous athletes, pedestrians, rowers and shots are men who do not cobwetb
their brains, or palsy their nerves with alcoholic drink.

We believe that the work of our societies, resulting in laws by which
nearly one half the childfen of the United States are being taught in the,
public schools the evil effects of intoxicating liquors upon the tissues of thei
body an.J the temper of the mind, merits your earnest coöperation, and!
will prove one of your strongest re-inforcoanents in the effort to elevate
your families to nobler levels of opportunity. , We beliéve that the study of
hygiene, including a knokledgepf the most healtlhful foods and the dis.
covery that these are of the cheaper and non-stimulating class, with a care-
ful consideration of the scientific methods by which, in the preparation of
food, a little can be made to go a long way in home economis,-is well
worthy of your attention. We ask you to aid us in our endeavors to have

thught in all the departments of our public schools those beneficent laws of
wealth which relate to wholesome living in respect to diet, dress, sleep, ex.
ercise and ventilation, so that this teaching shall be given to every chlld a
one of the surest meanst its truest happiness.

We ask your attention to our White Cross pledge of equal chastity for
man and woman; of pure language and a ·pure life. · We ask.your help in
our efforts to secure adequate protection by law for the daughters of the poor
and rich alike, from the"cruelty of base.and brutal men. We ask'your hel
in our endeavors to preserve the American Sabbath with its rest and quiet
redeeming it from being as now the harvest-time'of the saloon-keeper;when
he gathers in thelhard earnings of the workingman, and we promise you
our co-operation in your efforts to secure the Saturday half-holiday, which,
we believe, will do so much to change the Sabbath from a day of recreation
to one of rest at home ans for the worship of God. We rejoice to ne
that the Central Labor Ufnion of New York City petitioned the municipal
officers to close saloons upon the Sabbath Day, and. we earnestly hope tha
ail such societies may soon petition fortheir closing every day, and order
perpetual boycott upon the dealers in alcòholic poison.

We call your attention to our departments of evangelistic temperan
meetings; work for railroad employés, lumbermen, herdsmen, miners, soi
diers anft sailors ; also to our efforts to organize free kitchen gardeffs an
kindergartens, and Bands of Hope'; to supply free libraries and readin

rooms, temperance lodging-houses and restaurants and to reach a helpinu
hand to failen women as well as fallen men: * We have a publishing h

at 16r La Salle Street, Chicago, which sent out thirty million pages of t
perance literature in the last year, which la conducted by women, its
being set by women compositors. Our National organ, The Union Si
has good words for all lawful efforts made by working men and women f

their own best interests.
We ask yon to do all in your power for the cause of prohibition, wi

la pre-eminently your cause. With the drm-shop andits fiendish
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of the tions overthrown, what might yon not attain of that self-mastery which is

tal ab. the first condition of success; and wlhat might you not achieve of protection

rs, the and happiness in those homes which are the heart's true resting places!

cbweb Your ballots hold the balancé of power in this land of the world's hope.
We ask those of you who are voters to cast them only for such measures and

which such men as are solemnly committed' to the prohibition of every brewery,

in the distillèry and dram-shop in the nation. And that women may come to the

of the rescue in this great emergency, also as an act of justice toward those who

n, and ba*e the most sacred claim orr your protection, we hope that yon may see
evate your way clear to cast your ballots only for such measures and such men as

u of are pledged to the enfranchisement of women.

e dis. In all this, we speak te you as those who fervently believe that the com-

a care- ing of Christ's kingdom in the earth means Brotherhood. We urge you
tion Of with sisterly earnestness and affection to make.the New1Testament your text-
is well book of political economy, and to join us in the daily study of His blessed
o have words; who spake as never man spake. His piercèd hand is lifting up this
laws of s6rrowful, benighted world into the light of.God. In earnest sympathy let

ex us go forward to work out His golden precepts into the world's life and law
hild as by making first of al His law and life our own.

Yours for God and Home and Every Land,
tity for FRANCEs E. WILLARD, President.
elp in CAROLINE B. BUELL, Corresponding Secretary.

e N.B.-Local unions please have this prined in all the papers practiable.

Il was intended by Ihe convention's action at Minneapolis to recommend

ead local union Io take copie; of the preceding address Io the local labor or.

ganizations of-ils own town or ci/y, and ask them Io discuss and adopt a
resolution concerning it; also to bring the address before distric/, staie and

national conferences of workingmen for their action. By this means, great

god can be done, inan educational way, for the cause of temperance and of
°.*° labor.

pe I In 1887 we once more wended our way southward, Balti-
rder more (in 1878), Louisville (in 1881) and St. Louis (in 1884),

having been the three points farthest south,- at which the

rs, sO National Convention had been held up to this date.

is an Ample preparations were made for us by Mrs. Judge East,
adin Mrs. Judge Baxter, and other ladies of Nashville, the Athens·of
elpin the nation as well as of the South-if the proportion of students

b tOrt
to inho-ftants and the number and variety of institutions of
eamingis consdered.

On tIhépening morning a rare picture was presented in the

degantly adorned hall with three huntred and forty-one delegates
Present friom thirty-seven states, five territories and the District
Of«Columbia, and the platform crowded with notables çf Vander-
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bilt University and the M. E. Church, South, with whom this
great institution outranks all others as Harvard does with the
people of New England. The Southern delegates were out in
force and it was admitted by the press, which treated us most
courteously, that there was no denying the fact that this conven.
tion was not made up of the kind of women dreaded in that
conservative region, but that our delegates were well-dressed,
sunny-faced, winsome, home women, but at the same time, women
with minds of their own.

William Jones, the noted English Quaker, and Peace philan.
thropist, was our guest at this convention and a magnificent
reception was given in his honor by Colonel and Mrs. Cole, at
which the National W. C. T. U. officers and leading Southern
ladies assisted in receiving.

Rev. Dr. Alfred A. Wright, of Cambridge, one'of the best
Greek scholars in the count.y, was our guest also, and then and
there began his work as instructor in .ur Evangelistic Depart-
ment, which has widened and deepened untiltnow he has charge
of the Course of Study for Evangelists and Deaconesses in that
branch of the service.

Pundita Ramabai, in her white robes, was a central figure,
and her plaintive appeal for the high-caste Hindu widows, a
memorable event in the convention.

Mrs. J. Ellen Foster was not present this year, being on a
health trip in Europe. The non-partisan Republican delegates
were not, therefore, a strong force in the 'conviention, though the
usual protest was circulated and received fourteen signatures.

We adopted our customary resolutions on controverted points,
the Southern press making certainly no more ado than the North-
ern had often made under like circumstances. The following
resolûtions would have been. bomb-shells in the camp a few years
earlier, but now the first couplet occasioned almost no debate, and
the second was adopted with practical unanimity, excepting the
dissent of Iowa and a. few other delegates.

Resolved, That the success of municipal suffrage in .Kansas convices
us that no stronger weapon has been hurled against the liquor power; We
therefore urge upon our members the importance of trying to secure this
power in any and all states and territories where there is a prospect of se
ceas iauch aa undertaking.
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Resolved, That an aednn to the national Constitutôn as the

om his aa goal of ail those- efforts for the enfranchisetnent of women whichom this
.fi sbail deal the deatb blow' to the iiquor traffic, and for the first time provide. e

t adequate protection for thhome.

us ost Resotved, That we rejoice in the great successes that have been
us Most b h roiiin at -n h as eraiedu we again pledge
COflVen- our hearty co-operation, asring it of our prayers and symipathy.

in. that Resolved, That we ask thle Prohibition party at ita coming National

ressed, convention to re-affirm itg formerposition in regard to woman'spallot.

women We placed on record our protest against personalities in pol-

:fics, sending the sam 1 the leaders of ail parties, nweroie'
philan. that the campaig of 1888 largely fulfilled Our hopes, except that

nificent the after-election abuse of the W. C. T. U. and its leaders, by old

Cole, at party organs, las'been, in view of the beneficent work and record

uthern of the society, nothing less than unmanly, and we feel assured

that history, will so. pronounce it. 'This is the Nashville reso-

e best lutio:

en and Rcsolved, That with a deep sense of tht significance of sncb action,

Depart- we women, representatives'of thirty-seven atates and five territorits, do
chrg ost solemnly u±jge upon ail political parties and partisan papers tt utýcharge

of avoiding, in thtePending Presidential campaigu, tht personal vilificationin that
and abuse that characterized the iast, and we cafl upon thean to cozsider
the fact that the women of the North and thte South hare clasped banda in

figure, concord d co-operation, which la a most practical proof that war issues
owa are dead, suad that tht land should have reat frona revivingt them for camOWs, a

paigu purposes. We proteat as women against -this outrage Ùpon tht grow-

ing spirit of frattrnity, and reiterate tht cry -of tht great geùnral, -"Let us
g on a havepeacef"
legatesleats We lost that most' brilliant of our leaders, John B. Fincli,
gh the October 3,1887. At once tht thought came to many of us,

"'Samuel Dickie,' Michigan's truàted leader in tht Constitutional
points, pit, A.mendment campaign, ià lis'natural successor.
North-North-A meeting. of the National Comnittet of tht Prohibition
owing party was held in attery D,. Chicago, at tht close Of 1887, to
vyearsVYSS elect a new dchairman. Tht attendance was general and ent#ausi-.
tandtnd asnx at white heat. Professor Dickie was chosen;-woman's ballot

'ng the ngttas a plank in tht platforan was warmly indorsed, Rev. Anma. Shaw

nakting a most telling argùmhent in its favor, and plans for the,
vinces paig of 1888 were outlined. At this'meeting a memorial
er;we SService-was -held-inhonof Mr. Finch and I was choseuto pro-

this
f nonne hisBe.logyR T m o i t s

fia 2olo7l hsefrsfr h nrnhsigto oe hc
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CHAPTER V.

WHITE CROSS AND, WHITE SHIELD.

The most pointed and practical standard of daily living of sI
which I cart think, is to permit in one's self no' open habit in W
word or deed that others might not safely imitatç, and no secret
habit that one would be ashamed to have the best and purest ti
know. Anything less than this is vastly beneath our privilege.
Having thus made the only adequate preparation for a work so w
goly, we may send out our plans and purposes to the wide world ti
of manhood and of womanhood, calling- uppn all to climb the M
heights whence alone we shall see God. B

When the Crusade began, no one would have predicted that of
twelve years later we should be as earnestly at work for fallen in
women as we were then for fallen men. h

That we are so doing, is because we have learned in this long te
interval, that intemperance and impurity are iniquity's Siamese m
Twins ; that malt liquors and wines have special power to tarnish M
the sacred springs of being ; that every house of ill-repute is a y
secret saloon and nearly every inmate an inebriate. Unnatural re
and unspeakable crimes against the- physically weaker sex make

the daily papers read like a modern edition of Fox's Martyrs. a
A madness not excelled, if indeed, equaled, in the worse days of
Rome, seems to possess the inflamed natures of men, let loose
from the two hundred and fifty thousand saloons of the nation P
upon the weak and unarmed women, whose bewildering danger it to

is to have attracted the savage glances of these men or to be <

bound to them by the sacred tie of wife or mother in a bondage s

worse than that which lashes the.living to the dead.
But our Iowa sisters were in the fiel as early as 1879, and at

the annual neeting of their State W. C. 'r. U., in response to the h<
plea of Mis. Lý. B. Benedict, they resolved ·to found a Home for a

penitent, erring women, and to that end established a department
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of work. Maine W.~C. T. U. has set us a grand example with
its Industrial Home, New York with its "Christian Home for
Inebriate Women," Cleveland with its "Open Door,' Chicago
with its "Anchorage," and many cities East and West by the
appointment of police. matrons to care for women under arret-
all these things priove that temperance women have never been
indifferent to this branch of work.

But, after all, it was the moral cyclone that attended the
Pail Mall Gazette disclosures, which cleared the air and broke the

ving of spell, so thât silence now seems criminal and we only wonder that
'abit in we did not speak before.-

secret Some sporadic efforts had þeen made in this direction from
purest time to time, but the action of our Philadelphia Convention inivilege. 1885 launched the new life-boat nationally, and because no other

work so wnan could be found to stand at its helm I have tried to do so,le world though utterly unable to give to this great work an attention
tmb the mor than fragmentary. My faithful office secretary, Alice

Briggs, has really been the main spoke in the wheel at my home
ted that office, and Dr. Kate Bushnell, in the field, for I have only spoken>r fallen in large cities, and the heroic. doctor is agoing everywhere and

has made such a reconnoissance of the North Woods lumber cen-
bis long ters as ought to place her name among the Grace Darlings of
Siamese moral rescue work. Mrs. Dr. Kellogg has developed the Mothers'
tarnish meetings into a potent factor of the department, and Hope Led-ute is a yard (Mrs. C. H. Haffis) has taken up this specialty at our

inatural request.
x make My own " call' is hinted at in these words from 'ny annual

dlartyrs. address, only a fewrweeks after the Pal 3fall Gazette disclosures.
days of

et lo How had men work for votes! They do not assemble the faithful byet nat general bell-ringing and let that end it. Nay, verily ! They obey the Gos-
a nation pel injunction : "Go out into the highways and hedges, and compel themanger it to come in." Carriages. are running all day between the voters and the polls,

r to b no matter how hard it is to bring the two together. Thus must we go out to
ondage seek and save the lost; as-eager foir our Master's triumph in the individual

soul, as politicians -are for the election. of their candidates.

This work can not be done by proxy nor at arms-length. We ought to
have always, in every local union, an active conmittee of visitation to thpe to fie homes of those who drink. I beg you to do this, though you do noth-

ome for ing else. Go into homes and saloons, iàiviting lost men to come to Christ.
artment We mustgo; we can not send. As an' earnest-hearted ministerrecently said
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in my hearing: "Salvation by tongsis a failure." The grip of our own

hands can alone convey the unbeliever's hand to the firm and tender clasp

of the Hand once pierced for us and him.

The Bishop of Durham founded the White Cross League. Its pledge
predicts the time when fatherhood shall take its place beside motherhood,
its divine correlate, as equal sharer in the cares that have so ennobled women

as to inake some of them akin to angels. Its bléssed pledge declares: "1

will maintain the law of purity as equally binding upon men and women;

I will endeavor to spread these principles among my cormpanions, and try

to help my younger brothers, and will use every means to fuIflUl the sacred

command,' Keep thyself pure.

Those noble men, Anthony Comstock, of the New York Sçciety, for the

Suppression of'Vice, and Rev. Dr. De Costa, of the White Cross Leagne,

will address our convention. Their work relates to the overthrow of those
Satanic means by which the":theory and practice of" abominable crimes

against social purity are carried on in our great cities, and from thence

spread their leprous taint t<jevery town and village.

Our Department for Suppression of the Social Evil is as yet inoperative.

It is greatly to be regretted that we do not yet succeed in winning the serv-

icse superintendeit of this most difficult work, of a lady who combines
the rare qualities of a delicate perception of propriety with practical ability
and leisure. The special aim of this new superintendency will be to trace
the relation between the drink habit and the nameless practices, outrages ý
and crimes which disgrace so-called modern "civilization " ; especially the

brutalizing influence of malt liquors upon the sexual nature. Besides this
we should emulate the example set us by Mrs. Stevens, of Maine, and her

clear-headed associates, in providing a temporary home for the women whom s
our police muatrons rescue from the clutch of penalties whose usual accom-
paniments often render them still more familiar with sin. But the effect
upon our minds of. such unspeakable disclosures as those of the Pall Mall th
Gazitte, and the horrible assurances given us by such authority as Dr. ed
Elizabeth Qlackwell, that we should uncap perdition in the same direction,
were the hidden life of our own great cities known,· has- so stirred the
heart of womanhood throughout this land, that we are, I trust, ready for an to

advance. Had we to-day the right woman in this place. of unequaled need di
and opportunity, we could be instrumental in the passage of such laws as he
would punish the outrage of defenseless girls and women by making the th
repetition of such outrage an impossibility. Woman only can induce law-
makers to furnish this most availing of all possible methods of protection r
to the physically weak. Men alone will never gain the courage thus to leg-
islate agamst other mess. Crimes against women seem to be upon the in- m

crease everywhere. -Three years ago the Chicago Inter Ocean gsthered from Ms
the press in three weeks forty cases of the direst outrage, sixteen of the

victims being girls. In a majority of cases, -where the gentler sex is thus
hunted to its rin, or lured to the sme pit in a more gradual way, strong
drink is the devil's kindling-wood of passion, as everybody knows. Hence

the relation of this mot sacred work to thatof the W. C. T. U. is so close

420
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er clasp that the press, through some of its noblet representatives has. i the last
year, appealed to us to ignore the tempted and the fallen of our own sex no

pledge longer. It is.not by the vain attempt to re-introduce the exploded harem
erhood, method of secluding women that they are to- be saved: It is rather by

vomen holding inen to the same standard of morality which, happily for us, they
es: .I long ago prescribed for the physically weaker, that society shall rise to

womnen higher levels, and by pux4ishing with extreme penalties such men as inflict
and try upon women atrocities compared with which death would be infmitely wel-

e sacred come. When we remember the unavenged murder of Jennie Cramer, of

New Haven, and the acquittai of the ravishersof Emma Bond, a cultivated
for the school teacher in Illinois; when we reflect that the Pall Mall Gazette de-

League, clares "the law is framed to enable dissolute men to outrage girls of thirteen
ofthose withimpunity"; that in Massachusetts and Vermont it is a greater crime to

cris steal a cow than to abduct and ruin a girl, and that in Llinois seduction is
thence not recognized as a crime, it is a marvel not to be explained, that we goon

the even tenor of our way, too delicate, too refined, too prudish to make
ative any allusion tothese awful facts, much less to take up arms against these

he serv- awful crimes. .
mbines We have been the vict.ns of conventional cowardice too long. Let us
ability signalize the second century of temperance reform by a fearless avowal of

to trace our purpose to take up the work of promoting social purity by the inculca-
utrages tion of right principles and the serious demand for more equitable laws.

yv the The Society of the White Cross will warmly .coöperate with our endeavors
es this in this righteous cause. Oh, may some clear brain, true heart and winsome

and her spirit in our great fraternity cry out under the baptism of the Heavenly
whom Spirit, "Here am I, Lord, send me!"

accom-

e effect These are the first words I ever publicly uttered on a subject
l1Mai that had been farther froma my thoughts than I like to acknowl-
as Dr. edge, all my life long. When I was first a boarding-schgpl pupil,
ectio at Evanston,'in 1858, a.young woman who was not chaste came
ed the'

for a to the college through some misrepresentation, but was speedily
d need dismissed;- not knowing her degraded status I was speaking to

laws as her, when a school-mate whispered a few words of explanation
ing the that crimsoned my face suddenly ; and grasping my dress lest its
ce 1aw- hem should touch the garments of one so morally polluted, I fled
tection
to leg- from the room. It was, no doubt, a healthful instinct that led

the in. me to do this, but I aM deeply grateful that the years have so
d from instructed and mellowed my heart, that, could the scene recur, I
of the woiud clasp that poor childs hand, plead with her tenderly and

tr t ohelp insteadof deserting her as I did in ny more self-strosg
Hece nighteous youth.j

clos The next time this subject was thrust upon me is described

M my first address after becoming superintendent of the depart-, .

.ýT
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ment. It was given to an audience of women at the twelfth
annual meeting of the Chicago W. C. T. U., in 1886:

in the year 1869, while studying in Paris, I used often to see passing

along the pleasant streets, great closed wagons, covered with black. In-

quiring of my elegant landlady the explanation of these somber vehicles,
she answered, sorrowfully, "It is the demi-monde, who go to be ex-

amined.' I then learned for the first time that in Paris, fallen women have

a legal "permit " to carry on what is a recognized business, but must remain

secluded in their houses at certain hours, must avoid certain streets, and

must go once a week, under escort of the police, to the dispensary for ex-

amination and certificate that they are exempt from contagious disease.

Always, after that, those awful wagons seemed to me to form the most

heart-breaking funeral procession that ever Christian woman watched with

aching heart and tear-dimmed éyes. If I wýre asked why there has come

about such a revolution in public thought that I have gained the courage to

speak of things once unlawful to be told, and you may listen without fear of

criticism from any save the base, my answer wouild be:

"Because law-makers tried to import the black wagon of Paris to Eng-

land and America, and Anglo-Saxon women rose in swift rebellion."

Even a worm will turn at last, and when.,her degradation was thus de-

liberately planned and sanctioned by the state, on the basis of securing to

the stronger partner in a dual sin the same protection from nature's -penalty

which society had granted hum so long, and of heaping upon the weaker

partner in that sin all the disgrace and shame, then womanhood's loyalty to

woman as aroused ; it overcame the silence and reserve of centuries, and

Christendom rings with her protest to-day.

This do the powers of darkness outwit themselves, and evils ever-

more tend to their own cure. It is now solennly avowed by thousands of

the best and most capable women who speak the English tongue, not only

that the contagious-diseases acts shall never be tolerated upon a single inch

of British or American soil, but that houses of ill-fame shall be not only

prohibited but banished altogether. The systei of license must not come.

The let-alone policy must go. The prohibitorymethod must be achieved.

]Having determined on a great petition to Congress, asking for

the better protection of women and girls through severer penalties

for assaults upon them, and that the age of protection might be

raised to eighteen years, II went in company with my dear friend,

Mrs. Hannah Whitall Smith, of Philadelphia, whose guest I was

at the time, to see Mr. Powderly, chief of the Knights of Labor,

at their headquarters in the" same city. A score of clerks were

busy in the office below, and I was told that it was difficult to get
access to Mr. Powderly, delegations often waiting for hours to take

their turn. But Mrs. .Bryant, editor of the journal of the Knights
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twelfth of Labor and a white ribbon woman, used her influence for us,
and the detention was brief. Mr. Powderly came into her office
from the inner room, where he sits from morning till night in

passing counsel with six other men, I think, who, with himself, form theick. In- executive of this gréat organization. I saw a man of something
vehicies, more than medium height, broad-shouldered but of nlot specially
Den have robust physique, with a noble heac full, arching. and slightly

;t remain bald; the brow particularly handsome, also the clear-cut profile
eets, and an< magisterial nose; the eyes weary-lookag but most intelli-y for ex- gent and kindly, protected by light-bowed spectacles; the mouth,

thsea as I should judge, fine, but almost concealed" by a military mus-
hed with tache. In the fewest possible words I told him my errand. Hehed with

Las come said, 'Please show me your petition." Glancing at it a moment
>urage to he added, "Excuse me, I will consult my brothers"; he was
ut fear of gone perhaps three minutes, and returning, said, "If you will

send me niinety-two thousand copies, they shall go out to every
local assembly of'the Knights of Labor without expense to you
and with the recommendation that they be signed, circulated andthua de-

curing to returned to you at Evanston." I rose, reaching out my hand, ands penalty said, "Brother Powderly, you are a Catholic, and I am a Meth-
e weaker odist sister, but I have sincere respect and high regard for you

to and I shall pray Heaven every day to bless you and your work."
There was, perhaps, a little tremor in my voice as I said tþis, and

ils ever- the faintest token of the same in bis as he replied, warmly gýrasp-
usands of ing my hand, " I thank you, friend and sister.- Good-by." I
not only had asked him for his photograph, which he soon sent me, and
gi ol it has stood on my desk ever since with those of Elizabetf Fry,iot come. Josephine Butlétr, Mrs. Cleveland and Pundita Ramabai. I know

ieved. that Mr. Powderly is a thorough total abstainer, that he never
kf uses tobacco and can not tolerate any symptom of it in his pres-

ence, that he is a mahi mighty in deeds as in words, having, as Ibelieve, a single eye to the best interests of the working-classes,
rifrien and the purpose to advance them only byi the noblest methods,
s Iend' nainely, education, coöperation, arbitration and the ballot-box.st I was

Labor Repeatedly we have sent our delegates to the annual meeting
of the Knights of Labor. Mrs. H. A. Hobart, president of the

to et Minnesota W. C. T. U., spoke for us when the conventioh was
Lto ta held in Minneapolis; Mrs. Henrietta Monroe, president of theto take h.,i

ghS Ohio W.c. Or* U, i 'Clinai,1ý axid i 888, Mm.*Josephixie R.
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The Great Petition.

Nichols, president of the Indiana W. C. T. U., in Indianapolis.

Our representatives have always been most cordially received, and be

as Mrs. Nichols was on the platform after her speech, Mr. Pow- sto

derly came forward, taking her hand, and saying, "The Knights an

of Labor pledge themselves to-stand by the W. C. T. U.," while smy

applause, loud and hearty, rang out through the assembly. w

When the petition for the protection of women came wing- ma

ing its way back to Rest Cottage from every quarter of the nation, hi

no copies were quite .o welcome as those soiled by the hardy sits

hands of toil, largely signed 1n pencil, sometimes with the sign is a

of the cross, and showing the devotion that binds. lowly to lofty the

homes for the protection of those they hold most dear. Sp
In the winter of 1888 our great petition was presented at the thi

Capitol by Senator Blair, Mrs. Ada Bittenbender, our legal that

adviser, making all the arrangements, and the Senate giving ye

respectful heed to the words of our illustrious champion as. he al

read the petition and urged that action upon it be not delayed. us t
A bill passed the Senate raising the age of protection to sixteen Th

years, and it is pending in the House. boyi

The petition, well known throughout the country, having betr

been presented to almost every state and territorial legislature, Iom

reads as follows: over

PETITION send
W as

0FTH esi

WOMAN'S CHRISTIAN TEMPERANCB UNION decl

FOR FURTHER PROVISION FOR THE

gond
PROTECTION OF WOMEN AND CHIL.REN.

To the Honorable, the Senate and House of Representatives of the State of- had
The increasing and alarming frequency of assaults upon women, the hs k

frightful indignities to which even little girls are subject, and the corrupt-

ing of boys, have become the shame of our boasted civilization.

We believe that the statutes of- do not meet the demands of that main

newly awakened public sentiment which requires better legal protection arm
for womanhood and childhood;

Therefore we, the undersigned citizens of- , County of- , and
State of - , pray you to enact further provision for the protection of,

women and children. And we call attention to the disgraceful fact that

protection of the person is not placed by our laws upon so high a plane as N

protection of the puise. es
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napolis. . he first time the thought ever came to me that a man could

ved, and be untrue to a woman was when on entering my teens I read a

&r. Pow- story in the Advoca/e of Moral Reform, entitled, "The Betrayer

Knights and the Betrayed." It haunted me more than any story in all

," while my youth, except "Uncle Tom's Cabin." It was brief but it

y. was tragic l. the lovely young girl was left at the close in a

ne wing- madhouse, w'ile of the man, I remember this sentence, "I see

e nation, him often, p ing t and fro in his elegant carnage. Beside him

e hardy sits his wedded wife, around him are his happy children, and he

the sign is a candidate for the state legislature." As I used to think over

y to lofty the situation there came a deep, honest purpose in my inmost

spirit always to stand by women in every circumstance. I was

ed at the thirty years of agé before I had the opportunity. I then found

)ur legal that a Swede girl, Bertha by name, who had served us several

:e giving years, who seemed to be an earnest Christian, to whom we were

on as he all attached, was very sorrowful and strange. Erelong, she told

delayed. us that a handsome young Swede who was then a student in our

to sixteen Theological Seminary and highly thought of, who had been her

boyish lover and for whose sake she had come to this country, had

y, having betrayed her, and in my own house, too. Instead oft driving her

gislature, from our door, I sent for this young man, talked the whole matter

over witi him, and urged him to allow me that very evening to
send for a justice of the peace and put a legal stamp upon what

was already true. I told him he might then go his way, if he

desired to do *o, and we would keep Bertha. But he stoutly

declined to do anything of the sort. Whereupon I walked over

to the home of the President of Garrett Biblical ·Institute, my
good friend, Dr. Bannister, and told him the situation. A faculty

meeting was held the next morning, and by noon the young man
Stale of- had been ousted, under ban of professors and students, and went
omen, the is lonely way to the depot, nothing having been heard of him

e corrpt- sce. We kept Bertha, and she was a few years later happily

ds of that maried to an honorable countryman of hers. "1He is hrice

protection aned who hath his quarrel just."

When the great International Council of Women was held
- and Washington, D. C.,·in 1888, at the women's meeting to discuss

tection of cilea
ect S Purity work, it fell to my lot to speak as follows:

a plane as Now, in closing this inagnificent meeting, a poor little Protestant nun
omes before you, and feels that she has nt much right to talk to yon; feels
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that the high and solemn mysteries thathave been spoken of in such varied

tone and manner to-day, are those that she ought not to try to deal with;
feels more than ever the inadequacy of one whose life has been set apart

from the sacred tie of home, to utter her thought on themes like these.

While the ladies have spoken so bravely or so tenderly, on this historic

morning, my thoughts have been at work. I have seemed to see those two

who went forth nd in hand from Eden on the saddest of all mornings,
after the fall, an I have said to myself many times, " Oh, if those close

clasped hands had never parted company, our poor world had been to-day the

place God wants to see it, and the place Christ came to make it" I have

said to myself many times, " Would that the other half the audience were

here!" This is only half the circle ; we ought to have had it builded out

into completeness. So I have only to offer you the thought, that every

objection brought forward here to-day, every philosophical statement made,

is based upon the fact that out of the aggregation of men by themselves

always comes harm ; out of the coming of men and women both into true,
and noble, and high conditions, side by side, always comes good. Where is

it that you have this curse most deeply rooted and most apologized for by

men? In the camps of the soldiery. What would woraan's coming forward

in government tend to bring about? The reign of peace. The mother

heart that can not be legislated in and can not be legislated out would say:

"I will not give my sons to be butchered in great battles,"1 and we would

have internaticpal arbitration.

My noble friend, Mrs. Hoffman, who spoke so bravely, said: "Until

woman has complete industria'freedom, until woman has the purse jointly in

her hand, marriage will never be the thing-we want to see it" This blessed

change is involved in all the magnificent enterprises represented by the

women who stand on this platform, while-doubtless you who are in the audi-

ence are true to this emancipstion in your own circles. So that my heart is Pa

full of hope, and, out of the long savagery and darkness and crime, I see

humanity coming up into the brightness and beauty of a new civilization. I

see the noblest men of the world's foremost race, the Anglo-Saxons, who

made this audience possible, the men who have worked side by side with
wi

us, to bring about these great conditions, placing upon woman's brow above

the. wreath of Venus the helmet of Minerva and leadiag forward the fair

divinities who preside over their homes to help them make a new and nobler

government.

There is nothing on this earth that I tried more earnestly to iistill into

my girls' hearts, when I was teaching, than a genuine womanly self-respect

I doubt if we have this ourselves as the women of the future will. Why, I

pass signs on the street, I pass pictures of women in the cigar-stores and

saloons, that, if we were as self-respectful as we ought to be, could nt stay

there over night; I see fair women in beautiful robes walking on the

streets, or hear of them in fine social surroundings, with a man at their side

puffing tobacco smoke into their faces-and eyes, and I spy that is a survival

of past savagery and debasement and of the immolation of women. If

there is anything on earth Icovet that pertains to men it is their self-resPect
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th ' man would be seen with a woman with the faintest taint or tinge of
tobacco about her ; no man would allow himself to enter into marriage with

a woman of known habits of drinking or impurity ; it is n't thinkable.

When I see women coming out before men, or when I know they do-I do

to aot see them, they are not women with whom I am socially acquainted-

gs revealing the sacredness of the pure symbol and badge of their womanly
ngs nature, coming out dressed so improperly that the joke, the jést, and jibe,
tloe are uttered in the dressing-room where young men smoke cigars and hobnob

ave together, I could weep my life out that a woman thus appears, borrowing
that style from- women the hem of whose garments she would be ashamed

ont toutouch. Let us have self-respect. Let us be clothed with the raiment of

purity that ought to guard the virgin, the mother and the wife.
ery When we assemble socially and allow scenes to be put before us that are

ade' indecorous and shameful, we have passed away from the purity and self-

ves respect that must and shll characterize the women of the future. Oh,

e' fiends, these things are dèep in every thoughtful woman's heart ! Girls
S come and ask me;. " Would \you dance round dances ?" Dear little sister,
r by no; don't dag€e-a round dance. 'The women of the future will not do it.

ther I walked the aisles of the picture galleries of Europe. I saw the men in
those great hMstoric paintings, with their ear-rings, and their fingera covered
with rings, their necks bedecked with ruffles, their forms dressed in all the

hues that the peacock and rainbow could supply. They were nothing but

uti n exhibition of sycophants, a collection of courtjers. That was the time
when King Louis XIV. said : "The state, it is I!

y i
Woman is courtier and man is king to-day, in the sacred realm of. gov-

emment. But when a woman shall be able to say to the state, " I am part
the sfu
di- you, just as much as anything that breathes"; when she shal say, " I am

part of society ; I am part of industrial values, I am part of everything that

se a man values ; everything that a man's brain loves to think about in philos-
ophy, in philanthropy, in history, or science," then the caln equipoise of
huan forces shall come; and for that I would like to live. forthat I wouldho
ike to speak. Persons who know more about it than I, tell me that women

who give their lives to shame, women who are on the street-corners with
their invitations at night, are women who have, from the very look of the
ace and configuration of the head, the symbols and emblems of no self-
respect. The superior, queenly woman is the one who has most self-respect,

into whosees its application to everything around her, and who makes every man
feel that he would as soon die as offer her an insult.

The Arabs love to say of a pure man that he is ".a brother of girls."
The brotherly man will come forward to meet and respond to the sisterly
Sman. When we are not tcys, when we are not dolls, when we stand'

t before them royal, crowned with heart of love and brain of fire, then shall
the
side tome thenewday. I ignore nothing that has been said.» I am in hearty

- Y'fpathy with aIl. But, in my own thought, this is the key-note that must
e struck. God grant that we may be so loving and so gentle in it al, that

there shal be no vanity, no pride. Evermore the grandest natures are the
bânblest.

s



. Mrs. Laura Ormiston Chant.

Let me speak a word of hope. I have heard this statement from a W
woman who has just come from Germany, a woman for years a student in the th
universties. She says the professors' wives tell her that the new science bu M
developed this thought, and that professors are saying to their young men:
"If you want a scintillating brain, if you waat magnificent power of imag.

ination, conserve every force, be as chaste as your sister is, and put your

power into the brain that throbs on like an untired engine." I£o fnot know

how yon feel, but I want to take by the hand this woman who has spoken of
so nobly tous, this sweet-faced and sweet-voiced English woman, Mrs. Laura of
Ormiston Chant, who, last night when all of us were asleep, went out into a
the holiness of moonlight and saw that our capital was not so bad as Lon
don; this woman who went to see the little girl that had n't been taught and
had n't been helped, and who came from her country home and was getting

entangled in the meshes of this great Babylon. God bless you, Mrs. Chant

you are welcome to America. I thought, while you were speaking, of what

our Whittier said of our two countries : "Unknown to other rivalries than
of the mild humanities and gracious interchange of good."

We women are clasping hands. We do not know how much it means.
I have sought this woman from over the water. I wanted her to come here

with her large experience in work. I have not seen so many sorrowful

girls as she has, and don't know how to reach them, only in a general way;
and I have asked her if she will stay and teaclh us, and she says she will

Are you not glad ? So understand that the National Woman's Christian

Temperance Union is going to keep Mrs. Chant here and send her about
with her sweet evangelism. Now I think, dear friends, that we have cer-
tainly this morning boxed the compass of the woman movement, for we

have talked purely and sacredly together of the White Cross and the
White Shield.

No department.of work was ever developed so rapidly as this.
The women's hearts were ready for it. White Cross and White
Shield pledges and literature, leaflets for mothers' meetings, i-
deed, for every phase of the Social Purity work, are ordered in
constantly increasing numbers. .,The White Shield work is espe-
cially for women. Industrial homes for women are being founded
by the state in response to our petitions, and.a movement is now
on foot to establish homes for adults who are physically, mentally
or moràlly incapable, by reason of irremediable defects. We be-
lieve that the harm this large class (including hereditary druk-

ards) does to society makes it an unquestionable economy to
detain them in institutions for the purpose, and render them self-

supporting. "Do thyself no harm." would then be a motto alike
applicable to these unfortunates snd to the state.

It is hoped that this cause will be presented carefully and
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" In the Beauty of the Lilies."

wisely to all bodies of Christian, educational, and philanthropic
ement from a workers in every part of the land. This will best be done undera student in the the auspices of the state or local superintendent of the depart-ew science ha ment in person or by letter; or often, better stili, by some dele-ho young men. h . , , erustdy a some ple-

row fg in gate who has a right to the floor and will present and support a
and put y suitable resolution of sytfpathy and coperation.
Id£Io not know White Cross work contemplates afirect appeal to.the chivalryho ha spoken of men : that they'shall j oin this holy crusade by a.-personal pledgeIan, M. Laara of purity and helpfulness : that boys shah early learn the sacredweot on-t into meaning of the White Cross and that the generous knights of thisso bad as Loobeshn-edswe

eeu taught and ee agtad newest -and most noble chivalry' shall lead Humanity's sweetaad was getting nd soleumii song.,
:>u, Mrs. Chant 

In the beauty of the esaking, of what
rrChrist was born across the sea,r rivlriesthanWith a-glory in His bosom

That transfigures you and me.ruch it mea As He died to make men holy,r to core here Let us live to make men free,any sorrowfal While God is marching on."
L general way;
says she wil.
Lan's Christian
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CHAPTER VI.

THE WORLD'S W. C. T. U.

White light includes all the prismatic colors, so the whi
ribbon stands for all phases of reform, and there is no ph

which the drink curse has not rendered necessary. Our emblei
holds within itself the colors of all nations and stands for universa

purity and patriotism, universal prohibition and philanthropy

and universal peace. For "heàrts are near, though hands

far," and women's hands and hearts all round the world will'

united by our snowy badge ere another generation passes out

sight. There is now no speech or language where its voice

not heard.

One secret of the success that has from the first attended o

great society, is that it always goes .on "lengthening its cor

and strengthening its stakes."

When I was organizingoù the Pacific Coast in 1883, I sa
the opium curse in San Franeisco alongside, the alcoholic c

introduced, the W. C. T. U. into'British Columbia, was urged

visit the Sandwith Islands, go to Japan and China, and was

impressed by the outreaching of other nations toward our socie

and their need of us, that I proposed in my annual address a
Detroit, " the appointment of a commission to report the n

year plans for the organization of a World's W. C. T. U." T

was done, and the general officers of our national society ha

from that time to the present been leaders in this enterpri

We proceeded at once to send out Mrs. Mary Clement Leavi

who started a work in the 'Sandwich Islands which promises

revolutionize sentiment, and make that country in favor of o

principles and methods. Mrs. Dr. Whitney, of Honolulu,

president of the white ribbon societies there.

'Mrs. Leavitt was supplied with money for her voyage

Australia by the temperance friends at the Sandwich Island
(4a)
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and left for New Zeanland in January, 1884. She there traversed

a territory as great as from Maine to Florida, and fromi the Alle-
ghany Mountains to theiea, forming ten good, strong unions,
with Mrs. Judge Ward, of Christchurch, at their head. She

then crossed one thousand one hundred and thirty miles of sea
to reach the continent of Australia, where she steadily worked
on in the Provinces·of Queensland, New South Wales, Victoria,

and Tasmania (formerly called Van Diemen's Land), and re-
mained until the next autumn, when she started for Japan.

the whi We must remember that Australia is one half as large as
s no ph South America, being about two thousand, six hundred miiles
)ur embl long, by two thousand in width. Like New Zealand, it is set-
or univers ted by English. people, and governed partly by officers sent to
ilanthropy represent the British Crown, partly by local legislatures. It is a

hands strange and beautiful country, with climate, flora and fauna
rld will unlike those of any other part of the world. It seems like the

asses out best kind of a fairy story that our W. C. T. U. should be accli-
its voice mated there, for Mrs. Leavitt writes, " These people are thor-

ough; when they take the white ribbon, they take it to keep
.ttended O% and to zvear.

g its cOd Perhaps they might teach us a lessonuIn this silent preàching
of temperance by the "little. badge of snow." , Mrs. Leavitt %'

1883, I sa letters in The Union Signal have kept our great constituency
holic Curse informed of all her movements.
as urged In Japan her success was so great that a leading missionary
and was wrote home to his church paper, declaring that what Commo-
our socie dore Perry's visit was .to the commerce, Mrs. Leavitt's has been

address to the women of Japan. She thoroughly established the W. C.
rt the n T. U. in' that bright morning-land of enthusiasm and hope;

T worked to the same end in the less fertile soil, of China and of
iety ha India ; traversed Ceylon, which has, tlus far, sent mnore names
enterpn* to the World's petition than any other country; was received in

ent Leavi Madagascar with enthusiasm, and has now plunged into Africa.
promises She is our white ribbon Stanley, not one whit less persistent and
avor of O valorous than the great explorer. In one more year this intrepid
onolulu, Boston woman will have reached the golden number, seven, in

hertriumphal marh, and will, I trust, receive such a reception as
voyage has not yet been accorded to a returning traveler-not evpn to a

ch Is successful politician! We have never heard a criticism on her

i
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conduct, methods, or words, since she went forth, empty-handed
and alone. Her world-wide mission has been largely self-suppor
ing, and her success has led to the sending out of Miss J. A.
Ackerman, .of California, to follow the route so patiently laid
down for all futur omers. Miss Chariotte Gray has also vis-
ited Switzerland adis now organizing for us in Norway. Mrs.
Mary B. Willard is superintendent of our Press Department., Mrs.
Hannah Whitall Smith, of Bible Readings; Mrs. Mary l.
Hunt, of Scientific Temperance; Mrs. Bishop Newman, of Ameri-
can Petitions; Mrs. Josephine R. -Nichols, of World's Exposi-
tions. Mrs. Nichols *as brilliantly successful in representing us
at· the New Orleans Expositions, hence her embassy to Paris iz
the spring of 1889 is full of promisefor our cause.

But the two most powerful auxiliaries of the World's W. C.
T. U., aside from our own beloved "National," the mother of
them all (as the Crusade was our mother), have not yet been
named.

As I have recently become President of the World's W. C.
T. U., let me epitomize the history ofthese sister societies from
official reports and personal knowledge:

The British Women's Temperance Association was founded
in 1876, at Newcastle-on-Tyne, and was the outcome of an in-
spiration caught by Mrs. Margaret Parker, from the American
"Crusaders. " The secretary thus sketches'its origin : "One of the
first aggressive movements was in the town of Dundee, Scotland.
A number of earnest women resolved to petition the magistrate
to reduce the number of public houses for the sale of intoxicating
drinks. Their petition was in the name of the wives, mothers,
and sisters, and was signed by upwards of nine thousand of
tbem. * * * The result was that next day not a single new
license was given, and many were withdrawn. Thus commenced

the first Women's Temperance Prayer Union ; and first one tom

and village and then another followed the example of Dundee in

establishing Women's Temperance Unions, until nearly every

' town was doing something, and many Friefidly Inns or British

Workman's Public Houses were planted.

"Still there was no attempt at national organization, although
it had been a cherished thought in many hearts. Mrs. Margaret

Parker' who had been foremost in the Dundee deputation, was
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in America afterward, and saw the efficient Woman's Christian
TemperanceUnion there, and feeling assured that the ,ime had
come for a similar union in Great Britain, she ventured to issue a
call, which was nobly responded to. A conference of about one
hundred and fifty ladies, including influential delegates from
various parts of the Kingdom, assembled in the Central Hall,
Newcastle-on-Tyne, on Friday morning, April 21, 1876. On the
motion of Mrs. Lucas, Mrs. Parker, of Dundee, was called·to the
chair. After singing, reading the Scripture and prayer, Mrs.
Parker, in opening the proceedings, said: "In accordance with
the earnestly expressed wish of the Woman's Christian Temper-
ance Union of America, and the firm conviction in our own minds
that God has already prepared the hearts of Christian women
throughout the land to do a gréat work for Him in the cause of
temperance, tris convention has beefl called. * * * We
believe that there is such a power in the influence of women as,
if it were exerted aright, would shake the kingdom to its center
on this important subject, and the country is in perishing need
of it!" From this time the society has gone straight on, and
now has a large number of auxiliaries.

Mrs. Margaret Bright Lucas, who for years has stood at the
head of this society, is, with Mrs. Mary B. Willard- and Miss
Charlotte Gray, of Antwerp, a member of the International Tem-
perance Association, of men and women, organized in August,
1885. By my request, the commission of the World's W. C. T. U.
chose Mrs. Lucas as first president of that society, it being desired
to show all honor to the mother country in this new enterprise,

and to enlist Our British cousins to the utmost as its active friends.
This gifted gentlewoman is the youngest child of Honorable

Jacob Bright, and sister of John Bright, the great English Com-
moner. Although over seventy years of age, with her children
long ago settled in life, Mrs. Lucas travels and organizes
constantly, enlisting her countrywomen whérever she goes.

We have also a bright young ally across the border-the
Dominion W.. C. T. U., with provincial auxiliaries in British
Columbia, Qntario, Quebec, New Brunswick and Nova Scotia.

Its history is one of heroism. Our delegates to Cincinnati
W. C. T. U..Convention in 1875, met there Mrs. LetitiaYoumans,
the earliest wlite ribbon pioneer in Canada. She came to learn

28
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our methods and we were in turn astonished and delighted by with
her power upon the platform. Her "Haman's License" and unde

"Nehemiah Building the Walls are addresses known through- the 1

out the country as unrivaled Bible expositons of great reform. t
the ti

The British temperance women :publish an official organ,

The British Women's Temperance Journal, and the Canadians

have one also. Both exchange with The Union Signa, whose

readers skim the cream of the temperance world each week. Can- retar
ada's paper is The Women'sJournal, and is edited by Mrs. Addie the
Chisholm, of Ottawa, President W. C. T. U. of Ontario, and one milli
of the ablest women in our ranks anywhere. Canada women

fearlessly take advance positions. The Scott Act is covering is to
their land with prohibition; municipal suffrage for women is secu

helping solve the problem of their great cities. ican
In Toronto a temperance mayor was elected by seventeen Ame

hundred majority, thanks to the combined votes of the women same
and the workingmen. We must look well to our laurels, or our liame

allies of the maple leaf will be first at the goal of prohibition. traffi

Let us clasp hands in the wide sisterhood of the World's the
W. C. T. U., learning its motto-"For God, and Home, and presi
Every Land," wearing our knots of white ribbon,.observing the Unite
noontide hour of prayer, working steadily for the overthrow of trade
the use and sale of alcoholics and narcotics the world around, movei
and remem.bering the watch-words, Prevention, Education, Evan- imme
gelization, Purification, Prohibition. evils

Let us also circulate from house to house this the World's ail its
Petition to all nations: tates,
'Honored Rulers, Representatives and Brothers:

We, your petitioners, although belonging to the physically'weaker sex jects c
are strong of heart te love our Homes, our Native Land and the world's theref

family of Nations. We know that when the brain of man is clear, his heart
which

is kind, his hone is happy, his country prosperous, and the world grows

friendly. But we know that alcoholic. stimulants and opium, which craze tion s

and cloud the brain, make misery for men and all the world, and most of the pe

F all for us•and for our children. We know these stimulants and opiates are immea
forced by treaty upon populations either ignorant or unwilling, and sold thoug
under legal guarantees which make the governments partners in the trafic li
by accepting as revenue a portion of its profits. We have u<?power top re-

vent this great iniquity beneath which the whole world groans and staggers, and th
but you have the power to cleanse the flags of every clime from the stain of everyb

their complicity with this nrmingled cuzse. We, therefore, come tonyo i a m



Petitions are the Temperance Sun-glass.

>hted by with the united voices of representative women from every civilized nation
se '' and under the sun, beseeching you to strip away the safeguard and sanctions of

through- the law from the drink traffic and the opium trade, and to protect our homes
by the totalprohibition of this twofold curse of civilization throughout all
the territory over which your government extends.

i organ, Names of Women. Nationality.
anadians

4, whose Mrs. Mary A. Woodbridge, Ravenna, Ohio, is American Sec-

k. Can- retary of the World's W. C. T. U., and is doing earnest work for

s. Addie the petition, which will not be presented tntil we have two

and one million signatures gathered up from all nations of the world.

a women It is translated into the language of every civilized nation, and
covering is to be circulated in every country. The entire list -of iames
omen is secured will be presented to each government. Thus the Amer-

ican CongresÉ will be petitioned to abolish the liquor traffic in
eventeen America by women in Great Britain, Australia, Japan, etc. The

women same will be true of the Dominion of Canada. The British Par-
s, or our liament will, in like manner, be petitioned to abolish the alcohol
ition. traffic and the opirmu trade by women from America, and all over
World's the world. .Indeed, the first thought of this petition came to the
me, and president of the Woman's Christian Temperance Union of the

ing the United- States, wben readIng an English book about the opium
hrow of trade in India and China. To carry out this idea, an organized
around, movement seemed necessary, that the women of the whole -world,

Evan- immeasurably cursed as they are by the results of these gigantie
evils, might unitedly appeal to the men of the world, convened in

World's all its great legislative Assemblies, and represented by its Poten-
tates, to protect and deliver them.

There is a vast amount of righteous sentiment on the sub-
aker sex, jects of temperance and social purity that is scattered, and is,
e world's therefore, comparatively powerless. It needs a standard around
his hesit

rld grows which to rally; a focus for its scattered rays; and the great peti-
ichC cre fion supplies this' need. Besides all this, the reflex influence of
d inost of the petition as an educational force upon the people will be of
piates are immeasurable value. It will create or confirm the arrest of
, and sold thought in a million heads, and the arrest of conviction in a
the traffc. ,
teto re- million heart-s. It will be, in effect, a muster-roll for our army,er to Pr& Ou ar-

staggers and those who circulate it will. be virtually recruiting officers in
e stain of everybody's war. Their words of sweet reasonableness uttered
e to you in a million ears will mightily augment the sum'total of moral
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436 " The Federation of the World.

influence. The -Gatling gun of pulpit, press and platform, send-

ing out our many-sided arguments and loving pleas, will gain
incalculably in directness of aim and force of impression from

the clear-cut issue furnished by the great petition. Nor wilI
our work prove to have been " love's labor lost," in the great
councils to which it is addressed. Nothing within the scope of
our possibilities could be so influential and commanding. What
t vo million of the most intelligent and forceful adults on this -

planet ask for, over their own signatures, will not long be disre-
garded or denied by their representatives. This petition will be
the beginning of the end. Many years will be required in which
to work it up, and it is believed that in no way can the same
amount of effort be turned to better account in the interest of long

unifying and forwarding the reforms which are of equal import- what

ance to all the nations of the earth. them

Far-sighted philanthropists are looking toward a time in the have

distant future, when, in the words of the poet- me."

not, t
"The war drums throb no longer, and the battle flags are furled,
In the Parliament of Man, the Federation of the World.

the

All modern -thought and effort are tending toward this n
universal federation, which it is hoped will one day control the appar

world's forces in the interests of peace and of every right reform. woulc
schoo:
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which
which The contradiction and nalignity of political debate have

e same

erest of long since ceased to mar the tranquility of my spirit. I wil 'do

import- what I can do to mitigate the asperities of politics, believing
them to be altogether needless, and unnatural, but for inyself I

in the have entered the region of calms and " none of these things move

me." . If this work be of God, it can not be overthrown; if it be

not, then the sooner it comes to naught, the better for humanity.

The year 1888 will always rank as having been, up to its date,

the most remarkable in th'e istory of the Temperance Reform.

rd this Being the year of a Presidential campaign, it was, for sufficiently

trol the apparent reasons, the one in which politicians of the old school

reform. would do least for prohibition; but the presence of the new
school in politics and of women as an active power in public

affairs to a degree before undreamed of, mark it as a sort of moral

watershed. In England the Primrose League of women antag-

olizing Gladstone's policy, and the Women's Liberal League

presided over by that great statesman's wife, counting among its

officers, Jane Cobden (Richard's daughter), and devoted to Home
Rule, had already demonstrated the power of women in politics.

Meanwhile, the Prohibition party had enjoyed since 1881, the
active coöperation of the white ribbon women, and its vote had
risen from ten thousand for Gen. Neal Dow, of Maine,. as Presi-
dent (in 188o), to.over one hundred and fifty-one thousand for
ex-Governor St. John, of Kansas, in 1884. The Democratic

party, led by President Cleveland,. projected the tarif issue

squarely-across the path.of the campaign; Republicans took it up

eagerly, distorted the revision of the tariff, which was the actual
issue, into the abolition of the tariff, to which the traditions of

(4à7)
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438 The Famous "Catnip Tea"' Resolution.

the money-getting Yankee nation were totally opposed, and won
the battle of the ballot-box by making good temperance people
believe that they must save their country, just once more, within

the old lines of political warfare, by unblushing bribery, and by
secretly assuring the liquor element that its interests would be as
safe in Republican as in Democratic hands. In this campaign,
Mrs. J. Ellen Foster, of Iowa, went before the Republican Con-
vention with representatives of the anti-saloon association, and
asked for a temperance plank. The report of the Committee on
Resolutions contained no reference to this subject, and its reaffir-
mation of its previous platform served to leaveshe infamous. "Ras-
ter Resolution " in full force. Subsequently, on the night of the
adjournment, the following resolution was hurried through under
circumstances proving to fair-minded lookers-on that it was but a
sop in the form of a subterfuge to the prohibition Cerberus:

Resolved, That, the first concern of all good government is the virtue
and sobriety of the people and the purity of the home. The Republican
party cordially sympathizes with all wise and well-directed efforts for the
promotion of temperance and morality.

Concerning this resolution, the liquor men's leaders and,
newspapers declared. that it was " no stronger than the brewers
themselves had adopted; " was no hindrance'to their remaining
in the Republican fold, since it was agreed to by their chiefs at
the convention before being offered, and was declared by the
doughty Sheridan Shook, a notable New York liquor politician,
to be only a little harmless catnip tea for the temperance ele-
ment. But upon this basis, as well as because of their supposed
devotion to " the heart side of the tariff question, "--whatever
that may be-Mrs. Foster called upon the women of the nation
to rally to ",ther party of great moral ideas." She was elected
by the Republican National Campaign Committee, Chairman of
the· Women's National Republican Committee, which, like the
former, had its headquarters in New York City, and sent out
literature in which the tariff, not temperance, had the right of
way. Though in other years an advocate of prohibition and.
denouncer of high-license, she vigorously championed the high-
license campaign of Hon. Warner =Miller, in New York state, and
fought the Prohibition party with a vehemence worthy a better
cause. This was the first time that womenhad ever been recog-
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won nized as helpers by either bf the great parties, and shows the

eople gathering force of the great woman movement in America as

iithin everywhere. No doubt the attitude of the Prohibition party,

d by which had from the first .recognized womenAs integral forces in

be as its organization and which had for many years given them a

aign, place upon its National Committee, and invited them as dele-

Con- gates to all of its conventions, did much to pioneer the way for

and this surprising new departure.

ee on The success of Mrs. Foster's effort to organize Republican

affir- Clubs of women was not conspicuous, but, chiefly through her

'Ras- efforts, no doubt, some clubs were formed, women participated in

f the the campaign as speakers,-notably Anna Dickinson and Mrs.

uder Foster, women escorted speakers, paraded on foot in processions,

but a and in·a several instances occupied the ancient and honorable
place always heretofore accorded to the brass band.

virtue Democratic women were hardly heard from, except as occa-

lican sional wearers of the "<red, red rose" or wavers of the bright
r the bandana. Women appeared before every oie of the national

conventions where a president was to be nominated, and asked

and that an equal 'suffrage plank be placed in their platforms. This

wers was done by the Prohibition and by one wihg of the Labor party,

ining an educational test being attached to the franchise plank. It

efs at goes without saying, that women were out in force at the Prohi-

the bition party convention, held May 30, at Indianapolis in Tomlin-

cian, son Hall. Over a ±housand delegates were present, of wþ.om

ele- about one hundred *ere of the steadfast sex.

osed Every state, except South Carolina and Louisiana, and al

tever the territories but four-Arizona, Nevada, Idaho, and Wyom-
ation ing-were represented. It was a gathering of the home-folk, but

ected included nearly every leading nationality.

an of Not a taint of tobacco smoke was in the corridors; not a

the breath betrayed the fumes of alcohol. Clear-eyed, kind-faced,

out well-dressed, these men and women were familiar with the inside

ht of of the school-house, the church, the home, but not with that of

and the saloon.

igh- Promptly at xo:oo o'clock A. M., the manly form of Samuel,

and Dickie, chairman of the National Committee, was seen ipon the

etter elegantly decorated platform, and he called the other members of

cog- thecommittee and the National Officers of the Woman's Christian



440 Gen. Clin/on B. Fisk Nominated.

Temperance Union to the front, amid great applause. Then Sil
James Black, of Pennsylvania, the party's first candidate for pres- (la

ident, John Russell, of Michigan, its founder, John P. St. John, rn"

its last candidate, and Neal Dow, the father of prohibition, stood ern

in line on the platform, amid the hurrahs of the convention. ma

"America" was sung, and Rev. Sam Small, of Georgia, led in D
prayer. In a brief, but happy speech, Professor Dickie congratu- appl

lated the party on its steady growth, proposing that it should th

make a coffin of ballot-boxes, weave a shroud from ballots, and

bury the saloon in the " bloody chasm." Rev. Mr. Delano, of hun

Connecticut, was made temporary chairman. He said the Dem- was

ocratic·party was an interrogation point, " What are you going hibit

to do about it ?" The Republican was an exclamation point, "A rang

tear on the end of its nose," " Alas! Oh !" But the Prohibition the

party was a period, " We'll put a stqp to it.' publi

Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, of New Jersey, was nominated for the

presidency, amid great enthusiasm, and Rev. Dr. John A. Brooks, w

the great temperance leader of Missouri, was nominated for vice- frien

president. Col. George W. Bain, of Kentucky, and Rev. Sar devo

Small, of Georgia, were aiso nominated by several delegations

for vice-president, but insisted upon .withdrawing their names. Walt

Thirty thousand dollars were subscribed- for campaign purposes. plan

The convention was an immense success every way. Rev. time,

Dr. John Bascom, ex-president of Wisconsin University, was a serva

delegate; also Father Mahoney, a Catholic priest of Minnesota, ions.

Professor Scomp of Oxford University, Georgia, with Bishop year

Turner, of Georgia, Rev. Mr. Hector, of California, and Rev. Mr. so th

Grandison, of Georgia-three wonderfully gifted colored men. sixty

A resolution urging scientific temperance instruction in the non

public schools was adopted, also one insisting on the rights of the

colored man. The latter was introduced by, Mr. Grandison, a on

representative of Clark University, Atlanta, seconded by Rev. sides

Sam Small, and adopted unanimously. long

Prof. Samuel Dickie was re-elected chairman. declar

A committee of ten, with Chairman Dickie at their head, as he

was chosen to bear the formal announcement of the convention's fot-do

action'to General Fisk. This committee included two ladies- Ja

Mrs. Hoffman, of Missouri, and myself,. and was another of the llnomin

great conveadtion's new departures. There-was fine music by the lutions



The Anti-Suffrage Minority.

Then Silver Lake Quartette, Herbert Quartette, Nebraska Quartette

(ladies), and the "Jinglers " (mellow-voiced colored men), who
invariably brought down the house. The gavel used by ex-Gov-

t. John,

st ernor St. John was presented by the Kansas delegation, and was

.o made from a bit of the telegraph pole on which he was hung intvention.
a, led i effigy in Topeka, where for two terms he had been governor,

o ngratn- applauded and beloved. At eleven o'clock on the second night

t should the great convention closed witi the doxology and prayer.

lots, n There was a rare memorial exercise on Decoration Day, five

elano, of hundred soldiers of the Blue and Gray being assembled. There

he Dem- was also an oratorical contest for the Demorest prize medal (pro-
hibition speeches required), and an intercollegiate contest ar-

u going
in "A ranged by Mr. Mills, with original speeches on the same great

hibition theme. Thus every opportunity was utilized for awakening

publie sentiment.

d for the At every session, the hall, holding five thousand people,

Brooks, was crowded. The convention outran the expectations of its

for vice- friends and followers. It was wonderfully earnest, eloquent,
devout, ançi it marks a new epoch in Christian civilization.

ev. Sarý
ev. i At this memorable convetition a small minority, led by

Walter Thomas Mills, did its utmost to defeat the'equal suffrage
names.

plank, on the plea that " two issues " could nof be carried at a
urposes.

time, that this plank alienated the South, in general, and con-

servatives at the North, in particular, with other minor objec-
fions. This minority had agitated the subject vigorously for a

anesota,

Bishop year or more, and had thus put leaders, as well as rank and file,

ev. Mr. so thoroughly on guard, that when the voie came, only about-

sixty voted to drop the plank which had been in fromn the first.men.
n in the nominating convention of the party .in 1872.

ts of the Although we had a very large majority in the Committee

n a on Resolutions, of which I was a member, our desire to hear all

by Rev. sides and reach a settlement as amicable as possible caused a

long debate, in which Rev. Sam Small, of Georgia, gallantly
declared at last his willingness to let the resolution pass, because,

ir head, as he said, "The majority has been so magnanimous that I can

on's lot-do less than bow my neck to the yoke."

ladies- James Black, of Pennsylvania, the Prohibition party's first

r of the nominee for president, was chairman of the Committee on Reso-

c by the litions. He is a 'man .of noble countenance, and every way

441



The Indianapolis Platform.

impressive presence When our sub-committee, to whom the 3

controverted resolution was submitted (North and South, con- s con
servative and progressive, all being represented in that small licens

midnight 'group of seven), had agreed upon the form, from the ioe of
deep hearof this saintly man came the solemn words,"Thank cratc

where
• God,' and he bowed his head in, prayer. The resolution was open
his own; he. had carried one, almost identical in language, 4.
through the first convention of the Prohibition party and, but a Our na

few weeks earlier, through that of his own state. 5.
,î be rais

When-our committee filed into the great hall next day, the
gentlemen and ladies that composed it marching arn in arn daced

upon the platform, all felt* that the hour was come when the burdet

manhood of this rising power in American politics was to declare forts a

decisively not only in favor of prohibition by law and-pf#ibi. 6.

tion by politics, but prohibition by woman's ballot, asý The final '
from

consummation-of the war upon King Alcohol, the most relentless for the

foe of womanhood and home. throug
I believe listoiy will not forget that scene. Governor St. they nr

John, the hero of the Kansas fight for Constitutional Amend- 7.
inthei

ment, was the central figure of the platform group, his keen, but
kindly face and military bearing being well suited to the duty 8.

we had laid on his broad shoulders as the convention's chairman. aws g<

Around him were men and women known throughout the nation 9.
as leaders for many a year of the Prohibition host in every contest the cos

made and every victory won. ±o.

This was the Prohibition party's platform in 1888, upon which bon,
day th-·there is reason to believe that in spite of defection, misrepresenta-

tion, briberg and the stolen mailing lists of the New York Voice,

three hundred thousand men took their position. In it, the.word

Christian occurs perhaps for the first time in American polities: employ
PLATFORM. burden!

The Prohibition party, in national convention assembled, acknowl- and roi

edging Almighty God as the source of all power in government, do hereby "7 ofdeclare : a
i. That the manufacture, importation, exportation, transportation, t the

and sale of alcoholic beverages should be made public crimes, and pro. d ths

hibited as such. .12- .

2.hat such prohibition mustbe secured through amendments of itrod

our national and staté constitutions, enforced by. adeqsuate laws adequately inti

supported by administrative authority ; and to this end the organization of t no

the Prohibition party is imperatively demanded in state sd nation. hUni

442
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M the 3. That any form of licens, taxation, or regulation of the- liquor traffic

con. contrary to good government; that any party which supports regulation,

small license, or tax enters into alliance with such traffic, and becomes the actual

foe of the state's welfare; and that we arraign the Republican and Demo-
the cratic parties for their persistent attitude in favor of thelicensed iniquity,

hank whereby they oppose the demand of the people for prohibition, and, through
was open complicity with the liquor crime, defeat the enforcement of law.

uage, 4. For the immediate abolition of the internal revenue system whereby

but a our national government is deriving support from our greatest national'vice.

5. That, an adequate public revenue beirg necessary, it may properly

beraised by import duties, and by an equitable assessment upon the property
y, the and legitimate business of the country, but import duties should be so re-

n duced that no surplus shall be accumulated in the treasury, and that the

n the burdens of taxation shall be removed from foods, clothing, and other com-

eclare forts and necessaries of life.

hibi- 6. That the right of suffrage rests on no mere accident of race, color,
- ses, or nationality, and that where, from any cause, it hýs been withheld

final from citizens who are of suitable age and mentally and norally qualified
utless for the exercise of an intelligent ballot, it should be restored by the people

through the législatures of the,several states, on such educationâl basis as

or St. they may deem wise.

eud- 7. That civil service appoipnteents for al civil offices chiefly clerical
in their duties, should be based sipon moral, intellectual, and physical qual-

n but ifications, and not upon party service or party.necessity.
duty 8. For the abolition of çolygamy and the establishiment of uniform

rman. laws governing marriage and divorce.

ation 9. For prohibiting all combinations of capital to control and to increase

ontest the cost of products for popular consumption.

10. For the preservation and defense of the Sabbath as a ci-vil institu-

which tion, without oppressing any who religiously. observe the same on any other

day than the first day of the week.
senta-

011. That arbitration is the Christian, wise, and economic method of
VoiceV settling national differences, and that the same method should, by judicious
wourd legislation, be applied to the settlement of disputes between large bodies of

litics: employés and. employers. That the abolition of the saloon ýrould remove
burdens, moral, physical,, pecuniary, and social, which now oppress labor

nowl- ud rob it of its earnings uand would prove to be the wise and succéssful

hereby way of promoting lalpr reform, and that we invite labor and capital to udt e
ith us for tise aconfshment thereof. -That monQely ifland is a wrong

tao, to the people, antd 'it the public land should be reserved to actual settlers,

d Pro- d that men and women should receive equal wages for equal work.

12. That our immigration laws should be so enforced as to prevent the
uts of troduction .into our conntry of all convict, inmates of other dependent

uately tutions, and all others physically incapacitated for self-support, and
tion of tno person should have the ballot in any state who is not a citizen of

United States.



Recognizing and declaring that prohibition of the liquor traffic hans
become the dominant issue in national politics, we invite ,to full party woer
fellowship afl those who, on this one dominant issue, are with us agree, unless

in the full belief that this party can and will remove sectional differences, will n(
promote national unity, and insure the best welfare of our entire land. home

The opening resolution was listened to with devout serios. lets ar<

ness, and was adopted by a rising vote, without debate. debate,

The prohibition resolution was received with bearty but not his elo<

proloiged applause. We were there as. the' sequel of its fore- educati

gone conclusions. •Most g<

The resolution declaring in favor of women's receivin ance ai

equal wages for equal work,'" .evoked enthusiasm ; it was rapt. never 1
uronsly cheered"; all felt that it was -like the drops that precede unan

the plentiful shower. 'Tward the close came the crucial test in -oste

the famous " sixth resolution." Its reading " brought dow e ment.

bouse.'' with roars of applause and brought up the house'again, n our 1

hundreds rising to their feet with cheer upon cheer of approba- the chi

tion. It was then voted to debate the question two hours, and would

the clear voice of Professor Dickie, chairman of the National receive

Committee, was heard suggesting that leaders should' be chosen woman'

on either side to. 1È2ake the arguments. Nobody doubted whe: W

he stood whose pure life had delivered- him from the worship of than th

physical force; whose first vote and every ballot since then had and Chi'

been cast for the Prohibition candidates, and who, ,in the cal s he s

issued for this very convention, had stated that " a fair represen flags w.

tation of women delegates was desirable." But the rank and by live

file desired .to whack for themselves the ball now set in motion; ens w1

hence -Professor Tickie's plan was voted down, and free lances with s

were tilted-with great vigor from floor and platform, scores at a above t

time seeking to obtain the floor up to the final vote. A minority had filn

.of one, in the person of John M. Olin, of Wisconsin, reported knew th

against eie resolution. This gentlemen spoke ably from his point also tha

of view, as did Walter Thomas Mills, T. C. Richmond and our making

good Neal Dow. All of them were believers in equal suffrag At

but thought this was not the time to declare for it, Geneal Dew tlar An

saying, "After we secure prohibition, we will give the ballot tg our strong n

faithful allies." But it fell to my lot to remind these good whic o

brothers .that though Maine had rejoiced in prohibition for over again, "

forty years, it last winter voted down a proposition to enfranchise eS tri
"Hurra:
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bac5
party women; that we have' what we take the most pains for, and

uree unless we take especial pains to secure the ballot for woman, she
wnces, ll never be armed and equipped as the law directs,. for the
home protection fight where " the guns are ballots and the bul-ions. lets are ideas." With some such points as these, I closed the
debate, and Sam Small came forward, took my hand and spoke in
t not his eloquent way, saying, in effect, that "as we had added the

fo educational test, he would stand with us." The South had been
most generous from the beginning, showing a spirit of forbear-
ance and good-will for which the women of that convention can

rapt- never be too grateful. If its delegates had not with practical
ýcede unanimity favored our cause, I fear we might have lost it on that
st in nostîeventful day eveg known to woman's annals of enfranchise-

ment. George W. Bain made one of his most brilliant speeches,
ain, in our favor, and other gifted Southerners proved that with them

roba- the chivalry of justice outranked that of compliment. "Who
and would be free, himself must strike the blbw," is a truth .that
rinal received new confirmation in this memorable debate, where not one

osen omans voice or vote was given against the famous resolution.
the:t When the count came, Secretary Cranfill announced less

ip of than thirty negatives, but Walter Thomas Mills claimed sixty,
had and Chairman St. John, in his humorous way, said, "Let it be
cal as he says." Then came the climax of the convention, when

esen- flags waved, wooden " cranks" humorously creaked when turned
and by live ones, state delegations hoisted aloft their banners, wotn-

ion en's white handkerchiefs were like a wind-blown argosy, and
e ith shouts of hallelujah, men pointed to the significant motto

at a above the platform, where the loyal white ribboners of Indiana
crity had flung their pennon forth, "No sex in citizenship." .They
>rted knew the Supreme Court had said there was none, but they knew
)Oint also that those cannot really be citizens who have .fio voice in
our making the laws they must obey.

At the close of this session, I received what is called in pop.
De ula American parlance, " an ovation "; with half a score of
>our strong men's hands stretched toward me at a time, I hardly knew

d hich one to grasp, while their kind voices said over and over
over again, " You ought to be a happy woman; " "This is the Gos-ise els triumph; "-I wish your old mother had seen this;

"Hurrah for our side!' and other exclamations'6f rejoicing.
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Now and then I would say, " My brother, what led you to vote adv

for us?" The answers were all tributes to home's steadfast·influ. su

ence: "Oh, I was born a suffragist," said one; "Women mu-st cou

help us save the nation if it's ever saved'; "My wife educated te

me up to this "; and repeatedly young voters answered, "Why Wh

should n't we? I don't forget that my mother is a woman !" ifth

Slipping away with those good sisters, Anna Gordon aud
Anna Shaw, who shared wih me Mrs. May Wright Sewall's and

hospitalities, I could but think, as we walked on in silence, of
that other day in Dixon, Ill., in the year 1875, at the second ses.

sion of the Illinois W. C. T. U., when I was in the second year

of my temperance work. I remembered writing a declaration to

this zffect: "Resolved, That-since woman is the greatest sufferer
from the rum curse, she ought to have power to close the tion

dram-shop door o\er against her home." I remembered kneel- sent

ing iné prayer with my friend and room-mate, Mrs. Louise S. addr

Rounds, who. agreed to support me in this first attempt; then

going over to the convention and getting this rešolutioif offered,

I seemed to hear once more the quiet emphasis of the presiding pary

officer, as she said, " What will you do with this woman suffrage

resolution?" and the decisive tones of the treasurer as she said, its Cr
"I move we lay it on the table." I almost felt once more the culat

painful heartbeats of suspense, and the joyful surprise when no Inclo

one seconded the motion ; then the debate, when a brave voice- and b

I wish I could know whose-broke the stillness with', " I move it voted,

be adopted." I remembered the broken words in which I there- politic

upon asked the women of the prairies that if they:did not libe

speak out, who would? Surely not the conservative East, the

silent South,. the unorganized Northwest.. We all knew that

woman was the,. liquor traffic's natiural enemy. , In Illinois the

law saic' the municipal officers might license or not " in their dis-

cretion"m; men were not discreet in this matter, as was proved by terful.

saloons on every hand, bat women would be. Why not let theu made i

help good men elect officers who would truly represent the major- Qme m
ut anl.

ity, and not saddle the saloon upon. our people with its outcome

of three thousand lunatics let loose each day upon defenseless cagoa
homes ? I told them that I had no home in that word's highest itsoffi

and most sacred sense, and.never -should have in this world, might

though I hoped to in a better, and that if I could brave an ance a



The Blue and -Gray.

L to vote adverse public opinion for the sake of other women's homes
fast influ. surely they could do so for the sake of their own. These words y
ien mus could hardly speak for the ache in heart and throat, and I saw
educated tears in many. a gentle woman's eyes as I made my simple plea.When the vote came I think there was not one dissenting voice-
ian !" if there were such I can not now recall them.

rdon d And thus the good ship Illinois swung from her moorings
Sewall's and put out to sea for a long and stormy voyage.ilence, of I thought, too, on that blessed day at Indianapolis, of the

cond ses. nnging words of Mrs. Lide Meriwether, of Tennessee:
ond yemr "She is launched on the wave, the good shi'Prohibition·
tration to The wave of humanity, boundless and free.

sufferer I had been invited by Chairman Dickie to make a Decora-:lose the tion Day speech before the "Army of Blue and Gray,' as repre-ýd kneel- sented at this Convention. Here follows the -substance of this
4ouise S. address:
pt ; then TE GREATEST PARTY.
f offered, Hereside by side sit the Blue and Gray. No other than the Prohibition

presiding party ever dared to be so great as to ordain a scene lke this I on?residi Wba a circie we havee herehs 
Ise h

t fae words of truth and-soberness.. 
spath

shfre si•What a circle we have here ! Sweep the compasses of thought throughshe sud, its circumference. Prohibition, first of.al1, the fixed oint whmore the culate ail others. The Blue and the Gray, the work gmen, the women.
when no Inclosed and shielded by this circle is the home--that goes v;ithout- sayig;

voice_ and beyond i .ts shining curve is the saloon, out-matched, out-witted, and ont-
[ move it voted, which, in a republic, is best of ail. For the fiat of the greatest partyhas gone forth, and we are here simply to set our seals to it; no saloon n

politics or law, no sectionaism in law or politica. no sex in citizen but
did not lberty, equality, fraternity in politics and law, now and for evermore.

ßast, the This is our platform in a nutshell, and it is a platforn of four ideas, at
iew that

inois the en, in a history, were snch matchless issues espoused by such mag-hi . nuarnous men ?heir dis- There are two other parties; big, but not great; multitudinous, not mas-
roved y terfu. Their tisane is adipose, not muscular. The issues of the one arelet thea made literally out of whole cloth, of all-wool tariff, warranted to wash in yet
te major- e more campaign, and the ensanguined shirt warranted never to be washedst ail. Those of the other are spoils and Bourbonism. They will soon rally

eir respective clans to their stereotyped, old-fashioned conventions in Cii-fenselet mgofsnd St. .Loms, prepared to fight, bleed, and die for their country andhighest its Offices once more. Not a woman will be in their delegations. A womans world, night diaplace some man. Not a word about the home. No decisive utter-
>rave a Suce asto the greatest of our national perils,
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448 "Let Us Have Peace."

Probably women would not attend these conventions, even were their

presence sought. They certainly could not hold their own at the bar of tbe It

saloon, while ln the greatest party they are onuly required\t> hold their own fri

at the bar of public opinion. so

Meanwhile, as if to set before these brethren a loftier example, the great. "p

est party welcomes here the home-folks 'to equal opportunities and honors, a

and rallies lere a remnant of the noble veterans who have learned that itis sev

good to forgive, best to forget, att'esting by this splendid and fraternal object- On

lesson that one party spells " nation " with the tallestkind of a capital "N' her

-one that indeed includes "the people of these United States" - and that oth

the Blue and the Gray are to us emblems of nothing less than'the blue skv hel

that bends its tender arch above us all, and the gray.ocean that enfolds one ofte

couni-y a::d one flag. the

" Angels look downward from the skies
Upon no holier ground, bro

Than where defeated valor lieg
By generous foemen crowned."

How Grant would have rejoiced to look upon a scene like this-he whose the

most memorable words were, " Let us have peace!" by whose sick-bed sat Jo
General Buckner of the Confederate army, and to whose recent birthday cel. a tu

ebration rallied Fitz Hugh Lee and other Southern braves ! ern

The leaders of the party that was great when great Lincoln was its chief, self

are pleased in these days of its fatal degeneracy to call us the "St. John.

ites." He is our·patron saint-Heaven bless him ! -who laid himself upon
the altar of our sacred cause, and in the fiame of partisan wrath that fol-

lowed the defeat of 1884 proved to be a' whole burnt-offering, yet I present

him to you here to-night, one of the most gallant Union soldiers, " without

.the smell of fire upoxhis garments."

That party dare not gather Blue and Gray -at its convention lest they

should spoil its ammunition and tip one chief plank of its platform into the

last ditch. What would it do if thus ruthlessly deprived of that time-worn

uiterance about "a free ballot anda fair count," which in its long yearsof su- ;

premacy it has proved itself iudpotent to secure, while the greatest party, by

dividing the white vote into two hostile camps on the prohibition issue, is

opening a straight path for the black man to the polls?

The women who uniforme.d their sons in Southern gray, and said, like

the Spartan mother of old, "Come ye as conquerors or come ye no more,"

are here to-night with those other women who beltéd Northern swords upon

their boys in blue, with words as pitiful, as brave. The women' who em-

broi<ered stars and stripes upon the blessed flag that symbolized their love

and faith, to-day have only gentle words for those who decked their "bonny

flag of stars and bars" with tenderness as true and faith as fervent. The

greatest party seats these women side by side to-night, and we all wear Our

snowy badge of peace above the hearts that hate no more, while we clasp

hands in a compact never to be broken, and solemnly declare, before high t des

Heaven, our equal hatred of the rum power and our equal loyalty to God gentit

and home and native land. beloy
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were their What hath God wrought? Surely a winsome thing is the human heart.

s bar of the It ient against the grain for us to hate each other, did it not, dear Southeru

their own friends and allies? Never in history was -there a war involving so little per-

sonal animosity. The French by nature hate the English, and speak about

the great. "perfidious Albion," and we know that "lands intersected by a narrow frith

nd honors abhor each other," but our great unsevered continent was ineant for an un-

d that itis severed people, and "man breaks not the medal when God cutsr the die."

al object. One Anglo-Saxon race, having one. heritage of a queenly language and a

apital "N" heroic history of hardships mutually bôrne -it was hard for us to hate each

and that other. The soldiers learned this first, brave and chivalric fellows, and they

e blue sky helped to teach us stay-at-homes the gracious lesson of fraternity. How

nfolds one often was the rude wreath of leaves placed on the grave of a Confederate by
the Union soldier who had killed and yet who had wept over him! The

.firy of the non-combatant was almost the only fury that survived Grant's

brotherly words to Lee at Appomattox.
Devote4 to the stars and. stripes, the sentiment of patriotism having

been, from childhood, like a fire in the bones with me, I have wept over

e whose the flag for love of which great Stohewall Jackson and gallant Albert Sidney

ck-bed sat Johnston died. Nor do I envy the Northern patriot who can read 1without

hday cel- s tugging of the heart that wondrous poem by Father Ryan, the South-

ero Catholic priest, about "The Sword of Lee," and I can hardly trust my-

sits chief, self to repeat his requiem of the Southern flag:

"St. Johnl-"St. ohn. Fold tisat banner, for 'tis weary;
self upon Round its staff 'tis floatiug dreary,
that fol- Furi it, fold it: it is best

For tisere's not a man to waveit
Ipresenttiffreoet. And tisere s not a sword to save it,

"And tieres not one left tolaveho
Stie blood thiat herors gave it,

lest they And its foes now scor and brave it
iFurl it, bide ie, let it rest;

Fo ter' nt mntowaeet

Andr that banner, fsrd t sadly

ears of sA- Once tentiousands ailed it gladly,

tryby And teus tiousanda wildly, madly.

n iseus, 10ISwohe bdtist foeres word sitdnee

Swore it shold forever wave;

Fur isideitelti rst
tim-won Stír1 that fbeaner, fur1fsaodly ;e

Hearts like theirs entwined dissever,
said, like . Till that flag should float forever

no more," O'er their freedom or their grave.

ords upon ~ "Furl that banner, softly, slowly;
n who em- Treat it gently, it is holy,
their love For it droops above the dead.

.Touchit not, unfold it never,
ir anyLet it droop there, furled forever,

ent. The . .For its people's hopes are dead."
1 wear our

we dsp NotthatI loved thatçflag.- No, brothers. I loved the slave too well not

efore high to desire its downfall; but then,.so many brave hearts bled for it, so may

to od gentle women wept, that I could be sincerely sorry for their grief, and yet
be loyal to an emancipated race and my own glorious North. When the
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troops were mnustered out in 1865, we little dreamed that less than ten years Hi
later the home guards of the land would be mustered in to the war of the w
crusade. God bless the crusade state, the veteran of our army! ley

As the sequel of that mighty movement, God's pentecost of power upon of
the nations, behold the women who, only a year ago, went to the polls to Sh
persuade men to cast their ballot for prohibition in Oregon and Texas, in hin
Michigan and Tennessee. If the voters of the greatest party are true to us .of
as we have been and will be true to them, ten years hence we will help those tud
who were beaten in four states that stood for constitutionaP prohibition in Ki

1885, with our gyins that are ballots, as we are now helping with our bullets

that are ideas.

I never expected to speak with pride about the Solid South as such, but and
surely, I may do this now that itis becoming solid for the " dry ticket," and Iow
you who dwell there may be glad that the Northern heart is fired once one
inore, this time with the same war-cry as that which fires the Southern, and fath
it is "protection for our homes." That is the spell to conjure by. That is T.
the rallying cry of North and South, Protestant and Catholic, of white and late
black, of men and women equally. . Bourbon Democrat and Radical Repub. Ho
lican will seek in vain to stifle that swift-swelling chorus, that " chorus of Nea
the Union," for which great Lincoln v4inly prayed in his first inaugurai of
Do you not recall this marvelous concluding sentence (I quote from mem- will

ory): "The mystic chords of memory, stretching from many a sacred and
hearth and patriot's grave, all over this broad land, shall once more swellthe dea
chorus of the Union when again touched, as surely they will be, by the bet-

ter angel of our nature." The angel is the-temperance reform, and the fui- erek
fillment of that prophecy we have li d to see. grac

The greatest party· stands for n tionalism as against sectionalism; it one
stands for the noblest aims and aspitations .of the wage-worker as against

monopolies that dare to profâne that oly word, " trust"; it stands for the

future in·politics as against the past, the home vote with an educatiorfal test
against the saloon-vote with a beer-breith as its credentials; and, best of alI,

it stands for the everlasting and absolitie prohibition of sin as against anyal-

liance between sin and the government For while the greatest party will

never hesitate to be the champions of se causes good and great, so closely

linked with its own central purposes, neiher must it fail to put prohibition

by law and prohibition by politics so far 1 the lead that no candid man can

for a moment question the august supremýcy of these overxnastering isLues. the l

We are firmly persuaded that the separat' n of the-people into two distinct

armies,. one voting for men who will outl w the poison curse, and the other farti

for men who will legalize it, must come,nd that such separation can not and t

come too soon. We are not here to spoalCarsh words of armies rallied un- respo

der other ensigns, but simply to declare t-tin this great emergency we can But

not depend upon them. Party machinery d the ambition of party leaders those

to-day stand between the people and their rtunity. We would clearthe hepi

track for prohibition. We are bound to d it. For that were we born, and ma11
for that came we into this world. Swee

When I tlink qf Lexington and Paul Revere; when I thi of Bunker der, a
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n ten years ill and the dark redoubt where General Warren died; when I think of
war of the Washington, that greatest of Southerners, upon his knees in, prayer at Val-

ley Forge ; when I think of Stonewall Jackson prayihg before he fought;
power upon of Robert Lee's and Sidney Johnston's stainless shields; when I remember
the polls to Sheridan's ride, and Sherman's march to the sea with the boys in blue be-
I Texas, in hiind him, and Grant fighting the battile out and on to the glorious triumph
e true to us of our Northern arms, then my heart prophesies with all a patriot's grati-
help those tude, America wili -win in her bloodless war against the awful tyranny of

>hibition in King Alcohol and King Gambrinus, and proud am I to have a part in it, for,
our bullets thank God, "I-I, too, am an American.

Bound together by our mutual faith in Mary T. Lathrap, of Michigan
s such, but and Sallie F. Chapin, of South Carolina; cemented by the martyr blood of

icket," and Iowa's George B. Haddock and Mississippi's Roderick Dhu Gambrel1; made
fired once one by the pride we feel in these grand old pioneers, John Russell, the
thern, and father of our party; James Black, its earliest presidential candidate ; Gideon

y. That is T. Stewart and H. W. Thompson, St. John and Daniels, the heroes of a
f white and later day and a more dreadful crisis; Green Clay Smith and Samuel Dickie,
*cal Repub. Hopkins and Brooks, Clinton B. Fisk and George W. Bain, and glorious old
"chorus of NealDow, the father of prohibition for the world, surely temperance people
inaugural. of the North and South may well say each to other, " Whither thou goest I
from mem- will go; where thou lodgest, I will lodge: thy people shall be my people,
y a sacred and thy God my God. The Lord do so to me, and more, also, if aught but
e swellthe death part thee and me."
by the bet- Here, upon Indiana's genial soil, midway between the sectionsthat shal
nd the fui- erelong be sections no more, but part of the greatest party's family circle,

gracious and great, let us say unitedly to the. fire-eaters of the South on the
onalism; it one sideanth hs-igr fhNohonhete:
ras against#gaiIl Oh, meaner fohks of narrower souis,
nds for then~s fr theHeirs of ignoble thonght,
atioxfal test Stir not the camp-fire's blackened coals,

best of all, Biood-drencbed by those wbo fought,
mat aysi-Lest ont of Heaven a fire shahl yeteinst any al-

partwiîîBear. God's own vengeance forth
t party will On those who once again would sc t

so Closel Discordr'twixt Sonths North. t

rohibition
id man can In the spring of 1863, two great armies were encamped on either side of

ing is ues. the Rappahannock river, one dressed in blue and one in gray.

wo distiuct As twilight fell, the bands of music on the Union side began to play the
Sthe othxer martial strains, "Star-Spangled Banner1" and "Rally 'Round the Flag,"

ou can uot and this musical challenge was t4ken up by those on the other side, who

rallied un- responded with the "Bonnie Blue Flag " and "Away Down South in Dixie."

cy we c But after awhile it was borne in upon the soul of a single soldier in one of

y leaders those bands of music to begin a sweeter and more tender air, and slowly as

d ciearthe heplaye.d it, they joined with all the instruments on the Uniouaside, until
:born, sud finallya great ard mighty chorus swelled up and down çur army, "Home,

Sweet Hom." Whaen ithey -had finished there was no challenge over yon-

of Bunker der, and every Confederate band had takgn up that lovely air, so attuned to
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The' W4ite Rose.

all that is holiest and dearest, and ona great chorus of the two great hosts

went up to God; and when they had finished came from the boys in gray a
challenge, "Three cheers for home," and as these cheers went resounding f
through the skies from both sides of the river " something upon the sol-

dier's cheek washed off the stain of powder." gr

Fellow soldiers in the fight for a cleàr brain, I am proud to belong to an es

army which makes kindred of those who once stood in arms against each pr
other. Let us cherish North Carolina's notto from Isaiah's words: " Fear

not, I am with thee; I will bring thy seed from the east and gather them

from the west ; I will say to the North, give up, and to the. South, keep nzot an
back; bring my sons from afar, and my5 daughters from the ends of the pe

earth." I am glad of these good times, and I think we women are in them, wl

equal members of the greatest party, as we have been since the day of its birth. vo

<It shall shine more and more foi
Till its glory like noontide shall be. evy

It shall shine more and more
Till the home from the dram-shop is free. hi1

It shall shine more and more ho
Till the nation Christ's glory.shahl see." b

br<
While the Democratic National Convention was in session at of

St. Louis in 1888,,the papers had much to say of the Thurman ch<

bandana and the red, red rose, as the srmbol of simon-pure Democ- lic<
racy. I had also noted the primrose as the emblem of the rer

Conservative women of England, and it occurrel to me that our lan
Prohibitionists ought to have a floral badge. What then more the
beautiful than the white rose to match the white ribbon? So I

telephoned the suggestion to The Union Signal, wrote about it to

our leaders, who .officially indorsed it, and when our cominittee

appointed to notify General Fis of his nomination, assembled for

that purpose in the Metropolitan Opera House, New York, June 22,

1888, I asked my faithful friend, Mrs. Frances J. Barnes, of that

city, to see that those who sat on the platforti were all provided

with white roses. This she did. The suggestion was cordially

adopted by the gentlemen, who were present in larger number than

the ladies, and. I had the honor of fastening a white rose t the

lapel of .our newly-created Bishop Fitzgeral of my own chch,

a devoted party Prohibitionist, who made the opening prye n

this occasion. A celluloid rose was brought out by our Wýýom4n's

Temperance Publication Association, in Chicago, and bas b n

sold by tens of thousands, so that we may conclude the white r

is acclimated as the political badge of those who would overthr w

the dram-shop and protect the home,

452
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Dreat hosts So far as I know, my advocacy of the Prohibition party'hass in gray a not personally alienated a friend, though it has seriously inter-
tesounding fered with what friends called a -'rising popularity," and hasýn 'the sol-

grieved and wounded many who are dear to me and who as hon-
elong to an estly believe- that I am wrong in my working hypothesis of
,ainst each prohibition as I believe that they are wrong in theirs. How

ither t"e good people caa be so deceived by high-license as to see in it
h, eep n anything other than the Trojan horse smuggled into our tem-

rads of the perance camp on false pretenses,.I expeet to discover on the day
-e in them, when I learn how you can elect prohibitionists to power by notof its birth. voting for them. To me, higli-license is the devil's counterfeit

for the pure gold of prohibition. And thus believing, I have, in
every state and territory of the Republic, declared high-license a
high crime, and in the name of boyhood bewildered and man-
hood betrayed, in the name of woman broken-hearted and home
broken down, I have solemnly pronounced upon it the anathema

session at of the American home. This was not what one would have
Thurman chosen to say who well knew that but for Christian people high-
*e Democ- license could never have been for a moment tolerated by then of the reputable class, who knew that Christian ministers all over the
that our land were voting for it and that some of them were discountiig

ien more the speaker's wits even while she tried to talk !
n? So I
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CHAPTER VIII.

THE NEW YORK CONVENTION.

(1888).

The New York Convention caused more comment than ail I
the others put together. Held in the great metropolis, in one of I
the five largest audience rooms of the world ; on the eve of a
Presidential election and in the most doubtful and determinative
of Commonwealths; attended by four hundred and twelve elected
delegates from almost every state and territory ; filling five days;
with a printed program containing fourteen pages and one
hundred and eighty-two specifications, with forty departments of C
work passing in review, over fifty officers to be elected, a dozen
memorials and counter-memorials to be replied to; with dress t
reform and cooking lectures, sermons, flag presentations, intro-
ductions, welcomes, White Ribbon Quartette, and a great deal
besides, and all listened to by an audience five thousand strong,
the great convention was'not inaptly described by one who said a
it was a " Moral Jumbo." Its reports and addresses were highly I
compliniented by oulookers during its progress, and I was many 8
times made to wonder anew if the wrath of man is not going to y
be made to praise the Lord on this wise : while our brothers t
handicap themselves'with the alcohol and tobacco habits, we
women, like the tortoise outdoing the hare, will pass, or, at 1
least, overtake them, on the splendid highwây of intellectual b
evolution. Woman's capacity- t branching out was here
abundantly illustrated ; in þroof, n te the daring of Mrs. Mary a
T. Burt, who engaged the costly Metropolitan Opera House
and served a free lunch every day to the entire convention,
paying the expenses by sales of opera boxes 'and seats ; note the
enterprise of Mrs. Dr. Buohanan, walking New York streets to
seek entertainment for the throng, and succeeding where mission-
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ary and other women's societies had well-nigh failed in Gotham,

because the quiet little Scotch Presbyterian woman acted on a

Scotch motto, that she perhaps has never heard, "It's dogged as

does it." When I knew that we four (disavowed) but duly ac-
credited women delegates to General Conference were not invited

to Methodist homes in the metropolis, I supposed it was because

they were" too far back, "-as we in the West say of conserva-
tives-but when I heard one of the most noted and conservative

Methodist women in the nation mention that she was never yet

invited, to a Methodist home in New York City, I had my

thoughts. Suffice it that at our convention, all received entertain-

.nt than ail ment who wished for it, the expenses of our secretaries and treas-

t, in one of urer being paid by the National W. C. T. U. at hotels near by.

ie eve of a An elegant reception was given us by Madame Demorest, at

terminative which we met Clara Barton, Jennie June (Mrs. Croly), and other

elve elected noted leaders in the world of to-day. The courage of Malame

five days; Demorest in assuming all expenses of the decorations was in

s and one keeping with her enterprising spirit, and last, but not least, the

artments of courage of the general officers in taking the convention to New

:d, a dozen York when almost no white ribborer save the state president gave

with dress them hope ~of its success, deserves to go on record.

ons, ir Promptly at nine o'clock on the opening morning, Mrs. S. M. I.

great deal Henry, of Illinois, began the prayer-meeting, and at ten the con-

nd strong, vention came to order, with Anna Gordon's bannerets flying

who said at the mast-head, so to speak, of every delegation, thé platform

ere highly brilliant with white ribbon ensigns, national and state, the whole

was many great auditorium decked with ·the red, white and blie, mingled

t going to with the escutcheons of every Commonwealth, and before us, in

brothers that huge parquette, four hundred women with white ribbons on

habits, we their breasts, while from floor to dome the place was packed with

ass, or, at people, and the famous temple of Art had become for the time

tellectual being a famous temple of Temperance. In fourteen years the

was here Hillsboro praying band had gathered around it in this country

Mrs. Mary a direct following of men, women and children, amounting to not

era House less than half a million, and its publishing house had sent out

onvention, in this year more than sixty million pages, or one for every inhab-

note the itant of the United States.

streets to "What hati God wrought?" must have been the grateful
e mission-
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Those "Protests."

exclamation in every mind, as the Crusade leader, our beloved

Mrs. Judge Thompson, of Hillsboro, Ohio, the fragile-looking,

sweet-voiced old lady, stood by my side, the-Convention rose, and

from the big Hillsboro Bible, loaned us for the purpose by the

Presbyterian Church there, we read responsively the Crusade

Psalm. Then all voices joined in singing the Crusade Hymn,
"Give to the winds thy fears," the White Ribbon Quartette from

Maine leading, with their golden cornets, and Mrs. Barker, of
Dakota, led us in prayer. The Executive Committee had been

in session for two days, also the Board of Superintendents, and the
report of the former was read and accepted.

It was perfectly well known that the Iowa W. C. T. U. had

a memorial protest to present in opposition to the, attitude of

friendliness toward the Prohibition party, maintained since 1882

by the National W. C. T. U. This state had from the first

led the protesting minority and now presented a protest in its

own name. Of its nature all were well informed, for it had

'been given to the public by the Republican press of the country

and had become, virtually, a campaign document. Its general

terms were the same as those of the protests written by Mrs. Foster

for the minority at Philadelphia, Minneapolis and Nashville.

Strict constructionists -claimed that this meniorial should not have

been given to the public until preseñíed to the convention, and the

hypocritical statements of the Republican press to the effect that

the convention " smothered " what the said press had for weeks

industriously circulated from Maine to California, were, to say the

least, eminently characteristic of its policy through the entire

campaign of 1888.

The Illinois W. C. T. U. also had a "protest," but theirs had

not seen the light. They had very properly kept it for the tribu-

nal to which it was addressed. This protest called in question

the wisdom of the National W. C. T. U. in permitting its mem-

bers publicly to antagonize the Prohibition party, to which ithad

promised to "lend its influence." While no attempt was to be

made to control the personal opinions of members, this protest

held that they should not be at liberty publicly to antagonize

the action of the National W. C. T. U. As Mrs.. Foster was the

only one who had conspicuously done this, the memorial seemed

to be aimed at her. Besides this memorial, there were four from
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Not a "Star Chamber" Cliqzq.

the minority in Iowa who disagreed ,with Mrs. Foster's views,.in

which they asked the help of the. National W. C. T. U., declaring
that the parliamentary machinery of the State W. C. T. U. was

being used to rule them out; that on purely partisan grôunds

they were deprived of representatioil; that the literature of the
National W. C. T. U. was not permitted to be circulated, and
that they could« not hold their own unless assistance was soon
furnished them, and one of the protests distinctly called for the

discontinuance of Mrs. Foster as a vice-president of the national
society, because of herantagonistic attitude toward the W. C. T. U.

In view of all these facts, it was thought best by certain of the

leaders, that these 'memorials should not be read in the National

Convention until first considered by the Executive Committee,

which, so far from being a " Star Chaniber," as some of our " non-
partisan" sisters have called it, is made up of the presidents of all
the states and territories, and the District of Columbia, or forty-

eight women, representing every section of the country, besides the
five general officers of the society. * Several of these protests were

addressed to the Executive Committée, and were already in our

hands, but it was felt by some that by having all of them so re-
ferred, the whole subject could be more temperately ·and fairly

passed in review than if4t were launched without such preliminary
consideration upon the surging waves of the great convention.
Besides, by this method, the program' could first be gone
through, giving to the public an adequate idea of our many-sided

work, and forestalling the false- impression already created by-
the Republican press, that the National W. C. T. U..was simply
a " political annex " to the Prohibition party. Hence, the
motion of Mrs. Henrietta- Monroe, president of the Ohio W. C.
T. U., that. " memorials and protests be referred to the Executive
Committee without reading. " In the handling of this motion
there was no possible motive for doing any one injustice, and
none whatever was intended by the presiding officer.

The largest vote mustered by the minority was thirty-one;
the convention wias heartily in favor.of the motion to refer, and it
promptly prevailed. These are the facts concerning an action. rel-
ative to which the misapprehensions-to call therm by no harsher
name-of a partisan press have been more widely circulated
than has anything helpful to our movement, since the Crusade.
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458 The Ecclesiastical'Emancapation of Woman.

If we could have had the same use of Republican newspapers the
for an argument exhibiting the falseness of their high-license mor
theory, constitutional prohibition would have received the great- won
est "boom" in all its history. is a

The memorial breeze having blown over, the convention gifte
held itself steadily to its work. Under the heads of Preventive, ribb
Educational, Evangelistic, Social, and Legal, we had, with the awa,
Department of Organization, and including Sunday afternoon, thin;
which was devoted to the Department of Social Purity, three ton1
days filled with the reports of forty leaders, eartiest, intelligent A. I
women of the church, the home, and schôl, who .came forward

and without manuscript, compressed into a few minutes of that

always àttractive and often eloquent speech, the steadfast work whic

of a year. mitt<

Our annual sermon was preached,-as -usual, by a woman, in Ot
Miss Elizabeth Greenwood, of Brooklyn, whose perfect equipoise until
in the pulpit, breadth of thought, elegance of diction, and deep gave
spirituality, place her in the front rank of pulpit orators. She re-ele
was chosen national superintendent of our Evangelistic Depart- shrev
ment, and with Dean Wright, of Cambridge, is working to place lanth
it on a basis of real Christian scholarship. inter

Bishop Fallows gave us a remarkable sermon on "The Ec- <lered
clesiasti al Emancipation of Woman," choosing his text, as did tiona:
Miss Greenwood, from the Crusade Bible, which lay.on the table Demc
throughout the convention, and was a constant comfort and luxun
inspiration to us all. at the

It seemed like that rarest thing on earth, poetic justice, to

hear a woman preach and a Bishop declare that women ought to Resol

be.freely permitted so to do, on the sane platform where, but a Hood
few months before, women had been ruled out of a great ecclesi- foreh-
astical convention. And when Rev. Dr. J. M. Buckley, woman's deleg,
redoubtable opponent in her broader fields and pastures new, was result
introduced, and handsomely received by the white ribboners, the that -
amenities of civilization could no farther go. from

General Neal Dow came, by my urgent request, glorious old dissen
man, erect and vigorous in his eighty-sixth year, wearing his other
frosty, but kindly age like an imperial grown.- I wanted our Re,

blessed white ribboners to have the joy of seeing the immortal domina
"Father of Prohibition." And. Governor St. John was there, Almig4



Distinguished Guests.

wspapers the hero of journalistic abuse, on which he has grown constantly

h-license more gentle-hearted and beloved. Whenever .he appeared the

the great-. women's handkerchiefs were in the air. Gen. Clinton B. Fisk

is a great favorite, personally, being one of the most genial and

nvention gifted of men, while as " our candidate " he carried off the white

eventive, ribbon honors. Joseph Cook, that oratorical cyclone, swept all

with the away with him in his magnificent enthusiasm for "whatsoever

fternoon, things are pure, lovely, and of good report." Gentle Clara Bar-

ty, three ton was received as a grand elder sister .might have been ; Mary

ntelligent A. Livermore, with the love we give our very own.

e forward Chairman Dickie, on being introduced, suggested playfully
inutes of that the convention indorse the action that had just occurred, by
fast work which I was made a counseling member of the Executive Com-

mittee of the Prohibition party, and this was done, in my absence,
woman, in our own Executive meeting, in the same vein, as I supposed,

equipoise until the hostile press made much of it. Mayor Abram S. Hewitt
and deep gave us an address of welcome in-the niidst of his candidacy for

ors. She re-election, quite in lirie with hisvell known reputation for mental
c Depart- shrewdness and square dealing. Elizabeth Thompson, the phi-
g to place lanthropist, presented ,us, not in person, but through the happy

intervention of Rev. Anna Shaw, with a "woman's flag," bor-
"The Ec- <lered with the flags of al nations, and symbolic of that interna-
xt, as did tional peace for which she works so earnestly and well. Madame
the table Demorest had a reception in our- honor, as elegant as New York's
fort and luxurious facilities could furnish, and this enumeration but hints

at the handsome pageant of our fifteenth convention.
ustice, to On the last afternoon came the report of the Committee on
ought to Resolutions, Mrs. Governor Wallace, chairman, Miss Helen L.

ere, but a lood, secretary. For two years this report had been printed be-
at ecclesi- forehand,. as nearly all our documents are, for the convenience of
,woman's delegates, and in both cases unfortunate 'misapprehensions have
new, was resulted from the reporters' not unnatural supposition that all

oners, the that was printed was indorsed. The following resolution adopted
from that of Rhode Island W. C. T. U. was passed with no

orious old dissent except from Iowa,.a part of Pennsylvania, and a few
aring his other scattering votes:

anted ou Resolved, That we re-affirm oura11egiance to that party which makes its
immortal dominant issue the suppression of the liquor traffic, declares its belief in

was there, Alighty God as the source of all power in Government, defends the sanc-
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460 A Gag-law thal Did n't Gag.

tity of the Christian Sabbath, recognizes equal suffrage and equal wages for the C
women, demands the abolition of polygamy and uniform laws governing mn
marriage and. divorce, and aims to remove sectional differences, promote
national unity, and insure the best welfare .of our land.

Woman's ballot was thus dealt with: that I
Resolved, That the'right of citizens to vote should not be abridged or bear

denied on account of sex ; we therefore urge an amendment to the National offices

Constitution granting women the franchise. once 1

Another resolution read..as follows: count
oUrc(

"'WHEREAs, Individual membership in the W. C. T. U. has never been, woma
and is not based upon the holding of certain political views ; and whereas,
the individual member is accorded perfect freedom of private opinion and
private ntterance of the sama, we nevertheless recognize the fact, that the ality

action of the National W. C. T. U. in promising "to lend its influence to ii th
that party, by whatever name called, which would give the best embodiment
of Prohibition principles, and would* most surely protéct the home,'», gives to o h
our organization a policy which each member fs in honor bound to respect

Resolved, That it is the sense of the National W. C. T. U. that no iem- SiX f

ber should speak from the public platfornm to antagonize our policy toward ogniti

the party to which our influence is pledged, and that any member thus an- the s
tagonizing our policy is hereby declared disloyal to our organization. were

When this was read, Mrs. Benjamin, our superintendent of that i

Parliamentary Usage, to whom all points of difference under that loyal,

head were referred throughout the convention, said, " I object." with

The chair asked, as in duty bound, "Is the objection sustained?" T. U.

And by an overwhelming majority this was done ;-yet it went We

out to the country that we "had passed a gag-law for the express aware,
purpose of persecuting Mrs. Foster. But

The general course of The Union Signal was sustained, as it ts men
paymng

certainly ought to have been, the following resolution being It1

adopted: left free

Resolved, That we exteúld to Mary Allen West,> the able editor of. The
Union Signal, our hearty thanks for the manner in which she has conducted conven
our national organ, and that we hereby indorse the position she bas taken

in the exercise of editorial prerogatives on -the political as well as any other e Wtl

questions which concern our organization, and in testimony of this we ex ace pr:
press our.appreciation of her labors and our determination to stand by hç ad th
in her difficult and tr-ying position. \ adjourt

George W. Bain, the orator-in-chief of the American tem- Me
perance movement, was introduced amid vociferous applause; voluMe
among other good things he said: honest,

Having traveled this country from ocean to ocean, and from the Lakesto leans
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ages for the Gulf, I have found our prisons filled with men, our saloons filled with
verning men, and the -school:-houses, or rather the high schools,. graduating more
romote girls than boys, our Sabbath schools and churches filled with women,-and

I believe I serve my cowntry, its homes, and heaven, when I pledge myself
that I will henceforth do evr thing in my power to bring more directly to

dged or bear upon the political life o . is Republic, the virtuous, intellectual
ational offices of womanhood. When the c rch gets into trouble, it returns at

once to the Preachers' Aid Society of wo en, and when the youth of this
country is being blocked -by vices, I apprehe it won't be very long till
our country will be in such a condition that it 1 have to turn to its

er been, womanhood for salvation.

vhereas, Every action of the New York convention sho d a liber:ion and
that t ality of spirit, for which, I dare assert, no parallel can be 'und
ence to in the history of associated effort among men or women.

odiment The closing hours of the convention, extending to midnight
gives to of the fourth day, were occupied with the consideration of the
respect . ~ adteT ''""six memorials and the replies. To Iowa's objections to our rec-o mon-

toward ognition of the Prohibition party, a general demurrer.was entered,
thus an- the specific points involved having been takçn up when they
- were first brought forward in 1885. To Illinois' urgent request

dent of that women who antagonize our policy should be declared dis-

er that loyal, the reply was that to do this would be out of harmony
bject." with our present safety and past policy. To the Iowa W. C.

nd?" T. U. minority the following, among other messages, was sent:.

it went We have lamented with you, and more deeply than you have been
xpress aware, the hardships you have suffered.

But the National W. C. T. U. makes two constitutional requirements of

d its nembers-and two only; signing tfle pledge of total abstinence, and
paying annual dues.

being It has always been with us a cardinal doctrine that each state should be
left free in all things.except these.

of. Tt The .debate was spirited, but kindly, and at midnight the
ndoctel convention rose, the members stood hand in hand to sing, " God
as taen be with you till we meet again," our beloved "Deborah " Wal-

s we ex lace prayed, Rev. Dr. C. H. Payne pronounced the benediction,
d by hgr and the National W. C. T. U. Convention of 1888 was duly

adjourned.

tem- Meanwhile, our publishing interests constantly increase in
lause; volume ; the devotion. of 'white ribboners grows stronger ; the

honest, outspoken position of the society in saying just what it
Lakesto means and being really a coadjutor of the Prohibition party,
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rather than an ally of Republicanism, but professedly " non-parti.

san,' compels respect, and we move forward to'a victory, slow but sel

sure, which shal bring in the day of national prohibition,
woman's enfranchisement, alcohols dowhfall, and home's supreme Cia

dominion in Anerica and over all the world.
tha

But that any considerable advance in legislation will be

achieved by the party whose cause we have espoused, while it los
retains its present name, I for one, do not expect. sa

While we maintain the " courage of our convictions," politi- oth

cally, our other departments of work have never " called a halt.'"
m

At the Minneapolis convention in 1886, at Nashville in 188-, me
and at New York in 1888, our official organ was published daily, yet

with a stenographic report of the proceedings. The minutes of and

our St. Louis convention (debates are never reported) covered WO

two hundred and sixty-three pages, of a large pamph1et; those

of Philadelphia, three hundred and ninety; those of Minneapo. ton
lis, four hundred and eleven ; of Nashville, four hundred and soci

fifty-tthree. Every important document that comes before the 9o1

convention, from the president's address to the ballots, is in i

printed form, the printed program covering several pages. A
spee

large book would be required to furnish even an outline history

of the W. C. T. U. movement by' neans of which the. children, The

from primer to high-school grade, in thirty-six states and terri- that

tories, are now studying the laws of health, "with special rèfer- ere
own

ence to the effects of alcoholic drinks and narcotics upon the
bmp

human system," this study being required by law, and teachers what
being obliged to ,passexamination therein, before securing a form
certificate. Not fewer than ten -millions of names have beeu life

gathered for our petitions on.this subject, and the first*temper- tan

ance legislation ever granted by Congress was in this interest.
r educ
Still the good work goes on, and will go on until everÿ state is

under this.wholesome law. Meanwhile, the Sandwich Islands, s fro

Australia and Japan are adopting the same temperance text-books open

indorsed by ôur society. I hope that. Mrs. Mary H. Hunt, of by
with

Boston, superintendent of this department, may,'ere-long, write

the thrilling story of which she is the heroine; also that Miss out h
I<ucia Kimball, whose temperance work in Sunday-schools has

culminated in the Quarterly Lesson now provided in the Interna-

tional Iesson Series, may tell how that mighty field was wol, to re
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non-parti From my annual address at the New York Convention, I

y, slow but select the following as touching on advanced phases of our work:

rolhibition, The new movement for the study of the Bible, as the finest of English.

's supremue classics, introducing it into colleges and seminaries of the highest grade, is
full of possibilities for Christian progress and development. The marvel is.

that Christian scholars should ever have permitted the heathen classics to
i ýwill be outrank the psalms of David, the visions of Isaaiah, and the wonderful phi-

d while it losophy of the four Gospels. But something else needs to be done on the

same line, and must become universal before we can fairly call ourselves

s," politi- other than a practically pagan republic. This is the teaching of those prin-

,, ciples of ethics that are found in the Scriptures and questioned by no sane

mind, whether Jew or Gentile, Catholic or Protestant. No general move-
e in 1887 ment toward naking our great public school system an ethical system has

hed daily, yet been inaugurated,.except by the Woman's ChristiarnTemperance Union,

inutes of and this kingdom of heaven has come to the childreAx of-the land, as its

) covered wont is, "not by observation," but so quietly that our people hardly know

the good thing that has happened to them.
The effort of good wonen eterywhere should be to secure the introduc-

Minneapo- tion of a text-book of right living; one that should teach the reasons for the
ndred and social code of good manners, every particular of which is based on the

before the 9olden Rule, and those refinements of behavior which involve the utmost

lots, is i kindness to the animal creation, including the organization of Bands of
Mercy in all our public schools. All this is sure to come, and that right

pages. A speedily, as a consequence of the a*akened interest of women everywhere
ne history in the subject of education, and their increasing power along these lines.

children, The time wii1 come when it will be told as a reiic of our primitive'barbarism

and terri. that children were taught the list of prepositions and the names of- the

cial rèfer- rivers of Thibet, but were not taught the wonderful laws on which their
he own bodily happiness is based, and the humanities by which they could live

upon ain peace and good will with those about them. The time wil1 come when,
teachers whatever we do not teach, we shall teach ethics as the foundation of, every

ecuring a form of culture, and the " faith that makes faithful'' in every relation of

ave been life will become a thing of knowledge to the child of the then truly'Chris-

st'temper- tian republic. For we can never teach tiese things and leave out Christ as

sinterest, the central figure, and His philosophy as the central fact of our system of
education. At the same time our teaching must be as far removed from

state is anything sectarian or involving the statement of a creed, as the North Star
Islands, is from the Southern Cross. There will be no trouble in those days about

ext-books opening school with such extracts from the Bible as have been agreed upon

Hunt, of by men and women of all faiths, and the repetition of the Lord's Prayer

writc with its universal benignities will be a matter of course. It is for the
. Woman's Christian Temperance Union to work on quietly to this end, with-

that Miss out haste, without rest.

hools has Tx ZCCL<ESIASTICAL EMANCIPATION OF WOMEN.

e Interna By a strange and grievous paradox, the Church of Christ, although first
was Wo. to recognize and nurture woman's spiritual powers, is one of the most diffi-
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cult centers to reach with the sense of justice toward her, under the improved
conditions of her present development and opportunity. The sense of au-
thority is here so. strong, and woman's capacities for reverence and humility

are still so great, that, while we can not fail to deprecate, we need not won-

der at the present situation. Here, as elsewhere, enlightened womanhood
will come with the magic open sesame whici shall ere-long prevail even
against these gates so sedulously barred: Woman, like man, should be

freely permitted to do whalever she can do well.

Who that is reasonable doubts that if we had in every church a
voice in all its circles of power, it would be better for the church, making it

morehomelike and attractive, more endeared to the people, and hence more
effective in its great mission of brotherly and sisterly love? By what right-

eous principle of law or logic are we excluded from church councils when
we so largely i1ake up the church's membership? Who that did not know
it beforehand would believe that good men actually desire to keep us out?

Antecedently I would have made my affidavit that nothing could have
pleased them so much as to have us come in and sharé with them the
power and honor, as we do the burdens and responsibilities, of the church

home. Indeed, I can not help thinking that it might be said of us, "O fools,
and slow of heart to believe all that the prophets have spoken !?' We have
not ourselves rightly understood the liberty wherewith Christ hath made
woman free by introducing a religion that removes the world from a war

footing to a peace basis, -thus rendering. science possible, with invention as

itsconsequence, from all of which cornes a civilization having as its choicest

blossom the material comforts and contrivances of the modern home. We

have not seen that old-time duties have been takef1 fron our hands that wer

might enter upon liigher ones, and that to make the whole world homelike

is the province of one hàlf the race. But as thesç truths take possessionof

our inmost hearts we shall go gently to our brothers, asking them to open

to us every opþortunity and to sharewith us every prerogative within the

Church of Christ. In the United States,'the generous spirit of whose man-

hood has nowhere been excelled, we have a vantage-ground in any effort that

may be quietly and unitedly put forth for the opening of closed door, eccle-

s-astical or otherwise. I have long thought that the spectacle of well-nigh
a hundred thousand church. edifices closed, except-at brief intervals when

meetings were in progress, was a travesty of the warm-heartedsgospel of

our Lord, and I rejoice to see thatjust as woman's influence grows stronger
in the church, those doors stay open longer, that industrial- schools, Banb-

of Hope, church kindergartens, reading-rooms, and the like, may open up

their founts of healing, and put " a light in the window for thee, brother.'

The time will come when these gates of Gospel Grace shall stand opei

night and day, while woman's heavenly ministries shall find their central

home within God's house, the natural shrine of human brotherhood in

action, as well as human brotherhood in theory.

"Stay in the church and help-reform it," says one.- "No, that is inpos-

sible ; old churches and old parties are equally crystallized," comes dis
reply. "Let the W. C. T. U. organize a church, and we will join it, ever
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man of us," is the declaration of an influential group of earnest men. "No,
sese pofed au we have too many 'churches already," objects a listener, "let the wheat

nd humility and tares grow together until the harvest." Meanwhile, many letters and
nd notiwot- consultations with men and women high in church circles develop on theed not won-
womanhood part of some a plan like this:

An organization to be formed, called the "Church Union," made up ofprevail even
n, should be those who are unwilling longer to leave inoperative the protest of their souls

against a government of the church by its minority ; this Church Union to

church a be open to any and all who will subscribe to the Apostles',Creed, and the

, making it triple pledge of total abstinence, anti-tobacco, and social pufity; none of

hence more the members obliged to leave a church to which they now belong in order
what right- to join this; men and women to be on terms of perfect equality, and women

uncils when to be regularly licensed and ordained. The special work of this Church Union
d not know would be amrong themasses of the people, still, alas, so generallv ungospeled,

keep us out? and in foreign lands, especially among the women. In this country, build-
could have ings now devoted to amusements to be utilized rather than new ones erected,

themthe and everywhere the steadfast effort made to go, niot send, and to go rather

the church-' than to stay at home and say "-Come" to the great'humanity that beats

us, "O fools, its life along the stony streets.

1' We have But for myself, I love my mother-church so well and recognize so thor-

hath made oughly that the base and body of the great pyramid she forms are broader
fromi a war than its apex, that I would fain give her a little time in which to dealjustly
nvention a by the great household of her loving, loyal, and devoted daughters. I

its choicest would wait four years longer, in fervent hope and prayer that the great
home. We body of her ministers and of her membership may make it manifest to all

ds that we^- the world that the church of Lady Huntington, Barbara Heck, and Phebe

Id homelike Palmer, does not hesitate to inarch with the progressive age it has done so

ossessionof much to educate, nor fear to carry to their logical sequence its life-long
e to o teachings as to woman's equality within the house of God. I say this

within the frankly, from my present outlook, though so. often urged, ad not a little

whose man- tempted, and sometimes quite.determined'to take a new departure. The

ny effortthat time will come, however, and not many years from now, when, if repre-
doors, eccle- sentation is still denied us, it will be our solemn duty to raise once more

of well-nigh the cry, " Here I stand, I can do no other," and step out into the larger lib-

èrvals when erty of a religious movement where majorities and not minorities shall

dgospel of determine the fitness of women as delegates, and where the laying on of
ows stronger bands in consecration, as was undoubtedly done in the early church, shall

bools, Banl- be deeed en a basis of "gifts, gra.es.and usefulness," irrespective of se.

ay open P w. c. T. U. DEACONESSES.
ebrother."
ee brope" wish that we might here state with all considerateness, but with fear-

eirtad cel less honesty, our position on the question of women in the church. But,eir central
therhood in as I have already said, women are, if possible, even more to blame than

men that they are so discounted in church as well as state at this late day,

at is ianpos. nA majority of men in this country and age have so far outgrown the igno-

"comes the rant notion-of their divine right to rule over women, that if we had but the

ain it, everg courage of conviction, and that sense of dignity that ought to mark us as
30
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daughters of the Lord Almighty, men would within a twelvemonth, seat ns
beside themselves upon the thrones of government in church and state,
ruling the world jointly, as He meant we should, when, as the Bible says,
"He. gave to them dominion.

Truly we have what we take the most pains for, and women must be
up and doing if they expect the co-operation and fealty of men in politics,
ecclesiastical or secular. -It also seems to me we s ld, at this convention,
provide for White Ribbon deaconesses to be>ined in our Evangelistic
Department, taught to be skilled nurses at o National Temperance Hos-
pital, and employed by our local unions in preaching, teaching and visiting
the sick and poor. I am confident that there are men of the best standing
in the pulpit, who will not hesitate to set them apart to this sacred office
and ministry in accordance with the custom of the early church. There
are thousands of women, yousg and old, whose hearts the Lord hath touched
and who would rejoice to find a vocation so sacred and so full of help
within the sheltèring fold of the W. C. T. U.

"She spoke of justice, truth and love,
How soft her words distilled;

She spoke of God, and all the place
Was with His presence filled."

Of how many a sweet soul within our borders those words are true?
What hindereth that they be set apart with every guarantee and safegnard
that can emphasize their gospel.ministry? Of them how long has it been
said, as of Christ's early servants, "the people magnify them," and "the a
common people hear them gladly."

s
Rev. Dr. Black, of Mississippi, says in his new book: t

"The offices of deaconesses formed a part of the machinery of the
Church for meiycenturies. The deaconess received ordination by the im-
position of hands. The ordinatiçn ritual is given in the Apostolical Consti- h
tutions, from wbdgh we extract the following prayer of the officiating a
bishop:

'Eternal Go ,Father of our Lord Jesus Christ, Creator of man and of
woman, thou w didst fill with thy spirit Miriam, Deborah, Hannah,
and Huldah, th who didst vouchsafe to a woman the birth of thie only eq
begotten Son, ou who didst in the tabernacle, and in the temple, place r
female keepers f thy holy gates, look down now also upon this thy hand-
maid, and bes w on her the Holy Ghost, that she may worthily perform
the work com itted to her to thy honor and the glory of Christ' "

What a actical element the deaconesses would introduce into relig-
ion. Don ess, in early days, when the conflict was between idolafry ud

St
the worshi of God, " divine service " may have rightly consisted largely
n sermon song, and prayer, but to call that 'service" now, as is univer-

sally do , seems to me a mockery. That is a delight, a coveted and
blessed eans of growth; but "service" now is to our fellow-men, and he re
whose urse and work are not invested there knows nothing about "divine
servic ," and might well name his place of Sunday lounging and æsthetics

-te' Church of the Divine Emptiness," or the "Church of the Celestial
Sugar Plum,"
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th, seat us What the world most needs is mothering, and most of all in the spirit's

and state, natural home, the church, and on the Sabbath day. It needs the tender

ible says, sweetness of the alto voice, the jubilant good-will of the soprano, in ser-

mon as in psalm; tenor and bass become monotonous at last,'and the full

n must be diapason of power and inspiration is impossible except we listen to the full

in politics, chorus of humanity. God hasten that great chorus, in church and state
onvetion, alike, with, its deep-hearted love and its celestial hope!
vangelistic . . . . . .

ce Hos- The sine qua non of our'success is mutual faith and fellowship. We
d visiting must " have fervent charity among ourselves."
t standing It is not unéharitable to judge an act as good or bad, but we should be
cred office

ch. ofie very slow to judge the actor bad. Only by rising to the sublime sense of
ch. Touhere our sacred sisterhood with every woman that breathes, be she good or bad,
th touched . foreign or native, bond or free, shall we find our individual pettiness covered

and flooded out of sight by the most inexorable force of all the universe,
the force of Love.

If I could have my wish for all of us, it would be that in our measure

we might merit what was said of that seraphic woman, Elizabeth Barrett

Browning. It is an ideal that we shall all delight to share:

Persons werehnever her theme, unless public characters were under
discussion, or friends were to be praised, which kind office she frequently

safegnard took upon herse,. One never dreamed of frivolities in her presence,
as it been and gossip felt itielf out of place. Books and humanity, great deed-,
and "the and, above ail, popcs, which melude all the grand questions of tbe day,

were foremost ns er thoughts, and therefore, oftenest on ber lips. I
speak not of religiçn, for with ber everything was religion. Her Chris-
tianity was not confined to the church and rubrnc; it meant civilization."

of the Envy and jealousy light the intensest fires that ever burn in human
by the i hearts; gossip andscandal are the smoke emitted by them. If, as has beencl Consti-
officiating said, these passions could, like some modern chimneys, be consumers of

their own smoke, a purer and a better atmosphere would then prevail.
n and of In all the battle of opinion tlhat rages, and must rage until a better
Iiaunah,

f thie onîy equilibrium is reached in this great nation, be it ours, beloved sisters, to

ple, place remember that " when either side grows warm in argument, the wiser man
ty hand- gives over first."

perfom Good-breeding bas been called "the apotheosis of self-restraint." But
the higher evolution is not to nieed restraining, but to have that inward

into reig- quietness which, when God giveth it, "who then can make trouble?" Al
oiaery and strife in manner, word and deed, grows out of worldliness, and to this there
ed largelY is but just one antidote, and that is, OTHsER WORIDLINESS.
is uiver- ..One look into the silent beavens, and all our earthly jargons seem un-
veted aud worthy; one deep tone of the forest's mystical æolian, and our deeper hearts
en, and he respond in tenderness'; one solemn strain out of the sea's unutterable anthem.
ut9"divine and the soul hears in it that " something greater " that speaks to the heart

æsthetics alone.

e Celestid Ail true souls'know that this is true. "Let my soul calm itself, O
God, in-Thee," sings the stormy spirit of St. Augustine. "Live without

i
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father and mother, but not without God cries Count ToistorotniRussia
that center of the world's unrest.

'We should fill the hours with the sweetest things,
If we had but a day.

We should drink alone at the purest springs,
In our upward way,

We should love with a life-time's love in an hour
If the hours were but few,"

are the sweet lines of our own Mary Lowe Dickinson.
And these are the words of a great but unnamed saint: "The strong.

est Christians are those who, from daily habit, hasten with everything to

God. Pentec
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CHAPTER IX.

AIMS AND METHODS OF THE W. C. T. U.
:mg.

g to Thus have I tried to set forth th- sequel of that modern

Pentecost called the " Woman's Crusade.' That women should

thus dare was the wonder after they had so long endured, while

the manner -of their doing left us whc looked on, bewildered

between laughter and tears. Woman-liike, they took their knit-

ting, their zephyr work or their embroidery, and simply swarmed

into the drink-shops, seated themselvesý and watched the pro-

ceedings.. Usually they came in a long procession from their

rendezvous at sonie church where they hâd held morning· prayer-

meeting; entered the saloon with kind faces, and thé sweet songs

of church and home upon their lips, wlhile some Madonna-like

leader with the Gospel in her lpoks, fo k her stand beside the

bar, and gently asked if she niglit read God's word and offer

prayer.

¯Women gave of their best during the two months of that.

wonderful uprising. Al other engagements were laid aside;

elegant women of society walked besiùe quiet women. of home,

school and shop, in the strange processions that soon lined the

chief streets, not only of nearly every town and village in the

state that was its birthplace, but-of/leading cities there and

elsewhere ; and voices trained in Paris and Berlin sang "Rock
of Ages, cleft for me,''.in the malodorous air of liquor-rooms and'

beer-halls. Meanwhile, where were the men who patronized

these places ? Thousands of them signed the piedge these women
brought, and.accepted their invitation to go back with them to

the churches, whose doors, for once, stood open all day long;

others slunk out of sight, and a few cursed the women openly;
but even of these it might be said, that those who came to curse

remained to pray. Soon the saloon-keepers surrendered in large
numbers, the statenient being made by a well-known observer that

(469)
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the liquor traffic was temporarily driven out of two hundred and promi

fifty towns and villages in Ohio and the adjoining states, to more

which the Temperance Crusade extended. There are photographs of un

extant representing the stirring scenes when, amid the ringing of

church-bells, the contents of every barrel, cask and bottle in a the

saloon were sent gurgling into thet gutter, the owner insisting thoug

that women's hands alone should do this work, perhaps with meeti

some dim thought in his muddled head. of the poetic justice due speci

to the Nemesis he thus invoked. And so it came about that soft made

and often jeweled hands grasped axe and hammer, while the whole shield

town assembled to rejoice in this new fashion of exorcising the evil flower

spirits. In Cincinnati, a city long dominated bythe liquor trade, of a p

a procession of women, including the wives of leading pastors, parlor

was arrested and locked up in jail*; in Cleveland,.dogs were set rapidit

on the crusaders, and in a single instance, a blunderbuss was sponta

pointed at them, while in several places, they were smoked out, freshn

or had the hose turned on them. But the arrested -women pected

marched through the streets singing, and held a temperance meet- promp

ing in the prison; the one assailed by dogs laid her. hands upon elemet

their heads and prayed; and the group menaced by a gun tions,

marched up to its mouth singing, " Never be afraid to work for that w

Jesus." The annals of h roism have few pages so bright as est refe

the annals of that strange crusade, spreading as if by magic, home

through all the Northern States, across the sea and to the Orient street,

itself. Everywhere it went, the attendance at church increased Men t,

incalculably, and the crime record was in like manner shortened. discurs

Men say there was a spirit in the air such as they-never knew mistres

before ; a sense of God and of human brotherhood. the le.

But after. fifty days or more, all this seemed to pass away. .by ens

The women could not keep up such work-; it took them too born tc

much from their homes; saloons re-opened; men gathered as temper

before behind their sheltering screens, and swore " those silly fifteen.

women had doue more harm than good," while with ribald words then t<

they drank the health of " the defunct crusade." have a:

Perhaps the most-significant outcome of this movement was under 1

the kiJowledge of their own power gained by- the conservative and les

women of the churches. They had never even seen a " woman's them t:

rights convention," and had been held aloof from the "ssuffra- him to

gists" by fears as to their orthodoxy; but now there were women The cr

470
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l and prominent in all church cares and duties eager to clasp hands for a
s, to. more aggressive work than such women had ever before dreamed
-aphs of undertaking.
ug of Nothing is more suggestive in all the national gatherings of
in a the Woman's Christian Temperance Union, that sober second

sting thought of the crusade, tha: the wide difference between these
with meetings and any held by men. . The beauty of decoration is
due specially noticeable; banners of silk, satin and velvet, usually
soft made by the women themselves, adorn the wall ; the handsome

rhole shields of states; the great vases bearing aloft grains, fruits- and
evil flowers; the moss-covered well with its old bucket'; or the setting

rade, of a platform to present an interior as cozy and delightful as a
tors, parlor could afford, are features of the pleasant scene. The
e set rapidity of movement with which business is conducted, the
was spontaneity of manner, the originality of plan, the perpetual
out, freshness and ingenuity of the convention, its thousand unex-
mei pectednesses, its quips and turns, its wit and pathos, its im-
aeet- promptu eloquence and its perpetual good nature - all these

1pon elements, brought into condensed view in the National Conven-
gun tions, are an object-lesson of the new force and unique method
< for that womanhood has contributed to the consideration of the great-
Lt as est reform in Christendom. It is really the crusade over agýin; the

igie, home going forth into the world. Its manner is not that of the
rient street, the court, the nriart, or office ; it is the ianner of the home.
ased Men take one lime, and travel onward to success ; with them
ned. discursiveness is at a discount. But women in the home must be
mew mistresses, as well as maids of all work; they have learned well

the lesson of unity in diversity; hence by inheritance and
ay. by environment, women are varied in their methods , they are

too born to be " branchers-out." Men have been in the organized
i as temperance work not less than eighty years-women not quite

silly fifteen. Men pursued it at first along the line of temperance,
ords then total abstinence; license, then prohibition; while women

have already over forty di tinct departments of work, classified
as under thé heads, of preventive, educational, evangelistic, social,

Ltive and legal. Woneh think in the concrete. The crusade showed
ans them the drinking man, and they began upon him, directly, to get

ffra- him to sign the pledge and sel "the Lord behind the pledge."
men The crusade showed them the. selling man, and they prayed over
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him and persuaded him to give up his bad business, often buying plined

him out, and setting him up in the better occupation of baker, the m
grocer or keeper of the reading-room intowhichtheycoverted same

his saloon after converting him from the error of bis ways. with i

But oftentimes the drinking man went back to bis cups, and ished,
the selling man fell from his. grace,; the first one declaring, I supei
can't break the habit I formed when a boy," and the last avert sible f
ring, "Somebody's bound to sell, and I might as well make the society

profit." .Upon this the wômen, still with their concrete' ways of negati

thinking, said, "To be sure, we must train our boys, and not beyond

ours only, but everybody's; what institution reaches all ?-the Wome

Public Schools." How well they wrought, under the leadership thousa

of Mrs. Mary H. Hunt, has been told on earlier pages. holds o

To the inane excuse of the seller that he might as well do it sition t

since somebody would, the quick and practical reply was, " To in -the

be sure ; but suppose the people could be persuaded not to let W. C.

anybody·sell? why, then that would be God's answer to our cru- and te

sade prayers." So they began -with petitions to municipalities, to secu

to Legislatures and to Congress, laboriously gathering up, doubt- intoxica

less, not fewer than ten million names in the great aggregate, for the

and through 'the fourteen years. Thus the Woman's Chris- the loca

tian Temperance Union stands as the strongest bulwark of pro- erature

hibition, state and national, by constitutional amendment and that flow

by statute. Meanwhile, it was inevitable that their motherly ilmates

hearts should devise other methods for the protection of their covocat

homes. Ktiowing the tex¶ors and the blessings of inheritance other cla

they set about the systematic study of heredity,.founding a jour- town or

nal for that purpose. Leaaning the relation of diet to the drink ber busi

habit, they arranged to study hygiene also ; desiring children to these if

know that. the Bible is on the side of total abstinence, they ance mov

induced the International Sunday-school Convention to prepare a then and

plan for lessons on this subject ; perceiving the limitless power about to

of the Press, they did their best to subsidize it by sending out at hand -

their bulletins of temperance facts and, news items, thick as the the white

leaves of Vallambrosa, and incorporated a publishing company where asi

of women. and girls,
It is curious to watch the development of the women who en- the enfor<

tered the saloons in 1874.as a genle, well-dressed, and altogether Women.

peaceable mob. They have become an army, drilled and disci- Thus



ying plined. They have a method of organization, the simplest yet

aker, the most substantial known to temperance annals. It is the

erted same for the smallest. local union as for -the national society
with its ten thousand auxiliaries. Committees have been abol-

and ished, except the executive, made up of the.general officers, and

"superintendencies" substituted, making each woman respon-

aver sible for a single line of work in the local, state and national

e the society. This puts a premium upon personality, develops a

ys of negative into a positive with the least loss of time, and increases

not beyond all computation the aggregate of work accomplished.

the Women with specialties have thus been multiplied by tens of

rship thousands, and the temperance reform introduced into strong-
holds of power hitherto neglected or unthought of. Is. an expo-

do it sition to be held, or a state or county fair? there is a woman

"To in the locality who knows it is her business to see that the

o let W. C. T. U. has an attractive booth with temperance literature

cu and temperance drinks i and that, besides all this, it is her duty

ities, to secure laws and by-laws requiring the' teetotal absence of

ubt- intoxicants from grounds and buildings. Is there an institution

crate, for the dependent or delinquent classes'? there is a woman in

hris- the locality.who knowvs it is her duty to see that temperance lit-

erature is circulated, temperance talking and .singing done, 'and

and that flowers with appropriate sentiments attached are sent the

erly inmates by young ladies banded for that purpose. Is there a

their convocation of ministers, doctors, teachers, editors, voters, or any

nce, other class of opinion-manufacturers announced to meet in any

our- town or city ? there is a woman thereabouts who knows it is

rink her business to secure, through some one of the delegates to

n to these influential gatherings, a resolution favoring the temper

hey ance movement, and pledging it support along the line of work

re a then and theré represented. Is there a Legislature anywbere

r about to meet. or is Congress in session?-there is a woman near

ont at hand who knows it is ber business to make the air heavy with

the the white, hovering wings of petitions gathered up from every-

any where asking for prohibition, for the better protection of women

and girls, for the preventing of the sale of tobacco to minors, for

en- the enforcement of the Sabbath. or for the enfranchisement of

ther Women.

isci- Thus have the manifold relations1hips of the mighty temper-

Organization. 473
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ance movement been studied out by women in the training-school as a he
affordéd by the real work and daily object-lessons of the W. C. brewed
T. U. Its aim is everywhere to bring woman and temperance in sentime
contact with the problem of humanity's heart-break and sin; to isin mi
protect the home by prohibiting the saloon, and to police the ad Soi

state with men and women voters tommitted to the enforcement for whi
of righteous law. The women saw, as years passed on, that fnot traffic a
one, but three curses were protiounced upon their sonsby the w1
nineteenth century civilization : the curse of the narcotic poisons, where
àlcohol and nicotine; the ctp-se of gambling; the curse of social alcohol
sin, deadlier than all, and that these three are.part and parcel of lime of

each other. And so, " distinct like the billows, but one like the social,
sea," is their unwearied warfare against each and all. -They and me2

have learned, by the logic of defeat, that the mother-heart must part of
be enthroned in all places' of power before its'edicts will be standar

heeded. For this reason they.have been educated up to the level required

of the equal suffrage movement. For the first time in history, ment as
the wonien of the South have clasped hands with their Northern paramot
sisters in faith and fealty, wearing the white ribbon emblem of relations
patriotism, purity and peace, and inscribing on their banners the male no
motto of the organized crusade. "For God and Home and Native Th

Land." de corps,
"No sectarianism in'religion," "no sectionalism in politics, nighty

"no sex in citizenship "-these are the battle-cries of this relent- departm

less but peaceful warfare. We believe that woman will bless and individu

brighten every place she enters, and that she will enter every shal m

place on the round earth. We believe in prohibition by law, "Looki

prohibition by. plitics, and prohibition by woman's ballot. After highest

ten years' experience, the women of the crusade became con- manic w
vinced that until the people of this country divide at the ballot-box

on the foregoing issue, America can never be nationally delivered Iu

My view
from the dram-shop. They.therefore publicly announced theirp followin
dévotion tothe Prohibition party, and promised to lend it their.

greSss at,
influence and prayers, whiêh, with the exception of a very small

minority, they have since most sedulously done. Since then HUMa

they have not ceased beseeching voters to cast their ballots first the folo
of all to help elect an issue, raer than a man. For this they . .i.e

.iniature
have been vilified as if it were-a crime; but they have gone on their

way, kindly as sunshine, steadfast as gravitation, and persistent aio is
way, MOU i
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chool as a hero's faith. While their enemy has brewed beer, they have

V. C. brewed public opinion.; while he distilled whisky, they distilled

sce in sentiment; while he rectified spirits, they rectified the spirit that

n; to isin man. They have had good words of cheer alike for North

e the and South, for Catholic and Protestant, for home and foreign born,

ment for white and black, but on1 words of criticism for the liquor

t not traffic and the parties that. it deminates as its servants and allies.

y the While the specific aims of the white ribbon women every-
isons, where are directed against the manufacture, sale and use of

social alcoholic beverages, it is sufficiently apparent that the indirect
cel of ine of ther progress is, perhaps, equally rapid, and involves
e the social, governmental, and ecclesiastical equality between women

-They and men. By this is meant such financiai' independence on the
must part of women as will enable them to hold men to the same high
Il be standards of personal purity in the habitudes of life as they have
level required of women, such a participation in the affairs of govern-
tory, ment as shall renovate politics and make home questions the
hern paramount issue of the state, and such equality in all church

em of relations as shall fulfill the gospel declaration, "There is neither
rs the male nor female, but ye'are all one in Christ Jesus."
Tatave The cultivation of specialties, and the development of esprit

de corps among women, ail predict the day when, through this
mighty conserving force. of motherhood introduced into every

elent- department of' hunian activity, the common weal shall be the
s and individual care ; war shall rank among the lost arts ; nationality
every shall mean what Edward Bellamy's wonderful book, entitled

law, "Looking Backward," sets before us as the fulfillment of man's

After highest earthly:dreami; and Brotherhood shall become the talis-
cOn- manic word and realized estate of all humanity.

t-box
In concluding this portion of my book, I can not better express

vered
My view of what we have been and what we may be, than by the

their following quotation from my address before the'Women's Con-
their

gress, at its meeting in Des Moines, Iota, 1885:

then Humanly speaking, such success as we have attained has resulted from

the following policy and methods :

t a The simplicity and unity.of the organization. The 1ocal union is a
, iature of the National, having similàar officiary and plan of work. It is

thei amilitary company carefully mustered, officered and drilled. The county
istet union is but an aggregation of the locals,:and the district, of the counties,
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while each state is.a regiment, and the National itself is womanhood's bal

"Grand Army of the Republic." say

2. Individual responsibility is everywhere urged. "(Committees" are be ra

obsolete with us, and each distinct line of work has one person, called a soug

superintendent, who is responsiblt for its success in the local, and another both

in the stafe, and a third.in the National union. She may secure such lieu- neede

tenants as she likes, but the union looks to her for results and holds ber an hin

accountable fo; failures. we al

3. The quick and cordial recognition of talent is another secret of 6.

W. C. T. U. success. Women, young or old, who can speak, write, conduct eléme

meetings, organize, keep accounts, interest children, talk with the drinking and s

man, get up entertainments, or carry flowers to the sick or imprisoned, We ha

are all pressed into tbe service. .report

There bas been also in our work an immense amount of digging in the rbbon

earth to find one's own buried talent, to rub off the rust and to put it out a .nati

interest. Perhaps that is, after all, its most significant feature, considered the pa

as a movement. can no

4. Subordination of the financial phase has helped, not hindered us. to brea

Lack of funds has nof barred out even the poorest from our sisterhood. A we add

penny per wee - is our basis of membership, of which a fraction goes to the most n

state, and ten ents to the National W. C. T. U. march,

Money b s been, and I hope may be, a consideration altogether second. T

ary. Of wealth we have had incomputable stores; indeed, I question if. cess.

America has à richer corporation to-day than ours: wealth of faith, of en "Comr

thusiasm, of experience, of brain, of speech, of common sense-this is a comrad

capital stock that can never depreciate,. needs no insurance, requires us society.

combination lock or bonded custodian, and puts us under no temptation to of emu

tack our course or trim our sails. another

5. Nothing has helped us more than the entirefreedom of our sode y us stay

from the influence or dictation of capitalists, politicians, or corporations of nghtful

any sort whatever. This can not be too strongly emphasized as one of the C. T

best elements of power. Indeed, it may be truly said that this vast and sys-. The

tematic work has been in nowise guided, moulded or controlled by men. COucerni

It has not even occurred to them to offer adviceuntil within a year ! and to Firs

accept advice has neveroccurred to us, and L-hope never will. While agreat difer vs

many noble men are "honorary members, and in one or two sporadic in. the Gulf

stances men have acted temporarily as presidents of local unions at the speak tb

South, I am confident our grand.constituency of tempérance brothers rejaiCe cuss The

almost.as much as we do in the fact that we women have fron the begin- sur nx

ning gone our' own gait and acted according to our own sweet will. They Ahn

would bear witness, I am sure, to the fact that we have never done this flip. rcumsc

pantly or in a spirit of bravado, but with great seriousness, asking the help ecclesiasi

of God. I can say, personally, what 1 believe our leaders would also stata Soutb ar5

as their expérience, that so strongly do good men seem to be impressed tiat but Mjss

the call coming to Christian women in the Crusade was of God, and notof stside b:

man, that in the eleven years of my almost uninterrupted connection1 with M e WOmE

the National W. C. T. U., I have hardly received a letter of advice or a de them; w:



'' Comradeship Among Women."

Lanhood's bal exhortation from minister or layman, and I would mildly but firmvsay that Ihave not sought their counsel. The hierarchies of the land willtees" are be ransaced in vain for the letter-heads of the W. C. . U. We have, called a sought, it is true, the help of almost every influential society in the nation,1 another both religious and secular; we have realized how greatly this s elp wasmuch lieu- needed by us, and grandly has it been accorded, but wat we asked for washolds her an indorsement of plans already made and work already doe. Thus maywe always be a society "of the women, by the womenI but for humanity.
secret of 6. The freedom from red-tape and the kecping ut of rums e another

conduct elément of power. We practice a certain amount of parliamentary usage,
drinking and strongly urge the study of it as a part of the routine of local unions.

prisoned, We have good, strong " constitutions " and by-Iws to match; blanks forreporfts;'rolls for membership; pledges in vaous styles of art; badges,Ing in the rbbons and banners, and hand-books of our work are ail to be had att it out t ."national headquarters," but we will not core under a yoke of bondage toonsidered the paraphernalia of the movement. We are always moving on. "Time
can not dull nor custom stale our infinite variety. We are exceedingly aptdered us. to break out in a new phase. Here we lop off an old department and therhood. A we add two new ones. Our 'new departurem are frequent and oftentimesoes to the Most unexpected. Indeed, weexhibit tte chracteritie of an army on themarch, rather than an army in camp or hospital.

or second. The marked esprit de corps is to be included smong the secrets of suc-sestion if. cess. The W.. C. T. U. has invented a phrase to express this, sud its isth, of en- comradeship among women." So aenerous and eo cberished as this-this is a comradeship become, that ours is often called a mutuel admirationquires no society." We believe in each other, stand by each other, snd have plentyptation to of emulation without envy. Sometimea a atate or au individuel says toanother, "The laurels of Miltiades will not suifer me to sleepII but there ser sociely no staying awake to belittle succeas; we do not detract frome ae y worer'srations of rigbtful meed of praise. So much -for the hidinga of power" in tiseSe of the W. C. T. U.
t and sys. There are two indirect results of thia organized work among womenby men. concerning which I wish to speak:

r! andte Firt. It -j a strong nationalizing influence. Its method and spiritile a great difer ery little, whether yen study tem on the border of Puget Sound ornorsdic il' the Gulf of Mexico. Iu San Francisco sud Baltimore wbite ribbon womenus at the speak the same vernacular; tell of their gospel meetings sd petitions ; dia-crs rejoice cuss The Union Signal editorials, and wonder lwhat will be the action ofthe begin. Our next national convention.'r
ill. They Almost all other groupa cf women workera who dot.the continent, areethis flip. crcumscribed by denominationil hues ud act largely under tie advice cfthe help eccesiastical leaders. The W. C. T. U. fels no sncb limitation Nort and
also state South are strictly separate in the wmen' misionar work of tise Norh
mssed that b t Msi sippi aund Maine,'Texas sud Oregon, Massachusetts and Georgia,ind ntf Sitaide y ade around the yearly camp-fires of the W. C. T. U. The South-ti orith a em wemen have learned to love us cf tie Nort and our hearts are true toor ieu; while to us alwho fight in peaceful ranks unbroken, " For God and
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478 Our Aim - The Regnancy of Christ.

Home and Native Land," the Nation is a sacred name spelled with a cap.
ital N.

Second. Our W. C. T. U..is a school, not founded in that thought, or for

that purpose, but sure to fit us for the sacreil duties of patriots in thae reaim

that liesjust beyond the horizon of the coming century.

Here we try our wings that yonder our flight may be strong and steady.

Here we prove our capacity for great deeds; there we shall perform the.

Here we make our experience and pass our novitiate that yonder we may
calmly take our places and prove to the world that what it needed most

was "two. heads in counsel," as well as 'two beside the hearth." When

that day comes, the nation shall no -longer miss as now the influence of

half its wisdom, more than half its purity and nearly all its gentlenes

in courts of justice and halls of legislation. Then shall one code of niorais-

and that the highest-govern both men and women, then shall the Sabbath

be respected, the rights of the poor be recognized, the liquor traffic ban-

ished, and the home protected from all its foes. exc
Born of such a visitation of God's Spirit as the world has not knon I c

since tongues of fire sat upon the wondering group at Pentecost, cradledi t
ton.

a faith high as the hope of a saint, and deep as the depths of a drunkard's

despair, and baptized in the beauty of holiness, the Crusade determined face
the ultimate goal of its teachable child, the W. C. T. U., which has one versi
steadfast aim, and that none other than the regnancy of Christ, notia i the
form, but in fact; fnot in substance, but in essence; .not ecclesiastically, bu s

truly in the hearts of men. To this end its methods are varied, changing

manifold, but its unwavering faith, .these words express: "Not by might

nor by power, but by my spirit, saiths the Lord of Hosts." . noon
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>r traffic ban. How threadbare, because so frequent, is the reiteration of theS not knon excuse among moderate drinkers, " can take a glass of beer, or
st, cradledii I can let it alone." A stalwart young Scotchman came to Evans-
a drunkard's ton. He was of good family, fine, athletic figure, handsome

Le determined face expressive of strength and resolution. He took the Un

hich has one versity course with credit to himself, afterward graduated fromChrist, noti the Law Department and began to practice in Evanston. Yeis
iastically, but passed by, twelve of them, I think, when this man entered tlieed, changiîug,, hntimaetrdtÉ

Tot by Gospel Temperance meeting addressed by me one Sunday after-
noon in Evanston, and when the speech was over came to thefront, and turning toward the audience, largely made up thatday of University students, he raised his trembling hand, andwith a face more marred and marked by dissipation than anylanguage can depict, he cried out in his deep voice, full of tears,"Boys, don't drink, don't drink.! I was a student just as you
are, with prospects just as bright; held my own well in theUniversity all through the scholastic and professional courses
but said from time to time as I took a glass of beer, 'TIhis cannever master a man so masterful as I.' And here I stand to-day
an you see how it is. I am the slave of that little glass of beer.t me say it once again and don't forget it while you live,'Boys, don't drink, don't drink

Another man in the same town, a blacksmith, a Scotchmanby birth, or at least by heritage, after having. been known inEvanston as a pronounced inebriate, resolved one Thanksgiving
ay ne years or more ago, that he would never touch liquor

(479)



Fu dIlled Pledges.

He has faithfully kept his word, is a pillar in the temperance
work in Evanston, no man being more respected or relied uponi.
I am glad to count him among the friends of our family, .and to
invite him with his family whenever we have a reception. What
pride he takes on these occasions, going to the railroad magnates,
getting them to lend great engine head-lights to make the
grounds bright, both in front and on the lawn behind the house.
He$rims up the place withi festoons of evergreens, and is our
chief standby throughout the enterprise. I remember when he
was going away after mother's eightieth birthday festival, when

four hundred guests had passed through our home, from 'the
Governor of the state to the humblest of our reformed men, with
their families, and every clergyman, including the pastor of the

colored church, so that our'own pastor said that if evèr he saw a
gospel feast this was the one-this good man said to me as he

left our door, nearly all the.guests having gone, " I suppdse it

did n't mean so very much to most of them that live in nice

houses and have everything they wânt, but I tell you it was a

mighty epoch in my life, and will make me a better man." It

was this same kind friend who placed in front of Rest ,Cottage,

and of my sister's annex adjoining it, a beautifül standing vase

which he fills every year with flowers. It is' to him and his fam-

ily that we are glad to send remembrances from time to time,

and to him that the ladies of our society gave a nice arm-chair

one Christmas, in token of. their appreciation of all that he had

done, suffered and survived.

At one well-remembered meeting in the town of S., Mr.

C , who was from an excellent family, and had been a

leading merchant, but- was now a confirmed drunkard, came

forward to sign tlT pledge. Something in his face interested

me, the more so as I noticed a look of positive distress on the

faces of some of the white ribbon women.- This was so contrary

to the usual cordial reception given by our workers to any

one-no matter how degraded-who wishes to enter on a new

life, that I asked an explanation afterward and they said, " He

has signed it so many times and broken it so often that he is

bringing the pledge into positive disrepute. Some saloon-keeper

will offer him a drink if he will let him have his pledge card and
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Perfect Through Suffering.

emperance they will nail it up behind the bar." I could not wonder that

lied upon. the ladies were jealous for their cause, but somehow I believed

ly, and to that this time he would stand firm. I resolved to go and see

on. What his wife, and the next morning did so. She was a stony-faced

magnates, and 'broken-hearted woman. I could not get the least intima-

make the tion of hope. Finally I asked her to kneel with me in prayer,

the house. which she did, I think out of courtesy.-more than from any inter-

nd is our est in the exercises. And as I left, after urging her to cheer him

r when he up all she could, she replied, without a particle of light in lier

ival, when face, "I will agree to this much, I won't hinder him the least bit

from the in the world." If her manner was as inspiring to him as it was

men, with to me, I think that he must have had to get a good deal of it be-

tor of the fore he could extract any appreciable amount of enthusiasm. . A

he saw a 'year passed and I returned to the sarAe village, and spoke in the

me as he same church once more. Standing in ~the pulpit, I read my audi-

suppdse it ence, pew by pek, as one would read a book line by line, to find

ve in nice the countenance of this gray-haired, kindly man. He was not

u it was a there.. No one had spoken to me of him and I began to fear it

man." It was because they did not like to disappoint me. I sought his

t ,Cottage, home again. A lady, smiling and affable, came out of the door
ding vase as I approached and met me at the gate, I did not know her, but

d his fam- she introduced herself as the same woman whose stony face I had

e to time, carried in my memory throughout the year. 'Come arpund into

arm-chair the garden, he is sitting on the bench under his favorite apple-

at he had tree," she said. So I went, and he rose and came forward to
meet nie, his face full of a new hope,. his whole appearance in-

f S., Mr. stinct with self-respect. I thought to say a pleasant word to him
ad been a and'so remarked, "Why were you not at my meeting last even-
ard, came ing, Mr. ? I counted on you more than on any one except

interested my cousin." At this came a look of pain and a quick glance at
ess on the -his wife, as lie exclaimed, " There now, we have got to tell her,
so contrary and we did n't mean to." Then he said: "You have n't heard
rs to any a word from me this year, although you have written me several
on a new times, and I have got those letters, every one of them, put away
said, "He carefully, and I have read the newspapers you sent, and appre-
that he is ciated your kindness just as much as if you had heard from me.
oon-keeper And I have said to my wife often when she would- ask me why I
e card and did n't write, ýAnyhow, I am doing what she wants me to.' But

the fact is that I have n't been outside my gate since you was
31-
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482 No "Ball and Chain.

here before, and I am ashamed to have you know about it, but it and U

is an honest fact-I have n't dared to. The only way for me welcon

with God's grace, to keep true to what I promised was to erally,
even wtGoie at the Na

stay right close at home. I tell .you that woman there has been Miss W

kind to me, my daughter and ail the folks, the best they know. cause o:

And.I have hoed these garden beds, don't you see how fresh and

nice they are ? -and asked God to take the weeds out of my

heart as I do the weeds that get among the flowers, and to take M

care of the posies, if I have got any, just as I try to take care of in the

these. But now I want to tell you,' he went on, as we all seated saloons

ourselves on the bench under the apple-tree, " you -can go Up and and w<

down throughout the cottry -just where4you have a mind, for sade ac

you don't carry any bail and chain. Now, make a speech for me out prî

every time you stand before the people and tell them how it is or how

with me. Tell them that good men come along past my gate and the iml

lean their elbows on it, look at me as kind as can be, and say, shops.

'You are doing first-rate, , keep right at it,' and that get sha

very minute their breaths are so full of beer or something even made tl

stronger that I must get speedily to windward,. and am as tempted childrer

as I can well be. Then they came along .here on election day, dinned

leaned their elbows on my gate and said, 'I tell you, you are down to

making a good fight of it.. You will show them how it is done hands g

this time,' and they walk right on down to the ballot-box and put that ris

in little pieces of paper with the names of men on them that they do youi 1
know favor the liquor traffic and will license it to4set its trap here how he

in this town, so that I dare not go outside· my gate. Now, when mamma,

I ýthink of this, it makes their words of cheer sound sort of empty; Passing

I think they might have helped me more by their example 'nd that'the

their vote., You talk a good deal about the arrest of thought, I in childi

wish you could screw it into thè heads of the men in my own fruit far

village." . Nati

Among -the invitations that I have most prized is the follow- Thompsc

ing from that most cultured of ail Indian races, the Cherokee, wet for

and signed by the famous Chief, Bushyhead: town tha

F¢xEcuTvE DEPARTMENT, CHERoKz NATION, I. T.,

TAHIEQUAH, May 16, i8S8. tenperan

Mas. L. I. STAPLER :-In expectation of a visit to the Nation from Miss found the
Frances E. Willard, president of the Christian Temperance .Unios, about every cor
the twelfth -instant, Irespectfully request you, in conn'ection with Mm'. and at the

French, Xiss Carie Armstrong, Rev. A. C. Baçone, Rev. Daniel Rogers
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and W. W. Ross, Esq., to act as a committee, on behalf of the Nation, to
welcome Miss Willard to the capital when she arrives, and, jointly and sev-
erally, to devise such means as may seem to you best, to make her visit to
the Nation pleasant and agreeable to herself, and profitable to our people.
Miss Willard comes highly recommended as a lecturer and laborer in the
cause of temperance and humanity. Very respectfully,

D. W. BUSIuYHEAD,

Principal Chief Cherokee NaIion.
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take My first 'extended temperance trip was in the state of Ohio,
re of in the month of May, 1876, two years after the Crusade. The

tated saloons were all b.ack again, flourishing as usual. I asked men
and and women the question, " What good do you think the Cru-

1, for sade accomplished?' One woman answered: " Util we went

r me out praying on the street I never knew where the saloons were,
it is or how they looked. Of course, I hadt passed by them, but I had

e and the impression that those second-rate looking places were barber-

d say, shops. The Crusade taught me that they are places where men
-that get shaved, not of their beards, but of their honor." Another
even made this explanation: "Until the Crusade . never taught my

mpted children especially about temperance, but now they have had it
Sday, dinned into ear and mind, until, this morning, when I was going

ou are down town with my little boy, hardly six years of age, I felt his
s done hands graspingm-ownmore closely than usual, and noticed

nd put that bis step was quicker. 'What is the matter, my son? ,Why
at they do you hurry mamma along?' I asked, and I shall never forget

ap here how he rolled tup his bright eyes to my face, and said, 'Why,
when mamma, don't you want to hurry ? Don't you know we are

mpty ; passing a saloon? A movement that can point out to women
ple ànd that* there are saloons, and what they are like, and can inspire
ught, I in children a wholesome dread of such institutions, will bear
ny own fruit far beyond the hopes of those whose heroism set it going..

Naturally 'enough; I was desirous of seeing Mrs. Judge

follow- Thotapson, leader of the first praying band in the Crusade, and I

îerokee, went for that purpose. to speak in Hillsboro. I found a little
town that thinks well of itself, not a gréat ways from the Ken-

'T., tucky line, the former home of Governor Trimble, who was a great
1881. temperance man'and thï father of this same Mrs. Thompsou. I
ron Miss found the beautiful home 'had built for ber, a fine house,..with
µ, about every comfort and convenience, large, shady grounds about it,th anmd at the door, asI entered, was the sweetest woman, of 'Medium

j

v iv

g,



484 Our Magna Charta of the Crusade.

mheight, slight figure, with the remains of striking beauty in her
tempeface, golden-brown, curly hair, kind eyes and rare, winsome smile.
had v

Her voice was low and sweet as she welcomed me, almost as my
k-nowi

own mother might have done, to her délightful home. She told
me all the story, and in her own room, where she first read the W

no prgCrusade hymn, we read it oice a ain together and knelt in counitT
prayer. * Then I said to myself, hat if this woman had not stro
dared ? What if her-noble coadjutors had shrunk from the un-

entran
dertaking ? Many a time had Dr. Dio Lewis in his lectures urged

Hiscot
the women to go forth into the saloons and pray. What if these the p:
women, like so many others, had declined?"

propos
I spoke in the Presbyterian church from which the, noble . .

this, -b,
band marched two by two and there I heard.Mrs. Thompson

down c
read the Crusade psalm once more out of the Bible that is now

hall, pOur-Magna Charta of the Crusade. On the tenth anniversary of '
the movement, .I went again to Hillsboro, staying with Mrs.

was die
Thompson, and speaking in the hall where Dr. -DioLewis spoke. took
Going from Hillsbro, the- cradle, to Washington Court-house,

panegy
the crown of the Crusade, I spent ChristmasOf 1883 in the home toewau<
of Mrs. Ustick, wdhoe with Mrs. George Carpenter made up the ans wa
Crusade duet of leaders in that famous town. Mrs. Carpenter At te
was the wife of the .Presbyterian minister, and the success of the 1 S

aim M3
mavement in Washouse, Court-house so far outranked that of

proceed
Hillsboro, that the god people, naturally enough, have alway
felt that justice was .ot done them when the'muse of history o

Srepresented Hillsboro as the vital historical center of the greatest didnot
Pentecost of modern times. This was ma fest on the evenutg e
when I addressed them in their Temperance Hall,-and it grieved
me to the hea t that they must always uonk s, anderhaps, p
blame.me a little that: at first I had accounted Hillsboro the start- l

She %
ing point-which it was by the space -of twenty-four hours. Bt wrlt
surely all temperance people will love and cherish the memnory deal as
of that splendid beacon-light flung out by the brave wvomeri of

prayer-n
WashigtonCour-house,, from' which it shone to everycre n h

î of the- Buckeye State, and thénce throughout the nation, and w a
thetice throughout the world. went doi

Every public. speaker must endure the contradiction of sin hesef
ners and of saints'as well. Thssold'be taken into account H'Thi* shu e sgoi

bfrhnand should not be looked upon with disgust illà



Light for One Step Ahead.

in her temper or surprise. For instance, the ladies of Elmira W. C. T. U.
te smile. had written me tot be present at the Annual Fair, and I went,
ot as my knowing simply wvhàt I have stated. At the entrance of the fair
he told grounds my carriage was met by a band of music,.of which I had
ead the no previous knowledge; but the statement xvent all over the
nelt i country, north and south, east and west, that I.had become so
ad not strong-minded that I traveled with a brass band, and came to the
the u entrance of the Exposition Building where United States Senator
s urged Hiscock was speaking, breaking up his address, and going on
if these the platform with the statement that the time' was mine and I

proposed to use it. None of my acquaintances would believe
e, noble this, but what of the public in general? No one can ever track
ompson down a lie like that. The facts were, that as we drove up to the
t is now hall, preceded by the band, Senator Hiscock was speaking, at
rsary of the hour assigned to the ladies for their meeting, and, no doubt,
h Mrs. was disturbed by the music. I entered the hall with other ladies,

spoke. took my seat and listened to what he had to say,. which was'a
t-house, panegyric on tobacco-raising, a theme not specially congenial to
e bome · the audience that had gathered to hear a temperauce speech,
up the and was largely made up of thorough-going temperance people.
rpenter At the close of the speech I went upon the stand, expressed to

s of the him my regret that he should have been incommoded, and we
that of proceeded with our meeting.
always I had .spoken before an afternoon audience of ladies in a vil-
history lage of Delaware.. It was in my earlier work, and I probably
greatest did not make my points as clear as.I ought, for a nice old lady
evenng to whom the membership card was handed by one of my assist-
grieved ants who sought her signature, looked at the card, poised the
erhaps' proffered pencil in her honest hand, and mused audibly as follows:
e star' ' She wants me to join this society, and I have no idea in the
S. But world what they intend to do. But I suppose it will be à good

emOl deal as it is when I take my lantern of a dark night to go to
amer of prayer-meeting-I can see but oie step ahead, and I take that,
corner. and when I have done so the lantern is there and I am'there, and
n and we can just go on and take another." o her honored name

went down upo e card, and she handed it back, saying still to
Sof sin herself, "If thé Lord has got any temperance1 work for me to do,

acCOtunt ies going to give me light to do it by."
ust, ill -Ina toVn in Virginia, a group of lovely women gathered

r
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486 "A Righieous Coveting.

aoout to hear what I wanted them to do, and when I proposed an Presi

organization, the loveliest of them said to me, in, a low, sweet sente

voice, "Because my own home has never known this curse, but dent,

my husband and sons are pure and true, I will join the society arran

from a simple sense of gratitude and loyalty." presi<

In Griffin, Georgia, at a sitnilar meeting, going down the nitior
aisle for signatures, I passed a sweet young lady who shook her be re

head when, the membership card was offered her. . A few mo- lady'c

ments later I came back up the. same aisle, when she laid her remar

hand upon my arm, saying, " I think 'll *change my mind." to ah

Of course, I recognized her ancient, inalienable right to do just tician

that, and as she wrote her graceful autograph,-I said in a low looke<

voice, "Would you rid telling me, my dear, how you came to much

change your mind?'" And with flushed cheeks, she answered, such.

earnestly, " I am in the senior class at the High School, and very Arthu

busy, but when I came to think it over, I could not go home and quenci

say I had declined to help you form this society -I did not dare - V

to do that, for my onty brother spends all his evenings out !' ton Cc
In Virginia City, Nevada, there was a charming old lady in the gr

our audience whom I especially coveted for the society, but I did Narcis

not observe when the cards were passed whether she gave her and all

name or not. At the close of the meeting she came forward to In

greet ine, and I said, "Dear lady, I coveted you with a 'right- jamin.

eous coveting'; did you give us your name?" She answered, ance,
presenting her little grandson Neddie to m&, "He sat by my side to him

duing your address. I kept saying to myself, 'I am a member ganizal

of the Episcopal Church, and that is vow enough; I don't pro- County

pose to take another, nor do I think it- is required of me.' But found a
when the paper was passed around, he drew his little stub-pencil was ph
from his pocket, and reaching'his hand for the pledge, printed visit, 

his name, never yet dishonored, in the proper place, and turning helping

to me with a smile in his blue eyes, 'he said, 'Here, grandna Fr<

put your name right. down under Neddie's. Of course I did just Cave, v

what the boy desired." of us g

Among our pleasant convention episodes, should be named structio

our visit to President'Arthur, whose home was then in a stone ple, and

house on CapitolHill. Ànything more elegant than his manner that wei

of receiving us I have not seen. At my suggestion, the delegates of Mair

stood in groups according to their states and territories. The Woke t1
sto ngop codn o4



Objed-lessons of Temperance.

>osed an President entered on the arm of Senâtor Blair, ad on being pre-

y, sweet sented I said to him, "We will not take.your time, Mr. Presi-

irse, but dent, to shake hands with every one • of these ladies, but have

society arranged that each delegation shall be presented to you by its
president, and she alone will claim the honor of a personal recog-

own the nition." .His handsome face lighted up with a genial smile as

ook ber he replied, " Please permit me the pleasure of grasping every

few mo- lady's hand," and this he insisted on doing, makingsome pleasant

laid her remark to each of the leaders and presenting a magnificent rose

mind." to almost every lady present, although some cross-looking poli-

do just ticians seated on the sofas around the great reception room

in a low looked disgusted that ·a "parcel of 'women" should take tup so

came to much time, and some of them had so little grace as to make some

swered, such. observation within hearing of the delegates. President

and very Arthur did not reply to my little speech, save with the elo-

orne and quence of his rarely attractive smile.

not dare - We went down to Mt. Vernon on the day after the Washing-

t ton Convention closed; we planted there a. tree near the tomb of

lady in the great chief, each delegate throwing on a bit of earth, Miss

ut I did Narcissa White (now Mrs. Kinney) making an ofthand speech

ave her and all of us singing, "JMy country, 'tis of thee.

rward to In Philadelphia the convention visited the grave of Dr. Ben-
ariglht- jamin Rush, the first American writer on the evils of intemper-

nswered ance, who, in 1785, sent out his famous essay, from which returned

my side to him the loud echoes of Lyman Beecher's sermons and the or-

member ganization of the first temperance society, at Moreau, in Saratoga

on't pro- County* New'York, in 18o8; bread cást upon the waters to be

e.' But found after tùany, many'days. Beside this honored' grave a tree
i-pencil was planted and a marble tablet placed, with the record of our
printed visit, Edvyard S. Morris, the well known Quaker philanthropist,
turning helping us with this enterprise arfd bearing the expense thereof.

randrna, From Louisville most of the deiegates went to the Mammoth

did just Cave, where we began the building of a white ribbon cairn, each
of us gathering a stone for the fast-rising heap, ·and leaving in-

e naned structions that all of-like faith with us should follow that exam-

a stone ple, and so place an object-lesson oftemperance before all visitors in

manneri that weird sanctuary. Our little "golden cornetist" from the state
elegates of Maine, Mrs. F. A. Bent; a niece' of our beloved Mrs. Stevens,

The woke the choes of the cave while we ',inz our favorite hynmns.
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488 De World Do Move."

At Nas lie the convention visited Mrs. President Polk, a

the wido of James K. Polk, whose grave is in the grounds in t

front her stately home. In 1881 I had suggested that the po -

t of this accomplished lady of the old régime ought to adorn S(

the White. House, and hac started the subscription forithat pur- p

pose after my first visit to the South. The enterprisé was suc re

cessful, and, so far as I know, this is the first united work of o

Northern and Southern women in our day. Mrs. Polk has been of

a dear, kind friend to me, and she received our delegates with~the r

utmost cordiality, although in lier eighty-seventh year.

Among the pleasant tokens'of a growing spirit of tolerance, U

I would like to record that we have had public meetings under the th

auspices of the W. C. T. U., especially in the South, here be- C

sides the usual varieties of religion represented by the Protestant an

clergy, we have had on the platform the Catholic priest and the w

Jewish rabbi, all meeting in harmony and evirifcing the sincerest > sk

interest in .the work of the white ribboners. bi

I bave spoken repeat1dy in1 Episcopal churches, but never

as yet stood in one ofAheir tpulpits. I was invited to speak in a do
Catholic church on Saturday night, with the explicit statement sp

that as it was nïew and not to be dedicated until the next day, My of
speaking would.not be a desecration! This invitation I declined. I t

My good friend, John Campbell, a Catholic lawyer in Phila- he

delphia, invited me to speak before the Total Abstinence Society col
of his church in the Cathedral I l not the Cathedral itself, on

Sunday afternoon. I went with my friend and.hostes, Mrs. J. R. l
Jones, president of our local auxiliary. .W&were invited to seats nd
upon the platform. When the priest entered every person-in the nec

hall rose. I was sorry to feel that the good father's response to the sat
introduction to me was not specially cordial, although courteous. oft
After speaking half an hour I was obliged to leave, on açcount of fron

an engagement to meet a local assembly of the K1nights of Labor, .y

when, behold! as I took, my departure, every mortal stood up fro»

as he had done for the priest. And they all Catholics, and la said
Methodist sister! deal

In St. George s Hall, Philadelphia, where in 1885 we cel- er3
brated the one hupdredth year since the publication of Dr. Rush's occa
essay, this ame John Campbell presided at the meeting when the repi
work of the churches in the temperance reform was the -subject,



A Boy's Petition.

dent Polk, and it was curlous indeed to hear hlm eau a distinguished doôor
grouds ~ to the stand to report for the Presbyterlans, and other eminentgrounds in

at the pO ministers for the Baptist, Methodist and the varlous Protestant
lit toadora societies. At the close of this meeting, Father Cleary, a Catholicht to adorn

r4liat pur- priest, who devotes himself to the temperance work, was, at my
é ws sc- request, called Up0fl to pro nounce the benediction. I do not knowé was suc-
ciwolcof of any otlr cause that would so have melteci away. the prej udiceed work of

k ~ ~ o ces en es; temperance is indeeci the Greatheart amongk has been

es with~the
have been asked to speak eoe h rSbtra Social'

tolerance, Union of my owfl city, which was certainly a liberal-ninded

s under the thing for those good conservatives to Wo, also before the

where be- Congregational Club in-New York Citý, where Dr. Buckley

Protestant and -I appeared on opposite sides of the great question of

est and the woman s ballot, and Rev. Leonard Bacon fired his brilliant

e sincerest > sky-rockets in opposition to the W. C. T. U. and the prohi-

but never The young men of Beloit College, which, sorrowful jorelate,

speak in a does not admit women, were graclous enougla to invite me to

t statement seak at'Commencement, in 8Arclean Society,

xt day, my of which my brotherwas alea4ing member away back in 1859.

I declined. I thouglt this a hopeful token, and my ears are. always intent to

r in Phila- hear that'the girls have been-admitted to this, and-to ail other

nce Society colleges throughout the nation.

1 itself, on One.sumer I went to Redding Rige, onn., some miles
Mrs. J. R. off the railroadexpecting to have.a week la the country, busy,

ted to seats indeed, with my pen but entirely free from interruption or, the

erson- in therointe necessity of public speaking. On the very first evening, -as I

nonse totheone o he sat contentedly on the piazza listening to the fascinating chorus

courteous. t Sttwelve leanêd against the post iw

accounto front of me and said, Dont you make speeches, sometimes?

ts of Labor,s fLbr Yes, my lad,." I-, answered,- "but I came up here to get away

1 stood up, froniseeing people. "But I think you ought to speak,'lie

ics, andI a said;dont you notice how many orchards there are,.and a good j
deal of..cider is made up-here,.and the people'who drink it gefV

85.we cele- very cross. I think it is as ugly a drink as ever wasmade."It

Dr. Rush'sl OCcurred to me that Iwould see if le was reailymn earnest, 80 I

g when the replled:

le .subject,

an i ws urou ided o ea hmal k ditnushddjo
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Bessie's Reason.

"When a boy asks me to speak it is hard for me to decline, more th

so than it would be for almost any other sort of a person, because t
I think boys have so many temptations, and I am so glad when so
they are friends of temperance. But would you not rather have be
me speak on the pyramids? I traveled in Egypt some years ago,
and climbed that tallest pyramid of all, named Cheops, nearly five ha

hundred feet high. On the top of it I gathered some bits of mor- B

tar, older than Abraham, and I have ictures and diagrams with ge

which I can illustrate my lecture. D 't you think that would sa

be more entertaining to the people ?" Ned's bright eyes danced

at. the thought of such an evening. I said, "Don't you expect ev

some day to see the pyramids ?" "Oh, yes;" he answered, "I ev

expect to see all there is to be seen one of these days. And since to

I am a temperance boy it would be right for me to hear.that lec- rec

ture, but then I think about our people, and how much they need to ere

have you talJ, of temperance, so teniperance let it be." Of course

theré 'was nothingelse to do, and Ned rode up and dowp, over up
hills and thtough valleys, drumming up an audience, so that on hi

Sunday afternoon the old church wvas packed with people who Na

came, some of them in wagons, some in great loads with a hay tho

rack to enlarge thewagon, npw and then some, incarriages, others, spe

in carts, many on foot, and I wondered if we should not see some sak

man rolling his children along in a wheelbarrow. It was a very to
interesting and unusual audience. I talked as best I could, piead-

ing for total abstinence, and at the close brought ont the muster
roll of the temperance army, the total abstinence pledge, and asked sai

how many would enroll their names.k gand response was
giyen, and at the close whom shouid I see coming demurely along the

the aisle but little Bessie, a sweet child'of six years old, who was the

Yuder my care at the tine for'a short outing. I can see her yet ther

in her white dress and blue'rilbbons and little white shoes as she and

stood béfore me. I laid my hand on her young head and.said, spi

I did n't ask you to core, because I thought your mamma would Us(

think you were too yoing t put your name down on the pledge. Bus

Do you underétand what it means, my child ?" And I shallnever circ

forget how her little face lighted up with the words, "I sign fnot

for myself so much, but at home I have a little brother, Artie,.he

is only four years old, and when he grows to be a man you said fani

Y'
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Suffrage Talk in Dr. Bushnell's Pulpit. 491

Une, more that folks would ask him to go into the saloon and drink, and I

n, because t4ght maybe if he knew I signed the pledge it would help him,

;1ad when so want to sign for an example." Could a better reason have

ther have beeh given ?

years ago, I was to speak in the Congregational church in Hartford, that

early fve had rejoiced in the preaching of that wonderful man, Dr. Horace

ts of mor- Bushnell, for many years.· The present pastor was himself a

ams with genius, Dr. Nathaniel Burton, one of America's latter-day

at would saints. Meeting hjp in his study just before the service, I said,

es danced "Doctor, I am a great admirer of Horace Bushnell and have read

u expect everything he wrote. . My reverence for his memory is such that

ered, "i every léaf on the pathway of Bushnell Park seems to I'e worthy

And since to be preserved in an herbarium. I have visited his home, been

r that lec- receiyed with the utmost courtesy by his accomplished wife, ev-

ej need to erently entered his study where he wrote that marvel among boo s,

0f course 'Nature and the Supernatural,' and glanced out of the window

owp, over upon the beautiful scenes that soothed his mind while he devoted

so that on himself to his gigantic tasks. His book, on the 'Reform against

ple who Nature,' opposing woman's ballot, has, of course, afflicted me, and

ith a hay though it seems an impertinence, I thought I should be glad to

s, others speak of woman's suffrage as a means of home-protection from the

see some saloon curse, in this very pulpit, froxi which Dr. Bushnell used

s a very to fling his-varied thunder-bolts.."

id, plead. "Do so by all means," was the Doctor's answer.

e muster "But I would not if it would in anywise, embarrass you," I

nd asked said; "your people mightùuot like it."

onse was "Like it," he answered, "I don't care a continental whether

ely along they do or not< If they don't like it, that is the very best reason in

who was the world why they should hear you tell what makes you differ from

e her yet them." So we went into the church, ascended the elegant pulpit,

s as she and I saw over at my right a bust of the philosopher whose mighty

and said, spirit'seemed to brood in the very atmosphere. Dr. Burton was.a

a would iischievous man, and he whispered to me softly, "Mrs. Horace

e pledge. Bushnell sits well up toward the front." Under these interesting

all never circumstances I gave my grgument, nor can' I say that I felt any

sign not special embarrassment, for I believed in my cause.

Artie,.he After a long, dusty ride on a su nmer's day, I arrived in a

you said famous Hudson· river town, w1ich shall be nameless, and was



492 Temperance Women are Total Abstainers.

taken to the elegant home of an Episcopal lady who haci vol-

unteered to entertain me. No sooner had I reached my beautiful

and quiet room, than the hostess, who ,had greeted me at the door,

came in, saying earnestly, "Will you not allow me to send yqu up a

glass of wine? You must be very tired after your journey." The

blood flushed in cheek and brow as I said to her, "Madam, 200,-

ooo women would lose somewhat of their faith in humanity if I

should drink a drop of wine." And I pointed to my white rib-

bon, saying, "This is the sign between us." The lady's eyes

filled with tears and she impressively begged my pardon, and

begged me to understand that in her home wine was not used as

a beverage, beat a hasty retreat from my room, and with her fam-

ily showed me the utmost kindness and consideration throughout

my stay. 'It was difficult for me to understand how she came to ask

such àt question of me. I know that the popular belief is that

temperance men who speak are not always invulnerable, but I am

confident this is a libel onthese men and largely originates in the

saloon. Evidently this lady lived in a world so different from my

own that it did not occur to her that a temperance woman was a

total abstainer!

A party of fashionable young gentlemen and.ladies came into

the Palmer House restaurant from Mc Vicker'sTheatre one night,
and sat down at the table next to that at which Mr. and Mrs. Banes

and I were taking an oyster stew, after a temperance meeting. The

young people ordered supper. One of the young men spoke to

the head waiter, who disappeared and soon returnèd with a

long-necked wine bottle, whereupon the handsomest of the elegant

trio of American girls said' quickly, "I am sure, gentlemen, you

will respect our wishes not to havewine. We belong to the Young

Women's Temperance Leagüe of Cleveland." "Yes, let.us have

lemonade instead," said the gentle young lady beside her. "Very

well, it shall be as you wish," assented'the gentleman courteously,

and they were soon discussing the play over a thoroughly temper-

ance repast. My heart smote me, for I had said to myself,

"These young theatre-goers naturally enough take wine," wlien

behold, they were as staunch as the most strenuous church-goer

in all the land.
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WHAT I HAVE DONE AND SUFIERED AS A PEN-HOLDER.

I was early encouraged by my parents to keep a daily rec-
ord, not of events only, but of commentary as well. A short
time previous to entering the Woman's College in Milwaukee

(1857), I began to branch out in this direction largely, and con-
tinued to do so right on through my student and teacher years,
writing so steadily during the nearly two years and a half that I
spent abroad, that I have about twenty volumes of note-books
filled out during that period. It is a-token of my good health
that I was able to do this writing anywhere, on the cars, on
steamers, and on horseback, besides constantly contributing to
papers at home.

I was taught by my mother to read out of a tiny juvenile
paper, no longer than' a postal card, entitled, "The Slave's Friend.
The-little bound copy lies befote me now, marked at my favorite
articles.~ There are two childish pencil strokes at the following,
and as I read it over I smile 'at its current value-something
above all else dear to the journalistic mind-if only the word
"slavery" be changed to, temperance."

LITT.LE DANIEL.

DAmEr,.-Mr. W. is going to give a lecture this evening papa, in the
school-house, on slavery. May n't I go hear him?

Ma. TRAcy.-Go to hear him! No, indeed, you shall not. I am glad
they would not let him have t#e meeting-house.

D.-I am told, father, that he is a very good man, and a very interest-
inglecturer. May I ask, why you will not permit me to hear him ?

MR. T.-Why? Because he s a fanatic, an incendiary, a brawler, a

cut-throat, a fool. I hate him.

D.-O papa! When he published his report on manual labor schools,
don't you remember that you said it was the most sensible pamphlet*you
had ever read, nd that the author was one of the wisest and best young
men in this country?

Ma. T.-Did 1? Well, I had forgotten that I ever said so. But he is

doing more hurt than he ever did good.
(4%3)



494 . My Pet Book.

i?.--They say he is a temperance man, a peace-maker, a friend to Ti
liberty, and you have said he was a. wise and good man ; how then can he an
be a fool, or a fanatic, or a cut-throat, or an incendiary, father ?

Ma. T.-Wherever he ýgoes there are mobs; and there will be oneh
or I am mistaken. I ha* said so a dozen times to-day. na

D.- Is not that the way, sir, to jget up a mob ? and how is Mr. W. to sU
blame if people will stir up mobs instead of going to hear him lecture? to

Mi. T. - Go to bed, Daniel; you are too young to talk about such p
things ; if you don't take care you will be just such a fanatic as this Mr. W.
before you are much older.

D.-Good night, papa; but you have forgotten you once told me, after M
Mr. W. had made an address in our Sabbath-school, that you hoped to see 1
me just such a man. m

Mr. T.-Did I? But you need not remember everything I say.
D. No, father! I will not. if it displeases you.

ou

Early impressions are made on a memory that is "wax to go

receive and marble to retain," so I may justly say that I oweto

journalism in the shapé of that little anti-slavery paper, my ear-

liest impulse to philanthropy and much of the fearlessness as a 0v

reformer that has surprised me no less than my friends. I liked rai

nothing so well as to go away alone and read this little book, the an

bound volume having been given me by Mary Thome, daughter M

of the well-known Oberlin professor. I often vexed my playmates C

because I preferred it to doll, doll-dishes or doll-clothes. But my Ir

mother's favorite paper was The Mother's Assistant, published in il

Boston, and filled with hints and helps for the Christian nurture
of children, .so I read that at a tender age. My father's paper ne
was The Oberlin Evangeit, and as I looked up to him as the ai

greatest of men, I pried into its pages, determined to know what ste
he found there that held his steady gaze so long. President a l

Charles G. Finney's sermons seemned to be the main thing, and Pr

my little mind had many a fright and untold "horror of great Pei

darkness," as I read the tremendous terrors of the law therein set N

forth;, My older brother had for his own, The Yout/"s Cabinet, coi

the chief if not the only, juvenile paper, that was to a genera- de
tion ago what St. Nicholas and The Youth's Companion aré to PO
this. .There I learned a love for natural science, outdoor sports, hi
and story reading. The first time that I was ever mentioned-in thi
a paper was when about four years old, and it was not in a fash- De
ion calculated to excite my vanity or my dear mother's, either, an
for we were therein held up not as an example, but as a warning. Po



Father's Political Papers.

end to The article was' by Prof. George Whipple, of Oberlin College,
can he and published in The Mother's Assistant. His wife had been to

see us, and my mother, after the immemorial manner of our mater-
e h nal relatives, told her something I had said, then changed the

W. to subject. Whereupon 1 left my play, drew my li tle cricket
to mother's feet, seated myself with elbows on J knee, .and

t suchl piped out with intense interest, " Oh, mother, tell the lady sqgie-
• thing more that I've done!" I think it was a good lesson, or

e, after my mother was not given to ,hat defect in training thereafter;
to Se I mean, not " before company," for she always praised us in-

mensely in private for every good thing we tried to do, and when

we were not. good, her chief weapon with which to restore us to
our right minds was, " I wonder where my nice little girl has

ax to gone? She was so helpful and .polite, but this scowling little

we ,to thing must have been left here by a peddler or a witch."

y ear- When I was in my seventh year, we removed to Wisconsin

as a overland, in " prairie schooners," going ten years ahead of the

liked railroad. But to our isolated farm, came The Morning Star

k, the and T/e Myrtle from our life-long friend, the wife of David

ghter Marks, that famous " Boy Preacher " of -the Free~Will Baptist
rmates Church; the National Era in whiéh, .when eleven years of age,

ut my I read and wept over " Uncle Tom's Cabin;" The Ladies' Repos-

ed in itoy, then edited by Rev. Dr. B. F. Tefft, whose historical story,
urture "The Shoulder Knot," fascinated my brother and me, who were
paper never permitted to read novels ; and the Hortculturist of that

.the atist in landscape gardening, A. J. Downing, whose death by a
what steamboat accident upon the Hudson River smote us almost li e
ident a personal bereavement. We had also The Agriculturist and The

, and Prairie Farmer. Later on, we had Putnam's Magazine and ar-

great per's Mbnthly, besides our own church papers, Thke New York and

ein set Northwesk¢rn Christian Advocates. Al these we children were en-

bine!, couraged io rend, but " father's political papers" were br him
enera- declared to be to us unlawful. He kept thema , of sight so far as
aré to possible, and asserted with strong emph'asis that he "did n't want'

rts, his family, and, above all, his Women folks, to know about any-
ed-in thing so utterly detestable as politics." Meanwhile, he was a good
fash- Democrat, an active politician, and a man of the highest honor
ther, and integrity. 'fTerefore, I reasoned that politics could n't

possibly be so bad or else be would n't so greatly relish beingi
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496 White Wings that FKy to "Forest'Home.

them, and the one particúlar in which I disobeyed my father was

in getting and reading those papers with the utmost particular-
ity on every practicable occasion. I found myself to be indeed
"a chip of the old block," for these political papers were morg
attractive to me thari any others. The Denocratic Standard, i

politics and candidates, were subjects of great interest, and, la
on, S. M. Booth's Milzwaukee Frce Press was more to me than an
partisan paper has been since, until the era of the New York V

John P. Hale and George W. Julian visited the neighboring to
of Janesville and my mother would go to hear them speak, Oliv

actin as her-escort ; returning late at night from her unexampi

adventure she found us all up and waiting " to hear the ar

ments." My father forsook the Democrats, erelong, and join

the "Barn burners,", Free-soilers and Republicans, all parts

one tremendous whole.

I read Benton's " Thirty Vears in the United States Senate,

and the great Missouri Senator made a strong impression on m

mind, but we were all Frémonters, and my brother's first vo

was cast for the hero of the day, the fearless "Pathfinder."

was journalism that tracked us into the wilderes kept us co

pany in our isolation, poured into our mi-na the bright

thoughts of the best thinkers, and made us1 a family of ru

cosmopolites. It was jounalism that developed in us the passi

of patriotism and the insight into politics as the arena of lofti

philanthropic achievement. Our college-bred néighbor, Profes

Hodge, who came west .ten years later than ourselves, was

devotee of the New York Tribune, and we had, the reading

that-,paper in Horace Greeley's day,-when it was the friend

human freedom, and not flung from a tail tower, wherein,

"The spirit above is a spirit of sin,

And the spirit bèlow is the spirit of gin."

What wonder that to us, upon our prairie farm, one mile fr

any neighbor and several miles from anywhere, the white win

of the press flying in, so broad, so free and manifold, seemed li

kind visitants from some great fairyland that we were bent

seeing and living in, ourselves, in the sweet "sometime " of

expectant dreams!

My brother Oliver had decided literary talent, and ear

dedared his purpose and desire to be an editor. . I remember
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First Li/crary " Contribution."

article he wrote for thr college magazine when he was about
twenty-one, and lhow mucli my emulation wvas stirred by its open-

ing sentence,- which was as follows: "I believe in metempsycho-

sis, yet I am not a Hindu, nor a worshiper of the sacred ibis."
Oh,"'I thought, " if I could only roll out words. after that man-

ner !" But it was not for women ; so far as I then knew, no

womian had ever dare-d aspire to such a thing.' Sarah Josepha

Hale had done so, beginning as far back as 1828, but we were
oblivious of one who, however gifted, had got no farther than to

edit " a woman's fashion paper."

I (1o not remember trying to reduce mv ideas to writing until

I was about eleven years old, at which time Miss Burdick, the first

teacher that I ever had, herself a young lady under twentv vears,

told mue that I must write a composition once in two weeks iin the
little school of six or eight pupils that used to assemble around

a big table made for us by father, ini what was afterwards the
parlor of our home. I had run wild out-of-doors and hiad written
so little that it was a formidable undertaking, nlot so much to
think as to write down my thoughts.'' I had an unliinted enthu-
siasin for pets, and just then was making a live doll out of my pet
kitten, so I thought it would be the easiest thing to write upon a
subject with which I was acquainted, and which had fascinations
for me. This famous production is given here, for I feel sure the
actual experience of that first composition may bring a waft of

cheer to some white ribboner, boy or girl, by .whom pen and
paper arè as little loved as they were by me at that age.

At our farm, named by us " Vorest Home, "we established
a paper called. Teé Tribune, with three columns to the page,
nicely ruled off for us by mother, and filled in with exceedingly
"fine work " in the way of penmanship, not forgetting an occa-
sional drawing that would have been more satisfactory if labeled.
Mother contributed poetr-, my brother wrote the "solid arti-
des," and I did the, "literary part," the, specimei that has
survived being a natural curiosity, of which the -less said the
better.

When about -fourteen years old, I first ventured to send a
"contribution " to an educational paper in Janesville, the "organ"
of a classical school long ago extinct. "Rustic 'Musings" w-as
the uncooked title of my exceedingly raw composition. Life had
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9Writing by It C/ock.

no charms for me during the interval between the secret sending ing i
iii of this manuscript by one of our hired men, and the next issue their

of that paper. My nane I had not given. This was the first for

thing I saw about myself "in print," after that wretched check- c\ist9 3 eage,
ing Qp that mother and I received in Tc MIollzer's Assistant toe

aforesaid

Zoe's ' Rustic Musings' hav-e some good points, but we intic

can hardly use the article. Besides, we -don't believe a ladv "
wrote it. ' Ex fpcde Hercd/cm.' " we h

tie y
I asked father what that Latin quotation meant, and he r<wue1

replied, ' Hercules is known by his foot." I confided to mother creat
wlhat I had done, and asked her what that Latin meant to ne.
"'Oh,". she said, " it means that the writing is like a mans hates
Your father set most of your copies when you learned, don't vou

reniember? Try again, my child ; some time you will succeed. fa

Soon after, Grace Greenwood's Litt/e Pi/,rim was sent us, and I our ir
resolved to get up a club, for she said all who did that would have scher

their names printed iii a list, and I, so distant and obscure, founid been

ýfascination in the thought that mv name would be put in ouri
ty-pe, away in Philadelphia, where the Independence Bell had Coh
rung out long ago ! So I went on horseback, near ail far, to
get the names, when, 1o, my own appeared! but, as so often: tende

since, it had an " i " where " e " ought to have been-; whereat I into t

lost my temper, and querulously complained to mother that ' The îik
first editor said I wrote like a man, and the second spelled ny
name like a boy, -and I guessed they did n't think a girl could
come to anything in this workl, anyhow." T/w

Not long after, mother said to my brother and me one winter .me S'

evening, "See who will write the best composition in tventy
minutes by the clock." We chose the fresh and charming -ub- high

ject, " Falling Leaves." I got the verdict, it being one of thiose it. th
rare decisions in favor of the·weak. Encouraged by this victory. thirt
I sent my " piece " to the Prairie Farmer, in Chicago, where it iar

appeared the next week, «as follows: writi

An autumn zephyr came sighing through the branches of a noble elm, litera
which stood like a protecting giant over my cottage home. It shook, half early
regretfully, I thought, one tiny bough ; and down through the gnarled letter
branches of the grand old tree, fell one, two, three, dark crimson leaves.

The sight, though insignificant, was a sad one to me, then. It reminded

nie of the similitude existing between leaves and mortals. Both wake to be- Thor

...:
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Vould Wri'c for The Al/antic! 499

ndin in- in a bright, beautiful world ; both live tleir appointed season, enjov
tleir allotted share of happiness,. die their inevitabl le ath, and are, alike,

first, forgotten. This is the epitome the simple Storv, of verbything tlat ever

heck- 'iste(l, save the Eternal God. We ail begin life with briCht hopes and
eager expectancy. In tirne we leave the st.age of action with one convic.istani tion-that all is vanitv.

We all build our splendid air castics : alas ' how often have we seen the
it w ianticipated consumnation of the (herished plan, of soime bright bcing sud-lady denlv dashed to the ground, and instead of the fruition of those gav reams

we have seen " The sable hearse mnove slowly an, a, ;f reluctantly it bore
t(e Young, unwearied form to that cold couch which ageand sorrow render

id le weet to man;"-and all of hope and joy and happiness for tht peerlessUth1er creation has passed away.

o e We have our individu-al hopes and fears; joys and -orrows: loves and
.ates. These feelings we may not if we would, impart to any living thing.

t y They are our own, peculiarly our own.!
We go on through life. Our eyes lose the brilliancv of vouth our

de. frames cease to be erect and powerful : or steps become slow a111 spiritle2,in I our intellects lose their vigor. - Vet we still cling fondly to our cherislid
h ae schemnes; we hope that we, at least, notwitistandin.g the thousands that havefound been unfortunate, may be successf'ul. Still we .plan and endeavor.

>ut We become older, feebler, saler. Still we trv. The cold autumn ofour lives sets in. We tremble before its relentless p<over. Vet we hope on.
Colder grow the nights, more cheerless the days. Death, like the zephyrar, to thougi not unwillingly nor saly, sweeps with icy breath across the o
tender, yielding cord of our lives ;he snaps it rudely, and we launeh forth

reat I nto the vast, unfathomable--Unknown.
Te • How like our fate to that of the falling'leaves! Sad, mournful, dirge-like, everything seemns murmuring-" Falling Leaves."

cOuld No literary distinction. not even being solicited to write for
Th- Atlantic--which, I fear, will never transpire "-could gi;e

inter .me such a thrill of joy as that smnall leverage imnparted then.
Just here I will say, though it is not usual to reveal one'suIb- highest literary ambition, especially wllen one has failed to attain

those it. that I am xtilling to admit"that mine lias been during the last
tory. thirty ycars to write for the -I//antic ./on//l' / Te Century,cre it harfper's, Scribncr's, etc., are all very well, but .when I. began

writing for the press the A//anfic was the nectar and ambrosiatof
e elm, iterary people as well as of those who aspired to be literary, andnaf early loves last longest. I have written ror H1arper's and had anarled letter in the Century, but I have never yeï dared offer one to thedes. Once 1 went so far as to send its adinired editor
rbinded Th/ma Bie A rh o fr artc t t I ahought toler,t , Thomds Bailey Aldrich, a printed article that I thought tolerabîy



500 An r /odcd' Eic."

good, that is for me, asking hin if he believed I could write any- pe
thing the A/lan/c would accept. I~received in reply a courteous of
ilote witli the enigmîîatical statement that he was uniable ja saV
fron the article forwarded whetlier I could or not! Thisnes- ti
tion in mv mind is now and ever shall be, - Is that a coniplinent lia
to the article?" This point I have never been able cItarl\ to to
settle for myself, but one thing is certain, I have not yet recov- thi
ered sufficiently fron the shock to niake aiy other venture //an- 1o0
fic-ward. But I give the cultured -editor notice that though I frc
nay iever be lifted to the Olympian lcights of his pages, I in- w
tend so to live that soinebodv who is, shall yet write ofnie h>
between those magic yellow covers of the Queen of Montlilies! 1l

Next camlle, in he- sanie frieidly colunns that opened te ne im>
first, an offer of a premium froni the Illinois Agrictltural Society. sw
to consist of silver Mp and niedal, for the best essay "On the e
Embellishneit of a Countrv Hoie.' Our farni had taken the at
prize at county fairs : it was a beauty, with such a flower garden ni
as careful study of A. J. Downiiig liad lelped my tasteful father cor
to create. I "wrote it up," won the prize, and danced about tht
house like a kitten with a ball. ind

Of'' poems " I wrote many, of which, happily, almost none fell
have seen the light. My "Epic " was begun at iineteen. po,

This poem I had the grace to bestow upon the flames sone I v

years ago. It was nothing less aspirinîg thai au account of the to 1
creation of the universe. I suppose nost young writers wotild for

begin at this point,; it 'was ny faniiliar thene-for many a year. say

To this I added an accounit of the pre-ilîstoric history of ny he- ini

ine, who vas the central figure of the drama. The only ventige in :

which remains of this exploded stellar system is the following: are

Up above thee smiles no planet, -.

Far beyond it gleams no star; Mr
Whizzes there no fiery comet; exi

Thou'st not known in ages far. ten

Going away to school soon after, I was made editor of the the

college paper, and some poetic effusions long since forgottenî and bar

forgiven, appeared in the HomefJournal, edited by John F. Eber- ing

hart, tlken superintendent of Cook county schools, with headquar-

ters in Chicago. Soon after, this same gentleman gave niesmîîY ure

first certificate to teach (in i86o), and the, ferule replaced the fan



"Put loncy in Thy Purse." 501

.rite any- pen in a wild prairie school at Harlem (near Oak Park), west

courteous of Chicago.

>1e to say Teaching was now for many years not the goal of my ambi-

hsues- tion, but the necessary ally of mv financial independence. If I

»mpliment had ny life to live over again, I would do differentlyv I cannot

clearl\ to too strongly counsel any ardent voung spirit who feels, as I did,

yet recov: that to express with pen or voice lier deepest thought, lier ruling

re //an- love and purpose, is to her more than all else, not to be divert-d

thougli I froma that path except by absolute necessitv. No suc' necessitv

.ges, I in- vas laid on me. My father was well off, ours was a confortable

te of me home, we had noiv moved to - anston, seat of the Northwestern

nthlies ! University, and the best minds in that choice literarv circle were

ied tc me mv friends. Books without limit were at mv conimand, and

1 Society. sweet, shy patlh,, wild groves, and the anthem of Lake Michigan,
On the ere all to be had for the as1:ing. My father begged me to remain

taken. the at home. He " did n't believe that women were called on to earn

'er garden money; he would take care of me gladl----indeed, should feel

ful father conipromised if I set out to care for myself.

about the But I was a " free born " nature, 1bence was determined upon
indepenidence. My father believed in the -one-purse theory and I

nost none felt that only money of my own could give me self-determining

en. power. Hence it w-as that, having graduated at nineteen, when

mes some I was twenty I proceeded, without leave or license, to bind myself

unt of the to teach the hardest school in the countv, and mv literary paradise

ers would forever closed its doors on one who had loved it, no words may

ny a ear. say low well. But the ruling passion was still strong, although

mv le in death. Editors were kind to me and gave me books to review,

ly ventige in return for w-hich I got the'books; Emcr'sfournal of Agriculi-

owing: lire sent me flower-seeds and Webster's Unabridged :I read a

great deal, wrote for The Ladics' Repository once in awhile, and for

Mr. Sewell's Lit/le Corporal, even had an article in *that inost
exigent of Western papers, the Chicago Tribune. In the '' Cen-

tennial Vear of Methodisn " (1866), as corresponding-secretary of

or of the the American Methodist Ladies' Centenary Association, I boni-

otten and barded our own church press with paragraphs and circulars,. mak-

F. Eber- ing the acquaintance of Zion's He-rald, I think, at that date.

eadquar- When our good Bishop Wiley edited the eposito;y, I vent-
-e mesmy ured to send him my first story.. - It w-as along a new line-sa I

laced the fancied-was entitled " Jenny and John;" had held me amaz-



5"- To Be or Not To Be ?"

ingly in the writing, and I said to myself, " If this only succeeds, sý
I'Il give up independence, go home and be a writer without. sa(

rather than a teacher with, money.' Joy to the world ! a letter of Pe

acceptance promptly came with complimentary allusions. Then

I watched, going to the postoffice, and when the magazine came in

cutting the index page impatiently aid enduring the heart-tattoo to

that every untried aspirant for literary honors knows so well, as sti

I searched.for my story. Twelve months passed and no storv Vi

appeared. I wrote Dr. Wiry, asking him why this was thus and ri4

urging the manuscript's: return. He replied curtly that they WI
did n't undertake to keep track of everybody's manuscript, evi- wl

dently having forgotten that he had onoe accepted my poor little wi

novelette. I had no cpy, and in my discouragement I reasoned on

thus: "If it had been really good he would n't have forgotten: icI

he is a great maj m±id I am nobody, as yet; he has, unwittingly, th

given me a finafjudgment; it is not for me to be a literary woman; te

it is too high, I cannot attain unto it." O

So I tprned aside once more to teaching, but at Pittsburgh 18

Female College and Genesee Wesleyan Seminary, wrote essays up

for our church prês and for the society papers of my girls; oIie M

address on "Woman's Lesser Duties," was my first "publiLa- a

tion" "by order of the society." What an epoch was that, my ha

countrymen! I was twenty-four, but the sight of that pretty,

crisp, new pamphlet, with my name on the cover, filled me of

with delight. leo

Going abroad in May of. 1868, and remaining until the wi

autumn of 1870, I sent letters home to the Chicago Republican, to

then edited by the celebrated Charles A. I)ana, author of the br

Cyclopedia, and now proprietor of the New York Sun. Return- wC

ing, I had an article in Harper's Magazine, wrote for the New ac

York Independent and our church papers, also for our Chicago ru;

magazine, The Lakeside Monthly, edited by F. F. Browne, and foi

later on for The Christian Union, Sunday School Times, The Fornm 0M

and a score of lesser lights. to

Meanwhile, all along the years, I have been a writer of para- of

graphs and items in which a few lines would set forth an opinion. ed

The aggregate of these would make volumes, but nearly ail Il

appeared impersonally. -When in the summer of 1874, Henry an

W. Adams, of New York, started The Morning, his sunny, roi
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Beats the Lead Pencil Tattoo Anywkere. 503

:eeds, sweet-spirited paper, that earliest incarnated the Woman's Cru-
:hout, sade, I had a hand in it as chief contributor. It was my first
tter of pen-work for temperance.

Then When our W. C. T. U. launched its organ, Our Union,-
came in 1875, with no subscribers and much faith, I again " put pen

tattoo to paper " with new-found zeal, trying my "'prentice haid,
ell, as strange to say, at a story once more.. It was entitled " Margaret's
storv Victory," but was declared, after twelve chapters," too woman's

is and rightsy" and withdrawn "by order of the management." I also
they wrote (in 1875) my " Hints and Helps," the first hand-book for

t, evi. white ribboners. Indeed, since the Crusade I have always been
little writing my uppermost thought in railway stations, Pullman cars,

soned on convention platforms and anywhere, glad when it was chron-
)tten icled, and never on.the lookout to ascertain whether it went ·into
ingly, the paper or the basket. But our editors have had loving and sis-
ýman; terlyconsideration for me always. The Union Signa, into which

Our Union was merged at the Louisville National Convention in
burgh 1882, has now fifty thousand subscribers, and is rapidly climbing
essays up to one hundred thousand. My sister-in-law was the first and

oùe Miss Mary Allen West is its present editor'e I have had more
bliC articles in its columns than I was entitled to expect or they, per-

Lt, my haps, were wise to set before the public.
ýretty, As already stated, my brother, who had for years been editor
d me of a daily paper in Chicago, passed away suddenly, in 1878,

leaving the Chicago Evening Post without a chief, and his gifted
il the wife, Mrs. Mary Bannister Willard, had the heroisin to undertake

hlican, to save the paper ; it was in the crisis of reconstruction when my
)f the brother died; and was left in a position so critical that no man
eturn- would try to stem the tide. I agreed to stand by her, and we

New accordingly became the forlorn hope of an enterprise that was
iicago running behind at the rate of several hundred dollars a week, and

and for about three months, without fee or reward, we tried to hold our
erum own. Though briefly inentioned before, I may be permitted here
to give further details concerning'this, the most novel expérience

para- of all my life ; I found myself at the head of a corps of twelve
inion. editors and reporters, all of them inured to journalism, of which
ly all I knew. practically nothing, and to which I came from the ardors
EIenry and hap-hazard of a popular temperance campaign, into the sor-
unny, rowful inheritance of my brother's desk, chair, and ,dingy city

I
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504 Becomes a Chicago Editor.

offices. My*editorial assocliates, Collins Shackelford, James C.

Ambrose, Henry Ten Eyck White, Alanson Appleton, and others,
were most considerate toward me. They had loved my gifted,

genial brother and were'loyal to the women who tried to take up

the herculean task that bore him down. Foreman, proof-readers,,
compositors, and all the force of sixty persons or more stood by

us to the last.

Coming and going, Evanston still my home, mother my

home-maker, Anna Gordon with me at the office, helping in ail

tge ways I could invent, with evening engagements to speak on

t'nperance, as my only source of income, I felt the great world-

wàve strike hard against my life ship, as it does far out at sea.

But there was so much of home solace and spiritual renew-

ing that, though practically submerged, I do not remember ever

being sleepless over the strange, new work or the impending

doom. We had acted in good faith and done our best, Why

should we make ourselves sick in the bargain? for health and

good heart, with faith in God, these were our capital. This was

not the first time that the inheritance of being one of the " seven

sleepers," has cardted me through.

My sister acted as publisher, for figures-.other than those of

speech-have been foreign to me always. She had helped my

brother with book reviews and editorial writing, for which she

has especial gift, but in this emergency her hand was on-tie,

monetary helm.

In our card to the public, May, 1878, I declared our purpose

as follows:

"The Post will be more than a buyer and seller in the news
mart. It will aim so to outline the story of the world's doings
to-day that the reading thereof will tend to make the world better
to-morrow. It will address itself to a constituency located not in
bar-rooms and billiard halls, but in business offices and homes.
It will warmly advocate all causes that tend to ennbble human
nature, and will strive always to express itself in words which a
woman might hear and speak.

As heretofore, The Post will be a political paper, independ-
ent and fearless, lending its influence to such measures only as
are calculated- to hasten the time when all men's weal shall be
each man's care."

ed
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mes C. I soon had occasion to define our idea -of how to behave as
others, editors:

gifted, "The Post wishes to say here and now and once and for all, O
ke up that its notion of journalistic courtesy involves the same princi-
aders, ples that govern well-bred persons in the intercourse of society.

ood by Any word that may creep into these columns not in keeping with
this statement, is hereby disavowed beforehand, for all. possible
measures will be employed to forestall such mistakes."

er my We found on coming into our thrice mortgaged heritagE.

Sa that there were contracts for advertisement ofliquors, proprietary
eak on medicines, etc., such as we could îlot approve, butas we had no
world-

money and these were unexpired, we could not discontinue them.
sea. Meanwhile, liberal offers of advertising flowed in from .liquor

enew~ dealers, which my sister, of course, instantly declined. In face
r ever of these facts, we had little relish for the " moralettes" that came
nding to us in every'day's mail to this effect:

TVhy
"Dear Ladies: I have had high esteem for you, but certain-

h and ly the advertisement (inclosed) that you persist in flaunting
as was before the public, lifts you very little above the lowest journal-
'severn istic level. I am at a loss to account for such flagrant incon-

, sistency.'
[Signed]AONYMOUS.

ose of

ed my Or this: "You will please stop my paper. I subscribed

h she supposing it marked a new era in journalism, but evidently (see
advt.), 'the dog returns to his,' etc. "X. Y. Z.

I verily believe we had more letters of warning and exhorta-arose
tion, than of subscription and good cheer, during that most

trying.ordeal of my life. I used to say to myself, "Is it possible

news that I was once a happy, care-free, temperance worker, skimming
loings contenfedly along the sea of life? Alas, I am now fathoms deep
better in the wilderness of waters and well nigh suffocated,." but not
not in

enough to lose my sleep !
uman In the financial extremity that tightened around us every
ich a day, some leading business men of the city showed us great

kindness and our creditors were remarkably considerate. But
pend- this terribly unequal strife of plus with minus could not long
ly as

be continue. I consulted with my sister and my hopes, and then

went to New York and laid our case before Elizabeth Thompson,
the well-known philanthropist, with whom I had a most agreeable



Elizabeth Thompson's Sage Advice.

acquaintance. To obtain an audience with this lovely and lov-

ing-hearted woman is extremely difficult, but through the inter-

cessions of my loyal hostess, Mrs. M. P. Hascall, I succeeded in

seeing her. So I laid our case before Sister Elizabeth, who

listened most kindly, with pitiful face, and said: " My dear

friend, if you had asked me to help you in almost anything else,

I would have done so, but I dread journalism âs a burnt child

dreads the fire. Putting. inoney .into a paper is like pouring

water into a sieve. Drop' that enterprise before it beggars you

all. Drop it, I implore you. It was heroic, as you say, for your

sister ,to try; but no man would have tried." So our last hope

was like our first, forlorn! As I went down the stairs, after a

kindly leave-taking, Mrs. Thompsän leaned over the railing and

called out:

"Give my love to your sister and tellher to drop thaipaper

before she is a day older." And I told her. Our valedictory

came out within a fortnight, and the paper, franchise and all, was

sold at auction to the Daily News, owned by Victor A. Lawson

and Melville E. Stone.
This is the only paper for which I ever personally stood

sponsor, and among the score of different positions to which I

have been chosen since my first official relation to the public,.

(when, at eighteen, I taught our district school near Forest Home)

it is the only one in which I might not freely have continued had

I chosen so to do. But the mandate of an empty exchequer

drove me from this, and there is no other fate quite so impres-

sive or inexorable. I thought of all this for my consolation as I

packed up my few literary effects and turned away forever from

"No. 88 Dearborn street," to resume the work that I had

learned to love the best.

My resolution then taken remains unchanged.. I will never

again be the responsible head of any journalistic venture; nor be

in any wise financially accountable to any, save as a contributor

of money or of articles. I have freely allowed my name to be

used in this way, as a matter of course. When women asked for

it, on the list of almost any temperance or philanthropic paper,

and when Joseph Cook, that grand defender of every faith sacred

to humanity, did me the honor to request my name for his maga.

zine, Our Day, what could I say but " Yes"? In like manner,
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and lov- when Rev. Dr. Theodore L. Flood, founder of The Chaulauquan

he inter- and a firm friend of woman's wider opportunity, asked me to

eeded in contribute, I told him that if Anna Gordon would make herself

th, who responsible for. me and would " see that I wrote," he would be,

y dear . sure to hear from me. Out of that contract came "How to Win."

ing else, When Alice Stone Blackwell of The Woman's fournal, asked me

rnt child to be an occásional contributor, I was glad. When Alice M.

pouring Guernsey wished me to write for our W. C. T. U. juvenile paper,

gars you The Young Crusader, I gathered up the dropped threads of a story

for your begun in Tie Little Corporal away back in 1865 at the instance

ast hope of my friènd, Alfred L. Sewell, and unceremoniously cut short

s, after a at the third chapter through some misunderstanding between uç,

ling and and carried it on through fifty-two numbers, written "en route,"

and picturing out the twelve years during which " We, Us & Com-

alpaper pany " lived on a farm. When a Hartford publisher, persistent

ledictory as the forces of gravitation, persecuted me with petitions to write

all, was "Woman and Temperance" (his own elected title), and appeared

Lawson upon the scene for personal interviews until I saw there was but

one alternative, and that was to get it ready, I took refuge in'the

ly stood home of my staunch sister and ally, Mrs. Hannah Whitall Smith,

which I of Philadelphia, and there in the space of three weeks had "car-

public, pentered and joinered " a rough strong-box which has the single

t Home) merit of enshriniig some of the newly-mined jewels of fact,

ued had which the stately historian of the temperance reform can polish

xchequer athis leisure.

impres- When the National Convention of 1887- asked me to signal-

tion as I ize my approaching semi-centennial (1889) by a volume of per-

ver from sonal reminiscences and speeches, I sat me down to evolve the

t I had same as best I could from my " internal consciousness," clearing
a little space on my workshop table by pushing aside so much

il never that I ought to do, that I bring to my present task a mind sadly

e, nor be divided. Few have learned more thoroughly than I, from the

ntributor things that they have suffered, that the paths of true literature

me to be are shady and silent; as leisurely as the slow lap of wavelets

asked for when the lake is still; as secret as the mossy nooks in the valleys

ic paper, of my old Forest Home. "Far from the madding crowd " lies the

th sacred pastoral path of the life I longed for most, and treading whose

is maga Piney wood aisles I might perhaps have thought out consolations

manner, for the fierce fighters of the plain ; but with the battle on and

r; *



" Nineleen Beautiful Years."

my own place chosen for me at the front, I shall never get beyond not

"Notes from the Saddle," at least not until too old or too deeply she

wounded by the fray. A lifetime ago, one who had wished me 50 S
well and hoped much from my future wrote me thus: "You tap
always write with your left hand; I think when reading after weai

you, 'How )mch better this would be if she could take more
time.'" How well I knew this was the truth and that the un- Has]

hasting peu alone creates the works that do not haste to die! ch
Aside from my little hand-book of "Hints and Helps,, und<

written in 1875 for the W. C. T. U., the only book not asked of " I
me, but freely written out of hand and out of heart, is "ineteen kner

Beautiful Vears," published by Harper & Brothers in 1864, re- at B

printed by the Woman's Temperance Publication Association of of tb

Chicago, to which I gave the electrotype plates in 1885, and vfame
brought out in England, thanks to the influence of Mrs. Hannah year

Whitall Smith, by Morgan & Scott, of London, publishers of The everj

Christian. That little book said itself-both my sister's part "so soon
unconsciously furnished when she wrote her girlish journal seen of G

only by us two, and mine-out of a heart that spoke aloud its
strange, new grief . that,

It was one year after she left us, and in the home where ail in n

of us were last together; "Swampscott" we called it, on Church poetr

Street, Evanston, the grounds but not the house being those now
owned by William Deéring. I was -there alone with mother in

the summer of 1863, my brother having married and gone to drk

Denver. Col., my father being in the city all day. along
ife b

"To us the silence in the house, busia
To her the choral singing." he w

Never in this world could we all be again what my dear I cbo

brother had once called us: "A family unbroken by death, dis- firt f

cord, or distance." S P
Alone in my desolate room, so lately brightened by her went

sunmy presence, I prepared the little volume which would have Here

been larger by half had all I wrote gone in. My father, who way I

was of reticent nature, disapproved the ·undertaking; ie hated not o

publicity for women, and most of all for his " two forest nymphs," when

as he used laughingly to call us. But for myself I liked the tnk

world, believed 'it friendly, and could see no reason why I might " s
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beyond not confide in it. Besides, it was more than I could brook that
deeply she should live and die and make no sign-she who was so wise,
ied me so sweet and good., I had a chivalric impulse to pass along the

taper that she lighted at the shrine of Truth, even though her
g after weary little hand had dropped it early at the tomb.
e more And so, when my manuscript was ready, I went to Mr. E.

the n Haskin, who was then the leading business man of .my own
church, borrowed a hundred dollars and started for New York,.e,, under escort of T. C. Hoag, one of our nearest friends. It was
sked of my first real outing, and zestful beyond telling. Mr. Hoag never

ineteen knew how grateful I was for his kindness in stopping over a day
at Buffalo that I might go out to see Niagara Falls. The wonder36'4, re-tion of of that revelation roused all the recklessness for which I had been

;5, and famed at Forest Home and which had been toned down by later
-annah years. The~fascination of the Falls drew me to the ragged edge of

of T/e every cliff and set me running down steep banks, so that Mr. Hoag
part so soon supervened and took me into custody. Somehow,-the sense

tal seen of God was with me on those heights and with that wraith-like
Loud i fonn and thunder-voice smiting my ear. It gives me satisfaction

that, young and ardent as I was, and with the desire ever innarte
iere a in me to " wreak myself upon expression," I did not drop into
Church poetry, nor yet into prose, in presence of that gleaming mystery.

)se now The scenery of the Susquehanna and Chemung was simply
)ther n fascinating in its autumnal garniture. We reached New York at
Ione t ark, took a cpach for the St. Nichoias Hotel, and as we rolled
along Broadway I was far more dazed than by anything in all my
life before, except Niagara! Mr. Hoag, though a merchant on a
business trip, told me to make a list of what' I wished to see and
he would "helpr me through with it." It was Saturday night.

iy dear I chose Grace Church, Dr. Cheever's and Dr. E. H. Chapin's, the
, di first for its fame, the second for its reformatory spirit, the third for

its pastor's eloquence. On Monday we climbed Trinity steeple,
by her ·went to the Battery and Castle Garden, Barnum's, and Wall Street.

id have Here Mr. Hoag had to stay awhile, nd he put me into a Broad-
er, who way stage, telling the driver to stop at the St. Nicholas. It didahated not occur to my. kind friend that I had never in my life been any-

mphs," where alone, nor to me that my pocket-book was locked up in myted the trunk at the hotel. "Ting-a-ling " went the driver's bell. I sat
I might n sweet unconsciousness, studying the pageant of the street.



510 77at Generous Jew!

". Ting-a-ling-a-ling," with vigorous vexation. I gave no heed. (now

"Hand up that fare!" he shouted through an aperture ; the pas. had

sengers looked at each other ; my face turned crimson. "J have n't his o

any money," I whispered confidentially, in my-great fright and Wals

desperation, to a big Jew with diamond shirt front and forbiddinig to visi

countenance. "What can I do?" all

"Oh, Miss," he answered kindly, " it's of no consequence, Docto

just let me hand up the fare and there's an end of it!" At that upon

moment his countenance seemèd fairiy angelic. "You are so one si

kind," I faltered almost with tears. "Indeed, it is an honor: ce of

don't mention it," he said. Forever and a day that act of his H

made me think better of mankind, trust more in human nature. raisin
I thanked him again as the 'bus pulled up for me at the St. Nich- D

olas ; he lifted his hat and was gone, the great, beak-nosed, unmis- per &

takable Jew. I went up to my room and cried at remembrance parish

of his kindness. write

That night we went to Wallack's Theatre. It was the first and playm

last time in all my life that I ever attended the theatref-ïn my ownW

land. I said to myself: "This is the most respectable one there ever

is;Rosedale, or the Rifle Ball ' is a reputable play and Lester Thom

Wallack is at his best in it; no one knows me and no harn will penma

be This I then stated to Myfather's friend, and he agreed. comfo

both of us being good Christians and church-members. We father

went-it was an evening of wonder and delight, but I forbear to passed

state who of our Western friends and' fellow church-members we in a

then and there beheld, who had gone from the same motives that Round

actuated me! ing;

Al my life I have read the "Amusement column" of the record

daily paper and ofteri greatly enjoyed it. For the stage I.have from

strong natural liking. In England I saw Sothern as David Gar- ceeded

rick, and it lifted up my spirit as a sermon might. But in this criticis

age, with my purposes and its demoralization, the stage is not for It

me. . Sometime, somewhere, it may have the harm taken out of it, so deep

bu*t where or when, this gefteration, and many more to follow this, years,

will ask, I fear, in vain. be bitt<

A week or so later, my good father came on to take me to have l

New England, having decided, perhaps, that my embassy was takes t

not so foolish as he had thought at first. Together we went up bewild

the Hudson to Sing-Sing, where Rev. Dr. Randolph S. Foster criticis
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o heed. (now Bishop) was pastor of the M. E. Church. This noble man

he pa. had been President of the University at Evanston, and I wanted

iave n't his opinion and influence in my new enterprise. Cornelius J.

ht and Walsh's family had driven in their elegant carriage from Newark

idding to visit Dr. Foster. I remember my palpitations of heart as they.

ail asseinbled to hear me read my manuscript. Annie, the

uence, Doctor's gifted daughter, was the one I feared and loved the most ;

t that upon her verdict hung my hopes. I read the whole little book at

are so one sitting, and when I finished they all sat crying--it was a cir-

honor cie of white handkerchiefs, and nobody said a word.

of his How I loved them for their sympathy and thanked God for

ature. raising up such friends for Mary and for me!

Nich- Dr. Foster took the manuscript to the city next day. Har-

unmis- per & Brothers were his friends ; most of them had been his

brauce parishioners. They accepted it at once, asked the Doctor to

write an Introduction, which he did, and so the life of my sister,

t and playmate, and comrade came to the world.

Y owr What a delight were my beautiful proof-sheèts, the first I

there ever saw; what a marvel the letters that accompanied them from

Lester Thomas Glenn, the long-time proof-reader of Harpers, whose

wili penmanship seemed to me vastly plainer than print! What a

greed, comfort to dedicate the little book to my beloved parents! Dear

. We father said very little about it, but five years after, when he had

ear to passed away, we found a copy locked up with Mary's photograph

ers we in a secret drawer of his desk. And what a rude assault was the

s that Round Table criticism! Up to that time all had been plain sail-

ing ; the press, so far as I could learn, had dealt gently with the

of the record that was so sacred in my eyes. But one day a friend drew

have from his pocket a copy of the New York Round Table, and pro-

Gar- ceeded to read what Gail Hamilton afterward called "A bludgeon
n this criticism."

ot for It was my first heavy blow from a "reviewer," and it struck
of it, so deeply home that I can not forget it in any world. . In these

this, years, when to be " taken to task " is a matter of course, an! to
be bitterly blamed, or even cruelly maligned, is not uncommnon, I

me to have learned a calm philosophy that neutralizes the virus and

Swas takes the harm out of the wound. But in those days such blows

nt up bewildered me, more from their manner than their matter, for
oster criticism I -expected., and had been bred to believe that it was

511-I
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wholesome, which I do now believç with more intelligence than

I could bring to bear upon the subject then.

Being in need of money at one time, I wrote my publishers

that if they would give me a hundred copies I would forego the

ten per cent royalty on which we had agreed. This they did,

and that is all that ever came to me, except that in later years I

gave away a hundred or more copies furnished without charge by

them. In 1885 I bought the plates and presented them to our

own temperance publishing house in Chicago. This is a fair'

sample of the financial side of my pen-holder work.

Each new book is to me a new impoverishinent; I give them

away freely, never having been able to keep a book of ainy sort,

least of ail, my own, any more than I can an umbrella or a section
of the atmosphere. All of my ventures combined have not netted

me one thousand dollars.

From England I have encouraging accounts of the little

book's success, and I have had no more welcome greeting than

from those who, wherever I go, speak gently to me of the good

that Mary's life has done them. So the sweet young soul lives

on in minds made better by her presence, and still in artless

language tries to " tell everybody to be good.''

Messrs. Morgan & Scott, publishers of the English edition,

courteously allowed me a royalty amounting now to about two

hundred dollars.

As years go by I find that my jottings gain wider hospital-

ity, my last twô magazine articles having been for two monthlies

most unlike - Tlie Homiletic and The Forum. My article for the

first has been printed in full as a book entitled, "Woman in

the Pulpit," by D. Lothrop & Co., Boston.

And now, to sum up what I have learned by the things

sought, suffered and succeeded in, àlong my pathway, pen in

hand, let me urge every· young woman whose best vehicle of

expression is the written word, not to be driven from her king-
dom'by impatience-as was I.

i. If you can have a roof over your head, a table prepared

before you and clothes to wear, let them be furnished by your

natural protectors,' and do you study and practice with your

pen. Read Robert Louis Stevenson's revelations of how he

came to be a master of style; he worked and waited for it,

that is all.
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The fournalism of the Future. 513

2. If you must be self-supporting, learn the printer's trade
in a newspaper office. The atmosphere will be congenial; you
will find yourself next dooi- to the great world?; if you have
"faculty," the inky powers. will find it out and your vocation
will take you into fellowship.

3. The next best outlook is the teacher's desk. A majority
of our môst celebrated women writers were teachers once. The
life is intellectual and, though one of routine is not most favor-
able to the freedom that. a writer should enjoy, it conduces to
surroundings that enhance, xather than deteriorate, -the mental
powers. But imagination, that angel of mind, is a shy spirit and
breaks not readily to harness; while Pegasus in the tread-mill
sawing up the fire-wood of necessity is the sorriest spectacle alive.

But journalism will be a larger field to-morrow than it isto-day, and nine tenths of our literary aspirants, if they have the
divine call of adaptation and enthusiasm, 'will enter there.

Newspapers need women more than women need newspapers.
Fewer tobacco cobwebs in air and brain and a less alcoholic ink
are the prime necessities of the current newspaper. ~Mixed with
the miraculous good of journalism note the random statements
given to-day only that they may be taken back to-morrow. Note
che hyperbolism of heads not level, the sensationalism, the low
details not lawful.to be uttered, the savagery of the pugilist and

,baseball columns, the beery mental flavor, the bitter gall dipped
from the editorial inkstand and spattered on- political opponents.
In brief, note that newspaperdom is a camp- and not family
circle -a half sphere not a whole one.

But the.3ournalistic temperament is almost the finest in the
ld keen > kindprogressive,- and humanitarian. Take away~the lialuci mikInicotne and the craze of alcoholic dreams

and you 'wouiichave. remaining an incomparable set of brother-
hearted men, whose glimpses of God would be not at all infre-
quent. Anchor alongside these chivalric-natured experts, womenas gifted as themselves, and free from drug delusions; then, inone quarter century, you will have driven pugilists and saloon-
keepers, ward politicians and Jezebels from the sacred temple of
Journalism, and the people's daily open letter from the great
world shal be pure as a letter from home.

Until the bitter controversy about the Prohibition party's
33
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The Politics of te Future.

relation to politics, I have been.treated almost universally with

kind consideration by the editorial fraternity. I attribute this

to my brother's membership therein and to my own participation

in journalism, also to a certain kindliness that I believe belongs

to the journalistic temperament. There is much of the dramatie

in these editorial brethren and the theory on which I account

for the oceans of abuse that they seem to dip up out of their

inkstands, is that each in thought separates his own genial per-

sonality from the dreadful pen-and-ink dragon who writes the

perfunctory editorials and paragraphs.

It seems to me this is a great evil, doing incalculable harm to have ti

their own nature and character, and greatly diminishing the sum great c

total of the world's good will. If the politics of the future can not I have
be more reasonable, if men and women can not discuss great ques- tunity.;

tions without using abusive epithets, then the true civilization De Qui
is a long way off. I confidently believe that all of this sanguin- not int

ary style of writing is but an unconscious reminiscence in the mere p1

editorial brain of the cruel bloodshed of his ancestors when they felt gui]

matched spear with spear instead of fighting at the pen's point Elizabe

alone. Surely this will wear away and we shall learn to think him anc
and speak with the utmost personal kindliness concerning our for temn

't
opponents in the field of politics. Itp:
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per- PEOPLE I HAVE MET.

the I console myself as regards many famous personages that I

to have tried.to give them a little peace of their lives. Attracted by

sum great characters far more than by any other magnetin this world,

sumo I have visited their haunts on both sides of the sea at every oppor-
n not tunity.; have gone scores of miles out of my way to stand beside

ques- De Quincey's grave, and Coleridge's and Wordsworth's, but have

not intruded upon the living objects of my admiration, for the
guin mere purpose of the sight, save in a single instance, which I have

the felt guilty over ever since ; to Longfellow, at my request, my friend
they Elizabeth Stuart Phelps gave me a note of introduction, saying to

him and me, "I think she has earned it by her honest, hard work

Oinkfor temperance."

It has been my good fortune, however, to have had .many a

glimpse of those the world calls great. I have seen the motherly

Queen of England graciously distributing prizes to the peasantry

at Windsor Castle; the dignified Emperor Napoleon-III. driving

in state along the Champs Elysées ; the nartial Emperor Will-

iam saluting the enthusiastic crowd from his box at the Imperial

Opera House in Berlin; the handsome Pope.of Rome pronouncing

benedictions at St. Peter's; the ponderous Sultan of Turkey rid-

ing to the Mosque of Santa Sophia, and several Presidents of the

United States in the parlors of /the White House.

But my most cherished memories are not of thos'e whose
heads were crowned by virtue of rights not in the least divine.

Only the world's true aristocracy, its kings and queens in the

better realms of literature, art, science and humanity, have held
sway over my loyal heart. ,In seeking to pay them worthy

tribute, I have found that such reminiscences alone would fill a

volume. Within the limits allotted here, I can sketch but a few

out of the scores by whose presence, as well as by their grand.
words and lives, my life and character have been enriched.



A TIlorouag A merican Type.

HANNAH WHITALL SMITH. hear 1

furnis
Among the friends who have been most helpful to me is Mrs. T

Hannah Whitall Smith, wife of Robert Pearsall Smith, of Phila- *d a
delphia. Mrs. Smith is the author of " The Christian's Secret of where
a Happy Life," a book that has reached numerous editions and
been translated into eight languages; a book from which I had and li

already derived great advantage in my spiritual life before ever

meeting her who has long been to me like "the shadow of a
great rock in a weary land."S(

The first time I ever saw this noble woman was when I spoke vansar

for the first time in the city of Philadelphia, and was informed by Passin,

those having the meeting in charge that she was to conduct the and a 1

devotional exercises. I was not a little impressed by the honor I then

and pleasure 'of having her associated with mè, and when a tall and lei

woman of strong physique, not stout, but far from thin, walked up assistai

the steps into the pulpit with a business-like air, her fine, beaming unreco

countenance, motherly tones,.and warm grasp of the hand made Vast de

me at ease with her at once. From that hour we have been warn her in(

friends, and her home seems like my own, so often has she said but it

to me, "When thee comes to my house thee is to do just exactly should

as thee likes, and while thee is here the house and all we have is she doe

thine." This most hospitable mansion at Germantown, in the mediate

suburbs of Philadelphia, has been a refuge to me many a time, expensE

more so than any other of the thousand homes that have so shall bt

kindly opened their doors to me, except " Rest Cottage," and under t

"Weary Woman's Rest," as I call the beloved Aubuindale tary, an

home of Anna Gordon. like it,

I did myself the pleasure to sketch " H. W. S. at length in that thc

"Woman and Témperance," but a large volume would hardly, the wid<

suffice to show the many-sided amplitude of character with which in a wid

this woman, a thorough Americari type and one of our choicest,is from thE

endowed. Her sunny spirit has hardly its peer for sustained themseli

ccheerfulness in all the shining· ranks of the W. C. T. U., with may be.

which she has been associated almost from the beginning. The Mai

Bible -readings given by her at-our National Conventions are the women

most unique religious meetings I have ever attended. Her Ex- Powers E

pository Leaflets on " Chariots," the " Crusade Psalm," and ground

other subjects,have had an immense sale among our local unions harebell

where they are reproduced to the great advantage of all who at once

516
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hear them. Once a month, for many years, Mrs. Smith has

furnished us one of these inimitable readings.
Mrs. Their eldest daugfiter, Mary Whitall Costelloe, having mar-

Phila- ried an English barrister, the family now reside in London, but
:ret of wherever they are, their noble character, varied accomplish-
s and ments, and great wealth are consecrated to the cause of "God
I had and home and every land."

e ever
MARY A. LATHBTJRY.

of a
Some twelve summers ago I was in that great literary cara-

spoke vansary called the Methodist Book Rooms, Broadway, New York.

ed by Passing the editorial doors, a soft voice called me from within,

et the and a timid hand touched my arm, as Mary A. Lathbury, whom

honor I then saw for the first time, said to me, " Won't you come in

tal and let me talk to you a little ? She had just been chose:i

-ed u assistant editor of the Sunday-School Advocate; a position of an

amin unrecognized sort, in which a woman has an opportunity to do a

made vast deal of hard work without anybody being any the wiser as to

iher individuality. TThis will be considered a crabbed remark,

e said but it always seemed to me that a woman, as well as a man,

should have the happiness of an honest recognitiqn for the good

ave is she does and the help she brings to any enterprise. My own im-

in the mediate corps of lieutenants in the office amuse themselves at my

time, expense because I insist on devising some responsible name that

ie s shall belong to each of them, preferring not to bunch them all

and under the general name of clerks, but naming one, office secre-

r:ndale tary, another, department secretary, etc., and yet I believe they
like it, all the same, and recognize, as I do, that it is simply just

gth in that those who do the work should have the pleasure of forming

hardly the wider circle of friends naturally belonging to those who work

which in a wide field. I also think it an advantage to the work itself,

cest,is from the added individuality and enthusiasm of tiose who give

tained themselves, body, soul, and spirit, to the enterprise, whatever it

Swith may be.

The Mary A. Latfibury is one o- the most delicate, crocus-natured

te the women that I know. She takes strong hold of the nutritive

er E. powers of the universe, so that no amount of cold above the·

and ground can make her less hardy, and yet she is as fragile as a

ons harebell to look upon, and as shinking as a mimosa. We were

who at once acquainted and our rapport has been wel-nigh perfect

r
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çver since. She had planned her pretty Bay-Window Department -t
and asked me many questions that I could not answer, about in- o
genious ways of interesting children and young people. I told b
her all I knew and more besides, which did not take long, and h
went my way, enriched by the knowledge of one more beautiful a
soul. As I am somewhat of a questioner, I then and-there learned

from her much of her history and aspirations. She came from a

quiet New York village; was converted early, and as she knelt iii

consecration, knowing that she had some special gifts of brain w

and hand, she there specifically dedicated them to the worship of be

the Master whom she loved and the humanity for whose sweet id

sake He gave.Himself to sorrow and to death. I think she told wi

me that just then flashed on her fancy a series of pictures, since se

embodied in a beautiful book entitled "Out of Darkness Into w

Light," where the progress of a human spirit is typified iii the life m

of a young man. She has gone on her shining way, with light se

always -falling on her pencil from the celestial country toward in

which her course is steadfast. As we had no money, I early a

asked her to design for us a picture for our children's pledge card, Jo
and a seal for our National Society, so we call sweet Mary Lath- co

bury our "special artist." She has also written for us beautiful wo

hymns, and'shares with Rev. Dr. Rankin, the celebrated author St

of some of the choicest contributions to our modern hymnals, the an

title of our poet laureate. In the Centennial year Miss Lathbury do
wrote what seems to me the finest hymn of that epoch, beginning, to

"Lift up, lift up thy voice with singing, ha
Dear land, with strength, lift up thy voice! Ca

The kingdoms of the earth are bringing
Their treasures to thy gates, rejoice! "

than the lamented Philip P. Bliss's and Miss Lathbury's in that i
celestial song Another of her hyffns written for white ribboners. an
begins thus:

"Room for the truth, make room before tus, bl
.For trutli and righteousness to stand !

And plant the blessed banntr o'er us, " ~at

For God and Home and Native Land!" wei
Miss Martha Van Marter succeeded to Miss Lathbury's place whc

when'the latter'sgracious and growing fame led her into the path- the

waysoartistic book-making, and the two women have set up goit



A Great Religious Sect.

>artment their rest together in New York where a handsome little neplWw

.bout in- of Miss L. furnishes a model for many of her fairy faces, and is

I told bound to grow up. under the hallowed influences of this pure

>ng, and home,,to be one of the new-fashioned men that shall help bring

eautiful about the new-fashioned world of men and women.

learned
REV. DR. JOHN HALL.

e from a

knelt in Some years ago, when the Presbyterian General Assembly

of brain was held in Madison, Wis., I attended with Mrs. Elizabeth Hib-

rship of ben and Mrs. Hinckley, who were at that time respectively pres-

e sweet idents of the W. C. T. U. of Illinois .and of Wisconsin. We

she told wished to bring a knowledge of our methods to these good, con-

es, since servative men, leaders of a great religious sect. But as we knew

ess Into we should not be admitted to their sanhedrim, we ariranged for a

the life meeting in a church near by at an hour when thev were not in

ith light session and the local union of Madison sent a tasteful ticket of

toward invitation to each member. There was a good attendance, and

I early among others the massive form and kindly face of Rev. Dr.

ge card, John Hall, of New York City, dignified the audience. He was

Lath- courteously invited to open the meeting with prayer, but said he

eautiful would prefer to witness the proceedings first, so the Rev. Dr.

author Stryker, who~is not afraid of the white ribboners, prayed for us,

als, the and then we three women spoke as we were moved. Coming

athbury down from the pulpit I met Dr. Hall for the first time, who spoke

inning, to me most gently from his tall height, and asked if he could

have an interview with me next day. We arranged one in the

Capitol building, where the Presby'terian Assembly held its ses-
sions. I invited my two partners in distress,,to a'company me,

and for an hour or more we had a talk that was to me sur-
ch other prising. In substance Dr. Hall said that he had been convinced

in that I had a mission as a public speaker; he wishel to tell me this

bboners and to beg me to confine my speeches wholly to the members of

my own sex. He said the Bible clearly taught this, and he

believed it to be his duty kindly to urge this truth upon my

attention. He also spoke about the sacerdotal line, and that while

we might accomplish good, he very much questioned if, on the

's place whole, we had not already done still more harm; preaching was

e path- the work of men set apart to do it, and there were now so many

set up goiug about with Bagster Bibles under their arms who could
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520 "Sew on Bu/ions and Make the Ket/te Boil."

imitate Mr. Moody in nothing save that action, that he feared the attair
' sanctity of the clerical office and its high prerogatives were not glanc

so clearly defined in the popular mind as they would otherwse glanc
be. Mrs. Hinckley was ,visibly burt by his words and çose to yond<
leave, saying, " With such a curse on hand in this country as the of a i
drink habit and-the liquor traffic, I wonder that any man dares
to speak as you have done to a woman like our president. To I
me it seems that you would frustrate the grace of God. You sav a wh<
that woman's place is in the home. I grant it, and if you will he di<
discover a way by which you can protect our homes and our wick
boys from the wolves that howl upon their track, I will gladly did al
stay at home with my four little boys for the remainder of mv first i
days to sew on buttons and make the keitle boil." The great great
man inclined his head slightly, saying, " Indeed, madam, I hope thirty
your boys may grow up good and happy." His entire stress night
was laid upon the personal conversion of drinking men, and so from <
far as he could seem to see there was nothing beyond this in the admit
temperance reform. I told him of our work among the children: ly pa<
that the mother-hearts of the land were working along the line occur
of prevention, rather than spending all their time on reformation. psalm
We talked to him of prohibition, but met*îvith small response. old Pi
He was very kind and thoughtful, but spoke to us out of one Sion, I
world and we answered him out of another. One of us said to as I s1
him, " Is it not possible, Doctor, that in yo~r church, the most as the
costly in the United States, surrounded by millionaires as you are, street.
you may not have as broad a view of this great question as we his m:
whose lives are spent among the people?" " Indeed," he an- and I
swered, " the best members of my church are servant-girls." and k
"'But servantrgirls do not set the key-note of public opinion in would
your church," was the response. He assured us that he never cate c.
tasted wine, no matter at whose table he might be, which we ribbot
were very glad and grateful to find out... On the whole, the inter- We s]
view was rather unsatisfactory to all concerned, and as we left death.
him I remember saying, "It is impossible for you, Dr. Hall, born
and reared in Ireland and in the Presbyterian fold, to have any ]
conception of the outlook of an American woman, of all that city tc
stirs in her brain and heart. Some day when we get home to plishn
heaven, I expect to see you high up among the shining ones and More i
from a very low place close bythe door, if I am so happy as to a seer
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ed the attain so much, I expect to look up at you with an inquiring

glance, recalling to you this interview, and that you will then
re not

glance down toward me and the look will mean, 'Sister, awayerwise
se to yonder in the little planet Earth, when I reproved you for speaking

as the of a pute life to my brother-men, I was egregiously mistaken.

dares FRANCIS MURPHY.

To I first met Francis Murphy at Old Orchard Beach, finding him

>u say a whole-hearted, genial man.' I invited him to come-to Chicago;

Swill he did so, and held meetings for several nights. I engaged Bruns-

d our wick Billiard Hall for him, and my brother, through his paper,

ladly did all he could to help the movement on, but for some reason his

f my first visit was not successful, though subsequently he has had

great great audiences and good results.~ I was in Pittsburgh when

hope thirty different churches in the city and suburbs were packed each

stress night with Murphy meetings and he was conveyed in a carriage

nd so from one to another of the principal audiences, sometimes being

n the admitted through a window because the aisles were as thorough-

dren: ly packed as the pews.. I was myself at a meeting where this

line occurred, in the United Presbyterian Church, where they sang

tion. psalms, and such a breaking up of form-ality as this was for staid

onse. old Pittsburgh can not be described. I also spoke on that occa-

f one sion, in thé Episcopal Church, packed after the same manner, and

id to as I stood inside the chancel rail, I could hardly believe my eyes

most as the motley throng rolled in out of the human tides along the

u are, street. Had Brother Murphy's constructive plans been equal to

s we his magnetism, he would have excelled any reformer of our time,

an- and I am constrained to say that if he had adhered to prohibition

irls." and kept along side by side with the W. C. T. U., his influence

n in would have been incomparably greater, but a high-license advo-

never cate can not under any circumstances be acceptable to the white

h we ribboners. Prohibition is our watch-word and our guiding star.

inter- We shall follow where it leads, though it be to prisons and to

e left death.

bon DR. WM. H. HOLCOMBe.

any Mrs. Judge Merrick, of New Orleans, introduced me in that
that city to Mrs. Anna Y. Waugh, a Boston woman of g'reat accom-

e to plishments, who had lived in many foreign countries; known
and more remaxOkable people than almost any one I ever met and was

as to a seer in her own right. This lady took me to see Dr. William



A Woman " Knight of Labor."

H. Holcombe, a Nortliern gentleman for many years resident in side

the Crescent City, and its leading homeopathic physician. Many repr
years before I had read this gentleman's curious book, "In Both ng's
Worlds," an account of the supposed whereabouts of Lazarus very
during his absence from the body, as determined by Swedenbor- Prob
gian standards. I had also read many of his religious articles confe

and his ingenious putting of the Christian Scientists' philosophy. any
That the doctor has a wide and lofty soul, and one totally fear-
less, no one can disbelieve who thinks his thoughts after him. figur
What was my surprise, not knowing that he had cognizance of healt

me, to hear him say as my name was announced, " Oh, I know a ha
about you, and I regard you as a man-spirit sent into this sphere stron
of being to help the women up-they are too passive, they're like ear-
sheep, they've been dogged so long that they'll never rally without twel

a man-spirit to go before them, shëpherd-fashion." Not a little but

taken aback by this greeting, I said, " But, Doctor, I'm a woman, Conv
and it is my greatest glory to be one." prese

"O yes, .I know you are 'for the present distress ' and to moth
fulfill your ambassadorship, but 11l the same, what I tell you is the
truth, and you'll find it out some day," was his final affirmation, thing
for I speedily dismissed the subject and talked to him of the said
psychical themes in which he has long been a specialist. got O

Chic
MRS. ELIZABETH' RODGERS. said t

When the Knights of Labot held their great convention at
Richmond, Va., a score of women appeared and were heartily
-received as delegates. Chief among these was Mrs. Elizabeth answ<

Rodgers, Master Workman of District No..24, Chicago. Always say, f
desirous of meeting remarkable womüen, I ascertained her address, talk

asked an interview, and received a cordial invitation.
So I went; in an unfamiliar, but reputable part of the city, ance,

where the street-car patrons are evidently wage-workers, I was conci

welcomed to a small, but comfortable, modern house by a woman ment
who came to the door with sleeves rolled up and babe in arms.
Sbe was the presiding officer over all the Knights of Labor in ba1i
Chicago and the suburbs, except the Stock Yards division. Her bring
orders came directly from " Brother Powderly " (as she calls
him), and'were by her promulgated to the local societies, includ-
ing fifty thousand or more working men and women. She pr "we
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" Dekgate No. 8oo, Knig-hts of Labor."

lent in sided once a fortnight over a meeting of three hundred, who

Many represent the mass ; and when I asked her " if sbe studied Cush-

1 Both ing's Manual" she replied, " Indeed, I do; for these men are

azarus very wide-awake, and on the watch to see if 1 make mistakes."

enbor- Probably no parallel instance of leadership in a woman's hands,

rticles conferred by such peers, can be cited in this country, if indeed in

;ophy. any other.

y fear- Mrs. Rodgers is about forty years of age; height medium;

-him. figure neither stout nor fragile; complexion fair, clear, and

nce of healthful; eye an honest^gray; mouth sweet and smiling; nose

know a handsome, masterful Roman; head square and fulil; profile

sphere strong and benignant. I was glad to note her fair, unpunctured .
re like ear-a proof of wholesome instincts. She has been tbe motber of

ithout twelve children, ten of whom are now living. The youngest was

little but twelve days old when her mother started for the Richmond

oman, Convention, where the baby was made " Delegate No. 8oo," and
presented by the Knights with a silver cup and spoon, and the

nd to mother with a handsome Knights of Labor gold watch.

is the "My husband always 'believed that women should do any-

ation, thing they liked that was good and which they could do well,"

)f the said Mrs. Rodgers, proudly ; "but for hini, I never could have
got on so well as a Master Workman. I was the first woman in
Chicagoto join the Knights. They offered us the chance, and I
said to myself, 'There must be a first one, and so 'll go forward.'"

ion at "How do you speak to them? " I asked.

artily "Oh, just as I do here to my children at home," she

abeth answered, simply. "I have no time to get anything ready to

lways say, for I do, and always have done, all my own work, but I just

dress, talk as well as 1 can at the time."

And that is well enough, for Mrs. Rodgers is ready of utter-

city, ance, with a round, clear voice, gentle and womanly, and that

was concise and pointed method of expression which shows her

oman mental faculties to be thoroughly well in hand.

arms. "Our leaders are all in favor of temperance and the woman's
>or in ballot, and every other thing that's -good," she said, " and will

Her bring the rank and file up to these things as soon as they can."

calls "Some people object to you because of your secrets," I said.

clud- "Oh, we are not a regular secret society," she answered,

pr& we have no such ways as the Masons; no oath in such a sense
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as they have. We are like the Good Templars, with a 'grip,, law

that we may know each other, and a 'password,' that strangers the

may not get in, and that's about all." ' Ch

" Then your only secret is that you have n't any?" I in- vers
quired, glad to learn this because opposed, by nature and by Rep

talk-
nurture, to close corporations.

"That's about it," she smilingly returned. the

Mrs. Rodgers got her training as, the chief officer of a local you
cate

board of the Knights of Labor, which- office she held four years, cate

and by the death of the District Master Workman became the ent
had

chief for our great city.

"We take no saloon-keepers," she said, "fnot even a saloon-

keeper's wife. We will have nothing to do with men who have only

capital invested in a business which is the greatest curse thepoor

have ever known; but wage-workers connected with the liquor anc

business are not forbidden to join, us." I told her I hoped the this
that

pl4gie of total abstinence might be made a test of membership,

and she heartily acquiesced in the plan. I spoke of the White nen

Cross movement, and my desire to enlist the Knights in its favor, citiz
the

leaving with her some of the literature and the petitions for the

protection of women and the prohibition of the liquor traffic. She dev

-seemed to me.a sincere Christian, and warmly seconded my state-

ment that "Mr. Powderly must have the help of God, or he could

not speak and act so wisely."

"The Socialists are our greatest trouble," she said. "Ail buil

they are good for is to agitate mischief and misrepresent us to the sati.

public. I do wish good and earnest people would join us, and

hold.the balance of power; then we could be a great blessing to

this country."

That is the key to the position. Out of this workingwoman 's

pure and motherly heart comes the appeal to all good people, and the
I pass it along, that we may, instead of standing off to find fault, ston

come near to help this blind Hercules of labor in its mighty

struggle toward a better day.

I told her of my w4rm sympathy with the labor movement

along the lines of coöperation,arbitration and the ballot box ; of ' ind
my advocacy of the eight-hour -law, the prohibition of child

labor, and the ownership by Government (that is by the people)

of all railway and telegraph lines; of my belief that the Sunday



A Propkecy of All We Prayed for.

, law is our chief bulwark of the .workingman's liberty and that

the New Testament is our best treatise on political economy and
Christ the only being whose life, law and love'can bring in uni-

versal brotherhood so that humanity will becoie one °great
[n-

I by Republic. Her fine face glowed with spiritual beauty while we

talked-ourselves a prophecy of all we prayed for-the Irish and

the Yankee woman, the Catholie and Methodist. " If such as

local you would only come and help us!" she repeated ; " if the edu-

ears cated and earnest would lend a hand, instead of standing off to

the criticise and blame us! We do the best we can, but we've not

had the chance to learn, and you folks could just set us on our

feet and put down the few loud-mouthed anarchists if you wouldoon-
only join us."

I told her I would like to do so and~to get all our temper-poor
- ance leaders to make common cause with them, but when I tried

quor
the this afterward, found it could not be done. Still it remains true

hip that the Local Assembly in every town and village draws young

it men away from the saloor, its debates help to naake them better

vor, citizens, and that the mighty Labor movement has, by outlawing

th the saloon socially, done more for, temperance than we who

She devote our lives to its propaganda have been able to achieve in

ate- the same period.

uld GLADSTONE.

Westminster Palace is by far the noblest pile of governmental
buildings that Europe furnishes. It is an eye-filling and a heart-

the satisfying portion. So stately, yet so sturdy, so solid, yet so

and gracious, that when one thinks of all it means touching the royal
g to English race,there is a spell on every thoughtful travelerwho

stands before the Parliament. Buildings at Westminster.
an s Once, when doing this, oblivious of al around me, I notieed

the gathering crowd at last, and some one said, "There is Glad-
m1t

ut stone!" He was not in 1870 so much my hero as he is now, but

as I looked ipon that tall and stalwart form, a.temple in itself,

that noble lead, bright countenance, on which goodness is
1ent

stamped, nô- iess plainly than' learning, and where the eyes are

indeed the windows of a wonderful soul, I could but féel that in
hild

this, the greatest leader of the century, England had a human
pie) offset to Westminster; for what one is among buildings, the

day other is among men.
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526 Founder of Wellesley College.

when
HENRY F. DURAT.we

woma
Henry F. Durant, founder of Wellesley College, was one of and s

the most agreeable men whom I have met, as well as one of the not s
handsomest, with his tall, perfectly proportioned figure, his noble Marg

head and brow, his hair, fine as silk and white as snow, partd in She
the middle, yet without any sign of effeminacy as the reýult, incap
his piercingI ack eye, classic nose and radiant smile. • His wife is and o

hardly Iéss agreeable than he was, devoted, unworldly, living the me\ta
life of her Lord, literally going about doing good to the lowest and years

the most forsaken of God's creatures.

--------- dre bundreids of tteoutcatFt city of Boston, Ïho, mintre~utcawho mains
if they knew'enough, would say,

" The blessings of her quiet life fell on me like the dew,

And good thoughts, where her footsteps passed, like fairy blossoms grew." B

When I went East in my early temperance pilgrimage, I first have

met Mr. Durant at Old Orchard, and he said to me, " I have built had t

a college as perfect and beautiful as any palace and I have dedi- versat

cated it to the girls of the nation. It is my firm resolve to have streets

only women in the faculty. You are a believer in the emancipa- marke

tion of women. I ask you to become a member of my faculty with a

when I have searched this country as with a lighted candle to any o

find the women whom I can .trust, but you deliberately decline. figure,

Come and see the college and it¿will give you everlasting regrets, she h

to say the least of it.' So I went out to Wellesley and saw its able

beauty, comparing favorably with the finest buildings that one

finds abroad. We lingered longest in the library, which was Mr.

Durant's delight, a perfect gem, as everybody truly said, and he

asked me again if this college were not my fitting place. But I

had turned.my face forever from the only educational institution head,

in all the world to which Iwas devotedly attached; and nothing so mu

that I could see anywhere. after that could ever give me regret tbe N

or hope. per y
MARY MORTIMER. women

turely
The first woman of remarkable gifts and reputation whom I ackLe

blc s
recall is Miss Mary Mortimer, for many years President of Miþ black

waukee Female College. She was a special friend of Catherine less of

Beecher, who brought her to the West when the college was h

founded. I remember the day shq came to our quiet farm-bouse



Smilen by the Sense of God.

when I was about fourteen years of age. · She was a small, plump

woman, with an asfonishingly impressive head, so high, so ample
e of and satisfying in its curves and arc'hes. Her face was kindly, but

the not specially impressive. Her conversation was more like that of
>ble Margaret Fuller than any other to which I have yet listened.

She was philosophie, humanitarian, prophetic in every utterance;

incapable of commonplace, smitten by the sense of God, of duty
:e iS atd of immortality, and devoted ¢ to the unfolding of woman's

the me\utal capabilities. Miss Mortimer was a figure that thirty

nd years\ later would have become central in the pantheon of Ameri-

cwgmen-Tn aeheardher talk-is-n-inspiration-that re-

ho, mains ith me unto this day.

ELIZABETH STUART PHELPS.

." By inýitation of Elizabeth Stuart Phelps (now Mrs. Ward), I

rst have repeâtèdly visited Gloucester, Mass., her summer home, and

ilt had the honôr and· pleasure of being her guest, hearing her con-

di- versation, and driving about with her through the old-fashioned

streets, where, whether she stops at the blacksmith's shop, the

pa- market or the humble home of some reformed man, she is greeted

îty with a reverence that I have almost never seen manifested toward

to any other person. Probably her hidden life, delicate face and

figure, the knowledge of her physical suffering and the great love

ts, she has shown to these poor people, chiefly account for this agree-

its able phenomenon.

>ne JOHN SWINTON.

he - One man of splend4 powers in New York City is John

Swinton, whom we sawin company with Mrs. Celia B. White-

head, the bright little "dress reformer," whose articles'attracted

so much attention in the Cloak and Dress Review. He left

et the New York Sun and a salary of twelve thousand dollars

per year, to devote himself to the cause of working men and

women. He is a man fifty-five, who, by reason of hair prema-

tely white, is often thought to be much older. He wears a

brack silk cap, his face is worn with years of night work, and his

black eyes are inscrutable. In his little office in Park Row, with
2e

less ofelbow-room than any journalist with whom I am acquainted,

e he writes John Swinton's Paper, and his sweet-voiced wife oppo-
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"Carlyle and Mazzini in One."

site answers letters and works at the subscription list. She is

constantly with him, and their mutual devotion is good to see. and
He asked us of our work, and I gave him a brief outline as did to t
Mrs. Barnes of her own beautiful mission for boys " up town." Poli
Then we told him we wanted to know his views-as much as

could be told in a few-*minutes. At this he began, and such a pap
cylopean talk as he gave us I never heard. It was Carlyle and now
Mazzini in one. Words were fairly dynamited from his lips. suc
They roared and rang, they scorched and hissed. Something of Jane
the primal energy of nature was in the man. He brushed aside strik
our favorite plans as if they had been butterfly wings in the lurid the'
flame of Chicago's conflagration. He rolled from that deep bass deiit

--chest his anatlhema maranatha against-our trifling expedïents, -tor

our straws to stay Niagara! He volleyed statistics of- the in- from
crease of pauperism and crime in New York, " a city that gives than

ten millions a year in charity "; he tore down our scaffolds for a be
building and uprooted our levers for lifting, until--as a face may brai
be so ugly as to seem positively handsome by the positiveness of jere
its quality-his pessimism approached the sublime. History was was

ransacked from Constantine onward to show that the year '89 in ladie

any century is the year of fate. hand

The fifth of Nehemiah was quoted as appropriate reading for belie

the epoch. It had been lately read at a workingmen's union and the p

they had no idea what book it came out of.! Hè told us to go, as

he had done last Sunday, to a district in New York, which he

described, where seven hundred thousand people are flung into

the chaos of poverty and crime; to watch the women and little son

children at work for a crust, as desperately as a drowning man Ann

works for a breath,- and he said, 'Anybody who can look at when

them, knowing the horror of their slime and sin, and not cut his wher

own throat, is a scoundrel." I forebore to remind himi that he studi

had thus looked, and still lived on! He summarized the horrors kind

of our present situation thus: Aggregation of the masses into rema1

great cities; aggregation of the money into monopolies; working largel

of women and children like beasts of burden; "and last of al, Swin

nearest the devil of all, is this danger (his voice was full of sand.

sulphurous portent here), this workingman, this Titan, this tempE

monster of the mud-sills, who in other crises has been but the. Ris V

bond-slave of wealth and power, this giant with the basal brain his ai

Steno;
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She is

:o see. and hairy hands, this Caliban has found his Cadmus; he begins

as did to think; he has learned how to read-and he is reading he

wn." Police Gaze/e!"

:h as When he was a New York boy, he said, but fifteen thousand

uch a papers were issued daily to one million five hundred thousand

e and now. Then, the shipping news was the staple article, aroiusing

lips. such questions as " Where is Hong-Kong?" "Where is Rio de
ng of Janeiro?" Now the news was of bursting bombs and monster

aside strikes, and the question, "How can I get my' hands upon

lurid the throat of the man who is richer thati I and choke him to

bass deth ? " -He shook his gfeat head and paused a moment in the
ients -tomnad-o- f-his-speech. -lifted a copy of John. Swin/on's Paper

e in- from-his desk and said, "'But here, my friend, is something better

gives than the Police Gaze//e. You at least would help these men to
s for a better road, ancl, little as you think of me, I would cool their
may brains from the alcohol delirium." He dropped the splendid

ess of jeremiad, smiled a radiant glance upon our quiet trio, said, " I
was was tired; I did not sleep last night. Am charmed to meet you

'89 in ladies; delighted by much that you have told me," and we shook

hands with him and his gentle monitor, and went on our way

g for believing that all of us, after our fashion, are trying to help solve

n and the problem of poor old Humanity's bewilderment and heartache.

o, as

h he NELSON SIZER.

into A most antithetical character to burly John Swinton is Nel-

littie son Sizer, for thirty years the head examiner of Fowler & Wells.
man Anna Gordon had a fancy that I should let him know who I was
k at when we dropped in onè day to look at the collection of casts,
t his whereupo' ihe proceeded to give me the benefit of his life-long
at he studies of the " bumps." I told him that mother always had a

rrors kind side for phrenology, one of her earliest and most oft-repeated
into remarks to me having been this: "You have combativeness

rking largely developed, my child." After a fashion as cheery as John
f all, Swinton seemed sad, Nelson Sizer is the talker among ten thou-

1 of sand. He seems to be endowed with the.balanced, or·" tempered
this. temperament,' as Henry Tuckerman, the essayist, used to call it.

t the Ris vocabulary is boundless, its pictorial quality exhaustless, and

brain his anecdotes many and apt. A skilled stenographer with a little

stenographic type-writing machine sat near him; agd as he walked

J
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530 Total Abstinence in the White House.

back and forth, between making his cranial observa s, Mr.
Sizer had only to speak his mind and the swift clic the ma-

chine did all the rest. When I told him of the tens of tousands
of letters receivedgnd written at Rest Cottage, he said, "And do

you people waste yourselves on that eternal scratching ? It is the

poorest of economy. You could quadruple yôur efficiency bv w

dictation." I asked him if he thought I could after a life-time of

thinking along a pen-holder learn to work in this easier harness,

and he said, " My own experience is that twenty days of this new tha

liberty Will make you quit the other method forever and a day.," coll
of

FRANCES POLSOM CLEVELAND. r'o

During the Cleveland administration I attended a reception whi

given at the White House to the Woman'sInternational Council, tion

and thought the President seemed somewhat taken back by the rub
invasion of such an army of representative women, although he Bee
was all that one could wish in the way of cordiality, and Mrs. the

Cleveland wore her usual dharming smile. I had seenher when dice
she was a school-girl at Wells College, where I went to speak by of i
invitation of the lady principal, Miss Smith, a life-long friend of Nat
my sister-in-law, Mary B. Willard. My niece, Katharine Will- and

ard, who was a student there, was one of Mrs.. Cleveland's force

special friends, and has received from her at the White House pers

many tokens of her loyal remembrance and affection. I spoke

to the young ladies at Wells College on the duty that girls owe to weîl
their country as well as themselves and the homes of the future, Tho
urging upon 1hem the motto, 'Noblesse oblige," and I remember chur

that my niece and Miss Folsom accompanied me in the omnibus that
to the railway train, and seemed entirely sympathetic with what saw,
I had said. Mrs. Cleveland has written me letters showing her well,
devotion as a Christian woman to what she believes to be right, whe
and assuring me of her steadfast total abstinence principles. I

hold her in the highest honor and regard, and believe that no a

woman of ber age has ever had it in her power and in her heart iend

to do more for.the sacred cause of temperance. The position of saW
a total abstainer in the White House is, of necessity, a difficult to sp

one, because of the inevitable contact with the representatives him

of other nations whose temperance ideas are even less advanced 'true2
than those of our own high officials. not 1
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s, Mr. THE BEECHER FAMILY.

ae ma- When but a school-girl, the sense of the-worshipful in me
Lsands
snds bowed down before the first member of this magnificent family
isd doe that my eyes had yet'beheld; the woman who had built her
is the whole life into the rising.temple of woman's work and worth. I
cy by looked for " somebody wonderful to behold."
ime of
rness, tCatherine Beecher was really the first distinguished woman

s new that I met. On one of her trips to visit and inspect her favorite
college at Milwaukee, she came to Evanston and was the guest

of my friend and benefactress, Mrs. Dr. Kidder. I entered the

room where I was told she was, with a feeling of appropriate awe,

eption which was, however, soon dispelled by the wholly unconven-

uncil, tional manner of the sturdy little woman who was putting on her

y the rubbers preparatory to a walk. She seemed to me essentially

gh he Beecherish, like a lump of ore out of the mine, not smelted in

Mrs. the miii of custom nor hammered into shape on the anvil of preju-

when dice. To me the Beecher family has always lived in a Valhalla

ak by of its own, and been an original force, strong and refreshing as

end of Nature herself. My parents were never done talking about them

Will- and holding them up as examples.- I have improved every un-

land's forced opportunity to meet the different members, and have had

ouse personal acquaintance with eight out of the twelve.

spoke At Elmira, where I had the pleasure of being a guest in the
we to well-known water-cure conducted by the 'Gleason family, I met
uture, Thomas K. and Mrs. Beecher in their own home, and in their

mber church at an evening sociable. Brother Thomas vas so genial
nibus that I said to his wife, " He is one of the most affable mep I ever
what saw, and yet I had been told he was a man of moods.' "Ah,
g her well," she answered in her cheery tones, "you have seen my bear
right, when his coat was stroked. the right way, and I'm glad of it."

. Henry Ward Beecher was always my mother's hero beyond
at no ail other men. His sermons were her Sunday reading in the Inde-
heart bendent and the Christian Union for many a year. She never
ion of saw him until in one of his last trips West he came to Evanston
fficult to speak, and it grieved me that in my absence she failed to meet

tives him personally, for he never had a warmer friend or one more
nced true and steadfast in the night of his great calamity. She would

not hear a word against him, and her sturdy strength, when



A Grown-up Boy.

almost every one around her wavered, gave me a new sense of her danj

native force of character. if I:

Mr. Beecher was more than any other man, a grown-up boy. t.at
stmeg

It was seen in his whole manner. The.very way in which he alw
would take off that broad felt hat and tuck it under the chair or why
pulpit as he sat down; the way in which he would push back his not.

hair and drum with his fingers on the chair- arm ; the curious for- habi

getfulness that frequently led him to wear his rubbers into the to t

pulpit and stand up in them to preach, showed the unpremeditated Boot
character of his words and thoughts. His ''Lectures to Young delij
Men" was one of the first books read by my brother and me. on p

His papers on Pomology were special pets with my father, who stror
papes onPonilog wer speîa1ing i

was as fond of horticulture as Beecher himself. .

In 1876, by invitation of Mary A. Livermore, I was her abou

guest for a day at the Tw«in Mountain House, New Hampshire. that

Mr. and Mrs. Beecher were there as usual. I sat at the same

table, but not near enough to speak beyond the mere âcknow1- by t
edgment of the introductions with which I was then for the'first side<
time honored. the

Next morning, the guests of the hotel all gathered in the to d

parlors, as the custom 'was, and Mr. Beecher conducted family wall
prayers. In my pocket testament I find these notes, penciled at cam

the time: "
TwIN MOUNTAIN HousE, August I8, 1876. this

As usual Mr. Beecher conducted morning prayers. Hon. William

Wheeler, a worthy candidate for vice-president, was present, ,also Mrs.

Beecher and Mrs. Livermore. The exposition of Romans xiv. and the the

prayer of Mr. Beecher were memorable and beautiful and helpful to my Presj

soul. -There was in them so much of breadth, of strength and gentleness. back
In a word, they had the Christ-like spirit. He desired us to ask questions.

and mine was on the twenty-first verse,. "It is good neither to eat flesh nor trf-i

to drink wine.)

Mr. Beecher was very earnest in his reply. "It is just like this," he that

said :""Suppose there is a precipice out by a school-house where many chl- seem

dren are assembled. Suppose that half way down that precipicé there is a wher

spring I specially enjoy, and, strong man that I am, I can go down there the 1
safely, by a narrow path, dangerous to many, but not to me. Suppose

that the children are determined to go down there after me and won't

,believe the path is dangerous since they see that I tread it with impunity. such

Some of them that try it fall and break their necks and others are lamedi for w
for life. Now what sort of a man, much more, what sort of a Christian and
should I be, if, under these circumstances, I persisted'in going down that
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se of her dangerous path? Nay verily, if I have one particle of magnanimity of soul,
if I have been at all taught of Christ, I shall'put a good, strong fence across
that path and never tread it any more. That's my position on the total ab-

-Up boy. stinence question; that's why I am, myself, a total abstainer and shall
rhich he always be unless I take alcoholic drinks by a physician's prescription. For
chair or why should I insist on drinking wine, even if I were fond of it? which I am

back his not. It would do me no special good, and what I gain in character by the

ous for- habit of studying the good of others is an incalculable and an eternal gain."
Mr. Beecher then went on to say that relative to the question of going

into the to the theater he held the same position. "I would like to see Edwin
editated Booth," hesaid; "I would like to see Ristori and greatly would it have

Young delighted me to watch Rachel, but I was never in a theater in my life, and

and me. on precisely the same basis that I never drink wine." He also testified

er, who strongly against the use of tobacco in any form. • I asked him about speak-
ing in a criticising way of people, and his answer was most noble; I wish in
these iotes I could but do it justice, the gist of it was this: have no rule

was her about it, but keep your own heart so full of loving kindness that the words

pshire. that brim over will take care of themselves.

he same At the great meeting arranged for me in Plymouth Church
cknow- by the Brooklyn Woman's Christian Temperance Union, he pre-
the'first sided, saying, just before I came forward, " Pardon me, if I leave

the platform to sit beside my wife-I almost never get the chance
d in the to do so in this church, you see ;" and after I had finished he
d family walked up the steps, smiling, and pointing toward me as he
nciled at came, then turning to the audience, he said in his dramatic way,

"And yet--she can not vote! Are n't you ashamed, men, that
1876. this shoùld be?"
William

I was grateful indeed to him for thus clearly taking sides with
also Mrs.
. and the the sacred cause of women's enfranchisement-but then, he was

ful to my President of the "American Woman Suffrage Association" away
entleness. back in 1870. I had spoken as strongly as I was able in favor
questions of prohibition as the best method of dealing with the liquor

fiesh nlor trffic, and he saiSi distinctly, "Not a word has been uttered, but

this," he that we all know to be just and true and right." This too

any chil- seemed-natural, for was not his very first temperance speech,
there is a when he was an Amherst collegian, in favor of a law against

ow n there the liquor traffic?

Suppose After these two sermons in a sentence, he proceeded to make
and wont

impunity. sucih a "collection speech'" as outdid all I ever heard elsewhere

are lamedi for wit and wisdom. Of course everybody " stayed through"

Christian and the baskets came back actually full-I have never seen
down that them thus except on that occasion.



Sermons on Evolulion.

I believe him to have been in hearty accord with us of the

white'ribbon movement, except as he was led away by the an

"high-license " theory, like many another good,. but deceived bu

man in New York, Brooklyn and elsewhere. hi

The last time I ever saw him was in 1886 ,as he desceided

from his pulpit after the sermon. Having heard in later days th

that he had abjured his total abstinence principles, I went to sal

him and said : int

Mr. Beecher, I am denying what the papers say about it

your drinking wine and ale - that is what you expect of me I ter

hope?' mi

He smiled, shook hands cordially and answered as the throng lov

pressed upon him, " Yes, you are right-I stand where I always

did, but I have no harsh word for my brethren in the ministry

who do not sec as I do." This was his testimony the last time I to

ever heard his kindly voice and it outweighs all testimony uttered an

against him. dia

I did not agreeýwith his theology, but all the same I bought his

and read his '"Sermons on Evolution " and extracted any amount trin

of spiritual nutriment therefrom for my soul's growth. By the bre

same token I do not live upon theology, but " by the faith of the the

Son of God," and while I glory in %the great men who, in the eol

name Qf exact science, defend that formulation of the faith bre

which my orthodox .home cherished, in which I was trained me

and from which I shall never depart, I can cherish Henry Ward ope

Beecher too, and it would be the joy of my life if I were sure to à

that I loved Christ as well as he did. our

Mr. Beecher had a most inconvenient capacity for seeing him

both sides-hence, men of electrotyped nature called him incon- a d

sistent. He was not " all of a piece " like certain accurate and be

exact mifids, hence whoever sentenced him on the evidence of any I c

single sentence he had uttered was sure to do him wrong. Per- clea

haps the most salient instance of this is that one about " Bread of c

and water " so often and so absurdly quoted to prove him an aris- tont

tocrat and the enemy of wage-workers. But to reason thus is ence

to make a pyramid stand on its apex, for the whole body of divin- for

ity that flis character and words have given to the world is one clou

that glorifies work as a sacrament and makes ",the reign of the lfe.

common people 'essential to the .worlc's redemption. of h
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of the "lHe had his faults'; yes, so he had-like all the greatest

by the and best souls -of whom he was one of the best and greatest;

-ceived but, somehow, like my dear old motlbr, I dearly love to praise

him-he has been blamed so much!

cended Genius would rather go and tell its story to the whole world

tr days than to an individual. There is no stronger proof of its univer-

rent to sality than this. Poets and heroes always take the human race

into their confidence-and to the everlasting credit of the race let

about it be said, that confidence is not abused! "The great, but scep-

f me I tered sovereigns who still rule our spirits from their urns," the

mighty men of whom "the world talks while they sleep," have

throng loved the world, bemoaned it and believed in it. Henry Ward

lways Beecher was one of these.

inistry An æolian harp is in my study window as I write. It seems

time I to me the fittest emblem of him who has gone to live elsewhere

ttered and left our world in some sense lonely. The compass of its

diapason is vast as the scope of his mind; -its tenderness deep as

ought his heart ; its pathos thrilling as his sympathy; its aspiration

mount triumphant as his faith. Like him it is attuned to every faintest

y the breatl of the great world-life, and like his, its -voice searches out

of the the innermost places of the human spirit. Jean Paul says of the

in the meolian harp, that it -is, like nature, " passive before a divine

faith breath " and in him who has gone from us there was .this ele-

rained mental receptivity of God. Other nature> have doubtless devel-

Ward oped that God-consciousness which is the sum of all perfections,

e sure to à degree as wonderful as .Mr. Beecher did, but what other, in
our time, at least, has been en rapport so perfect with those about

seeing him that they could share with him this blissful consciousness to

incon- a degree as great? John Henry Newman says, " To God must

te and be ascribed the radiation of genius." No great character of whom

ofany I can think illustrates that most unique and felicitous phrase so

Per- clearly as Henry Ward Beecher. His was the great, radiating spirit

Bread of our nation and our age. For fifty years his face' shone, his

1 ans- tones vibrated, his pen was.electric with the sense of a divine pres-

us is ence, not for his. home only, not for his church or his nation, but

divin- for Christendom. He radiated all that lie absorbed and his capa-

is one cious nature was the reservoir of all that is best in books, art, and

f the life. But as fuel turns to fire, and oil to light, so in the laboratory

of his brain, the raw materials of history, poetry and science were



In the Alembic of Menory.

wrought over into radiant and radiating forces which warmed and

illumined human souls. Plymouth Church was- themost home-

like place that could be narged; its pulpit a glowing fireside ever

ready to cheer the despondent and warm those hearts the worlci

had chilled. No man ever spoke so often or wrote so much whose

classic, historic, and poetical allusions were so few, but the potency

of every good thing ever learned by him who was an insatiable

student of nature and an omnivorous reader of books, was all

wrought, in the alembic of his memory, into new forms and com-

binations. He intersphered so perfectly with the minds and

hearts about him, that he seemed to then a veritable possession.

The interpenetrative character of bis mind has not been matched,

for the reason that lie was that doubly dowered phenomenon-a

great brain mated to a heart as great. This royal gift of sym-

pathy enabled him to make all lives his own ; hence, he so under-

stood as to have charity for all. As Sir James Mackintosh has

said, "If we knew each other better, it would not be to love each

other less." It was because, in human measure, our great friend

"knew what was in man " that men so loved him.

"What I aspired to be

And was not. comforts me,"

is the sweet song in minor key that every heart has sometime

sung. Our friend knew these aspirations better than any other

preacher of lis time, and spoke out frankly of them to his

brother men. Since rerence uttered the words, no life has echoed

them so roundly as this life now transplanted to the skies, " I am

human and whatever touches humanity touches- me." For this

reason he was born a patriot, a philanthropist and a reformer.

We read of "epoch-making books," but here was an epoch-mak-

ing character.

Goethe said that when any one did a great deed, the world

at once formed a conspiracy to. prevent him from ever doing

another The demands of a personal nature that come to every

person of the least achievement-demands for "inflooence," as

the la ented Nasby taught us to say; for letters, autographs, and

"sit ations," were what this greatest of the Germans meant.

Em rson says in tones of pathos, "Why should we desecrate

no e and beautiful souls by intruding on them?" Why should

we, indeed ? If we will but leave them free, they wil1last longer
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d and and accomplish more in those great lines of thought and action

home- that they and we both have at heart. I was sorry that Charles

e ever Sumner said tn Juli'a Ward Howe-if indeed he did so say, as was

worlci reported-when she came to hitn for help in the care of a poor

whose negro, " Madam, I am trying to lift up a race, do not ask me to

otency take my time for individuals." I do not think that Henry Ward

itiable Beecher would ever have said that, but we can ourselves defend

as all the magnanimous souls who like him seem to have no weapons

com- of self-defense from those constant interruptions and personal

s and demands which yield but little -in the way of valuable results, and

ssion. thus leave them free to live their own lives and work out their own

tched, great destinies, helped by our prayers, our love for them, our faith

on-a in their sincerity and their success. How often have I said this

Sym- in my heart of some among my electcircle of heroes and heroines,

nder- with. the inspiration of this one thought more: "If ever I reach

h has your level in this or any world, I shall find myself face to face

e each with you by the law of spiritual gravitation, and shall need no

friend note of introduction."

HARRIET BEECHR STOWE.

It is stated by those who are informed, that except the Bible
etime no book ever written has had a circulation so boundless as "lUn-
other ele Tom's Cabin." Translated into a score of languages, issued
o his in a hundred different editions, scattered as far as printer's ink
choed has ever gone, that mother-hearted book has been one of Christ's
'I an evangels to humanity.
r this On our return (October 22, 1887) from the Connecticut W.
rmer. C. T. U. Convention, at Bridgeport, Anna Gordon and I availed
-mak- ourselves of the opportunity received through the kindness of

Mrs. J. G. Parsons, of Hartford, to grasp the hand that wrote the
world matchless book. We drove to her pleasant home on Farmington
doig street, in the elegant city of Hartford. Mark Twain's home is
every within a stone's throw, so is Charles Dudley Warner's; while
," as udge John Hooker and Isabella Beecher Hooker, his wife, areJuSeanaifndr

s, and but a few blocks distant.
2eant.

An autumnal chromo in maple stood before the door of a
ecrate
eould - tasteful, lilac-colored wooden house of .medium size, with porch
hould

onger

I1
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over the frônt, and old-fashionxed hallway through the centre.

Three dve1l-to-do cats, one yellow, one tortoise, *one black, and Y0

all handsome, Tïad 'dignified positions on the walk, the porch, and

the rug before thie door. the

The bell waspfromptly answered by a plump colored maid

who evinced uncertäintv as to the whereabouts of her mistress. tria

A voice from upstairs called out, " I am at home-I am at home,"

and we were shown into a'pleasant study with book-cases, easy- she

chairs, writing-table, and many photographs, the largest being noo

of Henry Ward.Beecher, evidently taken just before his last ill- wel

ness, the hair snow-white. bed

A little woman entered, seventy-five years old, decidedly

undersized, and weighing less than a hundred pounds. She was my

very simply attired in a dress of black and white check, with per
linen collar and small brooch, her hair, which had once been

brown, hung fluffily upon a broad brow and was bound by a black pan
ribbon in front and gathered in a low knot behind. Her nose is que
long and straight, her eyes are dimmed by years, lier mouth is

large, and with the long, Beecher lip, full of the pathos of human-
prof

ity's mystical estate.

This is what Time has left of the immortal Harriet Beecher do*n

Stowe. She greeted us with cordial hand and voice and smile. him,
cros

"On a Wisconsin farm, away back in thefifties, I read Un- c

cle Tom, and have always dreamed that some day I should see
wou

its author," was my inane remark.Thow

" Nobody is so much surprised about Uncle Tom as I am, piot
she replied. " I first intended .to write two or three numbers, he i

and when I got going could not stop."

"The world now knows that vour pen was divinely guided," cale
I said. "Do you not believe that pens and voices are cons-trained

from on high ?"

She smiled, nodded her head, and made a most dulcet remark niapp

to the following effect: (loub

"You have written a very valuable book yourself, ' How to

Win.' I have it on my mantel-shelf upstairs, I want all our girls we k

to read it." ness.

"I little thought that anything ever done by me would win

such words of praise from the most distinguished of my country- whor

women," was my grateful reply, at which she smiled'and said: alom



"ihatever Oithl to Happen Will fappen.''

ntre. "Oh ! you are doing and saying more valuable things than

and you know."

and Her praise was sweet, but I had grace given me to change
the subject.

maid "It does me good to hea'r that you are a remarkable pedes-

ress. trian," I said. Her glance kindled.

e, "Indeed, I am, I learned that long ago at a water-cure,

asy- she answered; "I go out in the morning and again in the after-

eing noon, making from five to seven miles daily. If I am not feeling

t ill- well I can usually walk it off, or if not, I sleep it off, going to

bed by eight o'clock."

edly "Do you go walking alone?" I said, admitting that "for
was my part, I wanted 'a friend in my retreat to.whom I might whis-

with per solitude is sweet.
been "But I can not have it so, and though I would prefer com-
lack pany, I go alone," she answered, adding, in reply to Mrs. Parsons'

se is query, that she " was in excellent health, never better.
h is Speaking of her brother Henrys pictures, she said, ':That
man- profile is like him-it has his uplift glance. The full-faced one I

do not like. I think the photographer must have been flattering
cher him, hoping to get a good impression, and nothing made him so
e.

cross as that."
Un-'

She told us that her "twin daughters kept the house and
Ssee wouli not let ber do a thing, which was as well, since they knew,

how she wanted everything done." She showed'us a charming

photograph of ber grandson, saying, "He is so handsome that
ers, he is not vain, and the way of it is this : he has heard himself

called handsome since-his earliest recollection and thinks it is

some quality belonging to all boys.
mned

"Well," I said, "you have told us that ' whatever ought to

ark happen will happen' and as everybody. ought to be beautiful,
doubtless some day everybody will be."

to "We can not.dictate to God," she answered earnestly, "but

rls we know He desires that we shall all'have the beauty of holi-

ness.

win I told her of my dear old mother, "Saint Courageous," to

try. whom .she sent her love, adding, "I love everybody; as I walk

alone in the fields -and along the streets, meeting many who speak

5 39
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a friendly word to me, I rej oice to think how much I love them all Ol

and every creature that God has made.' but 1

I repeated this verse from one of her poems: vidu;

It lies around us like a cloud, pray.
A world we do not see ; Deac

Vet the sweet closing of an eye begg

May bring us there to be," upon

and told her how in hours of grief the poem had com ed my My fi

heart. At this she took nie by'the hand, saying earnestly, God and c

help you, God be with you." I kissed the dear, old, wrinkk N. E

hand that in its strength had written " Uncle Tom's Cabin " ; she was S

gave a .kind good-by to each of us, and we went our ways-to indee

meet "some· sweet day, by and by," in heaven.:du]
to ý

DEACON WILLARD. to an

When working in the revival with Mr. Moody in Chicago, sanct

January, 1877, I met for the first time Deacon L. A. Willard, a to be

well-known leader for many years.of the Y. M. C. A. My witty spirit

Irish friend, Mrs. Kate McGowan, spoke to me of him first, and no sc

said, "If you wisih to be forever a favorite of this lovely old fathei

gentleman, you must respond to the question he will be sure to fathea

ask, namely, What single passage of Scripture contains withi n is ai

it the whole plan of salvation? you must speak up brightly and to lur

say, 'Acts x : 43,' and there is nothing that he will not do for it be2

you from that time forth." whicl

He was one of the loveliest old men in face, manner and spirit learn-

that I ever saw. His whole soul was absorbed in his own method we S1

of presenting the plan of salvation, which he did with remark- tial 1

able clearness and efficiency. He has doubtless been the means

of the conversion of more persons than the entire membership of

an average church can show for all its work in any given year,

perhaps in severalyears. At this time I was intensely stirred by Smitî
the desire and purpose that my brother should be converted over.

again, for although at twelve years of age he had started in the at he

Christian life, had grad-uated in theology at twenty-five, and gifted

become Presiding Elder of the Denver District, Colorado, at know

twenty-seven, he had some years after that seemed to fall away

from his allegia nce, and the dearest wish of our hearts was that the c

he should return to the Shepherd and Bishop of his soul, and-of bring:
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all our souls. I had told Mr. Moody of this, and urged his help,
but he answered, " I am so preoccupied that I can not see indi-

vidual cases, #but I will pray for you and you must work and

pray." Just then I made the acquaintance of this dear patriarch,

Deacon Willard, and told him all my heart about my brother,

begging him not to go at first on a religious mission, but to call

upon him as a friend and a possible relative. My brother, like

my my father, was exceedingly interested in the annals of his family,

and delighted to read the Willard Memoir, the History of Dublin.

.-k N. H., with which his great-grandfather, Rev. Elijah Willard,

she was so long connected, the .History of Marlborough, N. H., and

to indeed every' scrap that he could learn touching his lineage was
edulously treasured. On the contrary, Deacon Willard seemed

to re very little about all this, but, as he said, he had "learned

to an skillfully for souls." Going to my brothers editorial

go, sanctuni a time when I told him he would be most likely not

a to be preocpied, the Deacon talked up ancestry with great

itty spirit, told my ther he believed they were related, that he had

and no son himself an s my brother had not long since lost his

old father, he proposed the\ should " club together and make believe

to father and son.". So with Nuch bright and genial talk, he threw

:hin hiis arm over my brother's brgd shoulders and said, " Let us go

and to lunch, Willard, and talk this\matter over more at length.' So

for it began and the rest of the stort is told in the priceless letter

which I preserve in my dear oldÛfend's handwriting. We

lear-ed that we were really cousins at t removes, but I am sure

hod we shall be nearer of kin than that when ve meet in the Celes-

rk- tial Mansion, to which, as I believe, that ggtle old hand was

ans God's instrument to open the way for one we lo ed so well.

of WALT WHITMAN.
ear, One Christmas. I was in the home of Mrs. Hannah Whitall

Smith, where I have met many.most interesting liteea people
ver
>ve at her "'hobbr parties," which are a witty invention o her
the

gifted husband, herself or her ingenlous children, I do ot
and

at know which, the plan being tô have some person of distinctift,
at in a particular line of literary, moral or religious activity, as

the central figure of the evening. Each of these persons
brings out his or her hobby, and paces it up anddown before
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The Wakc Robin.

the group, .after which any other person has a right to ride upon
it, if so disposed. This results in a really charming and informal
conversation, following the brief special disquisitfon, and is the sold
most enjoyable home entertainment I ever attended. kinc

Finally the suggestion was made, "Why not ask Walt Whit- of I
man, who lives just across here. in Camden? let us see him for .pare
ourselves; " and the invitation went. In due process of time, preft
there appeared on the scene a man about seventy years of age, Chri
attired in gray, from his soft gray overcoat to bis old-fashioned a vo
gray mittens, with sparse gray hair, kind,,twinkling gray eyes, ant i
and russet apple cheeks, the mildest, most modest and simple- Wes
hearted man I ever saw. It almost seemed as if a grand old oak hanc
had opened suddenly and turned the good, gray poet loose upon Late
the world. He. is the farthest possible from being leonine in to be
aspect or intent. He has no ends to serve, no place to hold in Flori
conversation, nothing to gain or lose. He is the soul of genialitv Carli
and seems never better pleased than when others are talking and "vie
he is seated in a large arm-chair gazing reflectively into the
glowing grate. But if you talk of Nature and her shy ways, he in th,
is at home. I remember his look of amused surprise when some- ties.
one mentioned the title of one of his books, "The Wake Robin," India
and he told us John Burroughs, who seems to me to be a sort of peop]
spiritual son to Whitman, had suggested .it. I said, " I did not and t
know what a Wake Robin was, unless it was a bird-they used to ha
to wake me early at Forest Home in olden days''-when, behold, natioai
the mild old man informed me gently that it vas a flower! - He them
did not like to talk about his books and seemed to me as a hunt- other
ing hound lying at full length on the rug before the fire, content from
and quiet, until some reference is made to horses, hunting-horns nurtu
and guns, when it rises up,-intent, alert, electrified with activity. from ]
So the common hum and talk seemed quieting to Father Walt, years
but when Thoreau or Burroughs were referred to, or a quotation schola
given from Wordsworth, Thomson, or some dear Nature-love.r, the illustr
kindly eyes beamed upon us with joy, and some pithy sentence, us me
clean-cut enough to be a provçrb, fell from his lips. WXhat he c
really is I do not know. I only tell about him as he was to me, an un!
and his sense of God, Nature and Human Brotherhood struck me revere
as having been raised to such a power, and fused in such a white day-sc
heat of devotion, that'they made the man a genius. to tak
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An bndian Civilizer.

.pCAPTAIN PRATT AND THE CARLISLE INDIAN SCHOOL.
le upon
nformal Captain Pratt is a man six feet in height, and every inch ea

I is the soldier. His great, well-balanced head, dauntless profile, and
kindly smile predict the qualities of a born leader. A native

t Whit- of· New York state, reared in Logansport, Ind., of Methodist

him for parentage and training, but a Presbyterian by reason of his wife's

f time, preference, he has the root of the matter in him as a muscular

of age, Christian of the nineteenth century. Joining the Union forces as

shioned a volunteer at the outbreak of the war, he was appointed lieuten-

y eyes, ant in the regular army in 1867, and assigned to a post in the far

simple- West. From that time he studied the Indian question at first

old oak hand, and he has become an expert, not excelled in all the nation.
se upon Later on, when his pre-eminentability as.an Indian civilizer came

nine in to be known, he was put in charge of the captured "lhostiles " in

hold in Florida, where lie remained .three years, and. was then sent to

eniality Carlisle, Pa., to found and conduct an Indian school there. His

ing and "views'' are best expressed in his own words:

nto the "There are about two hundred and sixty thousand Indians
,ays, he in the United States, and there are twenty-seven hundred coun-
n some- ties. I would divide them up, in the proportion of about nine

obin, Indians to a county, and End them .homes and work among our
sort of people ; that would solve the knotty problem in three years' time,

did not ând there would be no more an " Indian Question." It is folly
ey used to handle them at arms-length ; we should absorb them into our
behold, national life for their own good and ours. It is wicked to stand
r! He them up as targets for sharp-shooters. The Indians are just like
a hunt- other men, only minus their environment. Take a new-born baby
content from the arms of a cultivated white woman, and give it to the
g-horns nurture of a Zulu woman in-Africa ; take the Zulu's baby away
ctivity. from her and give it to the cultivated white woman. Twenty-five

-Walt, years later you would have a white savage in Africa, and a black
otation scholar, gentleman, and Christian in America. , This sharply,

ver, the illustrateswhat I mean. We can, by planting the Indians among
ntence, us, make educated and industrious citizens of them.
That he "The Indians are naturally religious, an infidel is to them

to me, an unknown quantity. All you have to do is to familiarize their
ck me reverent minds with the truths of the New Testament. Our Sun-

a white day-school and prayer-meeting are the best proof of their readiness

to take on Christianity; their testimonies are full of earnestness
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and genuine religious fervor. If I have a strong point as their,

friend, it is my intense confidence in the holiness of hard work:

the sanitary and ethical power of a useful occupation. Indians,

as other people, like to be independent, and to do this they must

earn money.

"How do your scholars stand upon the temperance and

tobacco question ?" was my natural query.

"We are a section of the millennium, as I can prove," replied

the Captain with pardonable pride. "In my nine years upon this

hill I have had thirteen hundred pupils-eight hundred of them

young men. Intoxicating liquors and tobacco from the first are

represented to them as unhealthful, uncleanly, and wasteful, and

they are expected and required to give them up. Except once at

a county fair, where whisky-sellers tempted my boys to go behind

the cattle-sheds and drink, and where three of them yielded, I

have not in nine years had a single case of drunkenness. among

them. Considering the ýutter lack of training and the universal

tobacco heredity, I consider this· remarkable. We furnish them

very simple food, insist upon strict personal cleanliness, and our

young people readily fall in with the prevailing usages."

"We keep them moving," said the Captain as we passed

from shop to shop, in this great, humming hive of industry,"

and they have no time for homesickness, none for mischief, none

for regret."

"Are the girls as smart as the boys ? "was my ever-recur-

ring question.

"Every bit, rather quicker-witted on the whole," was Cap-

tain Pratt's reply.

"The history of the Indians as set forth in books is a bundle

of falsehoods," he said. "They are like other people, and, un-

provoked by outrage and injustice, behave far more peaceably

than they get credit for."

"Better to capture them by love, uniform them in blue, and

kill them with kindness than to send out our own boys in blue to

be killed by them," was my grateful commentary. Anna and.I

both talked to them of temperance, and they applauded heartily.

When Prohibitionists come into power they. will, if they do
not get dizzy on the heights, do the Indians a sovereign favor

by making Captain Pratt Secretary of the Interior.
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Relation of Religion and Science.

JOSEPH COOK.

The nineteenth century has its kings-not the puppets of a
succession, dressed in a little brief authority, but monarchs rul-
ing in their own right, and defenders of the faith by force of
intellect, variety of knowledge, and unswerving devotion to Him

whosé motto is, Come, let us reason together, and whose symbol

is the lighted torch of truth passing from hand to hand.

First amuong these to-day stands Joseph Cook, of Boston.

The record he has made in the last few years has no parallel. in

history. . When the W. C. T. U. held its second annual meeting

in Cincinnati, in November of 1875, prbably there was not a

delegate among us all who had ever heard of him. He began his

residence in Boston the year of -the crusade, as pastor of a small

Congregational church. In the winter of 1875 he was invited by

the Y. M. C. A. of that city, to speak briefly, on Monday of each

week, at its noon prayer-meeting. This is the day when most de-

nominations hold ministers' meetings, and the ministers of Boston

and its suburbs were wont to adjourn in time for this noon meet-

ing. In them this Christian scholar had audience fit but few.

They were no less-delighted than astonished by his art of put-

ting things. The results. of the latest German, English, and

American scholarship on the more important and difficult topics'

concerning the relation of religion and science were the things he

put, and precisely those concerning which they most desired to

hear. Soon the audience was so large that it removed to Tremont

Temple, and now, during the " Monday Lecture Course," "the

busiest hour of the busiest day of the week, the seats and stand-

ing-room of that immense auditorium are fully occupied."

But what has this man of royal intellect and profound learn-

ing set himself to prove ? Meeting the skepticism of science with

its own "scientific method," he proves that if a man die he shall

live again; that God was in Christ,. reconciling the-world unto

Himself; "that whosoever believeth in him shall not perish, but

have everlating life"; and that those who ultimately persist in

sin shall be shut out "from the presence of the Lord, and from

the glory of his power.

These matchless themes Joseph Cook handles with a logic

unequaled save by his pathos, anda wit unmatched save by his

rheto-ic. But he does not stop here. Even as pure mathematics

35
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Mrs. Joseph Cook.

must be the basis of mathematics applied, so must pure Christian

doctrine be the basis of Christianity applied, and that application b

has never been made more forcibly than in the famous " Prel-

udes " wlherein lie considers practical questions of philanthropy. a

How we ought to handle the Chinese, the Mormon, the Temper- u

ance, the Woman and the Labor questions, has never been more s

ably shown th"an by this master of theologic controversy. s'

Mr. Cook was bom at Ticonderoga, N. Y., January 26, m
1838, and retains so much affection for his old home that he has, w

established his summer headquarters there, at " Cliff Seat."

It is needless to say that the man who has accomplished such C

mental prodigies, has never squandered his vital forces upon alco- ip

hol or tobacco. Joseph Cook is the uncompromising foe of these oa

two abominations. .His genuineness of character, sturdy integrity,
and purity_ of. life set the seal to his profession of Christianity.

He is not çne of those deadly enemies of Christ's church who

preach cream and practice skim-milk. kn

The quality of his education is shown in this statement from of

one of his nearest friends: sh

" Mr. Cook's favorite teachers· and authors are Professor to

Park, Julins Miiller and Jonathan Edwards, in theology ; and in ch

philosophy Sir William Hamilton, Rudolf Hermann Lotze, Leib- of

nitz, and Kant." "'b

Doubtless it is no small factor in Joseph Cook's solved prob- fie

lem of success that his heart is not a stranger to the " supreme ab

affection" of which he so eloquently discoursed in his lectures on dist

Marriage. Mrs. Joseph Cook, a New Haven lady whom he first poe

met in his Yale College days, has shared his life and honors since his

the summer of 1877. She is his counselor as well ashis com- tha

panion, and constantly aids him in his correspondence and stea

researches, the two being omnivorous and insatiable students. ladi<

But any record that fails to bring out his earnest advoca'cy of indt

the temperance reform, by word as well as by example, does temj

Mr. Cook injustice. A note from one cognizant of his early his- was

tory reads as follows: "ol

''When he was but nineteen years old, Joseph Cook gave a

course of six lectures on tenperance in his native town. During of ti

the progress of these lectures a poor woman, living in -the village, whic

died from the effects of injuries inflicted by her drunken husband. and
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stian The material for her shroLd was procured at the same store where'

ication her husband obtained the liquor that ' stole away his brain."

cPrel Her sad death made a profound impression on the community,

hropy and when, at the close of the last lecture, Mr. Cook gave a pict-

emper- ure of what rum will do, and produced a piece of the identical

n more a shroud-cloth, with a lock of the woman's hair pinned to it, and

suspended it from the desk, the audience was in deep exctement*;

26, most of the women were in tears, and the faces of the men were

he has, white with indignation."

Concerninï the home-protection movement and work, Mr.

d such Cook has spoken plainly. "Woman's vote would be to munic-

n alco- ipal politics depending on saloons, what the lightning is to the

f these oak. God send us that lightning.

egrity,
anrity, JOHN GREENLEAF WHITTIER.
amity.

h who Whittier was the household poet of our abolition family. We
knew more of him by heart, In al senses of that phrase, than

nt from of any other singer, living or dead. As a teacher, I gave his

shorter pieces to my pupils, even as mother had once given them

ofessor to me. So, when, in 1880, I was speaking all about in Massa-

and in chusetts, and Amesbury was on my list of towns, I asked at once

,Leib- of My hostess, " Is he at home?" "I do not know," she said,
"but we will call and see." He was absent, but his genial

d pro. friends met us most kindly, and showed us the simple, comfort-

upreme able house that lias for years divided with Danvers, a few miles

es on distant, the honor of being called home by the greatest home

e first poet of the age. The desk at which he wrote and the picture of

since his beloved sister so exquisitely described in " Snow Bound,"-

s com- that most perfect picture of the old-fashioned New England home-

ce and stead,-impressed me most of all. That afternoon I met various

ts. ladies of the village, and as my mission at this time was to

cacy of induce them to use the school ballot in~the interest of scientific

does temperance instruction, I asked if this wére their intention, and

1y his- was much impressed by the reply that came to me repeatedly,
"Oh, yes ; we women vote in Amesbury-Mr. Whit/ier wishes il."

gave a Tihis unconscious testimony to the silent, pervasive power

During of that great nature, impressed me more than all the praise of

age, which their talk was full. Toward evening the poet returned,

band. and was so graciously considerate as to send for me. I called a
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few iiinutes on my gay to the hall where I was to speak. Noth-

ing could be more modest, mild and winsome than his manner.

He spoke of our home protection movement, then at its height

in Illinois, where the women had voted on the saloon question TI

in Rockford, Keithburg and-elsewhere, under special ordinances,

and always solidly against license. T

I said I was surprised that he had heard of me, whereupon

he replied in his. deep low voice and with a sunubright smile in ha

the great, Websterian eyes, " But-thee must know thee is becom-n Re

ing a figure quite conspicuous yonder on thy prairies! "
nit

For such an utterance from him one well might work a tat

life-time, so thought I, and said, ."What a matchless power *do

those possess who by an utterance can thus gild life with imper- am

ishable halos-!"goi

Not long after, the generous poet wrote me that lie was yo)
giving copies of " Nineteen Beatiiful Vears," my sister's life, to

his young friends, and for the- later and English editions he wit

wrote a.lovely introduction.· There is just one thing that I have the

desired of this great soul and failed to get-a temperance home "T

protection song for the children of our half millio white ribbon

and white rose prohibitionists. He says he is t o old, but I can cha
not bear to have him pass away from us until these fresh up- tain

springing voices shall bear across the continent his heavenly hur

thoughts of a pure life. . gen
mngWhittier's birthplace, the old log-house near Haverhill,

Mass., immortalized in his fireside epic, ." Snow Bound,'"' is more

to the home hearts of America than any other natioial shrine. I but

visited this place long years ago, and have long hoped it might and

become the property of the Whittier Club in Haverhill. But a Eliz
flot

wealtby citizen of that town who owns the old farm declines to an

sell, but declares his purpose to preserve and keep it open, under ovei
proper regulations, to the public. What Ayr's world-famous invi

cottage is to Scotland, Whittier's birthplace will become to

America; for to paraphrase his own words, thes

"Blow high, blow low, not all Time's snow is
Can quench that hearth-fire's rnddy glow.

Unc
In r877 the poet Whittier's Boston publishers gave him a con

birthday banquet to which only the male contributors to the (nor
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Noth- Allantic Monthly were invited. Apropos of this I sent the follow-

nner. ing to the Boston Adverliser.:

1eigrht
iestion THF ATLANTIC WHITTIER DINNER - A WOMAN'S THOUGHTS

ances, THEREOF.

To the Editor of the Boston Daily Advertiser:

eupon Some of us feel as if our own mothers had received a slight; a few of us.

nile in have cried, and dnany stormed, but I alone am left to tell thee. In the

Republic of Letters, if nowhere else, woman is a citizen. Parnassus seats
• gods and goddesses on tliesaine throne; the Muses are feminine, the entire

nine of them! Alongsidé fácts like these, set the Brunswickbanqueting

ork a table, with a guest at its head accustomed to see womenwhonored equally

er *do in his Quaker home and church, and down the sides of the groaning board,

among the " contributors to the Atlantic" see the brilliant women of that
imper- guild conspicuous only for their absence!

"Astræa at the capital," forsooth ! Dear Barai of Freedom, what did
e was you think about Astræa's absence from your birthday fête ?

life, to "Assuredly," we thought, glajcing along the columns radiant with the

ns he wit and wisdom of the feast, "there will be letters of regret showing that al1

I have the leading°contributors we\re at least invited," but the hope prov'ed vain.

home "Then, most assuredly,' we gasped, "the publishers or editors will give
someexplanation of ail this, some recognition of services so splendid, some

nbbon brief phrase, at least, to.redeem the very dome of American brain from the
I can charge of an obliviousnesd not explainable by any law of mind yet ascer-

sh up- tained ?" But no! from generous publishers and genial editors to grotesque

avenly humorist, all combined in "expressive silence." The only reference to the

gentler sex that anywhere creeps in is this :" When the after-dinner speak-

ing began, the women who» were staying in the hotel entered and were
rerhill> favored with seats.
s more Indeed! but who had earned a seat at Whittier's own right haud? Who

*ne. I but Harriet Beecher Stowe, one of the chief contributors to the Alantic?

might and Harriet Prescott Spofford, Rebecca Harding Davis, Gail Hamilton,

But a Elizabeth Stuart Phelps, Mrs. Whitney, and Louisa M. Alcott-were they
not " to the manner born"? Among the sweet singers, ought Rose Terry

eés te and Lucy Larcom, Celia Thaxter, Florence Percy, and H. H., to have been
under overlooked ? And Mrs. S. M. B. Piatt, why should she not have had an

amous invitation, and sent a poem as well as John ?

nie to Yet this is Boston that sat on her three hills and ruled the world ! And

these are the Bostonians-so broad, so liberal and just!

And Colonel Higginson was there, and he forgot us, too ! Ah me! this

is the most unkindest cut of all!

Hopeless as seems the task, we must still seek an explanation of this

uncomely state of things. Was it because "women are angels" that the

him a contributors belonging to that celestial class twere not invited to a banquet

te the (nor mentioned at it) in honor of a total abstainer before whom were set (in
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delicate compliment, of course) eightkinds of wine? Was it becauseof Eve's

being "first in transgression " (as tenipter-in-chief at the first dinner), her
sons determined she snauld never more sit down beside them at the con-

vivial board? Or was it that the prestige of sex is not yet offset by the life
chivalry of justice, even among the liberals ? It

- If it were not Boston we should say, " I wot it is through ignorance ye îeg
did it.'' But as it is, we dismiss the subject with the mild reproof in sorrow doo
not in anger, 'My brethren, these things ought not so to be!'

A Few AIONG MANY. wa

Parnassusville, Dec. 18, 1877. of

OLIVER WENDELL HOLMES. tii
thr<

No bookever fascinated me more than the " Autocrat of the and

Breakfast Table"; indeed, everything that Dr. Holmes has writ'- ora
ten, I. have eagerly absorbed. It has always been one of my tim

chief regrets, when in Boston, as I so often am, that I had no orsat
right to the rare privilege of seeing him. im

One day in 1877, 0n a crowded Boston street, I met the of i

famous autocrat. He was'not pointed ont to me, but I knew him dru

from his photograph and fromascertain sixth sense. He passed eag

me so that we were for a moment-face to face. I could not be the

mistaken in that upright, well-knit figure, alert bearing, and strai

remarkable face with its keenness of perception and geniality of ang

heart. I wheeled about instinctively and followed, for some dis- mos

tance, the little man who is so great, hardly knowing that I did skip

so. This is thé only time I ever, saw him, or, probably, ever says

shall. win

SARAH K. BOLTON. me

He
Mrs. Sarah Knowles Bolton, of Cleveland, Ohio, was Assist- mim

ant Corresponding Secretary of the National W. C. T. U. in 1876.Z> 'into
She was a leader in our work in Ohio, and that she made a most

capable officer goes without saying. Probably no woman in os

America has a style more telling and compact. She excels in . tb

seizing upon the salient points in a character, and her word-pict- hisr
ures, though but outline sketches, are complete revelations of

spee<
men, manners, and times. What Samuel Smiles and James spee
Parton are as biographers of men, that Mrs. Bolton is as the chief qui

were
woman biographer of our times, and popular as her work has

'beeûfîfrom the .beginning, ber best days 'are now, and ini the ga

smiling future of her literary history.



The Matchless Orator.

ves JOHN B. ÇOUGH.
,her.1 . 1t
con- Almost the only temperance lecture that I ever heard in my
the life, previous to entering the field myself, was by JohY B. Gough.

It was in 1863, when I was a teacher in the Pittslurgh Ë,emale Col-
e ye lege. There was such a mob of good people waiti g for the

doors of the great hall to open, that whett at last they\.did so, I

was carried offmy feet and borne. along on the crest of tis wave

of humanity, half frightened out of my wits. It was the only

time that I ever thoroughly lost my equipoise, save whe \I was

thrown from my horse in Palestine, my donkef> in Switzetland,
the and my tricycle in Evanston. How I marveled at the first great

rit orator to whom, save Bishop Simpson, I had ever listened at that

1y time. Indeed, he then impressed me as an actor rather than an

no orator. That lithe form was always in motion up and down the

imthense platform; that sallow, bearded face, framed in a shock

the of iron-gray hair, wàs of protean aspect, now personating the

im drunkard, then the hypocrite, anon the saint. Those restless,

sed eager hands, supple as India-rubber, were always bùisy, flinging

t be the hair forward in one character, back in another, or standing it

and ~ straight up in a third'; crushing the drink fiend, pointing to the

of angel in human nature or doubling up the long coat-tails in the

dis- most grotesque climaxes of gesticulation when, with a. " hop,

did skip, and jump," he proceeded to bring down the house. Dickens

ver says of one of his humorous characters that " his very knees

winked," þut there was a variety and astonishment of expression

in every movement of Mr. Gough that literally beggars description.

.Me had all weapons at command; but argument, pathos, wit and

mimicry were the four elements which, entei-ing almost equally

into every speech I ever heard from. him, made Mr. Gough the
ost

most completely equipped and many-sided orator of his time.

Others have equaied him in any one of these gifts of persuasion;
.imt. a few, possibly, have excelled him in each, but none approach

his rank as a combination of all the elements of power in public
of speech. More than any one else, lie kept his audience on the

mes

ief qui vive. We never knew what to expect next, his antitheses

has were so startling, his transitions as an actor so abrupt. " From
the grave to gay, from lively to severe," he ranged, "all things by
the turns and nothing long."

His voice was in complete harmony with the make-up I have

.5Ë9
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described. It sounded the whole diapason of human joy and sor- bro

row ; at one breath it thundered and the next'was soft and cooing did

as a dove ; now it was rich with laughter, then deluged with tears; tate

now hot with hate, then balmy with tenderness ; now vibrant with the

command, or sibilant with scorn, then full of coaxing and caress. shri

The voice was the man's completest instrument and exponent ; he criti

was its perfect master, and hence with it could master all who nor

heard. I think his theme that night was " Eloquence and Ora-

tors," anyhow, it was not temperance, but the impression I for t

brought away was that I had been under an enchanter's spell and duce

in a "temperance meeting." I remember he told how, years Tho

before, he had, in speaking, brought down his hand with so much the

force upon a marble-topped table as to break a finger bone, but me

was so intent upon. his subject that he never knew it until the finis

address.was ended. degr

How little I dreamed of approaching the great orator that his

night. The distance between us seemed like an abyss ; and so, pag

while others, in no wise entitled to do so, intruded upon him in gave

his weariness, I went home through the mud and darkness, a loyal lect

but silènt worshiper at his shrine, saying to myself, " It is the tion

sublimest thing in all the world to lift humanity to nobler levels and

through the gift of speech, but to women the world does not per- pose

mit such blessedness." How little did I dream that in the unfold- stron

ing of God's great fairy story, entitled "Life'," twenty years say

should not elapse before that chief leader of the world's greatest. grea

reform would say of the W. C. T. U. with its two hundred women the b

speakers in the field, /' Your society is doing more to advance the face.

cause of temperance than all other agencies combined." but

I heard him but four times. The next was in 1877, when, entic

by Mr. Moody's invitation, and during his three months' meet- them

ing in Boston, I spoke in the great Tabernacle on the same day n
with Messrs. G ugh, John Wanamaker, and Stephen H. Tyng. tîous

Ten, for the irst. time, I met him personally, and found' the ege,

modest, self-dstrustful, brotherly man, who professed to be in up a

doubt about Éis speech, and seemed as appréciati'e as a boy when was a

told how splendidly he had succeeded. He was the same magi-

cian as of old, but I could feel the change that had come over and I

the drunkards' outlook under the influence of " Gospel Temper- bed s
perance," for the wonderful- personation of delirium tremens der t
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d sor- brought an expression full of pain to Mr. Moody's face, and lie
ooing did not smile when the antics of the half-tipsy man were imi-
tears; tated. There is a compassion felt for the wives and families ofwith the inebriate, now that we know so much more about them, which
aress. shrinks in sympathetic pain from such delineations, and the only
t; he criticism I ever heard on Mr. Gough's lectures was at this point,
who nor was that made until the Crusade period.
Ora- The next-time I met him was in Chicago when he lectured

on for the Central W. C. T. U., and by Mrs. Carse's request I intro-
1 and duced him to nine · thousand peopl. in Moody's Tabernacle.
years Though suffering from a severe throat trouble, and distressed bymuch the fear that he could not be heard, lie was his old self, and fully

but measured up to the height of his great reputation. When lie had
1 the finished and was dropping into a seat, exhausted to a pitiful

degree, an " autograph fiend" pounced upon hing and he scrawled
that his name, his hand being so bathed in perspiration that the whole

d sQ, page was defaced. The marvel is that he lived so long, he whom i gave himself so completely to his work that at the close of every
loyal lecture his clothes were literally wringing wet, and hours of atten-s the tion were necessary so to soothe and recuperate him with food
evels and baths that, long after midnight, lie could sleep. For this pur-

per- pose some friend always went with him, usually his wife, thatifold- strong, brave, faithful " Mary," in whose praise he could neveryears say enough. On the evening of this tremendous effoirt in the
atest . great Chicago Tabernacle, she sat upon the platform, a littie in>men the background, knitting, with a proud and happy smile upon lier
e the face. We paid Mr. Gough five hundred dollars for that lecture

but made seven hundred dollars clear of all expenses. Many have
rhen, criticised Mr. Gough for accepting such large sums, but lie earned

neet. them if ever mortal did, and he was one of the most generous
day men that ever lived. His gifts were privpte and most unostenta-

yng. tious, but the young men and- women lie sent to school and col-
the lege, the friends he helped", the families lie supported, would make

>e in up a list of princely benefactions. Money passing into his hands
ven was always transmuted into blessing.

1agi- On the day after the lecture , went about noon to see Mr.
over and Mrs. Gough at the Sherman House. Mrs. Gough was ill iniper- bed with a throat difficulty. It was delightful to witness the ten-
nens der thoughtifulness toward his wife of this man who lad been
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so praised and loved by the people of two continents that if he ally."

had not possessed a really great nature he would surely. have ampl

been spoiled. In all his practical affairs she was evidently his and r

guide, as well as his philosopher and friend.in their home life. I

have never met a woman less injured by prospèrity than Mrs. good

Gough, or possessing. a more affluent endowment of good com- L the v

mon sense. books

The next time I met our orator was at the, Sarâtoga Temper-

ance Convention of 188o, where I had the high honor to stand tion o

once more on the same platform, Mr. Gough and Rev. Dr. J. O. and ni

Peck being the other speakers. How little did I think then, as gracio

the Wizard of Worcester wrought his spell dresh upon an audi- deligh

enee, that I should see the wondrous sight no more! I remem-

ber with what inimitable force he said, "\While I can talk against showe

the drink l'Il talk,'and when I can only whisper, l'Il do that, works

and when I can't whisper any longer, faith, P'l make motions- preach

they say I'm good at that! " Hov prophetic were the words. been

He talked right on against the drink evil until· he lacked but tliat s

six months of being seventy.years of age, speaking nearly nine She

thousand times, to at least nine millions of people, and traveling sick-r

four hundred and fifty thousand miles. to reach them. His last resour

words were to the public in the great audience, and -his last woma

motion was to raise his hands to heaven for temperance, throw reveal

back his head, and pass beyond our human ken forever. with a

Tfwice I have visited the home of John B. Gough, on a quiet H

farm, six miles from Worcester, Mass. Once I went in his bands

absence, with my cousin, Rev. Dr..A. Hastirgs Ross,.of the Con- had su

gregational Church, then his'pastor at West Boylston, a couple of dred n

miles from his residence. Probably his location at Hillside, in-a and ha

place so secluded, was for a twofold reason: his wife's old home as no

was near here, and only by .living in the country could a man so it), he

celebrated enjoy the seclusion and secure the quiet for work and his ret

recuperation that were essential to his health and usefulness. 'tion m

One of the penalties paid by all who have that "large follow- the ev

ing " which is essential tò a reformer's success, is loss of invalu- returni

able time through constant interruption,. and failure to rest and dr

adequately because of the local interests of the movenent with teristic.

which they are connected. Probably Mr. Gough solved this great c

problem in the only way possible to a nature so genial; he liter- At
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he ally " tore himself away "; he followed the highest possible ex-

lave ample and injunction, " Come ye apart into a desert (ed) place,

his and rest awhile.

. His home was the shrine of natural beauty, good sense and

VIrs. good taste. A quiet farm-house, it was sheltering, ample, and

om- the very incarnation of comfort. Rare pictures and engravings,
books, souvenirs, and testimonials were in every room.

er- The last time that I saw him was in 1883, when, by invita-

and tion of Mr. and Mrs. Gough, Anna Gordon and I spent a dayi

. O. and night at Hillside ivhere his wife and his accomplished niéces

as graciously ministered to our comfort, and we had a memorably

di- delightful time.

em- He was, as usual, full of anecdote and personation. He

*nst showed us with pride an elegant and complete set of Spurgeon's

at, works, recently sent him with a beautiful letter from that great

s- preacher, and told how on hearing that Mrs. Spurgeon, who has

ds. been an invalid, confined to her house for years, was lamenting

but that she "never should hear Gough," he said to Mr. Spurgeon,

ine "She shall hear me if she wants to," and he actually went to her

ing sick-room, stood up before her, and for one hour exhatisted'all the

ast resources of his genius and experience to impress that saintly'

ast woman with the merits of the temperance reform ! This incident

ow reveals a volume relative to the simple, kindly nature of this man

with a child's heart.

iet He told us, playfully, that, being received by processions,

his bands of music, etc., when he landed at Liverpool, and having

on- had such a wonderful experience in England, speaking one hun-

of dred nights in succession to packed audiences in Exeter Hall,
na and having reached people of all grades, from the nobility down,

me as no American had ever done (he did not say all this, but I knew

so it), he was a little nervous on approaching New York Harbor, as

nd his return had been cabled and he did not know what demonstra-

;ss. tion might be made. But behold, "Brother Jonathan" held on

w- the even tenor.of his way ; there was none sa0 poor to do the

lu- returning hero reverence ; and greatly relieved he took a hack

st and drove to a hotel, newly enlightened as to American charac-

th teristics and more profoundly impressed than ever that "this is a

is great country."

r- At this visit Mr. Gough urged me to go to England for a
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year, and proffered his influence to introduce me under the most

favorable auspices, giving me a survey of the situation, and de-

claring that the outlook for wbman's work in England was un- extre

equaled, and the temperance reform certain to win. He spoke with my e

especial affection of Robert Rae, the accomplished secretary of the

British Temperance League, who had been -so helpful to him in

all his work for the mother country. Subsequently he wrote me hieigh
repeatedly on this subject, and but:for my unwillingness, at her bone

advanced age, to put the sea between my mother and myself, I grace

would haVe gone. hump
It was a privilege, indeed, to kneel with Mr. Gough and his the w

family at their fireside altar and join in the simple, fervent prayer of ma

he offered for God's guidance. The last communication I had when

from him was a note accompanying a beautiful solitaire tea-set acter.

for dear mother's eightieth birthday. He ivas a guest in 'Mary outlin

B. Willard's home in 1884, having lectured in our-W. C. T. U. able p
course at Evanston, while.-I was absent. It was just after the of lig.

great election, and quite a sensatiowowas produced when Mr. high

Gough spoke in this wise: trace

"I had to face a difficult question, recently. Forty years a veget

temperance worker and advocate of prohibition, the temperance holic

people's prayer denied and no rec'ognition of this principle in any others

national platform but one, what was my duty as a Christian and il ma

a patriot? I considered'the matter seriously and talked it over Pundi

with my wife. 'John, there is but one thing you can do,' she "ook

said, and I thought·.just the same, so I voted for St. John and ment

Daniels." vegeta

He has left us a clear testimony that, in all the changing peculi

evolving phases of the great movement which he did more to habitu

advance than any other man of his time, he kept step to the questi

music and- fought upon the picket line of progress.- No words

ever spoken to the young men of'America have greater signifi- pen an

cance than the last uttered by this man whose pitiful past haunted incarn

him like a perpetual nightmare; words that seemed to come to sion,

them out of eternity, because with his last conscious breath, equipo

"Young men keep your records dean." She is
tionit

Good friend, great heart, gallant leader, hail and farewell; that o:

we shall not look upon thy like again.
reparté
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ost PUNDITA RAMABAI.

de- I am bound to say that . this gentle Hindu woman showed
Un- extreme reluctance to being " written up," permitting it only at
ith my earnest solicitation, and adding at last, " Do as you will with
the me, only help my college for women all you can."

in So here she stands before us-a young womanof medium
me height and ninety-eight pounds weight; not thin, but small-
her boned, muscular, lithe, straight as an arrow, with action quick and

9f, I graceful. Her simple dress of gray silk, guiltless of occidental

lumps and trains and furbelows, and her iative "chuddar"-

his the white wrap of the East-attest her freedom froin the bondage

yer of nantua-maker and milliner. The spirited pose of her head,

had when the chuddar is removed, gives fullest revelation of her char-

-set acter. The close-cut, blue-blaýk hair clearly shows those noble

ary outlines- where perception, conscience, benevolence, and indomit-

U. able purpose hold their lofty thrones. She hias dark gray eyes full

the of light, a straight nose with a tiny tattoo between the eyebrows,

Mr. high cheek bones, mobile lips, and perfect white teeth. She can

trace lier Brahmin ancestry a thousand years ; they were ail strict

rs a vegetarians and never tasted wine, nor does she. know the alco-

nce holic flavor (except through the communion), although " for

any others'. sake " she signed the pledge. *She has broken her caste

and in many minor ways, such as eating with Christians, but the

ver Pundita can not abide the taste of animal flesh-or anything

she çooked in grease," and marvels much how persons of refine-

nd ment can tolerate it in their houses. Her food is of cereals,

vegetables, and fruit. But so unobtrusive is she, in all these

ng peculiarities so beautiful, to my thinking, at least, and in the

to habitude of immaculate cleanliness, thiat except as she is closely

the questioned, one would hardly note her mode of life as peculiar.

rds She is delightful to have about; content if sh- has books,

pen and ink, and peace. She seems a sort-of human-like gazelle;

ted \incarnate gentleness, combined with such celerity of apprehen-

to sion, such swiftness of mental pace, adroitness of logic, and

th equipoise of intention as make her a delightful mental problem.
She is impervious ~to praise, and can be captured only by affec-
tion, to which, wlien genuine and delicate, lier response is like

that of the rock to Moses' rod. She is full of archness'and

repartee, handling our English tongue with a precision attained
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by few of us who are to the manner born. But I must repeat his

that her gentleness exceeds any other manifestation of that ex- reti

quisite quality that I have yet seen. This seems to be h r motto: mol

"lHas any wronged thee ? Be bravely avenged: slight it, and Gai

the work's begun; forgive it, and 'tis finished.. 23 d

When we recited verses at family prayers, she could not, on sec

the instant, think of one, and my mother told her to repeat some cise

Sanskrit precept, which.shie did, with a quick translation, saying, wh

"Madam, you have a broad and generous spirit." She knew her earl

poets were usually spoken of as "heathn," and not to be for one

moment tolerated at a Christian fireside. When she spoke in our hol

Sunday gospel meeting of the W. C. T. U. at Evanston, I asked was

her what hymn she preferred, and in her clear, earnest voice she San
tho

instantly replied,
"I heard the voice of Jesus say, lear

Cone unto me and rest.> the

The Pundita is a woman-lover, not as the antithesis of a she

man-hater, for she is too great-natured not to love all humanity wh
with equal mother-heartedness, but because women need special to

help, her zeal for them is like a quenchless fire.
gen

My mother wrote thus of her in her " Diary ":

"The Pundita Ramabai is a marvelous creation. She has a surprisingly but
comprehensive. intellect and is as open to receive truth as the daisy to the duis
sun. - With face uplifted she marches straight into its effuilgence, caring for
nothing so she find the eternal truth of the eternal God-not anxious what whi
that truth may be." One

Ramabai is the daughter of a Marathi priest. In his youth

he saw his preceptor teaching Sanskrit to a royal princess and She

resolved that he would thus teach his own wife. But their kin- stea

dr:ed on both sides looked upon this as hardly less than insanity. mte

They doubtless said, as did a Hindu who was criti-ising the mis- ber.

sionaries,."Havingdetermined to teach the women, we shall aut
sionrie, Haingwith

next find you going with your primer to the cows." There was be

no peace in the house and our liberal-minded Marathi priest gave i.t

up theunequal contest. But a few years after, his wife died, and

on one of his pilgriimages he met at a sacred river, à learned oc

Brahmin whose lovely little girl he married.and being three times that

her age, he found it more easy to do as he would about her edu- sho

cation. She was very bright, and glad to learn, but after awhile
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-epeat is strange course excited so much comment that he resolved to

t ex- retire from the world and carry out his ideas without further

1otto: molestation. He accordingly sought a home in the' forest of

:, and Gangamul on the Western Ghats in Hindustan, and here on the

23 d of April, 1858, Ramabai was born. She lived in entire

ot, on seclusion, and the consequent enjoyment of outdoor air and exer-

sonme cise; she was taught by the mighty ministries of Mother Nature,

tyino. who has stamped, her sanctities on this impressionable soul. Her

w h earliest recollections are of the birds singing in the morning twi-

r one light, at which time her mother (busy during the day with house-

n our hold cares, as -she had several other childrep and step-children)

asked as wont to take little Ramabai in her arms to teach her the

e she Sanskrit language. In this way and as they walked, later on,
thousands of miles on pilgrimages to sacred shrines, Ramabai

learned twenty thousand verses from the poets and sayings of

the philosophers.

Before she was sixteen this gifted girl was left an orphan;
of a she traveled several years with ber brother, a noble young man

anity who sympathized with her in the determination she had made
ecial to devote herself to the elevation of her countrywomen. The

genits, learning, and devotion -that she evinced, gained for her a

wide celebrity. She was never a member of the Brahmo Somaj,
singly but perceiving it's theism to be higher and better than her Hin-
to the duism, she became a convert to its ideas and broke her caste, for
g for

what which she received the anathemas of her people. But she had
one of the bravest souls ever enshrined in clay,. and so went on

outh her wideúing way, unperturbed by-the criticisms of her people.

and ,She lost her brother, and was once more sorrowful, but kept

ki- steadily to her work of traveling, lecturing, and writing in the

nity. interest of Hindu women. The English admired and trusted

mis- her. Before their high commissions her word was taken as

shal authority concerning the needs of those for whom she labored

with unselfish devotion. She urged that native women should
n'as Z

be trained as physicians and taught to teach. Measures were

and introduced having these ends in view, and as a sequel to the

society formed by her among leading Brahmin ladies of Poonah,

ânes that city now has not only primary schools for girls, but high

edu- schools; while Bombay has several high schools, and Calcutta

hile the "Victoria" school, conducting to the university.
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ne
In the latter city, learned pundits (professors in the univer- and

sity) proceeded carefully to examine into her acquirements, and all t
as a result, conferred upon her the degree of Sarasvati-equiva- took
lent to "the Hindu Minerva.' This made a stir throughout they
the empire, as no woman had ever received such a degree up to their
that time. Soon after, Ramabai married 'a Bengalese gentleman, their

a lawyer, whom she freely chose, this being an instance almost of de
without precedent. He did not belong to her caste and she suf- undy

fered much criticism on this Acount. She taught him Sanskrit Chri

and he gave her English lessons. She called him by his first ways

name which was a dreadful thing in the opiniori of the women that
round about. (They lived in Cachar, Assam.) She did not "sph
especially waitupon him, but took -eals at the same time,
which was another mortal . She had alieady determined to Eng
go to England and y medicine, and he agreed to help her all tle's
he could. Bu e died suddenly of cholera, when they had been But b
but two married, leaving her a widow with an eight months' so sh
baby en she was only twenty-four years old. But, though her joine
pro ction and support were thus.suddenly cut off, Ramabai did muni
no despair. She sold .their little home, paid off the debts, wrote and a
a book which brought her money enough for the journey, and in In
sixteen months after her husband's death set off across the un- peop
known seas for England. This was in 1883. She found that a "aus
slight deafness, the result of scarlet fever,.would prevent her from ently

studying medicine. Professor Max Miller and other learned men more

took up her cause. She was made Professor of Sanskrit in Chel- hersel
tenham College, where she remained,until 1886, when Dr. Joshee, mone
who was her cousin, a lady of high caste, was to graduate from B
the Woman's Medical College, of Philadelphia, and the.Pundita ci

came over to see her and to study our educational methods. The is roo
death of Dr. Joshee soon after she returned to India, was a heavy lated
blow to Pundita and to the women's cause in Hindustan. of tha

Ramabai has thoroughly studied the kindergarten system;

has lectured in our principal cities, and has written a renarkable Ramat
1ook etýtitled " The High Caste Hindu Woman,'' in the eighteen missiol
months of her stay in America. Dr. Rachel Bodley,* Dean of the house i
Woman's Medical College, Philadelphia, in an introduction to led fro
this book, which can not failto enlist every reader, says that she that el

*Now deceased.
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never read one more remarkable. It tells of women whose only
uiver- and unpardonable crime is having been born at all, and who are

and all their lives accursed in the eyes of their kinsfolk because death
uiva- took away the boys to whom they were betrothed in infancy, and
hout they are held to be the ones who caused this loss and grief in
up to their prospective husbands' homes. It tells with tender pathos of
man, their bondage from which suicide and shame are the only sources
lMost of deliverance and it tells in burning words of Pundita Ramabai's

suf- undying purpose to work out their deliverance by-means of a
skrit Christian education. For the great question is now and has al-
first ways been: Ought women to learn the alphabet?" After
men that all else is easy and no man may fix the limit of their
not "sphere."

ime, Pundita Ramabai became an avowed Christian while in
d to England, was baptized, and declared her acceptance of the Apos-
r al tle's Creed, and her belief in Christ as the Master and Redeemer.
been But her acute mind finds it difficult to choose among the sects,
ths' so she announces herself as being in harmony with all, and has
her joined none. But every Christian grace blooms in her life, com-
did munion with God seems her most natural habit, and love to Him
rote and all that He has made, her atmosphere. She wishes to found

and in India a school for high-caste Hindu widows, and asks good

un- people of every name to help her. But she is not under any
tat a "auspices"; no denominational missionary board 'can consist-
froft ently take up her enterprise, nor does she wish it. Were she
nmen more worldly-wise, she would avoid this hindrance by attaching
hel- herself to one of them and accepting their counsel and their
hee, money together.

rom But, earnest Christian though she is, the Pundita is a woman
dita of" views " and will defend them to the last. She believes there
The is room for this new agency; and that through the plans formu-
avy lated by a Christian Hindu widow who knows the inner workings

of that class, its members may best be reached.

I can not help cherishing the earnest hope that, under Pundita
ible Ramabai's Christian sway, women never yet reached by the usual
een missionary appliances of the church may be loosed from the prison
the house of ignorance, lifted out of the habitations of cruelty, and

to led from their darkness into the marvelous light of that gospel
she that elevates women, and with her lifts the world toward heaven.
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DISTINGUISHED SOUT1HERNZRS-CHIEFLY, LITERARY MEN AND an
WOMEN. tru

" We know your authors, but you don't know ours," was a Bes
ftequent observation of my Southern entertainers, and, as I eagerly pro

noted every allusion to the household favorites whose genius was alto

indigenous to' their own soil, the exclamation was not infiequent, dee

"Tell your friends about our writers, when you go home." lea

Hence these brief notes, gathered up by the way. itie

Almira Lincoln Phelps, the sister of Emma Willard, though the

not a native, was an acclimated Southerner. The Patapsco Insti- suffi
tute, near Baltimore, was most successful under her management; ewh
and, when I saw her in 1881, she took a hearty interest in the ch

later phases of that irrepressible "Woman Question " with whose chie

evolition she and her'famous sister had as much to do as its hum

more pronounced adv'ocates. In her stately home, on Eutaw- refu

Place,. Baltimore, I visited the genial and accomplished'octoge-

narian (since deceased), who manifested lively pleasure in the To-

declaration that her "Botany " was one of my most cherished of B
companions on a Wisconsin farm; but shook her long finger ime
ominously at me as she.expressed her dissent from my " views "

of woman's relations to the manufacture of public sentiment and ques

its crystallization into beneficent law. She smiled, however, at

the soft impeachment that our present work in manifold forms prep
Must

of intellectual and philanthropic endeavor is but the logical mad
sequence of the higher education, and when she gave me a nice Oad
picture of herself in the gracious days of her prime, I felt assured

her opposition was rot fundamental. In this opinion she con- 5e

firmed me by calling attention to a large swinging book-case,

within reach from her easy-chair, and crowded with the best cons

results of modern, as well as ancient thought-the Bible having re

evidently the first place in her study and affection. Mrs. Phelps more

shared her home with her son, Gen. Charles E. Phelps, the who

gifted orator who was chosen to give the memorial address at theos

Baltimore's magnificent sesqui-centennial in September, i88o. w tb
in th(

At Johns-Hopkins University I had the rare pleasure of hear- be re

,ng Sidney Laùiier, who almost up to the time of his death was tenni
lecturer on literature in that marvelous institution, which has e

risen at one bound to the very first rank, by reason of its wealth aity
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AND and the statesman-like qualities of its president and board of

trustees, who, taking as their motto from the beginning, "Get the

as a Best," have attracted a coterie of rarely gifted and accomplished

gerly professors, and by their post-graduate studies a quality of students

was altogether superior to the, average of American colleges. In-

deed, "the liberal education" in Max Miiller's sense, which

,. leaves the student at liberty to give large scope to elective affin-

ities in scholarship, and to become at once a man of culture and a

specialist, has wide illustration liere. My only regret was that
ugh the genial Quaker whose name the institution bears did not pay
nsti- sufficient respect to his schooling in the grand Society of Friends

ent ; whose object-lesson in equality of right between the sexes is its
the chief glory) to ordain co-education as its crowning feature. It is

hose humiliating to know that Carey Thomas, a young Quake'ress, the
is its daughter of Dr. James Carey Tbomas, a leading trustee, was
taw refused admission Nd pursued in the University of Leipsic,
oge- Gerïmany, the post-graduate studies denied at her .own door.

the To-day she is the best educated woman in America and Dean
shed

of Bryn Mawr College. But there is a strong co-education sen-
nger timent among the powers that be, and its realization is but a

question of time that shall prove brief. What Sidney Lanier

and thought on this weighty subject I did not learn; but, surely, the
r, at preponderance of ladies, grave and gay, at his superb lectures
rms Must have given him food for a generalization thereupon. Taine

ceal made theistudy of environment enter largely into his philosophy
nice of literature, but Lanier's root prnciple is the development of
red 'personality. .- This he traces from its embryo, among the Greeks,

con- wherein the state is everything and the individual nothing,. to its
ase, consumma e blossom in Shakspeare and George Eliot. It was

refreshing to isten to a professor of literature who was something
ing more than a raconteur and something different from a bibliophile,
elps who had, indeed, risen to the level of generalization and employed
thet

tb the method of a philosopher. Georgia is proud of Sidney Lanier,
at whose birthplace and early home was Griffin, and whose services

in the Confederate army are added to his fame as a poet. He will
ear- be remembered as author of the " Centennial Ode " of that Cen-

was tennial year wherein the arts of peace did more than has been
has generally understood-.to.bind the broken sections in new bonds of
alth amity and'emulation. He also wrote a charming novel of Souith-
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ern life, entitled '"Tiger Lilies," published in 1867. Several of heal
his best productions have appeared in Scribner's Magazine and at ,
in- The Independeni. His brother, Clifford, is' also a man of wife
talent, . having published a novel, " Thorn-Fruit in .1867. fath
Sidney had varied fortunes. He was once a teacher; then bein{ with
a fine musician was attached to Theodore Thomas's concert hero
troupe. Later he found fit audience at the great university until his
his death. floor

He had a theory of the art of rhyme and rhythm set forth at engr
length in a volume on the subject. Many have compared his their

shorter poems with some of Emerson's least comprehensible of re

efforts-" The Red Slayer," for i tance ; but the-nore carefully has n
one studies his unique effusions, tie more of strength and genius

and that " personality " which is the key-note of his creations and direct
criticisms alike is felt and seen. In personal appearance Sidney Sout

Lanier was of medium height, exceedingly slight figure, closely of ex
buttoned in a black suit; face very pale and. delicate, with finely marre
chiseled features, dark, clustering hair, parted in the middle, and strain
beard after the mariner of the Italian scbool of are, Altogether, a lyri
he had a countenance rare and pleasing as his verse. He sat of so
not very reposefully in his professional arm-chair and read from huma
dainty slips of MS. in a clear, penetrating voice, full of subtlest of thi
comprehension, but painfully and ofen interrupted by a cough, to his
which proved that the fell disease óf our New England climate thoug
had fastened on this gifted son of the South. As we met for a

moment, when the-lecture was over, he spokekindly of my work by th
and Southern mission, evincing that sympathy of the scholar with It is i
the work of progressive philanthropy which our grand Wendell with r
Phillips declared to be pathetically rare. "We are all striving tban o

for one end," sdid Lanier, ith genial, hopeful smile;. " and thfat rant ai
is to develop and enioble the humanity ofwhich we form a part.." eyes, a

Paul H. Hayne was, par excellence, the poet of the South- undisg
their Longfellow," as I often heard Southerners say, although spiracy

they claim a share in the love and reverence that we feel for full re]
ours. He was in 1881, the only literary man in the South who "so cr
relied on the labor of his pen in poetry for his living. Through they fi
the -leding magazines of the North he drew the remuneration that la:
for his literary labors-meager enough, at best. He was devoted stald v
to his art, working, doubtless, far beyond his strength; for his the hel
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-al of health was very delicate. He lived in almost absolute seclusion

9 and at Berzelia, near Augusta, · Ga., ministered to by his devoted
in of wife and only child, William, a young man who shares' his

I 867. father's genius. Hayne was quite the ideal poet in physique,
ein with dark hair and eyes, mobile and kindly features, cast in

ncert heroic mould. His home was. plainer than that -of any among
until his brother singers at the North, one room being papered from

floor to ceiling by his wife's ingenuity, with a mosaic of wood
h at engravings, but it was a most attractive place, lighted up by
his their two beautiful souls, and their welcome to us was the soul

sible of refinement and cordiality. The beloved Southern laureate
fully has now passed on to heaven.
nis Hayne was a descendant of him against whom Daniel Webster
and directed the reply that added so largely to his fame. He was a
ney South Carolinian by birth, a voluminous writer and his verse is
sely of exquisite finish, delicate, melodious, brilliant in imagery, but

nely marred by occasional affectations of obsolete phraseology and
and strained quaintness of expression. At his best he was strictly

ther, a lyrical poet, a sky-lark, flying from the grass with'a throat full
e sat of song, not the matchless eagle whose pinions bear him out of
from human sight, up toward the sun. The South is justly proud
tlest of this lovable man and true literary artist and points fearlessly
ugh, to his works when its literdy development is sneered at by the

ate thougbtless or malicious.
for a The press of the South is far above the grade usually assigned

ork by the vanity and ignorance-of our Northern popular opinion.
with It is in the large cities exceptionally independent and allies itself
del with religion and philanthropy. Perhaps its temptations are less

ing than ours at the North. Certainly it does not cater to the igno-
tfat rant and base. It has no fear of "the German vote " before its
rt." eyes, and speaks with fairiiess of the temperance cause, often with
h- undisguised friendliness. As yet, it has not joined in the " con-
ugh spiracy of silence," by which Northern journals, while they give

for fulli reports of the meetings of brewers and distillers, are often
vho 'so crowded ''that, "much as they would like to, you know,
gh they find it " impossible " to furnish to the temperance people

tion that larger audience which heafs with its eyes and might .ugder-
ted staxqd with its heart and be converted, had the greatest of reforms
his the help of this greatest of allies.
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At Mobile I met Augusta Evans Wilson, the famous author (has
of "Beulah'' and other well-known novels. She could n'ot be brou
induced to speak of her writings, but showed, me her superb col-
lection of azalias and her costly Jersey cows, in both of which writi
curious creations she is a connoisseur.. .utio

In Memphis, I made the acquaintance ofMrs. Jefferson Davis, adva
one of the best talkers imaginable, a queênly looking woman of His
cosmopolitan culture and broad progressive views. She spoke pictt
with pride of her New England tutor; and .attributed to him a of al
determining impulse toward. books, philosophies and art. Her tory
daughter Winifred, I met at a New Orleans kettledrum, where land,
Mrs. Judge Merrick introduced us, and I have rarely seen a
nobler type of educated American womanhood. Her talents as a
writer promise to lead her to a literary career, is a 1

At a reception given me by Mrs. Merrick, in the Crescent man,
City, I met Mrs. Nicholson, owner of the New Orleans Picayune, ners.
and Mrs..Field (" Catharine Cole ") of the New Orleans Times-
Democra, literary women and also charming society women.

Joef Chandler Harris is a fine critic and paragraphist, and was 1

repiwrites almost equally well in verse and prose. He is set down repi
by Southern literary authorities with whom I talked as their best naiv
humorist. He was educated at the printer's case, is a native of eile
Georgia, and about thirty-five yearsof age ; but his fame rests on
the well-known collection of (colored) folk-lore entitled " Uncle
Remus." It is not easy to make his acquaintance, by reason of or 'h
a shyness easily accounted for when one remembers that he has "a
brilliant mind encased in a homely and unprepossessing body," ingly
as a friend of his expressed. it. Not knowing this beforehand,
I made this entry in my note-book on the day of my interview He h
with him: "The creator of ' Uncle Remus' is a most unex- and c
pected-looking man; but a good woman has condoned the fault,
and in his pleasant home, Harris is writing out his wealth of Ryan
wisdom concerning the legends and traditions of the slaves." Souti
He told me that "Uncle Remus " is a veritable character, the Norti
favorite companion and friend of his boyhood, and that these to se
stories which ·were the delight of all the children for miles awful
around had been traced upon his youthful memory in ondtlines so thein
clear and deep, he could not forget them, if he would. . Learned smile
men in Europe and America will gladly know that in the mine lie the w
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s author has been working with so much '3kill there are treasures not yet

I not be brought to light, for which he will not delve in vain.

>erb col- James R. Randall is, perhaps, the most graceful and scholarly

f which writer of the Southern press. He edits the Chronice and Consti-

tutionalist of Augusta, Ga., and gives to his editorials all the

n Davis, advantages of a pure literary style and a rich and flowing diction.

oman of His descriptions of President Garfield's inauguration are the most

e spoke picturesque on record, and his spirit toward the North, like that

to him a of all the leading journalists of his section, is liberal and concilia-

Her tory; yet his fame is founded on the ringing war-lyric, "Mary-

where land, My Maryland," in which

seen .a . "Huzza! she'll spurn the Northern scum"
nts as a

is a well-remembered line. Mr. Randall is a large, fine-looking

Crescent man, with full, dark eyes, ample forehead, and delightful man-

icayune, ners. When I asked him if

s Times- " Hark to a wandering son's appeal"

en.,
t 'd was the correct version of a familiar line in his faxhous song, heist, and.

replied, promptly: "No. It should be 'exiled son'; for, as aset down
. native of Maryland, I felt my change of residence as, indeed, anheir best.
i exile in that crisis."iative of

"And another line. 4)oes it read
rests on

" Uncle "' His foot is at thy temple door,

eason of or 'his touch,' as in some versions?"

e has "a "Oh! 'his touch,' by ail means," said Mr. Randall, laugh-

body," ingly. "That more clearly involves the idea of profanation!
rehand, But the war-songs do not exhibit Mr. Randall at his best.

terview He has the true fire of genius, the divine afflatus, in abundance
t unex- and of the purest quality.

he fault, But why is it that ''Varyland, My Maryland," "Father

ealth of Ryan's Conquered, Banner," his "Sword of Lee," and .other

slaves." Southern. favorites are runmatched in fire and pathos by our

cter, the Northern verse of that unequaled period ? The answer is not far

at these to seek. With us the war was at arms-length; with them an
r miles awful grapple for life:or death. Our homes, at least, were safe;

tlines so theirs might any day be food% for fire-brands. Our fields still

Learned smiled! 'theirs were trampled by the ruthless hoof of war. Hence
mine he the wild,.fervor of their -best martial strains.
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.One Sunday afternoon in 188 1, I gave a temperance talk at

Franconia, N. H. In the audience, as I afterward learned, were

Mr. George W. Cable and his wife and daughter. It pleased me

not a little to hear him say that, going home from the meeting,

this bright young girl, after a long reverie, said to her mother,

".I intend to be a total abstainer always after this, and sometime

a temperancè talker with a white ribbon on my breast."

For one I have not been greatly encouraged by the applause

r commendation of my auditors-indeed, have said an hundred

times that if I judged by their .lack of demonstration I would

immediately quit the field, but one pre girls approbation thus

unconventionally expressed, helped me* onward more. than the he

genial man and great author who took the trouble to report it

will ever know-unless, as is unlikely, he reads these grateful a p0

unes.She
toler

Aong other exceptionally gifted Southerners whose names I slave

string s pearls on the rosary of friendship, are Sallie F. Chapin, Coun
author/ of ",Fitzhugh St. Clair: the Rebel Boy of South Caro- assoc

lina "; Georgia Hulse McLeod, of Baltimore, Fannie Casseday town
Duncan, the Louisville journalist, and her sintly sister Jennie; took
Mrs. James Leech, who carried off the parliamentary prize at the prop

Chautauqua Examination ; Col. George W. Bain and family-, of little

Lexington ; Mrs. jenny Morton, the *'poetess of Frankfort, Ky.; ber t

Mrs. Lide Meriwether, of Tennessee, who wrote, "S1e Sails by the sight

Stars"; Laura C. Holloway, the popular author, now of Brook- sepul

lyn, N. Y. ; Rev. Dr. Atticus G. Haygood, who declined to be a

bishop, and. who wrote "Our Brother in Black "; Judge East,

whom I call "the Abe Lincoln of Tennessee"; Sam Jones, the1 . could
out-.yapjkee-ing Yanksee of the South; Judge Watson, of Missis- o

sippi, once a Confederate Senator and always a Virginia gentle-

man of the old school ; Dr. Charles Marshall, of Vicksburg, Judge think

Tourgee, of North Carolina, and Mrs. H. B. Kells, the white way

ribbon editor of Mississippi.• had t

sent't
-The South is moving steadily up toward its rightful place as caled

one born to the purple of liter.ary power, and that its women are city fr
in the van of the march to the throne-room of this highest aris-

'*' « way b
tocracy, gives their Northern sisters.special encouragement and I kno,
oleasure.I or

for m~
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ould
tThe first woman I ever heard speak was the first woman I

thus
ever had a' chance to hear. Her name was Abby Kelley Foster.;1the
she was refined, inspired, but so far ahead of her age that she was

>rt it-

teful a potion too strong for the mental digestion of the average man.
She was a woman speaking in public and that was ,not to be

tolerated. She spoke against the then cherished institution of
es I slavery and for that she was to be mobbed. In the International
p, û Council at Washington, in 1888- I heard some of lier former
aro- associates say that she went to church one Sunday in a certain

eday town where she had spoken the night before, and the minister

ne took as his text, "That woman Jezebel which calleth herself a
the prophetess," and rained oratîical fire and brimstone'on the poor

little reformer throughout the morning service. Let us remem-
y ber this, for there are those who are abused nowadays- by short-
the sighted mortals whose children will be very .likely to build the

ook- sepulchers of those whom their fathers traduced.
be a be a I was adlittle girl when I heard Abby Kelley, for it was before
ast,

' we left Oberlin, so that my ·impressions are not -as definite as I
could wish.

ssis-

tle- The next one was a woman whose name I do not recall. I

dge think she was a spiritualist, a.nd she spoke in a little out-of-the-

hite way hall in Milwaukee, when I was a student there in 1857.I
had to coaxmy Aunt Sarah for some time before she would con-
sent to let me go, but she finally did so -as a concession to wbat she

e as
e called my 'everlasting curiosity," sending me in charge of a
are

city friend. The woman was perched in some queer fashion mid-
ris-

way between the floor and -ceiling. I think she had short hair.
and

I know she looked very queer and very pitiful, and I felt sorry,
for my intuitiois told me that a woman ought to be at least
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The Peerless Anna Dickinson.

as good a speaker as a man, and <buite as popular. Nothing of Mo

all she said remains with me, except one sentence, which I half sev

believe is a fragment fromsome poet: "I love to think about a tha

dentral peace subsisting at the heart of endless agitation."

The next.woman I heard was Anna Dickinson in the hand- Pal

some Crosby Opera House, Chicago, during the war. The audi- Soc

torium was packed ; the stage occupied by the most distinguished I re

gentlemen of the city' no ladies being allowed on its select pre- me

cincts save one, a young woman hardly past twenty, who came tion

forwai-d with poised," elastic tread, took lier seat modestly and of
smiled her thanks as thunders of applause woke the echoes of deb

the great pavilion. Her dark, curly hair was flung back from dau

her handsome brow, her gray eyes, of which a gifted man had m

said, " They make one believe in immortality," glanced around to s

upon us with a look of inspiration. What she said I do not app

know, but it set vibrating within my spirit the sacred chord the

of patriotism, for Anna.Dickinson was queen of patriots. Going maj

home that.night I could not sleep, for I heard as clearly as I had for

done in the audience the cadence of that wondrous voice, its cour- sup

age, its martial ring, and its unmeasured pathos. Beyond all men mo

and women to whom I have yet listened, Anna Dickinson has pri

been to me an inspiration. In 1875 I met her first when I was in a

President of the Chicago W. C. T. U. and she came to the city que

to lecture. Her agent wished her to speak in Evanstop, and I a fig

think I never had more pleasure than' in using my influence to it se

secure our church for her and entertainng her in my own home. wor

According to her custom, she.refrained from eating till the lecture repo

had been delivered; then we had supper in our little dining- and

roomñ and I sought to have it to lier liking. We remaiied at ange

the table until two o'clock at night, for we were all so ruch nati

delighted with 'lier conversation that my dear mother, for the alth

first time, forgot her early hours and sat there until after midnight. and

We talked of things past, present, atfd to come. If we had known of :th

each other always we could not have had more4.andon. My are,

mother said to 'her, "What do you think of Christ?" She an o1

paused as if she had been smitten with a blow, then·changed

the subject skillfully, but made no answer. When I showed us an
Anna · to her room, she put ler arm about me saying, "The suad

question was so sudden that 'I hàrdly underst'ood your grand ld dram
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:hing of mother's meaning. What do I think of Christ? And then for

h I half several minutes she spoke of him with an eloquence'and tenderness

about a that I have never heard excelled and rarely equaled in the pulpit.
Later on I saw her many times, for she spent weeks at the

1e hand- Palmer House writing her plays. The National Temperance

he audi- Society had a g eat convention in Farwell Hall during her stay.

guished I remember eV cpresident Wilson spoke and other distinguished

lect pre- men andvM en, among.them all who were leaders of the Na-

o came tional C. T. U. I had prevailed on Anna to be present at one

tly and of these meetings when thé question of equal suffrage was to be

choes of debated. Miss Lavina Goodell, a lawyer from Madison, Wis.,

ck from daughter of William Goodell the noted antislavery reformer,

an had moved, at my suggestion, that Miss Anna Dickinson be invited

around to speak, and at once the house manifested both excitement and

do not applause. The friends of the pending resoltion wanted her help,

chord the foes dreaded her voice. But the motion prevailed by a large

Going majority, and as she came along the aisle and ascended the plat-

as I had form, L could think of uothing except Joan of Arc. Indeeî I

ats cour- suppose she has reminded·everyboay of that great character

all men more than any other. woman could. As she stood there in the

son has prime and plenitude of her magnificent powers, simply attired

n I was in a tasteful walking suit of gray, her great eyes fiashing, her'elo-

the city quent lips tremulous at the thoiagbt of what was pending, she was

and I a figure long to be remembered. Often as I have heard her spêak,

ence to it seems tO me that day crowned all. It was not so much her

home. words, as I read them in còld type when the méeting was

lecture reported, but it was the mighty spirit that moved upon the hearts

dining- and consciences of those wbo heard. She seemed an avenging

ified at angel as she depicted the injustice that fastens saloons upon this

o much nation, and gives women in the home no remedy and no redress,

for the although they and their children must endure its awful cruelty

dnight. and shame. Our resoluti ns carried and that was the first gun

known of :the ever thickening ca paign, in the midst of which we now

n. My are, andiwhose final result l1 be woman regnant in the .state,

She an outlawed liquor traffic and protected home.

hanged How earnestly I pleaded ith Anna Dickinson to come with

showed us in the temperance work! Sometimes she- seemed half per-
"The suaded, but the brilliant friends around her were patrons of the

and old drama; she felt her power, and I am one of those who believe she
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was entitled by her gifts to make a magnificent success upon the fu

stage. Earnest and tender were the letters I sent her and eloquent th

of hope the bouquets of flowers. Indeed, for some months I was

conscious that my spirit was polarized toward this splendid

specimen of womanhood. When she was writing her last book
"A Paying Investment," I saw lier almost daily. She said to str
me, with ber inimitable smile, showing me the chapter in which

a capital argument was made in favor of the temperance work, toi
See, Missy, I wrote that for you." att

One evening I took Elizabeth Comstock, the dear old
wa

Quaker philanthropist with me to the Iotel, and-we made a
combined assault upon Anna to devote her gifts to the-emperance ad
reform. She took a hand of each in her strbng, warm palms,
and said, "Kind hands, gentle hands, and sisterly, fitted to the

deeds you do, and to the burdens that you carry. Go your own

sweet way and do your work, but leave me to do mine in my
own fashion. Your souls are calm and steadfast, while mine is

wild and stormy. Let xie go my way !" Her voice trembled and*

tears were in her eyes. After that I knew the case was hopeless, oth
but my love and prayers have followedeher all the years, and I to

have been grieved, as words may not relate, in all the griefs

and'losses that have come to her. wh
Everybody agrees that.our present queen of the platform is

Mrs. Mary A. Livermore, than whom no American woman has a enc

-better record for patriotism and philanthropy. We women of

a later time were fortunate in having for forerunners the two a

remarkably endowed women I have named, and we should be

forever grateful to that statesman-like speaker -d chef-reformer,

Susan. B. Anthony; to Elizabeth Cady Stanton, the philosopher,

and 'Lucy Stone, the heroic pionepr, who still earlier bore the coin
brunt of battle for fs, and whose names millions of'loyal hearts thes

will cherish. As a speaker, Julia Ward Howe has a rare niche that

of her own among the most cultured. women of her century, and muc

surely our gratitude to her .wilnot be less, who has laid fame befo

and fortune onthe altar of a sacred cause in circles the most dif-

ficult to reachi ,nd win. The platform is already a conquered

field for woman ;.so is the pulpit in ail senses save the sacerdotal gopron
and iere our progress is steady and sure. God.bless the gener-

ous-hearted men whio frôm the first have fought valiantly for-the domn
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upon the fulfillment of that blessed prophecy, "The Lord gave the word,

eloquent the women that publish the tidings are a great host."

hs I was (HOW I CAME TO BE A PUBLIC SPEAKER.

splendid One\ay when I was doing house-work at Rest Cottage, the
st book winter my mother, my friend Kate and I decided to have no
said to stranger intermeddle with our lot, either in kitchen. or parlor, a

n which gray-haired gentleman, the scrupulously elegant style of whose
e work, toilet made an impression even upon one who gives but little

attention to such subjectsfrang our door-bell and inquired if this
ear old was the home of Frances E. Willard. Being affirmatively an-
made a swered, he entered, with much mingled dignity and urbanity, and
perance addressed his remarks about equally to my mother and myself as.

palms' we were all seated in the little south parlor. He discoursed some-
d to the what on this wise: "I have been present at several of the meet-
tir own ings of the Women's Foreign Missionary Society before wyhich

e ii y you have been speaking within the last few weeks concerning
ine 1;i. your.observations in Egypt and the Holy Land. It seems to me
led and you have the art of putting things, the self-possession and many
opeless, other of the necessary requisites of a~ good speaker. And I said
s, and I to myself, I will go and see that lady.; she is a good Methodist,
e griefs as I am, and I will invite her to lecture in Centenary Church, of

.which I am trustee, making this agreement,'that if she will work
ttform 1s up a good, popular lecture, I will work up a good, popular audi-
n has a ence, will pay her a fair price for her effort, and will see that it is
men of well represented by the press of Chicago. It occurs to me that
the two as the result, if all goes as well as I b~elieve it will, she will have
ould be 0no more difficulty in making her livelihood and broadening her
former, opportunities of useÇulness."
sopher, -The pleasant-faced gentleman looked to me very much like a
ore the combnation of Santa Clans and a horn-of-ppnty as he uttered
i hearts these words. Mother seemed equally delighted, and we told him
e niche that he was the kindest of men to have thought of me with so
ry, and much interest; that I had returned from Europe a few months
id fame before, earnestly desirous of employing smy time to the best ad-
ost dif vantage for. the support of my mother and mys'elf, and for -the
quered good of those among whom I miight labor ; that what he had

erdotal' promised would suit me to a dot, as I had all my life felt a strong
gener- inclination to speak in public and had only been withhelc from
for-the doing so before, because ofthe somewhat conservative atmosphere
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of the educational institutions in which I had spent the last few pri

years and my own sensitiveness to appearing in public. the

Declaring that he had no claim upon our gratitude, the pleas- was

ant gentleman went his way, and for the next three weels lie I h

invested a good· share of his time in interviewing influential per- full

sons and in working up with all the- ingenuity of which he was a affe

consummatemaster, an interest in me and in the lecture that was abo

to be.

For myself, I spent those three weeks in the closest kind of

study, writing and committing to memory a lecture about one

hour and a half long entitled, " The New Chivalry.' one

On the evening of March 21, 1871, I appeared with my tho

friends, Rev. Dr. Reid, editor of the Northwestern Christian- im

Advocate, and'his daughter Annie, at the luxurious home of the of i

kind gentleman, where we took tea, and then went over to the ber

handsome city church, where I was presented at the door with of
an /eÍegant card, the first ticket that I had ever seen about a 0ii7
lecture of my own. It read as.follows: plai

ofl

MISS FRANCES E. WILLARD WILI, GIVE HER LEcTURE,

one.
"THE NEW CHIVALRY." of m

none
In the Centenary (Dr. Fowler's) Church.,lie w

Tuesday Evening, March 21, 1871, at 7:30 P.m. spee
addr

TIcKETS - ---- TWENTY-FIVE CENTS. Must

have
The pleasant-faced gentlemaji said, as he reached his 1çindly are i

hand to me, " Turn the crank skillfully at your end of the right
church, and I will do so here,'' for, behold, he was gathering up beca

the tickets- himself I was gracefully'introduced by Dr. Fowler, the t
the pastor of the church, aid spoke my piece, making no refer- had t
ence whatever to my manuscript which lay concealed in a modest ing o:

portfolio that had been previously carried in and placed upon the thous
pulpit. , My audience consisted of the élite .of the West Side, has

with many from the North and South Sides, and they cheered mc

far beyond my merits. At the close the pleasant gentleman intro- gias thi
duced wne to. a semicircle of well-known journalists of the city, ically
whom he had as good as coerced into being present, -an' -iv
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last few private opinion, he had caused to be.written up at his dictati6n

the very nice notices that the young débutante upon the platform

e pleas- was so fortunate to win'from the Chicago press. Need I say that

ee*ks lie I havt always gratefully remembered him, perhaps more graté-

tial per- fully than he or his have been aware, and here I write, with

e was a affectionate memory of one who has passed beyond, our sight,

bat was above our ken, the niame of Albro E. Bishop.

ABOUT SPEAKERS.
kind of
ut one Always, in presence of an audience I am saying to .myself at

one time or another, " How dare I stand here, taking at least a

ith my thousand hours of time, and focalizing the attention of a thousand

ris/ian immortal human spirits? Who am I, that so great possibilities

of the of influence should have fallen to my lot? And I must remem-

to the ber that there is a stenographer always present, the stenographer

r with of memory, and that in the white light of the world to come, not

bout a only what I utter here, but every thought I think, will stand out

plain as the sun in the heavens,--for every soul shall give account

of himself to God.

There is something unspeakably pathetic about the life of

one to whom must frequently recur the unmatched responsibility

of meeting public audiences. His is a joy and sorrow with which

none internieddleth. A ring at the bell may dissipate a thought

he was just catching on his pencil's tip in the preparation of a

speech; a rap. at the door may put to flight the outline of an

address; the constant coming and going of people who really

must see him, break into staccato snatches the speech that might

have been flowing, deep and bright. His riches, what he has,
1çindly are like Sojourner Truth's-" in his idees," yet they are scattered
of the right and left, as if they were of the smallest consequence,
ng up because they are impalpable, invisible, unheawd. He grieves for
owler, the thousand children of the brain that might have come to light,

>rfer- had they not been throttled in their birth. He knows the mean-
odest ing of the words, " travail of soul.' Then he must :put aside a

on the thousand pleasant things ii nature, music, books, society, f6r he
Side, has a certain speech to make at a certain time, and, 'ike an

ed me engine on the track,-he must go forward toward that time. True
intro as this is-on a great scale of the great speakers, it is also -pathet-

City' ically true of us who are the lesser lights.
"lv



THE NEW CHIVALRY;

OR, THE SCHOOL-MISTRESS ABROAD.

e
[Here follows my first public lecture, which is chiefly made<up of obser.

vations upon women in Europe-whose sorroyful estate, as I studied it
twenty years ago, had .much to do with giving me the courage to become a a
public speaker.]

Bayard Taylor, Paul du Chaillu and Dr. Hayes picture for h
us the inhospitable climes in whose exploration they hazarded t
their lives; Emily Faithful comes across seas to tell us of her
work among the.toiling masses of Great Britain ; the Sage of Con-
cord, founder of our lecture system, comes from his meditations
to tell us-what he heard a voice saying unto him, " Write."

A humbler duty lies upon my heart. I have no poem to
recite, no marvelous discovery to herald. I come to you in the ti

modest character of the school-mistress abroad; in the capacity C
of friend-in-general to our girls. t

Gail Hamilton, in that most racy of her essays, entitled
'Men and Women," exclaims with a burst of enthuMiasn: "I a

love women, I adore them!" But, by way of compensation, she t
declares in the néxt sentence that " There's nothing so splendid
as a splendid man."

Now I have no disposition to deny either of Gail's state- "M
ments, but I would repeÀt and emphasize the first.

And by "women," be it distinctly understood, I lways and
invariably mean girl. The largest part of my life, th s far, has s
been spent in their service. I claim tohave coaxed and\reproved, t
caressed and scolded, corrected the compositions an read the ma
love-lettersof more girls than almost any other, school- a'am in Ni:
the Northwest. I began with them'before I was eig teen, in As
my "Forest Home" on the banks of a Wisconsin river, th noblest yel

river in the world to me, though since last I floated on i breast cire
I have wandered as far as the Volga, the Jordan, and the ile.

enc
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In district schools, academies, and ladies' colleges, both
East and West, I have pursued their fortunes ; in schools where
they were marshalled, two by -two, when taking daily exercise,
and when it was my happy lot to be their guardian on shopping
expeditions; and anon, in easy-going schools, where in the recita-
tion rooms black coats were numerous as basques, and opposite
each demure young lady at the dinner table sat a being with aTobser.

died i bass voice and hair parted on one side. Then I wandered

ome a away from the merry-faced girls of America, and for two years
and a half studied their sisters in Europe and the East. Coming

r-e for home full of new thoughts and more earnest purposes, I gathered

arded them around me once again-the fortunate daughters of the dear

of her Homeand-and understood, as I could. not have done before,

f Con- what maketh them to differ from the sad-faced mt&titudes beyond

ations the seas.
Let me, then, invoke your patience while together we review

m to the argument from real life which, has placed me on the-affirma-

in the tive side of the tremendous " Woman Question."-while we

acity consider the lot of woman beyond -the seas, and then contrast
this with her position,·present and prospective, here in America,

titled and while we seek-the reasons of th'is amazing difference. Or,
as I like better to express it, let me try to picture. the position

she taken by the New Chivalry of our native land in contrast with

endid that of the Old Chivalry- in the-old world, And by this term,
"The Chlvalry," for I do not use it as a dictionary word, I

state-. mean to denote (sometimes sincerely,and sometimes sarcastically)
the sex now dominant upon this planet.

s and I shall ask you, first of all, to take a glance with me.'at the

h as saddest of destinies in whose presence I have deduced conclusir ns,
oved, the destiny of an Egyptian woman. It is a June day in 'h:

d the month of February. We are floating lazily along the balmy

in Nile, reclining on the crimson cushions of our gay dahabeal:.

, in As we gaze upon the plumy palm trees and away over.the desert's

blest yellow sands, a tall, slight form comes between us and the

reast dreamy horizon, and passes rapidly along the bank, looking weird

ile. and strange in its flowing robe of black.-. If we come near
enough, the sight of that dusky face, into which the misery of
centuries seems crowded, will smite us like a blow ; and as the
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child shares always in the mother's degradation (as in her joy),
we shall find the baby on this sad woman's shoulder the most
wretched little being ever victimized into existence. This
woman is perhaps seventeen years qld, and has already passed
the noonday of her strength. -Into this fate of marriage was she
sold before the age of tep, by her own father's hand. If she
should prove unfaithful to its vow, konor would call upon him,
with imperious voice, to cut her into pieces and consign her to t

the Nile. The history of this silent, uncomplaining womean is a p
brief one. She asserts her " rights " in no " convention"; she t

flings no jauntlet of defiance in the face of her " manifest t
destiny." She is the zero-mark upon the scale of being, and
lier symbol is a tear. But upon a fate so dire as this, I will not
ask you to look longer. -Let us turn our eyes westward-the ol
Star of Bethlehem moves thither evermore, and the next illustra- O
tion of old-world Chivairy, though sad enough, will be far less at
painful than the last.,

La Signora Sopranzi is a Roman matron cf the period, with O

all Italia's romance stifled in her heart. She was once celebrated th
for her beauity, but she is already thirty-four years old. Herhair n
is gray, her géntle eyes are dim, and of the glory long ago de-
parted, only those "traces" remain on which the novelist lingers th
with so much pathos. Her father was a Roman lawyer, but he was
also Garibaldi's friend, and so the Pope shut him up in the ample ha
dungeons of St. Angelo. Her husband, the veriest ne'er-do-weel
who ever joined the beauty of Adonis to the wiles of Mephis- ai

topheles, has gallantly left her to solve the problem of a main- -

tenance for himself, herself, and her little ones. The only "gen- thi

teel" avocations suited to her "sphere," are to keep a fashionable bai

boarding-house and give Italian lessons. I have reason to con-
gratulate-myself upon the remarkable enterprise she thus dis-

played, for in lier capacity of hostess and instructor, she' intro-

duced me to an extensive circle of acquaintances among the more md

intelligent of her countrywomen, and all I learned of them gave 901
-me a stronger purpose of helpfulness toward women. They were pal

not innovators, I promise you! They had never heard about a

"College Educaéton"; no taint of the new world's.unrest had ever UmS

reached their placid souls. Indeed. their average wisdom as to PeI
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the Great Republic, is well illustrated by this question, propounded

ie most gravely to ie on more than one\occasion:

This "When our Cristoforo Oolombo discovered your America, did

passed he find many Indians there as light-complexioned as yourself?'

was she They knew they were not very wise, poor things! and often said,

If she shrugging their shoulders most ekpressively:

him, . "We marry so early,.you know, there's really very little need

her to that we should study much. Indeed, in Italy, it hurts a woman's

an is a prospects to be trobpo istruta ('too well instructed'), and you see

". she this is a point we cannot guard too carefully, for out of marriage,

anifest there is. no place for us, except the cloister."

ng, and My landlady's daughter, Bianca, was the most beautiful girl

wi not in Rome, chief city of fair women. IAlthough but twelve years

d-the old. she was a woman in her words and ways. I was very fond

illustra- of ber, and used often to wish I could lift ber out of that lifeless

far less atmosphere-breathed by so ma'ny generations that almost all the

oxygen is gone-and electrify her with the air that blows across

with our Illinois prairies. In one of our frequent conversations she

ebrated thus stated her ideas upon a theme to which she had evidently given

er hair no casual thought. Rêmember I give her precise language-that of

ago de- a young lady of twelve (for my practice when abroad illustrated

lingers that line:of Burns', "a chiel's amang ye takin' notes"):

hewas "We are too tender-hearted, we women of Italia. -Why, I

ample have a cousin who is dying of grief bedause her lover seems cold

do-wee of late. I laugli at her, and say, 'Ah, bella Margherita, you are

ephis- a little idiot! You should pot waste yourselfthus, upon that silly

a main- Antonio.' Yo6 u shall see how 'll behave! I will never marry in

"gen- this world. I have seen too much unhappiness among these hus-

onable bands and wivxes. And yet, you see, 'twill not be easy for me to

to con- escape (she said With charming: naive/é). Why, the other evening

us dis- l went to see the sunset from the Pincian hill with iny naughtý,

intro. handsome papa, and a foolish boy, nt so t l' as/I am, a mere child,

lie ~ indeed, but dressed up like a young gentlman, with white vest,

m gave goldchain, and carrying a silly little cane, whispered to me, while

ey were papa smoked his cigar upon the terrace an I sat near the foun-

ut a tain,,hat he should come this very night a d play the mandolino

ad ever under my window. But I turned my fa away, and when'le
a persisted, T scowled at him from under my black eye-brows and
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just dared him to come!. I tell you, Signorina, that I will not fali

in love for a long, long time yet, if ever, for in our country it kills pia
women or else it drives them mad. I'm going to give Italian educ

lessons like my poor mamma, and in character I'm going to be a real wha

Americana-calm as the brôad Campagna, cold as the catacombs. .eari

For I am very sad over the women of my country. Life begins Cate

withthem at twelve, and at twenty-five they are already old; the
lighis are out-the play is over." dear

And yet when I have sung the praises of my native land to age,

beautiful Bianca, her eyes have gleamed with a new splendor as that
she stood erect and said: "Ah! but I am a Roman, and still to glan<

be a Roman were greater than a king." (But, mind you, some
bright American had taught the little magpie that!) a bra

Somewhat to the same .purpose as dark-eyed Bianca's words, m
were those her pale-faced m'other had spoken to ire that veyv tug o
morning: gena

"Men cannot be as good as we are," she said in her voice ened
most musical,- most melancholy. "I'm sure that they are not so norm
dear to God. We suffer so-our lives call down the pity of all then,

the Saints in Heaven. Life gives us just one choice-to be wives there

or to be nuns, and society sneers at us so cruelly if we neither

wear the marriage-ring nor the consecrating crucifix, that we are room,

never happy unless we are miserable-and so we marry! You
of the North have a thousand defenses," she continued, mourm- papa,

fully, "the intellect yields you so many pleasures, and your man-. I me

ner of life renders you brave-so that you are seldom at the merev marri

of yotnr hearts. Sometimes I think there must be a sort of magic. be an

though, about it all, and I have asked mnny of your country-wo- must

men to let me have their talisman, for my poor daughter's sake.

One of my nicest little friends in Rome was Greca Caveri, of lated,

Genoa, who had come with her father to witness the opening of the

(Ecurnenical Council. She was seventeen years old, and evinced so Counti

müch delight when I offered to give her English lessons, that, d so
struck with her youth, I asked why. she did not go to school. She

looked at me in surprise, saying,- "Does not the Signorina 0p for

know that I am superior in education to *my countrywomen

gênerally? My father is one of King Victor Emmanuel's

lawyers, and a learned man. Moreover, he has very advanced T

-'" I' _ , MIý , 4-- ->-
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ideas about what a lady should be permitted to know, and so he
placed me in the best school for girls at Turin. I completed my
education there on my sixteenth birthday, one year ago. This is
what has kept me unsettled until I am so old. But then I have
learned music, French, drawing and dancing-not to speak of the
Catechism and the lives of the Saints."

She went on to tell me that her dear mamma, whose loss her
dear papa no much deplored, had been three years married, at her
age, and then it dawned on my dull wits that she was one among
that vast and noble army of martyrs who. with sad face and lifted
glance, await the Coming Man.

Poor Greca's sad dilemma gave me long, long thoughts about
a brave young country far away, whose institutions each year
more generously endeavor to take sides with homely women in the
tug of life, and to compensate thus. for nature's wayward negli-
gence. I tried to talk of this to sweet-voice4 Greca, and she list-
ened with a flush of pleased surprise, but soon relapsed into her
normal way of thinking, saying as she shook her little head: "But
then, dear friend, you know we women have but one vocation-
there's no denying it.

A few days later, on New Year's morning,. she ran to my
room, saying: .

"Now, I'm going to try a sign! As I goto the Vatican with
papa, on this first day of the year 1870, I'm going to notice whom
I meet first. If it's a giovinotio (young man) I shall surely be
married this year; if it's a priest, why I shall die, and there will
be an end of it; but misericordia! if it should be an old man, I
must restare in casa another year still.

"'What's that?" I asked; the idiom was new; literally trans-
lated, it meant, "Stay in -the house."

"Why, don't you understand ?" the girl explained; "in my
country, if a girl isn't married, she stays in tMe kouse, and, oh! I
do so long to get out into tke world!"

"You say, 'Signorina, that the women are so crazy as to set
np for doctors in your country? ,It" is a folly and a crime.
Iwonder that the priests don't interfere. Whatever will become
of the buttons and the general hous-work ?"

Thus spake an elderly Italian dame, the thinning ranks of

I t
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whose own buttons I was even then contemplating with a some-

what startled glancel!

"And you tell me there are fifty thousand lady teachers in'

the United States? It is alarming! What will you come to, at
last, in a country where women are permitted thus to usurp author-

ity'over the men?"

I told her what a wag has called "the horrible statisties.

How that two millions of men had been killed in our late war,

and that hence there were in. many of our states thousands more
women than men ; that in England there are three millions of un-

married women, of whom two millions have a choice different fron

the fair Italians-namely, to be their own bread-winners,-or stamve.
Indeed, my figures grew conclusive, whereupon she stopped her

ears and exclaimed, with a charming grimace, " For love ot

Heaven, don't go up any higher! Don't you know that I cani

add more figures than I have fingers on this hand ?"
I should regret to weary you with my Italians, but air

tempted to give you a glimpse into the life of a Roman old maid

because I fancy I have here that single aspect of human life ir

Rome which neither poet nor historian has ever treated-and

because the reverse of the medal has a lesson for us also.

She was a rara avis. I did not see another of her species in all

Italy, and if she had not been a little unBeliever in all such shams

as Pope and priest, she would long ago have sought the shelter

of a convent, and borrowed. the nanie of some woman-saint, since

she could net1 otherwise get rid of her own. And yet, hers was a
pretty one, I thought-Alessandrina Paradisi. She was one of

those against whom Nature seems to have a pique, yet often, as

I looked at her puny, hump-backed figure and heavy features, it

seemed to me that, after all, Nature had treated her very much as

legend tells us Jupiter did the Poet, who came to him complaining

that to Tellus had been assigned the earth, and to Neptune the

sea, while to him nothing whatever had been offered, whereupon

Jupiter said: "For thee, O Poet, I have reserved the key of

Heaven, that thon mayst come and go at will, and be my guest.

For a spirit looked from the intense, dark eyes of Alessandrina,
which had no peer among her sisters ; an eloquent voice kept

silence behind those mournful lips; a brain that harbored noble
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h a soUne- thoughts, was lying h4lf-asleep under that mass of shadowy hair.

Permit this record of an evening's talk with.my favorite little
Italian:

teachers i a

core to, at Jan. 10, 1870. She has been to see me again, "la povera

urp author- piccola sorella ("the poor little sister ") as they all call her. It

is really marvelous, the faculty this small creature has of making

statistics. me understand the rich, soft utterance of her mother-tongue. To-

r late war, night she gave me,. without intendiig it, perhaps, apeep into a

sands more place I had greatly wished but dared not hope to see-her keart.

lions of un It was on this wise. She was describing a representation she had

erent from witnessed, recently, at the theatre in Naples. As the climax

,or starv. approached she became animated. It was, as it ought to be

topped ler always, the triumph of virtue and punishment of vice, or, to

or love at employ her words,-" So, at last, the husband confessed his fault

hat I can' to his forgiving wife, and they lived in peace ever after, while the

hateful woman who had caused the mischief, was sent off to parts

s, but air unknown." Antl here the little narrator clapped her hands, say-

old maid ing,-" Don't you see, cara amica, that it was a beautiful play?"

man life ir When I asked if, after witnessing the pageants. of the stage, every

ated-and day life did not seem doubly tame, she scowled, shrugged her

poor shoulders, and, presto, came my peep gt hearts:

cies in ail Yes, Signorina, what you say is true. But look at me!

uch shams Life cannot yield me much at best. Indeed, it is so sombre, that

the shelter it doesn't matter if these brilliant contrasts the theati-e affords,

aint, since make.that look a shade darker, which is always dark. I frankly

hers w tell you that if the good God had asked me I would have begged

as one of Him not to thrust me into this world. But he did not, and here

et often, as I am, and there is nothing left me but to make the best of it. I

fetures, t am twenty-nine years old, and by this time, you see, I am accus-

rmuch as tomed to my lot. I quarreled with it, sadly, though, when I was

nplaining .younger. Ah, I have passed some bitter years! But I've grown

eptune t wiser now, and 1ry to bring what happiness I can. to others, and

whereupon to forget myself. Only I dread lest I must grow old, with no-

:he kev f body to take care of me. But I try to keep a young· heart, and

y guest. so I give my 4:houghts to God's fair world, and to hopes of a

andrina, future life. Is not God kind, -who gives me sweet sleep, always,

voice kept and dreams more fair than anything that I have ever seen in any

noble play or read in any poem ? And He lets me sleep ten hours in
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every twenty-four, and dream right through them all! I would
neyer dare to care for any one, you know, and nobody could be

expected to find any charm in me-besides, in Italy, people like to
me never go into society. And so Rome, my native city, has the fri

love I might have given in ties more tender. Ah, shall I live, I U
wonder, to see Rome free? What would I not do for her, if I dared ?" s

But here her tone changed to the mocking spirit that is more T
pitiful than -tears: "Women are nothing in, Italy, you know.

Think of it! I am twenty-nine yeays old! my brother Romana is e.
eighteen, but on my father's dcath, this boy became my guardian, pa
and I take from his hand whatever he chooses to giv'e me from op
the estate for my support, and do not murmur. For him there is no
that independence which I count one of the noblest elements of th
character; for him there is brave work to do; for me there is-- a
to twirl my thumbs and wait to see if the next life can possibly afone ig

for this.

Poor child! Let me hasten to deliver her from the limbo to

which by some she may have been consigned. She had never an
heard about a college education and a wider work with better pay

for women who must earn theii bread, and those frightful words, to
"strong minded," have never been translated'into her sweet,

Italian tongue.

In our quest for illustrations of what chivalry has wrought th

beyond the seas, the most ancient and the most poetic civilizations fro

have yielded us their lessons-let us pass on to interrogate the hu

most luxurious. We shallsoon see how differently they do these m

things in France. In Egypt, as we have observed, the husband

buys his wife; in Paris, by strange contradiction, it is the wife

who buys her husband, and he knows his value, be assured! In wh.
proof of this, let me give a conversation I chanced to have with an agE
intelligent Parisian lady, who, starting ont in life without suffi-

cient capital, had made no matrimonial investment up to the ripe

age of forty-four. tho
"I am much concerned," she said, "for my friend, Madame ver

D., who is just now doing her best to marry off her daughter; and

it is high time, too, for the girl is already eighteen. But it will the
not be-an easy task, I fear, for she has not a tempting dowry, and toi1

but few personal charms."
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I would "How will they begin their operations?" I inquired.
ould be "Oh, the parents will say tout franchement (quite frankly)
pie like to their friends, 'Find me a husband for my daughter,' and the
has the friends (knowing that one good turn deserves another) will beat

live, I up for recruits, and will, perhaps, find a young man who is-deemed
ared ?" suitable and Who is willing 'to consider the project,' at least.
1s more Then, as if by chance, for we are a peopte of quite too much del-
know. icacy to give a business air to proceedings of this nature'"'-she
ana is explained with true French vivacity, "then, as if by chance, the

ardian. parties meet in the picture gallery of the Luxembourg, or at an
e from open-air concert in the Champs Elysées. The young people are

there i now introduced, while the old ones look on sharply, to witness
ents of the effect. After several minutes of dasual conversation, they sep-
re 1 arate. The young -man says to his friends, 'She pleases me,' or

ly atone 'She pleases me not,' and upon this turns the decision."

"But what about the girl?" I pursued innocently.
mbo to"Oh, the girl ? She is charmingly sbmissive. She simpprs

never and makes a courtesy, and says: 's you please, dear parents;
ter pay you know what is for my good far better than I';-so glad is she

vords, to marry upon any. terms, it is such a release." The lady then
sweet, went on to say, "If the girl has been so fortunate as to 'please' the

young man, and if his friends pronounce her dowry adequate,
rought the necessary papers arç inade out; she receives half a-dozen calls

zations from her fiancé in the presence of her mother; he sends her a
ate the huge bouquet daily for about three weeks, and so the courtship

these merges into the wedding day.
sband Will you believe it? I was stupid enough (but then it was

e wife because of the interest I take in girls) after all this to ask: "And
In what about love ?" How she laughed! that "lady of a certain

th an age" as the French say, avoiding harsher epithets.
suffi- "Dear Mademoiselle," was ber voluble reply, "that ques-

e ripe tion tells the whole story! You are Américaine, you have read

those pretty fictions of Miss Di'nah Mulock, and you have not lived
adame very long abroad."

and Then she explained to me how, established in her new home,
it wvill the young wife tastes her first liberty. Her husband goes his way
,and to theatre and club, and she goes hers-often learning what love

is (since you insist), from another than he. Her children she puts
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away from her at an early age; the girls in a convent, the boys in a
a Lycée, and when they emerge from there, they repeat the si
scenes of their parents' courtship and marriage-the sons, after t

several-year: of profligate life; the daughters, after a brief period ai
of espionage Uhome. And so the drama goes from age to age. tc

In good old Fatherland the relations of men and women are h
hardly less irrational than in France. Young gentlemen never Io
visit young ladies, and the latter are rigidiy prohibited from ail h(
social intercourse with them except in presence of their parents in
and guardians, and at the public balls. How they ever arrive at

an engagement is one of the mysteries that the uninitiated desire in
to look into, but, strange to say, that stupendous crisis does at x
last-occur. Whereupon the friends of the parties are promptly dc
notified, and it is customarv to call upon the fortunate maiden a
who has staked her all upon a throw, and won. With the young er;
gentleman - a gallant Knight of the Old Chivalry! - it is quite i

a different matter. His good fortune consists principally in the i

amount of very hard cash that rewards the sacrifice of his liberty. of
He has paid the sex a great compliment in the person of his wa
betrothed, which she will appropriately acknowledge on her own aft
and their4half. Not that he means to be exacting-oh, no! He

is a down-right good-natured fellow, and will require in returi a
nothing more than-unconditional surrender to his will from thi' stc
time forth until death do them part. bel

A friend, long resident in Berlin, writes me as follows: soc
"In Germany a'girl exists so exclusively for marriage, that ger

the linen for her bridàl trousseau is collected from the time ear
she is born. At family Christmas festivals contributions to this wo:
outfit form the prominent feature of the gifts to girls, and being per
questioned they will reply without the least embarrassment: 'Oh, pas
that's for my aussteuer-wedding outfit.'. German girls marry sid(
principally for greater social freedom. Those of the upper classes goi:
care less for this, and are slower to change their estate in life." the

In " merrie England " there is far more freedom, but Thack-

eray's incomparable satires, which denounce " more in sadness un¿
than in anger" the customs that preside over marriages in high

life, are as true to-day as when he wrote them. To my delight wor

I found Thackeray reverenced in England as we reverence Bryant
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>ys in and loved as we love Whittier, but to my grief they told me the

the shades in his sad pictures are not dark enough. You remember

after the episode in that noblest of his boôks, "The Newcomes,

eriod about the queenly Ethel,.whose aristocratic grAndmamma is bound

ge. to marry her to Lord Farintosh, in spite of ber repugnance and

n are her protestations, and low Ethel is made to pursue the noble

never lord through every lane of life, until he lays his coronet before

>m all ber? , You remember how this compromised young woman, visit-

rents ing an Art Collection and seeing a green card with the word

ve at "Sold " attached to a picture there, slyly carries it off, fastens it

esire in front of ber white muslin frock, and thus appéars at dinner.

s at When asked what this queer fancy means, she makes the old

ptly dowager a profound courtesy, saying " Why, grandmamma, I am

aiden a tableau vivant-living picture." "Whereupon," says Thack-

roung eray, "the old lady, jumping up on her crooked stick with

quite immense agility, tore the card out of Ethel's bosom, and very

n the likely would have boxed her ears, but that just then the Marquis

rtv. of Farintosh, himself, came in. 'But after his departure there

f his was, I promise you, a pretty row in the building,' relates Eth.el

own afterward."

! He Going to Hyde Park at the fashionable hour, one sees many

etur - a poor Ethel who needs no green ticket on her breast to tell the

thi story of her barter. *One's heart aches at the thoughts of "sweet

bells jangled," whose music might have filled so many lives with

soothing melody.- For Hyde Park is the scene-as an English

that gentleman expresses it in language that grates harshly on our

time ears-" of the richest and most shaineful marriage markets in the

this world." "Men stand by tþe rails," he says, "criticising with

being perfect impartiality and equal freedom, while women drive slowly

'Oh, past, for sale in madriage, with their careful mothers et their

arry side, to reckon the value of biddings and prevent the lots from

lasses going off below the reserved price. Instinctively you listen. for

e." the auctioneer with his 'going-going-gone!

hack- Listen to the moral drawn by the same Christian Englishman

dness under his frightful picture:

high "Such is the pitch at which we have arrived by teaching

ght women tkat marriage is their whole duty."
'ant, I turn with grateful pride from these sad pictures of the Old
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World, to the glowing colors of the New. The difference between

them has been often frguréd to my fancy by that between the mys-

-tic, melancholy sunsets behind Rome's sad Campagna, and their

brilliant pageantry as they light up the west from the prairies of

my own Illinois. I see what is noblest in the manhood of Amer-

ica rallying like St. Geo-ge of old, to fight the Dragon, while

firlif and brave rings out their- manly war cry, claiming "Fair

play for the weaker'' in life's solemn fight. Do you wonder if

this contrast set me thinking about the 'New World's Chivalry ?

orif, the more I studied the movements of this matchless age, tht:

more clearly I saw that.it can give a Roland for- an' Oliver, till

History calls off its last heroic name ?

The Knights of the Old Chivalrygav'e woman the· empty a

husk of flattery; those of the New, offer instead, the wholesome

kernel of just criticism; the Knights-of the Old Chivalry drank

our health in flowing bumpers; -tliose of the New invite us to sit

down beside them at the banquet "of truth.

"By my lady's bright eyes," was the watch'word of the Old;

"Fair play for the weaker,' is the manly war cry of the New!

Talk about the Ch7ivalry of Ancient Days! Go to, ye medieval

ages, and learn what that word meaneth! Behold thesunny after-

noon of -this nineteenth century of grace, wherein we have the

spectacle, not of lances tilted to defend the Pgestig-e of my "lady's

beauty," by swaggering knights who could not write their names,

but of the noblest men of the world's foremost race, placing upon the

brows of those most dear to them, a>ove the wreath of Venus, the

helmet of Minerva, and leading into broader pathsý of knowledge

and achievement, the fair divinities who preside over their homes. T

No picture dawns upon me so refulgent as this Home that
a(

yet shaI be the gift of this Better Age· to the New America, in

which a t/ree-fold lie shall bind the husband to his wife, the

father to hisdaughter, the mother to her son. Religion and af-

fe..-ction-as-heretofore in all true homes-shall form two of the

strands in this magic three-fold tie ; the third this age is weaving

and it is intellectual sympathy, than which no purer or more en-

during bond survived "the-curse of Eden!

Whoever has not thougbt thus far, has failed to fatbom the

profoundest significance, or to rise to the height of the noblest

ý -
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inspiration, which our new ideas of woman's privilege infallibly
involve.

eir Those far-off lands of which I told you, made Me very sad.

I had not known what a wide world it is, and howfull of misery.

Walking in the market-place of proud Berlin, where dogs and

1ie women were fastened side by side to carts laden with country

air merc'handise; riding along unfrequented Italian roads where I

encountered at one end of the plow a cow and a woman yoked to-

gether, while at the other a man presided, whip in hand; or

the watching from the car vindow as we whirled along from Alex-
till andria to Cairo, women building railway embankments under the

overseer's lash, how often have tears blurred these grievous scenes,

as I felt how helples& one frail fmn must be to right such wrongs.
me 1

Somet mes it seemed sweetly mysterious to me, but I understand

nk it -now, that al<vays when my heart was aching over the measure-
sit less woes of wofi1en in almost every land beyond the seas, a voice

Id; would whisper to me: 'Not to these, but :to the dear girls of

y-our.home shall vou be sent, and some day the broader channels of
W! their lives shall send streams of healing even to these far-off shores.'

ai Do· not think my purpose idle, in sketching sombre scenes

er- from lands afar, or evoking in your'hearing the jangle of sweet

he bells, for the foundation of,the faith that is within me rests on no

theory of "rights' or "wrangs," but is a plain deduction from

S' iimy contrast of woman's lot in the Old world and the New. Shall
he

we not learn a lesson of unutterable gratitude from this contrast

he of our affluent lives with those which, under sunnier skies than
ge ours, and in more genial climes, are'yet so shadowed and dwarfed ?

Thinking of them and us, how often do I murmur to myself an
at 

iadaptation of the Laureate's noble lin at has sung itself out

en - of my own heart and brain:

Ring out the grief-t t saps th mind,
e Whose thral1d dates from days of yore;
Ring out fal laws from shore to shore,

Ringuin r to allnmankind!

- Ring o the contest of the twain

e om thou for noblest love didst m.ke
Ring in the day that shall awake

t Their life-harp to a sweeter strain!
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se

THE NATIONAL COUNCIL OF WOMEN. 1V
bt

The greatest movement ever undertaken by women is the h
outgrowth of that unparallelecd International Council held in' le

Washington, March 25 to Ai*il 1, S888, of which Susan B. it
Anthony was the central figure. By her invitation I made five

speeches there, and throthli lier generous *partiality was chosen

president of this national federation of women, when the office

would naturally have gone to lier. A more unique and wonder- th
ful book .has not lieen published in America .than the steno- bi
graphic story of that Washington meeting. Send 90 cents to

Woman'sfJournal Office, Boston, for a copy to read and cnd. an

The .purpose of- the National Council is thus stated in its r

constitution: no

We, women of the United. States, sincerely believing that the best good by
of our homes and nation will be advanced by our own greater unity

of thought, sympathy, and purpose, and that an organized movement of w

women will best conserve the highest good of the family and the state, do thi
hereby band ourselves together in a confederation of workers committed ur
to the overthrow of all forms of ignorance and injustice, and to the appli-
cation·of the golden rule to society, custom and law:

th

We have just sent out our first call to the organized woman- pi

hood of the land, hoping to enlist them in this effort for solidarity ea

among women workers as a preliminary to the universal'solidarity in
sought by the International Council of whichi Mrs. Millicent th

Fawcett, of England, is the leader. of

We should have our representatives constantly at the state

capitals and ask unitedly for the things that have heretofore been sur

asked for only by separate societies. Laws for the better pro- hig

tection of women; for the teaching of hygiene in all grades of be

the public schools, with especial reference to alcoholics and other woI
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narcoticsf& mpulsory education ; also for appropriations in

aid of industrial schools for girls, and other institutions to which

our philanthropic women are devoted-we must together strive

for these. .

Locally, a Woman's League should, in the interest of that

"mothering " which is the central idea of our new movement,

seek to secure for women admission to ail school committees,
library associations, and boards intrusted with the care of defect-

ive, dependent. and delinquent classes; all professional and

business associations; all colleges and professional schools that
the have not yet set before us an open door of ingress.; and each local
l in' league should have the power to call in the united influence of

B. its own state league, or of the National Council, if its own influ-
five ence.did not suffice.
>sen In the development of this movement I am confident that it
fice will impart to women such à sense of strength and courage that
der- their'corporate self-respect will so increase that such theatrical
no- bills as we now see displayed will not· be permitted for an hour,

to without our potent protest ; and the exhibition of women's forms

and faces in the saloons and cigar stores,,Which women's self-

its respect will never let them enter, and thé disgraceful literature

now for sale on so many public news stands, will not be tolerated

by the womanhood of any town or city.

itv An .anatomical museum " that I often pass, bears the

t of words, " Gentlemen only admitted." Why do women tolerate
do thisfilaunting assumption that men are expected to derive pleas-
ted ure from beholding objects that they would not for· a moment
pli- permit their wives'to see? Some day women will not, and then

these base exhibitions will cease, for women will purify every

place they enter, and they will enter every place on the round

ty earth. To develop this great quality of corporate, as well as
ty individual, self-respect, I believe nó single study would do ttore
nt than that of Frances Power Cobbe's noble. book on "The Dutiesd

of Women." It ought to be in the hands of every woman who

te has taken for her motto, " Heart within, and God o'erhead,'' and

ex surely it ought to be in the hands of every one who has not this

o- high aim, while I am certain that every man who lives would

of be a nobler husband, son, and citizen of the great world, if he

er would give this book his thoughtful study.
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The following extracts from my addresses at the won-

derful meeting in Washington will show the trend of thought on

some.of the subjects presented:

We only wish to turn all the bullets into printers' type; we only wish

the warto be a war of words, for words are wings; they are full of lightuing.

Every brain the open furrow, every word the seed cast in, and you have

hunanity brought to a different plane; but you can't do it alone; you can't

(do it unless you come along together: it is easier to climb up taking hold

of hands.

Somebody who has studied these things a great deal said to me: "You
can tell a harmonious and organizing nature, because the involuntary posi-

tion of the hands will be like that" (folded together).
See a tle, lonesome, stray snowflake come down through the air; it

falls and relts and is no more. Now see others come along talksng in that

noiseless, gossiping way together, and as they come down more and more

they have evidently got something on their minds. After awhile these are

joined by others, and, their organized attack wll make a drift thirty feet
high that will stop a fiftv-ton engine.

Now, women are the snowflakes. And the organized attack is against

this old, hoarv-headed, materialistic, conservative way of doing things.

And the mighty breeze that shall set them flÑing is the new sense of sister-

hood, and it will bring in all that is good, and true and pure. It has been

the curse of humanity in the past that half the wisdom, more than half the

purity, and more than half the gentleness did not find any organic expres-

sion. Now it is getting expression, and we are here not only to see it and sit

by, twirling our4humbs·and watching it come, but we are here to put in all

oui-rmighty fore to make it come. Each woman that has just sat here

and lept a kind attention has helped it. Each one who has gone away and

spoken a kind word'has helped it. Each one that has lifted an aspiration

toward the great Heart that holds the world has helpel it.

The highest power of organization for women is that it brings them out;

it translates them from the passive into the active voice; the dear, modest,

clinging things didnt think thev could do anything, and, u and behold!

they found out they could. They come to you with a quiver of the lip, and

look at you so hopeful and expectant, and wonder if they could do some-

thing; and a year or two after, you hear them with a deep voice and perfect

equipose telling their dearest thought to a great audience, or yoù see them

in the silent charities, carrying out their noblest purpose toward humanity,

I will tell you how it is with me: I go like abee intotihe gardens of

thought; I love to listen to all the voices, and I go buzzi g around under

the bonnets of the prettiest flowers and the most fr-ag-rant, just like this bee,

and when it is a lovely life and a sweet life, like the lives of those who have

-spoken to us to-day, it seems to me I get a lot of honey; but I have a won-
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Saint or Politician.

derful bee-line fashion of carrying it all home to my own Methodist hive.

I couldn't do any other way. I am made that fashion; it is part of me. It

is worked into the woof and warp of my spirit, the result of the sweet old

ways in which I was brought up. I should have to deny myself in my in-

most heart, if I didn't believe what mother had taught me at her knee, if

I didn't, above all the teachings and all the voices, reverence the voice that
calls' to me from the pages of the Bible; if I didn't, above all things and

always, in my mentality and spirituality, translate God into terms of Jesus
Christ. I cannot rest except there. And so I frankly tell you how it is

with me this sweet Easter day. The inmost voice, deep down in my heart,

says: "Lord Jesus, receive my spirit! Receive it as I sit here listening

to women whom I love and revere and honor for their loyalty to what

they believe is the highest anld best. Receive it as I go forth into t4e

crowded ways of life with so many voices calling me on every hand. Re-

ceive my spirit!" It will be the last thought that this brain will think, it will

be the last quiver of this heart that has ached and rejoiced, "Lord Jesus,

receive my spirit!

* * * * * * * * * * * * *

I don't know that it will make me stand any better with the ladies of the

audience, and certainly it won't with the gentlemen, I suppose, but, honestly,
I always thought that, next to a wish I had to be a saint some day, I really

would like to be a politician.

Now, I was a farmer's daughter, and got this idea of politics through

father's and mother's talks together, as muchj as from the newspapers. I

remember so well sitting by and listening to their talk, and mother was, a

very motherly woman, and a tremendously potential politician, though I

don't think she ever knew it, and I only discovered it within the last fourteen

years. I never knew quite what was the matter with her, but in these days I

believe she was born to be a Senator, and never got there. * * * Then

my brother came to be twenty-one, and we had gone around the pastures and

prairies together; we had kept along in our ideas and ambitions; we had

studied the same books and had the same general purposes. But 1o and

behold! there came a day when there was a separation. I saw: that voting

made it, and it seemed to me the line was artificial and should be broken

down. Then I said to myself; "My politics is sacred; there isu't any-

thing about it with which a pure heart, serving its kind, wouldn't like to

have to do. But it is a kind of poor man that went down to Jericho. Now,

can't we get politics out of the company of thieves into which it has fallen?

Cannot we get it out from among the beasts of Ephesus ? Are we going

to pass by on the other.side or are we going to come, like the good Samar-

itan, and to make politics a home question, something that women care for

and are greatly interested in ?
If to all this our brothersanswer, "It is not because you womenare inferior

that we don't want you to vote, but because you are too good and nice and

38
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pure to come into politics," then I sayto you: "My friend, we don't expect
to leave political affairs as we find them; fnot at all. You, our brothers, all
alone by yourselves and no women with you, have constructed this "filthy

pool" that you talk about so much, and that you don't admire, and you can't

make it any worse. You know that into the witch's broth they pour all the in- Wh

gredieuts together. Now, you have all the ingredients there are, except no;

women's votes. Turn them 'n; it may be the branch of sweetnessthat it needs; chu

and certainly it can't be a worse." So I want to say to my brothers, that
we are coming in, as we believe, just as we should go into a bachelor's hall. me

We should takealong broomand dust-brushesand dust-pans, open thewindows will

and ventilate the place, and try to have a general "clarin " out, and that is bas

exactly what we want to do in Old Aunt Columbia's kitchen. Brother Jon- on t

a$han hasn't kept house there in an orderly and cleanly manner, and if up i

ever a place needed " clarinI" out we think it is the kitchen of Uncle Sam. thei

So we have made up our minds and you will see us coming in, and nothing won

on this universal earth will keep us out of. it. It seems to me just the dif- like

ference between the smoking-car and the parlor-car; in the smoking-car pion

there are men alone, and in the parlor-car men and women together. And hon

how nice and wholesome '.it is in the parlor-car; and how everything but

wholesome and nice it is in the smoking-car. It seems to us women ,that le

every great thought must.be incarnated, that disembodied principles and thin
disembodied spirits.fare about equally well in this work-a-day world; that lye
every principle seeks a haud that can cast its ballot into the urn, where a re- the
public manufactures its own destiny. And so we believe that into this'magnifi- .to-ni
cent scene we may well enter, because the weapons are not carnal, but and
spiritual. We believe that wheu coal in the mine and not in the grate will have
warm you; when flour in the barrel and not in the loaf will feed you; when sourt
wool on the sheep's back, and not woven into cloth will clothe vou, then wher
puMic sentiment that is lying around loose and not gathered up through the talks
electric battery of the ballot-box, or sent tingling along the wires of law, will the n
clanige the ways of men.. shad

birth
God made woman with her faculties, her traits, her way of looking at

all great questions from the highest to the lowest, and he made her to be a
helpmeet for man, and he made man to be a helpmeet for her; he made their
them to stand side¯ by side, sun-crdwned; he made them to stand in a to t

republic, as I believe, bearing equalfy its magnificent burdens. I like to

see how men are grandly meeting the uprising of womanhood. I recog- us,

nize, and all of us here do, that it was our big brother man who said,

Come and sit down beside me at the banquet of Minerva. I recognize, and
inspi

so do we all, that it was a man that encouraged us when we made our first corps

ventures; that it, is not with any special purpose to keep us down that men kno
do not let us enter into politics, but that they are sort of considering it; who

they are waiting for us to be a little more anxiou. They are waiting them- found
selves to get wonted to the notion, and they. are growing rapidly. The
time is.not distant,'and every man knows it who hears me. fond



expect l3ut I ilo not forget that if we come, you and you only must open the
lers, ail door L

"filthy * * * * * *> * * * * * *

u can't You are told that public opinion seems to demand the saloon, and as a

I the in- White-Ribboner I ask, "Whose public'opinion ? That of the home?" "Oh,

except no; the home is solidIv against it." "Whose public opinion?' That of the

needs; church?" "Oh, no; two-thirds of the church is made up of women."

that "Whose public opinion ?" That of men who drink and men who sell, and

's hall. men in professional, business and political life, who don't like to get the ill-

'ndows will of those who drink and sel1. Thus, as the outcome of deliberate choice,
that is based upon motives wholly selfish, these men have saddled the liquor traffic

er Jon- on this nation. But the nation has great guns of power-pointing sublimely

and if up into vacancy. We want to bring them to the level of our use, and send

e Sam. their' shot bangin into the eyes of the foe. It is this purpose of arming

othing woumen vwith the lot that makes me so perfectly at home on a platform

e dif- like the preJt, t is this which brings me to do homage to these grand

ing-car pioneers, just as You do, and no one can pay them too much gratitude and

And honor.

ng but Let us be grateful that our horizon is widening. We women have

n ,that learned to reason from effect to cause. It is considered a fine sign of a

es and thinker to be able to.reason from cause to effect. 'But we, in fourteen

that years' march, have learned to go from the drunkard in the gutter, who was

a re- the object'lesson we first saw, back to. the children, as you will hear

gnifi- .to-night; back to the idea of preventive, educational, evangelistic, social,
1, but and legal work for temperance; back to the basis of the saloon itself. We

te will have found that the liquor traffic is joined hand in hand with the very

when sources of the National Government. And we have -come to the place

then where we want prohibition, first, last, and all the time. While the brewer

h the talks about his "vested interests," I tend my voice to the motherhood of

wili the nation that has gone down into the valley of unutterable pain and in the

shadow of death, with the dews of ·eternity upon the mother's brow, given

g birth and beijng to the sons who are the "vested interests" of America's
g at loe.

o be a We offset the demand of the brewer and distiller, that you shall protect
made their ill-gotten gains, with the thought of these most sacred treasures, dear

l a to the hearts that you, our brothers, honor-dear to the hearts that you love
ike to best. I bring to you this thought to-night, that you shall vote to represent
recog- us, and hasten the time when we can represent ourselves.

said, I believe that we are going out into this work, being schooled and
e, and inspired for greater things than we have dreamed, and that the esprit de

first corps of women will prove the grandest sisterhood the world has ever

.men known. As I have seen the love and kindness and good-will 'of women
g it; who differed so widely from us politically and religiously, and'yet have

then- found away down in the depths of their hearts the utmost love and affec-

tion, 1 have said, what kind of a world will this be when all women are as

fond of each other as we strong-minded women are?
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Views with a Capital V.

So, friends, as I think of the new America, the good tine coning, when
He who is the best friend that women ever knew, the Christ of God, shall
rule in our hearts and lives, not outwardly, but by His Spirit-as I think of
it all I say, to myself, I am glad I am alive, I am glad I was not alive till
this last part-of the nineteenth century, I am glad I shall be alive when the
gplden hinges turn and roll wide open the door of the twentieth century
that shal1et the women in ; when this big-hearted brotherhood of broad-
shouldered men who have made it possible for us to have such a council as
this, who listen to us and are more pleased with us than we are with our-
selves-and that is saying a great deal-and who, if we write a book that is
interesting, or a song, or make a speech, are sure to say, "That is good-; go

on, and do better next time; we will buy your books and listen to your
speeches,"-when these men shall see that it was not to the harm of the
home, but for its goodc, that we were working for temperance and for the
ballot.

Home is the citadel of everything that is good and pure on earth;
nothing must enter there to defile, neither anything which loveth or maketh
a lie. And it shall. be found tha all society needed to make it altogether
homelike wasthe home-folks; that all government needed to make it alto-
gethereure from the fumes of tobacco and the debasing effects of strong
drink, was the home-folks; that wherever you put a woman who has the, wh
atmosphere of home about her, she brings in the good time of pleasant and of
friendly relationship and points with the finger of hope and the eye of faith
always. to· something better-always it is better farther on. As I look
around and see the heavy cloud of apathy under which so many still are
stifled, who take no interest in these things, I just think they do not half ten

mean the hard words that they sometimes speak.to us, or they wouldn't if "P
they knew; and, after awhile, they will have the same views I have, spell utt,
them with a capital V, and all be harmonious, like Barnum's happy family, ffti
a splendid menagerie of the whole human race - clear-eyed, kind and
victorious!
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that is MY OPINION OF MEN.
-;go

your "Pve heard of unkind words, kind deeds
of the With deeds unkind returning;
for the Alas! the gratitude of men

Has oftener left me mourning."
earth ;
aketh Men knâw where their true interests lie, and women whom

ogether men love and trust and honor are always motherly at heart.
it alto-

If there is a spectacle more odious and distasteful than a man

has the, who hates women, it is a woman who hates men. If I am glad
nt and of anything it is that, while I have my playful quips and passing

of faith sallies anent them in my own inner home circle, when some pass-
10 irag injustice of the old régime quickens my pulses, the life-long

t1l are
ot half tenor of my pen and voice and work has been not more for

idIt if "'Peace on earth" than for "Good will to men." This frank
e, spell utterance may surely be permitted to one now entered on her
family, fiftieth year, and who thanks God with unspeakable tender-
d and ness for all the pleasant land on which she can look back from

the high chronologic vantage-ground she has attained. If this
had not been so, surely the royal wives and mothers who in all
these working years have rallied around me, would rightfully
have refused my leadership.

From this. time on, the world will have in it no active, vital
force so strong for its uplifting as its organized, mother-hearts. I
do -not say all mothers, because all women who are tecbnically
mothers are not mother-hearted, while many a woman is so, from
whom the criss-cross currents of the world have withheld her
holiest crown.

In my own quiet refuge at Evanston, where we are wont
to talk of these things, I onoe said to Susan B. Anthony, that
noblest Roman of them all:



Mother-hearted Women.

"Bravely as you have trodden it, and glorious as has been inti
your via solitaria, have you not always felt a sense of loss?" to

She answered in the gentle, thoughtful voice that we all fasc
love : " fav(

" Could I be really the woman that I am and fail to feel that wer
under happier conditions I might have known a more sacred com- wor
panionship than has ever come to me, and that this companion The
could not have been a woman?" thoi

But that she also felt God's call, under the unhappy con- awa
ditions that exist, to go her own victorious way alone, is proved mat
by lier reply to a good man who once said to her: had

"Miss Anthony, with your great head and heart, you, of all the
women I have met, ought to have been a wife and mother." had

Our noble pioneer answered him after this fashion: see
"I thank you, sir, for what I take to be the highest compli- keej

ment, but sweeter even than to have had the joy of caring.for
children of my own has it been to me to help bring about a better wife
state of things for mothers generally, so that their unborn little Mas
ones could not be willed away from them." thirc

And now, concerning my opinion of men, let me give a few Orle
scenes in which they have been chief actors and I "'a chiel amang dent
ye takin' notes": men

I was coming fromNjTw Orleans alone after attending the
.Louisiana W. C. T. U. Convention in that city in 188 1. Mrs. coun
Judge Merrick,,my generous hostess, had provided me with such day'
a lunch as rarely.falls to mortallot. As usual, I had a section with
which I hardly left during the trip, and as has happened several the s
times in my experience, I was the only lady in\he car. The my
porter provided me with a table and I had open my well-worn by I
traveling bag, " Old Faithful," and was writing letters and fairly
articles uninterruptedly. By solne mischance, I do not now re- the 1
member what, we were side-tracked twelve hours and no food my s
could be had. In traveling, my constant preoccupation makes some
me peculiarly uncommunicative. I have gone from Chicago to was t
Boston without speaking to any one except the porter, indeed fregl
almost without seeing any one. But as the day wore on and Our hurA
car stood there motionless, my thoughts went ont to those stal- and
wart men about me, those hungry travelers. After much reflec- tried
tion and some quiet observation, I selected- a man in whom by miser
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Brother-kearted Men.

been intuition I believed, and catching his eye, beckoned him to come

to my side. I had spread out my tempting lunch in ail its

re all fascinating forms and côlors and I said, " Will you do me the

favor to divide this among my fellow-travelers? " Those words

I that were a magic spell! The glow of gratitude upon his face was

com- worth doing without one's meals twenty-four hours to enjoy.

anion The grace and courtesy with which he acknowledged -my

thoughtfulness, the gathered group of men who came to take
con- away a fragment of the feast, the doffing of hats, and charm of
oved manner were worthy of any drawing-room. Poor fellows! they

had been trying to get themselves some coffee and had gone to
of all the engine for hot water. I had sugar and Cream, which they

had not, but my coffee was cold and such an ado as they made to

see that it was heated, and such solicitude lest I should not
-pli- keep refreshments enough for my own needs!

g.for My chosen spokesman said, " I am from Illinois and my
etter wife belongs to the W. C. T. U." Another echoed, " I am from
little Massachusetts; have heard you speak in my own town," and a

third chimed in, " I was in your audience two nights ago at New
few Orleans.' Of course I think wellof those men; the little inci-
ang dent did me good for many a day and I rejoice to hope that those

men think well of me !
the Early in my work it became necessary for me to go across the

Mrs. country in Michigan on a freight train, the trip involving a whole
such day's ride in acaboose. Although my secretary is almost always
ction with me, on this occasion she was not. I seated myself opposite
veral the stove on a rough bench, and. began reading and writing, as is

The my custom, now so confirmed that while. hours and days flit
worn by I do not find travel~wearisome, and often think I have but

and fairly begun work when I find a half 'day is gone and we are at
re- the lunch station. But on this occasion there slowly stole over

food my senses a dull perception of something strange, and then- of
akes something most unpleasant, and then of something deadly. It
go to was the §oul emanations from the pipes and moutlisofsix or seven
deed freight train "hands," sitting at a short distance from me. I

d our hurriedly rose, went out of the rear door and stood in the cold
stal- and snow upon the platform, filled iny mouth with snow d

eflec- tried in every way to take my mind off from the intolerable
mbÚy misery of the-situation. But I could not long remain outside,
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the cold was too extreme. I re-entered the car and was.soon Is

enveloped in a tobacco cloud, the nausea becoming so violent a o

that a manifest exhibition thereof-in a form recalling " Neptune's has
cou

tribute," soon occurred. I suppose my face was very white, for and
the men all came toward me in consternation, cursing at one

another and each separately cursing hiniself with oaths, not

loud but deep. They flung open the doors, they tablished

me on the long wooden settle, bringing their coats and fitting me

the place up for me, folding-one or two for a pillow, which they

placed under my head with aS much gentleness as my own mother eve
could have doneasking my pardon over and over again, saying, hol

"Our hides are so rough and so thick we did not have sense som

enough to know how this smoke would.strike a lady." Indeed, roo

their penitence was of such a poignant type that in my efforts to frie

assuage it I quite forgot my sad condition. They brought me hop=

some nice apples, and after a little I was able to resume my mo

work. But there was -no more tobacco smoke about that car, du

and there was very earnest consideration for my comfort, they you,
often asking me if the ventilation was right, and if the fire was you
warm enough. These men always remain in my'mind aone more liftir

proof of what I steadfastly bgleve, that if there are remainders of pra

evil there are also great, noble conceptions of good in every cont

human breast.- And of these men, in spite of théir tobacco smoke, you

I can but have a good opinion. I ca

In 1884, just after the presidential election, when politics one

ran high, I received a letter postraarked ,Wisconsin, guilt- eve

less of punctuation, and as to its. orthography, gone quite astray. spon

Opening it curiously, and finding it voluminous, . I read in the said

initial lipes the gist of the communication. It was from Mike, son.

our man-of-all-work on the farm, one of the best-hearted and bitte

brightest of Irishmen, whom it had been our good fortune to in.it

indoctrinate into the.mysteries of reading, .writing, and, perhaps, succe

a little arithmetic. He had evidently retained a kindly remem- izen.'

brance,. for what I read was to this purpose:fa

DzAR Miss - It is long since I seen you and you will be glad to hear

that now I am a farmer mesilf and not working out. I have tfiree sons, one loteir

studying at the Wisconsin Universityuanother at-a Catholic school in MU- Work

waukee, and a third is minded to be a lawyer. We are all Dimocrats but I quire
have read in the papers that St. John and Daniel were your candidates, and



A Saloon-keeper's Son.

.soon 1Isaid to my boys, "That lady and her folks was good to me when I was

iolent a lonesome broth of a boy just over from the Old Country, and nòw the lady
has n't a vote to bless herself with, but we can put in four and let.'em all

tunes count on her side." So I and me boys went to the poles and did just that,
te, for and I thought I'd wright and tell ye
t one. With respect,

MIKE CAREY.
,not

lished Of course, a letter written after this manner helped to give

tting me a good opinion of men.

they In Scranton, Pa., I spoke in the Opera House one Sunday
other evening and at the close went home particularly wearied, for to

ying, hold steady a large audience and a six-horse team are, perhaps,

sense somewhat analogous mental prqceedings. Going at once to my

deed, room, as is my invariable custom, with the statement to my

rts to friends that I owe it to the next audience to do so, I was, as I

t me hoped, to be out of sight and hearing until eight o'clock next

e my morning, when a hesitating rap ou the door recalled me to my

t car, duty, and my hostess said, " I-was very sorry to come after

they you, but a young man in the parlgr insists that he has something

was you Wt heur." So preparing-~iyself I went down to see him,

more lifting up my heart for patience, for I find no other talisman but

ers of prayer suffices to hold a temper natrally so quick as mine under

every control. A young fellow rose as I entered, and said, "Perhaps

oke, you think all the people who sell liquor are opposed to you, but

I came to tell you that they are not by any means. Probably

litics one reasoil is you don't abuse that class, but you admit, what

guilt- everybody knows to be true, that they are by no means alone re-

tray. sponsible for all the mischief they have caused. If you had not

n the said that, I should not be here to-night, for I am a saloon-keeper's

ike, son. I wanted you to know that my mother has always been

Snd bitterly opposed to father's business, ad I have refused to engage

ne to in it and-am learning the-prinçs -trade, and hope to become a

ups, succes4ful man in theruésensé If hat term and a reputable cit-

em- izen." 4Jwas deiiglltd=with his words, and his honest, kindly
fate.A "Whydoes your father go on selling ? " was mynatural

h gustion. Not because he likes the business, but he knows no
>hear

,one other. It is an easy way to make aliving and all he has in the

Mi- world is invested in his saloon." "Have you sisters ? " I in-
but I quired. " Yes, two of the nicest girls you can find anywhere."

sud "What do they think about your father's way of getting a liv-

I.
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ing ? " I -asked. "They are grieved to the heart about it, just o
as mother is. They are never reçeived in the kind of society in
where they naturally belong, and of course it embitters their to

lives. In fact, I assure you it is not pleasant to be a saloon- est

keeper's wife-, daughter or son in these days. It puts a ban upon Th
us and hard as it is to bear, I thought I ought to come and th

tell you for yòur encouragement. That's all." He reached out na
an honest hand to me, said " God bless you," and was gone.
Of course this incident was calculated to make me think well be

of men. bel

I had been invited to speak in the Central Congregational ma

Church, Boston, where for many years Rev. Dr. Nehemiah Adams of
had preached, he who was known in his prime as the Washing- Ch
ton Irving of the American pulpit. But word had come to me ye

that Sarah Smiley had at one time spoken in that same pulpit, con
when the good doctor was absent on a trip, and that he was so imi

shocked to think ethat a woman- had trodden its sacred planks are

and precincts that, not being in good health, he fell into a spasm. as

I therefore sent word to him that I would on no account speak if No

it would cause him discomfo-t. But the years had come and im
gone since then, "the ripe -round, mellow years," as Gail for

Hamilton has called them, and the good doctor sent me this ter,
message: "Go on, my child, speak as you will, I shall be glad and

to have you do so, and I hereby send you my benediction."
I thought well of that man, beyond a doubt! sMi

In 1875, when without salary I was serving the National sub

W. C. T. U. as its corresponding secretary, Mrs. Wittenmeyer, life
knowing my embarrassment, mentioned to Eliphalet Remington, peri
of the well-known firm of Remington Bros., that she would be op

very glad to ave him give me the encouragement of some finan- his

cial aid. Forthwith there came a beautiful letter, full of the har

most brotherly sympathy, and inclosing a check for five hundred free

with the modest remark that he hoped she would pardon him for he

sending so little, as the calls were just then more numerous than stea

usual! nobl

This noble man is the founder of the New York *Witness, a virt
fact not generally known, perhaps. He had seen the Canada of h

Witness and been impressed with its value as a promoter of they

morality and of our Christian faith. So witout taking counsel won
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it, just other than of his-own keef conscience, he went to Montreal and

society induced the good- and great John Dougall, editor of the Wi4ness,

s their to come to New York City, assuring him of sufficient help to

saloon- establish a paper just as able as the one he was then editing.

n upon This generation has hardly been fed from purer springs than

e and those of tþe two papers-the Montreal Witness, and its comrade

ed out naniesake'in New York.

gone. My acquaintance with Eliphalet Remington, not alone

k well because he gave nie money when I needed it, but because he

belongs to the nobility of character, helped me to a noble esti-

ational mate of men. So did my father and my brother-one, the soul

dams of uprightness, the other, of geniality; so do the hundreds of my

hing- Christian brothers in Evanston where I have lived these thirty

to me years, and so do uncounted thousands in the great and kindly

pulpit, continent that I have traversed, who have shown true magifan-

as so imity of soul toward modern movements among women, and who

planks are White Cross heroes illustrating the last beatitude of man,

pasm. as man is yet to become, that high and holy virtue-chastity.

eak if Nothing to-day makes woman so regnant over the thoughts and

e and imaginations of men as this great quality. But it took centuries

Gail for Christianity to work it into the warp and woof of lier charac-

e this ter, and Hebrew women, as a class, are foremost in its'illustration,

glad and have always been.

At first, courage was the greatest virtue of man; he must

smite the beast of the field and ride forth to the wars; he must

tional subdue the savage earth, while woman, the fountain. at which

eyer, life was to be replenished, must be kept pure, else the race would

gton, perish in the long lesson and fierce battle Qf its uplift and devel-

d be opment. But now the savage world is under foot, and man lifts

finan- his strong hand up toward woman, who stands above him on the

f the hard-won heights of purity that she may lead him upward irnto

dred freedom from the drink dominion and the tobacco habit, and that

m for he may learn that highest of all human dignities-a chastity as

than steadfast as her own. Meanwhile, she must learn of him that

noble, masterly grace, physical courage, and that other manly

ess, a virtue, intellectual hardihood, while she imparts io him more

ada of her own courage of conviction. Into what mutual greatness

er of they shall yet grow! We have never seen the royal men and

unsel women who are to illustrate God's ideal when He set apart a
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peculiar people and taught them first of all that letter in His so

alphabet of centuries that meant one Supreme Spirit rather than Mo
many monstrous materialistie objects of worship ; then followed

up this great lesson with others, all of which grew out of it. The

old time exclusiveness of the Jews is not in harmony with Chris-

tianity, but il had la be to make them conservators of that mono-

theistic religion which was to lift future generations uj> into the

light, and it had to be to conserve in savage ages the purity

of woman. The same is true of many other things hard to be mi

understood -and only a part of which is dimly apprehended han

by us. wor
eau

The only wise way is for us to declare, "'I will wait; what
lous

God does I know not now, but I shall know hereafter; he has thin

promised this, and it must be -that faith is· to be the final

bféatitude of character, or he would not require its exercise. now

Nay. He. does not arbitrarily require it, but my present

infancy of being involves it as a part of the nature of dju
9, adj uthings."Posi

Mr. Moody says, "I might as well try to impart my plans bett
to a fly, as for my HeavenlyFather to impart His to me." Let tate
us, then, .9and

"Stil1 achieving, still pursuing,
Learn to labor and to wait.' t tb

woul
MAN. IN THE HOME.

or
Home has already done more for man than for any other unti

member of its favored constituency. It is his special humanizer; nobl
the garden where his choicest virtues grow. Man's heart is lone- out
some often rand the feeling does him honor, for his lonesome- able
ness is always for the home that was, but is not, or else that is

not, but ought to be or to have been. that,

He sits alone, when he knows that it was in his power to and

have sat beside his other, gentler self in the calm content of a be a

completed life. He warms him self beside other men's hearth- taste.

stones when he knows that for him one might have glowed, a wher

guiding light, through all the darksome years. He hears the floor.'

gleeful shout of boyhood and knows that the tenderness of a or an

father's love might have rejoiced and purified his breast. In this perso

feren
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n His sorrowful period of his existence Bayard Taylor uttered what
r than most men's pride would have left unexpressed:
llowed

t. The "I look upon the stormy wild,

Chris- I have no wife, I have no child;
For me there gleams no household hearth,

mono-l. I've none to love me on the earth,"
LtO the

purity Never has woman bemoaned the fact that shg, too, had

to be missed life's crowning joy, in sadder language than man's strong

ended hand has penned, with a stormy and sorrowful heart behind the

words. If his wounds have seemed sooner to heal, it was be-

cause his life was fuller of distractions. If he sought less sedu-
what

lously to found a home, it was because there were sônany other
he has

einas things for him fo do outside of that - even as for her there is
final

¢s now so much else to do and will be from this time forth.
mrise.

Indeed, in the present transition period, when woman,
>resent

deprived of her earlier interests •and occupations, and not yet
ure of

adjusted to ber new opportunities, is found in an anomalous

position, it may be questioned if man does not love home even
Splans bettér than his partner. How many women are content to vege-

' et tate in a boarding-house because they can support more "style"

and avoid more care than they couldirn a home! How many

womien who are idle all day long, will urge their husbands out

to the theater or card party at night- when the weary- benedicts

would fain toast their feet on the fender and enjoy some book

or magazine instead! How many women leave their ininds
other untilled and bring no wit or brightness, no fresh thought or
izer; noble impulse into the evening's converse, 'because they are worn
lone- ont with shopping, or a daily round of calls and other fashion-

some- able occupations!
hat is The charm of any home is its individuality. Coleridge said

that Art is man added to Nature. In like manner home is man

er to and woman added to a house. If it is to be really a home, it must

t of a be a mirror repeating their united thought, sentiment urpose and

earth- taste. How much Whittier tells in that one mo poetic phrase

ed, a where he speaks of his home, "No step is n the con4,&irus
s the floor." That is it; a home, as contradistinguished from a house

of a or an upholstered model, is a place conscious of wise,' benignant

n this personality ; instinct with lives that are noble and beloved-; dif-
ferentiated as thoroughly from other homes as its founders are
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dissimilar in character, education, and inmost intent from other

people.

To such a home in the evolution ofour time, the bass voice

will bring a tone as true, as sweet, as a;eedful as the· soprano;'

and upon it man's individuality will reflect as much significance S
as woman's. Indeed, his change of occupation has changed

home mome than hers. When he spent his life in war, home was a P

castle; when he pioneered, it was a cabin; but now when he be-

gins to " settle down,'" ceases to be a nomadic, or a partially wild c

animal, and becomes domesticated, home takes on a docile, cozy,
feather-lined aspect and condition.

To judge man in the home at his right valuation, we have

but to compare him with his fellows in the club, the camp, a

the ship, the pinery. . That is, we have but to estimate the dig-

ility and value of the normal over the abnormal, of the complete 0
as against the fractional. Nor does it matter whether his home di

be a " dug-out " in Dakota, or a brown-stone front in Boston.

The man with the one woman that he loves, and who loves him,

standing in the relation of true yoke-fellow to all his plans and

toil,with happy children at his knee, and an unselfish purpose in

hii soul, is as far rêmoved from, his self-centered, squandering, .

dissatisfied brethren as is the light-house keeper from the ship-

wrecked crew.

All the world knows that it must look to married men for its

types of the ideal in manhood. They have a delicacy, a broth-

erly considerateness, a homelikeness of character and manner,
quite unmistakable. It is the outcome of their nurture; it.could to

tos
not be other than it is, because like causes lead to like results.

All women, think that if all men were but like some married men

whom they could name, the world would reach its acme. But
nei

no man can be like these model men except by passing through t

the flower-wreathed gate-way of the home.
yin

The man who, in his uncompanioned estate, yet carresThe an wo i hisu ca e' ma
steadily froma year to year the " lily of a stainless life,'' would

wol
oftentimes command our reverence if we but knËw why he so

des
resolutely walks that shadowed pathway. Perhaps like our own

beloved Washington Irving, he is keeping faith with some sweet

woman long since dead. Perhaps, like Longfellow in those

years of his pathetic widowerhood, life seems a blank to him,

6o6
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which he tries to fil by singing the song of an uicomplain-
ing, but sorely smitten heart.

This world of halfness and mirage has many, doubtless, who
thus go uncompanioned, buffeting the waves of temptation ''liký
some strong swimmer in his agony," and for them heaven must
twine its brightest amaranths, and angels plan their sweet sur-
prises.

"He who wrote home's sweetest song, ne'er had one of his
own." So sang Will Carletor of gentle John Howard Payne.
"Heimwek," or "home-ache," that stronger, tenderer word' for
"homesick," coined by the Germans, was indubitably coined by
men. "Blessed are the homesick for they shal go home " was
a holy thought smitten from a man's and not a woman's heart.
I undertake to say that the dearest and most disinterested lovers
of home upon this earth are men. A thousand motives, preju-
dices, and conventions hedge women into homes, but men, with
all the world to choose from, choose the home. It is the noblest
and most redeeming fact in their long annals, and predicts their
perfectibility as nothing else can. This innaté tenderness makes
every man, cultured as well as ignorant, respond with a thrill
of the heart to the simple, but famous lines:

"One little hut among the bushes,
One that I love,

Still fondly to my memory rushes,
No matter where I rove." ·

That very "roving" has much to do with it, for contrasts
alone educate the soul into a knowledge of values. . Tempest-
tossed and battle-worn, deceived and- buffeted, the manly hea'rt
loves the sacred refuge of its home.

It was said of a French soldier, whose well-nigh fatal wound

near the heart was being probed, after the battle of.Waterloo,

that he whispered to the surgeon, " If you go much deeper, Sir,
you'1l find the Emperor." I believe that if every normal heart of
man were probed, its deepest, sweetest, and most cherished image
would be home. Those who have noue of their own are well
described in Grace Greenwood's lines:

"Thus was his soul tempestuous,
As the ocean on the beach

Moans for the inland quiet
Its waves can never reach.

607
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6o8 . •"Old Maid " and "Old Bachelor."

Man needs home, if possible, more than woman does;

though without it, either, is at best, but a jewel torn from its set- ho

ting. He is in more danger without-its anchorage than she, for ret

the centripetal forces of her nature will always draw her strongly inf

toward the light, even though its beacon shine froni some hap- tio

pier woman's fireside, while the centrifugal forces of his nature wa

will drive him afar off into darkness. Women who go their way the

alone are not, in this kindly age, so lonely as men 'Who do the sui

same. Almost always such women make for themselves a niche tio

in some home sanctuary, are sheltered by its walls and warmed uni

by its genial glow, but an isolated man finds this solace imprac- one

ticable. " In the long run," God's compensations balance desti- one

nies once crnelly unequal, and to-day, in America at least, the hus

term " old maid" has in it as little of reproach and almost less

of pathos than " old bachelor." trai

But does any'pne suppose we have found out what man might The

be in the home ? Ie has been thus far an embryonic figure there, Lab

a mere sketch or outline, dim and shadowy. Nor is it yet ap- in a

parent what he will be, but -we may catch some glimpse of that

- new and magnificent creation by a study of the evolution of home. Rod
This is the most attractive theme in sociology, and the silence of old.

philosophers concerning it seems unexplainable. * The locomo- city
is a

tive has in sixty years been developed from a speed of six, to one

of sixty miles an hour, 'and the car from a lumbering stage-coach kid

propelled by steam, to a luxurious and palatial " Pullman "; the sente
plow lias grown from a wooden board to a glittering, stearm-driven child

mona 1ch of the sod ; the public school has advanced from horn-

books to the methods of Pestalozzi and of Froebel-and meanwhile his
the home has kept pace with these other forms of growth which of hi

are but its caterers and its conservers. the
No greater change has been witnessed ii material surround- have

ings than that between the log-house of the pioneer and the the I
palace of his grandson, for the embellishment of which every Wes
country has been ransacked and where every device of invention toget
has been exhausted upon the comfort and convenience of the

family. This outward progress does but symbolize the develop- that

ment of its interior spirit and advancing life. At the present rate stand
of improvement, two generations will not have passed before hn
the outgrowth of invention will have reduced to a minimum apprc

intei
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toes;

set- - housewifely cares, and the wholesale will have supplanted the

for retail method in hou6ehold economics. This is ,Y perfectly fair

ngly inference from what has been already wrought by the transforma-

hap- tion of the simplest home duties into great industries carried for-

sture ward by machinery.- Thus set free from accustomed occupations

way the average woman will enter more largely into her husband's pur-

the suits and share more constantly her children's studies and recrea-

iche tions. The desideratum will be found when the house becomes a

ed unit, not by such extinguishment as makes " husband and wife

rac- one and that one the husband;" but by such recognition asmakes

esti- ône-half the property the wife's in fee simple, and associates the

the husband with her as equal partner in the rearing oftheir children.

less A brilliant, but irreverent writerbegan an article on home-

training with the words, " Show us the father and it sufficeth us."

ight The New York Independent in a description of the. Knights of

ere, Labor convention in Richmond, Va., brings the father forward

ap- in a new and, perhaps, prophetic role. These are its words:

that * "On the first day of the session there was in attendance Mrs. Elizabeth

me. Rodgers, of Chicago, with her twelfth babe in her arms, that day two weeks

ce of old. Mrs. Rodgers is District Master Workman of District 24 in that

mo- city and was accompanied by her husband, both being delegates. She
is a woman thirty-nine years old ; tail, large and noble-looking, with a pleas-

one ant face and fine features. She and her child received very general and
ach kindly consideration. A'gold watch and chain were purchased and pre-

the sented to Mrs. Rodgers on the platform, the father standing and holding the

ven child; and the group was a very pretty and touching sight.

orn- Doubtless this honest workman, cradling in his strong arms
ile his little one, felt no sense of degradation, but rather was proud

hich of his place and honored by bis fellows. That this could be in

the rank of life to which he belonged, is a vivid proof that we
nd- have moved a long way onward in this Christian republic from
the the Indian who loads his wife with the rations given out at a
ery Western- fort, or the peasant of Berlin who fastens wife and dog
tion together to the cart of vegetables.
the Man in the home will have a larger place in the proportion
op- that woman, in the constantly more homelike world, gains lprger
rate standing-room. Motherhood will not be less, but fatherhood a
ore hundred-fold more magnified. To say this is to declare the
um approaching beatitude ofmen. For when to the splendor of their

intellectual powers and the magnificence of their courage shall be

39
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added the unselfish devotion that comes of "childward care," T
we shall see characters more Christ-like than the world has t

known save in its calendar of saints. o

Immeasurable has been the loss to men that in the age of W

force, of war, and pioneering, they were so much shut out from st

the holy ministries of home's inmost sanctuary, where Madonna t

and Child are evermore enshrined.,

Our environments are so largely answerable for our virtues in

or defects, that the quality of character we would produce m ust ti

have its promise and its potency in the recurring experiences of M

our daily lives. When the hand that rules the world shall also 0
rock the cradle, the millennium will no longer be far off. When Pl

the father builds his life and thought into his daughter as the g

mother has hitherto built hers into her son, the world will see i

her grandest women and her kindliest men. The manhood of

strength and gentleness can only come as a result of the ministry

of gentleness and strength, and home will be its training school. m

"«What is home *ithout a father? " shall then become a th

question as natural and as genuinely full of pathos as is now its h

maternal correlate. The capacity of the human mind to resist m

knowledge is nowhere more painfully illustrated than in the post- w

ulate laid down by average minds that home is always to be to

just what it is now-forgetting that in no two consecutive gener- thi

ations has it remained the same ; and the other postulate that ma

man's relation to the home can never change-forgetting that the up

one constant quantity in his evanescent relations to every sub- ber

lunary object has been change itself. bel

Already the word "obey " has been expunged from woman's in

marriage vow ; already her relation of inferior to her husband is in

changed to that of comrade; already the time-worn phrase, "no nat

home can hold two purses," is regarded with contempt by the at i
best men, and the relation of financial equality before the law pla

hastens to replace that of " coverture " which had its value in a her

warlike age but hastens to its exit from the age of peace; gra
already woman as an individual, standing beside man as her sac

equal partner in life, love, and opportunity, is the ideal of the ert:
typical young American, both male andgfemale, so that -man in

the home. is becoming a new factor under conditions that nake rial

him joint high-priest of that holiest temple made with hands bam
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are," The nearér he approaches to the cradle and the more frequently,

has the happier for him and for his home and for the state. Habits
of impurity will seem*more loathsome in that presence than any-

.ge of where else upon the earth. The loftiest chivalry of which the

from strongest can be capable comes as a sequel of their service to

onna the weakest.
When the White Cross gospel shall have been embosomed

es in young manhood's life for one blessed generation, the sancti-

must ties of fatherhood shah be seen .to exceed all others to which a

:es of manly spirit can attain in this state of existence, and the malari-

also ous dream of wicked self-indulgence shall slowly but surely give

en place to the sacred self-restraint which waits to crown with all

the good fairies' gifts the little life which noble love alone may dare

11 see invoke.

od of IS MARRIAGE A FAILURE ?

istry With all its faults, and they are many, I believe the present

hool. marriage system to be the greatest triumph of Christianity, and

me a that it has created and conserves more happy homes than the world

w its has ever before known. Any law that rénders less binding the

resist mutual, life-long loyalty of one man and one woman to each other,

post- which is the central idea of every home, is an unmitigated curse

o be to that man and -woman, to that home and to humanity. Around

ener- this union, which alone renders possible a pure society and a per-

that manent state, the law should build its- utmost safeguards, and

t the upon this union the .Gospel should pronounce its most sacred

sub- benedictions. But, while I hold these truths to be self-evident, I
believe that a constant evolution is going forward in the home as

an's in every other place, and that we have but dimly dreamed the good

d is in store for those whom God for holiest love hath made. In the

"no nature of the case, the most that even Christianity itself could do

the at first, though it is the strongest force ever let loose upon the

law planet, was to separate one man and woman from the common

in a herd into each home, telling the woman to remain therein with

ace; grateful quietness, while the man stood at the door to defend its

her sacred shrine with fist and spear, to insist upon its rights of prop-

f the erty, and to stand for it in the state.

an in Thus, under the conditions of a civilization crade and mate-

ake rial,, grew up that well-worn maxim of the common law: "Hus-

nds band and wife are one, and that one is the husband." But this
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supreme power brought to the man supreme temptations. By the

laws of mind he legislated first for himself and afterward for the

physically weaker one within "his" homé. The femme couver/e

is not a character appropriate to our peaceful, homelike communi-

ties, although she may have been and doubtless was a necessary

figure in the days when women were safe only as they were shut

up in castles and when they were the booty chiefly sought in war. hun

To-day a woman may circumnavigate the world alone and

yet be unmolested. Twenty years ago when I was traveling in

Palestine, a lady of wealth made the trip, tenting by herself ani

escorted only by a dragoman, as was our own party of ten men for
and three women. A, recent book, the name of which I have for- min
gotten, gives a piquant account of the journey made by a paity not!
of American ladies in Africa, and nothing is more common slav
than the E opean rambles of newly-fledged collegians of the pap

gentler sex Our marriage laws and customs are changing to favà
-meet these n w conditions. It will not do to give the husband .her
of the mod woman power to whip his wife, provided that the ma

stick he uses must not be larger than his finger; to give him the thrc
right to will away her unborn child ; to have control over her and
property ; and, in the state, to make all the laws under which she thes
is to live, adjudicate all her penalties, try her before juries of syst
men, conduct her to prison under the care of men, cast the ballot a pe
for her, and in general hold ber in the estate of a perpetual minor.

It will not do to let the xitodern man determine the " age of con-

sent," settle the penalties that men shall suffer whose indignities

and outrages toward women are worse toiheir victims than Em

death, and by his exclusive power to make all laws and choose mot
mot

all officers, judicial and executive, to have his own case wholly
the

in his own hands. To continue this method is to make it as

hard as -possible for men to do right, and as easy as possible for ha
recd

them to do wrong, the magnificent possibilities of manly char- wh

acter being best prophesied from the fact that under such a systeme
her

so many men are good and graciots. Per
My theory of marriage in its relation to society would give

this postulate : Husband and wife are one,- and that one is-

husband and wife. I believe they will never come to the heights

of purity, of power and peace, for which they were designed in

heaven, until this better law prevails :
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the " Two heads in council, two beside the hearth,
Two in the tangled business of the world,

the' Two in the liberal offices of life;
'rie Two plummets dropt for one to sound the abyss

mi- Of science and the secrets of the mind."

ary

hut Poets are prophets, and the greatest poet of our time has set

ar. humanity's great goal before us, only to be gained

md
, " Wlien reign the world's great bridais, chaste and calm.'

ina One-half the world for the wife-an undivided half apiece

ren for wife and husb~and ; co-education to mate them on the plane of

for- mind, equal property rights to make her God's own free woman,
not coerced into marriage for the sake of a suppor, nôr a bond-

aon slave after she is married, who asks her master fof the price of a

the paper of pins and .gives him back· the change, or, if a petted

to favorite, owing her lease of purse wholly to his will and never to
ind her right ; free to go her honored and self-respecting way as a
the ' maiden in perpetuo rather than marry a man whose deterioration
the through the alcohol and nicotine habits is a ménace to herself

her and the descendants that such a marriage must have invoked-

she these are the outlooks of the future that shall make the marriage
s of system, never a failure since it became monogainic, an assured,
.îlot

a permanent, a paradisiacal success.
ior.

on- In that day the vife shall surrender at marriage no right not

equally surrenderedf the husband-not even her own naine.
ties

Emile Girardin, at keen-sighted writer of France, says that-it is
hanli

so much easi , for obvious reasons, to trace ancèstry along the
)ose

mother's line, that historic records have incalculably suffered by
olly the arbitrary relinquishment of her name. Prohably the French

ras b

for have hit upon the best expedient, the union of the two. Thus I

recall that in Paris my home was with an accomplished ladybar-
whose niaiden name was Farjon, and whose husband's was Perrot,

tem
, her visiting-card bearing the inscription,. ." Madame Eglantine

r Perrot-Farjon." The growing-custom, iii this country at least, to
71ve

give the mother's name to a son or daughter indicates the increas-

ing, though perhaps unconscious, recognition of woman as an

equal partner in the marriage sacrament and compact. But the

tendency, even among men of intelligence, to -sign themselves

61I3
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"John Jones, wife, child and nurse," as we see it in the registers

of fashionable hotels, is a frequent reminder of the pit from which I
wives are slowly being digged. The man who writes "Mr. John Massa

and Mrs. Jane Jones," may be regarded -as well on the road to a and t
successful evolution ! although "Mr. and Mrs. John Jones " is Engla

about the correct thing up to this date. The time will come when ers of

the mother's.custody of children will constructively be preferred and th
in law to that Qf the father, on the ground that 'i ,a Christian

civilization it.is safer and more consonant with natural laws.

Last of ail and chiefest, the magnum oPus of Christinity,

and Science, which is its handmaid, the wife will have undoubted M
custody of herself, and, as ii all the lower ranges of the animal and
creation, she will determine the frequency of the .investiture of out hi
life with form and of love with immortality. My library groans say,
under accumuiations of books written by men to teach women

the immeasurable iniquity of arresting development in the gene-

sis of a new life, but not one of these volumes contains the'remot-

est suggestion that this responsibility should be at least equally

divided between himselj and herself. The untold horrors of

this injustice dwarf all others out of sight, and the most hopeless in z86

feature of it is .the utter unconsciousness with which it is com- for E

mitted. But better days are dawning ; the study by women of Street

heredity and prenatal influences is flooding with light the Via lay de

Dolorosa of the past; and the White Cross army with its equal and t

standard of purity for men and women is moving to its rightful T

place of leadership among the hosts of men. I believe in uniforrn Our

national marriage laws, in divorce for one cause only, in legal leadin:

separation orr account of drunkenness, but I would elevate and friendI

guard the marriage tie by every guarantee that could make it at resent<

the top of society, the most coveted estate of the largest-natured what

and most endowed, rather than at the bottom, the necessary refuge plicity

of the smallest-natured and most dependent wonan. 'Besides al bring

this, in the interest of men, i. e., that their incentives to the best us-anc

life may be raised to the highest power, I would make women so histor

independent of. marriage that men who, by bad habits and. nig- but tl

gardly estate, whether physical, mental, or moral, were least thoug

adapted -to help build a race of human angels, should find the posed

facility with which they now enter its hallowed precincts reduced of CIE

to the lowest minimum. presei

614



General Conferences.

e sE LAW OFKINDNESS.

h I am proud to belong to the Universal Peace UniòÔr, ant the

n Massachusetts Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals,
a and to echo every word uttered by Frances Power Cobbe of

s England, anid George T. Angell of America, those brave defend-

ers of the gentle faith that "Nothing is inexorable but love,"

d and that we are
n

"'Never to blend our pleasure or our pride
With sorrow of the mneanest thing that feels."

d My shepherd collie, " Prohibition" (" Hibbie," for short,

and " Hib," for shorter), is a perpetual gospel to me as he reaches

>f out his shaggy paw with a wise look in his eyes that seem to

S say, "Have patience with me and it shall grow to be a hand.
n

MY EXPERIENCE WITH GENERAL CONFERENCES.

y

)f I have seen tbree of these courts. The first was in Chicago

s in z868, when, dressed in my spick-and-span new traveling suit

for Europe,· I glanced in through the crowded door of Clark

Street Church, where a tremendous debate was going on about

lay delegation; but it was nearly time for my train to New York,

1 and this glance was al I had.

The next was in i88o in Pike's Opera House at Cincinnati.

n Our National W. C. T. U. had sent a message that year to all the

leading .ecclesiastical assemblages, respectfully asking for a

friendly word from them, and suggesting that they appoint rep-

resentatives who should attend our National Convention to see

what we were doing and 1rig us words of cheer. In our sim-

e plicity, we thought it the mot natural thing imaginable thus to

bring the work we loved bâck to the church that had nurtured

t us and given us our inspiration, and we thoroughly believe that

history will dëclare not only that our purpose was true and good;

- but that our plan was altogether reasonable. One would have

t thought, however, that something revolutionary had been pro-

posed, when it was known that my friend, Miss F. Jennie Duty,

of Cleveland, and myself were in the Opera House desirous of

presenting this message! Grave, dignified clergymen who had
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always been my friends, looked curiously upon me as if I were, afr

somehow, a little daft. ''We have no precedent," they said. the

"How could you have ? " was my answer, " the Crusade was, dec

like the Day of Pentecost, unprecedented. The case is a new sett

one, and your Methodist sisters earnestly believe that you will wro

meet it on its merits."

I will not write here the names of the good Bishops, almost To

as dear to me as my own >rothers, who passed by on the other

side, not wishing to commit themselves, also nfot wishing to hurt
udg

my feelings at this crisis. We sought in vain for their advice. for
Somehow, they were always busy, and never could be seen. me.
Meantime the buzzing went on. Poor 'Anna Oliver, who was tern

trying to gain recognition as a preacher, seemed hardly more of ofte

a black sheep than we two white ribbon women with our harm- neve

iess little message. the
The Temperance Committee, however, treated us well, invited

us in to its session, and incorporated in its report a resolution that

we desired about communion wine, also made kindly allusion,

though not by name, to the W. %C. T. U. My noble friend, Bishop atte
Foster, consented to preside at a temperance meeting addressed by was
me, and stood his ground valiantly, at much cost, I have no doubt, larg
to his prejudices. Some liberal-minded delegates, Dr. Payne, Dr. ho
Theodore L. Flood, and Philip Gillette, a lay delegate from Illi- and
nois, flung down the gauntlet for me by introducing a resolution oper
that I should have ten minutes in which to speak before the

Conference. And'now began the war of words, the opposition

being headed, as a matter of course, by Dr. Buckley, who, with one

his faithful ally, Dr. Daniel Curry, dealt sledge-hammer blows

against a man of straw. Two hours or more were expended in

the debate, when the call of ayes and noes demanded by Dr. host

Buckley, showed that two thirds of the Conference favored giv- to n

ing the ten minutes. Dilatory tactics.were now resorted to by was

the.conservatives, and adjournment was secured, it being a little fron

àfter noon. In the interval, I saw that my brave friends were fath<

weakening, and they suggested that I send a note saying I would the

not speak, for as the matter now stood, I had the right to do so, they

but Dr. Buckley had declared that be would exhaust parliament- for r

ary resources to prevent it. I told them that personally I thought yet

it would be wiser to let the question settle itself, and I was neither will
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were, afraid nor ashamed to stand in my lot and place as a disturber of
said. the peace for the sake of all that I believed was involved in the
was, decision, but seeing that my champions strongly preferred to

1 new settle the question peaceably, I compromised the matter and
a will wrote the following:

TUESDAY 1WoRNING, May î8, i88o.
lmost To The General Conference:

other HONORED BRzEHREN-It is the judgment of many of your members
hurt who championed the cause of woman in yesterday's debate -(in which

judgment I concur), that I would better state to you, with my hearty thanks
Ivice. for the final vote, that I decline to use the hard-earned ten minutes allotted

seen. me. Suffer me, however, to explain that, having been sent here as a fra-
was ternal visitor by our Woman's National Society, and, moreover, having so

>re of often spoken before ecclesiastical bodies upon their earnest invitation, and
m never having attended a General Conference before, I had no idea of the
strong opposition that would be manifested, or I would not have listened to
the generous friends who urged the matter on your attention.

vited Your sister in Christian work,
that FRANCES E. WILLARD.

sion, in October, 1887, Anna Gordon and I were at Binghamton,
shop attending the W. C. T. U. Convention of New York State. It
ýd by was a grand occasion, so many delegates being present that the
>ubt, large church was filled with them. We were entertained in the

Dr. home of Mrs. Mather, granddaughter of Jonathan Edwards,

l- uand while sitting at the breakfast table in her pleasant home, I

ition opened a telegram there handed to me, and read these words:
the

.. CHIeAGO.
tion I suppose you know that the Rock River Conference has chosen you

with one of its lay delegates to the General Conference.

lows S. A. KEAN.

d in The tears sprang to my eyes, and turning to my dignified
Dr. hostess I said: "You can hardly imagine how much this means

giv- to me. The dear old Rock River Conference of which my brother
a by was once a member, and many of whose ministers I have known

[ittle from girlhood, selects me as one of its two lay delegates, and my
were father's business partner of twenty years ago kindly telegraplhs
ould the pleasant news. Why should I not think well of men when
> so, they can do things- so magnanimous? Every ope who voted

tent- for me would have given his eye teeth to have gone in my stead,
ight yet they set to work and sent me, just out of brotherly good-
ther wiH.

Iëàm
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Much more after this sort I poured out, in my grat' de and taken hi
gladness, to the quiet old lady, whose face lighted p as she nabulati
"rejoiced in my joy. pens ha(

No one had ever named to me the possibility of such an I ar
honor, save that Miss Phebe and Mrs. Franc Elliott (daughter ence, an
and daughter-in-law of Rev. Dr. Charles Elliott, former editor of to pursu
the Central Christian Advocate, but now deceased) had sent me a was to J
letter stating that they thought women should go to the General him alri
Conference, as they had for years helped to elect those who did and bus3
go as lay delegates, and had themselves been chosen alternates, nents.
and their names placed without question on General Conference and we
lists. I had always thought that no fair-minded person could auditoril
have a doubt of their inherent right to go, since women consti- going to
tute at least two thirds of the church membership, bear more get in.
than one half its burdens, and have patiently conceded to the assuring
brethren, during all generations, its emoluments and honors. toward

No more was known to me until, on returning West, I heard is none
that certain lawyers of the contrary part (i. e., well-known oppo- technica
nents of woman's larger recognition in these modern days) had true, I o
said that I would never be allowed to' take my seat. But my that the
friends declared, what I fully believed, that the Discipline was so escort y
explicit, that " the wayfaring man, though a fool," could not fail brethren
to find its meaning friendly. telegran

In the midst of the contention that came up later on in the or three
papers of my church, I gave myself no anxiety about the subj.ect; hand ar
indeed, I hold that word, " anxiety," to be altogether atheistic, should1
and have endeavored to weed it out of my vocabulary.' "Careful engageii
for nothing, and in everyling a giver of thanks," is what the believin
commonest sort of a Christian is sacredly bound to be, or to Howeve
become. My invitation was duly sent, my name was .on all very we
the published lists of delegates; the author of " Representative telegrap
Methodists" (containing sketches and portraits of delegates), to That th
bé brought out by our official Methodist publishing house, wrote return t

to obtain the necessary data; my Methodist friends in New York would b
not inviting me, I had accepted the assignmen; to the Oriental so plain]

Hotel, suggested by Gen. Clinton B. Fisk, and I went to New York fore, I

a few days before the great Conference was to begin its quadrennial be anxii
session as the Supreme Court of our church, representing over linited
two millions of Methodists. By this time, Dr. Buckley had out on a
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nd taken his position against' the admission of women, the- tintin-
he nabulation of tongues had set in, and the pent-up pendulosity of

pens had fairly burst forth.
an I arrived in New York on the Friday previous to the Confer-
ter ence, and wishing to know just what was the best course for me

of to pursue, I went over to the'Opera House where the Conference

e a was to hold its session and inquired for General Fisk, finding
ral him already conferring with grave dignitaries of the church
did and busy with his duties as chairman of the Committee of Arrange-
es, mnts. He went with Mrs. Carse and me into the Opera House

nce and we took our seats on the platform with the great yawning
uld auditorium before us, empty and dark. He told me there was
sti- going to be a vigorous fight, but he thought the women would
ore get in. I asked his advice about sitting with my delegation,
the assuring him that I would on no account take a wrong attitude

toward the controversy. He replied, " Your moral right, there
ard is none to dispute, and if you are ruled out it will be on a pure
Po- technicality and not upofi the merits of the case. This being
had true, I advise you to be on hand bright and early the morning
my that the Conference opens, and -if you like, I shall be glad to

sSO escort you along the aisle to your place with your Rock River
fail brethren." But there had come to me that morning a disquieting

telegram from home; my dear mother had not been well for two
the or three weeks; but I had received repeated notes in her usual
et; hand and as I knew her cheery spirit and great desire that I
tic, should be a member of the Conference, I had gone on with my
eful engagemients, knowing that she was in the very best of care, and
the believin thatîI should be able to enter on my novel duties.
to Howevere on receiving the morning telegram that mother was not
all very wel and Anna Gordon would perhaps better go to her, I

tive telegraphed at once, "Would it not be better for me to go?''
to That this made it almost a foregone conilusion that I should

rote return to my home, I knew, for my' faithful secretaries there
'ork would hardly take the risk of telling me not to come when I had
atal so plainly expressed the thought and purpose of doing so. There-

ork fore, I was prepared for the response that soon arrived, "Do not
nial be anxious, but come." And so on Saturday night I took the
>ver lInited express, for the first time in my life deliberately setting
had out on a Sabbath day's journey. A few times, chiefly during my

619
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travels abroad, I have been under circumstances that seemed to determ

me to justify taking a train on Sunday, but while I would not direct1Q

conceal anysuch action I should wish to go on record as having the res

the totality of my life opposed to Sunday travel. The way was steps, I

long and dreary, but closely filled in with reading and writing, asked r

the unfailing solace of all my years sinde childhood. It was on a majo:

this trip, however, tnat for the first time in my life of travel I the vot

had a downright ill-mannered vis-a-vis. the eliý

My kindest of neighbors in the "annex," as we call the open il

cottage that my sister built joining our own, were at the depot exclud

in Chicago. Helen L. Hood, that staunch white ribboner of Illi- a case

nois, reached out her strong hand to me before I left the platform "left u

of the car, and said, "Your mother is better." I think no words the sai

were ever sweeter of all that I have heard. Now followed a fellow

month in which f exchanged the busy and constantly varied have d

activities of a temperance reformer for the-sacred quiet of my could 1

mother's sick-room. I had never seen her so ill, but she was, as no tear

always, entirely self-possessed. We had, a council of physicians that w(

and she went through the diagnosis with ,even smiling, cheerful- have m

ness, saying, " I think 'I shall get well, but I am not at all afraid those n

to die." Little by little she crept up again under the-skillful less th<

care of that noble woman, Dr. Mary McCrillis, who by day and us, on

night was with us in our trouble. TI

Anna Gordon arrivedln-New York .the day I left, and they v

remained, at my request, until the great question was decided, ners of

sending me constant«bulletins from the Opera House box whefe yet glo

General Fisk, with his customary thoughtfulness, had assigned there E

her a seat. Nothing could exceed my surprise when I learned

that our good bench of Bishops had prejudged the entire case in

their opening address. Only the cold type of the Associated

Press dispatch, giving their language, could have made me

believe this possible. « Anna Gordon pictured the scene dramatic- They

ally, catching on the wing many of the bright turns and argu- worl&

ments of the debaters,. and seeming full of expectation that the body's

women would carry the day. ' She wrote that there was unrivaled iuman

commotion,. that our side felt confident, that friends were urgent isters

-for my return and strongly counseled it, but without saying doing

anything to my mother, who is so self-sacrificing that I knew unre

she would tell me, "By all means go back, my hld," I fully enligh
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ed to determined that I woiid have nothing to do with the controversy,

1 not directly or indirectly, and so in great quietness of spirit awaited

iving the result. When the morning Inter Ocean was thrown on the

i was steps, I would refrain for some time from going after it, and mother

iting, asked no questions. But when I read that the lay delegates gave

as on a majority against the admission of women, and remembered that

vel I the vote of women, as they well knew, at the time of the debate on

the eligibility of the laity to the General Conference, had forced

Il the open its dors to the laymen who now deliberately voted to

depot exclude women, I had no more spirit in me. Once more it was

f Illi- a case of " Thou, too, Brutus!" That the Bishops should have

tform "left us lamenting, " grieved me, but when the lay delegates did

words the same, I said in my heart, " Once more the action of my

ved a fellow mortals weans me from love of life, and by so doing they

raried have doubtless helped me more than their generosity of action

)f my could possibly have done." However, I lost no sleep and wasted

as, as no tears over the curious transaction, and I confidently predict

icians that we five women, whose. election was thus disavowed, will

erful- have more enviable places in history than any who opposed us on

afraid those memorable days.. Of them it will be written, while doubt-

zillful less they did not so intend, that they committed an injustice: of

y and us, only that in silence we endured it.

The champions of equality made a splendid record, of which

and they will be prouder with each added year. They are forerun-

:-ided, ners of that grander, because more equitable, polity that shall

whefe yet glorify our Methodism when in her law, as in Christ's gospel,

igned there shall be " Neither male nor female."

arned

ase in SOCIETIES » OF CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
ciated

le me The wonder to me has long been why ministers don't strike!

matic They are, beyond all others, the burdened brain-workers of the

argu- worl& Like the work of women, theirs is never done. At every-

at the body's beck and call for the greatest variety of counsel that

ivaled human ingenuity can devise or prodigious power supply, the min-

irgent isters are so well entitled to complain, -that the fact of their not

doing so is proof positive of their superhuman grace. More

knew unreasonable than .al the other demands upon them in -these

[fully enlightened days is, to-ny thinking, the demand for a Sunday-
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evening sermon. When books were few and guiding intellects

were fewer, when the present affluence of home-life was unknown, But

it may have been, and very likely was, essential to require the this

pastor to serve up two sermons weekly. But, surely, under

.modern conditions it is cruel as well as inconsistent to make such fran

a requisition. What shall we substitute ? is the problem now ever

before us. To this, it seems to me, the Christian Endeavor my
Societies afford an admirable solution. The elders do not, as a der,

rule,,largely make: up an evening audience, and the younger Afte

ones may here find a field for the exercise of their constantly strei

increasing experience and zeal. Missionary meetings, home

and foreign, for which the Endeavor Society is held responsible, try..
at stated intervals ; temperance meetings ditto ; Bible readings,

praise services, Sunday-school concerts-may not these be the pra

beginning of a new outlook for the overworked pastors and a

blessedly increased aclivity of the pews? chu

of t

ster,
GOD AND MY HEART. vale

It was one night in June, 1859. I was nineteen years old mee

and was lying on my bed in my home at Evanston, I11., ill with MY
typhoid fever. The doctor had said that the crisis would soon kne

arrive, and I had overheard his words. Mother was watching for i

in the next room. My whole soul was intent, as two voices Wi

seemed to speak within me, one of them saying, "My child, as 1
give me thy heart. I called thee long by joy, I, call thee now shri

by chastisement; but I have called thee always and only be- for

cause I love thee with an everlasting tlve.

The other said, " Surely you who are so resolute and strong I th

will not break down now because ofphysical feebleness. You befo

are a reasoner, and never yet were'You convinced of the reason- altai

ableness of Christianity. Hold/out now and you will feel when heai

you get well just as you usedetÔ feel.> valu

One presence was to me,warm, sunny, safe, with an impres- plas

sion as of snowy wings ; the other cold, dismal, dark, with the had

flutter of a bat. The controversy did not seem brief; in My I Pr

weakness such a strain would doubtless appear longer than it

was. But at last, solemnly, and with my whole heart, I said, disc

not in spoken words, but in the deeper language of consciousness, this



My Life's Greatest Resolve.

itellects " If God lets me get well e'il try to be a Christian girl."

known, But this resolve did not bring peace. "You must at once declare

lire the this resolution," said the inward voice.

under Strange as it seems, and complete as had always been my

ke such frankness toward my dear mothèr, far beyond what is usual

ým now even between mother and child, it cost me a greater humbling of

udeavor my pride to tell her than the resolution had cost of self-surren-

ot, as a der, or than any other utterance of my whole life has inrolved.

rounger After a hard battle, in which I lifted up my soul to God for

1stantly strength, I faintly called her .from the next room, and said,

home "Mother, I wish to tell you that if God lets mue get well I'l

onsible, try to be a Christian girl.'

ýadings, She took my hand, knelt beside my bed, and softly wept, and

be the prayed. I then turned my face to the wall and sweetly slept.

s and a That winter we had revival services in the old Methodist

church at Evanston. Doctor (now Bishop) Foster was president

of the university, and his sermons, with those- of Doctors Demp-

ster, Bannister, and others, deeply stirred my heart. I had con-

valesced slowly and spent several weeks at Forest Home, so these

ears old meetings seemed to be my first public opportunity of declaring

ill with my new allegiance. The very earliest invitation to go forward,

Id soon kneel at the altar and be prayed for, was heeded by me. Waiting

atching for no pne, counseling with no one, I went alone along the. aisle
voices with my heart beating so loud that I thought I could see as well

r child, as hear it beat, as I moved forward. One of the most timid,

1ee now shrinking, and sensitive of natures, what it meant to me to go

nly be- forward thus, with my student friends gazing upon me, can never

-betold-Lhad been known as "skeptical," and prayers (of which

strong I then spoke lightly) had been asked for me in the church the.year

. You before. For fourteen nights in succession I thus knelt at the

reason- altar, expecting some utter transformation -some portion of

>1 when heaven to be placed in my inmost heart, as I have seen the box of

valuables placed in the corner-stone of a building and firmly set,

impres- plastered over and. fixed in its place. for ever. This is what I

rith the had determined must be done, and was loath to give it up.

in My I prayed and agonized, but what I sought did not occur.

than it One night when I returned to my room baffiled, weary and

I said, discouraged, and knelt beside my bed, it came to me quietly that

)usness, this was not the way; that my "conversion,' my "turning

623
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about," my religious experience (re-ligarc, to bind, again), had

reached its crisis on that summer night when I said " yes," to

God. A quiet certitude of this pervaded my consciousness, and

the next night I told the public congregation so, gave my nane

to~the church as a probationer, and after holding this relation for

a year - waiting for my sister Mary, who jQined later, to pass her

six months' probation, I was baptized and joined the church, May

5, 1861, "in full connection." Meanwhile I had, regularly led,

since that memorable June, a prayerful life -which I had not

done for some months previous to that time ; studied my Bible,

and, as I believe, evinced by my daily life that I was taking

counsel of the heavenly powers. Prayer-meeting, class-meeting

(in which Rev. Dr. Hemenway was my beloved leader), and

church services were most pleasant to me,. and I became an

activ.e worker, seeking to lead others to Christ. I had learned

to think of and believe in God in terms of Jesus Christ. This

had always been my difficulty, as I believe it is that of so many.

It seems to me that« by nature all spiritually-disposed people

(and with the exception of about six months of my life, I was

always strongly that) are Unitarians, and my chief mental diffi-

culty has always bee1, and is to-day, after. all these years, to

adjust myself to the idea of " Three in one " and "One in three."

But, while I will not judge others, there is for me no final rest,

except as I translate the concept of God into the nomenclature

and personality of the New Testament. What Paul says of

Christ, is what I say ; the love John felt, it is my dearest wish

to cherish.

Five years passed by, during which I grew to lov more and

more the house of God and the fellowship of the blessed Christian

people who were my brothers and sisters in the church. The first

bereavement.of my life came to me about three years after I was

a Christian, in the loss of my only sister, Mary, whose life-long

companioiship had been to me a living epistle of conscientious-

ness and spirituality. In her death she talked of Christ as "'one

who held her by the. hand," and she left us with a smile fresh

from the upper glory. A great spiritual uplift came to me then,
and her last message, " Sister, I want you to tell everybody to

be good," was like a perfume and a prophecy within my soul.

This .was in 1862. - In 1866 Mrs. Bishop Hamline came to our
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village and we were closely associated in the work of the " Amer-
ican Methodist Ladies' Centennial Association " that built Heck
Hall. This saintly woman placed in my hands the - Life of
Hester Ann Rogers," "Life of Carvosso," "Life of Mrs.
Fletcher," Wesley's "Sermons on Christian Perfection," and
Mrs. Palmer's "Guide to Holiness." I had never seen any of
these books before, but had read Peck's " Central Idea of Chris-
tianity" and been greatly interested in it. I had also heard
saintly testimony in prayer-meeting, and, in a general way, be-
lieved in the doctrine of holiness. But my reading of these
books, my talks and prayers with Mrs. Hamline. that modern
Mrs. Fletcher, deeply impressed ie. I began to desire and pray
for holiness of heart. Soon after this, Dr. and MÇIr. Phebe
Palmer came to Evanston as guests of Mrs. Hamline. and for
weeks they held meetings in our church. This was in the winter
of 1866 ; the precise date I can not give. One evening, early in
their meetings, when Mrs. Palmer had spoken with marvelous
clearness and power, and at the close, those desiroûs of entering
into the higher Christian life had been asked to kneel at the altar,
another crisis came to me. It was not so tremendous as the first,
but it was one that solemnly impressed my spirit. MyI dear
father and a friend whom we all loved and honored, sat between
me and the- aisle-both Christian men andl greatly reverenced by
me. My mother sat beyond me. None of them moved. At last
I turned to my mother (who was converted and joined the church
when she was only twelve years old) and whispered, " Will you
go with me to the altar?" She did not hesitate a moment, and
the two gentlemen moved out of the pew to let us pass, but did
not go themselves.* Kneeling in\utter self-abandonment, I con-
secrated myself anew to God.

My chief besetments were, as I thought, a speculative mind,
a hasty temper, a too ready tongue, and the purpose to be a cele-
brated person. But in that hour of sincere self-examination I felt
humiliated to find that the simple bits of jewelry I wore, gold
buttons, rings and pin, all of them plain and "quiet " in their
style, came up to me as the separating causes between my spirit
and my Saviour. All this seemed so unworthy of that sacred

*A little later my father did publicly ask prayers, though an officer in the church and
a christian from early manhood. His remarkable expenence, and triumphant death id1868 I have described in "The Guide to Holiness."

"FHoliness (Wholeness) of Heart." 625
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hour that I thought at first it was a mere temptation. But the that f<

sense of it remained so stiong that I unconditionally 'yielded my stantly

pretty little jewels and great peace came to my soul. I can not Si

describe the deep welling up of joy that gradually possessed me. whom

I was utterly free froin care. I was blithe as a bird that is good views.

for nothing except to sing. I did not ask myself, "lIs this my and n<

duty ? " but just intuitively knew what I was called upon to do. uplifts

The conscious, emotional presence. of Christ through the Holy in the

Spirit held me. I ran about upon His errands "just for love." sets to

Life was a halcyon day. All my friends knew and noticed the dearer

change, and I would uot like to write down the lovely things tudes <

some of them said to me; but they did me no harm, for I was human

shut in with the Lord. And yet, just then, there came, all unin- In the

tended and unlooked for, an experience of what I did not then of Chr

call sin, which I now believe to have been wrong. My own real- takes <

ization of it was, however, so imperfect that it did not mar my sweet j

loyalty to Christ. In this holy, happy state, I engaged to go from know

Evanston to Lima, New York, and become preceptress of Genesee the go<

Wesleyan Seminary. Just before leaving, my honored friend. control

Dr. , who was visiting Governor Evans, said to me one answer

evening: physico

"Sister Frank, there is a strange state of things at Lima. thawe¿

The Free Methodists have done great harm in Western New knows

York by their excesses in the doctrine and experience of holiness. evils, a

You know I believe thoroughly in- and profess it, but just now them o

our church has suffered so much from the 'Nazarites,' as they My spi:

are called, that I fear if you speak and act in this cause as zeal- who re

ously at Lima as you do here it may make trouble. Hold to the .fmd gr

experience, but be very careful in statement." and be

So I went to Lima with these thoughts, and there, quite Md al]

soon, in a prayer-meeting in the old Seminary Chapel, my good Testan

friend, Professor , whose subsequent experience has been to my

such a blessed heritage to Christians, replied to a student who dear tc

rose to inquire about holiness: "It is a subject we do not men- à Kem

tion here." of Fén

Young and docile-minded as I was, and revering those two Beeche

great and true men, I "kept still " until I soon found I had up and

nothing in particular to keep still about. The experience left and im

nue. But I think my pupils of that year will bear me witness would

626



The Ice-cake and the Sweet South Wind. 627

t the that for their conversion and spiritual upbuilding I was con-

d my stantly at work.

n not Since then I have sat at the feet of every teacher of holiness

I me. whom I could reach ; have read their books and compared their

good views. I love and reverence and am greatly drawn toward all,

[s my and never feel out of harmony with their spirit. Wonderful

o do. uplifts come to me as I pass on, clearer views of the life of God

Holy in the soul of man. Indeed, it is the only life, and all my being

ove." sets toward it as the rivers toward the sea.- Celestial things grow

d the dearer to me; the love of God is steadfast in my soul ; the habi-

hings tudes of a disciple .sit more easily upon me; tenderness toward

I was humanity and the lower orders of being increases with the years.

unin- In the temperance, labor and woman questions I see the stirring

then of Christ's heart; in the comradeship of Christian work my spirit

real- takes delight, and prayer has becomer my atmosphere. But that

r my sweet pervasiveness, that heaven in the soul, of which I came to

from know in Mrs. Palmer's meeting, I do not feel. I love too well

nesee the good words of the good concerning what I do; I have not the

end. control of tongue and temper that I ought to have, I do not

e one answer to a good conscience in the matter of taking sufficient

physical exercise and the sweet south wind of love has not yet

ima. thawed out the ice-cake of selfishness from my breast. But God

New knows that I constantly lift up my heart for conquest over all these

iness. evils, and my. life is calm and peaceful. Just as frankly as I "think

t now them over," have I here written down the outline phenomena of

thev my spiritual life, hoping that it may do good and not evil to those

zeal- who read. I am~ a strictly loyal and orthodox Methodist, but I

to the .find great good in al religions and in the writings of those lofty

and beautiful moralists who are building better than they know,

quite and all of whose precepts blossom from the rich soil of the New

good Testament. No word of faith in God or love-toward man is alien

been to my sympathy. The classic ethics of Marcus Aurelius are

t who dear to me, and I have carried in my traveling outfit not only

men- à Kempis and Havergal but Epictetus and Plato. The mysticism
of Fénelon and Guyon. the sermons of Henry Drummond and

two Beecher, the lofty precepts of Ralph Waldo Emerson, all help me

I had up and onward. I am an eclectic in religious reading, friendship

left and inspiration. My wide relationships and constant journeyings
rtuess would have made me so had I not had the natural hospitality of
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mind that leads to this estate. But, like the bee that gathers from heard

many fragrant gardens, but flies home with his varied gains to the

same friendly and familiar hive, so I fly home to the sweetness Heav

and sanctity of the old faith that has been my shelter and solace here

so long. Redet

" Lord Jesus, receive my spirit," is the deepest voice out of Willa

my soul. Receive it every instant, voluntarily given back to two h

Thyself, and receive it in the hour when I drop this earthly man-

tle that I wear to-day, and pass onward to the world invisible, but that

doubtless not far off. who,

Al1 my life I have heard of the old stone c1rch-the church any i

of my ancestors-founded in 1815, two miles north of Churchville, meeti

my place of birth, which is fifteen miles west of Rochester, N. Y. in hi.

In 1854 I had seen it when my sister and I came from Wisconsin, peopi

as "prairie girls," to visit the old-fashioned home-nest ; I had then his k

entered the antiquated auditorium, that with its galleries could stron

hardly seat three hundred persons. Much had I wondered at its that 1

pulpit perched on high, and a solemn awe had struck my heart was t

as my Grandfather Hill, revered and venerable, gave his testi- img r

mony on the Sabbath day, and my tall, gentle Uncle James, his tion,

son, extolled the grace of Christ. Ever since I began to speak moth

in public, eighteen years ago, I had, greatly wished to declare the y

within those hallowed and historic walls, my loyalty to Him. But sectai

not until April, 1888, did my time come. At my request, dear Meth

mother penciled her recollections a few days earlier for my refer- name

ence; they read as follows: of th

The people that came from Vermont and founded what was then called the y
" Gilman settlement;" brought their religion wh them. unkn,

Our family came in the spring of 1816, and meetings were held in the enty-i

block-house which was our home, as well as in other private houses in the assur(

winter andin barns during the summer. Sometimes, service was held in the teen,

" logschool-house," in the "'stone school-house," andin the "Bishop school- father
house." Elder Jonathan Hinkley vias our first pastor, and the old stone the F
church was built in 1832. John Hill, my father, J. F. Willard, your father,

James Hill, your uncle, and many others, were those who, after consultation, uncti(

decided to build this house of worship, and it was not long before.it was when

completed. In that church the last tribute has been paid and the final not a

eulogy pronounced over the dearly loved and tenderly revered,-when I was home,

far away; tears have fallen that I could not witness, and hearts have been

wrung with grief in which I participated at a distance and alone. Here I him

have heard my father's voice in prayer and praise, and I remember to have him i

628
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froua heard my dear mother in monthly meeting with much emotion bear testi-
niony to her love to Christ, and my brother James with impressive earnest-

to the ness, speak of his firm conviction that there is no " other name either in
tness Heaven or among men " whereby we must be saved. Many others have I
olace here heard speak of their earnest, abiding. uplifting· trust in the world's

Redeemer. All of my father's .family and nearly all of your grandfather

out of Willard's, belonged to that old church, and it is the sacred shrine of our

tck to two households and of many others.

man- My mother does not here record what she has often told me,

e, but that in' 1829 my father, then a handsome, popular young man,

who, while he was noted for good morals, had never manifested

hurch any interest in Christianity, had gone to the neighborhood prayer-

ville, meeting in the "stone school-house," now demolished, and rising

N. Y. in his place had asked for prayers. But so set back were the

onsin, people that for a moment nobody moved-, whereupon he fell on

then his knees in the midst of the group and poured out his soul with

could strong crying and tears. This was in the midst of " harvest time,"

at its that busiest season of the Western New York farmer, but so great

heart was the resulting interest that a " reformation " broke out, involv-

testi- ing more than thirty heads of families. Almost without excep-

es, his tion, -the older households of Willard and Hill, my father's and

speak mother's kindred, were already members, and from that time où,

eclare the younger were *strong adherents of the faith. It was a non-

But sectarian denomination, gathered froin Presbyterian, Baptist,

dear Methodist and Unitarian, and called by the broadest possible

refer- name, " The Church of God in Ogden." The neighborhood was
of the best ; a profane word would have marked a man as "below

called the pauper line," in brain and social status. A drunkard was
unknown. My father's only brother, Zophar Willard, now sev-

in the enty-nine years old, for sixty years a leader in the community,
s in the assures me that he never saw a drunken man until he was seven-

in the teen, and that one was an importation. My uncle says of Grand-
school- father Hill: "He was a wonderful exhorter and when imbued with
d stone
father, the Holy Spirit, the tears would run down his cheeks and a holy

Itation, unction inspired his very tones. -He wps never satisfied except
e.it was when thus broken down by the Spirit. :Once he felt that he was
e final not as helpful in the meetings, as he wished to be and he went

I was home. That night the power of God rested so mightily upon
e heen him that hiswhole household, wife and eight children, joined with

to have him in a most memorable prayer-meeting. He was a marvelous



"The Old Stone Church."

man in prayer. His wife was one of the Lord's saints. She was the i

goodness itself and a mighty power in talking.' She was so in al.

spiritually-minided that she would talk out loud to herself about Cont

God's beautiful world, for she seemed to hear Him breathing in all hour

His works. Her son James was herself over again, and his daugh- my I

ter Morilla was so spiritual that she seemed not to belong to this a tei

world and when she died she was perfectly aware of the presence

of angels in her room. My gentle Grandfather, Oliver A. Willard,

was the first, Uncle James Hill, second, and Cousin Henry Dusin-

b#ry, third and last clerk, of the Old Stone' Church. Uncle I bel

Zophar Willard, Uncle Ward Hall, Cousins John and Sheldon It sti

Hill were all officially connected with it. what

The 16th of April, 1888, was calm and sunshiny. Uncle beloi

Willard's beautiful home on the hill in the suburbs of Church- thesE

ville gave us, as so often, its quiet shelter, and though we missed Chri!

the loving smile, the wit and brightness of dear Aunt Caroline, dedi<

his widowed sister, and so long his home-maker, we were thor- Chri

oughly content in the care of the noble, genial uncle, who had in th

done us good and not evil all the days of our lives. In the morn- Lord

ing we went with him to the Congregational church in the village,

of which lie has so long been the leading spi-it, and listened to

the gifted young minister in whom his heart rejoiced. After

dinner we drove "up North," where we had delightful calls in who

the pleasant, well-to-do homes of Aunt Saralh Hill Hall and I cai

Cousin Sarah Gilman Dusinbury. At three o'clock we all gath- but

ered at the church, a quaint old structure standing at the foot of r-elat

a long, graceful' slope on the top of which is the picturesque lege,
Willard homestead of auld lang syne. The present residents of fashi

the home, Mr. and Mrs. Way, with Cousin Sarah, had brightened ing

and beautified the old sanctuary with an improvised setting for wort

the platform, of carpet, easy chairs and potted plants. A1 the spen

relatives and neighbors who yet remain, with many new ones, as w

besides youth and maiden, boy and girl, not of our circle, packed hanc

the little church, and, Uncle Willard presiding, we sang the old the

hymns so often echoed by those walls from voices long since joinE

silent. · How firm a foundation, ye saints of the Lord," " Guide kno,

me, O Thou great Jehovah," and " There is a land of pure astic

delight," seemed to me tenderly to invoke the spirit of the sacred eigh

past. Then in rich tones full of pathos, my Cousin Sarah read dres

p
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the ninetieth Psalm, " Lord, thou hast been our dwelling place

as so in all generations," and the Churchville minister, Rev. Mr. Mc-

about Connell, led in prayer with a brother's sympathy for all that the

in all hour signified to us. After that I frankly told the kind people all

mgh- my heart, taking, " The Master is come and calleth for thee," as

: this a text, and setting what I tried to say to the key of

sence "We are traveling home to God,
lard, In the way our fathers trod.

ýusin- I told them what Christianity meant to my heart, and what

Jncle I believed it meant to custom and law, to society and government.

eldon It stirred my spirit deeply as I realized in some small measure
what it signified to testify as one of the cloud of witnesses who

Uncle belonged to the same household of faith with those who within

.urch- these walls had found and taught the unsearchable riches of

iissed Christ. Born of a Christian race, bred in a Christian home, I

oline, dedicated myself anew in the Old Stone Church that day to

thor- Christ and to His Gospel, vowing'that by His grace I would be

o had in this and every world where I might live, awoman whom the

mnorn- Lord could trust.

Ilage,

ed to TIHE GOSPEL4 OF HEAiLTH.

After It was my remarkably good fortune to be born of parents
ls in who were clean from the alcohol and, tobacco taint, and, so far as
L and I can trace my ancestry through sêveral generations, there was

gath- but one intemperate person in the ranks, and ie was a distant
bot of relative out of the direct line. It was also my unspeakable privi-
esque lege, being "only a girl," to enjoy the utmost freedom from
nts of fashionable restraints up to my seventeenth year. Clad dur-
tened ing three fourths of the year in flannel suits, not unlîke those
g for worn at "gymnastics" now by young lady collegians, and
11 the spending most of my time in the open air, the companion in work
ones, as well as in sport of my only brother, I knew much more about

acked handling rake and hoe than I did of frying-pan and needle; knew
1e old the name and use of every implement used by carpenter and
since joiner; could chase the sheep all day and never tire; had a good

uide knowledge of farming, gardening, and the like; was an enthusi-
pure astic poultry raiser, and ·by means of this natural, outdoor life,

sacred eight or nine hours' sleep in twenty-four, a sensible manner of
read dress, and the plain fare of bread and butter, vegetables, eggs,

M

1 un

The Gospel of Bealth.



632 The Gospel of Longevity.

milk, fruit and fowl, was enabled to "store up electricity" for the The

time to éome. both

My parents lived five years at Oberlin before I was seven pend

years of age, at the time when " Grahamites " were popular, and Wha

they became indoctrinated with many of the ideas of Dr. Jen- Wit1

nings, whose " Water Cure " book my father was fond of reading. ahea

As a result, the three children were each promised a library, to havii

cost $1oo, if we would not touch tea or coffee until we became of pursi

age. Subsequently I used both for. years, very moderately, but I det

have now almost discarded them. A physician was an unknown excel

visitant to our home in early days. I have no recollection trave

of such a personage being called for me before I was fourteen, last 1

and although my mother says that, when an infant, I was the '5,oC

feeblest of her children, I have -outlived all the family except her- territ

self. My father died in his. sixty-third year, and my mother is avera

now in her eighty-fifth, her grandmother having lived to be nearly write

ninety-seven, and the ancestors on both sides being remarkable being

for their longevity. at niý

I never saw the inside of a school-house until near my

teens, but was encouraged to read and study somewhat at home, cedur

and always lived in an intellectual atmosphere, my parents and i an

our few friends and neighbors being persons of education and it wac

earnestness of purpose. Although my first school was in a coun- as my

try district, the teacher was a graduate of Yale, and had been for persis

years a classical tutor in Oberlin Cllege. My parents were of the d

Puritanical training as to Sabbath observance, and I count its reclin

rhythmic period of rest, as well as the late beginning of my school ing tc

days, an element in the health antecedents *here enumerated. I it an i
have written thus in detail of what might be popularly termed Here

the "indirect reasons " for my life-long good health, because my beef-t(

study of the temperance question teaches me that heredity and mover

early training are the most direct " procuring causes" of physi- going

cal soundness. four,

f am now in my fiftieth year, and though, since sharing the said t

great and varied disabilities of a more conventional life, I have erb,

had two acute illnesses and several slight ones, my health is so day,

uniform that I have often laughingly told my friends I had com- at ni

posed the first line of my "great epic," and it is this: fight

"Painless, in a world of pain. victor
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or the The chief wonder of my life is that I dare to have so good a time,
both physically, mentally and religiously. I have swung like a

seven pendulum through my years, " without haste, without rest."

and What it would be to have an idle hour I find it hard to fancy.

Jen- With no headache, why should I not think " right straight

ding. ahead"? My whole life has been spent in intellectual activities,

ry, to having begun to teach when about twenty years of age, and having

me of pursûed that difficult avocation with no set-back or breakdown until

but I dedicated myself to the Temperance Reform in 1874. (I should

nown except about two years and a half of hard study,- writing andI
ection travel in Europe and the East between 1868 and 1870.) In the

een, last twelvé years I have been perpetually " on .the road," going

as the 15,000 to 20,000 miles per year, visiting in 1883 every state and

t her- territory in the'Union and holding a meeting once per day on an

ber is average throughout the entire period. It has been my custom to

early write articles and letters and plan work, all day long on the dars,
kable being thus constantly employed, and then to give an address

at night.

r my Now, I am aware that this is not a hygienie node. of pro-

home, cedure, andthat to breathe car-air and audience-atmosphere, year

and in and year out, is not conducive to the best development. But

and it was the only way for me to reach the one thousand towns set

coun- as my " stint " (a farm fashion we had, this of " doing our stint,"

n for persisted in as an inherited tendency), and feeling so adequate to

ere of the day's doings, I went steadily on, taking the opportunity to

t its recline in the quiet of my apartment, between the meetings,.stat-

chool ing to my friends that visiting was impossible to me, and making

d. I it an invariable rule to go directly from the platform to my room.

ermed Here a cup of bread and milk, a cracker, or a few spoonfuls of

se my beef-tea were taken in order to set up a counteraction to the

and movements of the brain, and I went to sleep a few minutes after

hysi- going to my room, usually getting eight hours, in every twenty-
four, of " tired nature's sweet.restorer." A bright Chicago womnan

g the sald to me when I told her this, " You acted according to the prov-

have erb, 'I* who fights and runs away, maylive to fight another

is so day,' for I interpret that to mean, 'lHe who runs awa7y promptly

com- at nightfall from the day's warfare will live to plunge into the

fight next morning, and so on from year to year, and will be a

victor always.
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My rising hour has long been from seven to half-past (I wish

it were earlier), and retiring, anywhere from half-past seven to half- becon

past nine; but when traveling, it has been about ten. I regard Natu

that hour as the dead line of recuperation, vigor and sustained declaj
mental activity. Eight hours of writing and study, all of them

between breakfast and tea, has been my rule. After the evening pen,

meal at six o'clock I will not work-lecturing, of course, ex- aroun

cepted.. In this field I have studied the non-dramatic style, be- But n

cause it is less wearing and fully as well adapted to'purposes of anyth

information and conviction. Illustrations can be used that involve easy

but little acting, thus keeping the circulation normal, avoiding dress

the exposures that attend perspiration, and the reaction resulting toned
from undue fatigue. obse

My manner of life has recently been-changed from peripatetic da

to stationary, and my purpose is, for the next ten years, at least, every

should God spare my life so long, to live in my quiet cottage A ne

home at Evanston, in the suburbs of Chicago, with my mother crow
and a dozen secretaries, and help to spread the temperance propa-

ganda by pen instead of voice. I expect, as a rule, to sit at my ad p

desk. from 8:3o or 9:00 A. m., until 6:o0 P. m., daily, with a half- of

hour's interval from 12:30 to i:oo o'clock, with the exception of an

outing of about half an hour. The tricycle for open air purposes too ti

and Dr. Dio Lewis's home exerciser within doors, are my basis of

gymnastic operations. Walking I delighted in when I could go and t
unimpeded; but from the sorrowful hay when my nair was first

twisted up and long skirt twisted down, I have never enjoyed that a stu

noble form of exercise, and I have met very few women in this eight

country who really walk at all. Wrigglers, hobblers, amblers, and

gliders I am familiar with among the ways of womén, but walking selve
is an art hereditarily lost to our sex. that t

"'Tis true, 'tis pity, and pity "Is, 'tis true!" their
study

I never touch the pen after tea, and ten o'clock finds our new
house dark as a pocke4, silent as a tomb, and restful as a cradle. sayim
To this single fact more than all others, excepting fortunate inlleri-

tance, I attribute my life-long good health and cheery spirits. condi
I have not jotted down these personal items because I think broad

my. methods specially noteworthy or by any means faultless. Gd-
Hoping tha!"t e may learn the health decalogue of our Heav- plans
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sh enly Father so thoroughly, and be so loyal to it that we shall all
ilf- become as hearty and as happy as, I am sure by the analogies of
rd Nature and the teachings of grace, He meant us to be, I hereby

ted declare myself willing to live a century and work right on.
em But I must confess that after my long day's task with the
ng pen, I say to myself often, " If I could put on a hat, button a coat
ex- around me, and step off freely, how delightful a walk would be.
be- But no; there are intricate preliminaries before a woman can do

of anything so simple as take a constitutional. In my own case, the
ive easy wrapper that I wear at my work must be changed for a street
ing dress, with its long, heavy skirt ; the slippers, for shoes to be but-
ing toned up; a bonnet affording no protection from light, wind, or

observation, must be " tastefully" put on; tight-fitting gloves
etic drawn to their places, and then only, with skirts to be lifted at
ast, every step until one's knees grow weary, the airing may begin.
age A man would have two things to do-put on his coat and
her crowd a hat over his eyes ; a woman has three articles to take off
pa- (wrapper and slippers), dress to draw on, collar and cuffs to adjust

my and pin, shoes to button, wrap to fasten, bonnet to tie, and then
alf- all of their burdens and constrictions to endure.
f an So, for the thousandth time, I return to my room, actually
oses too tired to " get ready" and then " get over the ground,." though
is of Lake Michigan's splendid expanse *stretches away to the east,

go and there are cool, shady nooks, and tempting by-ways all about
first me. I recognize joyfully the progress we have made since I was
that a student, when no girl was really " stylish " who wore less than,
this eight white skirts trailing on the ground after her; but how slowly

and we move when women of refinement will wear bustles, lace them-
ing selves as of old, pinch hands and feet, bare their heads to the blast

that their tufts of bonnets may be " like the rest,' and simper

their criticisms on " dress reform." Near me on the walls of my

study hang Annie Jenness-Miller's'picture and engravings of her

our new costumes. I look up at them with a prayerful heart,
dle. saying, " How long, O Lord, how long? "
eri- Instead of the walk I would like to take, had I the old-time

conditions-the modest, simple, short dress, loose jacket, and
ink broad-rimmed hat of auld lang syne-I pen this jeremiad, and bid

tless. God-speed to the earnest-hearted woman who, in roaring Gotham,

eav- plans for us women a costume that hints at better days.
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The Mind-cure.

CPROVE ALL THINGS.

I am often asked what I think about the mental methord, mind-

cure, Christian science, or whatever may be the most.appropriate

tern, and I have been warned repeatedly against it by excellent and

trusted friends. However, I cannot see in it the danger that many

do. We live in a strangely materialistic age, when thought is

declared to be a -secretion of the brain, and revelation looked upon ]

as nothing but a myth. Thousands of well intentioned persons had and c
come to the end of the rope and were beating their.heads against trait
a stone wall, finding no mode of egress into the upper air of spirit- One<
uality and faith. It seéms to me that just because the world had in. 18
gone so far, and had so largely become a victim to the theory that her le
only seeing is believing, the Heavenly Powers brought in this our c:

great reaction, which declared that the invisible is ail and in all,' satisf
that thQughts are the rèal things and things are but effervescent once :
shadows ; that there is no escape from what is infinitely good Fores
and infinitely immanent in- everything created ; that evil is a pressi
negation and must pass away ; that to be carnally minded is

death, but to be spiritually minded is life and peace. I have a stre:
never studied the question seriously, because I have not had the less U

time, but from conversation with experts in this study, who are and ]
also among the best men and women I have ever known, I have wome
certainly felt that it would be disloyalty to God and to humanity out n

for me to speak against this new era. That some who have entered broth
upon it are not genuine ; that some cases of cure are not actual, my hc
must necessarily be, in so great a movement ; there must be a well-t
counterfeit beside the real, but I am confident that if Christians abstin
will take what is good in this new evangel and eschew what is i

evil, it may become a mighty power for the triumph of Him who doest.
said : "My words are -spirit and they are l1e." forced

Something analogous to this seems to be true of theosophy, illiten
and the occult studies that have come to us from those-wonderful that n
religions of the East, that furnished the soil cut of which grew the and s
tree of life-Christianig. "God hath not left 'Himself without a of the

witness" anywhere. A philosophy that takes immortality as its So we
major premise must conduct toward a good life, as opposed to the sixtee
materialism that says, " I was not-I lived and loved-I am. not" Even
-the saddest epitaph ever penned. eveni

busy 1
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Loyalty to Friends.

ind-

riate

t and

nany

ht i COMPANTONSHIPS.

upon If I have a virtue in the world, it is loyalty to old inemories
had and old friends, and nothing rejoices me so much as to have this

ainst trait believed in by those who walk with me the path of life.
pirit- One dear lady who had been my teacher thirty years before, died

had in 1886, and her son wrote me that she had mentioned to him in
that her last days, her belief that I would gladly write the notice for
this our church paper. The request came to me with a sense of solid
all,, satisfaction that she had so believed in me-when we had hardly

nt once met since I was her scholar in the little district school near
good Forest Home. It did my heart good to turn aside from my
1 is a pressing cares to write the In Memoriam she had desired.
ed is With my naturally adventurous disposition I fear that but for
have a strenuously guarded girlhood I might have wandered into hope-

the less unbelief. But I recall only one reckless friend in all my life,
o are and I was with her but a single term at school. Christian
have women have been my constant and intimate associates through-
anity out my pilgrimage and Christian men have been like loyal
tered brothers to me always. Beyond every. other influence outside
tual, my home, I reckon that of a circle within which I have movedl for
be a well-nigh fifty years, made up of persons who were chhste, totally
tians abstinent, truth-telling, philanthropic and devout.

at is " Tell me with whom thou goest and I'11 tell thee what thou
who doest." No precept was ever more frequently repeated and en-

forced by my parents than this. In guarding Mary and me from
>phy, illiterate and harmful associations m- father evinced a solicitude

erful that many of his friends considered n.orbid. But he would smile
w the and say, " These -are 'Two forest nymphs that dwell in the depth
out a of the woodland shade,' and I propose toukeep them innocent."
as its So we never went anywhere except with our parents. until I. was
o the sixteen, and almost never, after that, until fully fledged and flown.
.not" Even my brother was eighteen years of age before he ever spent an

evening away from .home. Around the fireside we were always

busy with books, pencils and plans until the early hour of bed-time
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638 - My First Inamorata.

eame. We were literally never left alone with children or work the g

people ;* there was always quiet but careful supervision. "Hered- affair

ity may count for much, but environment is next of .kin to I hai

destiny ;" these are my mother's words at eighty-four, the outcome and <

of her observant and reflective life. Who, then, have entered the girl.

inner circle of my confidence in fifty years ? I ask myself and each

answer with deep thankfulness: All who have done so meant to endu

be good, sought after goodness, lifted their eyes toward the heights belie,

rather than lowered them to the level of the depths. Only two array

persons, one of them a child and one a girl in her early teens, evet unbl;

said to me things that were calculated to mar the purity of my enshi

thoughts in the formative years of my life, and these were neither becax

of them persons who had influence with me or the ability to no ot

determine'my actions or opinions. To their everlasting honor be

it said that the many men and women who worked in our home senio

and on our farm, never tried in word or deed to lead us astray. that

But I have always felt that he who is forewarned is best fore- cousi

armed, and wished that my first- ideas concerning the mysteries of home

being had come early to my observant spirit from my dear relati

mother's lips, which were closed by her reticent New England liked

habitudes. nothi

Meanwhile, there was the heart, the ardent, impulsive heart knew

of childhood and of youth, with its perpetual instinct of bestow- times

ment, what did it do? I remember with pleasant pain how shy t

early, how vigorously and often that truant heart went forth, the e

seeking rest and fiading none! I was hardly six years old when God'

the flame of the ideal burned in my breast for a sweet girl of six- I dra

teen, Maria. Hill by~ name, daughter of " Secretary Hill," an the s

English gentleman who was a central figure in the College Board year.

at Oberlin. Her coming meant a new world, her going shrouded of mi

my little life in gloopi, but she never dreamed of this-she only she v

saw an impetuous child whose papa had (as was the custom in she 1

those days of the hygienic revival) induced the little one not to n1pp
eat butter, and paid ger a penny a week for such sacrifice, and beau1

who was so determined "to give her pennies to Miss Hilli" that our h

when the young lady declared that she could on no account for h

accept them, the child fluàg them after her retreating form upon sistet

to be
*Margaret Ryan, an Irish girl that lived with us for years, was an exception to thisrrule, the

but then she was as refined as she was good "and her uncle was Bishop ofLimerick!"



"That Sof, Whiite Hand."

r work the gravel walk and burst out crying. That was my first " heart
EIlered- affair," and I have had fifty since as surely as I hgd that one.
kin to I have had the. subtle 'sense of an affinity for persons of all ages
itcome and conditions, for man and woman, youth and maiden, boy and
-ed the girl. The solar system has for a season seemed to revolve around
ýlf and each one of these beloved objects and for each of them I have
cant to endured all stages of the divine disease that was meant, as I
ieights believe, to acclimaté us to heaven. They pass me now in bright
iy two array, my choice procession of immortals ; how can I "express

is, evet unblamed" so much of sweetness and of nobility as they in turn
of my enshrined for me? After Maria Hill the hiatus was long. Nature

neither became my one dear love and-for manya youthful year I knew
lity to no other, needed none.

mor be Then camethe vision of my cousin Mary G., several years my
r home senior, self-poised and gracious, little dreaming of the commotion.
astray. that her presence stirred in the wayward heart of her Western

at fore cousin then ih her fifteenth year, who coming back to the old
cries of home at the East, met for the first time since infancy a troop of

y dear relatives unknown before except by name. My boy cousins I
ngland liked, my other girl cousins I loved, but for my cousin Mary I felt

nothing less than worship. She had such royal dignity and she
e beart knew books and she xvas good-so I said to myself a thousand

>estow- times over, but she thought not of my devotion and I was far too
n how shy to tell ber. That soft, white hand on mine seemed to complete

forth, the circuit that brought me into harmony with the electric tides of
1 when God's great universe ; life was full to the brim and its rich draught
of six- I drank with solemn joy. But in two weeks we came away and

l," an the star I would have followed faded to a spent meteor within a
> Board year. Next came the sweet-faced blind girl, Carrie, with her gift
trouded of music, sending my blithe spirit up to heaven's gate, but soon
he only she went away; then Anna C., the superintendent's daughter, but
tom in she liked my sister Mary best and my budding hopes were swiftly
not to nipped; then my blind music teacher, a young married man of

ce, and beautiful nature, who was wont to make his way alone down to
1 " that our house, which was a mile from his, and I was wont to watch
account for him at the gate and go to meet him up the road. But so did
M upon sister Mary. and never in the world by voice or sign had he reason

to believe that the elder sister's greeting had more back of it than
the child-like good cheer of the younger's. Carefully as I he
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640 A Young GirPs Self-Respect.

wome
been reared, I had no special sense of sin in dreaming of this young

i ' loved
man's loveliness. I knew that he would never be jhe wiser nor of th<

would the woman he loved be grieved; she was my friend and I oabroa
abroa(

was. hidden utterly from both of them in my eye-and-ear-proof

armar woven of mingled cheerfulness and pride. Erelong he, too, ance.

went away, and the next enshrined ideal of .my life was Marion,

"whose soul was like a star and dwelt apart," the high-bred girl a teac

with whom in 1857 I contested the palm for scholarship in Mil-
Norti

waukee Female College; then Susie B., the rich merchant's
father

daughter in that same city, who was a very Saint Cecilia to my

ardent fancy; and then Maggie H., of early Evanston fam.e, the Pater

"wild girl " of the selrool,- whom I followed to the extent of being adapt

a "law unto myself " as to the rules, but from whom I recoiled tageti

with absolute rage when without any hint to x& she arranged

for us to take a surreptftiaus moonlighT rorseback ride with Hart,

a certain gay Lothario of the University, and his friend Will.

Ignorantly I entered into her plot enough to walk out in the spent
living

College grounds while all the teachers were at prayer-meeting--a lady'

thing we had no right to do. 'But when, in the most shadowed
sever

part, two young men rose before us, I dropped her arm and fled

back to the college building like a startled fawn. For this affiont li

I refrained from speaking to ny inamorala for three weeks, but

finally made up our difficulty when she admitted that I was right when
found

in saying that no " self-respecting girl would ever make a clandes-

tine appointment of any kind with a young man." It was my her
mother's fear lest this young woman, who was most attractive,

throu
would get a stronger hold on me, that led her, after I toll the tliau

whole story on going.back to Forest Home, to determine that she voyag

would give my father no rest until he left the farm and came to perpe
sure t

Evanston to live. Here I met Mary B., for whom my attachment

was so great that when she very properly preferred my brother,

although I had devotedly desired their union, the loss of her was

nothing less than a bereavement, a piteous sorrow for a year and
wher<

more, as my journals testify, ne of the ,keenest of my life, to

which the death of my only sister Mary put a sudden, and as I the n
- mane

have always thought, a well-nigh miraculous end, while our

sisterly affection lhas remained intact. Other attachinents fol- ta re1

lowed, somuch less restful than friendships, that I can not fairly panic

call, thema by that consoling name. Their objects were good Tour
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women all, thank God! and the onl trouble was not that we

ung loved unwisely, but too well. They are all written in the recordsnori
id" of those Lays. One of them, dating from 1864, led to my trip

abroad with all its riches of observation, study, and acqtiain-t-

ance. A more loyal heart never beat than that of Kate A. Jack-
too,

son, who, though a rich man's daughter, went with me to Lima as
ion

a teacher when I was (in 1867) preceptress of .Genesee Wesleyan
Seminary, and afterward took the, French P'rofessor's, place in

Miii-
, Northwestern University, leaving there when I did, in 1874. Her

tfather was founder of the New ,jersey Locomotive Works, *at

Paterson, a sturdy-natured, generous-hearted man, who freeiy
the

adopted his daughter's suggestion that she and I make a long tour
together, for

iled "We determinéd to go abroad,

(ged * Togo abroad, strange countries for to see."

[art,
We stayed over, two years, since which, time Kate, has

the spent six years more in foreign lands, but has come home at last,

living, with her accomplished sister, Mrs. Dr. Whitely, and that
ra

lady's two charming young people, next door to us. There are

several other good and giftid, women whom .I might name as

having belonged to my inner circle of affection at some time in my

but life; but in Anna A. Gordonrâ lovely Boston g 1, whom I metbutL
. when conducting revival meetings. with Mr. Moidy, in 1877, I

des- found the rarest of my intimate friends. For twelve years she hasdes-
been at onpe a solace and support in all my undertakings. I call

My
her "Little Heart's-ge,' for, as she knows, I have struggled

the through the' depths and come out .on their Beulah side ; have

she voyaged through roaring storms to emerge at last in the region of

e o perpetualcalm; and as I am so much her seni.or she seems quite
sure to be my.loved and last.

nent
The loves of women for each other grow more numerous each ,

hler
day, and I have pondered much why these things were. - That so

was
little should be said about them surprises me, for they are every-and
where. Perhaps the "Maids of Llangollen," (in Wales) afford

the most conspicuous example; two women, young and fair, with

our money and position, who ran away together, refusing al offers

to return, and spènt their happy days in each other's calm com-

. panionship within the home they there proceeded to establish.

nrly Tourists visit the spot where they once dwelt, to praise their
41
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642 The Loves of Women.

constancy and sigh for the peace that they enjoyed. In these

days, when any capable and careful woman can honorably earn help

her own support, there is no village that has not its examples cal

of " two heads in counsel,' both of which are feminine. Often- heart

times these joint-proprietors have been unfortunately married, my fi

and so have failed to " better their condition " until, thus clasp- "I 10

ing hands, ,they have-taken each other " for better or for worse." damn

These arethe tokens of a transition age. Drink and tobacco are pray

to-day the great separatists between women and men. Once they B

used these things together, but woman's evolution has carried nate

her beyond them; man will climb to the same level some day, than

but meanwhile he thinks he must have his dinners from which

woman is excluded and his club-house with whose delights she on a

intermeddleth not. Indeed, the fact that he permits himself fleshly gant f

indulgences that he would deprecate in her, males their planes and s

different, giving him a sense of larger liberty and her an instinct sUPPo:

of revulsion. This has gone so far on man's part that a learned claime

writer has a treatise to prove the existence of organic reasons why not a

men were made to drink and smoke, but women not! This much

opinioû setsup a standard that influences the minds of men who of inte

do not use these poisons, and thus extends the .domain of the ous w

most harmful separating force that to-day alieùates so many men took t

and women. It is safe to claim that among the leading advo- office,

cates of woman's advancement, and of an equal standard of chas- missiv

tity for both sexes, we do not find tobacco users or drinkers of aroun<

beer and wine. combi

The friendships of women are beauiiful and blessed ; the arm w

loves of women ought not to be, and will not be, when the sacred life.

purposes of the temperance, the labor, and the woman movements the on

are wrought out into the customs of society and the laws of the. ,don, b

land. For the highest earthly good that can come to any indi- wise o

vidual, or home, or state, or to humanity, is told in the poet teli mE

Thomson's lines: afraic

"Oh happy they, the happiest of our race, A
Whom gentle stars unite and in one fate, Of a f
Their lives, their fortunes, and theit beings blend.' for me

With a belief so orthodox, why did I miss life's crowning ing so

oy? Surely a serene heart, now closed forever (on the planet dom as

Earth) to love's delirium or delight, nmay telb its secret for the heavil,

not d



"The Most Occult of Dreams." 643
ese

r help of those less way-wise ? One of my early friends was wont to

les call me " Opal," because that jewel has an edge of snow and

en- heart of flame. When I told my dear mother, going horie from

ed, my first term at Evanston, that I had written thus to Maggie:
sp- "I love you more than life, better than God, more· than I dread

damnation!" that great philosopher exclaimed, "Oh, Frank!

are pray Heaven you may never love a man!

ey But her prayer was not answered - for I have been so fortu-

ied nate as to fancy, at least, that I loved a man,- nay, more

ay, than one.

ich When I was but fourteen, a brilliant young scientist came

he on a brief visit to our.family. Of course he never knew it, ele-

1y gant fellow that he was, but for many a day I dreamed dreams

nes and saw visions of which he was the central figure. No one

net supposed this, not my own mother, even ; though I have always

ed claimed that she knew my every thought - however, this was

hy not a thought - only the most occult of dreams! We lived so

his much alone that I was almost nineteen before the slightesi token

ho of interest came to me from beyond the mystic line that a virtu-

the ous woman's glances may not cross. This epoch in my history

en took the form of a carefully written note, sent through the post-

vo- office, inviting me to go to a student's entertainment, and the

as- missive came soon after we removed to Evanston. It was passed

of around as a rare curiosity, and the wisdom of the family was
combined in my discr*t affirmative reply. I took the young man's

the arm with feelings akin to terror, for it was the first time in my

red life. At the evening's close I noticed that he and I were almost

nts the only ones remaining. He said reluctantly, "I beg your par-

the. don, but is it not time for me to take you home?" Alas! the

di. wise ones of the family circle-had not supposed. it necessary to

oet tell me I must give the signal to return, and I was morbidly
afraic of seeming " forward !

At this distance Iunderstand the situation-I only felt it then.

Of a forceful mind and an imperious will, it was not natural

for me to fall into a passive attitude toward anybody. Hav-

ing ing so long had great Nature. for my teacher, and country free-

net dom as my atmosphere, the sudden conventionalities of society set

the heavily upon me., Without knowing it, I felt that her code did
not deal with me justly. Her dictum was that no well-bred,
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delicate-natured woman would ever let any man living know as ye

she had a gentle thought of him until he gave the sign. And I

lad said in my inmost spirit, not in so many words, but by just wrote

such a-vow, "You heartless old tyrant of custom, since you have decei-

dared thus basely to decree, hazarding the holiest interests of hard

two lives on -the perceptions of the one less finely organized, you rotl

shall have full measure of obedience," and no actor, no detective, until

no alias ever schooled himself more sedulously to carry out his study

part, than I did to be utterly impassive, to treat all men alike,

with universal calm, with casual good-will, and that alone. mine

And have men dared, when all these stern defenses were set wher

in array, to speak their potent word to one likée me? Yes, but pothE

µnder such conditions it " stands to reason " that most of the fortw

messages received must have beên perfunctory, the queries com- you 1

ing by letter and being answered by my secretaries with the.official hath

statement that I had no time for other than business correspond- He s

ence. But so high has always been my admiration and respect darec

for any good and true man that never, when I could avoid it, did word

I permit one of them to pay me the ineffable compliment of an help

expressed personal preference, unless my heart felt the potentiality, ther,

at least, of a response. My mother strictily taught her daughters anyt]

to do.by other women's brothers as they would have them do by wear

theirs, i. e., never through look or word to lead any young man been

to an avowal of regard that was not mutual. .The ingenuities by tain

which our handsome Mary "moved the 19tevious question," that

the impending one might be avoided, were far beyond what her ackn

plainer sister ever needed to employ, and proved the generosity of intel

Mary's heart-for what tribute to a woman's charms and goodness Ho'W

equals that of the true man who says .to her, " It would. be the of tl·

highest happiness this world cotld yield if I might spend my gues

life with you " ? Only the noblest, best instructed natures among Whe

women are willing to forego the music of such words. for I

.twee
Per contrt, the man who permits himself even the most deli-

cate approach jdeeds unaccompanied by the honest, self-com- pera

mitting words that honest women always expect to hear in.such pera

connection, is not the soul of honor, and his familiarity, however Ca

small, should be resented on the instant. "Hands off" is the matl

golden maxim for every genuine girl and for each true gentleman. B

.The Inleffable Compliment.644*
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Al this I say out of a heart that suffered once aiod to help those
low as yet untried.

id IA gifted man (who has made .two women happy since) once

jUst wrote me on this. wise: "Dear friend, methinks your heart
tave deceives you, for when we meet, though you speak kindly, you
s of hardly look at me, and I take this as a token.' I replied: "Dear
you irother: This is the explanation. I had a cear and direct gaze

ave until much'study weakened my eyes, and I protect them now by
his studying the carpet.'

ike, Another, true and loyal, had heard through a near friend of

mine that I was supposed to have a special admiration for him,

e set whereupon he wrote a frank letter implying the truth of that hy-

but pothesis. My answer was, " Dear Friend : You have had the mis-

the fortune to begin at the wrong end of life's most intricate equation;

:om. you have assumed the value of the unknown quantity -- a sin that

Ficial hath not forgiveness in this life ; no, nor in that which is to come."

ond- He sent me back a royal letter, saying he " would never have

spect dared write what he did, but for the encouragement of my friend's

did words, and he would like to know why I of all women might not

>f'an help a man out of such a fearful quandary;" indeed, he went far-

ility, ther, and declared that " there was no reason in nature, grace or

hters anything but sin, why a woman must stifle ber heart, and a man

Io by wear his upon his sleeve." But the sphinx that I have always

man been had spoken once, and there the drama ended and the cur-

es by tain fell.

that In 1861-62, for three-quarters of a year I wore a ring and

t her acknowledged an allegiance based on the supposition that an

ity of intellectual comradeship was sure to deepen into unity of heart.

dness How grieved I was over the discovery of my mistake the journals

e the of that epoch could reveal. Of the real romance of my life, un-

d my guessed save by a trio of close friends, these pages may not tell.

mong When I have passed from sight I would be glad to have it known,

for I believe it might contribute to a better understanding be-

deli- tween good men and women. For the rest, I have been blessed

7com with friendships rich, rare, and varied, all lying within the tem-

such perate zone of a great heart's geography, which. has been called

we "cold" simply because no Stanley had explored its tropic cli-
wever
is the mate, and set down as "wholly inland " because no adventurous

Balboa had viewed its wide Pacific Sea.

iman.

a.

Life's Most Intricate Equation.

îî1
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646 Self-Criticisms.

DtMtRITS.

I wonder if we really know ourselves in respect of disco'nt vigor O

as well as we do in respect of advantage? It seems equally im- heap b(

portant that we should, else our undertakings will be out >f ail spok
finishec

proportion to our powers, and failure a foregone conclusion. I
have always believed that in.a nobler state of society wi /s Uld girl neý

helpt each other by frank and kindly criticism, c çpl with have b<

equally -frank praise, and have held, in the face of ptea y contra- De
diction fromn my friends, that Christian people ought us to help years s

each other here and now. I arn
inbornProbably the most haunting disability of my youth was a hot intorn

temper. If, as a child, I stubbed my toe, it was i tinctive with me to want t1

turn back and administer a vigorous stroke t the object, animate handied

or inanimate, that had caused the accide t. A blow for a blow their de

was my invariable rule, but my temper as a swift electric flash, A

not the slow burning anthracite of sul nness. Indeed, the sulks tred to

and blues are both foreign to my n ural habitudes. My sister, son, wc

though vastly more amiable thân r older brother and sister, was in the i

somewhat inclined to brood, or 'mùmp," as we graceless young often in

ones called it. say tha

I well remember the last time that I ever "struck out," and descripi

am ashamed to say it occurred in the first years of my student meant

life at Evanston. My father had a queer way of buying the needed

dresses, bonnets, indeed, almost the entire outfit of his.daughters, double,

and continued it until we were well.nigh grown up. One winter whom]

he brought me home a red worsted hood that I declared I hated img eye

with "a hatred and a half, but all the same I had to wear it. We recitalJ

two sisters were wont to dess alike, and while the bright coloi I have i

set off Mary's dark blue eyes and ruddy cheeks, it simply extin- scrupul

guished what little "looks" I had, and some of my school-mates As

made fun of my appearance. One, in particula, a handsome girl of a pai

belonging to a family that was well at the front socially,' hectored mother

me unmercifully. I gave her fair warning that. "if she did not was the

stop she would be sorry," but this only added zest to her attack. Sespions

We were all at the entrance to the chapel, school was out, and no the eor

teacher left in sight. I began putting on the hated hood and the formed

"hectoring" also began. My anger burned ;o fiercely against my abunda:

handsome tormentor that, though she was much taller than 1, the about tl

W1
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k Vigor of my attack was -such that she was flung in a crumpled

heap between the benches, face foremost on the floor. Nobody
spoke-the deed was so sudden that it took their breath away; I
finished tying on that red hood and walked home. The handsome

girl never retaliated, never referred to the subject again, and we

have been the best of friends from that day to this.
Dear mother says she does not know when in well-nigh thirty

years she has seen me angry, and beyond a momentary flash that

I am glad..to see and say grows more infrequent every year, that

inborn energy is slain. - I have only written of it here because I

wanit the picture truthful, and hope my failings may help others,

handicapped as I have been, to "rise on the stepping stones of

their dead selves to higher things.
A tendency to exaggeration is the-neif' enemy that I have

tried to fight. When traveling in Europe, my friend, Kate Jack-

son, would see the same landscape or city, picture or celebrity, and

in the midst of my enthusiastie efforts to describe them she would

often inte,-upt with the words, "Why, Frank, you don't mean to

say that we saw all that?" While I would break in on her efforts at

description, with the words, "You didn't half tell it." Neither had

t meant to give a wrong imprêssion, but the personal equation
needed in both cases to be taken into the account. "You see

double," has been said of me when I had delineated a friend

r whom I admired, but if so it, was with one real and one idealiz-

ing eye. It comforts me to know that in the habit of accurate

recital I have gained g-eatly with the years, and to know also that

I have n't a near friend who does not deem me fairly accurate and

scrupulously truthful so far as my intention goes.

s As to money, a five-cent silver coin sewed-into each tiny toe

of a pair of stockings knit by the tireless hands of my father's

mother and sent to the far West when I was about ten years old,

was the first (except my "butter pennies") of my financial pos-
sespions. Money was something far off, unnecessary, except for

the eonvenience of those who dwelt in cities. On the farm, having

e formed an alliance with generous old Dame Nature, we were

abundantly able to take care of ourselves without it. This. was

e about the view I held in childhood.

When in Milwaukee, at seventeen, attending school, good

qf



lrish Mike, one of our farm hands, sent fifty cents apiece to Mary care-

and to me, all the spending money we had for three whole months. accoi

After a careful consultation with my wise aunt Sarah, I invested famil

mine in a ticket to the menagerie (not the present éircus, by a no m
long 'moral distance), a blank book for my historical and other of th

charts, and fivè cents' worth of peppermint candy. When away joint

at school in Evanston, we had no spending money either; it was a ter

never named or thought of as necessary. My father furnished ployE

us with all needful stationery and postage, and paid all bills. to ha

"What would you more ? he used to ask. But I wrote an arti- chast

cle for the 'Prairie Farmer, and received two dollars for it at two For ]

different times; whereupon I invited-my-friends- to a feast, also my :

treated my favorite Maggie to a buggy ride, and for the first time fortai

looked upon myself as a moneyed proprietor. From that day to we b;

this I have been, by pen and voice, an earner of money. My first givin

solid possession was a little- gold stud for my sister and myself, I was

then a pair of sleeve buttons, then an engraving of Longfellows befor

"Evangeline,'' then a handsome gilt-edged book for my sister's hômE

journal and a photograph album for each of us, then the photo- mone

graphs of mother, Mary and myself, but for which we should is to<

have had no picture of the dearest girl that ever died. In all impe:

hose earlier years I kept accounts, but was careless about adding per 1

them up; and as for a "balance sheet," I have neVer even seen an declil

object so distasteful. When tottering out uncertainly into the to m<

world of bread-winners (for while I -lived near home my father along

generally clothed me, and my own small earnings went for towa:

"extras"), I -was, for a brief period, somewhat given to borrow- tried

ing in a-small way; but the concurrent testimony of all who know all 'e

me best is that the money has béen scrupulously returned. I more

am one who, while she never lays up money, keeps the -finances Gosp

in a snug, thrifty way, and is careful to meet all obligations of a craze

financial sort. justi<

For this good reputation the chief credit should be given to clear

those good women who, ever since the unspeakable loneliness of work

my sister's going from me, have been what she was to me, "guide,

philosopher and friend." A thousand times they hear miy "don't

forget," whether it is to pay the insurance or to roturn a borrowed

slate pencil, and with punctilious care they s e it done.. This

648 First Earnings.



The Height of Juman Brotherhood.

WIary care-taking about rendering even-handed justice in financial
nths. accounts was a prime trait with niy parents and in both their
ested families. My mother gives no rest to herself or to us while à debt,
by a no matter how small, hangs over us. Though I have earned tens
other of thousands of dollars, I have nothing except Rest Cottage, the
away joint inheritance of mother and myself, and finally to revert, after

was a tenure of "life use," to the National W. C. T. U., to be em-
ished ployed by that association for the purpose of training boys and girls
bills. to habits of physical purity, with especial reference to personal
arti- chastity and the non-use, in any form, of alcoholics and narcotics.

two For I have felt, as the great Agassiz declared of his, that one of
also my vocation "could not afford to make money." Living com-
time fortably, but with entire simplicity, and not keeping horse or cow,

ay to we barely succeed in making both ends of the year meet, after
r first giving away from a fifth to a fourth of our income. ýUntil 1886
yself, I was not salaried by the National W. C. T. U., and for three years

low's before that, generous friends sent money to mother to keep the

ster's home intact. I hold that a reformer cannot advantageously lay up
hoto- money-at least I cannot. The leverage lost in public confidence

b.ould is too great an off-set; the demands are too varied, constant and
En all imperious. Some -years ago I set out to receive no more than $25
Iding per lecture, and though offered $50, $75 and $Îoo, I have steadily

en an declined to advance my figures. My friends have talked severely

o the to me about this, but I am convinced my course was Christian, and

ather along financial lines more in harmony with that day of brotherhood

it for toward which we hasten than any other one thing of all that I have

rrow- tried to do. For I believe that "the love of money is the root of

know all 'evil;" that it has warped and minified more lives, turned
d. I more homes into small compacts of perdition, and defeated the

ances Gospel's blessed purpose, more than aji other curses that ever

of a crazed the -human heart. May the slow, steady lift.of Christian
justice hasten us to the grander height where .stand already, with

en to clear heads and helping hands, some of the noblest thinkers of the

ass of world.

ruide,

'don't

owed

This
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650 Milestones of the Years.

Forest T
MY HOLIDAYS. wonder

The holidays of fifty years! Seven weeks apiece of Christ- ree mi

mas, New Year, and the Fourth of July, with Washington's Birth- f what

ought to be a toothsome theme, redolent of savory dinners and ent up

fragrant with good will. il the 1

My seventh is the first birthday I recall. We were in the utter o

isolated Wisconsin farm-house, newly built'and unplastered, not Mot

to say unpainted. But mother had made me a big rag-doll, fasten- rliest i

ing the historie curls, described before, upon its head, and father our i

had painted its face, drawing thereon the most surprising pair of entlene:

eyes it has ever been my lot to see. Doll Anna was attired in a ateful

Turkey red calico. gown, made from one of my mother's old er prait

aprons, and I was permitted to hold her all day, except when I cugh,

put her to sleep on the pillow on mother's high, four-posted bed.- d kneE

Later on, my sister fell heir to this doll and its hair, and last of The

all, my brother's children played with its remnants in their in- ounty'

fancy. On the day that mother, in the midst of all her farm- uanced

work, gave me this memorable and beloved image, she made me Paris,

a birthday cake, and permitted me to wear her gold pencil,-a ls did

souvenir of her teaching years, and the one article of jewelry that the co

she possessed. 11appy as a queen, I little knew, what now I d it wa

know so well, that. the spell wrapped around me that day, and to recei

every other, was spun from my mother's happy thoughts. t the 1
The Fourth of July was a high day in our Zion, for patriot- tured

ism- was the most attractive form of religion that my reckless likely"

childhood knew. Thanksgiving was passed lightly over, in that ne-lec

new country where there were no absent members of the family fliight 1
to come home. Christmas made us hang up our stockings and re that

find but little there, next morning ; New Year hardly counted at was in
all. Birthdays cut no great figure, even Washington's going for e in
almost nothing. But the Fourth of July !-hat came in, went -e the
on, and passed out, in a blaze of patriotic glory. This does not iness-1
mean powder, though, and a big noise, for never a cracker nor t I forg
.torpedo snapped off our Yankee Doodle " sentiments " on the g up" ]

old farm in all the years. We had no money to spend, and if we seemi
had, it would n't have been allowed to pass away in smoke. Nor of on
had'we any fire-works. Not so much as a single " rocket'. ever cerely
shot toward the stars above the close-set trees that sheltered



Year's Calls. 651

Forest Home. From t e steeple on the barn we watched with
wonder the fiery serpents and Roman candles "up at Janesville,"

rist- ree miles away, and shuddered in the summer dark at thought

irth- f what it would be to fall down the steep roof beneatih us, as

that ther had so nearly done once, when painting a favorite orna-

and ent upon the Gothic gable. But Forest Home patriotism rose
Il the higher, perhaps, because it lacked the fizz and buzz and

the utter of the regulation Fourth of July "break-down."

not Mother had talked to us so much about America that -from

ten- rliest recollection we had spelled nation with a capital N. To

ther our native land was a cherishing mother, like our own in

ir of entleness and strength, only having so many more children,

in a ateful and glad, under her thoughtful care. We loved to give

old er praises, and half believed that sometime, when we grew big
en I dugh, and got out into the wide, wide world, we should find her

bed. d kneel to offer her our loving service and to ask her blessing.

t of The "Annual Agricultural and Mechanics' Fair of Rock

r in- ounty " was another notable holiday, perhaps the most pro-

arm- nced of all the year. Of later Christmas-tides, there was one

e me Paris, and my Roman Christmas was noteworthy. New Year's

,-a ils did not begin for me until my twentieth year. We had lived
that the country twelve years, where no such novelty -was known,
w I d it was with not· a little perturbation that we arrayed ourselves

and to receive with mamma." Evanston was a wee bit of a village,
t the University newly planted there had attracted a really

riot- tured group of men and women, while the ýtudents were a-very

less likely " class of young pîople. My fears-for the others had

that ne-lest we might not know just what to say or do were put

mily flight by the advent at nine A. M. of a quartette of boys hardly
and ore than half my age, with whose pleasant talk of outdoor sports
d at was in .perfect sympathy, and when the grown-ups came they

for e in groups so large and so intent on seeing " who could

ent -e the most calls," that conversation was impossible, and the

not iness-like spirit of the day was so thoroughly Chicagoesque

nor t I forgot my fears, and.concerned myself chiefly with "count-

the g up " how many calls we had. From that day on, the custom

we seemed to me to be one best honored in the breach, though a
Nor of our friends who still drop in find those of us who are left

ever cerely glad to see them. But the convivial feature alone gave

ered



652 Motlier's Eightieth Birthday. I
cohesion to the custom of New Year's calls, and it has already

fallen into disuse. The only day thus employed that j ever really

enjoyed was in 1875, when the Chicago W. C. T. U. received its

friends.

Among the touching incidents of the day was a call from a

young German, vhio came in, arm in arm with his wife. He

signed"the pledge while she wept tears of joy. He gave her the A g

witnessed pledge-card, and she tookit as if it had been a wedge repe

of gold. He clasped her hand and kissed her, and we all knelt

in prayer. He looked up- as I pointed to our beautiful motto

above- the pledge-table, " Trust in God," and promised me he

would, and they went away weeping. Vet they understood no

word that I had spoken,-it was wholly an " affair of the heart";

but how sacred and how true!

But mother's eightieth birthday (1885) was the greatest hol-

iday that our house ever saw. Twenty-five hundred invitations

were sent out to our old friends and the white ribboners, in the

name of Mrs. Mary B. Willard and myself. Evergreens came from

her native town, Danville, Vt., from our former home on Pleas-

ant street, Oberlin, Ohio,. from the Wisconsin farm, with products

of "the old. place," kindly furnished by the present owners: sing

gifts in great variety were sent from everywhere ; reformed men Sign

with their families decorated and lighted up the grounds; old

neighbors at Janesville, Wis., united in a testimonial ; Whit-

tier and John B. Gough, Neal Dow and Marietta Hôlley, with

hundreds of others, sent letters and remembrances. Kinsley

served the feast, with eighty candles gleaming around the birth

day cake. Mamie Willard, her youngest grandchild, recited thi

as she gave her an album:

Dear grandmamma, I'm only ten,

While you have passed four score; belo
But every day I live with you unc

I'm sure I love. you more. ele
And I do hope, when I'm as old,

That I'l1 be kind like you,
And make the children care for me

When I am eighty, too!

tiine
I pray that God will let you stay b

Here ten more years at least;
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already And when your ninetieth birthday comes,
r really Then I will make the feast.

ived its And with this wish, and loving kiss,
Because you are so dear,

from a I want to give yon, for your own
This birthday souvenir.

fe. H1e

ber the A group of lovely children brought a basket tith. eighty roses,

a wedge repeating Anna Gordon's happy lines:

Ll knelt Now, last of all, your lit/le -friends

1 motto Have just a word or two;

me he We can't imagine how 'twould seem

;tood no To be as old as you.
But then you have so young a heart,

heart And are so good and kind,
If we could all grow old like you,

test hol- We t ink we should n't mind.

vitations We brin you eighft'roses fair,

theOne for each frag'nt year;
, in theccept them with a blessing, please,

ime froin From little hearts sincere.mn Pleas-

products Anna also wrote a spng of which space permits only a

owners: single stanza. It was rendered by voices sweet as the song's

med men significance, to the tune of "Auld Lang Syne":

nds ; old We join to-night to honor one

1; Whit. Whose crown of eighty years

.ley, with Rflects a faith tha 's born of love,
A hope that conquers fears:

A life enriched by blessed deeds
the birth Al through its busy days;
cited thi A soul that e'en in darkest hours

Still sings its song of praise.

Down upon the. sweet scene looked the portraits of our trio

beloved who had passed onward. Dear mother was her own

unchanging, sunny self, and after receiving from eight until

eleven, was up bright and early next morning, going to "Love

Feast " and to " Quarterly Meeting " at the church.

Mother's reply to the birthday greetings was as follows:

I have no language in which to respond appropriately to the Jindly sen-

timents just expressed in such polished phrase. This is my eighty-first

birthday. Eighty years is a long time, longer than any one now present

can remember. I did not expect to live so long, I wonder that-I have. And

I

1'



654 Mother's Reply. I.
so my friends have come to congratulate me upon my continued life n
health. I appreciate your kindness, and the honor you do me coming,,
it does, from persons of exceptional excellence of life and character, an

of rare discrimination and attainment, it will lend a halo to the sunset
my life. But I am aware that it is to an ideal that you show this loving

courtesy and unfeigned respect. I, too, have had ideals from my girlloo1
and I still pay honage to the creations of my imagination, just as others <o

It does no harm when our friends put an overestimate upon us ;it stinU
lates us to endeavor to be such persons as our friends charitably think

we are.

I have a prayer in my heart for you all, that your lives may be prolonge

and that your influence in the cause of God and humanity may be extende

and multiplied until time shall not b easured by the fiýght of years. and
Accept my sincere and grateful thanks for this expression of your kin supI

regard.
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:omm<g,
acter, an

sunset o
his lovi

girilhooi

others <Io

-it stimlIa

bly thin MOTHER.

prolonge

extende Concerning my mother-, I wish to say that for mingled strength
ars. and tenderness, " sweetness and light," I have never met her
your kin superior. . The word "dauntless " best expresses the attitude

of her mind; the word 'loving," th'at of her heart. She has

such equipoise of character, such anchorage in God, that no

storm surprises or is able to make shipwreck of her sovereignty

and faith.

My father and mother both had marked gifts with voice and

pen, and a colloquial quaintness that kept our home in perpetual

merriment.. My ·brother and sister had a rich inheritance of

humor froi' this double soiurce of drollery and fun. It did not

take the form of far-fetched puns or thrice-told anecdotes, but

bubbled up perpetually in original phrases and felicities of play-

fulness that enlivened their conversation like the play of light-

ning upon 4-su'mmer cloud. But beyond all of "My Four" best

and nearest ones, she ranks, whose supreme gift of motherliness

reached, in her chilêren's estimation, the height of actual genius.

My mother was a school-teacher not far from Rochester,. in

the prime of her youth, beginning at the age of .fifteen. .,An ele-

gant. gentleman. entering her school-house one day, asked if he

might make a temperance speech. It was Gen. Riley, of Roch-

ester, who' lived to be nearly one hndred years old, and talked

temperance all his life, being a ma.n of wealth and going out at

his own expense to.speak. . This lecture that he gave in mother's

school-house was, t4e first she ever heard, and she signed the

pledge then and therè for the first time. One of her friends, a

young man, learned of this later,'and thought it so purely fanat-

ical that he said with-warmth to her, " I hope, just to pay you

for doing that, you will neverrbe able to get married." This is

an interesting side-light on the popular thought of that day.



A Septuagenarian President.

When mother was seventy years old she became President

of the Woman's Temperance Union of Evanston. I am- very

glad that she, though in the evening of her life, may'be reckoned
not only a white ribboner, but as one who has served in the army

as captain of a company recruited in her own village, and which

still holds on its way, one of the best, most level-headed Unions

in the whole ten thousand,

Mother says that at family worship in her home, they were

wont to sing together, " How firm a foundation, ye saints of the

Lord," and her parents used to say "it would never wear out,

because it was so full of scripture."' When mother icame back

to us, after being confined in her room six weeks, we sang that

hymn for her, Anna and I, at family prayers, and she broke in

at the verse about "hoary hairs," and said, "'How I enjoyed

that for my old grandmother, who lived to be ninety-seven, and

then I enjoyed it for my dear father, who was eighty-six when

he passed away, and now my daughter enjoys it for me, who

am eighty-four, and perhaps she will live on to be as old as I,

when I feel surq she will have friends who will enjoy it just as

tenderly for her." I said, " The hymn is memorable in connectio

with the St. Louis Convention, where we sang it just before we

entered on the great political debate, and I was wonderfully borne

up by the words beginning,

"The soul that on Jesus hath leaned for repose,

I will not, I will not desert to its foes."

But above all other hymns, mother's favorite seems to be, i

these days:

"Lead, kindly light, amid the encircling gloomn,

Lead thou me on.

On the 26th anniversary of our Mary's funeral day, June roth

1888, when she was slowly recovering from her long illness, m

mother said,.coming into the "Den" where I was writing, and stand

ing near the door, with her beautiful hands raised and claspe

as het frequent custom is, " When I slip away before long, as

shall, you must be consoled by remembering how long you hav

had your mother; how much of our pilgrimage we have walke

together, and that you are already over the roughest of the roa
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" Not a Clog or Hindrance." 657

for you are well-nigh fifty and I am in my eighty-fourth year.

Then you must be glad and grateful that I was not a clog or

hindrance to you, butkept my health so long and retained my spirit

ofgood cheer and tried to make your home a real and happy one.

And then you must be:glad that you are able to keep up such a

home, one that grows mor) beautiful and pleasant every year, and

is hallowed by so n sweet and sacred memories. Few

daughters could e done for their mothers what you have done

for me. From the other side, I-can help you more, perhaps, while

I leave you untrammeled, for I cïannot bear to be an invalid on the

hands of one whose life is so greatly and growingly burdened. I

have never been a hindrance to you in anything, and you do not

know how it would grieve me to become one- now. If I were

not here you would be likely to spend your winters South, and

your throat seetns to require it as you grow older, and the or-

ganic trouble so increases. But I can never live anywhere but

here. I am a sort of snail and Rest Cottage is my shell.

"They are nearly ail gone now, our five, ofwhom we used to

talk so much together, and I shal slip quietly away from you and

follow them. Don''t allow yourself to grieve, rey child, for the

time will fly so much faster than you think unfil you too are

gathered home, and so we shall all be 'forever with the Lord"

The same day, I think, she said to me at dinner; "You have

always been asking your friends to tel you your faults. For

myself, I do not care to.hear about mine: At my age there is no

help for them. Rather let me say with Whittier

'Suffice it if-My good and ii1 unreckoned--

I find myself, by hands familiar, beckoned

Unto my fitting place.'"

When she was seventy-five years old I took her back to her

birthplace in Danville, Vt., which she .had not seen since her

eleventh /year, and she found the 1 ation of t.he -old home and

schoolhouse with (unerring eye, thou h not the faintest remnant

of either yet remained. It did my he good to have her visit

New York and Boston, and to look out over ."old-ocean's gray

md melancholy- waste," which the had never thought to see.

She has also attended the National 'W. C. '. U. conventions at

Washington anà Minneapolis, going as a delegate.
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5'Alone in the House."

Life is a joy to her among the hundred papers and mag'azines

coming to us each week; she looks over her favorites, examines

many books sent me for review, and gives me her opinion, for I

can seldom find time to read them; she goes to church once in

awhile, but mainly stays in her own room,.except when our kind

neighbors 'take her out to ride. Thepresence of her grançi-chil-

-dren, Robert and Kate, Frank and Mary, who were with 'us

last summer, brightened her days'greatly; in her grand4on, Robert,
she seems to live-anew his father's youthful days, and from her

illness -ff -last year she seems to have recovered altogether.

In the earlie'r years of my temperance touring, Tpother

always said to me, "Go, my daughter, your work is mine-.

I, will stay at home and pray .for your safe return." So 1lef'

her with our good 'Hannah and usually a studegt in the house,

my brother and his.family living in Evanston, and some of them

seeing ler daily. After lis death we were all together, as my

sister built an sannex to Rest Cot'tage, and in the latest years mY

secretaries have been with her, and our kin.d and capable Swede

girl, Eda. It pained me not a little to find one day in mother';

portfolio these lines, composed after she was seventy years of age:

ALONE IN THE HOUSE. lions
shrit

Alone in the house!. Who would dream it, Cath
Or think that it ever could be; Rece

WI en my babes-thrilled the:softair with love notes
That had meaning for no one'but me?

Alone in the house! Who would dream it, ness
Or think that it ever could be, any

Wlen they came from their small garden-castle; cooki
Down under their dear maple tree:pleas

Or from graves of their pets and their kittens

With grief it would pain you·to see. to mn
Then with brows looking weary from lessons, I ren

Pored over with earnestness rare'chld

And then from a thoughtful retir ent, aud t
With solitude's first blanch of care. the st
A house of.stark silence and stillness

Is this, where I think of the rush

Of childhood's swift fe'et at the portal, nMg s
And of childhood's sweet spirit of trust. Were
AU alone in the house, all alone, thii

'her d
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On this enerous festival day.
O whe have my girls gone this New Vear's,

ines Who ade the home merry as May?

for I One we t to the call of Death's angel,

nce in And one, duty called her away.

kind O how will it be in the future?
I wonder so how it will be,
When we all meet together in Heaven,

th us Husband, son, gentle daughters and me?
bert, Who will bring us togethegøn glory,

m her When the long separation is done ?
'Tis the Friend who will never forsake us,

And who never has left us alone.
other

Then fearless I'11 enter to-morrow,
ne- 'Twill be one day nearer our home.

I le But when shall we reach there, I wonder?

house, Where fathier, brother and sister now rest,

fthen To dwell with the Christ who redeemed us,
in the beautiful land of the blest?

as my Su
Shut in from life's strange contradictions,

ars my These questionings, these heart-aclies and tears,
Swede Never more shall I sigh for the absent,

other's Throughout all eternity's years!

of age: My dear mother was an admirable home-maker as.well as

housekeeper. The literature of her good housekeeping was en-

shrined in two volumes that always lay upon her dressing bureau,

Catherine Beecher's " Domestic Economy," and the " Domestic

Receipts," by the same author. She was immaculately neat,

honggh we never felt oppressed by it. There was a wholesome-

ness about our' way.of living, a éomfortable abundance without

any approach to display, an( an inviting table, with mother's

cooking, tlweavor of which remains with me as one gf the most

pleasant of mychildish memories. Indeed, since then, it seems

to me, I/have cared very littlé about the pleasures of the table.

I remember the sàmp she used to mak'e and what a luxury we

children thought it with the fresh sweet milk from our own cows,

and the hulled corn that she often had "doing" on the back of

the stove f6r our especial delectation.

One of her pet books was, '"The Mother at Home." Noth-

ing seemed to fascinate her so much as the few volumes, that

were at hèr command. relative to the proper training of children.

I think there must be twenty now where there was one in

er day.



"Young-hearted when Old."

When she was eighty-four, my mother said to me one day in kný

her reminiscent tone: "I sometimes wonder, as I think it.over, tiol

that I minded it so little when you were away almost all the tine to

for so many years, and I lived here iii this house. It is well for in

you that neither of your parents took on unnecessary care. Your

father never worried, he never lay awake or tossed upon his Woi

pillow. He often said to me that he did not lose sleep through goc

care. He had a philosophical way of looking at everything, in- con

deed, we both had, and you inherit it. The Thompson gener- and

osity, the Willard delicacy, the Hill purpose and steadfastness, pro,

the French element coming from the Lewis family, make up an

unique hnman amalgam., sev<

Mother was fond of niusic, and on the farm she taught her-

self to play on the melodeon. She was always studious to part

acquire, and we felt, although she did not say it, that she had a of ti

purpose-to kee' along with her children, so that they should not

* look upon her as antiquated, or come to acquirements themselves *reek

that níade her a less congenial comratle. In this she surely alwa

showed the subtlest wisdom. ¢ 
in th

I think the key to mother's long and tranquil life is to be s no

fund in the conscientious care with which she required herself was
found n theto ha

to sleep. Many an evening, so many that. it became a. proyerb in an

in the family, she would take her leave of us before the circle think

around the evening lamp was broken, saying, "I must go to bed very

and to sleep, for my children's sake, that I may still be young- pleas

hearted when I'm old." Of course, this made us think that amns
1 Ili it,

sleep had magie in -it, and the habit was sedulously followed by ins(

my sister and myself, and, so far as I knoxý, by my brother. the n

One of'my mother's most frequent stories when she was as.c

taken to task for .not initiating her daughters early into the prese
which

routine of daily domestic cares, was this: "I once read about two

Arabs entering -on a competition between their favorite steeds. eas
Arab entrin ~n steos. pleas.-

They flew over the ground as by magic, and for a long time were that o

neck and neck, as if their horses haç; been paired; then one siot see th

a short distance ahead of his rival, and he who was left behind fair of

called out, 'Did your horse ever do 'a day's plowing? 'Yes,, an

was tfieanswer,'just one day.' 'Thei I will win the race,' being

proudly exclaimed the Arab who e horse :had been left a -little and so

behind, 'for the steed I ride has lived a free life always, and neve? ideal f
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knew a plow. He urged him forward with every token of affec-

over, tion and of confidence, outstripped the Arab wlo had.thought

tirne to gain the race and came in with grand strides to the goal far

i for g in advance of him."

YOUrlMy mothers theory was not that girls should not do house-

his work, but that if they distinctively evinced other tastes that were

ugh good and noble, they should be allowed to follow these to théir

conclusion, and that in doing so they would gain most happiness

ener. and growth themselves, and would most truly help forward the

ness, progress of the world.

p au Mother dictates this account of her occupations between

seventy and eighty-four ;

her- A capable Swede girl naned Hannah Swanson was with us the best

s to part of ten years. She was very desirous to learn, and having leisure much

ad a of the time, Ienjoyed teaching her, she was so earnest and appreciative.
She took lessons in, the simple rules of arithmetic, read history and paid

c not sone attention to the principles of English grammar; she was quiclk to
elves , reckon and I could send her to the bank or to pay any bills and found her

urely always accurate. I taught her a little of everything. She was prominent
in the Swedish Sunday-school and in church work in lier own church. She

to be is now liappily married, has a comfortable hone of lier own. While she
was with us one summer. I remember I thought it would be pleasant for her
to have her friends, the.other girls who worked in the. neighborhood, come

overlb in and take lessons in English. So I gave them an afternoon each week, I

circle think it was Thursday. They were bright, improved rapidly, and seemed

o bedi very happy; I had a class of five such girls for years, and to ne it is a very

pleasant memory. Since I gave up the active cares of the family, I have

ou ' amused myself one year (my eighty-fourth) by keeping a journal'; writing
that in it every day things that seemed to me to be of interest, and choice say-

d by ings of the good and -gifted. I have also occupied myself by clipping from

the newspapers,.of which we have a hundred or two each week, such things

was as' considered to have superior merit, or on some favorite tMpic, and have

0 te preserved then in scrap-books, of which I have a voluminous collection,
which I think will be of.interest to the younger members of the fanily in

t to years to come. Though fond of the ,society of my friends, I have found
teeùS. . pleasant pastimes in these occupàtions in my ovwn home. I have preferred

were that other people should come to see me, rather than that I should go to

e shot see them., I do not find life less enjoyable as I grow older and the cares

ehinîd fal off. I have a worlf-full of people to sympathize with ; many to love;
many to deplore; snd on the whole- sufficent to interest nd keep the sym-

Ye, pathies of my heart live. 1,have none but kindly feelings for any human
,race,'being ; and there is no person whom I would not gladly comfort if 1 could;

-littie id so "My days go on, go on," withouit haste and without rest, while the

neve& ideal future lenels inspiration to my buoyant hopes.



662 The Do-every/king Method.

I have but one fault to find with mother: she strenuously

insisis on my drinking a weak decoction of tea and coffee in oppo- t
sition to my declared purpose, and I think it right to state the a

fact publicly, inasmuch as she is proud of it, and I have publicly t

given in good faith the impression that tea and coffee were ban-
ished from my bill of fare. d

Miss Mary Allen West, editor of The Union Signal, and one S
of my mother's chief admirers, asked her to pencil some of her i

views on the training of children, which she did in these words: V

I have been asked to write some of the thoughts suggested bj my exper-
ience in training my own children. We lived in Oberlin hio, when ny

children were in their infancy. There were .mothers' mntiugs at stated

times; I felt my utter inefficiency to train these young lilmortals; I was

almost always present at the meetings. I hoped they wçuld tell me just w

what to do, so that having the approved formula, or program, I might make w
ex

no mistake. But new conditions were constantly arising, and in my despair

I said to a wise friend, "I don't learn anything from those meetings! I

don't know what to do." He said, "They are making an impression upon

- you all the time." ýt gave me a little comfort to think that perhaps down

deeper than my consciousness I was gaining a gleam of light.

And now, first of all, I-would insist, teach your children to be truth- m
th

ful; by all the incentives that occur to your prayerful thought, keep the r

love.and confidence so that they will be open to you as the.day. Then I

would recommend the do-everything method, according to the varying needs

of your priceless charge. If the nerves are startled, quiet them in the best

way you can. Don't put your child into a dark room and let it cry itself to

sleep. It would be more motherly to hang it to the limb of a tree, like an W
Indian babf, where it would see the light and feel the gentle motion of the in
breeze. Don't regard it as a mere animal, oniy to be. fed and clothed. It

needs sympathy very early ; it smiles back your love when only a few weks mi
old. Never punish a child when.it can think you are in anger or about to __

take its life. ,t will be so frightened as. to lose all self-control. •-Vou may ho

think it obstinacy when the little creature.is in a frenzy inspired by one in of

whose power it isutterly helpless. Mothersshould try to keep theirhealth, wh
so as to be bright, agreeable company for the older children, and to be pa- fivt
tient with the little ones. I know this is easier said than done, especially tht
if the mother is sick or overborne with care; but the attempt, if partially Wil
unsuccessful, will not fail of its reward. The habit of unselfishness and cot
kindness can not be too early impressed. The mather should be in spirit m
and manner, or should aim to be, such as she desires the child to become. I ing
would not recommend over indulgence, but genuinetenderness and love can the
hardly go to an extreme, especially in the early helpless years. If.compli- i
cations arise between the children, do not let them accumulate. Dcn't let

the little ones lie awake all night dreading a punishment in the morning. w
Deal with each case at once upon its own merits without referring it to auy
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umpire but yourself. When they are old enough to commence study, do

not be indifferent to the trials they meet with in the effort to solve the, to

them, difficult problems, but solve them often yourself ; don't be so fearful

about weakening their self-reliance and desire for high achievement as to

the future. On no account allow them to be discouraged at the outset.

Should a child show a strong bias toward any laudable line of life that

promises self-support and easy independence I would encourage this ten-

dency with all my power. Try to cultivate a tender conscience, a delicate

sensitiveness to right and wrong. I would place the acquisition of character

infinitely beforp that of wealth, desirable as is a moderate share of the latter.

Wealth ends with life, character is immortal, and toward perfection all our
efforts should tend. I must not forget my pet idea to be more careful to
praise children for doing well, than to chide them for doing ill. When the

children are young and in the mother's care more directly, there may be a
feeling of comparative safety, but when they bloom into young men and

women, and begin to assume personal responsibility, it is the hour of doom

which threatens to make or mar all your careful handiwork. Who is wise

enoughto counsel then? Silence seems safest, but silence would be trea-

son ; the mother must have tihe heart of her loved ones in keeping in this
hour of destiny.; no one can be consulted with such safety as she, and she

will need the electric light of Deity to guide her in this supreme emergency.

Who can arrest the flying hours? What issues hang upon the decision of a
moment! She can find refuge only in Him who has said, "If ye ask any-
thing in my name I will do it." Here she may anchor in a sublime faith

r that the young, inexperienced, and adventurous feet may, through infinite

riches of grâce, be led into paths of safety, usefulness, and to a lasting peace.

t MOTHER'S RETROSPECT AT SEZVENTVr-SIX.

My daughter wishes me to sketch some incidents of past years in our
n Wisconsin home. But who can picture the changing skies or the currents

e in the ocean ? Lives are experienced not written. Young life came to me
t with odors wafted from eternity. Feelings, perceptions, fancies were
s mingled in a kind of chaos. Then the prospect widened, every aspect be-

came more clearly defined, more serious, more grave. Then eame a very
y hopeful, but solemn womanhood, wifehood, and who can write it-the story
n of my motherhood? My life would not have been more changed if some

white-robed messenger froin the skies had come to me andsaid, " I will send

five spiritual beings into your arms and home. Two I shall soon recall,

Y three may remain. It is a momentous charge, potent for good or ill, but I

will help you, do not fear." Who would attempt to explain the change that
d comes to thehome where such mysterious qu 'ons are entertained? 'The

material care demanded by helpless infancy; the boundless welcome burst-

ing from parenal hearts, the feeling of anew and measureless responsibility,
the mnsenble tenderness of parental love, the painful consciousness of

limited powers in the presence of an infinite need. We can not stay it, hab-

its are begun, character is forming, destiny is being determined. Here are

wise little faces looking up to you, as to au oracle, every nerve of the soul
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thrilling to yr slightest touch, divining by a strange intuition your tone

and spirit, with the certainty of a seraph. Mother, step softly, you-shal be su
the accepted creed of these young immortals ; in all the coming years these sa,

unwritten lives shall herald your example and counsels when you are resting of

from your labors. hua

To the parent as to the child, there is something strangely pathetic in

the first efforts to practice its infant wings, the first struggles to solve the

mysteries of its being. "Where is Christ?" Frances once inquired of her

father, "I can not see Him, I do not feel His arms around me." And then

how inspiring to mark t4Ie change when the soul grasps the mystery of the

atonement, and proves by-the development of childhood into maturity, that

the spirit searcheth all things, even the deep things of God. Oliver, when

writing his first letter to his grandmother, was told he could improve it by

rewriting; he did so, a'd was encouraged by being told he had bettered it,

and/ was then asked to copy it again. I can not forget, after nearly forty
years, how despairingly he looked up and said, "I can not write any better

with my present amount of knowledge." I saw him in a very few years

with plumed wings, ascending to a high intellectual life, beyond the realm

of my thoughts.. The quiet happenings in our farm-life, remote-from town,

were so different from the noisy tumult of a large city that the spirit there

was a direct contrast to what my children later learned.'-The education of

the children was more the result of circumstances than of any definite plan,

except the living in the country; there was special solicitude in regard to

their intellectual wants. For their moral training, living remote from the

excitements of the town, and depending for the most part on older persons

for society, the conditions were not unfavorable.

Of their physical education there is not much to be said. They lived

largely in the outdoor air. Their lives were free from restraint; their plans

seldom or never opposed, if harmless and at ail practicable.

I remember once, when tired and weary of care,-I went to my.room and

had determined on a restful and quiet hour, but Frances came with her hands

full of children's papers, The Myrile and Youth's Cabinet. " I came, my

dear, to be alone and to think my own thoughts," I said. She seated herself

upon the carpet, and with perfect nonchalance, remarked, "It is natural

that I shouldwant to be with my mother, and I mean to be," then proceeded

to read her papers, to which there was no further objection.made.

Oh! these little girls and boys that come to our homes snd play with

their pets, and are so conscious of safety if by our ·side, then reaching na-

turity, assume bravely life's duties, and stand erect under its mountain-load

of care! or dying fold ttW Redeemer to their hearts, saying, as did our

dearly beloved Mary, who, when being asked by her'nother in her last sick-

ness "what she could do for her," said, "Put your arms'around me and

press, your cheek to mine, that is all I want." Thus one of the loveliest

beings that ever visited this world of mystery, lovely in person as in charac-

ter, beautiful as'good, and good as beautiful, passed from our stricken

hearts and home to holy regions out äf sight.



"Sitting in Sunshine."

Motherhood is life's richest and most delicious romance, and sitting in
sunshine calm and sweet, with all my precious ones upon the other side,
save the diaughtes who so faithfully cherishes me here, I thank God most
of all that he ever said .to me, '.' Bring up this child for me in the love of
humanity andin the expectation of immortal life."

9M~-<-~g

~
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Mother's description of my father is as follows:but

bt
O fine personal apparance, tall, rather slight, a well-poised head, dark this

blue eyes, square forehead and strong chin, a firm mouth, dark, full, and
ornamental hair and beard.

Mr. Willard wa select and true in his friendships; devout in religion; on

honorable and exact 1 nliusiness relations; proud of his children,. though hon

.undemonstrative; versatile in affairs ; analytical in his judgments of.persoes He
and principles; reserved and dignified to outsiders; easily accessible toonly kin
a few; fond of nature and books; to which he was especially drawn in ail disd
matters pertaining to horticulture.

He was an amateur artist, and most appreciative student of the writings his

of A. J. Downing. He had towering aspirations and.a consciousness of

reservçd power, and was a marked and positive character, who achieved in ti
honorable distinction both in business and public positions. love

Relative to his unique utterances, Dr. Bonbright, one of his tage

most valued friends, once said to me, " Vour father was the most a nu

audacious man in speech, and the most conservative in action, Evai

that I have ever known." He was thoroughly intellectual, and bloc]

an insatiate reader, a life-long habit of the house being that we a ha:

all went to bed early except father, who would sit up after the dout

rest, saying he was going to read mother to sleep, a feat speedily entit

accomplished, after which he sat alone for hours, poring over his Moni

books.

He had exceedingly fine taste, but I always thought he long

made a mistake in directing everything not only about the farm dear

and the beautiful garden and grounds, but also the minutest ex- woul

pense within doors. IThis was not'becuse mother was extrava- and i

gant, for she was a thrifty though never a niggardly housekeeper, ovei-

and she had excellent capacity in buying whatever goods wer More

needed for the family, but father fell into the habit of buying was t

everything himself. Indeed, he selected nearly all our dress skill:

and bonnets,. mother saying'nothing about it, though I think sh J
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"Father's Monuments."

would have been glad to have had it different. Very likely this

resulted froi his being almost every day in town, where all these

things were to be had, while mother stayed with the children,

because it was a solemn compact between them that both of them

should never leave us at a time. My mother's abounding good

health must have had to do with her always cheery spirits and

equable temper. My father was a life-long invalid, though so

brave and forceful that he said very little about it, bit-his lungs

were greatly weakened and he not only had several hemorrhages,

but suffered from their frequently threatened recurrence. All

this, of course, affected his disposition and made him more irri-

table than he otherwise would have been, thbugh I would not

on any account represent him as other than a kind man in his

home, for he certainly was so in intention, and usually in action.

He was very loyal to all the ties that he had formed in life, to

kindred, neighbors, associates in church and business, yet he

disdained anything frivolous, was a Cromwellian sort of man in

his loyalty, and in his convictions of duty.

Every home.in which my father lived has memorials of him

in the way of beautiful .evergreens. He planted more trees and

loved them better than any other person I ever knew. Rest Cot-

tage watbuilt by him on a large area of ground that was simply

a marsh, considered perhaps as undesirable a lot as there was in

Evanston, except for its -location on the principal street, about a

block and a half from the University campus. Now there is not

a handsomer row of elms in the beautiful college town than the

double row that stands in front of our home, shown in the picture

entitled " Picturesque Evanston," and known by us as-"Father's

Monument."

My Uncle Zophar says there was nothing so pitiful in father's.

long illness during which he was with us at the home of this

dear uncle, as his lamentation, sometimes with tears, when he

would tell the story of the Irishman who died away from home,

and who, grieving in his homesickness, would repeat over and

ovei- again that he' should see his "beautiful Belle Valley no

More." My father said to his brother that his greatest sorrow

was that he should no more see Rest Cottage, which his loving

skill had translated from a swamp ito a charm.

In 1848, father was one of thirteen Free-soilers in the Madi-
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668 The Earthly Side.

son legislature who held the balance of power to such a dcegree E
that an excellent law was secured through their instrumentality

although they belonged to a third party, the Democrats and you
Whigs being the two great parties, and fully convinced that wis- 1eny
dom would die with them. s

It interests me· not a little that Hon. Samuel-D. Hastings,

who was a fellow-member of the Legislature with my father, iad peace

a valued friend of his, shouldi now be treasurer of the Prohibition faith

party and one of my most vSlued associates and friends in that "

party's Executive Committee. If such a suggestion had then religi

been made to either of these men, they would have said that no the d
there

woman would ever hold such a relation to politics unless chao N

andsold night had settled down upon theworld, whereas the fact the fa
ar<that order anç the rising day are the fitting embleins.of th "

change that makes this possible!God

Foi one year my father's feeble frame endured that most ter lots, b
i blesse

rible disease, consumption. It crept upon him slowly, allowin N

him a daily respite at first, attacking him with great violence ir than

the early months of summer\pursuing him when he left his hom :hink

-on the lake-shore as the chilly winds of autumn began to blow, like fa

and went to his friends at the East, hoping much from fange o dT
air and scene; confininghim constantly to his bed for four montis rested
wasting him to a mere skeleton, and finally, in untold suffering De

. wresting away his last faint breath. This is the earthly side. comfo

not so stands the record, thank God, upon the-heavenly side dicta

Almost from the first, he thought it would be his last illness, an1 üings'
quietly, diligently, and wisely proceeded to arrange his earthl

affairs. No item, however minufe, seemed to escape him aWs

Whatever was of the least importance to his family, whateve preach

friendship, or acquaintance, or any of his relations in life demande does on

or suggested, ever so faintly, was done by him.

Much that he said has been preserved, and dimly shadow inwhic

the delightful visions by which the sick-room was made sacred E

Extracts from these memoranda show the experience of his las

days on earth: ars of

Once when a dear friend sat besidehim, while his cheek wore the hecti- famlyh

flush, he said: "If Christ sat here, as you do, by xny sèdeand said to me

'My dear brother, what can I do for yoù, in any way that I have not alread wthout

doue?' I should say, 'Nothing, beloved Lord!" "hidh I
te shall



Speaking of that wondrous verse, "And ye are Christ's, and Christ is

God's,"' he said :
iy " What a stupendous meaning is in those words! Think them over for

id yourself ! Ah, as one nears the border of that plane which breaks off sud-

denly, these things grow clearer to the mind.". -

September 9 I.*-I was writing up his brief diary and he said:

"I did not mention it, but you might put it in every day, 'Peace, great

id peace in God.'
September 22.-He talked long and in a most interesting way about

n faith-always his favorite theme-concluding with these striking words:

at "'Trust me and l'Il take care of you '; that's what Christ says. . That's

religion and that's .good for something! Walk right out on this plank into
the dark eternity; when you come to the end of the plauk, Christ will be
there to catch you."

November 23.-Referring to a plan he had feebly sketched in pencil of

the family burial lots in Rose Hill Cemetery, he said:

"I drew this with as much pleasure as I ever planned a garden. iHow

God can change men's minds! I never used to think about our cemetery

r lots, but now I very often do, and love to call them oner family home - our

blessed family home.!" (Uttering these words with tears.)

November 24.-" I have often thought of late how much richer I an

than any Emperor. An Emperor has this world to back him, to be sure, but

:hink of me! I have God and His universe on my side, because of the child-

like faith which I, a poor, trembling, dying man, repose in my Redeener !

Tiis is a high truth -a wonderfully inspiring thought. People who are well
don't knc& anything about my feelings iu these crisis hours. Ah! I've

rested my case with the eternal God !"
December 2.-Rev. J. N. Simkins (whose kind attentions were a great

comfort to him) called. Father said to him, very naturally, " I have been

e ictating letters, having business papers filed, etc. It's a good deal of work,

getting ready for so longa journey. You know there are so many 'last

things' to be regulated!

" The doctrine of sanctification by faith in ~Christ, preceded by entire

self-stnmrveder to Him, is unspeakably dear to me. - It should be fearlessly'

preached om our pulpits and earnestly sought by our people. How little

does one know of his powers of submission until the Holy Spirit helps and,

teaches,him! How God can humble and chasten a strong, self-reliant man,

tntil he lies in His hand liket simple, loving, teachable child! The hour

n whiéh he does this is life's holiest, fruest hour."

Extracts from a dictated letter:

My DEAR SISTER BRAGDON-Your poor friend lies helpless in the

rmns of Jesus, waiting to depart. I often think of you and of your little

family gathered up there in .your cozy home so near that dear home of mine

whichl I had hoped longer to enjoy, but which I have given up, though not

thout many a bitter pang. But it was one of the sacrifices of) this life

which I must make before going to my glorious hme in heaven. *I expect

1shal be again settled near each other in a betterworld. I'm going.soon,

18:
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670 "'As God Wills."

to take possession of my mansion, and perhaps I shall see,-marked with
golden letters, the name of my Sister Bragdon upon the one adjoining, the
one awaiting her. I expect to find Brother Bragdon quite at home and able
to lead me by the hand to pleasant pathways and delightful contemplation
of the marvels of that world wrhich hg has now for several years enjoyed.

I praise Gyod for ouir prospects, and believe the dav'is not far distant
when your family and mine and all our dear friends will be spending our
years unitedly in heaven.

January 21.-I sang his favorite verse:

"Take my poor heart and let it be
ForeveX closed to all but Thee.''

He said, '"Oh, my child, that is my prayer for you-perhaps the last I shall
ever breathe, but it is enough. For saint or sinner, it does pot matter who,
that is the most elevated purpose of which a human mind can be possessed." Sil

"Brush up the evergreens in the garden and let them stand emblems th
as they are of an immortal life-mementos of my last work on earth. You dr
will want a-crocus bed in our garden next spring-don't forget that. Go to
the greenhouse at Rose Hill for plants of all kinds that you-need. Re- ue
member how forid I was of flowers, and do as I would have done if I had US
lived. Lexpect you will observe nature more than eier when I am gone." S

January 22.-His sister, Mrs. Robinson, said to him: "Josiah, we do sio
not know how to spare you-there are not many of us now." He answered
cheerfully: "Vou spared me when I was a boy of sixteen, to go from home;
later in life you spared me to go West and live for many ,years ; the time
that you will have to spare lie now won't be so long as those tiùns in .the
past.

"As I waked up juf now and consciousness came over me, this question "t

flashed over my niind: 'Is it possible that there is any unsafety-any unsafety
for me anywhere in God's universe?' My child! That is astartling thought s
to.one just going into the unkríown.world. But in a moment I settled down
again quietly, saying to myself: 'No, I'm safe in any event! .I am safe by thi
the mercy of my-Lord and Saviour Jesus Christ.' If I have one strong wish for

which is not a heavenly aspiration, it is that I may die with a clear intellect; cla
that I nay be able to look God in the face as I go into His presence, and ci
into the eternal world.

"«I look forward to a scene like tL 't -hen our dear Mary went to heaven;

as a pleasant scene, -the pleasantest of ..11 nhistory here on earth. But pla

I shall be unconscious in that final hour, perlaps, notwithstanding my de- mel

sire. May it be just as God wills." Ta

God willed to take him one cold winter night, January 24, to

1868, in storm and darkness, to take him in an hour when con- ou

sciousness was clouded and the power of speech was gone. chet

A little while before his death we caught these words, among can

the last indistinct utteranees of his receding spirit: whe

"fesus-take me-take me to Thyself." tire
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BITS FROM MY NOTF4-BOOK.

CONCERNING TABLE-D'HOTZ.

-ha, This is a subject so rich in humor and phiiosophy that the

d. silence of travelers concerning it is without other explanation
ens than that afforded by the homely old proverb, " A burned child

OU dreads the fire "; to the average tourist, fresh from an- uncon-
to ventional American home, the ordeal of an English Iabe-d'hoe-

Re-
had usually the form of this phenomenon that first presents itself-is

sufficiently trying to make upon a sensitive epidermis, impres-
do sions of a lasting character.

red But be it ours to rise superior to this weakness, and to offer
ne; ourselves as martyrs to the promulgation of some notions touch-

the ing-the mighty Juggernaut of the European hotel system.

Catl we then to mind our first solemn down-sitting before

ion "the table -of the host." It was at the Lakes of Killarney-
ety "Roy Victoria" Hotel. There was such a land-and-water-

scape outside the windows as rarely meets the eye; but some-
wn a . 1

hy thing close at hand obscured it-namely, one dozen dinner-plates;
ish for there was an officious young clergymen, in white cravat and
et; claw-hammer coat, who, aided and abetted by the whole senior
nd class of a theological seminary, seemed to have an eye single to

en, despoiling us of our trenchers at intervals so frequent that our

But plate of soup was hastier than General Scott's, and our salmon

de- melted away like the fabted draught from the lips of mythologic

Tantalus. So unequal, indeed, was our game of knife-and-fork

4, to his brilliant maneuvers of spoliation, that we soon resigned

n. ourselves in desperation to our fate, while this thought flashed

cheerfully athwart the chaos of consciousness: "Who says we

ng can't havetea and toast upstairs, in spite of these theologues,
when this horri4 farce is over?" Words are inadequate to meas-

ure the degree of awe that the chief of these young men inspired.

Ij
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Viscunt Fitz-Noodle.

Such a sense of helplessness and ignorance of the world as his

very glance created, can only be compared to the emotions which Is

Steerforth's "man" aroused in the gentle breast of David Cop- hn

perfield ; for he was thoroughly master of the situation-and the t)i

situation was so frightfully new to us! Indeed, I shall always no
believe he' racked his brain on this occasion to impale me upon ati

dilemmas whose horns were never before brandished, and at of

junctures' the most unexpected. His unctuous voice, using Ma

faultless French, glidéd over lists of unimagined delicacies; tio

and his pause was as the silence of fate, while I made election v

of "the last " with a presence of mind that astonishes me as I on

contemplate it. Nor was this all. Eight English dames and cu

seven bald-headed gentlemen, written all over with the marks of wh

the most unmistakable gentility, surrounded this aristocratic do

board. A hush was in the air, suggesting to my feverish fancy to t

that a ghost was at the banquet; while the decorum of eacb 0V

movement, the measured rhythm of those inoble jaws, and the to r

geometric precision of those mouthfuls of roast beef, recalled that fall

period in history when dining was a ceremony of religion.' Nor and

was this all. Opposite sat Viscount Fitz-Noodle. To see this cha

scion of a noble race recruit exhausted nature wasmy despair. fare

What a perfect connoisseur was he in all culinary things! how as y

thorough was his mastery of the mystic Art of Dining ! It haunts for

me still, that high-bred face, that Cupid's bow of a moustache eleg

that faultless hand with fairy wine-glass pqised between thke first and

and second of its taper fingers, regardless of(so cormmonplace a he

grasper as the thumb. Less pleasing was the 'merciless glass cust

screwed beneath a patronizing eyebrow, in the long intervals of whi

the repast, and the. anatomizing glance across the table at his igni

vis-a-vis. But never mind-bread and cheese came at last, and to

then the Ckárlotte Russe and the signal that the ceremonies were

concluded, from Lady Weazened, at the'table's head.

Thus ended my initiation into that vast and highly respect-

able company who learn by what they suffer at table-d'hote; for

be it mildly intimated to all-' "intending tourists," that he who

declines to avail himself of this means of grace falls at once to accor

zero upon the social scale and takes his modest steak or slice of "Toi

beef, as he can catch it, after the elect, at a dolar or two per Pily,

head, are served. occur
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On the Continent.

Upon the continent this service is often really enjoyable. It
is far less formal than in England, everybody talking freely with
his neighbor, so that the grinding of one's own molars is not all
the sound one hears. Besides, the requisitions of the toilet are
not so rigid, the time occupied is less, ahd when one's initi-
ation is well over, tab/e-d'hole is rather agreeable as a study
of customs and character. A racy book would that be which
Mark Twain might write on " The Table-d'hote of Djèrent Na-

tions," since the most prosy traveler's "Notes " yield material
varied and amusing. For example: In Denmark they bring
one s <'portion " of tea to the table in a small silver box, with a
curious contrivance - a combination of furnace and tea-pot - in
which one prepares it as he best can. In Sweden, before sittlng
down, the gentlemen, at a side-table, take off or put on the edge
to their appetites -we could never exactly determine which
over sandwiches, sardines, and gin. In Russia, also, one learns
to relish a slice of lemon in one's tea, though travelers seldom
fall into the custom of drinking it from tumblers, à la Muscovite;
and in a Moscow restaurant, where ladies lean _back in their
chairs, enjoying cigarettes, the waiter brings you with the bil. of
fare, a list of tunes from which you select what you will listen to
as you take an ice, whereupon a huge hand-organ grinds it out
for your æsthetic delectation. Coming up the Danube on the
elegant steamer Orient, a grim old Turk sat opposite our party,
and it was something other than amusing to see hilm eat dried
herring, tail and-all. Germany and Egypt have one heathenish
custom in common-that of supplying the tables with candles
which are lighted during dessert,;and are a signal and means for
igniting the gentlemen's cigars, which soon emit smoke enough
to drive any but a very strong-diaphragmed lady from the table.

Going up the Nile we had -a droll table-dhote:

It was the steamship Behera that sailed the Nile's broad sea,
And fifty hungry tourists that formed the company.

We were divided into two parties and dined fore and aft,
according as we had or had not "come out" with Thomas Cook,
" Tourist Manager," from London. Being, bappily and unhap-.

pily, among the " had nots," we were classed with those who
occupied the sailors' cabin instead of the saloon; and one of

43
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çur companions - a nice old English tea-merchant -used to

watch the dishes as they came up- from below, or rather down

from above (though they had none of manna's gracious quali-
ties), and report the unfairness with which the dainties (?) were

dealt out.

At Suez we were served with Red Sea fish and mountain
honey, by tall, handsome waiters from Hindustan, in the tight-
fitting linen garments of their country. Their only English
words were "'Tank you "; and they repeated these in their soft
tones even when berated by irate English colonels. At Damas-
cus, solemn Syrians in Turkish costume were our waiters ; and
at Moscow, Tartars with inconvenient paucity of expression and c

close-cropped hair. In Constantinople, on Greek Easter Sunday, P

two " Paschal Lambs' flanked by plates of red eggs formed a b
leading feature of our table-d'hole. Odd enough.they looked, t]
with a lemon apiece squeezed between their herbivorous jaws,
double rosettes of white paper garnishing their tails, and lettuce

leaves fastened to their sides with silver spikes. But our Jeru-
salem. table-d'kote was the most unique. .Nobody could here

object that he was n't at his ease.~ ,We used to go to the "_cup- al

board'' and help ourselves, under the very eyes of the dark- to

skinned proprietor. One day a gentleman of our party happened to

to upset his coffee-cup on the already copper-colored cloth. Minie te

host looked so seriously afflicted at this that' we tried to console ou

him by suggesting that a napkin be laid over the offending stain, foi
adding - as conclusive authority for such a device - " That's toi

the way they do at Paris.'" He raised his hand in energetic.dep- I i

recation, exclaiming, " You may think so, lady, and the people P.o

may 'do so if they like in Paris, but I can tell you it won't rie

answer for Jerusalem !" Next day we had a spotless damask wli

cloth - the only clean feature the table could boast. p
the

In the autumn and winter of 1869 and '70 we were in Rome, esti
studying Italian, and studying also the wonderful palimpsest of 0W]

that enchanting city. Most of all I delighted to spend my days
in the gallery of the Vatican where Raphael's Transfiguration, Chi

and the Greek statue of the Minerva Medici were my favorite tho

studies. To write about- the Transfiguration were an imperti- the]

nence, and of the Minerva I have only to say that she seemed to bee1
as a

J-
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The Children's Page., 675

me. the embodiment of perfect equipoise of regal strength, and

the most soothing and womanlike helpfulness. Perceiving it to
be my favorite of all the marvels we had seen in all the galleries,
my friend, Kate Jackson, had the head cut for me on a canieo by
Tignani, the finest cameo artist.in Ronie, anid ever since this has
been my preferred and alznost my only ornament.

FOR THE CHILDREN.

In looking over " books for big folks," as the children say,
I used in my own childhood to wish that somewhere between the
covers they had remembered my own small self,. and put in a
picture or a word that I could claim. So when I found that some

bright-tinted pages were provided for, I fell to thinking of one for
the little folks. Our kind business manager favored my views,

so you have a picture in colors of four of my special treasures,
joineâ with.the blue ribbon that so many earnest men have worni
upon their breasts in their heroic fight for a clear brain. The

traveling bag, "Old Faithful," that I have carried to every state
and territory of our blessed Republic and to one thousand of its
towns and cities ; out of which from the cars, which are my cus-
tomary workshop, tens of thousands of articles, paragraphs, let-

ters and postals have gone forth on their home-protection errands;
out of which have cone the "Documents"' that have lied to
founding local unions froin Victoria on Puget Sound to San An-

tonio, Texas; to say nothing of gospel temperance speeches-for

I make no other-on prohibition, woman's ballot, philanthropic

politics, and-.all the rest of it. My ten-cent New Testament, car-
ried in almost all these campaigns, explains, I hope and pray,

what the traveling bag is for. My silver cup and medal for a
prize essay are described on page 69, and the cameo representing

the Minerva of the Vatican is mentioned above. The most inter-

esting relic on the page is Father Mathew's medal, given by his

own hqnd to Mrs. Kate Crossley McGowan, of Youghal, Ireland,

when she was a child, and bestowed on me by that gifted
Christian worker, in Chicago, in 1878. The entire page gives to

thoughtful mothers many a text on that curi-ous, hopeful, twofold
theme, Woinan and Temperance. What the flowers are I have
been unable to make out, so I submit the question to the children

as a botanical conundrum.



Faher's Phrases,

FAMILY IDIOMS.

Every household has its own vernacular and it would be a
most interesting study to make a list of the words and expres-

sions that are'peculiar to different homes.

The study of family idioms is often more curious and self-
revelatory than that of national idioms, for the fieldis smaller

and the generalization not so difficult to make. I think the
philological society should send out its circular for a list of family

idioms, as the psychological society has sent out its request for

a list of family spooks.

Our famfiily had its full share of these -peculiar phrases.

When we would become somewhat rampant in our sense of self- a
sufficiency, my father woUld raise his heavy eyebrows, gaze s

upon us with a queer grimace, and ask in his significant, sar- S

castic tones, "Who dug you up and set you going?" When n
he wished to express the ultimate of' distrust concerning any b

individual he would say, " I would not set him with the dogs of ti

my flock." A (

Once when I spoke to him quite flippantly, he remarked, rE

"Do you knpw that what you are saying is simply the puling of ti

an inanity? " 1 did not proceed with my observation.

One of my father's most frequent phrases was, " Have you tI
got the victory in you? " also this, " If it's in it's in, and will
come out, but what's wanting can't be numbered."

We. always spoke of yeast as " emptin's." We children
were quite apt to become boisterous iný our fun when lessons were

over in the evening; my father, when he could bear it no longer, th<
would rap on the table and say, " This is nothing but running h
emptin's, you young ones must go straight to bed." bu

bu
INVITATIONS. rat

Anna Gordon says that often in the letters, which she looks

over first, giving me only those that are important for me to read, gri
occur such words as. these, coupled with, perhaps, a thrice- let

repeated invitation to speak in a given town: "It is evident she shc

does not care to come to us, for we have asked her often." It wh

afflicts me that my friends should write in this way, for if they sin

knew the actual situation they would see how impossible it is Wol

for me to go. I have spent ten years chiefly upon railroad trains, my
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The DolU Question. 677

going to little and*large towns alike, but now when my dear

mother is so old I can pot do as I would otherwise. Besides,

Anna says I have atjeast fifteen, thousand invitations already

unaccepted. Long agt> I- should have made the trip around the

world, to which I have been invited many times, but for mother.

Indeed, I tell her often that she is my only anchorage. If she

were gone I should no more have a home or place of refuge on

the planet earth.

NAMESAKES.

May I say to all my namesakes, boys and girls, of whom

Anna Gordon, who carefully keeps the records, says she has

account of over one hundred, that if I do not send them each a

silver cup it is not because I would not like to do so, but I am

sure the parents who do me an honor so high and sacred as to

name their children for me, -would far rather any money I may

have should go into the work than to make any other disposi-

tion of it. PMy New Year card will be sent thein regularly

(unless Uncle Sam's messengers should fail me), my affectionate

regard will follow them, and if I can. ever be of service in

their future lives they will not call upon me in vain. Perhaps,
indeed, in my old age it may fall to my lot to call on some of

them, instead.

ON THE DOLL QUESTION.

(From BAÂvBooD, Ocober, 888.)

To the Guardians and Inhabitants of Babyland:

Can I come in ? Or will the dolls roll their eyes, shake

their heads, and whack away at me with their wax hands? I

had always fondly supposed myself a loyal friend of little folks,

but now I am held up as a warning, and burned in efigy, figu-

ratively speaking, with dolls to light the fagots.

-Please let me tell you how it came about that I was thus

grievously misapprehended. Having been asked to write a leaf-

let on the assigned topic, " Dress and Vice," I was trying to

show how the French'doll may unduly foster that love of finery
which is one of woman's greatest temptations. Against the

simple, modest, "old-fashioned " doll I did not mean to say a

word, for my dear old doll " Anna-" was a favorite p1gything of

my childish years.. But I did not guard my point as carefully as



Pets Better Than Dots.

I would now, after the terrible hair-pulling that has fallen to my
lot, or as I will in future editions of my harmless little leaflet.

Let me, then, here and now, declare my faith more definitely:
I believe that boys and girls should be trained very much alike
and have the same toys. This will give the girls abundant out-
door exercise, fit them out with that physical equipoise that we
call health, which means wholeness, which means happiness. It
will also develop their observing faculties, now so much less
brought out than those of. boys. · Perhaps the fact that a doll is
so early plaêed in the girl's arms may help to account for her t
dulled curiosity, her greater passivity, her inferior enterprise,'
bravery and courage. -Perhaps the doll may help to shut out the
world of wonder and surprise in which she was meant to dwell.
The ever-present doll may close her mindi to studies and obser-,
vations which would develop inventors among women. I have s
always believed the lack of mechanical inventions as the fruit of s
woman's brain, was superinduced by a false trainigg, and that

possibly doll-nurture had somewhat to do with it. Perhaps be- c:
cause my owft early years were spent upon a farm, I have thought fi
that live dolls, that is, pets, were nobler, as they are pertainly 1h
far more frolicsome and responsive companions for children than o
the wax imitations that form the 'regulation pattern" toy of S(
girls.

The excessive altruism of women is one of the greatest B
wrongs to men, and defrauds men of a thousand opportunities
for forming noble character. The doll may have much to do with
this much-to-lk-regretted outcome. I repudiate the notion that fo
any girl of normal constitution needs a doll to develop or to cul-
tivate a mother-heart. God has been before us all in this, and
the central motive power of every woman's heart is mother-love.in
It has a thousand ways to show itself, and makes women, not a la7
few, take the part of foster-mother to thousands of human beings to
that are worse than motherless.

There are cogent reasons why the fatherly instinct is less thl
strong in boys than is the motherly in girls, and nothing more R<
beneficent could happeti to men or to the world than that they
should have this sacred, home-conserving instinct more strongly
accentuated in heart and life. If either is to play chiefly with

dolls, by all means let it be the boy.
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What 7e Types Said.

This is my heresy in full, and I do not believe it to be

monstrous or in any wise unreasonable. Let me, then, humbly

conimend it to the kind, thoughtful, and charitable attention of

all who share the sacred cares and joys of babyland-I mean

all but the dolls.
ERRORS.

Typographical errors are the despair of pen-holders. Here

follow a few of those from which I have suffered:

I said of Joseph Cook that, of certain evils named, he was

the "uncompromising foe "; the types re-christened him "un-

compromising foe''; of a lovely white ribbon friend who had

gone to the Better Country, I wrote, " Some of us are like comets,

but she was a steady shining star".; the types said, ,"Some of

us are like camels "; in a mild quotation I wrote, "'Tis only

strength makes gentleness sublime"; the types said, "'Tis only

strength makes gentlemen (ivine"; again, this was written,
"The souls of some sit on the ends of their nerves"; typo de-

clared that the "souls of some sit on the ends of theirfingers "; a

friendly journalist in Boston declared of me that 1 was "a be-

liever in Immortality"; but typo echoed, "immroralityy"; and so

on and on and the end is ,not yet. Be it understood that,
solid as they are, the types refract the light of truth and often

make out of an unoffending , human cieature a Specter of the

Bocken.
A SPELLING SCHOOL.

When I was president of the Chicago W. C. T. U., the mania
for spelling-schools was at its height and we arranged for one,
working it up with great care and trying to enlist-the chief men

and women of the city, sixteen on a side,. to help us out by spell-
ing up or down, as the case might be. Emory Storrs, the brilliant
lawyer and reformed man (for so he was at that time), consented

to act as pedagogue, and did his best to enlist distinguished

friends. He showed me several answers, or, rather, declinations,
that piled in upon him. I remember, in particular, one from

Robert Collyer, who took an entire sheet of foolscap and wrote at
the top " Dear E."; inthe middle, ." It can not be," and at the

bottom, "R. C."
But we had a fair showing, in spite of all. My genial friend,

the Rev. Dr. W. H. Thomas, agreed 'to be the head one of the
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Our "Spelin' Skule."

boys' side, and I took that place on the girls', and my coadju-

tors and myself appeared with hair braided down the back, and

wearing old-fashioned, high, white aprons. Emory Storrs had

an unconscionably tall collar, swallow-tail 'coat, and a ferule at

least six feet long. -.He was also fitted out with the biggest kind

of a big dictionary. Clark Street Church was packed, at twenty-

five cents apiece, a ticket after the following pattern having been

very generally sold beforehand:

"AWL FUR T]EMPURUNCE.

SPELIN' SKULE.

FUST METHUDDIS'

KORNER KLARK & WASHUNTUN STREATS.

8T APERILE, THORS DAY.

25- - - -- SENTS.

"'Come, Henry, stand straight and toe the line," were the

pedagogue's'instructions to the tall and somewhat attenuated

Doctor. "Frances, no giggling, attend strictly to business," and

he rapped the ferule with vigor and rolled his eyes in the most

threatening manner. After various other preliminaries, he began,

"Henry, spell abscess," and Henry was left to spell it without

the preliminary s of the three that adorn its physiognomy. For-

tunately profiting by his mfstake, I got in the s and brought

down the house, while Henry sank back disconfited at the very

first attack. " Aspergeoire)" was the word that came to my friend,

Kate Jackson, who sacrificed herself to the cause on this occa-

sion. Mr. Storrs was not an adept at pronouncing French, and'

Miss Jackson, who was, attacked hm and at the same time gave

him a lesson then and there on the correct method. An appeal

was taken to the house, which voted that all those who had lost

their places through his bad·pronounciation should be« allowed

once more to return to the attack. And so the fun went on

until a savage word that I have forgotten, "downed" us all

at last.

It occurs to me that we should do well as temperance people

to utilize more than we have yet done, the love of amusement that

is in young people, and put money in the purse of the reform by
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Mental Methods.

bidding for the presence of the amusement-loving public in the

villages and towns during thë long winter evenings. Our new

department of' entettainments will, I believe, do much to supply

in a perfectly legitimate way the natural demands that young

people make upon the ingenuity of their elders in this regard.

METHODS 0F COMPOSITION.

Everybody's method of composing is his own. For myself

there is much to be done on such occasions in the way of mental

preliminary, and a great deal to clear my mind of; it is like a pail

of water that has just been drawn from a spring and it must

settle. Or, to use a more familiar figure, which I have quoted a

hundred times, I am like a hen that is about to settle herself for

a three weeks' incubation. She goes fluttering about with every

feather porcupine-fashion, scratches the grou.nd, gets sort of cross

and blusters this way and that; finally, with great care, she

settles herself, but even then her bill is at work, pulling a straw

here and throwing one out of the nest there, until she gets it just

to her mind, and then she begins to do some execution, and she

keeps at it until the end she lias in view is reached. But you

must let the heu have her own way, or she will never set at all

and you will never get your chickens.

I would like exceedingly to know if other people who write,

perhaps not more, but better, have similarpxperiences. Indeed, I

think an interchange of the internal methods and operations of

composing minds " would be a stiidy of great itterest.

In preparing for the National Convention, I begin for the next

year before leaving the platforrn of this year. I have memo-

randum-books and papers and scraps on which are jotted notes of

any deficiency in the arrangements, so that they may be avoided

the next time, and bright points suggested to. me by ingenious

women, or read about -in temperance papers or women's mis-

sionary or suffrage papers, for I wish our convention .to be

made up of every creature's best. All these items are kept in-.a

series of pigeon-holes, labeled with the date of the year to.come,

and later they are taken out, classified in books, and acted upon

so far as possible.

The manner of preparing my annual address is analogous to

that already described. Whenever any topic occurs to me, a
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memorandum is madeiand when I am writing the address, these t

are taken up and classified in the best order that I can contrive, t(

though of late years the address has been written i'n from four tc

to seven days, and with so many other cares dragging my

thoughts away on every.side, that I have the misfortune of being n

judged most widely by that to which I pay the least attention, s

for the special occupation. of my mind is the National W. C.

T. U. itself, with the World's W. C. T. U. and the Woman's W

National Council. Plans for the advancement of all these are

with ie when I wake. I can not truthfully say when I sleep, to

aiso, for I arn, as a rule, a dreamless sleeper, but often in the

morning so many thoughts come to me before rising that I have ai

the "room peopled with mnemonic figures lest I should fail to n

recall the good-fairy plans that seem to have been given me in

my sleep. of
REQUESTS. 

ref,
A sadder feature, even, than the loss of what one might to

imagine himself capable of achieving for humanity if unhindered, on
is the revelation of humanity's weakness and distress, of its help- to,
less outreaching to grasp in the darkness a human hand almost as aw
helpless as its own, when, if it would but take 'a firm grip upon

the Hland that holds the world, it would swing itself forward into col

the tides of power.

If I could epitomize here the letters asking for a position as of r
private secretary, office secretary, stenographer, type-writer,

housekeeper at Rest Cottage, care-taker of my dear mother,.not

tormention the suggestions that new departments be formed in

the NatiQnal W. C. T: U., the requests that we enlarge the force

of the W., T. P. A., or send out new organizers and speakers in dola
the World's or the National W. C. T. U., or the Woman's Na-

.tional Council, the list would reveal the mighty unrest of women's .

hearts, and such a striving earnestly for the best gifts as would the f

make gainsayers laugh and good hearts cry.
Wþy any one should think that a temperance worker with-

out fortune is a proper person to apply to in case of need, will was 1

evermore remain to me a mystery. But strange to tell I have,

among the constant applications extending over fifteen years, the, Ul

following that I recall as specimens:

A woman traveled from Puget Sound to Evanston, telling me usb
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"'Tis True, 'TisPity.' 68

that she felt called to take up the work of temperance and came

to offer herself to me. She had no credentials that were sufficient

to identify her, no fitness for the work that I could see, and when
I gently remonstrated with her, she took' such an '«excess of

nerves," as the French say, as was harrowing to behold, crying
so foudly at the boarding-house in which I placed her, and where

I paid her expenses for some time, that the people thought she

was likely to do herself harm.

A nerchant in good standing, and a bright man, desired me

to preverit his wife from securing a divorce.

A young minister was confirmed in the conviction that I

alone, of all people on this continent, would direct him to the

right woman as partner of his joys and sorrows.

A miner in Idaho, who confessed himself to have been one

of the worst of men, but was now thoroughly reformed, and sent

references to people altogether creditable, wanted me to forward

to him from our Chicago Anchorage Home for degraded women,

one who had reformed, whom lie promised to marry and be faithful

to, saying, with a sense of justice too infrequent, that he was well

aware she was the only sort of person fit for him.

A woman desired me to send her a hired girl away ouo

Colorado.

Another asked me to secure for her a patent on a new style

of rolling-pin.

A man wished me'to arrange for the manufacture of his new

carpet-sweeper, and would give me half the proceeds.

A woman said if I would get her husband the appointment

to be postmaster in their village, she would pay me twenty-five

dollars.

A woman whose daughter had evinced elocutionary talent,

said if I would write her a speech, she could quite likely support

the family by rehearsing it in California.

A young man wished me to write his part in a debate, that

was to occur in a certain college, on the Prohibition question.

Another wrote: "You wod doe us a grate favor if you

Could Send us a mishineary to this Place."

One who "was born a prohibitionist,'' after detailing her

husband's fiancial losses, asked if " I would be so kind as to
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present her with a dolman or some -other wrap, and a dress that mis
would be nice enough to go into company of any kind." clea

Another good friend-a perfect stranger-who was in debt, oui)
inclosed two bills in the letter, and asked me to pray over them,

and then pay them. hall

Another was sure I would gladly aid in the circulation of a

book she had written concerning myself.

The following is from a poem dedicated to the W. C. T. U, the
and placed in my hands at one of our National Conventions: ing

To you Who Comes With Hearts So Brave ts a
Mounted the Stage like tidel waves that

Like a Statue to Behold safe

White as marbel Pure asGold motl

rjorg
With Words of truth From throbing Heart
Your Misels like a piercing dart

Turned the key of Pandors Box

And threwthe Rubish ore your Flock secor

Revealed to light the dark conclave knom
And Sent them out like tidal waves crazy
Of Polyticks and Royal Kings

O My What Joy to Hearts it, Brings

But not with you By Power of might

But your the Sword of truth and Right

you Shield is Faith Sword is prair

On this platform you need not feare

For He Who claved the Red Sea

Will Stand For you and liberty
Will carry you ore to cannens land
And then will Shout.a Happy Band

A HELPFUL BOOK.

No single book has helped me more in these last years tian

the little French treatise translated by Hannah Whitall Smith,

entitled, "Practice of the Presence of God." Brother Lawrence,

a Franciscan friar, who did the cooking for his monastery, is the

hero of the narrative and I do not believe it possible for any well-

intentioned person to read the contents of this little volume once

a month throughout a single year without being lifted above the



Old fRye's Speech.

Lt mists and vapors of his every-day environnient into the sweet,

clear air of that spiritual world which is always with us if we

only knew it, and in which we may perpetually dwell if we only

" try, or rather, if without trying we just accept its presence and its

hallowed communion.
a

In all the harvest there was nothing sweeter to us than

-, the sense of independençe and security- that came from feel.

ing that the old farm could supply our wahts ; could garner up for

us and all the hundreds of four-footed and ·two-winged creatures
that were our fellow-beings and our friends, enough to keep us

safe and sound in all the winter's cold. /We liked to watch oun
mother's wonderful butter, that smelt clover blooms. We
rejoiced in her pickles and preserves, h ild plums, ardn''rare
ripe " peaches, and it scemed to us tha people who buy every-
thing at the store, live at a- poor ying r te, a take-everything
second-hand-finding life a sort o ash f '«s left over.

Happy this harvest homie of n anded farmer, who
knows and loves the good creatures too well to turn into
crazy,drinks 'bat a boun Crea o as give im.fôr food.

As'Old Rye' ----

Make me n loav o children are fed;

Make me up nt dri k starve them instead
So mind wha I 11 , strength l'il employ,
If eaten, to drunk, to destroy.I

e,

e
11.

ce
e
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sti

foi

shi

bei

INTROSPECTIVE. of
of

What mind I have is intuitional. The processes -of calcula- sul

tion are altogether foreign to me, and old school-mates will tes- say

tify without dissent that while I stood at the head of fiy classes do

in all other thipgs, I hobbled along. with a crutch irn "higher mo.

algebra." It consoled me not a little to read in'some of General sim

Grant's biographies, that when- officers galloped up to him in ego

battle bringing bad news and asking his commands, he never sol

commented on the disaster, consulted nobody, but as swiftly as did

the words could be uttered, told just what he wanted done. proi

This trait that he showed as a great chieftain I have had, always that

on my own small field, that is, I have never been discoiiraged, toxi

but ready on the instant with my decision, and rejoicing in noth- and

ing so much as the taking of initiatives. Such facilities as I flow

have are always on hand. What I do must be done quickly. in s(

Perhaps it is the possession of this very quality that by the law of it

oWopposites renders a reflective life, the- alium cum dignitate of thin

which I have never for one moment tasted since we left the farm,
supremely attractive to me in contemplation. wint

To my thought, conversation is the filling and soul of social nary

life, the culmination of the spirit's possible power, the giving of pleas

a life-time in an hour, though its form and method certainly have me,

changed in this electric age when the phonograph has come into moda

being. I half suspect that there will be a strike in the physical recal]

manufactory one of these days ; the muscles of the face will refuse what

to do their duty, the tongue will make believe paralytic, and the unifie

lips will join the rebellion . But there is this good fortune about Well1

t, people will be more careful how they talk when the electric I
waves are secret as well as open message-bearers, when the côn- intuit

cealed phonograph may be acting as reporter in any place place.

they enter. Science will make us all behave and put us under from

bonds to keep the peace. Its outcome always is the betterment ambit

of mortals. belièv

My nature is to the last degree impressionable, without the W<



strong personal antipathies, and though ready with some remark
for any one into whosp company I happen to be thrown, nothing
short of a cqigenial atmosphere can " bring me out." A human
being, like a cathedral organ, has inany pipes and stops and banks
of keys ; the sort of music thât you get depends upon the kind
of player that you are. Oliver Wendell Holmes never wrote a
subtler thing than that he likes people not so much for what they
say, as for what they make him say! Judged by this standard, I
do not believe that six persons have ever heard me talk, and not
more than three ever in private converse' heard my vox humana,

simply because they were not skilled musicians. There is no
egotism in this statement, it is so universal. All of us have been
so happy as to meet a few persons who made us blossom out. We
did n't dream ourselves half so great, so noble, so lovable as they,
proved us to ourselves to be. " Is it possible I can talk like
that? " I have said to myself in such companiotiship. The in-
toxication of it is the soul's true wine. There, are a few fortunate
and elect spirits who have expanded under such sunny skies into
flowers whose fragrance was the rarest fame,-perhaps all might;
in some world let us hope all will! For myself, I know so little
of it, that only as a foretaste of heaven's companionships do I
think of such beatitude at all.

I shall never forget how like a flash it came to me, one
winter day, when I was preceptress of Genesee Wesleyan Semi-

nary at t Lima, N. Y., in i866, as* I was seatedi in my large,
pleasant sitting-room, with as many ofmy pupils gathered around

e me, chiefly sitting on the floor, as the room could possibly accom-

modate, and while we were planning something good, I do not

recall what, in. which we were all greatly interested, .that just

e what was happening then in the way of aroused enthusiasm,

e unified purpose, and magnificent esprit de corps might just as

t well happen on a scale involving thousands instead of scores.

C I did not then determine that it should, but only with swift

intuition and sudden pain felt that I might have filled a larger

e place. I have been called ambitious, and so I am, if to have had

from childhood the sense of being born to a fate is an element of

t ambition. gor I ne er knew what it was not to aspire, and not to

beliève myselflchpable of heroism. I always wanted to react upon

t the world about me to my utmost ounce of power; to be widely
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known, loved and believed in-the more widely the better.

Every life has its master passion; this has been mine. Very

few things waken my contempt, but this cou'plet èn the hymn

book did:

"Make me little andnknown,

Loved and prized by God alone.

Its supreme absurdity angered rather than amused me, for

who could be "loved and prized" by the Great Spirit and

yet despised by the lesser spirits made in His image? Who

could deliberately desire to be "little and unknown "-of small

value and narrow circle in a world so hungry for help and
C

strength and uplift-yet be "loved and prized" by God? No, I

wanted to be now and in all worlds, my very utmost. I fully
purposed to be one whom multitudes would love, lean on, and c

bless. Lying on the prairie grass and lifting my hands toward

the sweet sky I used to say in my inmost spirit, " What is it-

what is it that I am to be, O God?" I did not wish to climb by

others' overthrow and I laid no schemes to undermine them, but

I meant that the evolution of my own powers should do for me all

that it would. But a woman, and most of all a woman shy and

setxtive, could not determine on a " career1" except as a writer

of books, when I was young, and I was too impatient of the

utter dependence that results from having no money of one's own,

to take that doubtful path, though it had supreme attractions for

me in my loftiest hours. During the war I begged my dear

father to let me offer my services to the Sanitary Commission, but

he .scouted the idea for " a girl just out of school." I then

pleaded with him to let me go and teach the freedmen, but he he
was more careful of his daughters than any other father I ever

se
knew, and shook his head saying, " Stay at home-that is your de

natural and proper place until you have a home of your own; I

am able to take care of you.

My mother would have let me do any good thing that I liked;

it was her method always to encourage.our self-activity along the · n

line of strongest impulse, only that impulse must be beneficent. Wn

But she, too, liked us to be at home and would not antagonize
Co

"the head of the familyI" in this respect

If to have some innate sense of a confidential relationship
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I l
with humanity at large, so that it was always pleasant to- be
known and iecognized, is to be ambitious, then I plead guilty, for
I never lil&d to be impersonal, and chose a nom de plume for a
few earlier journalistic vent es only; then not because I did n't
like the dear public, but b ause I did n't like my own dear
family to know what I was doing. Somehow I always felt that
"faith in folks " of which I speak so often, and wanted them to
know about me as I about them. I believed we were all made of
one blood and there was no need of this ado about "impersonal-
ity." To my notion, personality was the grandest production of •

the ages ; it came into fuller perspective by reaction on the world
of matter and of spirit according to one's power ; let it carry us
as far as we would. Besides, I felt that a woman owed it to all
other women to live as bravely, as helpfully, and as grandly as
she could, and to let the world know it, for so many other women
would thus gain a vantage-ground, and I used to sing with this
thought, sometimes, the hymn beginning:

"A cloud of witnesses around
Hold thee in full survey,

Forget the steps already trod
And onward urge thy way."

I once heard the Jubilee singers render an old 'plantation
melody with this refrain:

"May the Lord He will be glad of me,
r May the Lord He will be glad of me,
r May the Lord He will be glad of me,
t In the heaven..He'11 rejoice."

n The words and music touched a chord very far down in my
e heart and I have hummed the strange old snatch of'pathos to my-

self times without number at twilight on the cars, after a hard
day's work with book and pen.

If it be ambitious to have no fear of failure in any under-
taking, to that I must plead guilty. Fools rush in where angels
fear to tread, and this may help explain it, but I frankly own that

e no positi&n I have ever attained gave me a single perturbed or

wakeful thought, nor could any that I would 'accept. No one
e could induce me to become a professor of mathematics or of

domestic economy, but outside these and what they imply, I can
1 think of no helpful calling that I would not undertake,. and there

- 44
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Edward.Eggleston's Good Word.

is none that would render me anxious. But with all this hardi-

hood I have not sought advancement. So far as I can recall, ex-

cept when at twenty years old I secretly applied for a district school,
and two years later for the public school in my own village, the

positions that I have held have all 4 ought me, and as for writing
such poor books as I do, it is at the point of the bayonet they have i
been ground out-all save Mary's "Nineteen Beautiful Years." j

If I had been a man the pulpit and politics would have been my
field in case I was early driven from the Eden of literature by the t
desire for financial independence. But a woman who did n't pur-
pose " to make a spectacle of herself " had to walk softly in the a
years wheni I suddenly emerged from nature's boundless hospi- s
tality, into custom's pinched arena, away back in '57.

Not to be jealous of others who come at rattling pace along
the track, speeding onward neck and neck, or else distancing
one' s self altogether, is a difficult grace. I do not profess to have ti
attainted it, but am grateful that its outward expression has not
yet aroused mny self-contempt, and I will own that, so far as I
recall, I have never seen myself outdone without mhaking myself
secretly say to God, " I thank-thee for this other one's beautiful
gifts ; may they grow and abundantly flourish ;" and (if it were a
speaker who left me behind, and especially a woman speaker) I
have also prayed, "May she have more power this time than she
has ever had befe."

Still, with it all, I have odious little "inwardnesses" of dis-
comfort when distanced, as one rmust be so often, and my only ab
consolation at such times, is that I loathe these selfish symptoms frit
and have in their presence the instinct of prayer. to

People little' know the good or harm they do us by a word. kn<
Fdward Eggleston once lived in Evanston, was superin- frie

tendent of our Sunday-school and a brother to us all. After he I t1
became famous he once said to me, " I do not believe there is it ?
another young woman in America of your ability, who is content pen
tormove about in the small circle of.a girl's school." And when as e
I visited his family in Adelphi Street, Brooklyn, he said, when I see
apologized for some remark, ." My child, don't make your man-
ners to me-you're never impolite; in fact, you cozdd n'I do a rudein fat yo-ol ' oard per]
tk*n<-." *'he happy.tears sprang from their out-of-sight fount- coul]
ains; I ordered ek and he never saw them. Great, the
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generous soul, but what words may measure the encouragement
tô me to have made such an impression upon one like him !' So
when I saw Whittier and he said, "I am glad'of thy work ; thee
is becoming a quite conspicus figure yonder on thy prairies,"

I was more than ever determined thal I would be one. The
letters of Bishop Simpson, Frances Power Cobbe, Elizabeth Stuart
Phelps, Gilbert Haven, and a score besides of the best men and
women of our time, how can I do them justice for the spur that
they have been to my ambition ? The dictionary tells us that this
word comes from the Latin "ambilio," a going around,-especi-

ally of candidates for office in Rome, to solicit votes. As my
self-respect has always protected me from this, Iconclude that

what I have is aspiration ; i. e., "ardent desire " for the achieve-

ments herein confessed as haviiig been "the top of life" to me.

A friend, greatly revered, said to me in my youth: "Do

things because they are in themselves pure, lcvely and harmo-

nious, without regard to whether anybody knows that you do

them or not."

' But every nature has its limitation, and mine was here pre-

cisely: I wanted some one else to know!

"How sweet, how passing sweet is solitude;

Yet grant me still a friend in my retreat

Whom I may whisper, 'Solitude is sweet!'

Whether for weal or woe, I had to care about that other one,
about bis knowing, too, and take the consequences. That same

friend said to me in my youth, "Be true to your ideals, hold fast

to thèm, what e'er betide." -And so I have: but to be widely

known, widely helpful and beloved, was my ideal. That same

friend said, "You are nothing.if not frank," and ured the words,

I thought, reproachfully, But I was "Frank, ' how could I help

it? and, having the faults of my qualities, have had to pay their

penalty. A sweet white ribbon woman once said to me as simply

as a child: ' I would like a window in my heart that all might

see my love for them; there is nothing that I wish to hide.'

Often have I wished I could afford to be equally transparent-

perhaps in heaven I shall be so. But this consoles me : if all

could see the keen regrets, the self-contempt, the wistful purpose,

the ever new outreaching toward a higher life; if all could know



The Pain of an Injusice.

the instant prayer, "God pity; God forgive!" such .sight and b

knowledge would go far to prove the selfishness a distemper, cer-

tain to be healed some day. Long, long ago, a friend gave me a

pretty journal with morocco cover, #nd wrote on the first page*,
these words: .

'DEAR F.: Record here your inner life as freely as you thini re
it, as carefully as you speak it, as genially as you lIve it and as.
bravely as you meet it day by day." .th

I have tried to do so. in this chapter, chiefly -written at my br
own expense. ar

By nature I am progressive in my thought. As Paul said of b3

himself, " I was free born." For a great sum do they purchase Ai

this freedom who have it not by heritage. A life of patient study ou

and research, with steadfast effort to hold the soul open to

skyey influence " will hardly send one along the adventurous re<

path.of progress if he was not born with a soul hospitable toward do

new ideas. Being a woman, I have grown, inside the shell of sueh S
environment, all that one of my sensitive nature could, toward OU

God's plan for our souls-so different from that of man. Under the ha

mould of conservative action I have. been most radical in thought. C072

Christianity has held me as the firm bridle steadies the champing

steed. Early embracing my father's and mother's faith, it has the

mellowed my nature and made me ".true to the kindred points of bes

heaven and home.." But I 'do not recall the time when my the

inmost spirit. did not perceive the injustice done to woman ; did i
not revolt against the purely artificial limitations which hedge but

her from free and full participation in every avocation and pro- out

fession to which her gifts incline her, and when I did not appre- to 1

ciate to some extent the state's irreparable loss in losing from halls gen

of legislation and courts of justice the woman's judgmeiit and the

mother's heart. The first sharp and painful consciousness of

humiliation that came to me was from th'e English-bred boy who, prol

when I was a girl of four or five years, called me a "Tom-boy" by <

and dared me to play with my brother-the two being together in whe

our door-yard. Angered by his interference, and encouraged by swif

my brother's more tolerant spirit, I declared I would play and no- affec

body should hinder me, whereupon the English boy held up his to pl

broad-bladed pocket-knife, in striking at which I received a popt

wound, the scar of which is with me to this day. My cries
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brought mother to the rescue, who chased the foreign invader

from our soil and, instead of telling me that little girls must

" stay in the house, " declared that I should play just where and

when I liked and nd bad boy should interfere with me.. The

next hard lesson-and well-nigh unendbrable-was when I was

required to wear my hair long and wadded on' my cerebellum,

instead of short, evenly distributed, and leaving every motion of

the head easy and free. But my cup was more than full, and

brimmed over in bitterest tears when the light, unimpeded gait

and easy spring over fetices and up into trees.was forever debýrred

by the entanglements of numberless white skirts and a long dress.

At this I felt a sense of' personal rights invaded, and freedom

outraged, such as no language may express, and a contempt for

"saciety" and its false standards from which I have never

recovered. But I quietly accepted the inevitable ;" conformed"

down to the smallest particular in wardrobe, conduct and general

surroundings, confident that I could thus more completely work

out my destiny in the midst of a crooked and perverse generation,

having always for my motto, " To reform one must first one's self

conform.

Dedicating my life to the uplift of humanity,. I entered

the lists at the first open place I found and have fought, on as

best I could, not blaming any one as having of set purpose caused

the conditions, which I so entirely reprobate, in the customs that

immeasurably hamper and handicap the development.of women,

but thoroughly convinced that these conditions are the necessary

outcome of the Age of Force,'so long in its duration, but certain

to be· slowly followed by the age of spiritual power when the

gentler sex shall take its rightful place in humanity's great

family.

Holding these opifions I have the purpose to help forward

progressive movements even-in my latest hours, and hence here-

by decree that the earthly mantle which I 'shall drop erelong,

when my real self passes onward into the world unseen, shall be

swiftly enfolded in fiames and rendered powerless harmfully to

affect the health of the living. Let no friend of mine say aught

to prevent the cremation of my cast-off body. The fact that-the

popular mind has not come .to this 'decision renders it all the

more my duty, who havp seen the light, to stand for it in death
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as I have sincerely meant in life, to stand by the great cause of

poor, oppressed humanity. There must be explorers along all

pathways ; scouts in all armies. This has been my " call " from'

the beginning, by nature and by nurture ; let me be true to its

inspiriting and cheery mandate even "unto this last.
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FINALLY.

The foregoing book has been written, revised and the proofs

corrected, in about three months, largely in enforced seclusion,
away from books of reference and to a great degree from memory.

It does not then claim· to be absolutely accurate, and it is quite

likely that in respect to some minor dates there may be a dis-

crepancy'between the book and the series of journals beginning

when I was about twelve years old and ending when I returned

from Europe in 1870.

"Seen through memory's sunset air,"

the far away Delectable Montains of my youth.may have a halo

around them greater even than when wlth eager feet I climbed

their summits. My mother says that I have ideàlized her char-

acter, and friends have always accused me of seeing them in

colors more glowing than the cold light of day revealed.

Al that I claim is that in this book, from cover to coter, I

believe I have been loyal to the higher law of truth, if not to the

common law of fact, and my purpose, from first to last, has been

to tell the story as it was told to me by the higher faculties of

my nature. I have had the happiness of illustrating in a small

way, the result of American institutions upon individual and

family life, in the hope that good might come of it to some who

are now in the formative period of their career; and with the

purpose to applaud whatsoevèr things are true aindi lovely and of

good: report, frankly bemoaning those things that are not, in

myself especially.

Nothing in this book is meant to- give the impression that

its author undervalues the household arts or household saints.



My Household Creed.

If anybodyl living is beholden to them, I surely am. A well- pu

ordered home is the beginning of wisdom and of virtue and, I dif

have always dwelt in such a home, made wholesome and delight-

ful by other hands than mine. Most girls take kindly to the ho

spelling-book of home's 12eautiful literature of action as exempli- wo

fied in the needle, broom and kneading-trough, but I had- not ma

this happy gift, never having got beyond the A B C of sampler, is t

dust-brush and cake-making in my .home education. Lack of Cd
natural facifity should have condoned the offense whose inexor-

able penalties I have been, under the present régime, obliged to mo

pay as the years brought in their bills. All that I plead for is her

freedom for girls, as well as boys, in the exercise of their special hus

gifts and preferences of brain and hand. It is also my belief that tent

the law of development will at no distant day, so largely relegate thal

the household arts to the realm of invention and coöperation that

unless this larger liberty of woman is fully recognized she will, in h

duririg the transition period, at least, prove less useful to society proi

than she was meant to be and must be for her own highest in tl

happiness. as b

Tis is the sum total of my creed concerning household state

economics, and if it be treason I mean to make the most of it, for hust

I expect to see the day when hot water and steam-heated air will honc

be supplied to every house as gas is now from common reser- that

voirs; wh n we shall have a public laundry system, so complete prot

as to dri e the washtub out of every kitchen, banishing forever

the rei of steamy, sudsy, indigo-blue -Monday ; "and a caterer's long-

system so complete as to send the cooking-stove into perpetual infan

exile. -If men had these problems on hand, complicated with ceive

the speakable servant-girl problem, they would have solved surel:

the by a syndicate long before this, putting no end of money and ç

in eir purses and no en 1 of misery outside of home's four walls. thati

I often think, when rejoicing in the homelike amenities of caske

a vestibule train, with its day coach, dining-car, and sleeper, the d
that if George M. Pullman. could be induced by a council of of he:
women to give five years of his wonderful brain .to this problem the n

of household comfort off the rails, counseling with the house- taint,
keepers, as he would be wise enough to do, he might crown his to an

life by carrying into the average home the same wholesale com- seeks

forts and elegancies with which he now regales the traveling father
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public. Only in that case we must petition him to spare us the

diffusive atmosphere of that horrible smokers' annex !

To preserve the individuality, the privacy, and sanctity of

home, while diminishing its cost and friction, is the problem that

women in councitmust set themselves to. solve. Notable home-

makers, ready for.the next thing, and not afraid of it because it

is the next and not the last, should be organized into a standing

cdmmittee on this subject.

But with these varied -cares and perpetual annoyances re-

moved, how will the home-maker of the well-to-do classes employ,

her time? In the care of her children, the companionship of her

husband, and in works of philanthropy, by which will be has-

tened forward the coming epoch when there shall be no classes

that are not well-to-do.

There will always remain abundant territory to be possessed

in home's illimitable realm. Women in council working to- im-

prove that sanctuary of their hearts will find grievous inequalities

in the laws that relate to the control of children and of property

as between husband and wife ; they will find that in most of the

states a wife can not bring a civil suit for damages agains her

husband; that as a rule, the crime of despoiling a woman of her

honor is not punished so heavily as the crime of stealing a cow;

that in general, the protection of the person. ranks far behind

protection of the purse.

-A great new world looms into sight, like some splendid ship

long-waited-for-the' world of heredity, of prenatal influence, of

infantile environment ; the greatest right of which we can con-

ceive, the right of the child to be well born, is being slowly,

surely recognized. Poor, old Humanity, so tugged by fortune

and weary with disaster, turns to the Cradle at last and perceives

thatit has been trie Pandora's box of every ill and the -Fortunatus

casket of every joy that life has known. When the mother learns

the divine secrets of her power, when she selects in the partner

of her life the father of her child, and for its sacred sake rejects

the man of unclean lips because of the alcohol and the tobacco

taint, and shuns as she would a leper the man'who has been false

to any other woman, no matter how depraved ; when he who

seeks life's highest sanctities in the relationships of husband and

father, shuns as he wouId if thoughtful of his future son the
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woman with wasp-waist~that renders motherhood a torture and
dwarfs the possibilities of childhood, French heels that throw

the vital organs out -of their normal place, and .sacred charms

revealed by dresses décolleté, insisting on a wife who has good

health and a strong physique as the only sure foundation of his

home-hopes,-then shall the blessed prophecy of the world's peace

come true; the conquered lion of lust shall lie down at the feet

of the white lamb of purity and a little child shal1ead them.

Forces of infinite variety conspire to bring in the kingdom to

which poets, orators, philosophers, philanthropists and statesmen

have looked with longing eyes since humanity set forth on its

mystical career. If this true story of my life has any force at all,

I pray that it may help to hasten the coming of Christ's King-

dom, whosevisible token is universal brotherhood; the blessed

time drawing nearer to us every day, when in the most practical

sense and by the very constitution of society and government,

"all men's weal shall be each man's care."

Jane
forL



APPENDIX.

Sucetry?.

My goodfriends, S. Milleti Thompson, of Providence, R. Z., and Mrs.
Jane Eggleston Zimmerman, of Evanston, Il. have Prepared the data
for this chapter.-F. E. W.

Il
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In the suburbs of the classic .town of Concord, Mass., on a granite his age
bowlder by the roadside, is the inscription given in the picture on the pre-. thu
ceding page. aund r

Major Simon Willard came from Horsmonden, Kent eounty, England, noved.
in 1634, aged thirty-one. . The name has been known on English soi! for Willarc
eight hundred years, being five times recorded in the Doomsday book. Al magist:

the Americap Willards are his descendants. The family memoir, written Th
by Joseph Willard, of Boston, says:

The will of Richard Willard, of Horsnonden, father of Simon, shows him tohave been and vai
a man of very good landed estate. The wording of the will shows that he designed this a natur
son, not his eldest, but· an issue of lis second marriage, to succeed him as the principal enlight
landholder in th,&family. His designs were defeated, however, by the removal of his son as legis
to New England. no lighi

Simon Willard, born in the early part-of 1605, became in his manhood a very thorough certaim]
Puritan. New Elngland offered the only asylum where he could enjoy lis religions opin. took hi'
ions undisturbed and unquestioned, and thither he determined to proceed with his family. tion to :

Varions restrictions upon emigration were rigidly enforced during the greater part ut every n
the tinîe from 1630 until. the power of the king began to sink, and that of Parliament to the Cou
rise upon its ruins. Persons ntending to remove to New England were not allowed to afterwa
enbark until thev had obtained from the local authorities certificates of uniformity to·the monthl:
orders and discipline ofthe Church of England, and of having taken the oaths of allegiance quarterl
and supremacy. Other vexatious restraints were in like manner imposed. * s * and eig
Winthrop tells us, under date of July, 1634, that "it appeared by many private letters that out of c
the departure of so many of the best, both ministers and Christians, had bred sad thoughts ing to tl
in those behind, of the Lord's intentions in this work, and an apprehension of sone evil mcpline
days to come upon England. Then it began to be apprehendedby the archbishops and of forty
others of the council as a matter of state, so as they sent out warrants to stay the ships,
and to call in our patent; but upon petition of the shipmasters (attesting how beneficial Agt
this plantation was to England) in regard of the Newfoundland fishing, which they took on
their way homeward, the ships were atthat time released." Simon Willard probably came FatI
over in this fleet. acter de

His wife, Mary Sharpe, born at Horsmonden, in 1614, daughter of Henry Sharpe and othersst
Jane Feylde, was twenty years old when she accompanied her husband to America. Simon Samuel,
Willard established himself on one hundred acres on the Brighton side of Charles River, ness an,
at Cambridge. so far as

The following year, 1635, in company with Rev. Peter -Bulkely, a man of great learning genus, t
and large beart,ofnoble family, and distinguished :as a divine, who had lately come from
England, Simon Willard and twelve others. with their families. obtained a grant of "six Maj
miles square upon the river" at a place called Musketaquid, where thev, amid great hard- cord.
sbips and difficulties, established the town of Concord. Immediately ~upon theorganiza- Univerhcn of the town, Simon Willard was appointed " Clerk of the Writs," and continued in
that office, by annual election, for nineteen years. His military service was continuous for ton, w)
forty years, until his death. At the earliest election made by the town (1636) he was choseu Quincy
as deputy to the General Court, and was re-elected every year, with three exceptions, till cetpa1654, a term of eighteen years. He also held the office ofcommissioner for three years, and
was associated with Apostle Eliot and Major Gookin in their friendly missions with the characi
Indians. The court appointed him under the title of Lieutenant Willard, with John ing.
Holeman and Richard Collecott, to f'os-m a company for trading with the Indians, forbid- of Peteding all others, except suclà as they should choose, to trade in furs or wampum with the
native tribes. Unitari

The early history of Massachusetts is full of allusions to the many and varied services - My
of Major Willard in an official canacity, all reflecting high honor upon his character as a motherman of iutegrity, ability and energy. His name also appears among those of the mem-
bers of the General Court who so steadily resisted the commissioners sent out by Charles The-orc
IL. to look into the affairs of the colonies, whose attitude of loyalty was seriously questioned. 

1
Sin

The commissioners were baffied at every point, the General Court resisting every infringe- rn a
ment of their patent, indeed, hardly stopping at that. being determined to maintain every
vight they had hitherto enjoyed. As 1

(2)
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At the outbreak of Xing Philip's war. we find Major Willard, a man of seventy years,
in active service, filling important posts of duty, and enduring hardships which might
well have been the death of many a younger man. Although past the age of legal military
service, having, as we have seen, done his full share of public duty for the infant colony,
and suffered also his full share of privation and exposure, he seems to have undertaken all
the military duty falling to a soldier of his prominence, giving his inestimable services
freely and unstintingly. Major Willard was looking forward to a further term of service
in civil life as an assistant adjutant, and in military life to continued exertion in the field
against ai, enemy stili active and destructive, But, in ithis last year, an unusual load of
care, with its train of an:sieties, added to the hazards of an intense winter, to which he was
so often exposed on thejourney or on the marci in long continued absences from his cher-
ished home, must have rendered hiim easily accessible to the attacks of -active disease. It
'o happened in the spring-time of this year, in the order of Providence, that there was an
unusual amount of sic ness. Scarcely a hearthstone in New England escaped the visita-
tion. * * * The di ase was an epidemiccold of a very malignant type, and to this
disease, after a short illness, Major Willard fell a victim at Charlestown, on Monday, the
24 th day of April (corresponding to May 4, new style), 1676, in the seventy-second year o
his age. * * * Increase Mather, in lamenting over the widespread desolation caused y
this pestilence, occurring as it did during the gloomyperiod of a war in which som lix
hundred persons had.fallen a sacrifice, remarks: "r There have been many sick and welik
and man have fallen asleep ;,vea, eminent and useful instruments hath the Lord/ re-
noved. * This colony of Massachusetts hath been bereaved of two. viz., ajor
Willard and Mr. Russell. who for many years had approved themselves faithful ti' the
magistracy, and the death of a few such is as Inach as if thousands had fallen."

The memoir further says:

Early called into the public service, disciplined by the teachings of toil, depri ation,
and varied experience, with his character and capacity well understood and valued, it was
a natural sequence that he should retain his hold upon the confidence and affectio of an
enlightened community-throughout all the emergencies of a new state, in importan trusts
as legislator, judge and military commander until his death. This, as we have seen-was-
no light or easy service. It engrossed, doubtless, a large part of his time and attention;
certanly so after he was called to the Council in 1654, and thence until his death in x676. It
took him away from his family, from the cultivation of his estate, and from special atten-
tion to his private interests. He must be present at every session of the General Court,
every meeting of the Governor and Council, at the terms of the Court of Assistants and of
the County Court. From 1634--1636 the sessions of the General Court were quarterly, and
afterward semi-annually. The meetings of the Governor and Council were to be held
monthly, according to the provision of the charter. As a judicial tribunal, their terms were
quarterly. The Major attended the County Court in Middlesex, probably between seventy
and eighty terims. * * Add to this, the numerous meetings of committees, in and
out of legislative sessions; and in military matters, the time necessarily occupied in attend-
ing to the minute and detailed provisions of the laws in the organization, equipment, dis-
cline and mustering - fi-st, of his company and afterward of i regiment-for aperiod
o forty years.

Again we quote the memoir:

Fathers are often said, and ruly, to live again intheir children: and traits of char-
acter descend through several generations, distnctly brought out in many instances, and in
othersstili somewhat prominent, but modified by circumstances.. Thus we miay suppose that
Samuel, the most distnmguished son of his father, inherited that mildness, as wellas firm-
ness and noble independence whiclh universal testimony concedes to him. I niay add, that
so far as my observation extends, and so far as we can predicate any quality of an entire
genus, this temperament belongs to the present generation ofthe family.

Major Willard lived in Lancaster and Groton, Mass., as welI as in Con-
cord., Among his immediate descendants are two presidents of Harvard
University, also Rev. Samuel Willard, pastor of the Old Soutfi Church, Bos-
ton, who opposed the hanging of the witches; and Solomon- Willard, of
Quincy, Mass., the architect of, Bunker 1HillM onument, who refused to ac-
cept pay for his services, and of whom Edward Everett said that "bhis chief
characteristic was that he wanted to do everything for eve-yboly for noth-
ing." Rev. Samuel and Solomon were brothers of Deacon Cephas Willard,
of Petersham, Mass., who died at ninety-three years old, having served the
Unitarian chuiirch there as deacon fifty-six yéars.

My own Une of descent is from IJenry, fourth son of the major, whose
mother was Mary Dunster, sister of President Dunster of Harvard University.
The.order is as follows:

t
Simon, 2

Henry, 3
Henry, 4

Abram, Elijah, "Oliver Atherton, 'IJosiah
Flint, 8Frances Elizabeth.

As the derivation of family names is largely fanciful, I have chosen to

1
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think of mine as meaning "One who wills"; Joseph Cook makes it signify
"will-hard "-and either definition is acceptable. My great great-grand-
father, Abram Willard (great-grandson of Simon), died in the American army
during the French war. His home was Harvard, Mass., where my great-
grandfather, Elijah Willard, wasborn, March, 1751. Elijah died at Dublin,
N. H., August 19,-1839,. six weeks bèfore my birth. He was forty y ears a cIE
Baptist iniuîsterin Dublin, uand'even at the advanced age of eighty-eight, u
*onlyfourw'eeks pfevions to his departure from this world, he preached a ln
funeial semon. .Hewas three times married, his first wife, Mary Atherton, fai
being the,mother f my grandfather, Oliver Atherton. He served in the
Revolutionary· war. His mmiistry at Dublin, near Keene, N. H., was faith- ani
ful and lihg. . sh

The following droll story is told of his powers.as a peace-maker. A soi
inember of his church had .called another "an old skinflint," whereupon aut
accusation wsas brought by4he offended party. When the authorities of the 0f

church were sitting lu council on this grave piece of indecorum, Elder Will- she
ard suggested, in his charactieri of presiding officer, that they should look in
the dictionary and see what a skinflint was. This met with great favor.
But 10, and behold!. there was no such word in the book referred to. The scie
elder .then said, that inasmuch as there was no definition there given, he a
would appeal.to the brother who had used the word to give the definition.
This was done, the bro.ther replying: "Why, Elder, what I meant wa tht ties,
Brother Blank is a downright clever sort of a man." At this they shook · tio
hands and the church quarrel was at an end.' It is shrewdly suspected by :
some that Eider Willard cooked up this reconciliation, dictionary and all.

My grandfather, Oliver Atherton Willard, married Catherine Lewis, one us a
of the twelve children of Captain Lewis, who fought in the Revolutionary I.ca
war and whose wife was Martha Collins, of Southboro', Mass., where she
imarried James Lewis, Septeigber .5, 1753, and remained there until 1771, dren

when they removed to Marlboro, N. H. Immediately after their marriage e
Oliver A. Willard and.Catherine Lewis went with other pioneers to Wheelock, was
Vt., where my father, Josiah Flint Willard, named for a maternal uncle, was
born, November 7, 1805. His mother was a womän of great force of char-
acter, piquant and entertaining; the finest singer in the county. The family of
lived within a few miles of my mother's but never met until both went on i
runners across the snow to Ogden, Monroe county, N. Y. (two miles from n
Churchville), in 1816, where they were neighbors and friends, the Willard set
brothers, Josiah and Zophar, marrying two of Deacon John Hill's daughters, Ms
Mary (my mother) and Abigail.. Grandmother Willard became an invalid man
in middle life and died at the age of seventy-seven. infsî

My mother's line of ancestry is more difficult to trace, the names in- of I
volved being those of much larger families. died

Her grandparents were Samuel Hill, born in Lee, N. H., October 6, Natl
1720, and Abigail Huchins, born in Lee, February 20, 1733. Samuel died Hug
in Danville, Vt., and Abigail in Ogden, N. Y., in 1829. Mother's father was ship
John Hill, of Lee, N. H. Port

Traditions concerning the great bodily strength, agility and intense energy of some of was
the members of theafamily at Durham still exist, and notably of Samuel Hill, who was of 1>
quite a giant in his way; and the family generally are represented as excelling in those
brave, manly and strong qualities which make successful pioneers ina new country; while hea11their generally.great longevity stands as proof positive of their good habits in temperance,
peacefulnessandrmoderation. They were ready to defend their homes and honor, how- the"
ever, at all hazards; quite an extended list of their names appears iu the .early Colonial Grax
military roster, and I still have in my possession the signatures of three of the Hills of Dur-
ham and Lee-Nathaniel, Robert and John-all three probably the sons, or grandsons, of roun
Nathaniel. They joined a volunteer organization of patriot minute-men i Durham, even
June 29, 1775.

As a rule, the Hills were well-to-do, had a fondlness for mills, machinery and mechani- 'extri
cal pursuits, most of them owning and cultiváting large or good-sized farms. Many of extr
them removed early and settled in the interior of New Hampsire and Vermont, ys
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My great-grandfather Hill was a man of most self-sacrificin integrity.en, rather early in his career he had become security for a riend, whofaiied, mnen of good conscience came tct him, urging that a man's family wasat- .a preferred creditor '' in all business relations, and that he should refuse togive up all he had to satisfy another man's reditors. But he wasa man ofa clean hands - swearng to his own hurt and changing not. w He onlyht answered, "It is the nature of a bondsmau when th .:rinipal not.sHe ondSinthe gap." And so be stood in th gapelosing al bispfoa a t ann, fail to be true to the implied promise of his fbond.

he This good inan's wife Abigail Huchins, was a woma ofifrong citaracter,Sand firmn of will and action* It is reiated of bier, that wlien, a youug girl,she was alone in the house one day just as a storm was coming up A mal
somewhat off his mental balance came to the door and exclaimed, "I am the -

h author of thisstor "I you are, then you are the Prince of the Power11 sfhe esolutely dve hyung girl, and yousha'n't stay in this house," andshe resolutely drove him, off.
i Concerning these ancestors, notable i character, mother writes:
My grandfather Hili was a man of meditative habit of mind, almost morbidly cone sdieutious, with intense spiritual convictions, aud strong religioug faith. -lie ppje %aesli Wa eebne ed ied-bsanr for bis children, until be received the evidence that tey would ail be ss ed

a. Myts andmQther Hil wbo lived wit my parents till I was a young làdy in the twen-tat ties, and died at the -age of niuety-seven years, was a womnau of saunglpne :temýperaumntok strong every way, strong of heart, strong of mmd, strog n moral sanud religios convic-ok tions-a Whitefield Congregationalist g m togi oaladrhiu ovc
by My f r in the nis t of Hercules. When a child I had ·no:'idea there

was s power iu the niverse that conld sttack bimi successfully. 1 felt safe in'the tbuuder-storm if he were near. He Was very fond of bis cuildren sud we felt that be stood bet -enne us and all trouble. He was a zealous and active Christian of the Freewill aptist churbr I.can do no justice to my mother's character it *ws sncb a rare coebination f excellenlie des-religious, devotional, cheerful, indust'rious, frugal, opeful, buoyaut, nir fln attimes, loving and lovable always ; my father's heart dd safely trust in ber, so did ber chul
71, dren sud friends. She was s uember of the Freewill Baptist church.

k RevDr ofmy father married ncle clernents, and one of my most valued cousins was
ge Rv r. Jouathan Clements, at oue time Principal of Phillips Academy, at Audover. Hewas an uncle of Rev Dr. Phillips Brooks and teacher pf Dr. Oliver Wendell Holmes.

a f The Thompsons were from- Scotland, and tradition ays from the Conntyi1y Croarty. The name is patronymic from Thom, the head of a Norse fam-on iy, and, though widespreadt stands only twenty-first in the list of commonnames. The hne runs thus : David Thompson, Gent, a Scotcoma whosettled on Thompson's Island, so named for himself; in Boston Harbor, inrs May, 1619, a year and a half before the Pilgrims landed at Prymouth, tusliýd being, as the Dorchester Historical Society affirms "The first recorded per-manent white resident of Boston Harbor." David died in 1628 leavng au
infant son, John Thompson, of Piscataqua. is Son, John Thompavin, Sr.,
of Durham, died in 1734. H qis son, John Thompson, Jr., of Durhamdied in 1727. Next com-es bis son, my mother's maternai grandfatber,6, Nathanael Thompson (or Nathaniel) f Durham, N. H., baptized by Rev.ied Hugh Adams, May 29, 1726, an "infant." He was a trader, millwrigt sudvas shipwright; settled in Holderness, now Ashand, N. E, (after living atPortsmot , N. H.), where lie was an importer. He lost his property andtof was l ed ii tbe launchi g of a ship. He married Elizabeth Stevens,-va of Newburyport, Mass.4ose H e was once at a dinner where everybody waa a Tory sud drank tbeicle healtb, of the tyrant whomi Americans were fightiîîg, and said, as they cl inkedW-: theur asses, King George's health and il ehillgo round," whereupodaGran father Thompson cried out, " Washington's health, and il sha go, round!." Büt the disloyal Tories struck him drove him fro, the room, and
r, even threatened his life.

The best testimony to this man's character is found in the followingextracts fro his will. Being wounded and unable to reacli home, tbreFdays beore bis death lie dictated the following:



6 Ancestry.

"Letter of Nathaniel Thompson to Elizabeth Thompson, his wife, dated Durhan,
N.H., June 24, 1785: Three days since, I now conclude, I received my mortal wound ; and
expecting soon to take my final and long farewell of Time, I now send you my affection-
ate, dying care. I feel the most tender sympathy for the disconsolate situation in which
you are to be left, as a bereaved widow, with a number of young children. I exhort you
to put yoir trust in God. who is the God of the widow in his holy habitation. And it is
now my last prayer and earnest request that you may teach them to love and fear the
King.of Glory, and bring them up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord. And- in
xhy name r request you to exhort my -two eldest sons, in particular, by no means to fre-
quent evil company, or to follow trading in hogses, which, I conceive, is attended with
many temptations ruinou to the souls and bodies of youth. And it is my dying request
they:would exercise all possible kindness to their mother in her bereaved state and mani-
fest all friendly, brotherly affectioui: toward my other children. And above everything
which can be named, O that my children may remember their Creator in the days of their
vçuth ! and often recollect and.observe the counsels and advice of their kind father while
hè was with them."

These were the last words of a man mortally wounded, and they are
ful of Christian faith and fortitude.

Of her mother, Pp11y Thompsofi, daughter of the heroic Nathaniel, my
mother has always spoken in- terms that surprised me by their delineation
of a character almost angelic. My cousin, Sarah Dusinbury, from the old
homestead, sends me the following peep into the home life of thèse revered
grandparents:

About thati jnning wheel of yonr randmother Hil's that you found in our garret
and carried away, I askled Aunt Sarah if se could furnish interesting facts. She saif that
al she knew was that it. was brought by your grandmother from Vermont, and that she
used always on winter eveninga to draw it up by the fireplace and spin a " run of fiax " be-
fore retiring; and that grandfather at the same time read aloud from the large Bible
pced on a small stand at the other corner of the hearth, the low hum of her wheel not
'turbing his reading or bis after conversation on the Scripture which he had read.

"Hum, hum; hum, hum," as easily ahd almost as noiselessly as one would ply the knitting
needles, she spun the whole evening through ; for women must work in those days, early
.nd late, or théir families would suifer. Ah ! what do we not owe to the patient, toiling,

pious grandmother ! I wonder if my grandchildren will ever know aught of me so worthy
oftheir admiration? Probablynot; such timber as ourgrandparentswere madeofis scarce
in these days.

My mother bas always told me that there'was Irish blood in my veins

from my adorable maternal grandmother.

John Hill and Polly Thompson were married February 4, 1796, an°d re-
moved to Danville, Vt., where my mother, Mary Thompson Hill, was born
January 3, T805. My father was born in Wheelock, Vt., November 7, 1805,
and they were married in Ogden (near Churchville,) N. Y., November 4,
1831.
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